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FIVE CENTS

ARTA Starts New Drive
GULF RADIO STATIONS

DIVIDED IN '38 WEWS
New Orleans-The lusty squawking
of the New Year finds Louisiana and
Mississippi radio executives divided

about the future but united in their
faith in radio as a medium of progress. Peering into 1938, Vincent Callahan, general manager of WWL,
CBS outlet here, told Ramo DAILY:
"We're looking forward to two
things in 1938-50,000 watts power
an Pane it

c

RCM Sales Increase
14 Successive Months
Kansas City. Kan. - Commercial
Iles of KCKN for last November
are 28 per cent higher than in the
.me month of 1936, and it marked
the 14th consecutive month that sales
have shown an increase over corresponding previous month, according to Ellis Atteberry, g.m. Station
signed 81 new accounts in 1937.

Van Cronkhite Joins
Hearst Organization
John Van Cronkhite, who last week
resigned as president of Van Cronkhite Associates Inc., Chicago, but re tamed chairmanship of the board.
has joined the Hearst organization.
He will have a special assignment in
INS radio news and features.

New FTC Chairman

1!..,,hitor.. En, RADIO DAILY

I MEN WHO MADE NEWS IN RADIO

DURING 1937
(Seventh

Installment of a Se, in)

DON L GILMAN

H. LESLIE ATLASS

ing news events of the year In
radio. one of the most Important
items of all bad been left out.

It was the fact that industry's
first daily paper made its debut
last February.

ARTA last Friday started a new
localized drive to sign up all office

CBS interests
in the Chi- in it for Don
cago terri- E.viceGilman,
- presitory is H.
in
Leslie Atlass, dent
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dent of t h e NBC west
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Ralph - NBC activity

er,

in Hollycutting quite a figure in radio circles wood. and the new radio center befor
out Chicago way for a good many ing built there, madehisit necessary
headquarters NEAL BARRETT TO HEAD
years.
H. Leslie owns WBBM, Gilman to shift
from
San
Francisco
to
the
movie
city.
while Ralph has WJJD, as well as
But he still maintains social and busi- HEARST SOUTHWEST UNIT
WIND over at Gary.
ness tics in S. F. with frequent visits.

have been

Fort Worth -Neal Barrett, man-

DON DAVIS
of

Celebration
the 15th

JOHN SHEPARD III
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anniversary dent

of

presitwo

of his station, New England
WHB
in networks, the
Kansas City, `rankee and

was the big the
noise in the

routine of
D
onald
D
wight
Davis the
past
The

year.
event

with

head-

ouarters in
Boston. John
Shepard III
has his hands

But he
likes radio so
,,e1 l_that he
,sold out his
interest in Boston's famous Shepard
store in order to devote all his time
to the broadcasting business.
full.

chairman.

Slip -Up

Begun to Sign Up
All Stations
workers and additional technical and
production departments of radio stations all over the country. Drive will
be concentrated on stations that are
partly signed with ARTA at present
and majority of organization will be
attempted at local stations, although
networks also will be contacted.
Drive is being started almost simultaneously with the AGRAP election,
scheduled for Jan. 7. General senti-

The past

Looking
had a
after the year
moving d a y

Washington - Commissioner Garw25 put flyer
land b. earguson has been elected' on a scale unprecedented
in so far
hairrnan of Federal Trade Commis- as such celebrations are concerned,
sion for the calendar year 1938. Wil- and Don Davis has press books and
liam A. Ayres served in 1937. This other souvenirs to prove it.
is Ferguson's third term as FTC

Several diligent readers of RADIO DAILY called up Friday to
point out that, in listing the lead.

Localized Campaign is

12 -Hr. Weekly Year's Deal New Bureau Will Audit
Among WBNY Business
Broadcasting Coverage
Atlantic City, N. J.-A new service
ering 12 hours a week is the New that is expected to stimulate radio adYear's greeting to WBNY from vertising, because broadcasters will
Schreiber Brewing Co. of Buffalo. be able to furnish time buyers with
Brewery upped Manru bottle beer accurate coverage figures, has been
sales 12 per cent in November launched by William H. Appleby,
through sponsoring WBNY all sports' v.p. of Appleby & Appleby, consultreview, a daily two-hour show fee - ing radio engineers, under the name
hiring Ralph Hubbell, WBNY sports', of Audit Bureau of Broadcasting
commentator.
Coverage. Coverage audit for all
Magic Washer, powdered soap prod- stations will be standardized and
uct of Iowa Soap Company, Burling- based upon a combination of two
Buffalo-A full year's contract cov-

(C.:esti...ea on Page 2)

(Continued an Page 2)

ager of KOMA, Oklahoma City, will

become head of the Hearst stations
in the southwest, succeeding Elliott
Roosevelt, who last week was elevated to president and general manager of the entire network. Barrett
is expected to be appointed vice Pane 2)

Jackson Promises Aid
In Radio Investigation
traslil'notnn Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Assistant Attorney
General Robert Jackson, who made
headlines last week when he made a
blast against big business monopoly.
declared Friday that he would cooperate fully in any investigation of
the radio industry, as well as movies
and other businesses.

Money Man
Duluth - Dalton A. LeMasurier.
KDAL owner, said "Merry Christmas" to stall with crisp, new cur.
reney. One employee took his
home and showed dad. Each bill

was enclosed In a special envel
ope

with

an

opening

through

which appeared the picture

on

bill. On seeing the pia, pop asked:
"Who's that? LeMasurier7"
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. Olson Rug became the first sponnPTIMISTIC note is sounded with
lithe coming of 1938; executives in sor to sign for transcribed program
irious branches of the industry see time on NBC's recently allotted ayem
no let -down in the business of com- hours . . MPPA again asked stamercial broadcasting despite the re- tions to procure licenses when trancession that appears to affect other scribing a program off the air for

GEN

to speak

HUGH S. JOHNSON goes to Chicago
at the National Furniture Manulac-

;CsarilaybabeVdtca°,7 MIThtlycrt'yd.
WILLIAM FAY, manager of WHAM. Rochester,

tvurirl;"

.

N. Y.. comes to New York to do some vocaliz-

ing on the "Music is My Hobby" program over
Published daily except Saturdays. Stindas
NBC -Blue on Jan. 24.
, Chicago especially is rarin'
and liolidays at 1501 Broadway. New York. fields
N. Y.. by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate. to go, while the volume on tap in the future broadcasting.
LOUISE MASSEY and the Westerners. now at
AFRA
membership
generally,
havPresident and Publisher; Donald hl. Mersey
the Stanley Theater. Pittsburgh. go horn there
. all
East is highly encouraging
eau. Treasurer and General Manager;
.

.

.

approved a tentative wage scale,
signs point to the coming year being ing
make demands very soon upon
better than its predecessor-radio's will
network
and ad agency talent buytrend for years.
Press Radio News Bureau
Commercials using large bands and ers
of
a higher schedule
originating from New York studios contemplates
rates
to
take
of increased overwill greatly feel the shock of the head for thecare
non -network station
Local 802 (AFM) new law which
Elliott Rooseprohibits the star free-lance musi- teletype service
.

R. Mahn. Vice President.; Charles A. Alicoate.
Secretary; M. If. Shapiro. Associate Editor
Terms (Post free) United Stares outside of
Greater New York. one year. ES: foreign
ear. me Subscriber should remit with aide'
Address all
communications to RADIO
DA I I.Y. ISO! Broadway, New York, K.
Wisconsin 7.6336. 7 6337. 7 6330
Phone
Cable address: Filmilay. New York. Holb
wood. Calif.- Ralph %\'ilk. 6421 llollyani
Illvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April f.
1937, at the postolTwe at New York. N.
tinder the act of March 3. 1879

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

elevated by Hearst Radio as
cian from sitting in on his favorite vent
commercials, actually rushing from prez. and g.m. Murray Grabhorn to

to
Cy

the Earle Theater, Washington.
WILLIAM BAKER, radio director of Benton

left the West Coast on Friday for
to huddle with agency executives
network show.
FRED ALLEN and his troupe arrive back in
Bowles.

New York
on a third

New York Irons Hollywood.
A. H. FLATEN, commercial manager of KDAL.
Duluth. is planning another New York business

trip within the next ten days

or so.

U. S.
assistant to Roosevelt .
one show to another . . this does be
Court scores FCC on broadnot affect the established orchestral Circuit
organization that comes into the cast station permit which was denied
but the majority of the Paul R. Keitmeyer of Cheyenne...
studio
List of commercials to originate
big shows use pretty nearly the
Fame crack musicians on all shows Train the New York World's Fair in
. original 1939 will be headed by Ford Motors,
whether NBC or CBS
idea was to distribute the work 'argent individual space renter at the
AGRAP plans a meramong the unemployed rather than 'exposition
throwing it all to the so-called clique ler with two other unions ... ARTA
. RCA Victor tightened
which is now restricted to earning and AFRA
weekly instead of ten times that the ban on scales by jobbers and
dealers of its disks to radio stations,
amount.
Another government control bill zspecially in the Phila. area
'ooms in Washington, this one spon- presumably because of the suits there
sored by Senator Herring of Iowa decided in favor of the NAPA. . .

Localized Campaign
Is Started by ARTA

12 -Hr. Weekly Year's Deal
New Bureau Will Audit
Among WBNY Business
Broadcasting Coverage

000 watts power or more are now

.
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Neal Barrett to Head
Hearst Southwest Unit
rirm

ARTA, and the latter is expecting a
favorable

decision

in

the

election

which will give added significance to
new organization plans.
An official of CIO has told RADIO
DAILY that the body expects to completely organize the personnel of the

industry within the year.

.

.

.
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yardsticks. namely (I) field intensity ton, Iowa, unheard of in Buffalo
survey to determine territorial cov- market until introduced last Februerage. establishing a standard mini- ary solely through WBNY, Is placing
mum signal strength of 1/2 mv/rn six 15 -minute transcribed musical reabove noise levels, and (2) urban
and rural questionnaire to determine

Quality Broadcasting Trend

A recent World Broadcasting Sys-

tem survey discloses that all U. S.
radio stations broadcasting with 50,-

equipped to reproduce vertical -cut

wide range transcriptions, according
to Norton Cotterill, WBS vice-presi-

He adds that 95 per cent of
the total commercial radio wattage
dent.

of the country is "vertical -equipped."
This support by leading broadcasters.
states Catterill. is evidence of the
views per week and six spots per recent strong trend toward high
day on WBNY. Company now has quality selective bra ad castin g
700 outlets in Western New York.
throughout the country.
WBNY is included in new network Though Community Chest camof Father Coughlin, starting next paign is over for the year, KSFO

listeners within the 1/2 mv. m area.
president and general manager of
Appleby says ABBC will make no
the southwest group within the next attempt to report listener habits or
few weeks.
program popularity, but will work Sunday at 4 p.m.
Roosevelt. who left over the week- on the same principle as ABC does
end for New York. will return here for newspapers. The plan has met
Esso News on WBEN
about March 1, after visiting sales with approval of agency and naStandard Oil of N. J. today will
offices and stations, and will main - tional representative executives, ac- start United Press news reports on
lain general offices In the Trinity Life cording to Appleby.
WBEN, Buffalo. "Esso" five-minute

will continue to air a weekly program

throughout

the

year.

Jack

Moyles, announcer, will handle the
feature called "The World About Us."

M. H. Peterson joins Mutual

M. H. Peterson, formerly assoairing will be heard daily except ciated with the Chicago offices of
WICC in New Studios
Marschalk & Pratt Inc. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc. and
continue Feparate operation of KFJZ,
Sunday.
Bridgeport-WICC took occupancy placed the account.
the local station which they recently
Hearst Radio joins the sales departof its new studios in New Haven over
acquired.
ment of Mutual System in Chicago
the week -end. New quarters are at
Samuel
Paley
Sold
Shares
oday.
1110 Chapel St. in that city. Big Wastainfenor
Burro,
a.
RADIO
DAILY
Merryman with U. S. Recording scale productions will continue to
C
Washington-Samuel
Paley,
a
CBS
Ifierf
I
Walltinot.os
,1( .0
N 111.1'
come from the Bridgeport studios.
director, reported disposing of 5,000
HELENA BLUE'S
Washington Earl Merryman. for-

Bldg.

He and Mrs. Roosevelt will

mer CBS engineer, has joined the

Lucille

----and Lanny's Fifth

shares of CBS Class A stock, with

Lucille and Lanny, song and patter
stair of United States Recording Co.
here. The company furnishes radio team of NBC. have been set for their
1ifth
appearance on the Fred Allen
stations with locally transcribed proprogram Jan. 5 by NBC Artist
grams
Bureau. Team is heard thrice -weekly

November month - end holdings
amounting to 18.200 shares of the
A, 2,000 of the B and 26,000 of B
voting trust certificates, the semi-

monthly SEC report shows.

ter the network.

TRY
RADIADS
hEriE?

CO'Il/ERCIAL

THE

AN' 0'"'CEVEHT

SERVICE

WRITE FOR SAMPLE

RADIAD SERVICE
6149 KENWOOD AVE

CHICAGO. ILL

An all girl orchestra playing
in a modern, distinctive style

NOW AVAILABLE

Governor Davey Via WHKC

Columbus-- Governor

NOVELTY STRINGS

Martin

L.

Davey will be heard over an Ohio
network of 14 stations tonight when
he addresses a joint session of the

general assembly. WHKC will be the
originating station.

WOPI
BRISTOL

"The

Voice

of

the

A ppIschianr"

_

VIRGINIA

FORHOTELS
RADIO
THEATRES

TENNESSEE

Circle 7-4124

New York
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GE RADIO STATIONS
DIVIDFD IN

'38

New Network. Shows Ahead

'SEES SOUND FACTORS

IN OUTLOOK FOR 1938

VIEWSI
MONDAY, JAN. 3
Glass Container Ass'n, dramatic program,
Quaker Oats, "Margot of Castlewood" and NBC -Blue, weekly, 1:30-2 p.m.

fLow,nw-J from Pew' 1)

As to

"Cabin

Crossroads,"

at

NBC -Blue,

Mon.

through Fri., 10.10:30 a.m.
"Woman in White," NBCRed,
0:11.bu
programs, we've been successful dur- Monday
through Friday, 10:43 a.m.
ing the past year both with local pro- Vrocter & Gamble, brings Its five shows,
' Ma Perkins," "The Goldberg.," "Kitty
duction and special events. It is our Keene,"
to Life" and "The O'Neills"
intention to spread out with these to CBS, ''Road
Monday through Friday.
As
to
business,
it's
good
now
Benjamin Moore & Co. (paints), "Betty
two.
and there doesn't seem to be any Moore," NBC -Red, weekly, 11:43 a.m.

and more local programs.
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,

"Dick

Quaker Oats,

Tracy," NBCRed

fundamental reason why it shouldn't Mon. through Fri., 3.5.13 p.m.
be good during the remainder of Campbell Soup, "Amos 'n' Andy," NBC.
Red, Monday through Friday. 7-7:15 p.m.
the year."
J. B. Williams Co. (shaving cream), "True
Harold Wheelahan, manager of or False?" Mutual, weekly, 10-10:30 p.m.
WSMB, NBC -Red outlet, points to S. C. Johnson k Son (Boor wax), "Atat Law," with Jim Ameche, NBC the investments in technical equip- torney
Blue, Monday through Friday, 10:30-10:45

Sy GERARD SWOPE
President. General Electric Co.

John Mardi Co. (Red Heart dog food),
Bob Becker's "Chats About Dogs, NBC -

Basic conditions arc sound. The
Red, weekly, 2.2:15 p.m.
farmers have had bountiful crops, at
MONDAY, JAN. 10
good
prices, and there is plenty of
Bristol Myers (Vitalis), "For Men Only,"
revived and switched to NBC -Red, weekly, food for all our people. The cotton
10:30-11 p.m.

TUESDAY, JAN. 11

(shaving cream),
Dale Carnegie, NBC -Red, 10:45-11 p.m.
Colgate -Palmolive -Peet

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 12
U.

S.

Rubber

Co.,

Ben

Bernie,

CBS,

crop has been good and, although
prices are low, with the improvement
in methods the profit to the grower
is greater. Oil is flowing freely. The
main disturbance to our economic
order is due to lack of confidence on

weekly, 9:30-10 p.m.
the part of business and lack of faith
in the future, part of which is unSUNDAY, JAN. 16
J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co., Henry Bus.e. doubtedly due to the restrictive taxament his station has made in 1937
NBC -Red, weekly, 1:13-1:30 p.m.
tion on business and private enterand says:
Merck Weber succeeds Frank Black as
prise. There seems a distinct hope
MONDAY, JAN. 17
of "Carnation Contented" program,
Colgate -Palmolive -Peet (dentifrice), serial that there will be a revision in the
"The increase revenue during 1937 conductor
"Stepmother," CBS.
tax on undistributed earnings, which
encourages us to continue our ef- NBC -Red, 10 p.m.
TUESDAY, JAN. 4
forts to improve signal strength and Pond's, "Those
MONDAY, JAN. 24
will tend to help the smaller business
We
Love."
NBC
-Blue,
Barbasol
Co.,
Arthur
Godfrey
musical
proquality of programs. That is our ,,cekly, 8-8:30 p.m.
man particularly, and also a revision

gram, CBS, Monday and Friday, 7:13-7:30 in the tax on capital gains, which
p.m.
SUNDAY, JAN. 9
now interfere with the natural ecoVadsco Sales Corp., takes over "Court of
MONDAY. JAN. 31
:Ionian Relations," Mutual wieldy, 44:30
.
Borden Co.. Gabriel Heatter, NBC -Red. nomic flow.
Mon. through Fri., 4:30.4:43 p.m.
If a satisfactory solution is reached
PaLkers Tar Soap, "Thatcher Colt Mysand the country is placed on a basis
TUESDAY, FEB. 8
teries," NBC -Red, Sundays, 2:30-3 p.m.
General Shoe Co., "Famous Fortunes," of ,limiting its expenditures to its
must concoct and garnish new dishes
Father Charles E. Coughlin, independent
Mutual, weekly, 5:43-7 p.m.
for '38-the old dishes are already network, 4-4:30 pn.
income, with the absence of retalia-

Wheelahan stresses
the need to keep doing things "big. people tire of ice
ger and better
cream, caviar or boiled cabbage, no
matter how much they love it ... we
goal for 1938."

-

beginning to tire. Radio has also
developed some warts during 1938 Football Plans for 1938
which must be watched along with
Being Discussed at Meet
the old ones lest they become cancerous growths. I refer to non-pro- Sponsorship of football games in
ductive items of expenses-talent, 1938 will be discussed in detail at
production men, useless music li- the convention of the National Colcenses, needless musicians, surplus legiate Football Coaches to be held.
executives, Some of these items have in Biloxi. Miss., this week.
gradually insinuated themselves into
the business-things that happen to It is known that a number of conall businesses that grow and flourish ferences throughout the country
rapidly. I believe that radio is pow- favor the single sponsorship plan that
erful enough to keep the situation was recently adopted by the Ameriunder control and that radio execu- can League for its play-by-play detives realize that 1938 is to be a scriptions of baseball games. In the
year of hard work and very little case of football, however, the majority of the games have been under the
play."
of either Atlantic ReJohn C. McCormack, general man- sponsorship
or Kellogg. With new interager of KWKH, CBS outlet, and fining
ests
attempting
to break into the field
KTBS, NBC outlet, at Shreveport, next year, notably
General Mills.
La., says: "We look forward to 1938 largest sponsor of baseball
as a year that will mean much to convention is expected toin radio,
radio, particularly from a technical down territories, and accept break
bids
viewpoint, with the possible placing for various conferences as a whole.
into effect by the U. S. of the Inter American agreement that will undoubtedly greatly improve radio re- KSOO Ge:s Farm Response
ception throughout the U.S."
KSOO of Sioux Falls, S. D., expe.

rienced a gratifying mail return as

Time Group to Move in March
New quarters being prepared at
Rockefeller Plaza for "March
9
of Time," Life, Time, Fortune and

the result of two announcements on
the McCormack -Deering 4 p.m. broad-

Over 700 farmers responded
to a free toy tractor offer which was
limited to the first 100 farm resiArchitectural Forum, all under same dents writing in.
ownership, will be ready for the variresponse came from 80 counous units to move in next March. tiesMailwithin
150 -mile radius from
The 36 -story building, latest Rocke- Sioux Falls. Scattered returns were
feller unit, will be named The Time received from Michigan, Oklahoma,
& Life Building.
Colorado, Indiana, Kansas and Sascast.

katchewan.

WPAY, Portsmouth, 0.

Little Bobby Thomas, who has
appeared on various big stations in
the midwest, will be heard here for
a limited time in hillbilly ballads.

The series of one -act plays for high
rebroadcast from WOSU,
Columbus, will start here Jan. 5.
schools,

tion or reprisal on the part of either
business or government, and indeed
with a constructive effort and cooperation on the part of both, there
no reason why American business
Boston-Elizabeth Hart, who con- is
not resume the function it
ducts the popular "Woman of To- should
has played so well in the past.
morrow" program over WORL, re- through the mechanization of induscently decided to test the extent of try, of making possible the enjoyher listening audience. She picked
of more goods for more people
a number at random from the tele- ment
at less cost.

Shoots Names in Air;
Four Out of 7 Answer

phone book, read the name listed

there, asked the woman to call up,
Jerome Sills Joins CBS
and, upon verifying the fact that the
listener had actually heard her name Jerome Sills joins the CBS sales
promotion department today as ason the air, sent flowers to her.
sistant to Edwin S. Reynolds, director
Miss Hart felt it would be all right of
promotion. Sills at one
with the florist, Henry Penn, because timestation
had his advertising agency.
after talking the matter over with
W. Curt Treat, g.m. of the station,
Toscanini in Benefit
they figured the chances would be a
three-week daily try before "hitting Arturo Toscanini and the NBC
symphony orchestra will give a benea listener."
performance at Carnegie Hall on
Calculation proved a bit off, how- fit
ever. Before Miss Hart was off the Feb. 6. Concert will be under the
of the Italian Welfare
air the first day, a woman from auspices
Quincy phoned in and gleefully ex- League and will be handled by a

claimed that she had won, and out league committee.
first seven names taken at
Dancing Class by Radio
random by Miss Hart, four called up.
of the

Mae Murray will give dancing les-

sons

by

radio starting

today on

AllNight Request Airing
WMCA's "Grandstand and BandListeners were given their way stand." She %vitt be heard at 3:45-

about it New Year's Eve on WTMV,

4

p.m., with Don Pedro's Orchestra.

Louis. Announcers Paul
Wills and Eddie Evans were assigned

East St.

to do all-night duty, handling teledhune requests for dance numbers.
the stunt was a New Year's Eve concession, and as long as the dialers
asked for them, the special turns
went out on the airwaves.

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

******

WALT FRAMER

SIX - STAR REVIEW

freelance ortgin.dor of

%WM As YOU LIKE IT

RADIO SWAPS

OH

VE AE RR D wDwSW

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WMCA

2:304:30
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ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

Fyi

ACTIVITIES

JOS El CIIERNIAVSKY, the photo

01: SC

J graphic music man, will fold up
his "Musical Camera" for a while,
beginning Jar.. 13, and leave New

PETTY CASH VOUCHER

York. Louis Katzman takes his place
in WOR's Thursday night 8-8:30 spot
for five weeks with the same musical crew. Cherniaysky's contract renews on Feb. 6.

Week ending Dec. 30th
Saturday....To Tuckaboe for Xmas dinner with Kate Rand's
people, Besides partaking in turkey. we play "Bingo" for the first timeand lose $3.40....Hear that a broadcast from WTMV, East Si Louis. took
the place of preachers in churches around Illinois-they placed radios in
the pulpits and tuned in Rev. E. R. Jaeger Xmas morn. He also had organ

Victor Bay believes the best time
for broadcasting a program of symphonic music is after 10 p.m. and
that's why, starting Thursday, his

played by Paul Godt, music director for WTMV.

"Essays in Music" will be heard at
10:30 p.m. over CBS. Bay reached

Sunday.. ,To the Paramount for a view of Eddie Garr
and Russ Morgan's crew with Bernice Parks....Here Morgan definitely proves that it's the song that counts. After doing four or five
songs-which Left the audience unimpressed, Russ jammed into
"Bei Mir R. D. S."-necessitating eight encores....To Leon & Eddie's
for their party. Later for a once-over-litely of Louis Prima.

this conclusion after studying his
fan Inuit and conducting a survey

among music lovers. Broadcasting at
this later hour puts the program on at
good listening time in western
territory and extends the program's
audience.
a

0 Monday....Hear from WIL, St. Louis, that Nell Norman, sportscaster. had a narrow escape Christmas Eve. He was emend& to visit his
dad but the trip came to a hall when a tire blew out and hurled the car
Into an approaching auto. Neil Is recovering from bruises and shock.

Eddy Duchin and his "Hour of
Romance" orchestra will continue to
be heard over Mutual every Tuesday
at 10-10:30 p.m. even though the organization leaves New York on Jan.
23 for a limited engagement in California. Duchin's orchestra opens Feb.
in the Los Angeles Ambassador
Cocoanut Grove for eight weeks.

Tuesday.... To dinner with Lester Lee and Benny Davis
at Gallagher's. Later to Belle Baker's sensational opening at the
Paradise.... Here we spot Louis Sobol, William Farmer and his wife,
Jack Bregman, Larry Daniels, Eddie Wolpin, Sidney Kornheiser,
George Marto, Jack Robbins entertaining Murray and Mickey Baker
with Barry Wood and his wife and Teddy Powell, unescorted. Also
Del Casino, Charlie Ross, Elmo White, Wini Shaw and her groom,
Sam Lyons, Rocco Vocco, Oscar Levant without June Gale, Eddie
Garr, Abe Lyman, the Al (Loew's State) Rosens--and for the first
time at a nice club opening, Zeke Manners, the hillbilly, going uppish
Later to the Hickory House for a bit of Joe
with a white shirt'
Marsalit's trumpeteering and Blue Drake's warbling....A look -in
at the Onyx, Famous Door and winding up at closing time in Jack
White's "18" where Pat Harrington comes through with a tune....
At seven bells, a bite at Reubens.

1

Lawrence Welk, with an orchestra
composed of musicians of Nebraska
and South Dakota nativity, goes on
Mutual from the William Penn, Pittsburgh, for a month. Welk, getting
his first

big break, has been one-

nighting in Nebraska, Iowa, South
Dakota and Minnesota for several
years.

orchestra opens at
the Book Cadillac Hotel in Detroit
with a network wire on Jan. 12. Hoist
Ernie Hoist's

will leave one of his orchestra units,

conducted by Ken Snell, at his current spot, El Morocco.

*
Wednesday.... Lunch with Bill Gernanat and then a double.
up on lack Adams of Erwin, Waspy. ...Over at CBS. Gabriel Heatter Is
re -hashing a script. Ed Cashman is figuring his income lox. Timmy Appell

When Amos 'n' Andy inaugurate
their series for the Campbell Soup
Company tonight over the NBC Red Network, they will hear their

is

theme song played on their favorite
instrument as Gaylord Carter makes

Amos 'n'

still opening Xmas cards-and Herb Rosenthal talks to clients via long-

distance.

his debut as organist on the program.
Carter, who is heard each week with
Ito ymond Paige's orchestra on the
"Hollywood Mardi Gras" and other
joins
transcontinental programs,

Thursday.... At the Kate Smith rehearsal, Kate yells
out to Ted Collins, asking if she should take her skates....Benny
Alberts is again out of a job....Jonie Taps is ailing.... Hear that
Walter Smith's dad passed away the other day. He's of CBS artists
bureau.... Press agent Dave 0. Alber sends the editor a waste paper
basket with his name painted on it and Editor marks the basket
especially for "Main Street" columns....

Andy when they change

sponsors for the first time in their
career on the networks.

Bob Sylvester and his orchestra
will record the hit songs from the
current Nev York musical production. "Pins and Needles."

Friday.... With so many odd names in the day's news around
Wisconsin. Bob Heiss. WTM1 chief announcer, is compiling a special pro.

ATTENTION VOX -POPPERS!
Would you give a dollar a wed for 50 real
guesUons and gags? 107 leading broadcasters
art using theta You ad exclusive rights in
your territory. May we send audition/ Thanks.

SCRIPT SERVICE

Karl Icon,

director
Springfield, Missouri.
I

*

E. C. C.

c

nouncing gazetteer. He'll be able to say Bonduel, Weycruwega. Trempooleau
or Pcrokuski as glibly as -lones"....Decide that N. Y. Is no place to spend
New Year's Eve, so we depart for Philly-the city of Brotherly Lone,
TOTAL EXPENSE: Money lost playing "Bingo" ---$3.40I
You'll find no "brotherly love"
AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied'
with met II you must gamble, why don't you play "Bank Nite-1

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Jan. 6: Warren B. Worcester, San Diego,
CP for new station. 1400 kc., 250
watt; 1 KW. LS.. unlimited.
Cal.

Philadelphia Radio Broadcasting Co., PhilaCP for new station. 1570 kc.,

delphia.

KW., unlimited.
Abraham Plotkin, Chicago. CP for new
station. 1570 kr.,
KW., unlimited.
Jan. 7: KSFO, San Francisco. Vol. assign
meat of license to Columbia Broadcasting
System of California. 560 kc., 1 KW., =limited.
1

1

to

WFIL, Philadelphia. CP to increase power
KW., 5 KW. LS. 560 kc., unlimited.
1

Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Inc., Schenec1
KW.,
unlimited.
Jan, 14: WNBZ, Saranac, N. Y. Vol.
assignment of license to Upstate Broadcasting Corp. 1290 ho.. 100 watts, daytime.

tady. CP for new station. 950 kc.,

Jars. 27: Warner & Terrible Radio Service,
Memphis. CP for special station. 2558 kc.,
25 watts,

unlimited.

Journal Co., Milwaukee. CP for new staI KW., unlimited.
Corp.. Washington. CP for
new station. 1570 ke.,
KW., unlimited.
Trenton Times, Trenton. CP for new station. 1570 kc., 250 watts, unlimited.
Pacific Acceptance Corp.. San Diego, Cal.
CP for new station. 1200 kc., 100 watts,
daytime.
Smith, Keller & Cole, San Diego. CP for
tion. 1570 kr..
Mid -Atlantic

1

new station. 1200 lac., 100 watts, daytime.
Colonial Network, Inc., Providence. CP
for new station. 720 kc. 1 KW., limited.
Cumberland Broadcasting Co.. Inc., Port-

Me. CP for new station. 1210 he,
100 watts, unlimited.
Twin City Broadcasting Co., Inc., Lewiston, Mc. CP for new station. 1210 kc., 100
watts, unlimited.
Philip J. Wiseman, Lewiston, Me. CP for
new station. 1210 kc., 100 watts, unlimited.
Cape Cod Broadcasting Co., Barnstable
Township, Mass. CP for new station. 1210
ho., 100 watts, 250 weds LS. unlimitedGeorge M. Haskins, Hyannis, Mass. CP
for new Station. 1210 kc., 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
Arthur E. Seagrave, Lewiston. Me CP
land,

for

new station. 1420

too.,

100

watts, 250

watts LS., unlimited.
Feb. 3: Metropolis Co., Jacksonville. CP
for new station. 1290 kc., 250 watts, unlimited.

Ann Arbor Broadcasting Co., Inc., Ann
Arbor, Mich, CP for new station. 1550 Ito_
KW., unlimited.
1
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C. CP to change
frequency and increase power to 600 lee.,
KW. LS. unlimited.
250 watts,
1

Publishing Co., Bellingham,
1420 he., 100
watts, unlimited.
Curtis Radiocasting Cory., Indianapolis.
CP for new station. 1500 he., 100 watts,
250 watts LS., specified.
Feb. 4: WCLS, Joliet, Ill. Transfer conBellingham

Wash. CP for new station.

trol of corp. from R. W. Hoffman to L. W.
Wood. 1310 tic., 100 watts, specified.
XRQA, Santa Fe. N. M. Vol. assignment
of license to I. E. Lambert. 1310 ke, 100
watt,. unlimited.
WRTD, Richmond, Va. VOL assignment of
license to Times Dispatch Radio Corp. 1500
kg., 100 watts, unlimited.

Feb. 25: West Texas Broadcasting Co..
Wichita Falls, Tex. CP for new station.
KW., unlimited.
1380 kc.,
Wichita Broadcasting Co., Wichita Falls.
CP for new station. 620 kc., 250 vans,
1

1

KW. LS., unlimited.
Faith Broadcasting Co., Inc.. Wichita
Falls. CP for new station. 1380 Itc., KW..
1

5 KW. LS., unlimited.
KFPL, Wichita Falls. CP to change frequency and increase power to 1500 It,. 100
Watts. 250 watts LS., unlimited.
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
WJIM, Lansing. Vol. assignment of license
from Harold F. Gross to WJIM, Inc.

ANICE IVES'
"EVERYWOMAN'S HOUR"
WhICA
Mon. thru' Fri., 11:15 to 11:45 A. M.

"There's nothing she can't sell."
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* Programs That Have Made History *

PROGRAM REVIEWS

I:refits

WDAS's "Merry -Go -Round."
11.1411.11.111211.12-11-11-11.411.11.1111W

"Hollywood Parade'

After the promising start made

recently by "Hollywood Parade" on
NBC -Blue, Wednesday nights at 1011,

the show has just about been

holding its own. This week's performance included Bob Hope and
Edward G. Robinson as visitors.

Hope, who has plenty on the ball
as a wit, hardly had a chance in the
two brief interludes where he was
used. If laughs are to be expected
from a comedian, he should at least
be given the time and opportunity
to work them up.

Dec. 20-31:

Ohio's Third Annual High

LIOUR years and a few months ago, and indulging in a bit of the big School Radio Festival, in cooperatian with
r on a stormy August afternoon, apple or truckin'. Many of these WOSU, Columbus.
3,000 people crowded into the Sylvan come from miles just to watch and
Hall of Woodside Park, an amuse- listen. A few years ago, in response Feb. I, 1938: International Telecomment park in Philadelphia. This was to requests from listeners, a news- munications Conference, arrangements bethe first picnic to be run by the paper was published for the program
"Merry -Go -Round" program. What alone-"The Merry -Go -Round News." ing made by General Manager of Egyptian
made this crowd a little different It had a circulation of over 5,000from the ordinary run of picnickers the station defraying the cost of pub- State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,
was the reason for their braving the lication, the listeners paying the mail- Cairo, Egypt.
elements and coming through the ing charge -2 cents. It contained
downpour to the picnic. The 3,000 news of the recording artists, news Feb. 13: Broadcast Sales Directors
came to listen to phonograph records. of the fans themselves and choice meeting, preceding NAB convention, WashThey were the faithful followers of bits of poetry from the fans. It was
the WDAS "Merry -Go -Round" pro- discontinued to prevent it from go- ington.
gram, now in its fifth year and heard ing too commercial-for many of the
Feb. 14-16:
National Association of
sponsors on "Merry -Go -Round" found
over WDAS daily at 2-4:30 p.m.
the paper itself was an effective Broadcasters annual convention, Hotel WilThe program, since its inception, that
and wanted to buy space.
has been featuring Pat Stanton as medium
than "bite off more than it lard, Washington.
announcer. Since his debut, Pat has Rather
could
chew",
publication was stopped
April 4.14: World Radio Convention,
progressed in the business. He is -and two years
later the clamor
now general manager of WDAS, but hasn't subsided.
Sydney, Australia. 0. F. Mingay, convenstill the announcer of the program.

Robinson's dramatic skit was okay
but nothing particularly outstanding.
He also voiced the usual testimonial.
Musical end of the show, with Leo
Forbstein conducting the orchestra,
and the vocalizing -emceeing of Dick
Powell and the singing by Rosemary
Lane were all satisfactory.
But that "chant of the auctioneer" What has made the program dif- The WDAS "Merry -Go -Round" has tion secretary, 30 Carrington St., Sydney.
history. It established the fact
continues to be an annoying note. ferent
from the countless other pro- madelisteners
like recorded music- June 8-11: National Radio Parts Trade
grams throughout the country fea- that
It proves
as such.
turing records is the personality of ifthatbroadcast
listeners
would
rather listen to Show, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
the announcer and the choice of rec- a program of two hours'
Lawrence Tibbett
duration, June 10-15: Seventh International Conords used. Coupled with this is the
Baritone Lawrence Tibbett started tie-ins with various theaters through- without getting up to change the
The
program,
if
recorded,
must , grass of Radio Inventors, the Sorbonne,
dial.
a series for Chesterfield over CBS on out Philadelphia featuring artists who
Wednesday night at 9 in the spot make records. Last year in a weekly have a sense of humor, be not ad- Paris.
with the Andre Kostelanetz or- series of programs on the "Merry - verse to kidding itself. But above
chestra, and the long ovation ac- Go -Round" a group of records would all it must have an announcer who June 12-15: Advertising Federation of
corded him in the studio at the con- be played for approximately 10 is neither a wisecracker nor a barker.
America's annual convention, Detroit.
clusion of the program just about minutes. Following this, Pat would Just a neighborly type.
reflects the listener reaction as a introduce the artists in person. This
whole.

was made possible by these tie-ins
Singing "In the Still of the Night", and proved very popular. Artists like
"Song of the Shirt" from his "Rogue Guy Lombardo, Jan Garber, Benny
Song" film, and a couple of other Meroff all were heard on "Merry pieces by George Gershwin and Cole Go -Round."
Porter, Tibbett more than satisfied. But to return to the guiding light
of

the program

and

the

"raison

d'etre" of its success-Pat Stanton.
He's Irish. Early in his radio career
Jimmy Stewart is developing into he decided that the most effective
a very efficient emcee on the MGM form of announcing was the informal
"Good News" show over NBC -Red style-that's how "Merry -Go -Round"
on Thursday nights. Frank Morgan is conducted-informally--and where is a good foil. And of course Fannie ever possible the spot announceBrice continues to be a main pillar ments are "ad lib". The success of
of the program; likewise Meredith this style of announcing and program
resulted in many similar to it beWillson's music.
ing inaugurated all over the country.
When Pat visited Ireland during his
Rudy Vallee had a most ingratiat- vacation a few summers ago, he
ing personality on his last Thursday mentioned that anyone who desired
show over NBC -Red in the person of a card from him from Ireland should
Jack Buchanan, the British star. address their requests to him-and
Buchanan is a comedian and singer 10,000 listeners, an all-time high, sigwith plenty of class and likeability. nified their wish for the mail. And
In an oldtime vaudeville comedy they received it, too, from Ireland.
vein. Fred Hildebrand did a travel- The studios of WDAS in the past
ing salesman bit that was funny. And few years have become the mecca
Frank Craven was fair in a mono- for youthful listeners. Every afterloguish script that handicapped him. noon more than 30 or 40 of these

Briefly

"aligators" may be seen peering into

the studio-watching the announcer
Kate Smith brought down the
house (studio) with her singing of
"Melancholy Baby" last Thursday

night on CBS. Henry Youngman,
with Charlie Cantor, making final
appearance

on

the

program, also

bowed out to big applause. Hell be
missed. Franchot Tone sounded good

in a wartime episode, and instrumentalist Joe Sodja did a nice stint.

ID

NAT BRUSILOFF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Nem York's Owls sear on
WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
1697 BROADWAY
CI s-zzoo

A few of the lasting stars
who were coached, directed

and helped up the "ladder
of fame" by Ned Wayburn
Evelyn Law

Al Jolson

Marilyn Miller
Fred and Adele Astaire
Eddie Canton

Mae West
Will Rogers

Grace Moore
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice
Jeanette MacDonald

DANCING, SINGING

and
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
or

Class

Private

Instruction

Preparing Adults and Children

For
For

W. C. Fields

RADIO CAREERS

Marion Davies
Oscar Shaw

(Men and women over 16): Every
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing-Acting
-Singing . . . Opportunities to appear in
public performances. Morning, afternoon and
evening courses-Mondays to Fridays.

Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Greenwood
Clifton Webb

Ann Pennington
Harry Richman
Ina

Claire

Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris
Hal LeRoy
Cllda Gray

ADULTS

CHILDREN

(Boys and girls ages 3 to 16).

Develop grace, poise, charm and good health.
Classes meet Saturdays and after -school week

Jack Whiting

days.

Nick Long. Jr.

of Mr. Wayburn, world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions of the Zieg-

Gertrude Niesmn

Lira Banquette
George Murphy
June O'Dea

Carl Randall

Patricia Ellis
Georgie Tapps
Grace Bradley
Medrano and Donna
Melissa Mason

Pierce and Roland
Virginia Bacon
Walter Tetley

Virginia Mac Naught on
Buddy Raymond
Florence Rice
Don Costello
Gloria Young
The Five Reillys
Paulette Goddard

and

Hundreds of Others

Di

NED WAYBURN'S

All instruction

is

uncln the personal supervision

feld Follies and ore, 600 successful Broadway
productions. See "Who's Who In the Th
for part of his brilliant record.
Facilities at the school include 10 beautiful
modern
studios, completely
equipped
model
theatre and radio Broadcasting studio.
AUDITIONS and TRYOUTS will
gladly be arranged. Free consultation and courses individually planned without

FREE

oblioation.

Open 9.00 A. M. to 10.00 P. M. Daily
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays
at 6.00 O'clock. Viacom welcome.

625 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK
Studio

Between 58th and 59th

Sta.

Phone Wickersham 2-4300
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KANSAS CITY

Dale Morgan, former Iowa network

M. F. "Chick" Allison, KMBC pub-

announcer and known for his Inquiring microphone, is back as an-

nouncer again. One of his programs,
"Going Places With Dale," is heard
from a bus station over KSO.
Dave Nowinson, Iowa network
publicity director and continuity
writer, has an article titled "The
Hoax That Became History" in February issue of Photo Facts.
The WHO-ot Owls are turning to
WHO with three members of the
original crew (Ernie Sanders, Bobby
Griffin and Harold Morgan). Music
will be provided by Harold Morgan's

ork, Georgia Lee and Max Kreutz.

Sterling Casualty Insurance Co.. Chicago, is sponsor.
Dutch Reagan, former WHO sports

announcer and now a rising movie
star, broadcast to WHO from the
Rose Bowl on New Year's.

WLW, Cincinnati

Through cooperation of two clients
of Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago

agency, Hugh Cross and His Radio
Pals will be aired six hours weekly.
Clients are Olson Rug and Zanol

licity chief, is getting out a mailing

piece on birth of a daughter, Lois
Elizabeth.

Jack Wolover, former KCMO announcer, has joined KWOS, JefferWALTER O'KEEFE arrived last shows from Mutual: Gotham String
week to join the Packard troupe Quartet, the WPA's "Epic of Ameriand inject added comedy. Appears ca" and "News Testers."
that Lanny Ross will have to play William S. Wright, formerly with
straight for both O'Keefe and Charles Lorenzen & Thompson, agency, joined
Butterworth. Pat Weaver, producer the sales staff at KMPC on Jan,
of the show for Young & Rubicam, KMTR had announcers Bill Kelreturned with O'Keefe.
son, Bernard Gray, Rudy Cornell,
Amos 'n' Andy move to Palm Bud Ernst and Gary Dalton covering
Springs after initial week for their the Tournament of Roses parade, with
new sponsor, and will carry on from set-ups at four strategic points along
the winter playground for several the route, and Ken Barton will cover
weeks.
the Rose Bowl game.
NBC is reported making several Gary Breckner and Tom Hanlon
different recordings of the much dis- officiated for KNX at the Rose Bowl
cussed Mae West "Adam and Eve" game.
script, with various radio actresses, The Hollywood Conservatory of
for submission to the FCC in proof Music has purchased a recording maof their contention that the script
itself was an innocuous little drama chine for the use of vocal coaches
from the Universal Microphone Co.,
of primitive rural life,
The John Hix "Strange As It Inglewood.
George Jay, conductor of the popSeems" transcriptions, 208 in all, have

been taken for Canadian distribu- ular "Listen, Ladies" on KEHE,
Products.
Renfro Valley Barn Dance has been tion by Irving Fogel Radio Produc- moves over to KFWB about Jan. 15 to

extended until April 2 by Keystone tions from the Raymond R. Morgan inaugurate a program of similar type,
in addition to a couple of new ones,
Steel & Wire Co. through Russell M. Co., producers of the series.
KHJ-Don Lee has added three on the Warner station.
Seeds Agency.
Lowell

Thomas

(Sun

Oil) and

LOUISVILLE
SAN ANTONIO
"Girl Alone" (Kellogg) are among
The Sunday Express readers are Asher Sizemore and his 6 -year -old
other renewals.
Station also gets the Dale Carnegie voting on the most popular radio son, Little Jimmie, returned to
'Colgate) show and two strips, Na- performers.
WHAS last week after singing over
tional Biscuit's "Dan Harding's
Director telling where to WSM for past several months.
Wife" and Quaker Oats "Cabin at goChurch
to worship on the Sabbath is a Airings from WGRC, New Albany,
Crossroads."
new 15 -minute program via KABC Ind.. were free of commercial announcements on Christmas Day and
on Sundays at 8:30 a.m.
Sponsors just
New Year's Day.
WNBC, New Britain
Interstate Neighborhood Theater wished their listeners compliments
Crean Patterson will conduct "The program
is
now
being
aired
weekly
of the season.
Seven O'Clock Swing Session" and iver KMAC.
Sportraits, sustaining sport pro"Many Happy Returns of the Day,"
two new morning shows replacing
"Melodic Reveille."

-

WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.

Hal McIntyre ork gets back into

the fold at

4

p.m.

Sundays.

James B. Little, announcer, has
The left here to join WFBC, Greenville,

Wessman Ensemble also returning S. C. Another departure soon will
be Royal Penny, who becomes sales
soon.
Jerry Beaupre and Al D'Amato and manager at WBT, Charlotte.
their Melodious Echoes change to
U. S. Senator Josiah W. Bailey
Sundays at 1:15 p.m.
spoke to a state-wide network from
Milt Berkowitz announces another here Friday evening.
Transradio newscast, on Sundays.
The "680 Club", so termed for the
Hal Robie of Springfield is a newly station's position on dial, resumes
added soloist.
this week as a Tuesday and Friday
Doris Peck, feminine emcee, joins feature.
Crean Patterson on the WNBC Matinee.

KDAL, Duluth

WTMV, East St. Louis, Ill.

Jim (now James) Gillis, former
announcer and singer here, returns:
in full glory to his home town as
a member of the roadshow of
"Brother Rat", Broadway stage hit..

Odin

Ramsland,

salesman,

and

R. A. Dettman, chief engineer, spent
several yuletide days at Grand Forks,
N. D.

Christmas greetings sent to staff
members by Dalton A. LeMasurier,

American Academy of Accountancy' owner, featured pictures of famous
has signed for daily five-minute pro- characters in American history.
A. II. Flaten, commercial manager,
grams.
is getting ready for another New York
trip.
WPG, Atlantic City

Mrs. Ben Lyon, mother

of the

gram on WHAS, handled by Joe
Wheeler and Jimmy Finnegan, now
featuring interviews with local sport
figures and visitors to the city.
Dan Thompson of NBC Chicago
press department visiting relatives

son City.
Russ Davie, production manager at
KCKN, resigned to join KWTO,
Springfield, Mo.
Randall Jessee, KWOS program di-

re:tor, was in town for a visit
Members of the Fatty Lewis program aired by WDAF for Listerine

shaving cream surprised Art Killick,
author -actor, with a party.

4 New Musical Series
On WQXR This Month.
WQXR has four new musical programs scheduled for this month.

"Music of the Last Fifty Years"

wilt be presented in a new series of
piano recitals by Frederick Bristol.
young American artist, on Saturdays
at 6-6:25 p.m. during January. Bristol. who specializes in modern piano
literature, has, for the past 15 years,
served as assisting artist for Lucrezia
Bori both in New York and on concert tours.
"Parallels and Contrasts" in piano
music will be presented by Victor

Wittgenstein, concert pianist and lecturer, at 12:30-1 p.m. on Sundays
beginning Jan. 9.
Andrew Tietjen, organist of St.

Thomas' Chapel in New York, returns to the WQXR schedule for a
series of organ recitals on Manday
evenings at 7-7:30 p.m. Programs
originate from the Skinner Organ
Studios.

Shirley Dale, English lyric soprano,
will return to WQXR as a sustaining
artist during January in song recitals at 3:45-4 p.m. on Fridays. beginning Jan. 7. Miss Dale has recently returned from Australia, where
she appeared in "The Great Waltz"
and other productions,

during the holidays.
WDBO, Orlando, Fla.
Joe Eaton, WHAS program director, is recovering from a kidney ail- New high fidelity transmitter went
ment which kept him confined about on the air Christmas Day, giving
two weeks.
station new power of 5 KW days,
KW nights. Haley & Rollins, engineers, now making field strength
WBT, Charlotte
of new coverage assisted by
Grady Cole, philosopher and news survey
J. E. Yarbrough. station's chief encommentator, will be heard for gineer. To herald the event, station
Aspertone (Blackstone Products) had full -page ad in Sentinel -Star,
beginning Jan. 18. Program will with pictures of Col. George C. John replace the Castleberry Food broadpresident: J. Thomas Gurney.
cast on which Cole is now heard. Ann.
Harold P. Danforth, v.p. and
A change in talent will be evident v.p.;
Frank Reed, secretary-treasurwhen Duke Power program goes on :r:in.;Yarbrough,
and a studio group.
the air today. After running three Announcer Charles
Batchelder and
years with the same talent, this Continuity Writer 1.enore
Cushman
popular program will be heard with
staff
married
recently In
station
almost a new ensemble. Clair Shad - of
De
Land.
Kept
the
whole
affair
secret
well remains as announcer. Jane
Bartlett, formerly violinist on the until Christmas Day, when announceprogram, will play also piano and ment was made.
organ on the new series. Jack Phipps Colonel Johnston. president and
will replace George Frazier at piano owner of WDBO, confined to his bed

WMPS, Memphis
movie star, was interviewed by Ethel
Rattay the other evening.
Claire Weidenaar has resigned from and organ. Don White, a headliner
The The WPA Federal Theater WMPS, Memphis, to take over the of the Briarhopper program, will
radio division "Tish" program will radio promotion job with the Cin- play guitar in the spot formerly
filled by Pete Martin, xylophonist.
be aired Jan. 10.
cinnati Post.
Ben Bernie's U. S. Rubber Co. pro- Leslie Brooks, formerly with Russell McIntyre, baritone, will be
gram has been signed, starting Jan. WTJS, Jackson, Tenn., now on an- the new featured vocalist, replacing
Margaret Chesick, soprano.
nouncing staff here.
12.

1

is
w:th heart trouble since Dec.
now on the definite mend and ex-,
1

pe:ts to be up and around by Feb. 1.
Carol Irwin of Young & Rubicam
visiting WDBO in connection with
Mary Margaret McBride series from
Florida.

,

COMPLETE COVERAGE
... which means that EVERY subscriber
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SAN FRANCISCO

Board meetings of the musicians'

union here are reminiscent of the
armistice

day celebrations

the

as

question of defining policy in connection with unsigned station finds
the directors split and a new board
due on Jan. 11.

Leon Prima is making changes in
his band at the Shim Sham shortly.
George Tracey is the first of the
out of town bands to go into Chez
Paree on Jan. 6.

WCBS, Springfield, Ill.
Program Director John .1. Corrigan
working like a trouper making plans
for many new and local programs to
start this week.
Continuity writer "Bill" Nelms
slaving away at scripts for these
new shows, and busily engaged mak-

ing up his daily piano ramblings.
Announcer John Connelly looking
for his unbreakable glasses to wear
of

in

some
games.

local

the

Basketball

President Harold Dewing is laying

the groundwork for installation of
the new 110-A Amplifier.

John Midgley. announcer and control operator, is getting a lot of

experience in writing while making

up his weekly Sunday morning "Sunshine Hour."
C. L. Jefry of the sales department

Olive West, veteran NBC actress,
who has been in the east to collect
a legacy, back for the holidays. She
will not resume her role as "Gran'ma
Liston" in "Hawthorne House" until
her health improves, however,
appears
before
SHIRLEY WALDMAN, kid sister Opera,
the nation"Bughouse Rhythm" goes back to
of the Bailey Sisters who warble wide radio audience of the Ford NBC t. c. on the Red network Jan. 7.
Announcer Hal Gibney of NBC is
with Orin Tucker's orchestra and do Sunday Evening Hour on Jan_ 9, It
a
Sunday show over CBS from will be the first time she has ever now doing all NBC morning newssung
on
any
radio
program.
casts,
WBBM in Chicago for Doublemint,
retaining the Standard Symphony, "Hawthorne House," and other
made her radio debut last week over
WEW. the SL Louis University sta- About a week ago a little girl night shift shows.
tion which recently turned commer- in a town in Colorado was bitten
Frank Buckley of "Bay District
cial. Her sisters, June and Sylvia while playing with a dog. The follow- Publications" has joined the KGGC
Waldman, were heard regularly over ing day, the family left for Florida. selling staff.

Coast -to -Coast

KWK before they left the St. Louis While they were passing through
home grounds for greater success. northwest Florida on their way to
Arthur Jones, WEW program di- the southern part of the state, the
F.T.C. CASES
rector. says the 16 -year -old Shirley dog, which had been kept under obhas as much on the musical ball as servation was discovered to be rabid. Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,
her sisters. lie will use her on Jack Word was immediately flashed to under a stipulation signed with
Norder's diversified show on Satur- several radio stations along the Federal Trade Commission, will stop
days until she finishes high school tourist family's route, and WCOA, advertising that its cereal food designated Kellogg's All -Bran regulates,
in June.
Pensacola, broadcast an announce- cleanses or has any other direct
ment which was the means of secur- effect upon the system; that it is a
"Tablets of Stone," a series of pro- ing proper treatment for the victim, competent treatment for pimples and
grams which gained wide popularity and probably saving her life.
wrinkles or for any symptom or
when it was on WBAL, Baltimore,
condition unless such assertion has
last winter and spring, returns to
WMCA has joined the list of sta- been justified by competent scientific
WEAL tonight at 7:15. Series again
evidence, and that it ends constipawill be conducted by Rabbi Edward tions that will carry the Roosevelt - tion. The company also will disL. Israel and will be heard the first Farley talks from the Jackson Day continue representing that any article
ceremonies on Jan. 8.
and third Mondays of each month.
is given free to a purchaser when,

in fact, the price thereof is included
Everett Sloane was the latest in that of another article which must
Mariana Flory. one of Europe's
is working with several large adver- celebrated actresses, will make her Broadway actor to be enlisted for be purchased before one is qualified
tisers getting their 'first of the year" English debut in America during a the east of "The Shadow; 'heard Sun- to receive the gift.
special performance of NBC's Radio day on Mutual.
campaigns under way.
Tom Blanchard (Stooge) back after Guild on Friday at 3:00 p.m. over
the NBC -Blue Network, in Ibsen's "Milwaukee Headlines of 1937"
a few days illness.
were aired for the second year by
Cousin Betty is making plans for "Rosmersholm."
larger
and
better
"Junior
Radio
Major local events were
WISN.
a
dramatized. Neil Searles handled the
Stars" Club. Commercial for the
first
time
on
the
air
in
For the
Amrhein's Mi'k Bread. Did a swell America, Ferenc hfolnar's "Marshal," show.
job for the kiddies party held Dec. one -act comedy with an unusual
27. Fox -Lincoln Theater packed for twist to the "eternal triangle." will
Betty Jane Tyler, child actress.
this gala affair.
be presented by the WPA Federal appeared for the second consecu-

WOPI, Bristol

temporary Theater series over WQXR
Tuesday at 9-9:30 p.m. Donald
directs Contemporary
be presented by the Community Mac`arlane
Theater. Vivian Anthony. well-known
Chorus next Sunday.
stage
and
radio
actress, is in charge
"The Homemakers Hour," from
the Kingsport studios, is making a of production.
hit with housewives. It offers reAlice King. who used to be a memcipes, household hints, etc.
Sullivan County Health Depart- ber of the King Sisters with Horace
ment supplies a weekly health broad - Heidt's orchestra makes her debut
as a soloist on a commercial program
a st.

(D %L MINUTE
INCIFEIDVIEW
confronted

with

if some of these do not pass the
It

will always be an impossible feat
for comedians

to

crack

gags every minute and

sure-fire
for dra-

matic actors and actresses to score
phencmenal successes with the
material supplied them. The solo.

lion lies in Interesting the younger
generation In writing scripts by
recognition

of

the

writer's

Privett, manager of

NBC Thesaurus yesterday
nounced the signing of four

sales: Clayton

an- Dow, chief engineer; Claude Gray.

new engineer, and others,

Thad Holt, president. and H. H
stations and renewal of nine others.
six of them for the third successive Holtshouser, g.m.. were given a surNew stations are: WGIi. prise Christmas Day by a phone call
near.
W HEIL, WWJ . WDCM. Renewals are:

tonight via ET as guest star on Vic- WJAX, WMRG, WROK, CHML,
tor Arden's "Musical Moments" over CKCTI, CICB, CHATS, KFDM, KPLT.
WOR at 9:15. She Is no longer with
Heidt. Another guest on this proSarah Rehm, soprano, contributes
gram will be Ralph Klrbery.
her vocal varieties to Earl Summers'

that indicated trouble, but it was
just the staff's way of presenting
them with gifts. The staff, incidentally, gut a special Christmas
bonus.

the

of turning out many new
scripts daily, and it is little wonder

iob

critical ear of the audience.

"Dr. Christian" over CBS on Sunday. Willanna Walker, continuity and
2:30-3. Though only eight years old. women's shows; Jimmy Merrill. merBetty Jane handles long difficult chandising; Harwood Hull, producing
farm and family features; G. 0.
parts like a veteran performer.

Steelmakers Orchestra on the It s
When Beverley Lane, 18 -year -old Wheeling Steel" program over Musoprano recruit to the Chicago Civic tual on Sundays.

DANIEL C. STUDIN
Is

New Year's, station has added to
staff. Present set-up includes Dick
Faulkner, program director; Clint
Blakely, assistant program director;
Lionel Baxter, chief announcer; Joe

King and Don Frank, announcers;
Theater Radio Division in the Con- tive week with Jean Hersholt on Nell McFarland, in charge of traffic:

"Messiah," oratorio by Handel, will

"Radio

W API, Birminghant
Coincident with joining CBS on

Im-

portance and by adequate pay."

WSPR, Springfield, Mass.

WGPC, Albany, Ga.

Commercial Manager Milton W.
Reviews of latest movies and plays
Stoughton got the best of a heavy
cold which confined him to his home arc featured on the new "Curtain
Calls" program.
for several days.
Program Director and Mrs. Wayne "Public Problems," nightly broadII. Latham spent a part of the holi- cast, gives listeners a chance to come
days in Brookline, Mass.

Chief Announcer and Mrs. Elwin up and voice their opinions on events
N. Tacy visited the ancestral Tacy of the day.
home at Otis. Mass.
A group of hotels and restaurants
Quincy A. Brackett, proxy, has
completed deal for airing baseball is sponsoring "Cocktail Capers," daily

; games from Boston next summer.

musical program.

Holders of radio receiving set
licenses in Austria may &Mon.

tinue their licenses only In Discernber of each year.
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FIVE CENTS

MID

FCC May Ask License Fee
NO FURTHER EXTENSIONS

BEING GRANTED BY AFM

Report Made to
MEN WHO MADE NEWS IN RADIO Secret
Congress Along With
DURING 1937
Annual Review
( Eighth

No further extension of a set time

for the IRNA is to be allowed, ac-

iliaallar-a, at a Soie I)

LAWRENCE LOWMAN

ARTHUR PRYOR JR.

cording to AFM president Joseph N.
Weber, who stated yesterday that
either the Plan of Settlement will be
declared operative at the end of the
week, or the whole thing called oft.
List deadline ran out yesterday, but
Weber explained that he is meeting
every third day with E. J. Gough

At the NAB

in Chicago creased

last June, Ar- siderably

for dent in

radio

Weber

ton. Durstine

Batten,

over

&

Bar- charge of op-

Osborne.Osborn

said some

straight -

Two Salt Lake Stations
Sign for 30 Musicians

from - the

-

shoulder things about the poor quality of manpower in the program end
Salt Lake City-Contracts negoti- of radio. It caused quite a bit of
ated with the musicians' union here talk
and some thinking.
.

.

.

.

I

happens to

be Lawrence
W. Lowman,

annually.

Tiny
ner

1937,

Ruff-

ROY C. WITMER
Remember

all

those

resigned headlines a f

KMOX Sees Record Biz

from Benton the past year

St. Louis-Based on amount of inquiries about available time received
in recent weeks, KMOX should Set
a new record for business in the first
quarter of 1938, according to Ken

president and other reradio director marks to that
on the coast effect? Well,
for Ruthrauft in the case of
& Ryan. His NBC, Roy C.

In First 1938 Quarter

Church, commercial manager.

Bowles

telling about
agency to be- new highs in
come vice- billings a n d
&

port submitted to Congress yesterday
year ended June 30, 1937.

At the same time the Commission

ii
row 31
for Herbert V. Akerberg, vice-president in charge of station relations.
and their respective lieutenants and HOLLINGBERY TAKES OVER
sergeants.

In the sum-

mer of

11E/ If if TEN c
NADI (1 1)411_1'

It

Bet.

coincident with the release of the
FCC's third annual report for fiscal

!as well as

formerly on part time basis, as regu- EDMUND (TINY) RUFFNER

lar staff members. Payment for musical talent will run about $80,000

in

Jr., vice-pres- meant extra
ident - In - work for the
charge - of - vice - presi-

over the contracts as they arrive.

by the two local stations, KSL and
KDYL, call for use of 30 musicians.

con -

thur Pryor 1937, which

and Samuel R. Rosenbaum and going
is personally looking
rt or roe reef ort P.a.. .11

CBS opera -

convention Lions i n -

1+i (.E0 krlf
Ira.rbori9erne

Washington-That the FCC is considering the possibility of asking for
legislation to charge radio stations a
license fee, and that it would investigate the "desirability or undesirability" of increasing newspaper ownership of broadcasting facilities, was
revealed in the form of a secret re-

radio voice Witmer h a d

et

FULL OWNERSHIP IN FIRM
Chicago-George Hollingbery, head
of local office of Craig & Hollingbery.

has taken over ownership of entire
company,

acquiring

interests

held

by estate of the late Norman Craig.
Hollingbery is now in New York conferring with Edward Spencer, eastern manager, who is to be vice-

Larus to Air "Valentine"
Over NBC -Blue Network

has sold mil- -something- -to
lions of dollars of merchandise for do with t h e
Larus & Brother Co. will begin a
KTSA Rate Up 17%
sponsors-and
that's
only
the begin- increases. He's the vice-president in new weekly series over an NBC -Blue
KTSA. San Antonio, on Feb. 1 will ning.
charge of sales.
network of 32 stations Jan. 16. Proincrease its 13 -time rate schedule apgram, "Alias Jimmy Valentine," will
proximately 17 per cent. New rate
be heard at 9:30-10 p.m. Blackettwill be $156.75 per evening hour.
Sample-Hummert is the agency.
Station is owned by Hearst Radio Inc.

Static Illegal
Laramie,

her

has

Wyo.-atY
passed

an

council
ordinance

maldng it "unlawful to cause radio
reception interference at any hour
of the day or night." A previous
edict had provided for protection
of radio reception only between

6 pm. and midnight A "static
detector' will be used to locate
trouble -making machines.

3 Networks' 193 7 Billings
16 Per Cent Ahead of 1936

The combined 1937 gross receipts $28,722,118 an increase of 24 per cent
for the three national networks, CBS, over 1936. Combined NBC revenue is
NBC and MRS, will total approxi- $38,651,286 up 12 per cent. Mutual
mately $69,200,000, up approximately is down a small percentage. Break16 per cent over 1936. according to down of NBC yearly figures shows
official reports from NBC and CBS the Red billed $27,171,965 and the
and an estimate from Mutual. This Blue did $11,479.321. Red figures for
is 810.000,000 greater than the com- 1937 increased 20 per cent while the
bined 1936 receipts. Mutual figures_ Blue is down 3.4 per cent.

were not available yesterday, but a
reliable estimate is being used.

For the year CBS billings totaled

For the month of December CBS
billings hit the all-time record high
(Canlinued a.. Page 31

IIKO Ilelays
RICO has decided

to

delay its

radio plans alter watching results
of the 844-M series. Although the
Warner -Lucky Strike show appears

set for a long run, other film companies are said to favor laying off
radio activities at present, belie,.
ing that the boar:Wee has suffered
because of the radio programs.
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NETWORK SONG FAVORITES
JOHN W. ALICOATE

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Jan. 1, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to a.m.

cm CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday
icature in RADIO DAILY.
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FINANCIAL_
(Monday, Jan. 3)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High

Ant. Tel.
CBS A
cos

146

Tel

Cr

...

.
.

Electric
RCA Common

144

18

17%
421.4

Gen.

6%
46%

RCA First Pfd
Stewart Warner

9

Westinghouse

104
14

Zenith Radio

Low

17%
17%

Chg.
Close
144% -1- %

Ill

6

45

8%

61/e

45

0%

-I

99% -

13

I3

- tj

Bid

Asked

6

7

OVER THE COUNTER

Philly Staff Changes

1 Wanna Be In Winchell's Column (Leo Feist)
Bob White (Remick Music Corp.)
True Confession (Famous Music Corp)
There's A Cold Mine in the Sky (Irving Berlin Inc)
Vieni Vieni (Witmark and Son)

Al

Cormier at

WINS

GREY

Monday. Wednesday. Friday

WIZ -NBC glue 8:45 A.M. EST
Arrangements

by

Management NBC

Lanny Grey
Artists Service

22
20
18
18
18
17

17
17

16
16
16
15

My Heaven on Earth (Witmark and Son)

15
15

I See Your Face Belpre Me (Crawford Music Co.)

McWhorter Reorganizing KALE Boost in Power
Starting Next Month
WALR Program Dept.

week.

NELSON CASE. NBC announcer for Phil Spitalny't 'Hour of Charm" and other eastern
shows, vacationing In Chicago.
FRED WEBER, general manager of Mutual.
and MRS. WEBER are back front their Coast
trip.
ARTHUR
COSTIGAN. trat fic manager of
.1

RCA. sails today aboard the Manhattan for
Cairo. where the International Radio Congress
will take place.
head of
the Professional
MOSE GUMBLE.
Music Men's Association. it on the Coast for

a short visit.
JOHN BARBIROLLI sails today aboard the
Berengaria for a teat -week vacation in Europe.
NILA MACK. CBS writer and director, is

visiting her mother

in Kansas.
MICKEY ALPERT returns today from an
engagement
in
Philadelphia.
MISS PAT STANTON, secretary to Elliott

Roosevelt, has arrived in New York from Fort

Worth coincident with the establishment of the
new

Hearst

Radio

president's headquarters

in

this city.
ARTHUR BORAH leaves shortly for Miami to
appear at the Cinema Casino, set by Bill Wolfe
of the CAA office.
JOE V. CONNOLLY of the Hearst organization expected back in town today.

Roosevelt Takes Over
Elliott Roosevelt arrived in town
yesterday and took over active managerial duties as head of Hearst Radio

Zanesville, 0.-Harold McWhorter
Portland, Ore. KALE, recently au- Inc. He spent most of the day in
of the West Virginia Network has thorized by FCC to boost power from conference with other Hearst executives. Understood that William Ranbeen at WALR reorganizing the program department. Bob Horn, former
program director, is now a member of
the announcing stall. McWhorter re-

500 watts to 1,000, is installing equip-

Hearst himself is in town holdment and expects to be on the air dolph
with its new power in 30 days, ac- ing a series of powwows. Murray
Grabhorn, most recently manager of

cording to Charles W. Myers, treas-

Hearst's KEHE, also arrived in town
Governer Martin last week extend- yesterday, as assistant to Roosevelt.
ed congratulations to the station own-

in

ers on the power increase.

Billy Mills With "McGee"

Chicago-Billy Mills, CBS musical
director until a year ago, takes over
musical end of Johnson Wax's "FibChicago
Joseph Hershey Mc- ber McGee" show starting Jan. 17,
Gillvra is here looking over several while Ted Weems is on tour. Mills
prospects to replace George Roesler, probably will stay with the show
who is leaving firm Jan. 15. Roesler, if he clicks.
handled the station.
who has been in temporary charge
of local office because of illness of
KYW "Round Table"
George Besse, expects to announce
Philadelphia-University of Penn- new affiliation in a week.
sylvania has started an educational
round table over KYW titled "UniWLW Pair to Wed
NIVITOar
versity of Pennsylvania Question
Celtics
Cincinnati-Betty Lee Arnold and
Box". patterned along lines of the Allen
the
WLW
draFranklin
of
Chicago round table conference.
matic staff will be married Jan. 29.

Benny From Frisco

LUCILLE & LANNY
voices and a pianntr"

27

You Took the Words Hight Out of My Heart (Paramount Music Co.)
Sail Along Silvery Moon (Select Music Co)
Cachila (Southern Music Co)
I've Hitched My Wagon To A Star (Harms lac)
Everyday's A Holiday (Famous Music Co)
You Can't Stop Me From Dreaming (Remick Musk Corp)
She's Tall. She's Tan, She's Terrific (Mills Music Inc)
Soak. Charmer (E. B. Marks Music Co)
Sweet Someone (Leo Feist Inc.)

will be aired over WORL.

"2

29

Nice Work If You Can Gel It (Chappell and Co.)
Dips?, Doodle (Lincoln Music Co)

WLW.WSAI Talent Expert
Cincinnati-Chester Herman, theGen. Butler on WORL
ater authority, has been retained as
program consultant for WLW and Boston- When Major General
WSAI, it is announced by James D. Smedley D. Butler talks next MonShouse, v.p. of Crosley. Herman is day in the ballroom of Hotel Statler,
stage manager and assistant to at the second annual radio confer Richard H. Berger, producer of St. ence of the Mass. State Federation
of Women's Clubs, the proceedings
Louis Municipal Opera Co.

LINWOOD

29

VIVIAN DELLA CHIESA and mother are In
New York from Chicago lee a visit. The soprano's sustainers will air from Radio City all

mains until new program director urer.

which Cody left to join WIP, is to
be replaced by "Mr. Van's Caravan",
conducted by John Vandcrsloot.
Lorraine Reilly, secretary to Murray Arnold, p.a. at WIP, resigned
New York.

37
36
36
36
30
30

Rosalie (Chappell Co.)

Philadelphia -Year-end stall arrives.
changes at local stations included
resignation of Jack Barry, WIP KSFO Appoints New Rep
sports spieler, along with James
Francisco-Free & Peters Inc.
Willard Jr. (Uncle WIP), who is hasSanbeen
appointed national sales
being replaced by Wayne Cody on rep
for KSFO, according to Philip ,
the kid shows. Charles Bedford, G. Lasky,
general
manager of the I
commentator, formerly of WOL and station. Leo Bowman,
coast manWOR, replaces Allen Scott at WEIL. ager for the rep firm, handled
the'
Station's "Jolly Man" program, deal. John Blair & Co. formerly
'

to join

Times Played

I-

99

Strombere Carlson

'

Publisher

Once Is Awhile (Miller Music Inc.)
I Double Date You (Shapiro, Bernstein Inc)
You're A Sweetheart (Robbins Music Corp)
Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen (Harms Inc)

1

17%

40% 40% - si

corm and GoinG

1

Price 5 Cts.
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1=

11%,1

Coast Ms ran, 11'.1010 DA l I.).

Los Angeles-Next Sunday's Jack
Benny program will come from San
Francisco.

Billy Morrow and Ed

Beloin, writers, preceded the troupe
north by several days to absorb local
atmosphere.

McGillvra in Chicago

SEccutoc VII.a#LTiztioft
Infinitely more dramatic and tascinat.
ing than fiction

are

the

true stories

surrounding 200,000 uses handled by
the only agency in the country spelocation

missing

cializing

in

persons.

Material for a program that

the

of

will interest everyone.

SKIP TRACERS COMPANY
515 Madison Avenue

New York City

BSTRATEGICALLY LOCATED

OFFICES MANNED 8Y
SEASONED RADIO MEN
and equipped with all essential Information to guide you in planning complete

spot advertising campaigns on any of the
radio stations npresinted by

dominant

John Blair Cr Co.
DETROIT
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SEATTLE
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NEW I[ROC IRAMS

FCC MAY ASK CONGRESS

IDEA",

3 NETWORKS' BILLINGS

UP 16 PER CENT IN '37

FOR LICENSE FEE LAW

Fire Alarms Broadcast

Welcome to Visitors

(Cohii.oted from Pay,
By arrangement with the Memphis of $2,786,618,
up 14.5 per cent over

Miami auto tourists are being wel-

(Conlinur4 from Poor It

revealed that it was powerless to comed to the city these days in a Fire Department, WHBQ is airing the same month a year ago. NBC censor radio advertising (which is novel starter over WQAM. Leslie the location and nature of fires as Red receipts were $2,535,046 up 4.8
in the province of Federal Trade Harris, special events director, and soon as they are reported in the city. per cent; the Blue was down 3.1 per
Commission) and stated that it could Lt. Dan Reynolds, stop incoming cars Fire sound effects usher in each

notice, and safety feature is introduced by tracing cause of the blaze
and advising listeners how to avert
similar misfortune. News from the
fire house is given to the station in
code, eliminating danger of false re-

not exercise any other form of cen- as they cross city limits, extending
sorship except over lewdness. The greetings of Miami and putting them
Commission estimated unofficially wise to traffic conditions. Free copies
traffic regulations are given, and
that more than 28 per cent of the of
are invited to talk about
nation's broadcasting facilities were subjects
themselves
and their journey, via
either owned or controlled by news- the mobile short
wave transmitter,

ports from pranksters.

papers.

Hollingbery Takes Over
No Further Extensions
Being Granted by AFM
Full Ownership in Firm

During the fiscal year, reports were
received of the operation of 477 unlicensed radio stations. Action taken

by the Commission resulted in disttrarraea-a I., ewe- I)
continued operation of 357 stations,
leaving 120 stations under investiga- every word of the 200 contracts now
while
some 50 odd are in the
set
tion at the close of the fiscal year.
He is optimistic on the outContinued growth of the broadcast. mail.
since approximately $1,250.000
ing industry was evidenced by the come
in additional musician expenditures
fact that the Commission received are now assured by contracts already
295 applications for new stations and
escrow.
granted authority for the construc- in No
expense is being spared to see
tion of 51 stations, while seven exist- that broadcasters
and AFM locals
ing stations were deleted. At the get off on a proper footing, and in
close of the fiscal year 704 regular clarifying certain situations that
broadcast stations held licenses, an arise some 40 locals were called on'
increase of 44 over previous fiscal the phone one day the past week at
year.
an expense to the AFM of $700. NeOf significance, it is pointed out, is gotiations are in progress in every
the fact that 270 stations share time leading city with virtually every imor operate only in daytime or during portant outlet already signed up. Aplimited time or specified hours; 48 proval of his decision to declare the
stations share time in the same city, IRNA plan operative will be received
77 stations share time with stations by Weber from other members of
in other cities; 119 stations are lim- the AFM Executive Board by phone.
ited or daytime stations; 26 stations
are specified -hours stations and 430
stations are unlimited time stations. WBZ-WBZA Appointments
The report states that there is a Boston-Among New Year appointgreat demand for television service. ments by John A. Holman, g.m. of
Considerable information was pre- WBZ-WBZA, was the naming of
sented at the informal engineering Frank R. Bowes. former NBC sales-

here, to sales manager of the
conference, indicating that because man
two stations. Robert E. (Bob) Evans,
of the higher definition television pic- former
sports reviewer at WGAR.
tures of the detail now possible could
joined the WBZ-WBZA
not be successfully transmitted with- Cleveland,
Arch Macdonald, who has
news
staff.
in the limits of the two lower fre- been doing news
at WBZ, was transquency television bands of 2000-2100 ferred to the program department
kilocycles and 2750-2850 kilocycles, to handle auditions and program

foliioned trope rage

11

Mrs. Jean Craig also is
attached to the New York office.
Hollingbery will assume exclusive
representation of WWJ, Detroit, on
Jan. 15, and WHIO, Dayton, Feb. 1.
Other stations are WHAM, WDRC,
president.

More Political Talks

Are Planned by Mutual

Ted MacMurray Promoted

BROADCASTS

for
BETTER BUYERS

INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Filth Ave.. New York

--

gineer.

Mutual broadcasting plans for 1938

a wattage tax, since it

is

definitely

vetoing suggestions of a tax on radio
sets.

for World Series. N. W. Ayer handled
the account.

National League games have not
yet been set.

KJR Rid Show from Theater
Seattle-"Uncle Frank's Children's

fied to give enlightenment on the
issues, it was stated by Theodore C.

on the stage of the Egyptian Theater here starting Jan. 8 to accom-

Streibert, executive v.p., on the network's "1937 in Review" broadcast
New Year's night.
Streibert displayed an excellent
voice as a commentator.

modate over -capacity studio audiences. Increasing interest by the
public in seeing actual radio programs in production caused the
change to this city's finest suburban
show house which has a capacity of
1,300 persons.

Frank Coombs, who directs the
Sonq Complaint Dismissed
youngsters' variety show, remains
Federal Judge John C. Knox in under the sponsorship of AFisher
new
Flouring Mills of Seattle.
contract calls for 15 weeks from

the Egyptian stage with the option
of renewal at the end of that period.

SENSATION OF '38

-040r-edeAM:eA
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,
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smalhe with results!

KRMC
JAMESTOWN, NORTH DAKOTA
Managed by

VAN CRONKHITE ASSOCIATES

Commissioner Payne's suggestion for

Baseball on WF1L

economic subjects, by speakers quali- Matinee" over KJR will originate

the U. S. District Court, yesterday
dismissed the complaint of Ira B.
Arnstein, who brought suit against
Ascap, the MPPA and leading networks because of alleged non-payment of royalties and dividends on
50 songs he claimed to have written
during past few years. Judge Knox
allowed Arnstein 30 days in which

Chicago-Ted MacMurray, WBBM
the close relationship of the industry production director, has been named
free
of
rights
constitutional
with
WBBM - CBS production supervisor,.
speech and free press. The Commis succeeding Bob Hatter, who has been!
sion is believed to be in favor o assigned to full-time work handling
the Wrigley "Double Everything"
show. MacMurray came to WBBM
five years ago from KWK as an enBETTER
;

In dollar volume, CBS had the largest gain during 1937 with an advance
of $5,500,000 against $4,000,000 for
the combined NBC networks.

call for more talks on political and

field, have been added to the WOR
This number has been considerably sales staff. Lowe comes from the to do it.
Increased since then, however.
New York Times most recently, while
It is understood the FCC will urge i Fishback is from the New York Sun.

matter of both censorship and imposition of license fees, because of

the December figure totalling $240,000.
The 1936 MBS total was $1,987,573.

Philadelphia-The 77 home games
WOKO, WEED, WORC, WIBX, of the Philadelphia Athletics, recentWREN, WEBS, WAAF, KSCJ, WCOL, ly signed by Kellogg, will be aired
over WFIL. This is the first time
WJAX, WIOD, WJDX and WBIG.
station has ever had baseball, except

and that these frequency bands could ideas.
be used to better advantage by other
services. There were 17 licensed staTwo Join WOR Sales Staff
tions and three applications for con- Jack Lowe and James Fishback,
struction permits for television sta- advertising men from newspaper to amend his complaint and also
advised Arnstein to hire an attorney
tions at the close of the fiscal year.

Congress to proceed cautiously in the

cent with a total of $1,104.040.
NBC combined figure fur December
was the network's second largest
month in its history. A total of $3,639,406, up 2.3 per cent against December 1936, was billed.
Mutual estimates that its yearly
figure will run around $1.900.000 with

Chicago and New York
"The biggelt little bay in ',ebb"

A new, copyrighted, transcribed radio
feature. 26 quarter-hours, packed with
thrilling experiences of Hollywood
movie -stunt
broadcast.

men.

Ideal for weekly

Write nou for full infor-

mation.
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ACTIVITIES

Signed by Stations
WBNX. New York: General Baking

Co.

(Bond Bread), time signals. through BlID&O

WHIP. Hammond. Ind.: McKinsey Milling Co.. Polish series.

Angeles:

Lus

KN X.

Campbell

With Jack
-Under the
through Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Cereals,:

Westaway,"

Sea

KFRU, Columbia, Mo.: Smith Chickeries,
through

spots.

Advertising

Shafer -Brennan

Bradley Bros. Nursery, spots, through
Shafer -Brennan Advertising Co.: Rexall Dfug

Co.:

ETs,

Stores.
Coca

Cola,

through Spot Broadcasting:
"Refreshment Time," through

D'Arcy Advertising Agency.

ty: Royal Baking Co..

KSL, Salt Lake

Series."

KYW, Philadelphia: Standard Oil of N. 1.,
news. through Marschalk & Pratt.

WBT. Charlotte: Mantle Lamp Co. (Alad
din Lamps), ET, through Presba. Fellers &
International Agric. Corp., (fertilizer), announcement., through Groves -Keen.
Presba;

Inc.; Horse & Mule Assoc. of Amer., announcements, through Rogers & Smith; Black
Products Co. (Aspertone). "Grady
stone

Cole." proven,. through Radio Sales.

WHO. Des Moines.. Procter & Gamble
through Blackett(Dreft). "Kitty Keene."
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet,
Sample.H omelet t ;
"Myrt and Marge" and "Hilltop House,"
through Benton & Bowles; National Biscuit
through McCo.. "Dan Hafding's Wile,"
Milling & Grain
Cann-Erickson; Champion Rogers
& Smith;
Co., (urn news. through
Sterling

Casualty

Insurance

Co.,

musical

clock. through Frankel -Rose Co.; Dr. W. B.
through
Caldwell Inc., "The Party Line,"
Cramer-Krasselt Co.; Publishers Service (Woman's World), through Albert Kircher Co.;
Churches."
General Mills. "Hymns of All
through Knox -Reeves. and "Betty and Bob"
Blacker,
and "Jack Arrnsttong." through
Samp le- H ummert.

emcee,

TAYLOR
LIONEL BARRYMORE, and others,
as

ROBERT

1938,"

Jan.

6

NBC -Red, 9 p.m.).

TOM HOWARD and

GEORGE
SIIELTON, on Benny Goodman -Camel program, tonight 'CBS, 10 p.m.).

HARRIET PARSONS, on BromoSeltzer program. Jan. 5 (NBC -Blue,
8:30 p.m.).
BEVERLY LANE, soprano, on Ford

Sunday Evening Hour, concert Jan.
9

(CBS, 9 p.m.).
on

BUDICE SHAPIRO. violinist.
"Magazine of the Air." Jan. 9 (CBS,
5

p.m.).

C

-

6A.94.44.

Al Goodman takes the baton now wielded by Leo Torbstein on "Your
Hollywood Parade" Ian. 19. Forbstein is busy with pix....Rupert Hughes
is writing a dramatic series far Edward Arnold, flickerdom's "Diamond
Jim -....is Lillian Gisb coming to the airwaves in a weekly series?....
Phil Baker's show may come from N. Y. around Feb. 1.... Charlie Cantor
returns to the !panel show....Portland Haffa's dad. Dr. Fredrick Holfa, died
before she entrained from the coart....Jack Gelds gets the Ted Healy spot
in the Vallee flicker.... Rudy Vallee and Co. will be back is the Big
Town around Easter Week-because they're booked back into Loew's
State then....Eddy Duchlo closes at the Plaza Jan. 25 and opens at the
coast's Coconut Grove Feb. 1, airing via MBS....Nal Brandwynne closes
at the Pierre Jan. 8 and opens at the Stater to Detroit the 12th with a major
. Rate Smith will sign a contract Ibis week to write a daily column
for a syndicate a la Mrs. TDR. Space allotment same as the late Will
Rogers.... Mennen Is looking for a variety skew. -..Fred Allen writes Ids
air material in pencil-but band lettered! Can't write script.

No chance any longer for spielers at KDAL, Duluth, to
be tate in getting news flashes on the air. Chief Engineer R. A. Dettman has devised a gadget which calls announcer's attention to special
flashes.... Gadget, which the men there call the "Red Light," is art
amber light that flashes on the wordslingers' booth panel. It is actuated by KDAL's press operator at transmitter when he receives an

-,y,

- INSURANCE -

MONEY FOR ALL THREE

until switched off-and the switch is located in the news -room right
alongside the teletype machine ....A staff announcer at KIDO, Boise,
Idaho, sprung a new alibi the other a.m. when he arrived late for
tie.

Explanation: An announcer at KIDO is not officially on duty unless
he sports a dress shirt and tie'
"Big Town." the Ed. Robinson -Claire Trevor show, which was
slated to begin a "repeat" series tonite, won't because CBS can't clear the
time until March I....Vincent Travers Is being talked about to loin WCAU,
Philly, as musical director.... Singer Judy Starr had to call off her engage.
meal at the Drake abruptly because of a recurrence of hemorrhages due
to her recent auto accident... .Rose Blaine and Tiny Wolf go with Benny
Davis' vaudeville unit....Joe Candula gets the second spot at the Trench
Callino ...W111 Rockwell. formerly pro manager for Miller Music, is now a
nice club owner-owning Mammy's Chicken Farm on W. 52nd St. I00%....
Barry Wood takes over on that CBS Monday vile half-hour variety show
Ian. 17 with Doris Rhodes and Bell Hawthorne.... Wynn Murray left "Babes
in Arms" in Philly Sat. and goes to Sam Goldwyn unless NBC has a show
for her. Show will close to Philly this Sal.....Judy Garland will be elevated to stardom by MGM within the next lour months. A concentrated ad
campaign will bring the Oakle College singer into the Garbo-Gable.Crawford elate.... Henry Youngman gave another audition last week for Lucky
Strike's MBShow.

unlimited.

KGKO, Fort Worth.

CP to move to Fort

KW.. 5 KW.
Worth and increase power to
LS. 570 Lc,. unlimited.
KFNF. Shenandoah, Ia. CP to increase
power to I Kw. s KW. LS.
1

W. E. Whitmore. Hobbs, N. M.

CP for

new station. 1500 be.. 100 watts, daytime.

APPLICATIONS DENIED

Arthur H. Creghan, Minneapolis. CP for
1310 kc . 100 watts, daytime.
WHOM, Jersey City. CP to change equip-

new station.

ment and increase power.

Leon M. Eisfeld, Butlington, Ia.

CP for

new station. 1310 kc.. 100 watts, unlimited.
Geraldine Alberghane, Pawtucket. CP for
new station. 720 kc.. I KW., daytime.

Robert Raymond McCulla, Oak Park, Ill.

CP for new station.

1300

kc., 100 watts.

daytime.

WKY, Oklahoma City
M. H. Bonebrake, advertising man-

ager, returned from Christmas vacash in Missouri.

Leroy Stokley, sales department,
to Wichita on vacation.
Smith Manufacturing Co. sponsoring daily 15 -minute show called "Sun-

Show local; sponsor
from Kansas City.

rise Review."

Oklahoma Gas & Electric program
began Jan. 1 with Lee Norton, vocalist, and Ken Wright, organist, in 15
minutes following Amos -Andy spot

GROMBACH PRODUCTIONS
INC.

113 West 57th St., New York
Program ideas, presentations, direction, material,

adaptation, talent negotiation, casting, doctoring,
consultant
duction.

visitor walking unsuspectingly into the studios might well be amazed

IN ONE SIMPLE PLAN

to hear cries for "Daniel Boone" and "Jessie James"-but both are
staff members.... Boone is a technician and James is secretary in the
commercial department.

pro-

services,

Radio Program Service in
whole or in part, Unit
Productions or Production
Units set up, sold or
Program

leased.

require-

ments analyzed and legal
clearances checked.

Agcncy ideas developed by
studio experimentation to

production of audition.
Permanent

staff-private

stu-

dios-Recording facilities.
Talent,

Michael J. Boden, manager of the Hotel St. James in
Philly, is going on WIP there with an operatic show... .Pioneer and
wild west days are ever present at KFOX, Long Beach, Cal....A

FAMILY-RET IREMENT-DISABILITY

Melva. 3-0375
John 4 2800
SO /OWN ST., MEW YORK

LS

urgent bulletin.... Signal can't be ignored because it remains on

studio duty. Said his close friend was wearing "their" block

GUEST-ING
on "Good News of

Eddie Garr, before going to Chi for New Year's. was signed
by I. Walter Thompson to take over the vacated Sidney Skolsky I5 -minute
period opposite Eddie Cantor beginning Ian. 12-also for Bromo Seltzer.....

APPLICATIONS GRANTED
WWL, New Orleans. CP to install new
J equipment and increase power to 50 KW.
3. K. Patrick & Co., Athens, Ca. CP for
new station. 1310 kc.. 100 watts, 250 watts

Casting and

files begun in

Program

1928.

Phone Circle 7-2678

Exclusive

Representatives

for outstanding free -taut'
writers and directors.
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QTUART HAYDON, formerly news
10 editor with Van Cronkhite Asso-

ciates. has left VCA and set up his
own radio production agency.
Peggy Wall and Cornelius Peeples
will support Sunda Love and Francis X. Bushman in the new Colgate
toothpowder serial, "Step Mother." to
be launched over CBS on Jan. 17.
Jack Stillwell and Edythe Dixon
of WLS scored a scoop in getting the
first and longest interview with

Norm Alley, Panay film photogra-

pher. when he landed here.
Betty Ito. Japanese actress and student at University of Chicago, is
now an Oriental actress in NBC releases due to the Japanese disfavor
because of the conflict in Asia.
Annette King. NBC contralto, and

Frank R. Reid. assistant state's attorney of Aurora, Ill., were married
New Year's Day. Fran Allison substituted for Miss King while they
went on three-day honeymoon.

Todd Hunter, warm news com-

mentator, will be sponsored by Chicago Motor Club starting today. He
also continues with Penn Tobacco.
McJunkin agency has the motor club

DEN BERNIE and all the lads CBS hookup last June. The youth
^
1:-.A,
1-3 opened at the swank new Zebra ful musicians have an amazingly ex -11i 'II
Iir;.4.6"g...`
Room of the Town House in Holly- tensive repertoire, including many
wood on New Year's Eve. MCA set numbers usually played only by old the deal. Phil Harris and his band er musicians.
THE various stations of the Mc open at the Palomar on Jan. 12,
1 Clatchy chain in California are
Lee Grant, currently featured with to have immediate installations
handled by MCA.
of
his orchestra on WMCA's "Grand- RCA equipment for facsimile broad Chick Webb and his Savoy Swing stand and Bandstand" commercial, casting, with a number of receiving
Orchestra will play a week at the has another innovation in "Nursery sets included in each instance, to car Apollo Theater starting Friday.
Rhyme. Jam," in which he interprets ry on experimentally in this field unthe old nursery rhymes through this der the permit recently granted by
The Savoy Ballroom has Lucky new medium.
FCC.
Millinder's band for a week, to be
KFWB initials "Hollywood Matifollowed by Willie Bryant and his Bandleader Ray Block's newest nee"
on Jan. 10 featuring Tommy
band.
singing protege, Nan Wynn, has been Harris, billed as the "little king of
assigned a permanent spot on the song," with Bert Fiske's orchestra.
"Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen" has been Columbia networks Tuesday evenings and Beth Wilson, femme vocalist.
recorded by George Hall's orchestra, at 6 o'clock. She will be heard at Program will be on a five -times with Dolly Dawn singing the novel that time with Block's orchestra.
weekly schedule and will be relyrics. on Vocation records.
leased by all of the affiliated CRS
WICC, Bridgeport, has retained stations.
KVI, Tacoma, presented the Mick- Gus Meyers Jr. and his orchestra,
Sweeten, musical director
ey Mouse Band, composed of 65 boys Globe Theater feature, as its studio at Claude
KEHE, has a new Tuesday and
between the ages of 10 and 18, in a band.
Thursday
mid - afternoon program
half-hour program last week. This
called "Colonial Miniatures." Logged
unique organization was started six "Village Festival," a seldom heard at 2:30 p.m., immediately following
years ago as part of a Mickey Mouse work by Cesare Sodero, concert. op- the perennial and popular "Listen
Fan Club which met at a local Ta- era and radio conductor, is to be Ladies."
coma theater every Saturday. Now broadcast by the Radio City Music
Lillian Ariel and Margaret Kintzit has grown so that it is one of the Hall Symphony Orchestra, under the Duncan,
duo well remembered
finest juvenile bands in the country, direction of Erno Rapee, on Sunday by local piano
listeners, return to the air
winning nation - wide recognition at 12:30 p.m. over NBC -Blue netafter
a
too
-long
absence with a KFI
when it played over a coast -to -coast work.
program at 7:45 p.m. Saturdays.
1

account.

Oshkosh Overalls is launching Pat
and Hank as editors of the Haleyville Hornet on WLS. Ruthrauff &
Ryan has the account.
Jack Van Volkenburg, assistant to
Leslie Atlass. CBS v.p., to St. Louis
for a few days.
"Words and Music" moved yesterday to 12:15 on NBC. Show features Olga Kargau, Charles Sears, Edward Davies, Larry Larsen and Harvey Hays as narrator.
George Ferguson and Larry Kurtze
of WLS, with their families are motoring to Hollywood where the two

BOSTON

Huey, New England's ace

Grant,

NBC

pianist,

"Morning

LINCOLN

Merrymakers,"

which,

oddly enough, was formerly heard

continuity man for over the Don Lee net from KFRC,
baseball aireaster, will do a thrice KFAB-KFOR, has a new show called San Francisco, in the afternoon, has
weekly sports review spot on Yankee "This Thing, Success," twice weekly. been switched to a more appropriate
network Under the sponsorship of
incidents out of the lives of spot at 8-8:30 a.m.
Avalon cigarettes. Show starts this successful Nebraskans and nominates
Myron Fox, in charge of special
Fred

week and will be heard on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 6:15 p.m.
Ella Logan, of the screen and radio, will open a week's engagement
on the stage of the Metropolitan Theater on Thursday.

KSL, Salt Lake City

Starting this week, 14 new all -live -

talent shows weekly are being aired
men are setting up the new WLS by KSL. Musical head Gene Halliday
has a formidable schedule of musical
Artists Bureau branch.
Allan

5

has offerings.

Jim

Cox,

others he thinks will be up there. events at KDYL, Salt Lake City, in
Don Searle, new general manager town and assisting Don Forbes at
with KOIL. KFAB and KFOR, will KNX in handling all the holiday
be formally introduced to the ad sports and festivities.
club here this week. Ben Ludy
After 39 weeks on the Don Lee
was promoted to g.m. at WIBW, net, "House Undivided," Young &
Rubicam-produccd
Topeka, to fill the vacancy created
show I or La by Searle's departure.
France products, mutes following the
Jan. 14 airing. Norman Field, Cliff
Carpenter, Jane Morgan and Mary
K VOR, Colorado Springs
McIntosh have been featured in the
Norman Terry of KSD, St. Louis, dramatic serial, which was supervisited his brother, Hugh Terry, vised by Everett Meade and proKVOR manager, during holidays.
duced by Murray Bolen for the Y&R
Anita Perry, secretary to the man- account.

turned out a new song titled "Bo - Earl J. Glade, managing director,
hernia."
made a brief radio address on the ager, is engaged.
Les Weinrott is splitting his per- anniversary program of the Logan Paul Hughes, newsman, had a lead
sonality to turn out gags for Quaker Garment Co., a consistent KSL client. role
in the local Drama Club's
Judith Adams has a bandaged
Oats "Cabin at
the Cross Roads"
while writing entire script for "Mar- hand, due to poisoning.

"Goodbye, Again". Zelle Wade of the
production department will be in
"Beggar on Horseback."
Warren Brown of WJJD's "Sports
WOC, Davenport, Ia.
I.eon Marshall, salesman, spent
Edition" to New Orleans to cover the Twenty-one employees who have New Year in Chicago. Wauhillau
Sugar Bowl game.
been with station six months or LaHay. program director, went to
Sunda Love substituting for Mar- longer shared in the usual yuletide
garette Shanna on General Mills bonus paid by Tri-City Broadcasting Dallas for the Cotton Bowl game.
"Arnold Grimm's Daughter." Plan Co.
KCRC Raises Capitalization
is to move a microphone to Miss
Col. B. J. Palmer, president, threw
Shanna's bed at Passavant Hospital, a big party for all orphan kids of Enid, Okla.- Enid Radiophone Co..
where she is recovering from appen- the Tri-Cities. It is planned to make operators of KCRC, has secured a
dectomy.
capital stock increase from $25.000 to
got of Castlewood."

this an annual event, according to
Clark A. Luther, station manager.

Gene Furgason Breaks Leg

"THE PADUCAH
FOLLIES"

Tana), 3-330 P.M. EST
WAITC-CBS Network

Hot Springs, Ark.-Gene Furgason,
head of Furgason & Co., radio reps of
Chicago, is in a hospital here, result
of a broken leg. While riding. Furgason was thrown by his horse and before he could get out of way animal
stepped on leg, fracturing it.

WCSH
US
COUNT
MOST

PORTLAND:
MAINE
Maine's Largest

Station
NBC Basic Red
Network

$50,000.

"M\
41EA

Radio
Newsfeatures
Availuble to only on, radio

'Salim, in cart. city
Represented exclusively by

STEPHEN SLESINGER, INC.

250 Park Avenue

New York
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Reviews and C000ne#7,47*
"MICKEY MOUSE"

Pepsodent Co.
WEAF-NBC-RED Network,
Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m.
Lord Sr Thomas

PAUL WHITEMAN

Liggett & Myers To
(Chesterfields)

W ABC-CBS Network. Friday

"IT'S WHEELING STEEL" ' "THE WOMAN IN WHITE"
Wheeling Steel Corp.

WOR-Mutual, Sundays, 5-5:30 p.m.

Critchfield & Co.

Pillsbury
WJZ-NBC-Red, Monday through
Friday, 10:45-11 am.
Hutchinson Adu'g Co.

R:30-9 p.m.
MUSICAL PROGRAM WITH WHEELING
Newell -Emmett Co., Inc.
WALT DISNEY AND GANG IN A LIVE- PLEASING INTIMATE HALF-HOUR OF EMPLOYEES AS THE TALENT TURNS IN AIMED AT WOMAN INTEREST. NEW
A NICELY PACED HALF-HOUR.
LY "SILLY SYMPHONY" FOR RADIO. ENTERTAINMENT.
SERIAL SOUNDS LIKE IT HAS SWELL
WITH A WHITEMANESPECIALLY AMUSING TO YOUNG.
It is very seldom that a program POSSIBILITIES.
CROSBY REUNION.

For the first time in nearly a decPowerful array of Disney characters plus the orchestra under the ade, the Paul Whiteman orchestra is
baton of Felix Mills right from the again heard on CBS, also for a cigDisney lot invaded a network for aret account, as it happens. Bing
the first time in a series of its own Crosby as the first guest star reand from Mickey Mouse down to ; called the early days with the band
Goofy, the characters and program , and otherwise held a gabfest with
clicked from beginning to end. Dis- P. W. in the style well known to
ney himself was on hand, and while the Kraft Music Hall audience. Olihe reiterated they had much to learn ver Wakefield acted somewhat as
about radio, it is to be hoped that emcee and also did a few minutes

made up of non-professional talent
This is the new serial for which
can broadcast a 30 -minute program !ma Phillips, author, decided to give
that Is easy on the ears. The Wheel- up writing her popular "Today's
ing program is well produced and Children." Whether decision was a
the talent stays within its bounds wise one could not be adequately dewhen selecting its musical items. termined by the first broadcast yesSuch numbers as "We Saw the Sea," terday, as the newcomer barely ac"You're a Sweetheart," "Little Gray quired its sea legs in the initial airHome in the West," "Just a Little ing.
Love Song," "Down by the Old Mill
With a hospital background, new

Stream," "Somewhere a Voice is Call- script is well written and there is
"learn" too much and of his monologue in his usual garbled ing" and "Let That be a Lesson to plenty of scope for it. Surrounding
keeps right on as per opening pro- double-talk delivery, but he seemed You," made up the list.
the "woman in white," one of those
gram. Continuity was first rate, al- out of place.
When folks tune in Walter Shane, baritone, Sarah sympathetic, understanding and inthough the way it was run off the Whiteman, they want to hear music, Rehm, and the Millmen's Quartet did spirational characters who helps
average listener would believe the not too much interrupted and with- the vocals. Sixteen -piece orchestra folks around her to work out their
gang just happened on the studio out forced attempts at comedy. under the direction of Earl Summers difficulties, is an ambitious young
stage and got goin'.
Whiteman himself can he'd up the furnished the musical support. Bert- doctor, played by Macdonald Carey;
If Donald Duck didn't steal the talking end-and incident.
he was ie Howell offered "Waltz Vanity" as a nurse, portrayed by Ruth Bailey;
show it wasn't his fault, for he was in rare form on the opening show. a saxophone solo. The "Old Timer" a student nurse, played by Toni Gilgoing great guns; the skit toward
Orchestra's opening rang in some handled the commercials along with man, and her brother, acted by Wilthe close, which appeared to be a of the old tunes made famous by Walter S. Patterson, who did the lard Farnum.
preview of "The Magic Mirror," was the band and for a fast number later emcee duties.
Cast is thoroughly capable and
as dizzy and funny as any of the on played "Rosalie," followed subse- The major script fault lies in the Miss Phillips knows her script writ"symphonies," while the orchestra on quently by "Mardi Gras" from Grofe's too frequent mention of the word ing.
its own was no slouch as to enter- Mississippi Suite.
"Wheeling." Program, according to
tainment.
Subsequent shows will
Orchestra
had
the
inimitable
contain pages of past Disney re- Whiteman touch, but unknown to the press release, is designed to ap"ATTORNEY -AT -LAW"
peal
to Wheeling employees and their
leases.
the vast radio audience there were
with Jim Ameche
Pepsodent credits were nicely undoubtedly some fast instrumental friends, but maybe the sponsor Is
S. C. Johnson & Son Inc.
being'modest.
will appeal to the WJZ-NBC-Blue,
handled and dove -tailed into the changes made more or less at the regular dialer, Ittoo.
Monday through
Program origshow smoothly. Account has a real last minute. During his stay in inates from the studios
Friday, 10:30-10:45 a.m.
of
WWVA,
comedy hit on its hands and few Texas and on the road, Whiteman Wheeling.
Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc.
shows can boast of the kind of wow experimented with a band devoid of
DRAMATIC SERIAL WITH LAW -OFFICE
injected by the birds with the mer- violins, using reed instruments to
BACKGROUND MAKES INTERESTING
ry-go-round voices or broken record replace them and was well on the
START.
"MARGOT OF
delivery, as it were. There were way to perfect an altoget er differWith Jim Ameche and Frances
plenty of laughs throughout the pro- ent type of instrumentatlor when the
CASTLEWOOD"
Carlon heading the cast, this new
gram apart from this.
new sponsor decided that .he strings
Quaker Oats
serial has a couple of good
ought to be back, and they were re- WJZ-NBC-Blue, Monday through daytime
points in its favor right there. In
placed. Nevertheless the sock was
Friday, 10-10:15 am.
"ARMCO BAND"
addition,
locale of the action, a
there.
Chesterfield credits were
Lord & Thomas
with Frank Simon, directing
young lawyer's office, offers plenty
short and in good taste.
American Rolling Mill Co.
to drum up inciSURE-FIRE
SERIAL
STUFF
WITH
TOPof
opportunities
Coast broadcasts will be for this
WJZ-NBC-Blue, Sundays,
dents, complications and dramatic
month only, and with the return NOTCH CAST AND ACE SCRIPT.
3:30-4 p.m.
eastward, Deems Taylor will act as
As the new half of the double -fea- highlights.
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.
Ameche plays the title part of a
emcee with the orchestra probably ture Quaker Oats morning show on
BAND MUSIC, WELL PLAYED. WILL delving into the more modern Amer- CBS, this new serial by Les Wein- young attorney, Terry Regan, who
GATHER ITS QUOTA OF THE SUNDAY ican music pieces of which P. W. is rott is the type of stuff that always Is more interested in furthering justhan in fat fees for his work.
AFTERNOON LISTENERS.
unquestionably head man.
proves popular. The girl in the case, tice
situation dealt with a mother
Margot Carver, is a modern girl who Initial
Frank Simon and his "Armco"'
who had signed away rights to her
band are back on the air for Ameri- "BETTY MOORE TRIANGLE wants to break away from her up- child and later regretted the act, so
pish old-line American family to
CLUB"
can Rolling Mill. Initial program
lawyer is called in to fight for
make a career on her own. So she the
Benjamin Moore & Co.
was made up of straight band music,
return of the little girl, who's bedecides to go to Hollywood. Plenty the
WEAF-NBC-Red, Mondays,
a touch of light classical, plus a solo
ing
mistreated
by her foster parents.
of excitement and adventure is there11:45-12 noon
by Billy Snyder, 14 -year -old cornetIn the supporting cast are June
by promised the listeners.
he

ist.

doesn't

PAINT AND DECORATION PROGRAM

"March of the Steel Men" started VERY HELPFUL TO SPRING CLEANERS.

off the program. followed by "Allah's
Marking its tenth anniversary on
Holiday," "Carnival in Paris" and the air, the Benjamin Moore & Co.
"Night Wind March." Snyder gave paint program returned yesterday
a good rendition of "Napoli" as his with its familiar talks on interior
solo number. Strange how youth- and exterior painting and decoration.
ful musical prodigies always select Through the medium of Betty
difficult numbers for any public per- Moore, who suggests colors and
paints. discusses a "color scheme of
formance.
Program probably because of its the day" and then takes up individumartial air. seemed to be a very short al painting problems as submitted by
half-hour. Which indicates that pro- listeners, the program serves a very
gram has all the appeal that is neces- useful purpose while obviously prosary for any radio show. Program moting sales of the sponsor's prodoriginates from the studios of WLW. ucts.

Meredith, Lucy Gilman, Fred Sulli-

Script is an expert job and all its van and Grace Lockwood. Carl Wesvalues are elicited by the crisp acting ter is creator of the production.
of an excellent cast including Barbara 1.uddy in the title role, Charles
Carroll as co-star, Francis X. Bush-

"Magazine of the Air"

man and Miss Thel Owen.

5-5:30 spot on CBS, the Heinz "Mag-

The other 15 minutes of the halfhour space starting at 10 a.m, is occupied by a continuation of "Cabin
at the Crossroads," by the same author. with Harriette Widmer as Aunt

Switching to a Sunday afternoon

of the Air" started its new
career very auspiciously last Sunday. Program is a well picked asazine

sortment of ingredients, neatly blended together into a half-hour that
Jemima; Roy Brower, tenor; Sammy moves along swiftly and pleasantly.
Williams and his band; Noble Cain's Channing Pollock, the playwright,
a capella choir, and Vance McCune makes a most amiable commentator,
and Forrest Lewis in comedy.
rd en Fano:14Np Page)
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Al Pearce to Tour Again

PROGRAM REVIEWS

Al Pearce and His Gang will begin another vaudeville tour the lint
week in February. Itinerary Is being net by Fanehon & Marco with the
group's Tuesday night CBS Ford program scheduled to come from various
cities where troupe is playing.

(Centime& tram P, reeding Page)

and his discoursing on happiness is
both interesting and inspirational.
In the singing end, Morton Bowe
treats the ears with his popular tenor

Sten for Serial
11%st toast 13,11 env. RADIO 11,411-Y

immediate increase in personnel on

the Arts Projects, has been called
for Friday at 3 p.m. in the Center
Hotel. 108 West 43rd Street. Burgess
Meredith is chairman of the Arts
Union

Conference.

Lee

Simonson

will broadcast over WEVD at 10:30
p.m. Thursday as a prelude to the

Tracy as the master detective who meeting.
is out to get an auto hijacking gang
headed by a villain whose identity
"Rising Stars" Renewed
is concealed by a respectable business

front. With Dick on the gang's trail,
the chief gives orders to his henchman to "get" the sleuth.
An efficient cast enacts the story,
with Ned Wever doing a swell job
in the title role, supported by such
other first-rate

"Rising

Musical

Stars"

program

heard Sunday nights on NBC -Red
has been renewed. Grand award of
$1,000 will be presented next Sunday to the outstanding musical star
of the first nine weeks, Instead of
12

weeks

as

originally

HOLLAND ENGLE, radio director

for Erwin-Wascy, Chicago, laid up
with back strain, result of a fall.
(Chicago)

of-

ficials today will be hosts to cast of
Alka-Seltzer "National Barn Dance"
at a formal party in Medinah CounPLUMMER WHIPPLE, publicity
man with N. W. Ayer, has been shifted from Detroit to Philadelphia.

RITI Carries On
Seattle-Radio network service

to

the Pacific Northwest was temporarily

wiped out last week when a freight

train hit a slide near Longview,
Wash., but KVI, Seattle -Tacoma CBS

outlet, met the emergency by reaching out 1,300 miles to re -broadcast
KNX, Hollywood CBS key station.
With CBS permission, KVI engineers

at KVI's salt -water transmitter site
nut In the clear between Seattle and

Tacoma pushed a button which
placed in operation a high-fidelity

special receiver and carried the programs with as good or better quality
than the network normally delivers.
Next morning it was possible for
cast by staying on the air for hours KVI to also pick up KOIN, Portland,
to sing request numbers for any while most stations played phonoand all listeners who phoned in a graph records.
contribution to a newspaper holiday charity drive.
Saphier in Coast Hook-up
James L. Saphier organization has
been appointed Eastern Radio RepreLa. Governor on State Web sentatives for the Small Co. of HollyBaton Rouge, La.-Emulating the wood. Saphier is now in Hollywood
example of President Roosevelt, and office is run by James L. Stirton,
Gov. Richard W. Leche of Louisiana general manager. Among the artists
is to open a series or radio talks managed and represented by Saphier
over a state hook-up here this week. are Loretta Lee, Bob Hope (for radio)
The programs will run for an hour Barry McKinley. Harry Salter, Buddy
on Thursdays, twice a month, and Clark and others.
Small Co. on the coast, whose rawill fea- 're the governor as well

department is headed by Peter
planned. as other members of the political dio
deLima, has a strong array of film

actors as Lawson Candidates for this award are family.
Zerbe, Walter Kinsella, Andy Don- Eugene
List, Carolyn Urbanek and
nelly, Ed Jerome and Howard Smith. Edwina Eustis.
Himan Brown is producer.
Mayor Exploits City Via Air
Springfield, Mass.-Mayor Roger L.
Coca-Cola Renews on WHIO
"Midwestern Stars"
Putnam
has arranged a series of
Dayton, 0.-The Sports News and
Originating at WLW. Cincinnati,
program, a daily over WHIG, broadcasts over WMAS and WSPR
and fed to the east over NBC -Blue Views
to call public attention to the advannetwork last Sunday night, "Mid- featuring Si Burick, Dayton Daily tages of the city. Howard Keefe of
sports editor and WHIO comwestern Stars" turned out to be a News
WSPR will direct the programs and
mentator,
has
been
renewed
for
anbright and snappy little musical
other thirteen weeks. This pro- Kay Spencer will be radio reporter
show.
for
the city. The first series of 13
gram
is
sponsored
by
the
Dayton
Designed to exhibit some of the
broadcasts will go over WMAS.
up and coming talent of the nation's Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
station, the show presented Phil intimately with warm and friendly Frank Black conducting the usual
Davis and his orchestra, which was remarks as a preface to his vocal fine musical background.
plenty tuneful and lively; The Four, selections. His voice is pleasing and
Modernaires, harmony group: Allen his commentaries are enjoyable.
Dr. Poling's Radio flour
Werner, a good tenor: Betty Burns,
Spotted for Sundays at 3-3:30 p.m.
who also has a nice warbling style,
over WMCA, New York, and WIP,
and Red Barber, an ace sports com- "Magic Key of RCA"
Philadelphia. Dr. Daniel Poling comes
mentator. James Leonard was emThere was some grand acting on back to the microphone in new series
cee.
last Sunday afternoon's "Magic Key of discussions, principally addressed
Program as a whole was a good of RCA" over NBC -Blue when Or- to youthful listeners. The clergyman's
argument for more originations out- son Welles and Martin Gable pre- initial talk Sunday was of the inside the few big centers.
sented the quarrel scene from their spirational caliber and set well for
current Broadway hit, "Julius Cae- start of new year. "Problem" letters
Frank Luther
sar." Welles and Gable arc the pos- were invited from listeners for disTitle of Frank Luther's new series, sessors of unusually fine radio voices, cussion on future broadcasts. Tom
"Person to Person", aptly describes to say nothing of their emoting abil- Perkins, baritone, was heard at openthis Monday -through -Saturday quar- ity. Ears are eagerly attentive when ing and close of program in fine
ter-hour over WEAF-NBC-Red at these boys are on the air. Kirsten renditions of "Glory Road" and
9:15 am. For the well known tenor Flagstad, soprano, was another spe- "Whither Shall I Go from Thy
has a way of addressing his listeners cial item on the program, with Dr. Spirit."

--

It

Los Angeles-Anna Sten, Russian try Club.

mixed chorus which has a number of I its duty while celebrating New actress imported by Samuel Goldindividually meritorious voices. And Year's, and Nick Carter, special wyn and who received her final citiMark Warnow, conductor of the or- events man, found a natural. Learn- zenship papers only a week ago, has
chestra. weaves together the musi- ing that the first blessed event of been signed by Harry David Fields,
cal bits and the program as a whole I the year in Vermont took place in recently added to Frank Purkett's
with a graceful but firm hand, mak- Bellows Falls early Saturday morn- Associated Cinema producing staff,
ing the melodic portion of the show ing, he had recording equipment set up to play the leading role in a 15 -mina real highlight.
to record his long distance conversa- ute live show now being readied and
A special guest is presented each tion with the doctor who brought
titled "Tea Time." Series
week, and the visiting star on this the youngster into the world. En- already
will be transcribed also, for foreign
occasion was Cornelia Otis Skinner. tire interview was aired later in the release.
who is tops in the one -woman show day, much to the enjoyment of the
line. She did a very amusing piece proud father.
Infant was named
about Christmas morning.
Gene and Glenn Renewed
Shirley Marie - and. believe it or
Heinz also continues "Carol Ken- not, she is another Smith.
II"eel Ca.( Bet,,o, RADIO PAIL)'
nedy's Romance." Monday through
Gene and Glenn
Los Angeles
Friday. Maxon Inc. is the agency.
Arts Unions Group to Meet have been renewed for another 13
A joint mass meeting of organ- weeks on KFI by Kellogg cereals.
izations and unions, representing Boys have a quarter-hour week"DICK TRACY"
workers on the Federal Arts Projects, day chore on this station, and double
Quaker Oats
WEAF-NBC-Red, Monday through to build sentiment for the passing of on sister,station KECA with an evethe Coffee Federal Arts Bill now ning pe id for a local sponsor.
Friday, 5-5:15 p.m.
before Congress and to foster an Recently.. (aged an endurance broadFletcher & Ellis

Taken from the newspaper cartoon
strip, this program for kids made its
debut yesterday in action' ul and exciting style. It's the old cops and
robbers formula, in effect, with Dick

AGENCIES
WADE AGENCY

WNBX Welcomes 1st Baby

Springfield, Vt. - WNBX special
voice, backed up by a Ray Block events department did not neglect

DETECTIVE SERIAL WITH PLENTY ACTION AND F:XCITEMENT FOR TUMULTS.

7
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and other talent heard on the air.

Gospel Renews on Mutual
Gospel Broadcasting Ass'n yester-

renewed the "Old -Fashioned
Revival" on 35 Mutual stations, Sundays, 10:30-11 p.m. Renewal is signed
for 52 weeks through R. H. Alber &
day

Co.

Coughlin on WMCA
WMCA will be the New York outlet for the Father Coughlin program
which returns next Sunday over an
independent network.

KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
Erection of new Truscon vertical
radiator is under way and new tower
is expected to be in operation within
next two weeks.
"Dude Ranch", scripted and directed by James Alden Barber, production manager, is a new Tuesday
feature. It follows out the ranch hand idea, with Edna Conlin, Fred
Elsethagen, Tex Sawyer, Marion
Dixon, Evelyn Henry and Nora

O'Reilly in the cast.

Emmett Glore, local attorney, writes
and delivers a novel new series called

"Curiosity Killed a Cat"

Tuesday, lanuary 4, 1938
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SAN FRANCISCO

PITTSBURGH
Dick

Philip G. Lasky, KSFO g.m., sur-

Stabile and Gracie Barrie,

Coaist-ta--Coaigt

now' Mr. and Mrs.. departed Sunday
for Miami. where they'll honeymoon
aboard the Vanderbilt yacht.

The

prised entire staff with a year-end
bonus.

"Uncle Harry's Amateur School" on

KYA celebrated its 100th broadcast
middle of January. Stabile will take
last week. Dwight Newton Is Uncle
up the baton in Chicago, then westALICE FROST of the NBC -Blue Sunday's "On Broadway" production Harry. George Nyklicek assists at
ward to the Palomar.
piano.
Dick Liebert, who brings his band
"On Broadway" cast and other over NBC -Blue.
here for country club engagements radio shows is also identified with a
William J. Quinn, S. F. police chief,
and a special wedding, once played stage hit. She's in the cast of "Shoe- KFBK, the 5.000-watter in Sacra- resumed over Pacific NBC -Blue yesorgan in Pittsburgh's Loew's Penn maker's Holiday," which was re- mento, Cal., located astraddle the terday with his dramatized stories
Theater.
vived over the week -end by the Mer- principal highway to the east, has written by David Drummond.
Ray Pearl's Music remains popular cury Theater. Orson Welles, himself resumed its annual broadcasting of Though not generally known, it
at Bill Green's. where the proprietor connected with stage and radio head- road information prepared for it by was one of KSFO's announcers who
has named a sandwich for the maestro. line activities, staged the production. the California highway division and uncovered the recent Alcatraz peniLeonard Kapner. WCAE manager is Vincent Price, Hiram Sherman, Whit- the state auto association.
tentiary break.
happy to see the Bailey Sisters (June ford Kane, Edith Barrett, Frederic
Freddie Nagel and his ork will
Ronald Dawson of WOL, Washing- premiere "There's a Picture in Your
and Sylvia) clicking on the Shaw and Tozere and John A. Willard are
Lee CBS program. Kapner liked the among others in the cast.
ton, has become an American citizen. Eyes", new song by Del Warner, on
He hails from South Africa.
girls so much when they were here
the dancecast from Hotel St. Francis
with Orrin Tucker that he gave them
Janice Gilbert. Tommy Hughes.
over NBC -Red Pacific network Fritime,
predicted
for
them
a
"Hollywood
Mardi
Ross,
special
Lanny
Adelaide Klein. Charles Slattery and
day.
future.
others will appear in a satire on child Gras" star, is arranging his concert
Jackie Heller, home for the holi- movie stars to be presented as next commitments so as to be able to
Tea Products on Coast CBS
days, declared that he'll be married
start on his new Columbia musical
Tea Garden Products, San Franpicture, "Paris on Broadway," by
before summer.
ST.
LOUIS
cisco, on Jan. 13 at 1:45-2 p.m. (PST)
Rubinoff plans to be present for the
April 1.
Dr. Victor J. Andrew, consulting
will start "Tea Garden Women's Page
big KDKA celebration Jan. 13.
engineer and secretary of Chicago Ivy Date of the Ed Emetic chorus, of the Air" on five CBS Pacific Coast
of
Radio
EngiInstitute
section
of
heard on the Leo Reisman WEAF se- stations. Loretta McDonald and Kay
WQAM, Miami
neers, is here to advise on WEW's ries, is currently singing featured Hillyard will be the talent. Botsford,
Ted Musing, guesting on Dinty modernization program.
roles
with the Salmaggi Opera Com- Constantine & Gardner, San FranDennis' Kellogg quarter - hour of
Miss Dale occasionally sings cisco, has the account.
sports, as the Paul White, CBS spe- Ray Sweeney and Van Woodward pany.
solo
with
Srnalle's chorus.
cial events director, and Les Qualey. of KMOX continuity staff spent
Preview of the Orange Bowl game Christmas with home folks in KanFlorida Citrus Adds
Choral director Lyn Murray has
fed to CBS by Ted Musing through sas City.
Florida Citrus Commission, sponsor
signed to do the vocal arrangeRollie Williams. KMOX production been
WQAM facilities.
for the floor show of Billy of Emily Post, will add WQAM,
Arrival of the Michigan and Au- man. now infanticipating, got a set of ments "Casa
Manama." scheduled to WDBO, WDAE and WMBR to netburn football teams in Miami was quintuplets dolls as Christmas present Rose's
This will not interfere work effective Jan. 20. Program is
open
soon.
aired by Leslie Harris and Dinty from co-workers.
with any of Murray's current air ac - heard Tuesday and Thursday at 10:30Broadcasts included talks
Dennis.
Lorraine Grimm, KMOX songstress, tivities.
110:45 am. over a CBS network.
by coaches and players.
and Ray Sweeney are engaged.
Gilbert Wolf and George Slingholl.
Mabel Ware, WEW saleswoman
LETTER
formerly with Pan American, added tossed
a holiday party for staff which
to the engineering staff.
marked
her
as
a
local
Elsa
Maxwell.
Johnny Silvers and his orchestra, Georgie Goebel, Kasper Sisters, and
Transcriptioas
Film Recording
Commercial and Theatrical Pictures
,putted fur a quarter-hour nightly Ted
and Emmert Painter are new
for the Biscayne Kennel Club over
talent
additions
at
KMOX,
resulting
W QAM.
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
from Tiny Renier's recent scouting

AN OPEN

trip.

WBAL, Baltimore

Don Riley, sports expert, returned
Monday in a thrice -weekly series of
KFRU. Columbia. Mo.
sports chatter and interviews.
A new singing trio, the Rhythm'
"Co -Ed High," new dramatic serial Rustlers
(Bill Haley, Harry Campbell
by Warren Baker, 15 -year -old mem- and David
Stanford), is presenting a
ber of station's continuity staff and thrice weekly
program of cowboy
featuring Junior WEAL Players starts
this week as a Tuesday and Thurs- ballads.
Emmett
Heath,
the "Texas Ranger",
day offering.
had a heart attack while in the middle of a broadcast last week-but he
Camel Show Adds Stations
carried on. He starts a new series
R. .1. Reynolds tonight will add fur Big Smith overalls and work
WMFG, WIILB and WNBX to its clothes this week.
Jack Oakie-Benny Goodman show
on

CBS, 9:30-10:30

William

p.m.

Esty & Co. is the agency.

B f`4

30

Greetings from Radio Daily
Icrouary 3

Earl Horner
lourena Hopton
Andrea Marsh
Freddie Rich
Herbie Ray
Icrauary

Pat Kelly

4

Mr. Arthur Pryor
Batten, Barton, Durstine Cr Osborn, Inc.
383 Madison Avenue, N. Y. C.
My dear Mr. Pryor:

As Radio Director of Batten, Barton, Durstine Cr Osborn, Inc.,
you undoubtedly find many occasions when a good recording can

render you valuable assistance in planning, preparing and balancing a radio program.

Guy Wallace, WHK announcer, and

International Production Studios, with its expert engineers and
thoroughly compete studios and equipment, is unquestionably

Bernie Dennis, former staff artist.

19'20121122l19'20121122123W27128119

COlumbut 57366-1

WHK-WCLE, Cleveland

Jim Hill, engineer. is the father
of a boy, a Christmas present.

2t

33 W 60,119., N. Y. C.

arc now Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Roller, director of public
events and special features, is writing
a series of articles for National High
School Thespian, Cincinnati.

Neil Killed in Spain
Edward J. Neil, AP correspondent
who was killed in Spain last Sunday,
is survived by his widow. Helen
Nolan, member of the CBS press
department and a son, Edward Jr

equipped to do a recording job that will startle you with its
clearness and quality.

May I have the opportunity of bragging to you in person? A
telephone call will arrange it.
Very truly yours,

KWH/amh

o-u.r-or-cl._
Sales Mawairr.

The National Daily Newspaper of Commercial Radio and Television
VOL. 3, NO. 3
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FIVE CENTS

Hearst Radio Expanding Operations
AGENCIES, NETWORKS

START AFRA PARLEYS1
Organization of the radio

Sales Division Will
MEN WII0 MADE NEWS IN RADIO New
Also Handle Other
DURING 1937
Stations
(.Vinth

Installment of a Series)

actors'.

became a reality yesterday to networks and advertising agencies hiring talent with the first official conference being held between AFRA
officials and representatives of Young
& Rubicam. Other agencies are set
for conferences as well as NBC and
CBS, the latter two for Friday of
this week. Chester La Roache, president, and Thomas Eldridge, vice-

Chicago's If you noted
importance some im-

as a radio

provement in

program pro- CBS 1 9 3 7
ducing c e n - shows, y o u

t e r , to say can't go f a r
nothing of wrong by
time sales, sending your

did not suf- bouquets via

president, represented Young &
Rubicam, while Mrs. Emily Holt,

to any
extent defer

(Cotin cord on Pone. °)

CBS Hiring Talent Scout
In Hunt for New Programs

W. B. LEWIS

NILES TRAMMELL

W. B. Lewis,
vice - presi-

d ent in
charge of
programs.
swing
in
1937. In fact, Aside f rom
spite the Hollywood u p -

Further reorganization of Hearst

Radio setup calls for complete revamping of the national sales divi-

sion, it was learned yesterday.
Under the new plan the sales division will be known as International
Radio Sales, a subsidiary of Hearst
Radio, and will not confine itself to
just the representation of Hearst
owned stations as has been the policy
in the past. International, in order
to have an increased list of dominant
stations in key cities, will add other
stations in cities in which there are
no Hearst stations.
Murray Grabhorn, newly elected
vice-president, will head Interna(Contio..rd 011 Pont 8)

Chicago set new records for script those duties, Lewis will be remem-

shows, And Niles Trammell is v.p. bered on the 1937 calendar for a
tint Coast Burly, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles-CBS will employ a in charge of NBC's central division. very intelligent talk he delivered on
radio and the movies at a luncheon FEW RADIO COMPLAINTS
meeting of the Assn of Motion Pic-

talent scout to look over programs
throughout the country, and one program will be selected for coast -to coast broadcast and given the name
of "Meet America." said W. B. Lewis,
CBS vice-president in charge of programs, in an interview here. Colum-

ture Advertisers.

DONALD WITHYCOMB

What with
opening
WFIL's own

tCaottineeed on Pone 2)

offices in New tivities

profitable re- Broadcasting
sults, by t h e System in
way - and. the past year,
the building one man who

Official Mutual billings for the year
just closed totaled $1,862,820, a decrease of 1.2 per cent compared with
1936. December revenue is up 1D.6

per cent, with

a

dollar volume of

Woodruff's Network

and

York and the expanChicago- sion of the
with very Mutual

Mutual 1937 Billings
Slightly Under 1936

$214,039.

T. C. STREIBERT
I n recording the ac-

of new stu- mustn't be
dios, General overlooked Is

Manager
C.
Donald Theodore
Streibert.
Withycomb of the Philly station did-

SHOWN IN FCC REPORT
IVarlu noon B. ran. RADIO DAILY

Washington-Only 52 investigations
against radio stations were instituted
in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1937,
according to the annual report of

the FCC for that period. Majority
of the complaints resulted in informal
adjustments. Medical programs, lotteries. fortune-telling, illegal assign-

ments of licenses and transfers
Cori.

rd an Po no 2)

of

Borden Network Show
Boosted to 31 Stations

He's execuBorden has added eight more staa dull year. On tive v. p. of the organization, and he
to its new NBC -Red network
completion of the studios, he also had plenty to say and do about the tions
4:30-4:45 p.m. Program now
started a more elaborate schedule of network's onward and upward moves spot,
will
be
heard coast -to -coast over 31
local productions.
during 1937.
stations. Series starts Jan. 31, but
known as the Georgia Broadcasting
talent is not selected as yet. Young
System.
& Rubicam Inc. is the agency,
Atlanta-James W. Woodruff Jr.,
g.m. of WATL here, WRBL in Columbus and WGPC in Albany, Ga., states
that the stations will hereafter be

Unheard 'Val Ile
Ifni Coos!

RADIO DAILY

Hollywood-Producer Bill Law-

rence hung up a novelty al last
week's "Your Witness" show when
he hired Patricia Whitney., English
actress, to portray the murdered

victim In the story, Mae Whitney
neither spoke nor moved during
broadcast. She was "Exhibit A"
for studio audience.

n't have exactly

WSAI Boost in Power
INS Is Reorganizing
Gets Mayor's Send-off
Service to Stations

Cincinnati-One of the first official International News Service will
acts of Cincinnati's new mayor, James completely reorganize its service to
stations as soon as a survey
G. Stewart, was to take part Monday radio
now under way is completed. John
night in ceremonies dedicating WSAI's VanCronkhite, who joined Hearst last
daytime boost to 5.000 watts. Broad- Monday, is at present engaged In a
cast was carried over Mutual, 9-9:30. study of the wire service being supand WLW Line, 9:30-10. Mayor plied to radio stations, and will reclauded Powel Crosley Jr., president ommend various changes to be inof Crosley Radio Corp., and the local stalled following the survey.
and national importance of his radio
Due to fact that wire is now runactivities,

including

civic

service.

ning on a full-time basis to news-

James D. Shouse, new Crosley v.p., papers, and cost of inserting special
also spoke.

(Continued on Page 2)

Chi itteiliitleri Out
Chicago - Group of night spots
have decided not to pay the $100
weekly service charge for remote
orchestra pick-ups which five malor
stations are imposing. So networks are losing local remotes
except Eery Apse: at Blackhawk

and Ennio Bolognini at Yar, both

Mutual. Late variety shows and
music from New York will fill

breach.
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Few Radio Complaints
INS Is Reorganizing
Shown in FCC Report
Service to Stations'
(Caw mord fern Page I)
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

Price 5 CO.
:

:

Publisher

(Continued from Pane
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control were among items causing lines to radio subscribers would be
investigations.
too high, a new system is to be
The report, submitted to Congress worked out whereby news stories
by Chairman Frank R. McNinch, also sent to radio stations will be intercovers work of the Federal Radio preted as such, and conflict between

LESLIE
JOY.
manager.
BEEUWKES,
sale promotion
Philadelphia, are in town.

and
head

LAMBERT
of KM,

Editor Education Committee, technical de:
DON CARLE GILLETTE
CHARLES STARK. WHN salesman. has reMARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager velopments in broadcasting, and va- newspapers and radios can be avoided. turned from a two-week stay In Miami.
All radio stations now subscribing to FRED RAPHAEL, program director of WHN,
services such as INS are to be contacted before any left yesterday for a vacation down south when
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays rious broadcast
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway. New York. regular allocations, international, rerecommendations or changes are he'll remain for two weeks.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alienate,
:

President and Publisher; Donald M. Siemer nu, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
13, Balm, Vice -President; Charles A. Alienate,

Secretary; H. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $5; foreign.
year, $10. Subscriber should remit with mile.
Address all communications to RADIO

DAILY. 1501 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

lay, visual and high frequency.

Copyright Bill Passage
CBS Hiring Talent Scout
Expected This Session In Hunt for New Programs
Was/one:ors 811,1,111

RADIO DAILY

Washington-Indication that the inPhone Wisconsin 7.6336. 7-6337. 7.6338.
copyright treaty bill
Cable address: Filroday. New York. Holly ternational
frollywnn
Wilk.
6425
wood. Calif.-Ralph
would be passed without further
tiled. Phone Granite 6607.
hearings
and
that the regular Duffy
Entered as second class matter April
1937. at the postoffice at New York. N. Y bill eliminating the $250 damage fee
under the act of March 3, 1879.
clause would be taken up by Senate
this session was given yesterday by
Senators Duffy and Dr. Wallace
McClure of the State Dept.
5
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Appeal to FCC on Fidler

Net

who has sued Jimmy Fidler, NBC

If. re Coati Burros, RADIO DAILY

11

Los Angeles - Constance Bennett,

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Ant. Tel. D Tel.
COS A
C85

II

JOHN W. ALICOATE,

made.

( untioreff from Poor I)
bia will concentrate on Saturday
programs for the testing of new
ideas.

Lewis believes present variety show

cycle will be followed by personality

Law Close
1441/4 147

Chg.

WOR Promotion Award

+ 21A
.

CrosleY Radio
Gen. Electric
RCA Common

.1. -

RCA First Pfd
Stewart Warne;
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

!Us

OVER THE COUNTER

Hockey Games on WFAS

.

Asked
714

to the International Radio Conference
at Cairo departed yesterday. Some
Adds to Sound Effects List
Citizens' Forum Moves
80 nations will take part in the
Standard Radio has released a new
The Citizens' Forum has moved series
round -table discussions, which are
of sound effect transcriptions,
held every five years, and it is the from the City Club of New York to many of them never before recorded,
intention of the U.S. group to pro- Steinway Hall, where the general to augment the present catalog.
tect this country's interests in inter- public will be admitted and allowed French and German machine gun
national radio field. Conference will to take part in discussions. Baxter firing and general war stuff chardeal with allocation of channels and Pickering continues as moderator, acterizes some of the disks while
and programs are aired over WHEW.
other technical matters.
others present aerial "dog fights,"
cannon salutes, etc.

Ray Wilson joins CBS

back

from

a

publisher of RADIO
holiday vacation in

ED BOROFF, NBC Chicago salesman, is in
New York for a few days.
NIELA GOODELLE sailed yesterday lot Landon
to

fill an engagement.

TOMMY ROCKWELL is due from the Coast
tomorrow.
GAY LEE, director of daytime programs for
Star Radio. has returned from St. Lovis via

American Air Lines.

Mutual Gives CIO Time

LUCILLE h LANNY
LINWOOD

GREY

"2 voices and a Pktnntr
"TOWN HALL TONIGHT"
With Fred Allen
Arrangements by Lanny Grey

Management NBC *that !AMC,

BBC Men to Cairo

London-Sir Noel Ashbridge, conStromberg Carlson
... 61/4
White Plains, N. Y.-- WFAS has troller of engineering; L. W. Hayes,
arranged to air three weekly hockey head of overseas and engineering infrom the new Imperial Ice formation department and Col. F.
Leave for Cairo Parley games
Arena, and a sponsor for the matches W. Home will be among BBC repWas/anoint. Rol rno, RADIO n Al LY
is being lined up by B. F. Rowland resentatives to the Cairo conference
Washington - American delegation of the station's sales staff.
starting the first of next month.
Bid

is

shows and that more writers will Mutual has given the CIO a halfhave to be developed. He pointed hour directly after the Mayor Hague
out that no applause is allowed on talk tonight.
new Paul Whiteman show and that Morris Ernst, CIO special counsel,
performers are not allowed to "mug" will answer Hague for the CIO. He
to win audience favor.
will speak from the WOR studios.

and Procter & Gamble for $250,000 WOR Sales Promotion Department
was again the winner of one of the
181/4
18
181/4 + ys alleging libel in comment by Fidler,
IS
171/4
18
+
has instructed her attorney, Barry certificates of award presented each
8
8
8
Brannen, to appeal to the FCC for year by American Institute of Graph4215 411/4 4215 + 2
ic Arts to that advertiser whose pro6V
61/4 + 14 appropriate action to restrain Fidler motion is most distinguished by its
61/4
46
from making further derogatory
45
46
+1
915
81/4
91/4 +
statements such as she alleges have art, layout and copy.
1051/4 10015 104
+ 4% been made in several instances.
14
131/4
16
4- I
High

147
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Florida.
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Star Radio Adds Stations

KGB, WGBI, CFAR and CJKL are
Chicago-Ray Wilson, newspaperman and radio writer, has been picked among latest subscribers to Star Radio's
"Good Morning, Neighbor" proby H. Leslie Atlass as new CBS pro- gram,
which is now in its third year
duction man. He may take a hand in and is being
used by about 100 staWrigley's "Double Everything."
tions.

Atlas Names R. C. Manager
Chicago-L. Daniel Blank, central
district manager for Atlas Radio
Distributing Corp., has named R. E.

McEwan as Kansas City branch manager. Atlas has closed deal for entire

product with KFBI, Abilene, Kan.
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And this CBS record
tells less than half the story!
For the second consecutive year, Columbia continues its leadership
in all three major phases of network advertising:

Columbia, in 1937, carried the greatest dollar -volume of
advertising of any network in the history of radio.*

Columbia, in 1937, was the choice of more of the country's leading advertisers than any other network.**
Columbia, in 1937, continued as the world's largest radio
network.***

This record, of course, is not Columbia's alone. It was made by

the most careful buyers of advertising in the world - who increased their average expenditure for Columbia Network facilities
this year over last by 25.9%.
*And did so last year.
"And has been for four consecutive years.
***And has been for five consecutive years

In the detailed record of these CBS advertisers is the answer to

every basic question you can ask about radio advertising: Does
radio sell slow turn -over products? Does radio sell quick turn -over

products? Is the institutional campaign effective on the air? Must
it be a 'big' radio program to be successful? The answers to these

questions at Columbia are not theoretical or academic. They are
written by the advertisers themselves; advertisers who, in a single

medium, bring everything to the nation - from banking to beans;
bread to abrasives; cigars, cigarettes, candy and cars!

But this tells less than half the story of the Columbia Broadcasting System in 1937. Throughout the year, some 22,475 differ-

ent programs were broadcast to the nation over Columbia. More
than half of these were programs 'by Columbia'-produced by the
network in the living and challenging fields of Public Affairs, Edu-

cation, Serious Music, Religion, Special Events and Sports. These

programs round out the schedule of the world's largest radio network, bringing the world's voice, as well as its goods, home to the
nation every day of the year-wherever home may be.
/1 brirf summary of CBS developments
in 1937 if given on the next page.

From the 1937 CBS record
1300 sustaining broadcasts on National Affairs and News;
290 international broadcasts from, and to, 26 nations;
1250 sustaining and commercial broadcasts of serious music ;

1450 educational broadcasts for adults and children.

NEW CBS STATIONS JOINED THE

calendar was the new West Coast Broad-

COLUMBIA NETWORK IN 1937.

casting Center, covering an entire city

The present total is 108 cBs stations. Con-

block in the center of the movie industry

currently, the _Network and its owned and

in Tiollywoocl. Ground -breaking ceremo-

affiliated stations undertook their most ex-

nies for the $2,000,000 project occurred last

tensive programs of construction and im-

spring and the structure, which includes

provement of facilities. During the year,

an office building and a large radio theatre

over /calf of the CBS outlets increased their

is expected to be ready for broadcasting by

power or installed new high fidelity equip-

next March. Recently, the Los Angeles

ment, vertical antennas, and other im-

Board of Public Works passed a resolution

proved facilities. The installation in many

authorizing the new KNX-Columbia site to

cns stations of a revolutionary "Program
Amplifier" alone effected an increase in
signal intensity equal to that which would
he produced by a doubling of power. Big-

he named "COLUMBIA SQUARE." In addition

gest item on Columbia's 1937 construction

concurrently with occupancy of the studios.

21

to the new broadcasting center, Columbia is
setting up an entirely new 50,000 watt trans-

mitter for KNX to be ready for operation

The COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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PROGRAM REVIEWS
"TRUE OR FALSE"

RADIO DAILY

&

GUEIT-ING
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, with
Tyrone Power in "Hotel for Two,"

J. B. Williams Co.
WOR-MBS, Mondays, 10-10:30 p.m.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
SECONDARY SCHOOL QUIZ ADAPTED
FOR THE AIR, WILL PROVE INTERESTING FOR A TIME.

Dr. Harry Hagen returned to the
air Monday night with an old high
school examination quiz which has

been adapted for radio.
Two teams of six members each
are selected from various establishments around town. Initial program

had Fanchon & Marco chorus girls
matched against internes from local
hospitals.

Dr. Hagen makes a statement to
a team member and then asks if it's
"true or false." If the member does
not know the answer, a blind guess
is allowed. Reason for the decision
is not necessary. If the wrong answer is given, member is dropped
from the team.
Hagen carries the half-hour along
at a fast click, even baiting the announcer with

statement which
makes the commercial come streaming at you. Each member of the wina

ning team receives $5 and the grand
winner receives $25.

With the quiz cycle now at its

height on the air, program will prob-

ably click until listeners grow tired
of the I. Q. broadcasts.

Marek Weber
Marek Weber, European conductor

and violinist, makes his debut on a
commercial via the Carnation Contented show out of Chicago. Same
style of program is continued, now
in its seventh year, with the familiar
quartet, and The Lullaby Lady, plus
Maria Kurenko, soloist, who offered
concert numbers. Weber again demonstrated his unusual ability to dispense soft music and included a
medley of "Merry Widow" tunes as
well as more popular airs and tango
rhythms. As a successor to Frank
Black, Carnation has a find in Weber
for its Monday 10-10:30 p.m. spot on

NBC -Red.

"Borden's Home News"
Gabriel Heatter and a femme desigas the Borden Menu -Maker

nated
split

the time on this new WEAF

program which started yesterday as
a Tuesday and Thursday offering at
9-9:15 a.m.

Heatter starts off the

show with a brief summary of world
news, then the Menu -Maker comes
in for a long spiel of interest to
housewives,

after

which

Heatter

comes back with a batch of his typical human -interest -in -the -news items.
BBD&O is the agency.

Jack Smith at WCAU
Philadelphia - WCAU has signed
Whispering Jack Smith for a series
of sustaining programs to begin Jan.
9 at 11-11:10 p.m. For the first week
program will

be

heard

Sunday

through Friday, second week schedule will shift to Sunday, Monday,'
Wednesday and Friday.

Jan. 9 (NBC -Blue, 9 p.m.).
BOB HOPE, repeats on "Your HolPERSONAL Postcards To: Harold Rome: As composer of the
Labor Stage's play, "Pins and Needles," you've been receiving the praise
of public and press and acclaim as a Musical Find. However, last week

one of the country's outstanding music publishers visited your borne In the
hope of finding a musical composition worth publishing in the popular
field, but you lost a chance because you preferred to play "parlor songs"
for the Intelligentsia crowded around you-those who gave you a "brush"

lywood Parade," tonight (CBS,

10

p.m.).

GRACE MOORE and MELVYN
DOUGLAS, in "Enter Madame," on
"Lux Radio Theater." Jan. 10 (CBS.
9 p.m.).
MRS. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
speaking from Washington; CARL
HARTMANN and JOAN EDWARDS,

translated

on "Magic Key," Jan. 9 (NBC -Blue,

by CBS into five different languages and aired via W2XE. Tongues were
Portuguese. Spanish, French. Italian and German-besides a regular Eng.
lish airing to English-speaking countries....Barry (Crooner) Wood: Your
Monday sustainer came from a CBS playhouse-without an audience-be

MARIE LOUISE QUELVI, RAYMOND LUTZ and JEANNE MAD; DEN, on "Metropolitan Opera Audi: tions," Jan. 9 (NBC -Blue, 5 p.m.).
J. B. PRIESTLEY, ELSIE HOUS-

in your leaner days....FDR: Your message to Congress was

cause a regular studio wasn't avallable....Freddie Martin: Leon 6 Eddie's
are throwing a party in your honor Sunday nits... .Teddy ("fears In My
Heart"I Powell: Don't look now-but your unfinished song. "Along About
Sundown," will be the greatest song of your spectacular career-and rate
it "My Blue Heaven" class....Hal Kemp: When you finish a few weeks
of vaudeville, the vacancy In the Drake Hotel In Chi will be ready for your
occupancy.

2 p.m.).

TON and SUGARFOOT and SASSAFRAS, on Rudy Vallee program, Jan.
(NBC -Red, 8 p.m.).
CLAUDE
DANPHIER and BILLIE CARLISLE,
same show, Jan, 13.
MARJORIE D'VORE, saxophonist,
6

on "Armco Band" program, Jan.

9

(NBC -Blue, 3:30 p.m.).
MAURICE. SCHWARTZ, on "Songs

of Israel", tonight (WMCA, 7:30).

Bob Trout: Here's the inside dope on your broadcasting from Springfield, Vermont, through WNBX on the 20th of this
month....The city dads came to Phil Hoffman, WNBX manager,
a few days ago in search of a speaker for the annual meeting of the
Springfield Chamber of Commerce. Being on the alert for special
events for his station, Phil suggested you as a speaker and offered
to pay the differential between the cost of a "no -name" speaker
and you-provided WNBX was allowed to broadcast your talk. So
the deal was set and now station and chamber feel they have a good
deal....Manny Mar get, manager of KVOC, Moorhead, Minn.: That
was a neat stunt you pulled Last Friday when you played Volley
Ball and gave a graphic picture of the game-because besides wear-

ing a uniform and playing, you had a lapel mike and aired your
views-and your team won in the bargain, 15 to 13 yet!

Alber Opens Montreal Branch
David 0. Alber has opened a
branch publicity office in Canada at
the Mt. Royal Hotel, Montreal. Jack
; Hirshberg, radio editor of the Montreal Monitor, who just visited New

York, has been placed in charge.
Establishment of this office will facilitate handling advertising and publicity for Ken Sisson, American musi-

cal director, now conducting "Canada 1938," the Imperial Tobacco program.

KOIL Readying Shortwaver
Omaha-KOIL engineers are busy

assembling short - wave station
Loony Ross, Charlie Butterworth and Walter O'Keefe: Hence.
forth and hereafter you'll be known as the "Three Musketeers" on "Holly.

wood Mardi Gras"-why we don't know.... William Paley: Understand
that Dorothy Gordon. Four Stars and the Funnyboners will be dropped from
your payroll in two weeks-with some arrangements now being attempted
to keep Col. lack Maior around.... Luther Reid of CBS press dept.: Your
lack Skinner is wearing his left arm in a sling due to a week -end casualty
....Walter Winchell: "I Wanna Be In WInchell's Column,- one of the tunes

born your latest dramatic opus, has been restricted by a Chi stationbecause it's a plug for your column and particularly you'
lack Pearl:
Paul Stewart. the announcer on your former series, is off the Kool showbecause he's in a Theater Guild play with Miriam Hopkins in Philly....
Phil Spitatny: Your music is so beautiful-we'd like to meet the girls....
Lew Lehr: Understand that your contract on the Ben Bernie show is for
lour weeks-with options.... Publisher lack Allcoate: Elmo White calls It
our "petty LARCENY vouchers"! Wonder what Lou Diamond calls his?

Robert Tuplinger, sweating in that Cal. sun working for
the Warner Freres: When you sold your publicity business to Tom
Fizdale the cynics said that Tom couldn't hold your clients. Well,
he's not only held on to them-but has added eight major accounts
to the books....Tommy Dorsey: The three girls you wouldn't permit to sing, "Bei Mir B.D.S." at the Paramount with you, are stopping
the shows cold at the Met in Boston-besides giving Decca trouble
supplying records to jobbers. They're the Andrew Sisters.

W9XUY, soon to be put on the air by
Central States Broadcasting System.
Assembly is being handled by Harry
Harvey, technical adviser; Mark Bullock, chief engineer, and Al Bates,
control engineer. Most of the time
the station will carry the same programs as KOIL, according to Don
Searle, general manager.

Carry CIO Broadcast

Okmulgee, Okla.-New Year's Day
talk by David Fowler, CIO mine
union official, was carried by T. R.
Putnam's KHBG here, as well as

Tulsa, and KFPW, Fort
Another Tulsa station recently turned down the CIO speaker.
KTUL,
Smith.

Starr to Emcee Series

Martin Starr will emcee the "Songs
of Israel" Jewish -English commercial
I matzohs) which starts tonight at

7:30-8 over WMCA, with Maurice
Schwartz as guest star on initial

broadcast.

Half -Hour for Belcher
Jerry Belcher's "Interesting Neighbors" program on NBC -Red will be
increased to a half-hour starting
Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m.

8
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Hearst Radio Expanding
In Station Operations
ir,.,;,.dJr.,,,:

tional. As a part of International
Radio plan, another group called

International Radio Productions has
been formed and will provide complete transcription and production
facilities to advertisers and stations.
Howard Esary, former KEHE program manager. is head of this unit.
The sales division will assume all
responsibility of billing and credits.
a new feature of station representation service.
Personnel changes include the promotion of Albert H. Cormier, WINS
manager, to the post of executive
assistant to Elliott Roosevelt. president of Hearst Radio: the resignations of Oscar H. Tune11, former
treasurer and business manager, and
Curtis Willson, former manager of
the sales force. Wilson has been
offered the managership of the San
Francisco office but he has not accepted the post yet. Cormier continues to hold the WINS post in
addition to the Hearst position.
Lincoln P. Simonds and Frank
Fenton of the John Blair & Co. sales
staff will join International Radio on
Monday. These two men along with
Ed Harvey will complete the sales
staff of the new subsidiary.

KANSAS CITY

cotaist.to-Coast *

(Contillsted iron, rage 1)

executive secretary, George Heller,
associate secretary and treasurer, and
Henry Jaffe, general counsel, spoke

FRST commercial show of the New atrical news including reviews of for AFRA.
Plans were presented by the AFRA
Year signed by KLZ in Denver first night stage openings.

stars Sheila Stewart, latest acquisition to the station's musical staff, in

Executives

Rhythm," a program webbed from
Regina by the Canadian Broadcast-

Doris Smith, W NEW's Round -the -

of

KOMI,

town gossiper and visitor, now includes short reviews of the latest
books in her twice -a -week "Encores
Harry Hershfield's news comments and Epitaphs," heard Tuesdays and

ing Corporation.

on WMCA entitled "One Man's Opin- Fridays at 4:30 o'clock.
ion" adds a third spot to his bi-week-

ly schedule which starts tonight at
8:45-9. The other two nights are
Thursday and Friday at 8:15-8:30.
In addition, Hershfield is currently
featured at midnight Mondays
through Fridays in a resume of the -

group for a minimum wage scale,
shows and demand for an AFRA
shop. In the last mentioned item,
it was explained that all actors working with AFRA members will have
to have an AFRA card or one from
an affiliated organization which is
interchangeable; however, any actor
not a member will be taken in forthwith upon application to the AFRA.
Friday of this week will have the
same AFRA group meeting with

Portland, rehearsal schedule, rates for repeat

an early -morning spot, during which Ore., saw the year 1938 ushered in
she offers her novel piano interpreta- far afield. Included in a party which
tions. A versatile artist and pianist traveled to exclusive Harrison Hot
of wide experience, Miss Stewart. Springs Hotel, British Columbia,
former director of music at CJRM, were President and Mrs. Charles W.
Regina, Saskatchewan, brings to Myers, General Manager and Mrs.
KLZ the style that won her acclaim C Roy Hunt, and Musical Director
as the originator of "Rhapsodies in and Mrs. Joseph Sampietro.

Woods, vice-president and
treasurer of NBC, plus other officials.
Also on this day the AFRA will talk
to Edward Klauber, Lawrence Lowman and Mefford R. Runyan of CBS.

Mark

The engineers at WISN, Milwau- Other ad agencies which have set

kee, wrote a comedy skit, titled "How dates for AFRA conferences include
to Approach a Mike," which was BBD&O, Lord & Thomas, N. W. Ayer
Ruthrauff & Ryan.
aired at the annual employees' party and
According to
AFRA
officials,
in the Pfister Hotel. It made quite a
AGRAP members of KYW in Philahit.
delphia left that organization to join
AFRA.

British Producer Marvels
Griffith Thompson Joins
Assoc. Program Service At American Radio Speed

Griffith B. Thompson, former New
Lou Marcelle, KMBC announcer
resigned to go to England sales executive for NBC, and
Hollywood to freelance in films and later with Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce as radio head, has joined
radio.
Pat Dunn, WDAF staff singer, Associated Recorded Program Service
leaves Friday for Hollywood for to organize and direct the activities
of a new department, it is announced
screen tests.
Harry Kaufman, WDAF program by M. E. Tompkins, president of
director, is assisting with musical Associated Music Publishers Inc.
arrangements for Associated Theater Associated is opening its own reEmployees' ball and revue in Muni- cording studios and will enter the
commercial recording field.
cipal Auditorium, Jan. 15.
and producer,

WALR, Zanesville, 0.

Agencies, Networks
Start AFRA Parleys

Bob Ridley is Misha Rose

INDIANAPOLIS

Bill Frosch, WIRE announcer, reSpeed and spontaneity of American
demonstrated the first local
broadcasting are in striking contrast cently
"pack"
transmitter.
to the British methods, according to
Charles B. Cochran, noted London WFBM's chief announcer, Doug
producer, in a WMCA gangplank in- Way, and Spieler Ned LeFevre spent
terview yesterday with Martin Starr. New Year's holiday at homes, ChiCochran marveled at the radio en- cago and Elkhart. Christmas week
terprise in this country. In England, saw mikeman Ben Wilbur, operator
he said, minute preparations are Harold Winsor and secretary Lilian
made before even spot interviews Burkle heading homeward to Columbus, Cincinnati and Ft. Wayne.
are allowed on the air.

WFBM transmitter engineer Otis
Winter back to dials and gadgets afOrchestras for Victor
recuperating from injuries susThe Xavier Cugat, Larry Clinton ter
tained in an accidental fall.

Bob Ridley, picked from 60 par- and Fats Waller orchestras have been WFBM newscaster Gilbert Forbes
Station's business for December ticipants
in competitive auditions at set for the RCA -Victor broadcasts of
as principal speaker for Febwas the largest in its history.
NBC
Metropolitan Opera, is none Jan. 6, 8 and 13, respectively, over selected
eration of Jewish Clubwomen's AnGenevieve Lea of Miami University otherfor
than
Misha Rose of WPEN, NBC.
nual
Dinner.
has joined the staff as head of book- Philadelphia.
He will be heard from
keeping department, succeeding Vir- the Met stage Feb.
27.
ginia Goeltz.
WRAP, Fort Worth
WWL, New Orleans
Ronald B. Woodyard, g.m., handed
Wit Thorns and his Princetonians,
FCC having granted the station
WNBX, Springfield, Vt.
nut yuletide cash bonuses at a studio
playing
a
four
-week
date
at
Ringside
authority
to raise wattage from 10,party.
Illness of Grace Cross nearly
are airing over this station. 000 to 50,000, Manager Vincent CallaStation's "Christmas Road", aired shelved the "Dan Cupid in Person" Club,
Lloyd
Snyder's
ork,
which
went
to
thrice daily during two weeks before program last week. Program Di- the Olmos, San Antonio, returns to han states the new transmitter should
be ready within the next four months.
Christmas, took the town by storm rector Lansing Lindquist was about the Ringside Feb. 1.
Coolidge String Quartet will come
and brought in loads of gifts for the

to cancel show when Nina Kolito,
secretary to Manager Phil Hoffman,
came forward, auditioned, and made
good. Sponsor was so pleased he
WICC, Bridgeport
asked that she be written into the
Station is cooperating with Conn. show regularly.
Congress of Parents - Teachers for
Two CBS commercials, the Jack
sixth successive season in presenta- Oakie-Benny Goodman show for
tion of a radio series.
Camels and Al Pearce's show for
Fred Hoey, sports announcer, has Ford, join the schedule here today.
.tarted a new "Sports Round Up"
X101".

for Brown -Williamson Tobacco.

100 e'OSTCARDS
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in Chicago
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Toledo, 0

Harold V. Hough made one of his
as a sustainer here, but only for
infrequent radio appearances the in
night of Jan.
in the broadcast of 15 of the 30 -minute weekly program.
New Year services from local Negro
Holiness Church. R. C. Stinton,
UNIVERSAL
1

technical supervisor, handled technical end of the remote.
WOR-MUTUAL

Is Proud to Pecans
JOSEF

CRERNIAVSKY

"The Musical
Cameraman"
M. EST.
Thursdays
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8 P.
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FIVE CENTS

Six NBC Shows Renewed
NEWSPAPER GUILD SEEKS

MEN WHO MADE NEWS IN RADIO
DURING 1937

MORE RADIO MEMBERSHIP
As per decision at a meeting held
recently by its International Executive Board, the American Newspaper
Guild has arranged for a conference

(Truth Ione/moot of

JOSEPH V. CONNOLLY

So)irl)

r

EDWARD W. CRAIG
of

A promi-

that took

drafting t h e

As part

with Mervyn Rathbome of the ARTA

the changes nent part

bilities of the ANG entering the

place in t h e NAB reorHearst Radio ganization

to be held Friday wherein the possi-

radio field on a large scale will be
discussed. ANG has taken the posi-

organizat i o n proposal and

tion that the increasing links between

the past year. t h e commit-

Joseph V. tee
was
Connol 1 y played by
changed his Edward W.
title front Craig, head

(Contintied or Poor 3)

St. Louis AFRA Local
Has About 100 Signed

in

Cities Service, Sterling
Products, Amer. home
Products Sign
Three clients, Cities Service Co

Sterling

Products

and

American

Hume Products, yesterday signed renewals for six shows on the NBC networks.
Cities

Service, through

Lord

&

Thomas, on Feb. 1 will renew the
"Cities Service Concert" on 44 Red
network stations, Fridays, 8-9 p.m.
Three Sterling Products shows to
be renewed are "Waltz Time" on 25
Red stations, Fridays, 9-9:30 p.m., ef(Continued an Page 3)

that of pres- of WSM. He
ident
to also was acchairman of tively enFATHER COUGHLIN WEB
the board. gaged in
But under one title or another, a working out IRNA developments as
busy and important exec is still a. b. a member of the IRNA special adRAISED TO 58 STATIONS

St. Louis-Newly formed St. Louis
local of the American Federation of
Radio Artistes has about 100 members already signed throughout this
territory. Don Phillips, KMOX an- and i. e. The voluminous INS affairs visory committee.
nouncer, is president of the local; also keep Connolly pretty busy.
Allan C. Anthony. KWK. vice-presi-

dent; Dave Ward, KSD, treasurer,

HERBERT R. EBENSTEIN
Launchi n g

and Nellie Booth, secretary.

FRANK E. MASON

something
new in the

Auto Radios Increase
25% Over Previous Year

Being a p way of mer- pointed
perchan dising

radio

Philadelphia-Though general auto
production is down 25 per cent, installation of auto radios is showing
a 25 per cent increase over the previous year, according to March Fisher. sales manager of Transitone Corp.,
PhiIco's auto radio division.

assispro- sonal
tant to Lenox

R. Lohr,

grams. H e r bert R. Eben- president o f
slein created NBC, was the
quite a bit of principal ocinterest t h e currence In

past year

Detroit --Father Charles E. Cough-

lin's new radio series starting next
Sunday at 4-4:30 p.m., originally
planned for less than 30 stations, is
now set on an independent network
of 58 outlets, with WJR here as the
key.

Father Coughlin will be introduced
from the Shrine of the Little Flower,
Royal Oak, by Leo Fitzpatrick, v.p.
and g.m. of WJR, who has been the
radio priest's adviser since he first
(Continued on root 3)

Code for Popular Music

in
official
Goes in Operation Soon
his Atlas the
Frank
Radio outfit, life of
Mason
Harry Fox, general manager of
Lewis -Howe Adds Stations
which set E.
1937.
Music Publishers Protective Ass'n,
Lewis -Howe Co. today will add out to produce ET shows and dis- during
back from Washington attending the
WPTF,
WSOC, WCSC tribute them under the same system Coincident
WTAR,
with
the
FTC
hearing on the popular music
and WFLA to the "Vocal Varieties' used by film companies, i.e., key move. Mason
relinquished his duties publisher code, voiced the opinion
show on the NBC -Red network city exchanges. Besides setting up

WJAX will Join the network on the nationwide distributing organiza- in the station relations end to Bill that the fair trade practice plan would
Jan. 13 and WIOD on Jan. 27. H. W. tion, Atlas completed 28 shows in Hedges, but retained his vice-presi- be put into operation within a very
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, is the agency

Sprloggeld, Vt. - Snowily has
come to Vermont and transmitter
0500 have put its a supply of rood
at the transmitter house on Mount
Last

year one

of

the

WNBX engineers was marooned
for eight days at his post because
of snow drifts. While roads have
been kept open thus far Ibis winter, engineers
prepared.

dency.

(Cortriouted on Pos, 3)

Oregon Supreme Court
Radio Boom This Year
Dismisses Libel Action
Is Seen by Philco Exec

Heady for Snow
Armrat.

1937.

believe in being

Atlantic City -A radio business
boom in 1938 was predicted by H.
Pierson Mapes, sales promotion manager for Philco Radio & Television
Corp., before 800 delegates to the
Philco convention here. "Radio business will be much better in 1938 than

Human Clock
Utica, N. Y.-Dr. George Perrin.

Salem, Ore.-Dismissal of a $75,000

libel suit which grew out of a courtroom proceedings broadcast has been
upheld by the Oregon Supreme
Action, against KFJI at
Court.
Klamath Falls, owned by George

Kincaid. charged damage to reputait has been at any time in the past tion when defense attorney at a
decade," Mapes stated. This counter - murder trial aired his closing arguments to the jury.
(Continued on Pogo 5)

time signals on WIBX's
hall -hour "Arpeako Musical Clock"

gives

without looking at a clock.

Ken

Ash. control operator, discovered
the

doctor. new on the show, to

be both interesting and meticulous.
Doc times his scripts In advance.
writes in the signals. liminate
mistakes.
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JOHN DODGE, islet manager of WRC-WMAL.
Washington, is in New York.

A. S. FOSTER, General Manager
ARTHUR T. JONES, Program Director
GEORGE E. RUEPPEL, Chief Engineer

MRS. KEN SISSON, wife of Ken Sisson, new
producing "Canada 1938", returns with Kenny

Jr. and Larry from Montreal where they visited
Sisson during the Yuletide week.

"THINGS are happening," reads the caption of a recent WEW promotion. And
1 truer words were never written. After sixteen years of operation by St. Louis

ROBERT MITCHELL, public relations manager of WIABG, Richmond, Va., is now in New
York

on

business

for the station.

EDDIE GARR returns from Chicago tomorrow.
University, the fathers decided to let the station go commercial. That was happening
No. 1, on Sept. 12 of last year. Within 12 weeks, 38 clients were signed. That was
MACK DAVIS of the CBS artists bureau rehappening No. 2. And things like that are still happening.
turns Monday from a two-week vacation in
Phone Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338.
Florida.
Five
days
an
audience
tester,
the
station
ran
a
slogan
contest.
For
example,
as
Cable address: Filmilay. New York. Holly
NATHANIEL SHILKRET left for the Coast
wood. Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywooi. brought 1,038 replies. One Miss Allie Seitx was the winner, and her slogan was
yesterday and will return within eight days.
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
"The Station You'll Tune In Again."
Eniered as second class matter April 5.
RUDA FIRKUSNY, concert pianist, arrives tonot
more
impressive.
was
another
recent
"happening."
More
than
1,800
Equally,
if
1937, at the postofficc at New York. N. Y.
night from Europe aboard the Washington. He
Leroy Piano Lessons were sold at $1 each after only 8 weeks of advertising,
tinder the act of March 3. 1879.
will give a concert at Town Hall on Jan. 13.
operated
by
St.
Louis
University
and
maintains
offices
The station is still awned and
and studios at 3642 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis,

FINANCIAL

New Posts for Jennings
"Time" Re-enacts Scenes
State Radio Commission
From Best 1937 Films
Is Seen as Conflicting

Cincinnati-Robert G. Jennings has

appointed assistant general
manager and sales manager of WLW
and
WSAI,
it is announced by James
Net
Chg.
High Low Close
Boston - Reactions in local radio "March of Time's" famous news D. Shouse, v.p. and g.m. of Crosley
148
1481/2
4Pa
Tel..... 149
Am. Tel.
station circles to the bill filed this voices will turn their attention to Radio Corp. Jennings has been a
... 1915 191/n 191/2 + 1
CBS A
week in the Massachusetts legisla- movie stars tonight when Film Daily's Crosley v.p. for some time. Last
81/2 +
81/2
81/2
Crosley Radio
4117.i
411/2
ture asking creation of a State Radio "Ten Best Films of 1937" are dra- March he was made manager of
431/2
Gen. Electric
tr
6% +
61,4
RCA Common
Commission are predominantly matized over NBC -Blue at 8:30. Bill WSAI. He also has been program
+1
47
461/2
47
RCA First Pfd
against the measure. which is re- Johnstone will play the High Lama manager of WLW-WSAI.
14
91/2
9Sa
91/2
Stewart Warner
garded as conflicting with already and Ted de Corsla will impersonate
_1041/2
1001,k
1001/2
31/7
..
Westinghouse
14
14
141/2
Ronald Colman in "Lost Horizon."
Zenith Radio
existing
Broadcasting officials point out that Cyrilla Dorne will simulate Janet
Joe Weber Laid Up
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Gaynor in "A Star is Born", with Jos. N. Weber, president of AFM,
the
FCC
already
has
rules
against
11/2
1 Ya
Maiestic
11
74 +1-16 obscene or libelous matter, and the Dwight Weist as Fredric March. is confined to his home with a cold.
Nat. Union Radio
matter of exercising scrutiny over Jeanette Nolan will play Norma He is expected back at his desk later
OVER THE COUNTER
network programs originating out- Shearer and Alfred Shirley will be In the week if sufficient improvement
Asked
Bid
Howard in "Romeo and is shown. Work on the IRNA con61/2
VA side the state is regarded as impracti- Leslie
Stromberg Carlson
Juliet". Nancy Kelly, I6 -year -old tracts continues, however, at the
cal.
The measure, sponsored by Rep. actress now appearing on Broadway hands
of Emile J. Gough of the
Philip G. Bowker, would set up a in "Susan and God", will portray IRNA committee.
KVSO Rewards Employees
commission of three members ap- Freddie Bartholomew in "Captains
Ardmore, Okla. - KVSO not only pointed by the Governor, with chair- Courageous".
(trednrreleiv Jon. 5)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

been

Cr

.

.

.

.

pays its employees higher average man getting $5,000 a year and the
salaries than most other stations of other members $4,000. All stations

its size in the country, but all staff in the state would be required
members were given a week's extra obtain a license, involving a fee.
pay as a year-end token.
Station has just been authorized to
boost power to 250 watts. Albert
Riesen is general manager.

to

Peggy Stone Joins Hearst

CBS. has resigned to head the sta"How About It" on WLW Line tion relations department of Hearst
"How About It?", Sam Hammer Radio's International Radio Sales,
production, starts Jan. 11 over WHN newly created division, of which
and the WLW Line as a regular Murray Grabhorn is vice-president

Tuesday night feature at 8-8:30.
in charge.
Idea of the show, which is emceed Naylor Rogers, formerly v. -p. and
Oklahoma City-M. H. Bonebrake, by Hammer, is to have contestants general
of KNX, has joined
commercial manager WKY, to wed tell what they would do if they the IRSmanager
to manage the Chicago ofSue Schofield, local socialite, in near found themselves in certain situa- fices. Both
the
Stone and Rogers
future.
tions. Winning contestant will be appointments are effective Jan. 15.
awarded $10, with an additional $10
each week to person sending in best
each
American Book on WSM

Wedding Bells for Bonebrake

Ted Webbe Joins WMCA
of questions,
Ted Webbe, former chief announcer'
of INN-F.1N, has been added to the Req. M. Dagg on Eastern Trip
staff of WMCA. Webbe is also doing! Vancouver, B. C.-Reg. M. Dagg,
newsreel work for Pathe.
commercial manager of CKWX here,

BIXBY

Broadcasters convention.

Creator, writer. director or producer of
successful network radio programs.
P.

0. Box 84, Manhasset,

L.

Chicago-American Book Mart here
has bought a quarter-hour on WSM's
"Old Opry" in Nashville, through E.
H. Brown agency. May also use WLW

;leaves this week for an eastern trip and WCAU.
hich will take him to New York,
Chicago, Detroit. Montreal, Toronto,
Windsor and finally to Ottawa on GIVES INTELLIGENT
Feb. 7 for the Canadian Ass'n of MERCHANDISING SERVICE

CARL
I

N. Y.

IN

Philco Dealers to Meet

Miami - Philco Radio Dealers of

Chicago

will

hold

a

March 15-20 in this city.

convention

O'Toole Back at WMEX
Boston - Terry O'Toole, the Boy

Peggy Stone, for a number of years from Ireland, is back at WMEX on
in the station relations department of Thursdays and Saturdays.

BIG

FCC ACTIVITIES
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
WBEN, Buffalo, Mod. of license to change
power to 5 KW. day and night.
KPLT. Parts, Tex Auth. to transfer control of corp. from A. G. Mayse, to A. G.

Mayse. M. B. Hanks and Houston Home.
KRKO, Everett, Wash. CP to increase
power

to 100 watts,

250

watts LS., and

change hours of operation to unlimited.

GEORGE GRIFFIN
Lyric Baritone

WEAF-NBC RED NETWORK

THURSDAY
SUNDAY

12:15 P.M. EST
9 A.M. EST

*

GREF1410R0

CRAIG & HOLORGRERY.INC

Management NBC Artists Service

Me/beers
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Three Sponsors Renew
Six Programs on NBC

Newspaper Guild Seels1
More Radio Membership

WMMN's 2,300-N111e Pick -tap
Fairmount. W. Va.-Broadcast oat New Year's Day of the Sun Bowl
football contest. direct from stadium in El Paso, established a record in
long distance transmission by WMMN. Station worked In cooperation
with KTSM, El Paso, to bring IIXC1U31111 airing of battle between West
Virginia U. and Texas Tech, with public utility co -sponsoring. Broadcast
earn* over 2.500 miles of specially leased A.T.6T. wire, and is believed to
have been the longest direct line pleicup ever aired from any Mahon In
stale.
Jay Kelchner. WMMN manager, received praise from throughout
this territory for his enterprise in arranging the broadcast.

(Co.ttiniord from Page 1)

fective Feb. 4 and "Manhattan Mer-

ry -Go -Round" and "American Album
of Familiar Music" on 55 Red stations
Sundays, 9-10 p.m., effective Feb. 6.
Two shows split the hour spot.

((m:flowed from P. or I)

American Home Products on Feb.
will renew "Easy Aces" and "Mr.
Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons" on 25
Blue stations. Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays, 7-7:30 p.m. Shows
split the half-hour. Blackett-Sample-Hummert has the American Home

20th Century Fund Begins
58 Stations Will Carry
Father Coughlin Series Forum Series Next Month

count.

went

1

Products and Sterling Products ac-

(Cu.:1mm,, from Pagr 1)

the air more than 10 years
Charles Penman, veteran WJR announcer and present director of the
station's dramatic department, will
on

ago.

Code for Popular Music
Goes in Operation Soon

The 20th Century Fund, created by
late Edward A Filene, Boston
merchant, to provide a radio forum,
is expected to start its series next
month over a national network. Evan
Roberts of the WPA Federal Theater
the

radio stations and newspapers, with
many papers having station affiliations and the latter tied in with news
agencies. plus the widening scope of
service of these agencies to radio,
creates a situation wherein the guild
should talk with the ARTA relative
to possibilities of the field to be organized and jurisprudence questions
taken up.

ANG points out that Bellingham,
guild has KVOS personnel
signed as members, also WTNC, an
Wash.,

NBC affiliate in Minneapolis which is

All but technicians practically are considered eligible for ANG membership.

newspaper -owned.

handle the broadcast.
Included in the network are 14 sta- Radio Division has been appointed
Oklahoma Radio Awards
tions of the Quaker State web, 12 consultant on the series.
(('nottinurd fro, Pape I)
Tulsa - Oklahoma Radio Awards
Colonial
Network
outlets,
eight
stashort time. No opposition appeared tions of the Mohawk Network, seven
for 1937, made by W. C. Gillespie,
KUMA Airs Marriage
at the hearing which was held Tuesand g.m. of KUTU, included
statio ns including Yuma, Ariz.-Billy West, famed v.p.
day in the FTC hearing room with Transamcrican
presentations to Edwin I. Reeser of
as the New York City outlet, stunt man and holder of world's the advertising agency bearing his
Commissioner McCorkle presiding. WMCA
Those from New York who attended and WJR, WJJD, WJAS, WHO, WOC, buried -alive stunt record, was mar- name, for originality, showmanship,
were Jos. V. McKee, general counsel WKBW, WTMJ, KSTP, WCAO, ried here yesterday, with ceremony production and service; Eddie GalWGAR, WHIO, WHKC, aired from main studio of KUMA. laher of KTUL, for outstanding work
for the MPPA; John G. Paine, gen- KFEQ,
West has made daily broadcasts over in sportscasting, and Carolyn Monteral manager of Ascap; Edward B. KCKN, WIBW, WDAS and WJAR.
KUMA while in his "grave" the past gomery, KTUL artist.
Marks, publisher, and Fox.
WAYX
Appoints
Devine
Rep
It's the first marriage to be
Code as approved now goes to the Waycross, Ga. - WAYX has ap- month.
legal department of the FTC, alter pointed J. J. Devine & Associates as aired in Arizona.
which cards will be sent to the pop its national advertising representaWMCA Show in 10 Acts
music men and the code will become tive
Jacobs Joins Lottman
WMCA's three-hour afternoon valaw affecting publishers and their
the
riety show, "Grandstand and BandSeaman B, Jacobs, who for
WAGM, Presque Isle, Me.
employes whether or not the former
R. W. Macintosh, general manager, past two years has been associated stand", has been revised along the
subscribes officially to the ethics in
the
Mack Millar publicity lines of vaudeville bill, divided into
with
visited
Newark
and
New
York
over
question. Non -bribery clause conoffice, has joined the George E. Lott - 10 acts.
cerning radio and other artists is a holidays.
L. E. "Red" Hughes, commercial man staff,
main part of the proposed code.

manager, got the New Year off to
a bad start when he had to call the

Mutual Programs to WCHV

LeRoy Resumes Broadcasts

'addles to extinguish a
Charlottesville, W. Va.-WCHV has P. J. LeRoy (piano lessons) rechimney blaze at his home.
arranged with Mutual and WCLE, sumes broadcasts over WHN Sunday
local fire

On President's Ball Show

Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century To take care of the gratis church Cleveland, to rebroadcast sustaining under a nine -week contract. Eleven
Fox production chief, and Alice Faye, announcements, Bill Davis, staff an- programs of the Mutual net as re- 15 -minute programs will be preone of the studio's stars, will appear nouncer, has created a new Saturday ceived via WCLE.
sented weekly.
on today's broadcast over NBC -Blue program. "Church Calendar."
at 3 p.m. in behalf of the President's Officials of Maine's Largest Winter

Carnival, Caribou Winter Carnival,

Ball.

are making plans to air again this
year the world's longest ski mara-

NEW BUSINESS
WON. Chicago, Washington State Apples,

Inc., "June Baker Home Management Program," through 4. Walter Thompson Co.;

Chicago Engineering Works, "Modern Miracles,' through James R. Lucke & Associates.

WBAL, Baltimore: Gunther Brewing Co.,
announcements;
(Gudm Foote

M.

J

Breitenhach

Co.

Mangan). announcements,
Household Finance Corp., announcements.

WPEN, Philadelphia: Procter & Gambia,
programs for Camay, Oxydol, and Ivory;
Renault Wines and Champagnes, "La Campi-

nera Del Mulino" (The Wren of the Mill).
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C.: Rod Top Beer.
renewal; Chattanooga Medicine Co., renewal;

Palm Beach Dittmar* Hotel; Chevrolet, ETs,
renewal; Ford Motor.

CKNX, Winghant, Ont.: Lallemand

fining

Co.,

announcements, through

Co.,

Re-

through McConnell, Banter & Eastman Ltd.
W N A C,

Boston:

National

"Dan Harding's Wife," ETI.

Biscuit

Co.,

W Q X 12, New York: American Tobacco
Co.
(Tareyton Cigarettes),
'Treasury of

Music.' ICI's. through L. H. Hartman.

ITS STILL CHRISTMAS

from Bangor, where he spent four

days looking over the two radio stations, WABI and WLBZ.

WATL. Atlanta

"Edgar Steps Out," is a new comic
serial broadcast Monday to Friday
evenings.
Station is featuring broadcasts di
red. from WPA Federal Theater Pro
jects in Atlanta.
The Rhumba dance step is the lea
Cure of the "Rhumba Rhythms" pro
gram. Instructions on the dance are
given by professional dance teams o
Atlanta, who are invited by the sta
lion to participate in the program.

Associ-

St. Lawrence Starch
"Wes McKnight's Sport Interviews,"

ated Broadcasting Co.;

thon from Bangor to Caribou.
Ted Coffin, program director and
chief announcer, recently returned

D'ARTEGA
Booking Direct

advertisers
Christmas Gifts olj

long,. Gifts like
Showmanship of the

oew stylen tae

d

sive but inexpensivenr
coverage of the New
York area,

to p
gift tier...

like
on ourd

AND HIS

ORCHESTRA

Admiracion Shampat
Sunday 6:30-7 P.M.
M115-.WOO

1441 reap. New York

CH 4-5155

1 5 4 0 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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AGENCIES

GUETT-ING

iv./A
,., 1

ZONA GALE, on "American Schoo
of the Air." Jan. 11 (CBS, 2:30 p.m.)

LOUISE FAZENDA, on Al Jolson
show, Jan. 11 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
NICK LUCAS, on Al Pearce show,
Jan. 11 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
MILLI CRAIG, third appearance

Martin Block's "Sunday Swing

BASIL

:1-14.

I

)7,

.,_01: SC 11.10046
4
kithsw

"Little Shots About Blg Shots"-Jesse Block of Block and Sully
relates this one on Harry Hershfield. who recently returned from a writing

Session," Jan. 9 (WNEW, 11 am.).
LORETTA LEE. on Chase & Sanborn Hour, Jan. 9 (NBC -Red, 8

assignment in California....lesse met Harry one day at Hollywood and
Vine and asked the cartoonist what he was doing in Hollywood...."Oh."
Harry was supposed to have replied. "I'm doing some writing for Metro
Goldwyn.Mayer"....Block digested this answer a second and then said:

FAY WRAY, on Ozzie Nelson-Feg

"Well. Harry. I guess Leo, the MGM lion, will stop roaring at the beginning

(NBC -Blue,

of a picture-and instead open with 'Once there were two Irishmen',"....
Which brings to mind the story that happen.' on the Sam Goldwyn lot.
A couple writers were walking along talking to lack Robbins when he
was there about thisa and theta.... Further down the line they encountered
Sam Goldwyn. walking with his head down. As he passed the group,

on

Murray show, Jan.
7:30 p.m.).

9

JACKIE COOPER, interviewed by

Powell Clark on "Grandstand and
Bandstand", Jan.

10

(WMCA, 2:30

p.m.).

PAUL IIAAKON, dancer, interviewed by Charlotte Buchwald, Jan.
7 (WMCA, 1:15 pm.).

he Inquired from the writers: "Are you thinking?".

ts-

IDA LUPrNO, on Bing Crosby

show, Jan. 13 (NBC -Red, 10 p.m.).
CONNIE BOSWELL and JOHNNY
MERCER, on Paul Whiteman show,
Jan. 14 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.).
ARTIIUR CURRAN, ALAN ROB-

ERTS, SYLVIA FROOS and TEX
FLETCHER, on "Hammerstein Music Hall," Jan. 14 (CBS, 8 p.m.).

DICK POWELL, ROSEMARY
LANE and HUGH HERBERT, in
scenes from "Hollywood Hotel" on
radio program of same name, Jan.
14

(CBS, 9 p.m.).
MARY JANE WALSH, on Clifford

Adams "Theater
(WINS, 11 a.m.).

Guide," today

RICHARD HIMBER, JACK LAIT

and ALICE MARION, on "Sunday
Mirror Flashes" tomorrow. (WrNS,

Having received both a July bonus and a Christmas
bonus, the personnel of WATL, Atlanta, and WRBL, Columbus, Ga.,

according to J. W. Woodruff Jr., manager, believes that Christmas

comes, not once-but twice a year....WOR's "News Testers" on
Sunday nites airs some corny answers from people writing in to get
the opportunity to compete for a prize. Recent shows had these
replies: Rameses VII was King of Egypt-instead of the Ram mascot
at Fordham. The Spanish Loyalists were conquering Coryza--when
Coryza is a common cold. John Henry Lewis was appointed to
SEC-when he's really light -heavy champ. Russia and Japan were
fighting over Oswegatchie-which is a river in New York. A "fifer"
is the name of the new barkless dog from Africa-instead of a musician....How do we know the answers? Some one told us!

5:30 p.m.)

WDNC, Durham
Tommy Loeb, announcer, leaves to
join Lord & Thomas agency staff in
New York on Jan. 17.
Duke University Church Service

lean Paul King, radio and newsreel commentator heard on

Son for Buralski

Thomas J. Buzalski, NBC television engineer, is the father of a son
born yesterday in Methodist Ilospital,
Brooklyn.

B [HEIR

Greetings from Radio Daily
Georgie Price
Blanche Alcorn
Cecile "Spike" Grey Fred Hulemlth
Eve Sully
lack Norworth
Helen Nugent
Gertrude Sly
Lou Tappe
Dick Teel°

&

Chicago.

MILT BLINK, head of Standard

Radio, Chicago, off to California for
two -month sojourn.

JOE KURTH has joined Critch-

field & Co., Chicago, as account executive.
salesman.

Ile was formerly WJJD

JOHN KEITLEWELL has joined

Hays MacFarland & Co., Chicago, in
charge of merchandising and new ac-

counts.
RICHARD V. NALL has left
Reincke, Ellis, Younggreen & Finn

agency and joined production depart-

ment of John H. Dunham agency,
Chicago.

PUTNEY HAIGHT, formerly

in

publicity department of J. Walter

Thompson Co., has gone to Hollywood to enter free lance publicity
there.

ADDISON P. JENNINGS has been

named Chicago manager of Grant
Advertising Inc. He came from the
Matteson -Fogarty -Jordan.

A. J. GROSE has resigned as space
buyer for Reincke, Ellis, Young green & Finn.

ALMON BROOKS WILDER, formerly with Sirnmonds & Simmonds,
has joined L. W. Ramsey Co., Chicago, as account executive.
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, Chicago,
named ad counselor for McConnon
& Co., Winona, Minn. (home remedy
and kitchen products). Live shows
on WIS and WHO are planned.
WECO RADIO PRODUCTIONS,
Seattle, program affiliate of James
R. Lunke & Associates agency, moves
main office to Chicago this month.
Gene Baker heads program department.

GEORGE KERN, formerly

of

Blackett-Sample-Hurrunert, Chicago,
has joined Publicidad Organizada,
Mexico City.

In 1926 Irvin S. Cobb gave Col. Jack Major a letter to
see Gene Buck in New York. On the strength of this letter, the
Major left Paducah, Ky., for the Big Town....The hillbilly checked
into the McAlpin Hotel-this being the first time in his life that a
hostelry was to be his domicile. However, the chambermaid in
arranging the room prior to the Col.'s entry had left the "Don't
Disturb" sign carelessly on the bedspread.... Well, the Major swears
that the first night there he slept on the chair.

Division

Ivan Black Emcee on Trip
Ivan Black, Federal Theater Radio

IIILY

:2021 22(23
l':(125 25121 24 29(30

Lord

"Dolly information Service" and "On Broadway." completed narration on
10 commercial films, dittoed for four newsreels and made 42 broadcasts In
the two closing weeks of 1937. He also does some writing in spare time.

is back on the air after a holiday

recess. Edward Hall Broadhead presides at the organ.
A weekly spelling bee sponsored by
Durham Monarch Club starts Jan. 12.

LOUGHRANE,

Thomas radio production director, to
remain in Hollywood for another
week to handle Pepsodent's "Mickey
Mouse" series, before returning to

Within the space of a week, Grace Moore will appear on two
broadcasts from opposite ends of the country....On Monday she'll appear
on the "Radio Theater of the Air" coming from Hollywood via CBS....
On the 15th. her voice will be heard from the stage of the Metropolitan

Opera in New York City via NBC....Fred Waring broke Shop Fields'
record at the New York Paramount by several grand.... Martha Ray.
broke on ankle while working In a flicker the other day....A star was
born last mite when "Right This Way" debuted on Broadway. Her name's

"April"-that'. all.

press agent who used

to

be an emcee and comic, got himself
a spot In the show on the Queen of
Bermuda which sailed yesterday for
Bermuda and Havana. It's Black's
annual leave from the radio job.

CBS Signs Johnny Mercer
John Mercer has been placed under
a management contract by Columbia

Artists Inc., whereby the latter will
handle all radio singing bookings for
Mercer. Mercer is also under contract to Warner Bros. as a song
writer.

Annuities

hare

saved

headliner from being

a

many

a

breadline,

-INSURANCE
JOhn 4-21100

Mekrnan 1-0.375
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PROGRAM REVIEWS
"THOSE WE LOVE"
Lamont Corliss & Co. (Pond's)
1VJZ-NBC-Blue network,
Tuesday, 8-8:30 p.m.

J. Walter Thompson Co.
SERIAL OF MODERN AMERICAN LIFE
GETS AWAY SLOWLY BUT EXCELLENT
CAST HOLDS PROMISE.

Replacing

the

"Husbands

and

Wives" program, Pond's cold cream

uses the same spot to introduce a
new serial by Agnes Ridgway. Show,

coming from the Coast, has a story
that revolves around the lives of

the Marshall family, the central characters being girl and boy twins who
have just reached their 21st birthday.
Opening reveals their devotion as

Kathy wakes Kit up at 5 a.m. in order to be first to congratulate him on
his birthday. Other characters are
the father Judge Marshall, Kathy's
sweetie, an up and coming young attorney whom the judge expects to be
the next district attorney, and Aunt
Emily who keeps house for the Marshall&

Rest of the introductory stan-

za held a birthday party at which

the attorney made a speech directed
at Kathy mostly and a talk between

the judge and Aunt Emily, whom
Uncle Jerry didn't marry because

"Hollywood Mardi Gras"

Pensacola, Fla.-A 24 -hour sched-

KOY, Phoenix, Ariz.
Burridge D. Butler of WLS, Chicago. and this station, returned recently from a trip into Old Mexico.
KOY and "big brother" WLS exchanged season's greetings via tran-

in his new atmosphere and so didn't

WHO, Des Moines

broadcast, but the combination looks

Lem and Martha, formerly heard

on transcriptions, now originate their
Oshkosh B'Gosh show from here.
Kenneth Gfeller, "the singing doorWSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. man", has returned as assistant conRichard Pattison, news editor, tinuity director.
plans a week's sojourn in the home
town of Indianapolis starting this
week -end. Just a vacation.
Robert Wallace, chief engineer,
promising.

visit to Moorehead City, N. C.

A few days before the national pre-

(Confirmed frees Peer 1)

miere of "Those Happy Gilman;'
new script show being tested on
WTMJ for General Mills, the agency
bought five minutes of time and a
preview of the show was presented.
After due build up by an announcer
the "Happy Gilman" cast did about
four minutes of script
serial.

from the

As a result of the success of this
promotion idea on WTMJ, it is expected to become more or less of a
vogue in broadcasting.

List Program Specialties
WBT, Charlotte, is now preparing
a new selling feature in the form of

a folder series to be sent to all
leading advertising agencies and to
Radio Sales, CBS agency, listing the
station's "program specialty" each

Job will contain picture of

week.

show and full description, including
talent and costs. Program Director
night.
lished by the Pensacola News -JournCharles Crutchfield says he will have
al in observance of the power boost. Cluett & Sons' Sunday afternoon 52 new shows available for sponsorWCOA is affiliated with the News - program is featuring Lester Taylor, ship during the year, varying from
12 -year -old pianist.
Journal.
script acts to dance bands.
In addition to its power increase

Walter O'Keefe joined Lanny Ross scriptions.
Hal Lines, control room operator,
Charlie Butterworth Tuesday
night on Packard's "Hollywood Mardi is now going into great detail in
Gras" over NBC -Red at 9:30 p.m., keeping logs of daily programs.
"His Majesty, the Baby", daily
giving the show a strong trio of en- program,
saluted a pair of new
tertainers aside from Ruby Mercer,
twins
at yuletide.
Jane Rhodes and the Raymond Paige
orchestra. O'Keefe wasn't fully set

and Mrs. Wallace made a holiday

ment.

ule of salute programs was broad- acts the dismal outlook given becast by WCOA to mark its increase fore the American Marketing Assoin daytime power to 1,000 watts. The ciation here the same week.
occasion, Jan. 1, also marked the 12th Thomas A. O'Loughlin, eastern
anniversary of WCOA, the CBS sta- sales manager, and F. E. Quinn,
tion covering northwestern Florida eastern advertising manager, arand southern Alabama. With excep- ranged the session.
tion of two CBS salute programs,
the entire schedule was commercial.
WOKO-WARY, Albany
This is believed to be a record for
a station to present 23 hours of com- Snedden Weir, studio manager,
appeared as organ accompanist for
mercial programs.
A special radio edition was pub- Billy Rose over WOKO the other

and

quite hit his stride in the opening

ture theater trailer, planned by John
Harvey of Blackett - Sample - Hummert, was used on WTMJ, Milwaukee, and brought considerable com-

Power Boost, 12th Year
Radio Boom This Year
Is Seen by Philco Exec
Are Celebrated by WCOA

and studios.
Nan Grey, picture star, heads the Station manager is Henry G.
cast and like her excellent support Wells Jr. WCOA is represented nahandled the lines easily and com- tionally by John H. Perry Associates,
petently. Others in the cast who with William K. Dorman as manager.
might well be played up more strong-

Kruger and

Audience Builder
A new device for audience building
which patterns after the motion pic-

the air.

"youth and love."

ly in both spotlight advertising and
publicity include Richard Cromwell,

PROMOTION

Nora Stirling's Personal Poll
Nora Stirling of NBC's -Sue Blake- and othur programs takes her radio
seriously and studiously. Besides being one of the air's better actresses,
Miss Stirling also is a writer. producer-and analyst. When her "Funny
Things," novelty musical show for kids, alter five months on CBS as a sustainer last summer and fall, was dropped because of Its heavy production
and cast requirements, Miss Stirling had a desire to know tho nationwide
reactions to the program, so she conducted her own poll among the net
work stations. The survey brought several surprises. First was the volume of response --number of station executives replying totaled 51, more
than 85 per cent. Of this number, 50 gave favorable and even highly enthusiastic reports on the show's popularity in their respective localities.
while one station had to pass up the program because of crowded sched
ule. Another unusual achievement for the sustainer was that, in news.
paper listings, it made the booed list in 119 towns. All that remairls for
Miss Stirling to liguro out now is why a program of such popularity is off

the war interfered. Part of the script
appears to be leaning toward peace
propaganda. Emily at any rate has
made tremendous sacrifice in devoting her life to the Marshalls rather
than an immediate family of her WCOA is introducing numerous techown. Story of course is a clean-cut nical improvements, including new
yarn intended to please the most dis- transmitter location and vertical towcriminating dial twisters, seeking er, new equipment to the transmitter

Virginia Sale, Alma
Pedro deCordoba.
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RECORDINGS

Kenneth Dent of announcing staff
visited the family in Lawndale. N. C.
George Andrews, engineer, is back Call BRINCKERHOFF
from his native Pittsfield, Mass.

PLasa
3-5515

A few of The lasting stars
who were coached, directed

and helped op the "ladder
of fame" by Ned Wayburn
Evelyn Law
Al Jolson

Madly,' Miller
Fred and Adele Astaire
Eddie Cantor
Mae West

Will Rogers
Grace Moore
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice

Jeanette MacDonald
W. C. Fields
Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Greenwood
Clifton Webb
Marion Davies

Oscar Shaw
Ann Pennington
Harry Richman
Ina Claire

Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris
Hal LeRoy
Gilda Gray

Jack Whiting
Gertrude Nielsen
Nick Long, Jr.
Una Banquette
George Murphy
June O'Dea
Carl Randall
Patricia Ellis
Georgie Tawas

Grace Bradley
Medrano and Donna
Melissa Mason

Pierce and Roland
Virginia Bacon

Walter Tetley

Virginia MacNaughton
Buddy Raymond
Florence Rice
Don Costello
Gloria Young

NED WAYBURN'S
DANCING, SINGING

and
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Class

or

Private

Instruction

For

Preparing Adults and Children For

RADIO CAREERS
ADULTS (Men and women over 16): Every
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing-Acting
-Singing .
Opportunities to appear in
public performances. Morning, afternoon and
evening courses-Mondays to Fridays.
.

CHILDREN (Boys and girls ages 3 to

16)

Develop grace, poise, charm and good health
Classes meet Saturdays and after -school week
days.
All instruction

is

under the personal supervision

Facilities at the
modern
studios,

school include ID beautiful
completely
equipped model

of Mr. Wayburn, world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions of the Ziegfeld Follies and over 600 successful Broadway
productions. See "Who's Who In the Theatre"
for part of his brilliant record.
theatre and radio Broadcasting studio.

FREE

and TRYOUTS will
gladly be arranged. Free consultaplanned without
AUDITIONS

tion and courses individually
oblivation.

Opera 9.00 4. M. to 10.00 P. M. Daily
Except Sundays. Class Saturdays

at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

The Fire Reilly'
Paulette Goddard

625 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK

Hundreds of Others

Between 58th and 59th Sts.
Phone Wickersham 2-4300

and

Bugle
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GLENN SNYDER

,fi

GLENN

TN addition to two new musical pro -

1 grams bowing at KIIJ this week
under the baton of Carlton Kelsey,

recently appointed Don Lee musical
director. Frederick Stark will inaugurate still a third. called "Presenting the American Composer," on
Monday at 9:30 p.m.

-Personal Problem Clinic.- heard

in the East as a live show, has been
bought in transcription by 2GB Syd-

SNYDER can play the harmonica. He has also written a song.

He has a great time every Saturday night at tbe "National Barn

Dance" of WLS. Chicago. He's one of the gang. Glenn Snyder is
also manager of the station-and president of Chicago Broadcasters Ase'nand a regional officer of the NAB.
He has guile a record In radio. But It isn't
too clear just haw it started. At 17, he was
in St. Joseph. Mo. He Cul shoes in his uncle's
factory and got 53.50 a week. He made
good, too, and soon he was getting $5.50 a
day. Then, all of a sudden, he showed up in

a bank, then back to the shoe factory, into
advertising. department store and farm paper.

Then came the war, and Snyder enlisted.

ney.

When it ended. he was a second lieutenant,

May Robson and cast of "Lady of

giving rifle Instruction in New Orleans.

Millions" have resumed work on final
episodes of the transcribed Associated Cinema program for Bauer and
Black.

KEHE inaugurates a ''Negro Hour"

tonight at 9-10 in co-operation with
the Central Avenue Board of Trade.
Will be an audience show by and for
the 05,000 colored residents of Los
Angeles.

the

Plays

harmonica,

and 'smote a song

Then

back in the department store. and again on a
!arm paper. He became advertising manager
of the Nebraska Farmer, then general man -

ages of the Wisconsin Agriculturist. He came
to Chicago as a member of the Prairie Farmer

while awaiting the big break in pictures.
a

novel

exposition

of

special foreign language

He also likes baseball. and the pride of his life we two lovely daughters.

N EW "ARC 431:2AMS -I DEAD'
"Siding on Air"

Press Agents-Welcome!

offering of KVI, Seattle,
At last -- it's happened.
Press
Washington, presents Mike Donohoe, agents have a special spieling time of
cisco, each Thursday at 3:45.
Jerry King of Standard Radio re- Ski Editor of the Seattle Post- their own, with no superlatives, no
ports revived interest in the Donald Intelligencer in latest snow reports adjectives barred. WDAS, PhiladelNovis recordings in the firm's li- from four or five popular ski re- phia, has started this "Press Agent's
brary. The series was sold during
adjacent
to
Seattle
and Paradise," inviting all the noise boys
the past week to the Evans Fur Co. sorts
in Chicago for WMAQ, and to the Tacoma. Road conditions and ski- of the city's legitimate theater to
Musbeck Shoe Co., Detroit, for WJR ing and waxing Instructions by come before the microphone and give
in the auto city, and WLW and WOR. Northwest ski experts are added. It their candid (?) opinions of their
These transcriptions also have been is estimated that 30,000 enthusiastic respective offerings. It's swell-it's
taken for Honolulu and will shortly
be heard on KEHE for Pierce Broth- followers of the sport provide ready- unbelievable - it's - but there's a
ers.
catch: If, as, and when the boys finmade audience for this airing.
KIWEI has a new remote of Salvaish, the announcer takes over and
tore Santaella and his orchestra from
KLZ's "Three B's" Expands
demands explanations of their stateLucca's Restaurant at 7:15-7:30 p.m.r Because popularity of KLZ's novel ments. There follow some embarrassand 12:30-12:45 a.m. every night exNew

cept Monday, and KEHE picks up a quiz program, "The Three B's," has ing

moments - but the

8.

Sponsor is

mail contributions spotting some
the Institute of now winds up in the auditorium of lar
faults of announcers. Curiously, the
heckler bears the same initials as

Applied Science, and contract is for an adjoining hotel.
13 weeks, with
airings at 10-10:15
p.m. Saturdays,
Thomas Conrad Sawyer's series for

Shoe Talk From Salesroom

Valentize Jarosz has been named
sales

rep

for WHIP.
Joe Kelly in his Jolly Joe programs
un WLS and WGN, Is carrying on the

work of the late Uncle Bob Wilson
and his Curb is the Limit Club for
kids. Jolly Joe has an imaginary
telescope with which he is supposed
to watch kids to see they don't cross
a street without looking both ways.

Doris Keane, manager of WHIP

and WWAE, is herself conducting a
one hour Sunday program titled the

American Church, non -denominational.

Carnation Contented Hour added
17 stations in Canada. giving it a total of 75 outlets on NBC.
WIND has made application with

FCC for permission to operate experimental facsimile station.

Jim Dudley. sports commentator,
of WJJD and WIND, back from motor trip to Pittsburgh.
Vivian della Chiesa to appear before Kappa Kappa Gamma on Feb.
13.

Martin Jacobsen has taken over

the Courthouse Reporter broadcasts
audience on WJJD, replacing Jack Peyser who
left the station to free lance.
Henry Klein, radio director of
BBD&O, has waxed a new show titled

hew band, Max Cochrane, at the Cafe grown by leaps and bounds, the Den- laughs its enjoyment.
de Paree from 10:45 to 11:30 each ver station is moving the show to a
night except Sunday.
large auditorium to accommodate the
"Catch the Announcer"
"Houses Not For Sale" is the in- audience. Program conducted by
Idea here Is to arraign all statriguing title of a new half-hour program devoted to advice to home KLZ's "inquiring reporter," Wes Bat- tion spielers fur misprunounciations
boners right before the microbuilders on KEHE Monday, Wednes- tersea, combines a spelling bee, pro- and
day, Friday and Sunday at 11:30 nunciation bee and word marathon phone, with Program Director Gil
Fawcett handling the proceedings.
bee. The show was first aired from Show airs over KDAL. Anonymous
Captain Don Wilkie, ex -U. S.
Secret Service operative, initials a one of KLZ's smaller studios; was heckler, signing "herself" "D.A.L.",
to the master studio, and enlivens the performance by regushifted
new 15 -minute series over KFI on
Jan.

Doris Keane, manager of WWAE
and WHIP, back from a holiday sojourn with parents in Kalamazoo.
George Hollingbery, head of Craig
& Hollingbery, is the father of a new
boy.

Your Number," with Floyd Buick

numerology from KFRC, San Fran-

WSBC.

you are.

KHJ offers a new one in "I've Got

presenting

UNDER direction Julius Miller,
WGES has launched a daily program for Jewish housewives, featuring "Mrs. Gold" the woman's helper.
Virginia Browne Faire, former radio actress, and William Bernstein
have returned from a round -the world honeymoon trip.
Dave (Dynamo) Edelson this week
rounds out 15 years as announcer.
He presides over "Dance Tunes" at

advertising department. and In 1931 he became manager of WLS, after a year as commercial manager. And there

Captain Bob Baker tomorrow will
take his "Hollywood in Person" microphone to the Hollywood Studio
Club, where more than 100 girls live

c41
Wager

Theater of Life, a sort of March of
Time, expanding the one major news

event of the week into a three -act

drama of a hall hour.
Ethel Owen now being used regularly on Fibber McGee show to help
fill gap due to fact Molly (Marion
Jordan) is in sanitarium.

WBT, Charlotte

Marie Davenport missed
one Dalton A. LeMasurier, owner herOrganist
opening program for "Betty
of the station,
Moore" series because the stork
called. Jane Bartlett was recently

Sweetheart Soap has been renewed
Just what a salesman says to a
"Voice of Industry"
for another 13 weeks un KFI, follow- customer, and what a customer says
ing renewal of his KNX program for to a salesman while being fitted with
Special Xmas trick of WAIM,
a similar period for the same spon- a pair of special -made health shoes, Anderson, S. C., brought recording
sor.
goes over the airwaves of WFBM, equipment to various business houses
Bert Fiske. KFWR musiral director, Indianapolis in a new weekly series of the city, recording the season's

kept off the air for two months by
the same old bird.
New Duke Power Co. program
started this week with almost new
talent line-up Including Russel Mc-

each Wednesday.

Clair Shadwell, announcer.

will present his "Piano Paintings" from the salesroom of the Stroupe- greetings from the lips of the dif- Intyre, romantic tenor; Jack Phipps,
program at a IleW time, 11:15 a.m. Tucker Shoe Co. The conversation ferent execs. Records were aired pianist; Don White, guitarist, and
gives novel twist to the program.

nn Christmas Day.
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SAN ANTONIO
George W. Johnson is the new
manager at KTSA, succeeding H. C.
Burke, who takes over a new eastern post for Hearst Radio.

Lloyd Snyder orchestra has returned to Olmos Night Club, remoting via KABC.

Barney Rapp's combo is now play-

ing the Saint Anthony Hotel Rainbow Terrace. Has a WOAI wire.
Billy Bartz recently joined the
production staff at KTSA.
New vocalist with the Joaquin

Grill band at the Plaza Hotel Roof
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CIRCIrIESTUAS-MUSIC

Letters of appreciation for KVOO
(Tulsa) News Bureau four times a
day ncwcasts have been received
tAZZIE NELSON and his orchestral Chick Webb's band returns to the from 16.296 regular listeners in 1,508
have been renewed for three Savoy Ballroom and NBC on Jan. 16 cities and towns in 33 states, Canada
more months at Victor Hugo's in
and Mexico. More than 6,000 broadBeverly Hills. His '"Truth or ConseSamuel Gardner will conduct to casts have been given in the five
quence" broadcasts over KHJ and morrow night's Bamberger Sym years it has been on the air.
West Coast Mutual outlets will con- phony program over WOR.
Paul Bucnning. KTOK (Oklahoma
tinue six nights a week.
City) program director, from Salina,
Morton Gould's "Second Swing Kan.
Don Redman and ork, with Or- Symphonette," aired by the composer - O'Darrell Cunningham now
anlando Roberson and Louise Carroll, conductor on his WOR-Mutual proare at Lookout House, Covington, Ky., gram Monday night, elicited much nouncing at WBBZ-(Ponca City).
He
was
formerly
with
KTOK.
for four weeks, airing over WLW. praise. The composition blends clasWeldon Stamps new newscaster
Booked by Century Orchestra Corp. sic and modern swing music with

Garden is Dorothy Claire.
Charles Belfi is the new manager at
KABC, succeeding Gene Cagle, who Century Orchestra also has the
has returned to Fort Worth.
Anthony Trini and the Bobby Hayes
crews on a one-night ballroom tour,
Bob Sylvester is at Club EverWFAS, White Plains, N. Y. while
green, Bloomfield, N. J., airing over

with KTOK.
KHBG (Okmulgee)

very pleasing effect.

now airing
Peter de Rose, who wrote such hits weekly luncheons of local Chamber
as, "Wagon Wheels" and "In the Mis- of Commerce.

sion by the Sea," and is heard over "Air Adventures of Jimmy Allen"
NBC with May Singhi Breen, says now on KV00 (Tulsa) sponsored by
he has begun work on his greatest Rex Baking Co.
her desk following a two-week siege
undertaking-an American folk op- Jasper McDoary Hyde and his 11
with blocked sinuses.
Mike Riley and his ork have been era about the great West,
children, known to radio as The
booked
by
CRA
for
the
Trianon
BallStation employees received yearOklahoma Hill Babies are returning
end gift checks, based on seniority of room, Cleveland, with WTAM-NBC Freddie Martin, who has just re- to Tulsa after appearing on stations
wires, starting Feb. 1.
turned to New York after a twoSelma Seitz, treasurer, is back at

WNEW,

service.
B. M. Middleton, sales manager, not

New Orleans, Columbus, and Birmyear tour of the country and now in
ingham.

Earl Hines plays the State -Lake is featured with his orchestra in the
only set the deal but played Santa Theater,
Chicago, week of Feb. 3, Crystal Garden at the Ritz Carlton
Claus in the monster free Yuletide then is routed
east for a Philly thea- Hotel, will be the guest of honor at
children's party staged In coopera- ter date, through
CRA.
a Gala Welcome Home Party that
tion with Home Savings Bank at the
Leon & Eddie are tendering to him
Colony Theater.
Rudolph Ringwall wilt direct the at their rendezvous on Sunday eveBruno Klohoker, director of Ger- Jan. 19 broadcast of the Cleveland ning.
man programs, will start the ensem- Orchestra over NBC -Blue. Artur
ble at Old Heidelberg Restaurant Rodzinski is regular conductor.
Terri La Franconi, now playing at
with a wire in mid -January.
the Roney Plaza in Miami, set for
Merchants and business institu- Tommy Dorsey will hold a swing date at the Paramount Theater there.
tions in Westchester sponsored contest for amateurs on his KoolChristmas and New Year Greetings Raleigh broadcast of Jan. 21 over Ward -Berman Orchestra, for ten
Programs over WFAS at 4-5 on both NBC -Blue.
years one of New Haven's featured
holiday afternoons. Lang -Worth Limusical groups, was selected to preBeginning this week pianists Al sent WICC studio orchestra assignbrary Transcriptions furnished music.
and
Lee
Reiser
will
be
heard
regularments In that city, in line with AFM
Millicent Tralle, WFAS director of
women's programs, back after a tiff ly on Felix Knight's Thursday 5:15 deal.
WEAF programs. The Retsers

with a cold.

Gertrude Porter (continuity, New are heard on four other NBC proYork office) out with an abscessed grams weekly.
ear.
Ernie Hoist's opening date at the
Virginia Trumpy, eight -year old Book -Cadillac Hotel in Detroit has
favorite of the weekly Loft Radio been advanced to Tuesday, January
Party programs, back after a Christ- 11. This marks Holst's fifth return
mas trip.
engagement at this spot. He will
Dick Dunn, WFAS nemo operator have a CBS wire.
in Yonkers area, building a scale model of the station's 190 -foot Lehigh
Lyn Murray started the New Year
radiator.
with ten weekly CBS programs for
A broadcast - from - the - store was his orchestra and choruses.
aired on the opening of the new
Yonkers unit of George W. Loft Food Pat Henry, former WIP songster,

Louis Katzman tonight starts a 13 week engagement over WOR.

Audrey Kerlee, secretary to WKY

(Oklahoma

Jack Mercer.

COMING EVENTS
1,
1938: International Telecommunications Conference, arrangements being made by General Manager of Egyptian

Feb.

State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones.
Cairo, Egypt.
Feb. 7: Canadian Association of Broadcasters convention, Ottawa.
Feb. 13: Broadcast Sales Directors
meeting, preceding NAB convention, Washington.
14-16:
National Association of
Feb.
Broadcasters annual convention, Hotel Willard, Washington.

Teddy Grace, Mal Hallett's vocalwill appear in Martin Block's March 15-20: Phrico Radio
Swing Session at the Criterion Thea- Chicago
convention. Miami.
ter Sunday. She has just completed
April 4-14: World Radio
12 sides for Decca.
ist,

AI Kavelin and band have taken
a vocalist, Kathryn Case, Miss
Philadelphia of 1937, and go to De-

Transcribed Greetings
WISN, Milwaukee, aired season's troit for short engagement.
greetings of advertisers by means
of transcriptions. Sponsors' records, In the first program of a series to
made in advance, served in place be known as "Milestones in Ameriof Christmas cards when played can Music," Dr. Howard Hanson will
conduct the Rochester Philharmonic
over the airwaves.
Orchestra in the overture to Oedipus
Tyrannus, by John Knowles Paine,
and

3 2600

Edward

MacDowell's

"The Dial"
is an easy -reading piece of 14

10-15: Seventh

June

of

Radio

I

Inventors,

the

seal ConSorbonne,

June 12-15: Advertising Federation
features as the Mickey Mouse trouble
in Yugoslavia, the drive to "donate - America's annual convention, Detroit.

your -old -radios -to -the -poor", move to

sell surplus eggs through radio, and
other subjects not related to airwaves.
covers.

Station plugs

9:30 p.m. over NBC -Blue Network,

Blue Barron, a favorite ork in the
midwest, makes his New York debut
tonight in the Hotel Edison Green
Room. His first air program will be
over NBC -Blue at 11 tonight.

of

June 8-11: National Radio Parts Trade

HELENA BLUE'S

are on the

Book has much to recom-

mend it to the reader, including size,
convenience, good typography, and
restraint of straight advertising
matter.

Indian

Suite, In a broadcast tomorrow at 9-

&lac
FL

Dealers

Convention.
Sydney, Australia. O. F. Mingay, convention secretary, 30 Carrington St., Sydney.

January issue of "The Dial", booklet
house -organ of WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.- Show, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Va.,

Gayle

Smartly written job takes in such

on

.eawsoft

manager

York to join Elliott Roosevelt's staff.

all -text pages with short, snappy gress
Markets. Millicent Tralle had charge has finished five recordings for Decca items on wide variety of topics. Paris.
with Gene Kardos orchestra.

of program, assisted by Announcer

City)

Grubb, has resigned to go to New

DON KERR
f Ceremonies

WMCA
Fax-Fablan Amateur Hour
Sic Star Revue

Zeke Mennen' Gang

NOVELTY STRINGS
An all girl orchestra playing
in

a modern, distinctive style
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR

RADIO

HOTELS
THEATRES

Circle 7-4124

New York

of
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SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA
Jerry Stone, WDAS publicity di-

rector and who also handled the station's "Sidewalk Interviews," has had
to discontinue latter because of labor
troubles at near -by shops.

A new series of concerts by the
Civic Symphony Orchestra will begin over KYW under direction of

Thaddeus Rich.
Stoney IvIcLInn. WIP director of
sports broadcasts, will be given a

testimonial dinner by his friends.
Joan Wallace and the ensemble of
WDAS are putting on a new series

of condensed musical comedies and
operettas, arranged by Jack Schwartz.
John Facenda, WTP Night Super-

visor, celebrates his first year with
the station.

Max Friedman former member of
the team of Cookie and Cheffie, on
WLIT and WFAN in the old days, is
now song writing.
James Tyson Jr., drummer in the
WIP house band, has become engaged to Anne Willis and will wed
in the spring.
Bonnie Stuart, backed by the KYW
orchestra under Jan Savitt. starts a
new weekly show over NBC -Red network.
Harold Davis, production manager
of WDAS, steps into a new role now

that he is writing continuity for a

special dinner music broadcast of Joe
Frasetto and band.
J.

Barry Sherry, who plays the

character parts in the "Dramas of
Science" heard over WCAU, is none

other than the onetime stage and
screen player.

WBAL, Baltimore

With the signing of Bob Tula and

his nine -piece orchestra as permanent
staff musicians, plans are about completed for a five -times -weekly "Hi-

Jinks" schedule. Cast will be headed by Rex Reynolds and Carry Morfit.

Jerry Lee Pecht has replaced Garry

acquires the Eddy Duchin
show, "Court of Human Relations,"
"Epic of America," "Musical Cartoons," "Musical Camera," and "Music for Today," as the first new programs of the year,
The East-West game New Year's
THE "Airfinds" program with Jay opening at the Criterion on BroadC. Flippen and Irving Aaronson's way. Phil Regan, Cab Calloway and Day was b'cast exclusively for the
nation
over MBS by Ernie Smith and
orchestra will switch to a new day Ted Lewis figured prominently in
and time starting Monday when the the promotion, and the radio pro- Mel Venter.
Visiting here is Lewis Allen Weiss,
broadcast is heard at 8-8:30 p.m. The gram of the same title gave the film
g.m. of the Don Lee net, making a
show features the weekly winners a plug.
tour of the coast on a visit to most
of the WHN Amateur Hour, which
has shifted to Fridays at 8-9 p.m. Mutual will air a preview of film, of the 26 Don Lee -Mutual outlets.
NBC acquiring 22 new shows to
from the stage of Loew's Ziegfeld "In Old Chicago," from Hollywood
on Jan. 14 at 11:30-12 midnight. A start off 1938.
Theater.
description of a race to the Four Jack Meakin, NBC maestro, has
In its first direct air affiliation on a Star Theater between Andy Devine, started "Meakin Miniatures," Monregular basis, the Baltimore Museum riding in a blimp, and the Ritz Bros., days on KPO, 10:30-11 p.m., playing
of Art will present a weekly radio in a horse drawn firewagon, will be pop tunes.
John Wolohan's ork has begun a
program over WBAL entitled "The the feature of the airing.
series of 11:45 to midnight spots from
Children's Hour."
Students at Springfield (Mass.) his ballroom on KFRC on Mondays,
John W. Quarles, president of College will evaluate modern mov- Fridays and Saturdays. Other band
Rome Broadcasting Corp. (WRGA) ies and radio programs in an appre- changes in the local Mutual lineup
and one of the original directors of ciation course offered for the first include Roger Burke, replacing Harthe National City Bank of Rome, time at the school by Prof. Kent ry Owens at Sir Francis Drake, and
Ga. (he has missed only one directors' Pease during the winter term.
Joe Reichman, who took over the
meeting in 25 years), was a speaker
Hopkins where Gruff Williams
Edney Ridge's WBIG down in Mark
on the one -hour Silver Anniversary
forth.
Greensboro, N. C., has gone peaceful held
program aired over WRGA.
S. H. Patterson, KGGC mgr., is
and Democratic for 1938. A publici- new
president of Northern California
A total of 26 accounts are listed in ty break accorded the station in the Broadcasting Ass'n, succeeding Art
the New Business compilation of current issue of The Democratic Di- Westlund, KRE mgr. Assoc. has 17
KCKN, Kansas City, Kan., from Dec. gest, published monthly by Women's members.
Division of the Democratic National After an absence of several months,
15 to the first of the year.
Committee, Washington, shows HarConcert," directed by
Lawson Zerbe, who appears in riett W. Elliott, dean of women, Uni- "California
Gill, has resumed a Sunday
many of radio's leading dramatic pro- versity of N. C. and state director of Ernest
c, spot.
grams, is now heard in featured roles the Speakers' Bureau, at a WBIG t. Dee
Waller. NBC program traffic,
on "Grand Central," over WJZ on mike doing her stuff.
recovering
from poison ivy trouble.
Friday at 8 p.m.
will sponsor
KARM, Fresno, is latest subscriber Regal Amber Brewing
reports on KGO,
nightly
weather
The "Manhattan Merry -Go -Round" to Standard Radio program service. through M. E. Harlan agency.
film., produced by Republic Pictures,1 KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark.; W1CA, AshNBC shifts S. E. man Jim Lyons to
was given quite a publicity and ex-' tabula and WDZ, Tuscola, Ill., are production;
Keith Wadsworth, from
p/oitation buildup in advance of its taking the Popular Supplement.
office boy staff to s. e., and Helen
Bartlett, from press to production department secretary.
WRBL, Columbus, Ga,
WCA E, Pittsburgh
Betty Wills, chief of traffic depart- A new method of "Vox Popping"
ment, says the wedding date will be is the "Columbus Chats with Bill &
KIDO, Boise, Ida.
in early spring.
Bob" in which the public interviews
Two advertisements on "Morning the two Announcers Bill Dougherty
New announcing talent within the
KFRC

CrAa46tcp-Coaat

Morfit on "Plaza 4900," Morfit is
needed on many new local shows to Express" last week sold 4,000 dozen
start this month.
of eggs.
Edwin M. Spence, g.m., in a New
Sports announcer Jim Murray
Year message to his associates. says
-minute show late last
he looks for bigger and more vital waxed a 15
week
for a sponsor who wants an
advances in radio during 1938.

early morning program.

ONE MINUTE
IlW
WALTER CASSEL
"If you want to gain fame as a

Bill Schroeder of the sales staff
spent the New Year's holiday at his

St. Louis home.
Two new educational

cation."

singer, try to start to radio and

not on the stage.

It's too easy for
a stags singer to get in the rut
because a stage singer isn't able to
get enough variety In his work.
He's opt to stick to one or two
songs for months-die songs that
get the greatest response from the
public. However, you can't do
that on radio. Radio offers the
great proving ground in the world
for a voice. because when you're
on the air you're completely on
your own. You must put over
your numbers without the benefit
of gestures.
costume or good
looks."

features

start this week, one under the auspices of the Allegheny Bar Association and the other titled "Adult Edu-

station ranks was uncovered recently
and Bob Mimms as well as vice versa. when Chief Engineer Harold Toedte-

result is a humorous 15 minutes meier, an ardent bowler, was enof snappy ad libbing on the part of listed to give play-by-play of City
the announcers as well as "the man Bowling League matches.
C. G. Phillips, manager of this
on the street."
NBC outlet, wasn't satisfied with
Elaborate preparations are being handing out the usual year-end bonmade by Jim Woodruff Jr., manager, us to staff. In addition, he gave each
for this year's Community Service member of the family a handsome
wrist watch. He also Included a
Broadcasts.
watch for himself, the Missus-and
a big one for the station.
The

"Request Club" Fans Pick Hits
Frank A. Seitz, who conducts the

"All -Request Club" over WFAS.
White Plains, N. Y., on Monday,
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.
A new feature of the "Homemakers Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday
Hour," broadcast direct from the afternoons at 3, offered listeners an
of setting up their own
Kingsport Studios is a "recipe" con- opportunity
test to be held for all housewives "Parade of Hits" for 1937. From the
cards
and
letters
received, the folof Bristol and Kingsport.
lowing selections, in the order named,
Station has just initiated "The polled greatest number of votes:
Sunshine Girl," featuring 15 minutes "Once in a While," "Where or When,"
of songs by one of the staff artists.
"Bob White," 'Whispers in the Dark,"
"Community Service Program," "Goodnight My I.ove," "Sailboat in
broadcast weekly, will feature Fred. the Moonlight," "September in the
F. Fletcher, County Agent of Dicken- Rain" and "Have You Any Castles,
son County, who will discuss various Baby?". Hit songs were played in
community projects taking place in session of All -Request Club broadDickenson.

cast.

With transmitter In
Tower,
I

Pads,

France

the
has

Eiffel
been

among the leading countries In
television experiments since 1935.
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FIVE CENTS

Congress Quizzes FCC
Craven is
MEN WHO MADE NEWS IN RADIO Commissioner
Questioned by House
DURING 1937
Committee

2 CALIFORNIA STATIONS

JOINING CBS ON JAN. 15
Two California stations, KARM,
Fresno, and KROY, Sacramento, will

join the CBS network on Jan. 15.
The new Pittsfield, Mass., station.

(Eleventh InAolfmrof of Seer's)

MYRON P. KIRK
Genial and
equally

as

I. HAROLD RYAN

This is the
current pres-

lute Myron ident

WBRK joins on Feb. 1.
All three stations arc new licensees.
KARM is owned by George Harm and'
operates on 100 watts full-time.
KROY is owned by Royal Miller and
is a daytime 100 watter. The corn-

-

ing in cooperation

P. Kirk, for- Ohio Associpresident and B roadcasters.

when the House Appropriations Com-

mer vice-

I(.Dtmoo4 on Pone 3)

KGKO Shift to Ft. Worth
Getting Under Way Soon

with Congress

toward solution of various radio problems, including newspaper ownership

of the

ation of

of stations, was revealed yesterday

director of He was electradio f o r ed last NoR u t hrauff & vember to
Ryan Inc., succeed t h e
caused a retiring John
hubbub in F. Patt of
radio circles WG A R
when he re- Cleveland.
t hat

bination rate as optional member of

ay GEORGE W. MEIIRTEVS
Washington Burros., RADIO DAILY

Washington-That the FCC is mov-

mittee made public its report of executive hearings on independent offices appropriation bill of 1939. At
the same time, another section of the
heretofore unpublished report of the
FCC to interested Congressmen became available to RADIO DAILY.
The two reports, one of which is
being held in strict confidence and

,

signed

Ryan also has
to become vice-president in other responsibilities. He's president the other being released on a restrictFt Worth-Moving of KGKO, position
charge
of
radio
for
Famous
'Artists.
and
g.m. of Fort Industry Co., own- ed basis. constitute what is generally
Wichita Falls. to Ft. Worth as re- Hollywood There, Kirk has assumed
and operators of WSPD, Toledo;
on raw 3)
cently authorized by FCC will be duties in both pictures and radio that ers
president
of West Virginia Broadcompleted by May 1, according to helped make Ruthrauff & Ryan one casting Corp.,
operating WWVA,
Harold V. Hough, g.m. of both KGKO of the top ranking firms in the agenand treasurer of Monongaand WBAP here. The stations are cy field. Kirk's record is based on Wheeling,
hela Valley Broadcasting Cu., op- WOULD DISQUALIFY CRAVEN
i( n.rinned oo Pow 31
such celebrated programs as those of erating WMMN, Fairmont. W. Va.

P. & G. Adds Stations
On Morning Disk Series

Major Bowes, Al Jolson. Edward G.
Robinson, Joe Penner and others. His
salesmanship and talent handling
showed many a sponsor how to sell
the product.

Procter & Gamble (Ivory soapl nn
Jan. 17 will start "Across the Break-

GEORGE BOLLING

fast Table" on WCR, Buffalo, and

Bolling
moved east

KGGM Had Record Year
are very optimistic for the coming
year. We hope to make 1938 even
better."

Manager's "Chat"
Yuma. Adz. - Taking after the
of

newspapers and magazine s.

KUMA here has Inaugurated a IS.

minute -chat.* prepared and pre.
seated by Manager E. N. Slur&
vast. The Innovation aroused more

comment on Its lint day than any
has been

broadcast over the station.

fly

(Conqourel on Page 3)

in

tion of Mur- spring and early summer. By the Young & Rubicam is the agency.
ray Grab - way. if you see any similarity in the

Management of the Detroit accompanying picture and Warner
office thereupon fell to his brother, Oland's, don't tell Morgan. He's
heard it before.
R. H. Bolling.
horn.

program which

erally

General Foods Adding
the promoand up last tion division.
4 Stations for Sanka
White
space
,
summer to
head the New copy and diGeneral Foods on Jan. 13 will add
York office rect mail
WRVA, WREC, WADC and WKBN to
on resigna- promotion hit the all-time high in the the
CBS Sanka coffee program.

Albuquerque - "Our business for
1937 was the biggest and best in the
entire history of our station", states
Mike Hollander, g.m. of KGGM, "We

other

examination of Commissioner Craven,
Congressman Wigglesworth, threw a

fice

(Coorntord on Poor 2)

Ds PRESCOTT DENNETT
Washin9tos Bogemo, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Timing a demand in
the House for a thorough radio probe
with official issuance yesterday of the
Appropriation Committee executive
hearings report containing his close

of John promotion at
Blair & Co., NBC early in
Vice - Presi- 1937, things
dent George began to lit-

aired five times weekly and is now

pages and columns

Shortly alter Clay T.
Morgan took

From the up the post
Detroit of- of director of

KYW. Philadelphia. Program is a
quarter-hour disk which will be

editorial

AS COMMISSIONER IN FCC
CLAY MORGAN

NAB to Assess Dues
Atlas and Stuart Doyle
By Income Groups
Close Australian Deal
Washington Boreal., RADIO DAILY
Atlai Radio Corp. has made a deal
- - Present "inequalities
with Stuart Doyle, Australian amuse- of Washington
card rate system of collecting

ment biz tycoon who also heads a NAB dues" will be abolished in
chain of 16 stations, whereby an favor of assessing
dues by income
Atlas distributing branch will be groups in radio's trade association,
operated jointly in Australia and New Phillip G. Loucks, reorganization
Zealand. Main branch will be lo- committee chairman, revealed to
(Cow...ea on Page 2)

On

Page 8)

Acclimated
Philadelphia - Alter many experiments to aid the announcer in
airing the new -Breakfast Express early morning program-even to
installing a cot in the station.
which necessitated hiring some.
body to wake the announcer-

; WDAS solved the problem by
getting a

new announcer.

His

name Is Tom Hatter. and he used
to be a milkman.

2
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Sale of WLAK, Lakeland
KGKO Shift to Ft. Worth
Awaiting FCC Approval
Getting Under Way Soon
(Conlin nrd front Peon 1)

Lakeland, Fla.-All other negotiaowned by Amon G. Carter, publisher. tions have been completed and only
Glenn D. Gillette, consulting radio approval of the FCC is needed now
engineer, has charge of locating the in the sale of controlling interest in
two 330 -ft. towers on the new 40 - WLAK to David E. Smiley and Ralph
acre site. KGKO power will be Nicholson of Tampa, according to J.
boosted to 1,000 watts night and 5.000 P. Marchant, president of Lake Region Broadcasting Co., which owns
watts day on 570 kcs.

433i

84

Si
Si

Smiley and Richardson
are publishers of The Tampa Daily
Times and operators of WDAE in
that city. Neither of these concerns
are involved in the deal, and Mar -

The air-conditioned KGKO studios the station.

will be atop the Medical Arts Bldg.
13. A. Kahn, Wichita Falls, will be
business manager. C. B. Locke will
be chief plant engineer. Most of the
present staff will move here, but a
remote studio will be maintained in
Wichita Falls. Station will be on
NBC -Blue as well as Texas Quality
Network. WBAP is an NBC -Red

Nct

Close

Atlas and Stuart Doyle
Close Australian Deal

114

%

((autumn( Iron: rade 1)

chant will continue to hold an interest in the company.

48kg

4614

Sni

91/2

Stewart Warner

srromberg Carlson

46%
9.

Bid
BY*

-4 -

Asked
71/4

GUEST-ING
JAN PEERCE, en "Radio City Mu-

sic Hall of the Air." Jan. 16 (NBC Blue, 12:30 p.m.).

FRED E. BAER. ghost writer, on
Edgar A. Guest's "It Can Be Done,"

ROCKWELL and HARRY LEEDY

B ESS FLYNN, who is in New York from Chicago for a visit with a fellow author. Bess John
son,

expected

is

return

to

to

Chi

the

over

week -end

CHARLES O'CONNELL, associate conductor of
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra and connected
with RCA. is in Montreal to conduct a concert
tonight.
VISONHALER,

C.

S

general

KIRA. little Rock, Ark.,
A.

L.

CHILTON

manager

WGST. Atlanta,

of

of

in New Yotk.

is

it

town.

in

WHN commentator, sails
today for a West Indies vacation. during which
time his radio period will be filled by guest
B RYCE

OLIVER,

starting with Arthur

commentators,
press agert.

Lockwood,

vocalist on the WHN
Havana honeymoon.

B UDDY MANNERS,
is back from a

Expose of Gossipers
Started by Sam Taylor

GEORGE D LOTTMAN is leaving for Miami.
Fla., on Jan. 14 for a week's vacation.

Sam Taylor, movie commentator
heard Tuesday and Thursday evenings over WHN, last night started
a new feature called "Comments on

LEONARD L. BASS. contact chief for "We.
the Peopie", returns from Washington
this
week.

several such transactions planned to at Jimmy Fidler, charged with airplace the Atlas disks in every part ing erroneous information the other
night about the eastern trip of
of the English speaking world.
Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford.

McNinch is Mentioned
As Bench Possibility

CLARENCE OLMSTEAD, supervisor of radio
for Young Cr Ruble., agency. to Neve York
from Hollywood for a month's stay.

staff,

lai
+ tit cated in Sydney with Doyle as man- the Commentators", in which he
1047
+ 45', aging director. Herbert R. Ebenstein. plans to show up the misinforma102
.105
Westinghouse
15
g
15li 141i
Zenith Radio
Atlas prez, who closed the deal with tion dished out by other radio
OVER THE COUNTER
Doyle, stated that this is the first of gossipers. His first expose was aimed
RCA First rid_

THOMAS G

are in the east from the coast.

member.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

and GoinG

Continuing a tendency that has corresponded with the growing use of
radio as an advertising medium, 211 newspapers discontinued publication
in 1937, according to the N. W. Ayer 6 Son's Dlrectory. our today. In the
periodical field, 91 new magazines mad* thir debut last year. Many
were picture magazines.

Jerry Danzig will succeed John
IVashimoton Boom., RAMO PAILS'
Bates as WOR Commercial Program
Washington - Frank R. McNinch, Manager effective Jan. 15. Bates has
LYN MURRAY'S CHORUS. repeat FCC chairman, yesterday was men- resigned to open a production agency
on Al Pearce program. Jan. 11 (CBS, tioned in capital circles as among and among other shows will produce
possibilities for appointment to the "Famous Fortunes" for the Richland
9 p.m.t.
HERB KOPF. interviewed by Dick Supreme Court bench.
Shoe Co. Danzig will be succeeded
Fishell. today (WMCA, 6:30 p.m.).
in the special events department by
Alvin Josephy, formerly of the N. Y.
WILLIE and EUGENE HOWARD, P & G Adds Stations
on "Amateur Hour" tonight (WHN,
On Morning Disk Series Herald Tribune.

New

JOHN C. KELLY, president of Kelly, Nasen

Wins ten advertising agency, sails today
southern cruise with MRS. KELLY.

for

morrow for

a

12 -day

West

Indies

cruise.

JOHN BLAIR, president of John Blair tr Co..
Is

in

York.

New

TOM BELVISO, NBC music chief. to Boston
today to look over the WBZ music set-up.
C.

Indianapolis,

is

president

PULLIAM.

a New York visitor

of

WIRE,

Jan. II INBC-Blue, 8:30 p.m.).

8 p.m.).
ROBERT CASADESUS. pianist, on

( Caatia no. d from Non

Ford Sunday Evening Hour. Jan. 16 being heard on KMBC. Neal Keehn
(CBS. 9 p.m.'.
and Margaret Heckle write, produce
-- and play the principal character roles
Nan Wynn in Own Spot
in the script. Compton Advertising
Nan Wynn. CBS songstress, will placed the account.
have her own program over CBS at

10:43-11 p.m. starting tomorrow. An
orchestra directed by Ray Block
will support her.

WIS Staff Additions

Neil Norman Taking Rest
St. Louis-Neil Norman, program

director and sports announcer of

at Hot Springs resting up
recuperating from the effects
of injuries and shock received in an
automobile accident. The accident

ARTISTS
MANAGEMENT

PAUL
WHITEMAN
Tonight on

WIL, is

and

Chesterfield
CIS -21:30

P.

M., E.S.T.

occurred at Palmyra, Mo., while Nor-

Columbia. S. C.-Recent staff addi- man was enroute to Iowa to visit his
at WIS arc announcers Bill father. Latest reports indicate that
Mayhew
and Frank Burger and con- Neil will be back on the mike In anDr. Courboin to Resume
other week.
trol
operator
Douglas Bradham.
Dr. Charles H. Courboin, organist, Mayhew formerly
worked as anreturns to WOR next Sunday at nouncer at WCSC, Charleston. Brad 12:30-12:45 p.m.
ham was chief operator at WCSC,
and comes back to the station he
served five years ago as announcer MARTIN BLOCK'S
operator. He is now on the controls
at WIS.
"Make -Believe Ballroom"
Burger returns to familiar scenes
A WNEW FEATURE
after several months announcing in
COVERS THE
1250 Kc.
the nation's capital. He was with CAPITAL
DISTR/CT
WIS for nine months before joining
5:30 TO 7 P. M.
9:15 TO 11 A M.
II
WOL in Washington last October.
tions

®AL: Y, NY.

a

MAURY GAFFNEY, CBS trade news directot.
and MRS. GAFFNEY sail on the Columbus to-

EUGENE

Danzig Succeeds Bates

lot

JACK FULTON has left Chicago
York on private business for himself.

and len year old

Jeanne Ellis
with

Grace Moore
Lor Radio Theatre Monday Night

Vi

F. 45'-'5.1.
0A0 1.-18BB
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COMMISSIONER CRAVEN

"Makers of America" on WINS

(Continued from Pape I)
of America," a new series
conceded by Congressmen as "pre- of"Makers
broadcasts dealing with
liminary data" to a sweeping investi- thedramatic
men and women behind the
gation of the FCC and the entire scenes
of American progress and
radio industry.
growth, will be presented by the
In a confidential letter from the New York WPA Division over WINS
FCC, commenting upon the Scott every Sunday at 11-11:30 a.m.
Bill, providing that the licensing au- The first broadcast will tell in
thority shall not be given the power dramatized form the story of Haym
of censorship over the radio commu- Salomon and the important part he
nications or signals transmitted by played in the winning of the Ameriany radio station and no regulation can Revolution. It has been rumored
or condition shall be promulgated or that the story of Haym Salomon may
fixed by the licensing authority which be the next motion picture vehicle
shall interfere with the right of free for Paul Muni.
speech by means of radio communi- Among those who, having in some
cation, the FCC declares it is in com- way contributed to the lustre of the
plete sympathy with the purpose of American scene, will be portrayed in
this series, are Adolph Sutro, who
the bill.
"In our opinion," FCC points out, introduced placer mining in the
"the broadcaster who simply makes West; Charles Steinmetz, the electrihis facilities available for the dis-

cussion of those issues by responsible

people and who exercises no control
over the content of the broadcast

genius; Mordecai Noah, Daniel
Touro, and CapL Robert Gray, who
cal

that opened up Washington and Oregon.

Women's Club
Holding top

spot among

novel

southwestern programs is KGGM's
(Albuquerque) "Women's Club of
the Air," original idea of g.m. Mike

WMCA
Contrary to the theatre's

Hollander.
Program, three hours
long each morning, has over 3,370 loyal listeners, each holding membership

and receiving prizes by names being
called over air and response to call
within one minute. Averaging 100
new members weekly. Station holds
theater parties for club members
every three months with membership
cards serving as admish tickets.

-

-

Conducting Speech School Col. Major Relinquishes
For Announcers at WBIG CBS Sustaining Program

should not be held liable for state- Greensboro. N. C.-A twice -weekly
ments made in the course of the school of correct speech is being conbroadcast."
for the announcing staff of
On the other hand, it is pointed ductedby
Dr. Elbert R. Moses Jr., inout, that while the proposed measure WBIG
structor
of English and director of
grants relief to the broadcaster it

ee4

discovered the Northwest Passage

Having

signed

a

contract

( well-known antipathy to

/ ward radio advertising,
two famous
Broadway
playhouses are buying
"spots" on at MCA to

plug their offerings! Such a spiking of

tradition we think is worthy of a free
notice here for "The 3 Waltzes", now
Playing al the Majestic, and "Between
The Devil", featured
Theater.

at the Imperial

With the return of HARRY HERSH-

with FIELD to

old post as theatre critic,

Wilson, Powell & Hayward, artists WMCA !masts a quartet of Broadway representatives

and

radio

show Hollywood commentators that would be

builders, Colonel Jack Major, who bard for any station to equal. This All.

has been one

Columbia's out- Broadway backfield lines up with Hershthe Speech Improvement Department standing afternoon variety show field on Theatre Reviews, Martin Starr
leaves the door wide open for scurril- at the University of North Carolina, headliners, will terminate his sus- on
Cinemas, Powell Clark on Hell, ous, defamatory attacks by judgment Woman's College. Dr. Moses is a taining half-hour show next week. wood
personalities, and Broadway Jack
proof, irresponsible individuals.
nationally known authority on cor- Usually heard on Tuesdays, the Eigen of "You Heard It Here" fame.

The major portion of the execu- rect speech and will give a threetive session appropriations commit- month course to the WBIG announctee fireworks report was due to the ers. He uses the very latest and most
presence on committee of radio - modern equipment and various reminded Congressman Wigglesworth, cordings are being made of the anwho peppered Commissioner T. A. M. nouncers' work. Any inaccuracy in
Craven with question after question speech is promptly corrected.
pertaining to his background, previ- Within a few weeks the speech clinous connection with the radio indus- ic will be aired for 15 minutes twice
try as well as general FCC policy. weekly over WBIG.
Regarding the newspaper -radio question, Craven during the executive of Congress into the broadcasting
hearings stated he believed this phase field would be a desirable thing,
to be a constitutional question, and Craven replied: "Frankly, I do not.
added he thought that Congress I think that the commission should

would be the ultimate factor in its be given an opportunity to do a job,
determination. Craven said the FCC and then report to Congress."
was not yet in a position to make Asked by Congressman Fitzpatrick

any recommendations along this line if the Commission could censor anybut added that the commission "is thing that they believed is not proper
going to give it much more consider- Craven replied: "The question of
ation before a year is out
censorship is a very basic one and

Asked by Wiggles -worth if he felt perhaps requires study on the part
that such a sweeping investigation of Congress. It is a major question."
as has been suggested in both Houses Regarding the question of applications Craven told the Committee he
thought that the commission would
have to decide on a more definite
Spolicy with respect to determining

WW2
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Greetings from Radio Daily
Shirley Ross

Ian. II
Ralph Wonders
Leon Goldstein
G. W. Johnstone C. P. MacGregor

Ian. 9
Marton Carley
Crane Colder
Nelms Yates

Colonel's last sustaining CBS broadcast will be aired on Wednesday
at the same time, 3-3:30 in the after- Our idea of the perfect tie-up Mimeo]
noon.
program; the sponsor, DanA joint agreement has been reached sponsor and
Dance Art, Ine,-the program,
between Wilson. Powell & Hayward rograph
MURRAY, glamorous Ziegfeld
and Columbia Artists Inc. in the man- MAE
dancing star, supported by the sole agement of the Colonel.
tickling
music of Pedro and his Cubans.
Following his Wednesday broadcast, Colonel Major leaves for Boston fa
to begin a limited series of personal
Orchids to the J. STITH:
appearances, starting at the Metro- is
politan Theater. Following his theAt:
CYT and ROSS.
ater dates, he will return to New
RESEARCH
York to ready his new air show,
1111111 FEDERAL
CORP.
for their keen
which is expected to get under way
audience
survey
of Dick
some time in March.

IN. INC
vEN

GEC

Would Disqualify Craven
As Commissioner in FCC

[Isbell'. Sports I(lq.111111.
16 30 P.M.). 2,310 completed telephone
interviews showed an audience for this
da'ly WNICA feature within 25% of

Ntw York's top ranking network

sta.

Sponsor identifieation was ac'ion!
tually 100% greater! We'll be glad to
virtual bombshell by charging that make a summary of this illuminating
Craven is disqualified to sit as an survey available to any interested es.
FCC commissioner due to stock own- ecutises.
(Continued from Page II

a
ership in radio stations when he entered employ of FCC. Wigglesworth Significant that
.
WNICA
is the EXalleged on floor of House that Craven
who should be granted applications. received payments from radio in- CLUSIVE New York outlet fur the new
On the question of charging for terests "less than one month" before FATHER COUGHLIN series.
licenses, Craven said this also was a he was named Commissioner.
question to be decided by Congress.
Wigglesworth, then asked what was
the total income of the industry last 2 California Stations

year.

Ion. 7
Al Bowling

of

"If by the industry," Craven re-

.

Joining CBS on Jan. 15

plied, "you mean broadcasting trans(Continued from Poo: I)
mission systems of the country, that
is one thing. If you mean all of the the CBS Pacific coast group will be
allied forces, Including manufacturers $150. If KROY is unavailable the
of receivers and tubes, the service rate for KARM will be $100,
men, and things of that sort, I think WBRK is a '250 watter daytime,
the general turnover is about $1,000,- 100 at night. Its rate will be $125.
Harold Thomas is the owner.
000.000 a year."

.
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.Cislittia' di/5
LAMOUR, who flew to
DOROTHY
Chicago to spend a few days with
hubby, Herbie Kay, will not appear

Gabriel Heatter's 19-year.old sea. Buddy, has been hired by

on the Chase and Sanborn show Sun-

Young & Rubicam as a writer on "We, the People"....A1 Evans will

day.
spot.

conduct the band on the Ben Bernie show-which will be aired from N. Y.
for six weeks only.... Herb (CBS) Rosenthal is confined to his bed by
sinus trouble and grippe. He's expected back at his desk Monday, howover....Irving Kahal left the coast three hours before "Right this Way"
opened-. .Guy Robertson has been the secret groom of Audrey Christie
of "The Woman" for aver a week- -Shifting in personnel at N. W. Ayer
Is expected momentarily. -.Torn Hanlon. chief CBSlinger on the west coast,
will handle the Phil Baker comrnerclals....Howard Barlow begins a new
CBShow on Ian. 21, designed for kids, called "Concerts for Children." which
is a symphony.. -Benny Youngman in describing a not -so -good singer
said: "She's so flat that you have to put an arch supporter in her throat".
....CBSwing Session next Saturday nits will corns from Hollywood and
be an HOUR show with Paul Whiteman. Raymond Scott's Quintet, Toe
Venutt and possibly Bing Crosby!....Richord Himber fades on the Lucky
Strike-MBShow this Tuesday to go on the CBS "Hit Parade". Harry Salter

Loretta Lee will fill the vocal

Art Rush, headman of Columbia
Management Corp., is back in town
after spending four weeks in New
York and the East.

Bill Stuart, publicity head in the

Young & Rubicam office, went to
San Francisco to pave the way for
the Jack Benny appearance there

next Sunday.
Olson Rug, Boston Food Products,
Skinner and Eddy and H -O Oats are
new sponsors participating in the
presentation of the KNX "Housewives' Protective League" and "Sunrise Salute" programs.

"Judy and Her Jesters" now have
a 15 -minute Monday through Friday
spot on KNX at 8:15 a.m.

Ben Sweetland's new KHJ pro-

gram, ''What's New Under the Sun,"
moves from its current Thursday spot
to Fridays at 8:30-9 p.m. Sweetland
is the station's "Friendly Counsellor,"
whose advice is heard regularly each
week day morning.
Mark Kelly's sports comment on
KNX and CBS Pacific Coast for Roi
'ran cigars switches from Wednesday
to Thursday nights at 7-7:15.
The new Pond's "Those We Love"
dramatic series will be heard locally
on KFI, though riding NBC -Blue
elsewhere.

Glan Heisch has been signed for
script contributions to the new Pepsodent-Mickey Mouse show. Set by
Don Clarke of the H. N. Swanson
agency. former associate of Heisch
at KFl-KECA.
Rush

Hughes,

who

relinquished

"Lagendorf Pictorial" on NBC with
intention of taking nothing but a
coast -to -coaster, and who recently
was signed for the new Borden show,

will originate his program from New
York for a few weeks, starting Jan.

31, after which he returns here to

air from this point. Deal was handled
by NBC Artists Service, with Young
& Rubicam handling the Borden ac 'aunt.

Major Ridge's Titles
Major Edney Ridge. director of
WBIG, in Greensboro, N. C., teats
that he is slipping in the way
of titles, although he has lust had
the title of -executive vice-president" added to his list. The list

now reads: "Maier Edney Ridge,
executive vice-president, secretary
and general manager of the North
Carolina Broadcasting Co. Inc." At

one time. several years ago, the
Maio: held the title -assistant to
the executive
ments, of the

heads

of departJoint Ter.

Atlanta
minals of the Atlanta 6 West Point,
Louisville & Nashville. and Georgia
Railroads."

gets the MBSpotf

A double wedding in which two members of the ministry
were married to two members of their forces was aired via WMBH,
Joplin, Mo., last week.... Flowers and other gifts sent up by
friends enabled the station staff to set up a wedding scene that
was entirely in character with the occasion.... Pat Stanton of WDAS,
Philly, is presenting the first Philadelphia showing of "Dawn Over
Ireland"-a flicker depicting the Irish War for independence,,..
Nancy Grey, who is a commentator of the "Sun Country News"
show on WTMJ, Milwaukee, has been made "admiral of the flagship fleet" by American Airlines as a result of her success in promoting flying business out of Milwaukee and Wisconsin.
Eddie Cantor and troupe will open a vaudeville engagement
in Pittsburgh on Feb. 1G-their first stop -over eastward_ _Eddie Garr's
show for Brorno.Seltzer will be called "The Morning After" and will be
aired each week from the floor of a different N. Y. nice club. First show
will come from the International Casino.. -Madeline Gray's "Dear Teacher"

now heard Tues. and Thurs., will switch to Mon. and Wed., starting
Jan. 17. The Tues. and Thurs. spots go to Nilo Mack's "Let's Pretend".
....Joe Penner's next flicker is "Rolling Stones", to be written by Paul
Yawitz....Martha Raye does "Give Me A Sailor" In March.... Lou Holtz
does a turn on Ford show this month_ _Phil Romano will remain at the
Hollywood. Arthur "Street Singer" Tracy, singing better than ever, leaves
there tonite....Lyn Murray's wife is Carol Irwin of Young 6 Rubicam....
Tommy Dorsey hasn't taken up Dave Tough's option.... Peggy Newton
goes into the Hickory House tomorrow Mts....Henry (Chappell) Spitzer
was talking to Harold "Pins and Needles" Rome the other day....in
describing a bore. Willie iChl. mob) Horowitz cracked: "If he has any
talent-it must be in his mother's name".

U. R. DANIELSON, NBC program
1.4 department, is laid up at home
with influenza. Ditto Myrtle Stahl,
educational director of WGN, and
Ade Hult, Mutual salesman.
Bess Flynn, author, is in New York
visiting author Bess Johnson.

Ilenry Weber, Mutual musical di-

rector, and Mrs. Weber (Marion
Claire) sail on a Caribbean cruise
Jan. 22.

Kenneth Krants has resigned from
Chicago NBC staff to become Frankte
Masters' personal rep. William N.
Waever Jr. gets his job at NBC.

Everett Mitchell, senior NBC an-

nouncer and conductor of Farm and
Home Hour, heads for a five-day flying trip to Florida over weekend.

Fayette Krum, author of NBC's
"Girl Alone," closing her Lake Forest residence and departing Feb. 1
for six weeks on the Lazy R -C Ranch
near Phoenix, Ariz.

Gordon and Bud Vandover of the
Tom, Dick and Harry Trio, and arranger Carl Hoefle are back from
Hollywood. Marlin Hurt stayed.
Judith Lowry heads cast of "Last
of the Lockwoods," new NBC serial

starting Sunday. Others in show will

be Betty Lou Gerson, Jane Webb,
Pat Murphy, MacDonald Carey and
Art Kohl. William Meredith is author, Ralph Maddox, director, and
Allan Grant, accompanist.

Phelps Preparing Bill
Clarifying Radio Libel
Albany-Intended to relieve radio

stations from litigation caused by allegedly libelous remarks made over
the air, Assemblyman Phelps Phelps

of New York, himself a radio commentator, is drafting a bill for introduction next Monday night, he told
RADIO DAILY yesterday. One aim
of bill is protection in quiz and interview programs.

The libel law in New York State
is rather vague on the subject, Phelps
says, though it is obvious that an

interviewer cannot anticipate what
his subject may say, maliciously or
otherwise.

Phelps also said he would place
of his proposed measure in
the hands of network and local radio

copies

officials early next week, so that if
The unusual case of a show changing its name to keep
pace with each successive year is illustrated north of the border
where "Canada 1937", Canuck program directed by N.Y.'s Ken Sisson,
now is "Canada 1938".... But that's nothing. Here In the U. S., Harry
Conn changed his "Earaches of 1938" to "I939"....Haruey "Longfellow" Olson, the conductor of WDRC's Shoppers' Special program
in Hartford, Conn., can't get his brother, Henry, away from the
mike during the daily run of his radio train at 8:15-9 a.m. Henry
persists in breaking in at every inopportune moment, usually with
somewhat disastrous results ...Henry has the bad habit of disagreeing with Longfellow about everything, much to the delight of

listeners.

any amendment is deemed necessary

it can be effected before the bill

is

reported out of committee.

Harry Reed in Sales Post
Seattle-Harry Reed, well-known

program director and organist of the
northwest, is now with Seattle Recording Studios as sales manager.

Besides his former theater and other
affiliations, Reed for the past seven

years held positions as musical director and assistant program director
for NBC's Seattle outlet, KJR-KOMO.
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HEARINGS SCHEDULED

"SONGS OF ISRAEL"

Jan.

Horowitz-Margareten (Matzobs)

WMCA, Wednesdays. '7:30-8 p.m.
American Broadcasters
WASH COMMUNITY SING OFF TO

Pon

21:

Huron,

Feb. 10: N. B. Egelund, Fort Dodge, Ia
1500 kc., 100 WM..

Port Huron Broadcasting Co., CP foe new nation.
Mich.
CP for new station. daytime.

Feb. 11: WAP1, Birmingham. Vol. as1370 kc., 250 watt,, daytime.
WM. M. Ottawas, Port Huron, Mich. CP signment of license to Voice of Alabama.
for new station. 1370 kc., 230 watts, day- Ins. 1140 loc., 50 KW., shares time.

time.

Jan. 28: Frontier Broadcasting Co., Denver,

Colo.

CP for new station,

1420

kc.,

100

250 watts LS.. unlimited.
GOOD START DESPITE WEAK MUSICAL watts,
WMEX, Boston, Mass. CP to change frequency and increase power to 1470 be,, 5
BACKGROUND.
KW., unlimited.
Another community sing program, Feb. 2: WBLY, Lima, 0. Vol. assign
of license to Fort Industry Co. 1210
with all the songs consisting of Jew- mant
100 watts, daytime.
ish tunes both old and new, made its Inc.,KHUB,
Watsonville, Cal. Vol. assign
debut over WMCA last Wednesday went of license to John P. Scripps, 1310 kr..
watts, daytime.
night, and, despite the feeble efforts 250Feb.
Lillian E. Kiefer, Brooklyn. CP
of one pianist, proved to be very en- for new 4:station.
1500 kc.. 100 watts. speci-

tertaining. Audience participating in

the songfest completely ignored the
lack of accompaniment and seemed
to have an excellent time.
Martin Starr emceed the show and
gave a creditable performance. Maurice Schwartz, actor -producer of an
play

on

the

Broadway stage, made a brief appearance as guest star and sang the
title song from his play.

Program goes overboard on commercial copy, and audience seemed
restless during the many plugs given
the sponsor's products.

ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

F. C. C. ACTIVITIES

PROGRAM REVIEWS

outstanding Jewish
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Feb. 15: National Life & Accident Insur-

ance Co. Inc.. Nashville. CP for new station.
1370 kc.. 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
unlimited.
Burlington 13roadcat sing Co., Burlington.
Ia.
CP for new station.
1310 be., 100

watts, unlimited.

Kathryn R. Gorelin, Aurora, III. CP for
new station. 1500 be., 100 watts, 250 watt.
LS., unlimited.
Clinton Bruadca:ting

CP for new station.

Clinton, Ia.
1310 be., 100 watts,
Corp..

250 watts LS., unlimited.
Feb.

21:

Western Radio

Telegraph

Co..

Corpus Christi. Tex. CP for special station.
Paul J. Gollhofer, Brooklyn. CP for new 4805, 4530, 2252 Ire, 300 watts, unlimited.
Frank Ray, Dickinson, N. D.
CP for
station. 1500 kc., 100 watts, specified.
Feb. 9: Harty M. Ayers. Anniston, Ala. new station. 1310 kc. 100 watts. 250 watts
CP for new station. 1420 he.. 100 watts, day- LS., unlimited.
Jonas Weiland, New Bern. N. C. CP for
time,
CP for new new station. 1370 be., 100 watts, unlimited.
S. B. Quigley. Mobile, Ala.
Mar. 1: Union -Tribune Broadcasting Co.,
station. 1200 kc.. 100 watts, daytime.
14/10 kc.,
Roberts-MacNab Co., Livingstone, Mont. San Diego. CP for new station.
CP for new station. 1310 Ice., 100 watts, 5 KW.. unlimited.
Mar. 3: WMBO. Auburn, N. Y. Auth.
250 watts LS., unlimited.
Ben S. McGlashan, Los Angeles. CP for to transfer control of corp. from Roy Albert1310 be., 100 watts,
1622, 2038, 2150, 2790 son to Auburn Publ. Co.
new mobile unit.
unlimited.
be., 10 watts. unlimited.
Mar. 4: Mollin Investment Co., Hunting.
Ben S. McGlashan, Los Angeles. CP for
new mobile unit. 1622, 2058, 2150, 2790 kc., ton Park, Cal. CP for new station. 1160
kc., 100 watts, daytime.
75 watts. unlimited.
fied.

Elliott Roosevelt Guest

On "Famous Sons" Series

"Town Hall Tonight"

Elliott Roosevelt, son of the PresiBack from balmy California with dent and himself president of Hearst
renewed pep, tunefulness and imp- Radio, will head the list of guest
ishness, Fred Allen's Ipana-Sal He- artists on the opening program of
patica "Town Hall Tonight" provided
one of its best performances last
Wednesday night over NBC -Red at
9-10. Allen was in great form, while
his regular and guest aides, including

p.m. over NBC -Red network. On the
same program will be Keenan Wynn,
son of Ed Wynn; Lowell Thomas Jr.,

tive departments.

in

the "Famous Men's Sons" series to be

inaugurated Monday at

10:30-10:45

Harry von Zell, Portland Hotta, Lu- Rudolph Friml Jr. and other sons of
cille and Lanny, Roy Campbell's Roy- famous fathers.
alists, a subway gas -sniffer employed
by Consolidated Edison Co., Peter Horizon" bit, Dwight Waist as
Van Steeden's orchestra and the Fredric March and Cyrilla Dorne as
versatile Mighty Allen Art Players Janet Gaynor in "A Star is Born",
all contributed well in their respec- Jeanette Nolan and Alfred Shirley

WIS Accident Broadcast
"Catches" Hit -run Driver

week.

Lee Scott's orchestra, from Tucson,
Ariz., has opened an engagement at
the Blackstone Hotel's Venetian Ball-

room, in Fort Worth, airing several

times weekly over WBAP. Scott succeeds Herman Waldman.
Victor Arden, director of the Chevrolet transcriptions, has taken an office at 444 Madison Ave. to facilitate
handling arrangements and other details of the program.

Emil Coleman, who was responsible for starting a vogue for the Vien-

nese waltz at the Iridium Room of
the St. Regis Hotel, is now reviving
the polka and gavotte.

Mark Warnow has appointed Bob
Brioty as his personal representative
Columbia, S. C.-Conscience and a with offices in the CBS Building at
WIS news broadcast caused the sur- 485 Madison Ave. Brioty will be Warrender of an "unidentified" hit-and- now's liaison with song publishers
run driver to South Carolina law en- particularly, but will also contact
agency men and clients.
forcement officers recently.
Highway No. 1 near Columbia was
the scene of a fatal accident. Officers
Latest additions to the Sesac catasearched futilely for the car and
driver until the 11 o'clock news over log include five compositions published
by Leopoldo Orduno, BarceWIS carried the only story of the lona, Spain.
They are titled "Chimaccident to break that day. A short bili-bi-Chimbi."
"Te He Bebido en un
time after the broadcast the county Besot' "Dime Pisio"
and "Suspiros."
coroner called WIS to say that after
hearing the broadcast, the driver of
the death car had voluntarily sur- Al Donahue and his orchestra, torendered to officers.
gether with Durelle Alexander, the

the Norma Shearer and Leslie

Trexler Joins WCPO
The proceedings moved along at Howard roles in "Romeo and Juliet",
a good clip, laughs were plentiful and Nancy Kelly impersonating Freddie
Lawrence Trexler, has joined the
Van Steeden put plenty of zip into Bartholomew in "Captains Courage- staff of WCPO, Cincinnati, as news
the musical end.
ous", and others of the "Time" staff commentator. Trexler, until recentYoung & Rubicam handles the in the various other episodes. Elsie ly at WNOX, 5,000 -watt CBS unit of
May Gordon was particularly good as the Scripps -Howard Radio Chain at
show.
Katharine Hepburn in "Stage Door" Knoxville, has been an announcer
and in several other interpretations. for 14 years, four of them as a news"March of Time"
Good judgment in selection of high- caster.
One of the most interesting and lights from the pictures, and the
colorful of the "March of Time" pro- usual crisp style of handling that is heard Sundays at 9 a.m. on NBC grams, heard over NBC -Blue at 8:30- characteristic of "March of Time" Red with Alice Remsen, has a clear
9 p.m. each Thursday, was last night's broadcasts, made the cinema kaleido- and melodious voice that is always a
show which included dramatization scope an engrossing affair.
joy to the ear.
of the Ten Best Films of 1937 as
Second installment of the half-hour
selected by the nation's movie critics program was given over to the cus- Betty Worth, one of radio's busiest
in the annual Film Daily poll. First tomary "Time" news dramatizations. and most talented actresses, has been

half of the program was devoted to
re-enactment of scenes from these Briefly

EMERY DEUTSCH, opening at the
Netherland - Plaza in Cincinnati
next week, will have NBC -Red and
WLW Line wires, with WIIN as the
New York outlet for the WLW hookup. His first airing from Cincy will
be at 8:30 p.m. on Saturday of next

String Choir and Male Glee Club,
close their fourth successful engagement in the Rainbow Room on the
night of Jan. 11 and leave for Florida
where they will open at the swank
Colony Club in Palm Beach on Jan.
26. Donahue and his organization
are already set to make a fifth appearance in the Rainbow Room in

May, thus getting a long lead on the
number of engagements played there
over any other orchestra which has
ever appeared in the lofty nightery.
THE SONGBIRD OF

doing a swell job with Bert Lytell
in the "Alias Jimmy Valentine" se-

KATE

films, including "Life of Emile Zola",
Bob Hope made a much better ries, also in "Road of Life" and other
"Good Earth", "Captains Courageous", showing in his second guest appear- programs.

"Lost Horizon", "A Star is Born", ance on "Your Hollywood Parade"
"Romeo and Juliet", "Stage Door", last Wednesday night over NBC -Red.
"Dead End", "Wlnterset" and "The Another guest was Lanny Ross in a
Awful Truth".
very enjoyable selection from "Show
The talented "Time" acting per- Boat."

KEN

SMITH
THE KATE SMITH HOUR
THURSDAYS

sonnel did a swell job in the im-

personations, with Bill Johnstone and George Griffin, baritone, assisted by
Ted de Corsia as the High Lama and Jerry Sears' orchestra, did some firstin the Ronald Colman role, respec- rate vocalizing in yesterday's 12:15
tively, appearing in the "Lost p.m. spot on NBC -Blue. Griffin, also

issoN1

THE SOUTH

-74v-ess,rx,c4e

MuSICAL

uo.

firKlien-SfsiDog
-r, C.A.NPOJA

CBS NETWORK
EXCL.

MANAGEMENT

8-9 P.M., E.S.T.
TED

COLLINS
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NEW DEVICES

EQUIPMENT

and
TRANSMITTER

and
IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
United Broadcasting Gets
Complete Rolling Station
Cleveland-Completion of a mobile
unit and trailer studio equipment,
will be used to serve the four
UBC stations in Ohio, has been announced by E. L. Gove, technical supervisor of the United Broadcasting
Last step in installation of equipment was readying of 100 -watt transmitter, just completed.

WBIG Studio Decorations
Attracting Much Attention

NEW
IDATIENTI
Radio and Television
Compiled by 1011.71 B. SHADY. Attorney

Washington. D. C.
2,103,267-Alloy for Vacuum Tube Elements.
A.

George

Matthews,

Detroit, Mich.,

Co.

to The Detroit Edison Co.

is also included.

old J. Schrader.
signor to RCA.

assignor

I

gene

Peterson,

York,

New

Telephone Laboratories,
2,103,498-Photocell,

to

assignor

Be 1'

Greensboro, N. C.-WBIG has just
finished redecorating its studios and
the lobby of the station is attracting
a great deal of attention, due to the
effect produced by a score or more
photo -murals representing the activi-

Fritz Schreier. Belli .
Telefuriken Gesellschaft

ties of WBIG and showing various

Klaas Post to

A tobacco field, dairy farm, Duke -

2.103,303-Device for Producing Electron Germany, assignor to
industries in its area.
Rays of High Energy. Mao Steenbeck, Berlin- fur Orahtlose Telegraphie in.b.H.
Very large photographs, shot in
2,103,506-Wave Translating System.
Clyde
Siemenstadt, Germany, assignor to SiemensThe rolling station and studio are
S.
Yeutter.
Leonia,
N.
J.,
assignor
to
Bell
Telethis territory, depict agriculture, edukert-Weeke Aktiengesellschaft.
2.103.312-Cathode Ray Device. Maggio C. phone Laboratories.
now equipped fur presentation of any
cation, transportation, industry, fi2.103,619-Constant Voltage Generator, Clyde nance and commerce, sports, aviation
anco, Magnolia, N. 3., assignor to RCA.
Regulation studio B 2,103.334-Means
type program.
for Dimming Radio Lights. E. Hallmark, Camden, N. J., assignor to RCA.
microphones are used and audio sig- John
Education is repre2,103.621-Device Employing Electronic Tubes. and dramatics.
L. McWeeny, Chicago. Ill.
nals are controlled by a speech am- 2,103,338-Ultrahigh Frequency Oscillator. Paul Kapteyn, Berlin, Germany, assignor to sented by three little girls entering
Radioaktiongesellschaft
S.
Loewe.
D.
Klaas
Posthumus
and
Pierre
J.
H.
A.
Nordlohne.
a primary school, adjoining which is
plifier, exactly the same in operation
2.103,637-Automatic Volume Control Circuit.
Eindhoven, Netherlands. assignors to N. V.
as in the permanent broadcasting Philips Gloellarnpenfabrieken.
Waldemar J. Poch, Collingswood, N. J., assignor a picture of three young ladies emerging from college with their diplomas.
ststudio. A small spinnet type piano 2.103,341-Modulation Metering Device. Har- to RCA.

KINY Transmitter Site

Gerhard,

On Alaskan Gold Dump

Juneau, Alaska-New site selected
Lv Edwin A. Kraft of Seattle, owner
uf K1NY, for the station's 255 -foot
.ertical radiator is the rock dump
of the Alaska Juneau Gold Mine.
The dump, which extends out into
salt water, is said by engineers to
be one of the finest transmitter locations in the country. -Not only is
this a splendid spot for a transmitter
from
said

an

engineering

Kraft, who has

Madden

Heights,

N.

J.,

standpoint,"
returned to

am told the dump
Seattle, "but
still contains probably a million
dollars in undeveloped gold. We are
buying hammers for all the operators
and will let them knock out nuggets
during their spare time."
1

Sunken

as-

2,103.6313-Oscillation Generator.
Eindhoven. Netherlands,

assignor

humus,

2.103,357-Ultra-Short Wave System.

Ernst
Tale -

Berlin, Germany, assignor to
Gesellschaft fur Orahtlose Telegraphic

2.103,3513-Method of Eliminating Reradiation.
Albrecht Gothe, Berlin, Germany, assignor to
Telefunken Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphic ns.b H.

Magnetron
2,103.362-Ultrahigh
Oscillator. Clarence W. Hansen. Port Jefferson,
N. Y.. assignor to RCA.
Leland
K. Swart,
2,103.439-Gas-Filled Tube.

RCA.

2.103.645-Braun

Kurt

Tube.

Schlesinger,

Germany.

2.103.646-Receiving Aerial for Ultrarhort
Kurt Schlesinger, Berlin. Germany.

Wares.

2,103.652-Intensity Contest! Syitern for Cathode Ray Beams. Manfred von Ardenne, Berlin, Germany.

2.103,655-Oscillation
Whitaker. Tvickahoe, N Y., assignor to RCA.
2,103,745-Tranernission and Reception of Intelligence.

Samuel G. Frantz

and Brunsen

S.

McCutchen. Princeton. N. I.. assignors to RCA.
2.103,766-Synchronized Sound and Picture
2.103.450-Tube Testing Device. Walton de Control. Thaddeus Cahill. New York, and Arthur
Verter, Chicago. assignee of one-third to Samuel T. Cahill. and George F. Cahill and Eleanor
Mountain Lakes. N. J., assignor to
Telephone Cr Telegraph Co
L.

Brenner.

2,103,457-Frequency Control Line
Clarence W. Hansel'. Port
cuit.
N.

assignor to RCA.
2,103,4611-Wave Translating
Y..

Knee, Jr., Bloomfield, N.
B ell Telephone Laboratories.
2,103.481-Signaling System
G.

Telephone Laboratories.
2,103,489--Amplitier Circuit.

son,

New

York,

Laboratories.

2,103490-Ware

assignor

to

and

Cir-

Jefferson,

Translating

Cahill, executors
Cahill. deceased.

Method.

and

PeterTelephone

Eugene

Circuits.

Eu..

of

the

estate

Thaddeus

of

Tunable Oscillator.
Kirkwood, Collingswood, N. .t. as-

2,103,653-Multi-Range
Loren

John
System.
J., assignor to

Bell

an

Eastern Airline transport plane

are just some of the subjects treated.

At WBIG are welcome old and

young. white and black, rich

H.

signor to RCA.

Automatic Gain
2,103.865 --Superheterodyne
Control System. Jacobus C. Nonnekens, Eindhoven. Netherland.. assignor to RCA.
2,103.869-Signaling Circuit. Harold 0. Peter-

all WBIG listeners to visit the station.

Universal Recorders Sold
Hollywood-Universal Microphone
has sold one of its new portable recording machines to Radio Industrial
de Mexico, Mexico City, and another
to the Inter -Mountain Clinic in Salt
Lake

City.

signors to RCA.
signor to RCA.

chines.

son and Martin Wein. Ithrerhead,

N. Y..

as-

2.103,1171-Selective Radio Reseivine System.
Leland E. Thompson. Merchantsville, N. J., as-

Philco Sets In Turkey

to insure best results from the ma-

WE'RE

At turning out an

North Dakota, where he went for

the country for education, recreation,

and relaxation, and the sets will be Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co. These the holiday season.
placed in these centers. Choice of a installations consist of Western ElecPhileo Model 2670 was said to have tric equipment designed especially

engraving job that
bears the stamp of
perfection. Try us

Scott Plant to Expand

been made by Kemal Ataturk him- fur marine radio telephone service
Chicago-Plans for the expansion
self. with a group of engineers from and operate independently of the
of the radio manufacturing firm bearthe Post and Telegraph Administra- ships' radio telegraph apparatus.
ing
his name have been announced
tion of the Turkish Government
by E. H, Scott. He reported record
business for the firm in December.
New WGN Transmitter
Formerly

Motion Picture
Equipment Corp.

and

WE FURNISH

hire -meat Liplump Eyekererol

of An, Kind

FOR RADIO STATIONS

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York City

Tel. VW. 6.54704

Chicago-A new transmitter will be
Saul Shapiro on Tour
built by WGN 23 miles northwest of
iPnf Coast Roemer, RADIO DAILY
Chicago's loop near Itasca, 10 miles
Los
Angeles-Saul Shapiro, factory
closer than present plant near Elgin.
A new 650 radiator is expected to representative for Universal Microincrease station's signal strength by phone, is off on a three months' trip
40 per cent

The Inglewood mike

manufacturers are offering purchase -s
of equipment short factory
courses in the operation of recorders

WGL Prepares for Power Boost
Philadelphia - Part of Dictator
Ship -to -Shore Phones
Kemal Ataturk's plans for the mod- Ship to shore radio telephone serFort Wayne, Ind.-Work on adjusternization of Turkey will include vice linking the crack ships of the ing various equipment of WGL for
installation of Philco radio sets in
the power increase to 250 watts night
every Turkish community, according U. S. Lines with any points in the will start within 10 days. .1. E. Gilto an announcement made here by Bell System has been inaugurated hooly, field engineer for the WestingPhilco. The dictator has built pub- on the Washington and is now being house stations, will begin work of
lic community centers throughout made ready on the Manhattan by the adjustment upon his return from

CHARLES ROSS,
Inc.
Lighting

and

poor, and an invitation is extended to

American

Robert C. Mathes. Wyoming, N. J., assignor to
B ell

Carolina football game, southern
championship tennis game, street
scene. handling cotton, U. S. Mail and

covering the 11 western

states.

-for rapid, dependable service!
PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK
Telephone

CO look..

5

5741

....,0
,,____

**

-r,tf

',Ift

The Ballots

are being counted
and Next Week

_NM
will announce
the result of
the First Annual
RADIO DAILY

poll of the
Radio Critics
and Editors
of America on
the outstanding
RADIO PROGRAM
RADIO ARTIST
ORCHESTRA
COMMENTATOR
SPORTSCASTER

of 1937

*

A'

*
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DALLAS

OKLAHOMA
William

C.

Gillespie,

manager

coaii.t-t6-44,st

KTUL (Tulsa) has been named as

one of the eight presidential directors
of the Tulsa Chamber of Commerce.
Gayle Grubb, WKY manager away
on business trip.
Earl Hull. WKY chief engineer,
HENRY DUPRE, broadcasting over to Chicago, where Rowell is connectfinger -printed and everything for
WWL, New Orleans, from the ed with a publishing concern.
using new mobile unit.
show -up room at police headquarters
E. C. Sutton, WRY continuity chief. for the first time, gave listeners an
"The Adventures of Ace Williams"
is ill.
earful of both comedy and drama. has been renewed for an additional
Gale Grubb. WKY manager, and
13 weeks over 2KY, Sydney, Austral-

Jimmy Sinz, WFAA first trumpeter.
is to join Roger Pryor's orchestra at
St. Frances Hotel, San Francisco, Jan.
18.

Evelyn Honeycutt, sweet singer at
WFAA, joins Eddie Fitzpatrick's orchestra at Hotel Peabody, Memphis,
Jan. 31, following her graduation
from high school.

WFAA Early Birds orchestra re-

cently celebrated its seventh birthia, according to Michelson & Stern- day on the air. Emcee Eddie Dunn,
Cotton Bowl broadcasts at Dallas for! Dick Walsh's "News and Sports of berg, New York agents. The pro- announcer Cecil Hale. director Wilsister -station KLZ with Grubb an- New Haven." over WBRY. completed gram has also been added to WCHS bur Ard and Rufie and GooSe, new
a successful trial period and is now at Charleston, West Va., and to WHIS comedy team, are in the aggregation.
nouncing.
a regular six -weekly evening com- at Bluefield, W. Va.
mercial. sponsored by Seaboard Oil
WHBC, Canton, 0.
Earl Hull, chief engineer, handled

Corp.

Ced White. spent an entire afternoon recently in the local jail to betL. A. Benson, president and general
ter acquaint himself with methods of manager
of WIL, St. Louis, has signed
local law enforcement, for his "Ad- for the Father
Coughlin broadcasts
venture Reporter Program."
starting
next
Sunday.
Wade Barnes is having great success with Little Theater dramas.
Truesdale Mayers, program diPaula (Prissy) Fraser, member of
rector, and Frank Grosjean collab- the cast of "Helen's Home." Lehn &

orated on new song. "Making My Fink serial on WRAP, Fort Worth.

The broadcast of General Smedley

Butler, given at the Massachusetts
State Federation of Women's Clubs'

Radio conference in the Hotel Stotler
on Monday is to be broadcast exclusively over WORL. After General
Butler's address, Elizabeth Hart will

Time" and will have special musical
score. Local sponsor has the program.

Mrs. A. J. Kendrick Dies
Chicago-Mrs. A. J. Kendrick, wife
of the WBS v.p. and herself a radio
producer. writer and actress under
name of Betty McLean, died yester-

Puts Through New Deals

By Income Groups

Chicago-Having put through contracts with WBBM and WGN providing five days' work for six days' pay,
$140 for commercial program men,
and six -day week with seven days'
pay for night club musicians, James
C. Petrillo this week turned attention
to movie orchestras, putting through

night as sessions of his committee

(Cnatiaard Irma Page 1)

continued here.

Under the new "income group"
system, minimum dues will be $5
per month which will be upped
gradually to the station doing two

HERBERT H. HYMAN
-There Is at least one similarity
between movies and radio. They
are both looked upon by performers as a means of 'easy money'.

That's on the way out as far as

radio Is concerned, for the time

is not too far distant when a radio
play will rehearse at least a week
before it's produced. There'll be
no more demand for 'eight readers'. The day of well produced
radio plays is not as far away as
many of us believe, and, although
It means a replacing of Intuitive
readers with actors, I, for one. welcome the day. It's one of the reasons why I left the motion picture
industry for radio."

Boston. and WBAL, Baltimore.

announcer, will be at the microphone

to give a report of the grunt and

groan bouts. There will be two broadcasts a week. Mondays from the Riverview Rink and Thursdays from the
South Side Armory. Both broadcasts
will start at 10 p.m.

Auto Radio Unit Moves
Philco Radio and
Philadelphia
Television Corp.. has announced the
-

removal of its automobile radio engineering labs from Philadelphia to
Detroit. Move was to place trained
million dollars' worth of business staff close to auto plants for which
assessed
will
be
which
annually
Philco manufactures the car sets.

day in the wake of a gallstone opera- a system whereby men will work
approximately $400 monthly, detion.
six ..eeks, then lay off one week with clared Loucks. A report is expected
They have been laying off sometime Saturday.
full
pay.
Book Firm on WABC
seventh week heretofore but paying
Modern Age Books on Jan. 15 at for relief orchestra themselves.
WORL Interviews at 7:30 A.M.
9:30-9:45 p.m., will start "By Popular
NBC has not yet signed new conDemand" on WABC locally. H. V. tract with Petrillo, old one expiring Boston-The Oxford Group movement, who have just published the
Kaltenborn will be the first guest Jan. 15.
magazine Rising Tide, are having a
peaker. Bachcimcr-Dundes & Frank
series of interviews over WORI, daily
Inc. is the agency.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVI EW

Vadsco Sales Corp. will add two
more stations to its Mutual network
show. "Court of Human Relations,"
starting Sunday. They are WAAB,

carry a traveling mike among the
crowd, picking up comments from
the various listeners on "Just what
WISN Wrestling Series
did you honestly think of General
Milwaukee-WISN has set a new
Butler's talk on 'War is a Racket'"?
series of wrestling broadcasts startBernice Allen, singing pianist, will ing Monday. Alan Hale, WISN sports

Dreams Come True." which George and singer on the Coaden Oil Show,
Young introduced on "Evening Mel- also on WBAP, and who was married
odies."
to Larry Rowell. formerly emcee /Or
the Light Crust Doughboy programs be heard on Fridays from 4-4:30 p.m.
on WRAP and TQN, has given up with a variety show over WMCA and
WOV News Dramatizations
WOV will broadcast the first of a her local radio work and has moved associated stations.
new series on dramatizations of current news topics in foreign language
'Italian) on Sunday at 5:30-6 p.m. Chicago Musicians' Union NAB to Assess Dues

Show will be styled a la "March of

Vadsco Adds 2 Stations

at 7:30 in the morning. There have
Alaska Network Show
been only three broadcasts thus far,
Seattle-Inaugurating the first chain yet beginning next Monday a reguprogram originating in Alaska, KINY, lar "group" of all those interested
Juneau, fed the coast -to -coast NBC - will meet in the studios to take part
Red network on New Year's Day at in the program. The demand has
9:30-9:45 a.m. Juneau time 11:30- been so great for people generally
1:45 p.m. EST), according to Edwin to participate in this 15 -minute proA. Kraft, owner of the station, on gram at 7:30 a.m. that the facilities
his return here. The program. titled of the largest studio available are
"Alaska Greets 1938", originated in being turned over to the group.

"Gangbusters" Third Year
"Gangbusters" begins third year on
CBS Jan. 12, when a new 52 -week
contract goes into effect. Program

is heard over CBS network at

Leon Goldman in Series
Leon Goldman. CBS staff conductor, will direct the new "Aubade
for Strings" series over CBS starting
Sunday at 9-9:30 a.m. Goldman will

have a 14 -piece string orchestra.

the main studios of KINY and was

short -waved via U.S. Signal Corps
facilities to Seattle, where it was

picked up and distributed

to

the

nation through regular line channels.
Fred Ordway, emcee and Bob Barringer, station program director, presented through rapid interviews a
kaleidoscopic glimpse of the lives of
typical Alaskans.

Rosalie Krause Weds Today
Rosalie Krause of WHN will be
married today. A two-week trip to
Florida will follow,

"Tish" Series Extended
The "Tish" series, heard over CBS
the past three months, has been ex-

tended and will be aired at a new
time,

10-10:30

p.m.

on

Thursdays.

Mary Roberta Rinehart, author of

the "Tish" stories, has donated rights
WPA Federal
to 10 more yarns.
Theater Radio Division produces the

shows. with William N. Robson as

director, and Leith Stevens and Paul
Starrett write the musical background, with Stevens conducting the
orchestra.

10-

10:30 p.m.

Annual maintenance cost of the
broadcasting industry is placed at
about $21.000,000 annually.
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FIVE CENTS

CBS Forms Adult Education Board
WBRE IN WILES-BARRE

JOINS NBC ON JAN. 30
WBRE, Wilkes-Barre, on Jan. 30

joins the NBC networks as an optional Red or Blue outlet. Station is
owned and operated by Louis G. Baltimore and operates on 1310 kcs. with
100
$120.

watts.

Network rate will be

Educators and
MEN WHO MADE NEWS IN RADIO Noted
Publicists to Guide
Activities
DURING 1937
(radio, Inftolimenf of

Green Bay-Four more Wisconsin

stations have signed contracts for

affiliation with the Wisconsin Radio
Network, according to Rev. James A.
Wagner, 0. Praem, president. The
new stations are WEMP, Milwaukee;
WHBL, Sheboygan; WCLO, Janesville, and WOMT, Manitowoc.
The basic stations of the network.
WHBY, Green Bay; KFIZ, Fond du
(Confirmed on Pape 2)

Tuscola, m. - WDZ. third oldest
station In the country, has added a
fifth studio to its "one -station chain."
Latest outlet is in the Hotel France.
Paris, Ill., where regular daily programs are originating. Other studios
are in Effingham, Mattoon, Danville
and the main studio here. Clair R.
Hull is the enterprising manager of
the station.

2 Join Blair Sales Staff
Bill

Weldon of the WOR sales
staff and Dick Buckley of William
flambeau Co. will join John Blair
& Co. on Jan. 15. Weldon at one time
was with John Blair. Buckley for
the past year has been manager of

the Rambeau New York office.

The head of

station

Fort Worth-MAP established

a record among southwesteni stations lost year for number of re mom broadcasts. Station averaged
more than 55 weekly remotes. for

a total

of

55,000 miles.

Longest

hookup was for a football game In

Columbus. 0. Technical Supervisor B. C. Stinson directed the

3,000 or more remotes In 1937.

rep

firm, is a
in
ments - the Canadian
important ra-

develop- specialist

AFM situation

situations,

prominent

gers of groups

board will meet here Jan. 17-18, at
which time a practical decision as

and the NAB and during
reorganiza- the past year
tion
Mark w a s instruin arEthridge mental
played a ranging mer-

to the scope and purpose of adult
education over the air "best fitted
to meet the needs of a democracy"
will be made. The Board and Columbia's own staff will then co(Comomfd on P,de 3)

and helpful o f Dominion

role. Interest- outlets under
ed in the issues because he's general exclusive representation as an aid
manager of Louisville Courier -Journ- toward doing away with hit or miss LUCKY STRIKE STARTING

al, owners of WHAS. Ethridge gave representation under the non-excluvaluable aid In the musician negotia- sive sales methods.
tions as well as in the NAB revamping plan.
EVAN ROBERTS
by

year man to
own plan to

In the ac- carry out his

tivity of furthering better drama on
the air, Irving Reis and

organize a

WPA Feder -

Theater

(Ca.iftped en PC., 3)

Radio Di v i

his Columbia sion, Evan
Workshop Roberts made

production s
the past year
were well in
the lead. Unfortunately
for radio, the
movies final-

Joscelyn is Appointed
Eastern Sales Manager

this project

one of the
most

prolific

radio, with
tic as well as entertainment merit.
His cultural - educational qualificaly enticed playwright -producer -di- tions resulted in his being made conrector Reis to Hollywood - which sultant for 20th Century Fund, radio
ought to be another lesson to radio forum created by the late Edward A.
to take better care of its talent.
Filenc.

By N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.
Further expansion of N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc. radio activities has resulted in new appointments in the
agency's New York unit. H. A. Batten, president, announces that H. L.

producers of shows

in

Releasing "Lone Ranger"
As Transcription Series
Detroit-Coincident with Republic

Pictures'

releasing

of

Ranger" movie serial

"The

Lone

February,
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp. will
market transcriptions of the radio
in

1

(Confirmed on Page 2)

been,

A. E. Joscelyn today assumes the

particular emphasis on shows of artis- post of eastern sales manager of

McClinton has been made director of play for Feb.
assignments.
radio program creation and produc- Four years ago, when "The Lone
tion. while C. Halstead Cottington Ranger" half-hour dramas were crebecomes director of radio plans, mer- ated by King-Trendle's WXYZ, the
chandising and station contacts.
spectacular growth in popularity of
Fred P. Fielding, who has

FOURTH NETWORK SHOW
Lucky Strike today will start Its
fourth national network show over
66 NBC -Blue network stations, 88:30 p.m.
Program will be the
"Melody Puzzles" show which has
been tested on a two -station MBS
network for the past three months.
Harry Salter's orchestra has been
selected for the new show. Under-

Appoint e d
Washing-

ton as a $1 a

IRVING REIS

Further Radio Expansion

Remote Record

Formation by CBS of an Adult

Education Board to furnish guidance
for a series of educational programs
in evening hours definitely reserved
for that purpose is announced by William S. Paley, CBS president. Composed of educators and publicists who
represent the nation as a whole, the

Weed & Co.,

WDZ, One -Station Chain,

Opens Its Fifth Studio

Se4.1)

JOSEPH J. WEED

in two of
the
past
year's highly
dio

Four More Stations
Join Wisconsin Web

a

MARK ETHRIDGE

the series indicated possibilities of
(Continued on Pope 2)

Radio Sales Division of CBS, succeeding Arthur Hayes. who will devote full time to developing local bus-

iness on WABC. Joscelyn was recently with the Chicago office of Radio Sales, and before that was western sales manager of Free & Peters.

Ironing Board Survey
Suscaloa. ni -A survey to de-

termine housewives's listening habits while doing the weekly Ironing
Is being concluded by WDZ.
Women are asked to write in.
stating when they iron, If they Ili.
len to

the radio then and what

Programs they Prefer. New Iron-

ing boards are given weekly for
best letters: later an Ironing Board
Club will be formed.

2
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communications to
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Cable address:
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Riveted as serond class matter April

1937. at the posioffice at New York, N. Y
1879.
under the act of March

SECRET report to Congress by the the reins. Murray Grabhorn heads THEODORE STREIBERT. executive vice-presiFCC carrying witb it a proposal the sales org. ... More stations join dent of WOR, and MRS. STREIBERT sailed
the Columbus Saturday for a vacation
for a station license fee is not so CBS, two In California, the end of aboard
bad a proposition as it may seem ... this week, and one in Pittsfield, in Jamaica. West Indies.
NAB has already gone on record as Mass., on Feb. 1 . . NAB will as- SYLVIA CLARK, in New York from Chicago
make some recordings tot Alka-Seltger, goes
being amenable to a reasonable fee sess dues by income groups instead to
it would once and for all take of the present card rate system, ac- from We to the Metropolitan Theater, Boston.
NILES
has returned to Chicago afaway the stigma of station owners cording to Phil Loucks, reorganiza- ter a NewTRAMMELL
York trip on AFM business.
.
Code
tion committee chairman
appropriating the "free air"
ARTHUR BORAN sailed Saturday an the
FCC also stated it would look into for the popular music publishing in- Munargo
for Miami to open Jan. 14 at the
increasing newspaper ownership of dustry is now in the hands of the i Cinema Casino Theater.
FTC
legal
department,
no
special
broadcast facilities
CERARD SWOPE, president of General Elecarguments being heard against it at
sailed Saturday for California with MRS.
Labor front was rather active, with the hearing held early in the week tric,
SWOPE.
the ARTA reported in a new drive before the FTC ... S75,000 libel suit
LILLIAN GORDON! has returned to Chicago
at the against KFJI was dismissed .
to sign station employes
New York, whore she spent the holidays
same time the American Newspaper suit came as a result of courtroom from
with her three sons.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

.

S.

radio and' newspaper news services soon, unless something unforeseen
. meantime Pres. Weber
and the fact that at least two ANG develops
chapters have signed station em- was confined to his home with a
severe cold and this may hold up a
ployes. all but the technicians
AFRA began negotiations by way of decision for a few days more .
a series of conferences on behalf of Network billings for 1937 averaged
the actors, meeting with both net- 16 per cent ahead of 1936, with the
Net work and ad agency executives
. combined totals of NBC, CBS and
Ch g.
Mutual reaching the record -breaking
21,4
With the new regime in Hearst sum of approximately $69,200,000..
ei Radio. things began to hum, particuti
FTC annual report revealed comlarly as to new lineup of personnel
lj
Neil paratively few station complaints,
the sales subsidiary
11/2 for
3/4
there
being but 52 investigations
Barrett. manager of the Hearst outKOMA. was made head of the against outlets in question
. ma, n let
- 314 Southwest group, succeeding Elliott jority of the complaints resulted in
.
Roosevelt now in New York holding informal adjustments
.

.

CBS

B

Crosier Radio
Gen. Electric
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RCA First
Ltd
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Westinghouse
Radio
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KWNO Opening Date
Winona. Minn.- Opening date of

.

.

.

.

.

.

Releasing "Lone Ranger"
As Transcription Series

the new KWNO here is definitely set
(Cotilivmrd lion, Pest- I)
as Jan. 16. Regular schedule begins a nation-wide offering. Dramas benext Monday.
cames instantly popular, broke all
records for mail response, and shortly thereafter the original sponsor
added other stations to the MichiNEW BUSINESS
WMCA, New York: Procter & Gamble. gan Network.

Pending release of the transcripthrough
Blacken. Sample -Hummers;
Danceograp't Dance Art. Inc.. "Man blur - tions, the show at present Is broadray and Pedro and Efts Cubans"; Christian cast
three times each Monday.
Herald Association, "Dr. Poling's Radio
Hour.' through Blacketr.SampleHummert; Wednesday and Friday evening to

spots,

Barney', Clothes. "You Don't Say"; lintel a total of 27 stations, live talent from
Shirley W. Wynne," WXYZ.
St.
George. "Dr.
through George Bihar, Inc.; Rescue Society
' Cathedral of the Underworld."

WGTM, Wilson, N. C.: Coca-Cola, "Re-

Further Radio Expansion
By N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.

freshment Time." ETs: Cities Service; Carolina Sales Corp.. "Sons of the Pioneers."
ETs.

(6.0iohed from raw I)

agency's radio
WEIN. New York: Scott Paper Co. (tow- acting manager of the general
adverels
"lea Bailey Allen Homemakers of the activities returns to
Air program," participation. through J. Wal- 1 Lising service in all executive cape it,

Thompson Co.; Fox Sutler. Laundty, I
program% in rough Frank Kiernan Adverbs-

pit, and will be associated with Ed ward R. Dunning manager of the
New York office, Prentice Winchell.
director.
K SFO. San
Francisco: Scott Towels, I who has been program
"Friendly Homemakers," through J Walter moves to Philadelphia to work with
Thompson; M J. Breirenbach. !Godes Pere Gerold M. Lauck. executive v.p.. in
ETs, through Morse Internstrona': American Popcorn Co.. announce- radio promotion.
mg Agency.

men s, through Coolidge Advertising.

WOPI
BRISTOL

"T be Voice of
the Appelaehisni"
TENNESSEE
_
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.

.

.

Low

High
Tel.

.

Guild, following its recent decision murder trial being aired ..
to look the radio field over, called a
conference with ARTA officials be- AFM expects to declare the IRNA
cause of the increasing tieup between Plan of Settlement operative very

.

fall. 3)

Cs

.

.

FINANCIAL_
Am. Tel
CBS A

.

.

VIRGINIA

Four More Stations
Join Wisconsin Web
te,urtiiinr 1 1, ern Jane

Lac. and WIBU. Poynette, have been

operating under the network setup
since Sept. 1. The new additions
will start operating as part of the
network shortly.

.

.

.

Frank Black Succeeds Bourdon
Frank Black takes over toe baton
of the NBC "Cities Service Concert"
on Feb. 4. Program will also add an

II -voice mixed choir chorus and a

quartet.

Rosario Bourdon, the pres-

ent conductor, has been with the
show for 10 years.

Baldwin Warns of Forger

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - James W. Baldwin,
NAB managing director, has issued
a warning to the membership against
an alleged Canadian forger, using the
name of Strickland, who is victimiz-

-

ing American stations. He is about
32, wears glasses and has a limp.

-
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ADULT EDUCATION BOARD

NEW IDUCCUAAS -I IDEA'

ORGANIZED BY COLUMBIA

Listen in on Phone Talk

(Contiimed from Pogr 1)

operate, devoting the first experimental year to perfecting techniques
designed to attract the largest possible audiences and to give them
what they best can use.
Heading the board as chairman is
Lyman Bryson. professor of education at Teachers College, Columbia

University, and also a member of the
executive committee of the American

for
members

Actin

Other

Adult Education.
are: Stringfellow

Barr, President of St. John's College;
William Benton, vice-president, University of Chicago; Harry Woodburn
Chase, chancellor. New York University; Robert I. Gannon, president,
Fordham University; Alvin S. Johnson, directur of the New School for
Social Research; Henry R. Luce,
president, Time Inc.; Ruth Bryan
Rohde, former U. S. Minister to
Denmark; Thomas V. Smith, professor of philosophy, University of
Chicago; George Edgar Vincent, former president of the Rockefeller
Foundation;

William

3
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Allen White,

editor, Emporia Gazette; Hay Lyman
Wilbur. president, Leland Stanford
University; Joseph H. Willits, dean

of the Wharton School of Finance.
University of Pennsylvania.

AGENCIES
S. K. WILSON, creative director,
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Ltd.,
for the last two years, has joined
the creative staff of Erwin, Wasey
in New York. He was formerly copy
director of Erickson Co., member of
the creative staff of Newe:1-Emmett
and vice-president in charge of copy

Bill Dye's Information Bureau is a
new program on WCKY, Cincinnati.

Listeners are invited to write in or
telephone questions on any subject
and Dye and his two assistants will
endeavor to answer them forthwith.
Telephones have been installed in
the studio and listeners will be able
to hear the studio end of conversations with inquiring persons.
Dye will be assisted by Virginia
Golden and John Reynolds, WCKY
staff members, in looking up answers
where necessary among a mass of
information material ranged about

LUCKY STRIKE STARTING

FOURTH NETWORK SHOW
Famous Streets Dramatized
(Co, finned f,rn Pane 1)
The famous streets of New York stood the MBS program heard on
town are to be dramatized in a new Tuesdays will be continued.
WPA series called "Streets of New Luckics now has Edwin C. Hill
York." and very appropriately broad- on CBS five days a week, "Your
cast over the Municipal Station, Hit Parade" on CBS. and "Your
WNYC, starting Friday at 5:30-6 p.m., Hollywood Parade" on NBC - Red
under the sponsorship of the Depart- network. Lord & Thomas has the

ment of Sanitation.
account.
The first dramatization will be
"Broadway." the high -road to sucAllan Scott at WCAU
cess for many, but a street of broken
Philadelphia - Allan Scott, comdreams for others. A cast of players mentator,
to the WCAU air from the New York WPA radio unit lanes nextreturns
week in a 10:45-11 p.m.
will re-enact historical and modern spot Tuesday.
Thursdays, Saturdays
scenes on Broadway, from the days and Sundays.
the microphone.
Dye has been in radio for six years, when Governor l'eter Stuyvesant

conducting programs on a number stumped up and down the one time
Bill Watters Writes Song
of stations. He was with WGAR,
Walters has written the lyrics
Cleveland, for three years, and re- cow -patch, to the present days of furBill
a new song titled "Everything
cently had a program on WADC, bright lights, theaters and restau- Looks
Like a Movie Set", to be pubAkron.

rants.

AFRA Adopts Increase
In Its Initiation Fees

_.

Wedding Bells

lished this mouth by Words & Music
Inc. Music is by Howard Steiner.

Evelyne McKibbon, Civics Concert
Broadcasts from Germany
was married to George
A new series of fortnightly interWatkins of Roy Campbell's Royalists.
Following a meeting of the Na- Saturday at the "Little Church national music programs arranged by
tional Board of the American Federa- Around the Corner."
the Heichs Rundfunk Gesellschaft
tion of Radio Artistes, a resolution
will be heard over NRC-Red starting
was adopted Friday to increase the
today at 2-2:30 p.m.
initiation fees from $10 to $25 where Lady Esther Drops One Spot
artists earn $10,000 or less per year Lady Esther on Jan. 2G will cancel
WCAE Feeds Mutual
and from $25 to $50 where earnings Wednesday night on NBC -Red net- Pittsburgh-WCAF,'s Stephen Fosare in excess of $10,000 annually. work period. Tuesday spot will be ter program on Thursday at 6 p.m.
This does not apply to local branches
will be fed to Mutual network.
of the AFRA which were organized retained.
after Nov. 1. These branches were

increase in fees.

Bureau,

any

Conference was held Friday be-

tween Mrs. Emily Holt, executive

secretary,

George Heller, assistant

secretary and treasurer of the AFRA
and President William Paley and
of Charles Dallas Reach Co.
Vice -President Edward Klauber of
J. WALTER THOMPSON CO. is CBS. AFRA reps placed their cards
handling the account of the Alka- un the table as to demands and
lithia Cu. (effervescent alkalizer). proposals. Meeting was a friendly
Test campaigns arc being prepared. gathering. Negotiations are also on
NBC and several adverJOHN FALKNER ARNDT & CO. now with
agencies, a few of whom have
INC., Philadelphia, has been elected tising
already
been
contacted.
to membership in the American Association of Advertising Agencies.

Reilly's Radio Course

Roston- A course in radio training
Bromo-Seltzer Show Titled
will be given by John E. Reilly,
The new Bromo-Seltzer show will WMEX program director, starting
be entitled "Manhattan After Dark" Jan. 20 at the State University Exand the first program will come from tension. All phases of radio producthe International Casino. Eddie Garr tion and station management will be
will lead the series. Program takes covered in the course, designed for
the place of Sid Skolsky show and those interested in radio as a career.

is heard on

the NBC -Blue web,
Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p.m.

s
1
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Greetings from Radio Daily
January 10
John Held It.
Don Lowe
Harold Stokes

S

Nat Brandwynne to Detroit

RADIO'S GREATEST AUDIENCE BUILDER

"THE LONE RANGER"
Transcriptions Ready For
Contracts To Stations and Sponsors

FEBRUARY FIFTEENTH -3 HALF HOURS WEEKLY

Nat Brandwynne, who has just
The program feature that builds Audience
closed at the Hotel Pierre, takes his! The Lon* Ranger Volume And Sales "Single Handed."-A 4
orchestra to the Hotel Statler, Detroit, Movie Serial Will
opening Jan. 24 for at least four Be Released For year test in Big Cities and Small Towns
Nationwide Showing Shows Supremacy of Audience: Boys,
weeks. MCA made the booking.
Esther Silsbee, formerly with Vin-, in Theatres Sooncent Lopez, has joined the Brand- A Republic Pictures Girls, Men, Women.
Production.
wynne business staff.
Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

Nan Dorland Joins Serial
Nan Borland has joined the CBS
ing the newly created role of Patty

daily "IVIyrt and Marge" serial, playLewis.

VING-IFENDLE BROADCASTING CORD
N
WORK II
BLUE NETWORK
TILE PAUL 11. RAYMER CO., Representatfves
THE

WXYZ -DETROIT
D1
\ RAVOINEVORK
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Network Shows
Ahead

GIJEIT-ING
HARPO MARX and SID SILVERS

MONDAY, JAN. 10
Bristol-Myers (Vitals), For Men Only,'
revived and switched to NBC -Red, weekly.

on "30 Minutes in Hollywood," Jan

10:30-11 p.m.

16 (NIBS, 6:30 p.m.).
BOB HOPE, third consecutive ap-

PETTY CASH VOUCHER

pearance on "Your Hollywood Parade," Jan. 12 (CBS, 10 p.m.).
RICHARD

BARTHELMESS,

on

Kate Smith program. Jan. 13 (CBS.
8 p.m.),
SOPHIE TUCKER, ROBERT TAYLOR, EDNA MAY OLIVER. FRANK
MORGAN and others, on "Good News
of 1938," Jan. 13 (NBC -Red, 9 p.m.).

ROSE BAMPTON and MISCHA
AUER, on "Kraft Music Hall," Jan.
20 (NBC -Red, 10 p.m.)

JUNE KNIGHT, RALPH BELL AMY and JESSIE RALPH, on Rudy
Vallee program, Jan. 13 (NBC -Red.
8 p.m.)
VILMA EBSEN, on Bide Dudley
program. Jan. 14 t WOR-Mutual, 12:15

Week ending Jan. 7th,

6:45 p.m.)

CBS Assigns Writers
On Original Radio Opera
Vittorio Giannini, young American
composer, and Robert A. Simon, author, critic and librettist, have been
commissioned by CBS to collaborate
on a radio opera. Their work will
be precisely 29 minutes and 30 second long in order to insure a practical production which can be given in
a half hour broadcast. The new ra-

dio opera will be performed at an

evening concert broadcast some time
during the coming summer season.

Iowa Network
"Tall Corn Time," hillbilly show
emceed by Ramy Daly, with Betty
Jean and Freddy, The Northwesterners, Tommy Tomson, Hibbard
Cleveland, Eileen Crennel, Buck
Rash, and others, went coast -to -coast

on Mutual last Saturday morning.
Clarence Talbot, former announcer
at KOL. Seattle. has joined KSO, Des

Moines.
Gene

Shuman's daily "Sports
Slants" on KSO has acquired a sponsor.

Beverly Deane Resigns

Beverly Deane, publicity manager
of WHK and WCI.E, Cleveland, has
resigned. His future plans have not
been announced.

WALT FRAMER
redanto orrginator of
HEARD DAILY

RADIO SWAPS OVER WWSW
Pittsburgh, Pa.

TUESDAY, JAN. 11

Colgate -Palmolive -Peet

(shaving

cream),

Saturday... .Spending New Year's Eve and Day in Philly with
Mickey Alpert and Ben (WCAU) Alley: we meet more New Yorkers. Ray
/Netherton, Wynn Murray, Maxi Green, Grace MacDonald. Doe Bender, etc.
Larry Hart Is In town throwing a party, so are Block 8. Sully. Sylvia From.
Val Irving and so many others. lust because we come, the Internationally
famous Mummers parade Is called oil because of rain-the fast time in its

Dale Carnegie, NBC -Red,

existence.

NBC -Red, weekly,

Sunday... Back in town we attend Leon & Eddie's party
for Arthur Schwartz. Then to the Famous Door, where Mischa Auer
is being amused by Louis Prima and Teddy Powell is trying to ex-

MONDAY, JAN. 17
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet (Colgate Tooth
Powder), CBS, Monday through Friday.

plain that Mirror story to Judy Starr....A special delivery letter
arrives from Arthur A. Guild, director of Virginia's Richmond Community Fund in which he thanks WRVA WRTD, WRNL and WMBG
for airing educational programs regarding the social conditions during the Fund's campaign.

p.m.)

ETHEL MERMAN. on Radie Harris program, Jan. 12 (WOR-Mutual,

American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strikes),
"Melody Puzzles," NBC -Blue, 8-8:30 p.m.

Monday.... Bob Bradley, young tenor at 11.12, Denver. breaks

down and tells that be entered radio on a "dare" made by a group al
He visited a Chi theater In 1935 where an amateur contest was
being conducted-and was "dared" to go on for a song. P.S. lie won.
friends.

Tuesday, ,..Lunch with Kelvin Keech and John Kuneau
....With Ralph Wonders to the Hollywood, where we thrill to the
"Street Singer's" (Arthur Tracy) signature of "Marta"-and eight
encores... .KQV, Pittsburgh, sets up a local "first" when it airs the
mayor, president of the city council and chairman of the county
commissioners all on one show, during the weekly "Your Government" program.
Wednesday... .Murray Baker takes us to the Rainbow Grill
Bert turns white with fright when he introduces
the show-but his music's line. -Later with lack Robbins and Ray Sinatra
to !sham Jones' at the Lincoln, where Abe Olman is talking music and
Isharn is listening to femme vocalists-he's still looking....Robbins takes
our tip on Teddy Powers new song, "Along About Sundown"-but claims
the title's too long-so be cuts oil the "A" of "Along"....Hoar that lack's
son. "Brother" took our story about him and Richard Himber to Benny
Goodman and told Benny he wants to lead the band or else he'll feud.
Goodman says oke-so no feud-the kid's 11. ...Around midnite our trio
for Beal Block's opening.

encounter Hearty Youngman and we attend the Hollywood for another bit
of the "Street Singer."

Thursday....Dinner with Zeke Manners.... Later to say
farewell to Rudy Vallee, who says "Scoops, you're not 'old' at air....

Over to Tommy Dorsey where he talks with Arthur "Pinky" Michaurdo and Glenn Millar..Into Toots Shores Tavern, where J. C.
Flipper[ is thinking of a gag for us-but we leave in time to make
the preview of "Snow White"-a classic,...Everybody turned out
for this: Vallee, Fred Waring, Joe Rines, Ralph Wonders, Martin
Block, etc.-it was "for free"....In Reuben's Eddie Cantor's Ida is
bedecked in ermine and jewels, as is her young married offspring.

TOTAL EXPENSE: As a N. Y.'s resolution we promised to be honest-so it didn't cost us a cent!
It'll cost you the price of
the hospital bill for the AUDITOR-who passed out on your honesty!
PUBLISHER'S REMARKS: That's what you think!

12

U. S. Rubber Co., Ben Bernie, CBS,
weekly. 9:30-10 p.m.
Bromo-Selt.ter, "Manhattan After Dark,"
NBC -Blue, 8:30-9 p.m.

J.

SUNDAY, JAN.

16

W. Marrow Mfg. Co.. Henry Busse.
1:15-1:30

p.m.

p.m.

5:45-6

TUESDAY, JAN.
Lana & Bro. (Edgeworth tobacco), "Alias
Jimmy Valentine,' NBC -Blue, weekly. 9:30111

10 p.m.

MONDAY, JAN.

24

Barbasal Co., Arthur Godfrey musical program, CBS, Monday and Friday, 7:15.7:30
MONDAY, JAN. 31
Borden Co., Gabriel limner, NBC -Red.
Mon. through Fri., 4:30-4:45 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEB. B
General Shoe Co., "Famous Foments."
Mutual, weekly, 6:45-7 p.m.

Stuart Haydon Forms
Own Producing Agency
Chicago-Stuart Haydon, formerly
news editor of VanCronkhite Associates. has formed Associated Radio
Productions at 540 North Michigan
Ave. He will shortly announce a list
of free-lance talent.

WCOA Scoops and Breaks
Pensacola-WCOA recently scooped
even the sheriff's office in broadcast-

ing the report of a $400 robbery of
a beer truck driver before it had
been reported to law enforcement

Robbery occurred about 90
miles from here and the driver made
his report to the district manager of
his company before calling police.
The district manager happened to be
in WCOA's studios at the time.
officers.

WCOA got another break when

fire broke out across the street from
studios. Station was broadcasting a
description before the alarm was in.

LEE GRANT
AND HIS ORCHILSTRA

******

Friday... .Bun Davis. sportscaster of WDAS. Philly. is convinced that his Is the filthiest lob In the world-because he aired a wrestling
tilt which took place to 11 tons of MUD-and most of it gets on him while
describing the meet.

10:45.11

WEDNESDAY. JAN.

SIX -STAR REVIEW

MUSIC AS YOU LIKE IT
DAILY

WMCA

2:10-5:30
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WOW's Unusual Program Entry

MUSIC

usual program ideas and showman competitions:
WOW's news editor Foster May. conceived the idea of describing a childbirth at the stroke of 12 on New Year's Eve. Most listeners described his
handling of delicate subject matter as tactful. May, in sotto vans. be gowned in white and wearing a germ -proof mask, told every detail.
"We are broadcasting from stork headquarters where a new life Is about
to begin. lust as the year of 1938 also arriees." he said.
For two minutes listeners heard only the mother's moans and the murmur
of doctors and nurses. Interspersed with clicks of surgical instruments, etc.
Then Foster continued as follows:
"The stork is very near. We can almost hear his wings fIcrpping."
Next came an almost unbelievable tension and suspense. The next sound

HEINLE and His Grenadiers, ace
feature of WTMJ, Milwaukee,
again are set to invade the Chicago
district Appearances of the band
have been scheduled at Pilsen Park,
Chicago;

Melody

Mill

PROGRAM REVIEWS

Omaha-From Bill Wiseman of WOW comes this envy in the 1938 un.

Ballroom,

North Riverside, and the city auditorium, Michigan City. Ind. On their
recent visit to the Chicago area, they

played to capacity at Olympic ballroom. Cicero.

Jimmy Grier and His Orchestra,
featured on the Joe Penner show, seceded from MCA and signed with
Rockwell -O'Keefe Inc. Ditto Noble
Sissle and His Orchestra. Louis
Panica, popular Chicago maestro, alto
recently signed with Rockwell O'Keefe.

was the doctor slapping the newborn babe in the customary spat. Then
another moment of silence and then: "Whaaaaa...."
Then Foster almost shouted: "Happy New Year! It's a boy."
Childbirth description was part of 30 minute show, recorded two days in
advance and put on at 11:45 p.m. to 12:15 a.m.. Ian. 1.
On same record Foster took listeners to Union Stock Yards. telephone
company's main switch board. and to "alimony row'. In County Tall. Usual
racket and suoke-o1-12 whoopte from hotels was completely ignored.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

OKLAHOMA

' Amos 'n' Andy"

A new sponsor-it's Campbell Soup
now- has brought about no change
in the 'Amos 'n' Andy" presentation.
still in that 7 p.m. spot on NBC -Red.
The program keeps rolling along in
its familiar, amiable and highly en-

tertaining format, and that is just
the way its many followers want it.
But on last Friday night's "Hollywood lintel" show over CBS. Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll, ap.
pearing as guests, let their hair down

and gave a most interesting picture
of how they met, formed their team,
broke into radio and rose to the top.
It was a swell bit of biographical
entertainment.

--

"Let's Play Games"

Jane Martin continues to make this

Norah E. Adamson has charge of Friday evening quarter-hour via
Ross Porter, KGFF manager and
Bob Chester and His Orchestra president of Oklahoma Network, the new "Children's Hour" sponsored WOR a lively and
amusing show.
booked into the Detroit Athletic back at station in Shawnee from by A. V. Rivest Oil Co., Saturdays With five random -picked participants,
Club, Detroit, Jan. 14, through Rock- honeymoon trip to Pennsylvania and over WSPR.
the routine
runs from
well -O'Keefe.
Don Barhydl, manager of Loew's tongue -twisters to answering reciting
West Virginia.
stickler
Bernard A. Tullius, formerly on Court Square Theater, Springfield, questions, all done in a relaxed, InIrma Serra, vocalist at WSPR, WKY engineering staff, now staff en- is telling the "Story of the Movies" formal style that is conducive to fun
over WSPR.
Springfield, Mass., recently introduced gineer at KTOK, Oklahoma City.
both in the studio and to the lisKTUL in Tulsa has started a pro- This country is "air free" In regard teners.
"It's As Old As The Hills," by Thomas Blanchard. Lee Authier was at gram, "What's Wrong With Radio," to radio broadcasts, Edward J. Samin which listeners give their squawks uel, commercial manager of WMAS, "The Goldbergs"
the piano.
against overdone commercials, too told members of Springfield ExNow heard on three different staGeorge Duffy's orchestra from Tul- much catering to studio audiences, change Club, speaking on "Radio, tions in New York. five times a week.
Past and Present."

sa, Okla., is in the Texas Hotel "Den" excess of serials, etc.

in Fort Worth for an engagement.
Band airs daily over KTAT.
George

Olsen, who has a W ABC

wire from La Conga, plans to experiment with new types of rhythm for
radio audiences and may even send

out questionnaires asking listeners
opinions of each new type of melody.

Jack Jenney, swingster and trom-

bone virtuoso, will make his debut

on phonograph records, as a leader,
on Jan. 14. Jenney, who has been
rehearsing

his

band

for

several

weeks, promises to introduce several
new names to swingland including a
new trumpet discovery, "Red" Solomon and tenor man Arthur Dollinger.

Earl Bachman Dead

Berg's "The Goldbergs"
Extending its program in the field Gertrude
securely to its position as just
radio education, Massachusetts holds
State College has introduced a new about the best human interest proof

Earl Bachman, 51, who recently series of programs "The Novel As Art gram on the air. As far as enterbecame station representative here Art Form." The series are broadcast tainment value goes, the transcriptions broadcast over WOR and WHN
for WIND, Cary, Ind., died suddenly over WSPR, Wednesdays.
are no less satisfying than the live
last week of a heart condition agshow over CBS.
gravated by pleurisy. He is survived
WIS Newscast on State Web
by his widow and married son. BeColumbia, S. C. - John Cauthen, "Tall Corn Time"
fore representing WIND, Bachman
newspaperman and commentator who
Caught Saturday at 11 a.m. over
was with Gene Furgason & Co.
began a daily 15 -minute review of WOR-Mutual, this hillbilly musical
Carolina news over WIS on show from KSO in Des Moines has
I. Herbert Angell Leads Ork South
Dec. 20, is now being heard once a a welcome corn -country flavor, It's
Pittsburgh-J. Herbert Angell, se- week on a statewide hook-up. His the type of colorful regional enternior announcer of KQV, will present Wednesday broadcast is being car- tainment that ought to go over the
his own musical aggregation when ried for four weeks by WCSC in national networks more often to
he takes up the baton with Lee Charleston,
WA1M
Anderson, I break up the monotony of citified
in
Haydn's orchestra, The featured vo- WFBC in Greenville and WSPA in variety programs and dance bands.
calists with Angell's band will be Spartanburg.
Betty Smiley, formerly heard over His broadcasts, which originate in
NBC, and Bob Roberts, well known the WIS studios, are carried regular- WTOL to Make Debut in Feb.
radio vocalist. The inaugural pro- ly each Monday, Wednesday and FriToledo-Work on WTOL studios in
the Bell Building is progressing
gram will be broadcast over KQV day by 1,VCSC in Charleston.

The four -week vaudeville tour, to
begin next month, which Carl Hoff
will make with At Pearce holds no at 2:45-3 p.m. and next Sunday.
terror for the batoneer, who made a
series of one night stands from coast
Women's Radio Tastes
to coast with the "Watch The Fun Go
By" cast late last summer. Hoff's
In a radio forum last week by the
music will be heard with Pearce on Contemporary Club, White Plains
the regular broadcasts during that women's organization, the favorite
time from whatever city in which radio programs were voted as folthey may be appearing.
lows: Kate Smith, Ford Sunday Eve-

rapidly, and Community Broadcasting

New Universal Script Service

Co.. headed by Frazier Reams, ex-

pects to have station on the air about

Universal Radio Programs is re- Feb. 1.
leasing a new script service called
The Five Minute Library, consisting A BIG-TIME
of five 5 -minute shows
sports,
oddities, racket

covering

exposes.

thrills and one show with feminine

SHOW
AT LOW COST

44 -

ning Hour, Lux Radio Theater, Low- appeal. Stations and agencies are ofVictor Arden, director of the Chev- ell Thomas, Gabriel Heatter, Jack fered any one of the scripts singly,

olet "Musical Moments," can play Benny, Bing Crosby, Rudy Vallee, or the entire Five Minute Library
General Motors Concerts, Dorothy as a package.
DAREDEVILS OF HOLLYWOOD
Thompson. Horace Heidt, Toscanini
- A striking new thriller. dramatizing caperi

12 different instruments.

concerts.

NAT BRUSILOFF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
N. York's Own Station
WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"

0

1697 'ROADWAY

Cl 6-2200

cores of Ifollywond stunt nwii. A copyrightnd
t ianscriptinn

Colonial Radio Cuts Capital
Albany -Colonial Radio Corp.,

Buffalo, has changed its capital from
$1,540,000

to

$1,112,400,

represented

by 6,804 shares of $100 value and
C14,320,000 shares at $1.

broadcast.

PERFECT

MARKET
LOUDSPEAKER
)lsei44wepd for-SoperPOWer

it

a

1107{.

chow,
ideal
for oneea-week
26 quarter.hout episode.: availaliir

cost local advertiser can afford.

for details.

Write

RADIO PROGRAMS DIVISION

If v41

Walter Iliddick Co.
1151 S. Broadway, Lot Angeles
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F. C. C. ACTIVITIES

icayo.

APPLICATIONS GRANTED

Lawrence K. Miller, Pittsfield, Mass. CP
Louis. CP for new station. 930 kc., 250 watts, daytime,
for new facsimile broadcast experimental sta- be denied.
Havens & Martin, Inc., Petersburg, Va.
tion. 31600, 35600, 38600, 41000 kc., 100
CP for new station. 1210 he., 100 watts,
'amts.
Pulitetr Publishing

Co.,

St.

kJY NATHAN. from the New York
250 watts LS., unlimited, be dismissed.
SET FOR HEARING
Petersburg Newspaper Corp., Petersburg.
office of Lord & Thomas. arrived WLAP, Lexington, Ky. CP to move
for ew station. 1210 ke., 100 watts.
in town to work on scripts fur "Your transmitter locally, increase power to KW. CP
250 watts LS., unlimited, be granted,
and
change
frequency
to
1270
kc.
Hollywood Parade.- Nathan will reJohn Stewart Bryan, Petersburg.
for
C. Atwood, Port Angeles, Wash. CP new station. 1210 kc., 100 watts, 250CP
watts
main on the staff of Tom McAvity, forR.new
station.
1500 lac., 100 watts, unLS., unlimited, be denied.
producer, for a month or more before limited.
WROK, Rockford, Ill. Mod. of license to
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
returning to the home office. At the

JUNE MEREDITH, who formerly
headlined with Don Arneche on
"First Nighter," has been named to
replace Betty Caine in Princess Pat's
"A Tale of Today" on NBC. Ethel
Owen and Bob Jellison are replace-

1

same time. Don Becker of Transamerican, who has had supervision
of film script adaptations supplied
by the Warner staff, returns to his

TB&T executive post in New York,
with Bob Taplinger, recently -appoint-

ed studio publicity head, given the
Becker supervisory post on the lot,
in addition to being Warner contact
relieving
George Bilson of this assignment.
with

the

L.&T.

office,

At a meeting of the AFRA executive board, an increase in initiation

.bangs power at otgOt to SEW.
Jan. 10: Floyd A. Parton, San Jose, Cal.
W CM, Bay City. Mich.
Mod. of li- CP for new station.
1170 kc., 250 watts,
cense to increase night power to
KW.
daytime.
Carl Latenser, Atchison, Kan. CP for new
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Mar. 7: KRMC, Jamestown, N. D.
CP station. 1420 kc.. 100 watts, daytime.
Jan. 11: I. T. Griffen, Fort Smith, Ark.
to change frequency, hours of op
Kand
increase power to 900 he., 500 watts, on
I
W. CP for new station. 860 kr., I KW.. daytime.
LS. unlimited.
Colonial Broadcasting Corp., Norfolk. CP
Mar. 11: George H. Payne, San Jose, Cal.
CP for new station, 1440 kr., 500 watts. for new station. 1370 tic., 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.
unlimited,

ments In supporting roles.
Fact that Don Quinn, who authors
"Fibber McGee," has hired archi-

1

Mar.

14:

Garden

Island

Publishing

Co.

Jan.

14:

Piedmont

Broadcasting

tect to build house for him in Hollywood, gives further credence to
report McGee show will move to
Hollywood when Molly (Marion Jordan) regains health.

Howard Blake, who used to work

Corp.,

Ltd., Lihue, Hawaii. CP for new station. Salisbury, N. C. CP for new station. 1500 with Fred Allen, has been imported
1500 kc., 100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited. kc., 100 watts. 250 watts LS., unlimited,
to help doctor up the Wrigley
Mar. 16: King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.,
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
"Double Everything" scripts.
Grand Rapids. CP for new station. 1010
Edward J. Doyle, Rochester, N. Y. CP
Campana's "First Nighter" has an
ke., 250 watts, unlimited.
for new station.
1500 t.00
s, 250
unusual situation now that Joe Ain -

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
watts LS., unlimited.
ValleyCity,
Burl Vance Hendrick, Salisbury, N. C. N. D. Auth. to transfer control of corp. to ley is production director. Show stars
for new station. 1340 kc.. I KW., day- H. G. Harrington, Milton Holiday, J. P. his wife, Betty Lou Gerson.
to CP
time, be granted.
Kau, Lloyd H. Lee, M. E.
SelDrake Hotel threw a press party
extend until Jan. 31 the deadline set KSLM, Salem, Ore. CP to change fre- ma Minolta, C. J. Meredith, McCarthy,
Karl Olson, E.
and increase power to 1360 ke.., 500 J. Pegg. 0. S. Peterson, B. R. Plumb, John for Dorothy Lamour and Herbie Kay
for members of the Senior and Junior quency
watts. Unlimited, be granted.
Piller.
J.
J. Schmitz. Herman Stern and R. at its International Club Thursday
Screen Actors Guild to come into the WELL, New Haven. CP to change freevening.
fold. If the extension is granted, quency and hours of operation and increase
Midwest Broadcasting Corp., Provo, Utah.
SAC members will still be able to power to 930 kc., 250 watts, 500 watts LS.. CP ifor. new station. 1370 kc., 100 watts, un- Eddy Duchin is to do a one nighter

Ices to S25 was voted, effective Feb.
1.
with approval of the national
board

in New York requested

join AFRA without initiation fee and
on a basis fixing annual dues at half

unlimited, be granted.

of the amount paid by the member Branham Representing
in his or her parent branch of the
West Virginia Network
Guild. Membership as of last week
was announced at 885, and Norman Clarksburg, W. Va.-Appointment
Field, executive secretary, predicts of the Branham Co. as national rep100 per cent sign-up following an- resentatives of the West Virginia
nouncements of successful compleas well as the individual
tion of AFRA negotiations with the Network,
stations including WCHS, the CBS
networks in New York.
outlet in Charleston, WPAR, the CBS
Sunset Oil inaugurated a new se- station in Parkersburg, and WBLK
ries of "Curtain Calls" over KFWB here, is announced by John A. KenCall to

at the Aragon Ballroom Jan. 29.
William H. Benton, vice president
of the University of Chicago in

nl

KFXJ Prepares to Mark
Its Seventh Anniversary

charge of public relations, plans to
engage a young assistant to handle

radio promotion.
Grand Junction, Colo.- KFXJ is Driskill Wolfe, WAAF tenor, is on
preparing to celebrate its seventh his annual vacation.
anniversary Jan. 23. The anniversary

program arranged by Manager Rex
Howell

will

H.S.G. Acquires Series

feature hundreds of

artists from western Colorado and

H.S.G. Advertising Agency has ac-

eastern Utah communities.
quired from Wessel Co. of Chicago
Howell recently played Uncle Rex the entire rights to a funeral service

Sunday's "Curtain
nedy, president and general manager in the children's Christmas broadcast, for radio titled "Beauty That EnBroadway" from the El Capitan The- of Charleston Broadcasting Co.
during which he accumulated a flock dures." Series consists of 52 quarterater. Cliff Nazarro continues as emof "nieces" and "nephews".
hour programs of symphonic music
with

cee, and Leon Leonardi supplies the
music. Pacific Market Builders is Canadian Marconi Makes
the agency handling the oil account.
"True or False" From Chi
Three New Appointments The
Donald Henderson Clarke will con"True or False" show
Montreal --Appointment of M. M. will beMutual
tribute the scripts for the second seaired from Chicago on Jan.
ries of S. & W.'s "I Want a Divorce," Elliott as general sales manager, R. 31.
heard twice weekly on the NBC W. Deane as assistant sales manager
Coast Red from San Francisco. and J. V. Argyle as manager of inScripters supplied material for the land communications is announced Hazel Westerlund Laid Up
Hazel Westerlund, CBS station reinitial series, but Clarke will solo
Hawks- by R. M. Brophy. general manager of lations, is on the sick list, a victim
on the second edition.
Canadian
Marconi
Co.
Volck set the deal.
of the grip.
"We, the People" discontinues the
CBS re -broadcast for Coast listeners
after this week, so its followers will
have to catch it at 4:30 instead of

and lyrical poetry. Palmer Clark dithe orchestra, with
Sears as vocalist.
rects

2 More Shows for Zerbe
Lawson Zerbe, talented young ra-

dio actor, will appear in two addi-

dramatic programs starting
this week. Zerbe will portray leading
roles on NBC's Dale Carnegie show,
which is directed by Eddie Dunham,

tional

and on the "Road of Life" series
which is aired by both NBC and
CBS.

7:30 as formerly.

WHBQ Wrestling Series

"Calling All Cars," KHJ stand-by
for Rio Grande Oil for a period of

i

four years, goes mute, with the KNX
Mutual's Network Score
Tuesday night edition reported going New piece by Mutual's sales prothe same way in a few weeks. Sponsor may return program to KHJ later, motion department is a large sized
it is reported, but plans another for- card in several colors, more or less
mat entirely for KNX.
of caricature treatment on both sides,
Connie Boswell

will be

George

Jay's first guest star when the interviewer moves hi: series to KFWB
and the California Radio System today at 3:30 p.m. Program will be
titled "Hollywood Matinee" and will
air five days a week. Betty Grable
and Bob Hope will guest Wednesday
and Friday, respectively.

Charles

Buy Time for Schools

Memphis-For the seventh consecutive year, Bob Alburty of WHBQ is

airing fall -by -fall and groan -by -groan

of wrestling matches
Local stationery and office -supply descriptions
Ellis Auditorium. Weldon Roy,
store in Grand Junction, Col., has from
and Ned Cronk, sports
bought time on KFXJ for program technician,
mikester, assist him, with Coca Cola
devoted almost entirely to school ac- as
sponsor.
Station sales department arwith the notation that one of four tivities.
ranged with local school system and
network advertisers used Mutual in Mesa College to handle broadcasts. Edwina Eustis Wins Award
Edwina Eustis, New York con1937, while in December, one of every and airings feature talks by faculty
the tralto, was announced as the winner
three network accounts signed were members and various offerings ofBrief
of
the $1,000 Grand Award in the
different
school
departments.
by Mutual also. Seven out of 21 net- introductory and commercial plugs first "Rising Musical Star" series in
work shows signed during December satisfy the sponsor. And he sells the broadcast over NBC -Red network
last night.
school supplies.
went to Mutual.

The Exploitation Digest of tried and proven
EXPLOITATION IDEAS alone will be worth

the price of admission to

The 1938
ANNil A L

938

RADIO

ANNUAL

.

.
1,000 page, . Cloth Remold for Permanent
reference
CoinPlinteulary to Radio Daily
yubirriberi
.
.
Ready for dirtribution next
otouth
. Au annual iitforntathe and statirtical
.

.

.

,

.

guide that on executive in radio can afford to
he without.

.

.

Radio Daily Service as Usual

First Forms Going To Press Shortly
Hurry for Advertising Space
Year 'round advertising value at a one time rate.
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PITTSBURGH

Betty Lee Taylor has started a new

KDKA's welcome to Maurice Spitalny, new musical director, will be

hour known as "The Taylor Shop",

Coca-tek-Coast

an all -request program on the organ.

"The Timc. the News. the Music"
is a \VIOD offering each morning at
7-8.

WHAT is offering "I Want a Job" JOHN C. McCLOY. program director To acquaint the public with the
three times weekly.
of YROK, Rockford, ill., is pass- 'operation of Oregon's state unemGeorge Christie, former WIOD an- ing out cigars. It's a girl. born last ployment compensation commission,
nouncer, is conducting an amateur week at Rockford Hospital. and KAI.E in Portland is presenting a
show over WKAT three times weekly. mother and daughter arc doing fine. I series of interviews with state of The Kentucky Clocker is giving
I fif:ials. Questions likely to be puzrace track dope on WIO daily.
Down from the Salmon River zling many citizens are answered in

11'01(0 -WARY, Albany

Mountains over 200 miles away came !detail.

held in the Stanley Theater on
Thursday. Admission by invitation
only.

Earl Truxell, musical director

paw waving the baton these days.
Dick Liebert auditioned Freda

Lazier, local singer, and may take
her with his band.
Jean Hoff, imported from Aimee

Semple McPherson's Temple at Los
Angeles, is

IL S. Forest Service Look -Out Jack

at

WCAE, developed a sore right arm
playing handball, so there's a south-

clicking at KDKA and

Lyn Murray's orchestra and song- may be fed to the network shortly.
Mrs. Jennie Parkinson, home econ- Martin to tell KIDO In Boise how he
KQV preparing to go on the air
omist, will be heard over WABY plugs in the Forest Service telephone stress Ruth Cartier( go off their Tuessystem to his radio receiver so that day night CBS series next week, but with its new power late this month.
twice weekly.
Bob Thompson Jr. of WJAS staff
the
other
they
seven
will
continue
to
(miles
look
-outs
be
heard
toWOKO has signed Eleanor Chatham to present two new series, "This away and without radio sets) can gether thrice weekly via that net- is home from vacation in Florida.
WWSW's Frank Smith Jr. seems to
Women's World" and "Charm Circle." enjoy KIDO-NBC programs through work.
have landed the Pitt Cathedral of
Dr. Albert Edmund Brown, bari- their telephone ear -phones.
Learning
for a series of broadcasts.
Ed Smalle is experimenting with
tone and until recently Dean of MuMusical mirth and melodic fantasy one of his choral groups on a new The Cathedral has never been on the
sic at Ithaca College. is being heard
were offered by a galaxy of Juvenile idea which he calls "Songs Without air, although Pitt in early days of
over WABY on Monday nights.
had a special campus
In the absence of Harold E. Smith, performers when "Dr, Bronston's Ra- %Yards." The voices in this chorus broadcasting
for KDKA.
g.m. of WOKO and WABY, Duell dio Varieties" got under way as a will simulate various musical instru- studio
Dr. Jack Munyon is back at his
Richardson, asst. g.m., and Snedden weekly half-hour program over ments.
WWSW post after trip to Los AngeWeir, studio manager. are carrying WRTD at 8 p.m. last Friday. Dr.
les.
Dr. Munyon has the oldest susWalter
P.
McCosker
Hershfield
Bronston,
noted
for
his
Cardiac
the ball.
"Museum of Elephants" in Richmond, Foundation. of which Alfred J. Mc - taining feature in Pittsburgh, "Lest
We
Forget,"
religious program.
directs the show and is emcee. Other Corker and Harry Hershfield are coWCTM, Wilson, N. C.
Baby boy for the Walter Sickles,
Allen Wannamaker, commercial features include a weekly puzzle. chairmen, holds its monthly meeting program manager of WWSW, has
manager. spent a holiday vacation at with a grand prize at the end of eight Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. in the Walbeen named Walter E. Sickles Jr.
weeks. Among the youthful stars arc dort-Astorin.
home in St. Matthews, S. C.. his first Mary
Alice Friel, Evelyn Belcher. "The Building of the Eric Canal"
visit in four years. On his return.
WDAS, Philadelphia
Jimmie Riser, newscaster and sport lracie Snellinger, Jack Tyler, Inda is being offered tomorrow night in
Kathleen Trainum, Hilda the "Adventures That Made Ameriannouncer, went to Haeerstown. Md. Hodges.
Nathan Fleischer, director of Jewish
'arid.
Billy
Pierce,
Doris
Trairtum.
ca"
series,
which
has
resumed
over
programs, is rounding out his first
to relax for a few days
Brown, "Fuzzy" Atwater. WSM. Nashville.
year of newscasting for Sears Manager II. W. Wilson has been M-volyn
Atwater Sisters. Carlyn Wharton.
Roebuck. Nightly program has built
visiting his home in Detroit, fir t The
Maxine
Wharton,
Josephine
BarThe
Four
Inkspots
return
to
NBC
up quite a following.
time in five years. while Chief Engi- ringer, Ally Bahcn. Herbert Mills, tomorrow with
two sustaining shots Station has seven announcers whose
neer Ben Farmer recently visited Geraldine Capps. Nadine Starkey. weekly.
only job is to handle dance bands
the old homestead in Romc. Ga.
late in the evening. Manager Pat
Bill Steadman, young but capable Elizabeth Ricker and Marvin Janus.
Rase Marie heads the bill at the Stanton is inaugurating a course for
p.d., takes the big leap in a few days.
With fitting pomp and ceremony, Shubert Theater, Newark, the week the septet to make for uniformity
the boys at KI.Z in Denver got to- of Jan. 14.
in their style, diction, etc.
TVTAX, Springfield, Ill.
gether last week and presented ArIrving Pozman is a recent addition thur Wutti, program director and
Beatrice Lillie will be commentator
to the staff as continuity writer and "Judge" of Boners Court, weekly at the Benny Goodman swing conWMBH, Joplin, Mo.
announcer.
lie was recently with program which fines the announcers cert in Carnegie Hall next Sunday Station's "Pet Lovers" program has
WTMV, East St. Louis, and KMOX. brought to trial for errors detected
night.
been acquired for sponsorship by
St. Louis.
by listeners. with n New Year giftSilver King Dog Food. It's a fiveBaldwin (Doc) Harper. veteran an- a cash register for use in Boners'
Arthur Godfrey's 8 a.m. show on minute daily feature which has been
nouncer, is the dean of Springfield Court.
WABC moves to 9 a.m. tomorrow.
aired
for several years.
broadcasters.
Tidewater Oil Co. has renewed its
And speaking of sportscasters, Don
WTMJ,
Milwaukee
WLDC, Muncie, Ind.
contract
for 10 spot announcements
Hill is the station's ace.
Anson Weeks and his band have re- daily, at newscast time.
Al Lee, newcomer to radio, of Ind'anapolis, has joined the announcing turned to Hotel Schroeder, with
twice daily broadcasts over WTMJ.
staff.
Ulm Joins WSAL Sales Staff
Maurice Crain, chief engineer, and
Mildred Cable, soprano protege of
Salisbury, Md.-Raymond W. Ulm.
Henry "Hanks" Marks. announcer, on Marcella Sembrich, who made a hit
the sick list.
on "New Voices of 1038" recently, with Philco for 10 years. has joined
Ottis Roush, chief announcer, and sang her way into a regular engage- sales staff of WSAL, new local station managed by J. Roy McLennan.
Donald Burton, owner, will handle ment on the station.
BEATRICE RAY
the Kalamazoo remote of the Ball On becoming a grandpa, Andy
State Cardinals.
Fuehrman. station librarian, was so
-Radio presents the greatest task
Heavy studio audiences which re- excited he almost spilled the cigars.
of any entertainment media for
sults
in
SRO
daily
is
found
on
The
George Comte's "Down a Country
the artist to express

--

---

ONE MINUTE
I NTEUVI EW

himself in

legible manner. With the stage
and screen, there are always additional aids to putting a line
across. such as hands or facial
grimaces. But the spoken line on
die air must be expressive and

explicit without any artificial aids.

think that this radio training is
the one thing that is giving more
and more opportunity to artists
I

who. following it, enter ether fields.

On the air they are good. but
backed with other aids, many of
them become terrific."

Old Rangers broadcasts.

Jimmy

Fidler,

the

Road" is back, with poetry by George,
weatherman. songs by Carla Pestalozzi, Edwin

busy installing weather instruments

Pfister and Allen Timm and music
Earl Kirk, singing auditor, receiv- by Blue Room Ensemble under the
ing praises for his rendition of "Eili. direction of Maurice Kipen.
Eili."
at studios.

Television Designer
NBC has the first director of teleMontreal-Commercial broadcasts
on Sundays by Canadian Broadcast- vision scenic design at work in the
ing Corp. are sternly opposed by
Toronto Presbytery of the Presby- RCA Bldg. His name is Michael
terian Church in Canada in a report Weightrnan-Smith. formerly in the

Oppose Sunday Commercials

by a special committee.

theater and movies.

Program matter on New Zealand

stollen must be opproed by

government before tronscalsdan.

the
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FIVE CENTS

IRNA-AFM Plan Effective Jan. 17
ANTHREELANCING RULE

MEN WHO MADE NEWS IN RADIO
--DURING 1937

EffECTIVE IN 5 WEEKS
Referendum of Local 802 (AFM)
recently passed to curtail one-man

Job trusts, which result in desirable
soloists and other first-rate musicians
lumping from one radio commercial
to another, will put the new ruling

(Thirteenth

Instattrnent of

JOHN V. L. HOGAN

a

Series)

POWEL CROSLEY JR.

A leading There was a

afternoon at a general membership
meeting of 802 attended by nearly
3.000
members. Arguments were
many and spirited, with many name

Monday for a two-year period, following a conference between AFM
President Joseph N. Weber, Emile J.

Gough and Samuel R. Rosenbaum at
Weber's home.
(Weber has been ill but expects
to be out in a day or two.) More
than 200 signed contracts will be
released from escrow and signed by

WQXR in fuss over
York, WLW's 500,made con-. 000 watts;
s Id erablel then when
New

band leaders also present. The rule,
however, does not concern estab,Co"rimird nu Page sl

progress

past year

Libby -McNeil Program

the
in

both heads of AFM locals and the
(Continued on Page 2)

Crosley
signed

building up a Charles

American Federation of Musicians
has decided to declare the IRNA
Plan of Settlement effective next

proponent of bit of excite-

quality a n d ment in the
cultural pro- 1 9 3 7 radio
grams, John life of Powel
V. L. Hogan, Crosley J r .
owner a n d First, the
operator of Washington

into effect in approximately five
weeks. This was decided yesterday

Musicians Union Deal to
he Effective for
Two Years

Mi-

of class listeners. chelson, Democratic party publicist, TEXAS ASS'N TO DISCUSS
On WLW Line Jan. 24 sstuecacts. s following
of his policies has aroused as public relations man; creation of

discussion in the future possibility WLW, naming Transamerican as rep,
Cincinnati - "That's My Story" of different stations
going in for change in g.m. for Crosley Corp. and NAB REORGANIZATION PLAN
sponsored by Libby, McNeil & Libby specialized forms of broadcasting.
a few other items.
starts Jan. 24 over WLW Line, in.
Longview. Tex.-A meeting of the
cluding WLW, WFIL and WHN.
board of directors of Texas BroadShow will air Monday, Wednesday
GEORGE ENGLES
JAMES D. SHOUSE
casters Ass'n will be held Jan. 15
and Friday, 6:15-6:30 p.m., for 52
starting at 10 a.m. in the Baker Hotel,
weeks. Agency is J. Walter ThompGiving up The artists
Dallas, it is announced by James R.
son. Chicago.
the
general service diviCurtis, of KFRO here. secretary manager- sion of NBC
treasurer. 0. L. Taylor, KGNC,
had to keep
Mervyn Love Appointed
Amarillo, president of the associaKMOX, the on its toes
(Co.lipturd on Noe 2)
IMAM Program Director
CBS outlet in throughout
.

4

ship of

St.

Louis, 1937 more
than ever before, what

has been appointed program director
of KOAM. NBC affiliate. He formerly

James D.
Shouse
moved up to

partment. Ed Cunniff is manager of

nati,

Pittsburg, Kan.- Merwyn Love,

was in charge of the continuity dethe station.

Ci nc
he

Old Gold Renews

Los Angeles-Old Gold cigarets
has renewed George McCall for another 13 weeks of his twice -weekly
airings on CBS. Dolan S. Doane represented McCall. Lennen & Mitchell
has the Old Gold account.

of talent,
tition for

i nwhere keen compe-

Is

no

known as

Wert Coast Barton. RADIO DAILY

with dearth
names,

Guatemala City-Due to 'cruelty of currency In Guatemala, Mateo & Co., Phllco distributors In this
country, have started selling Philco

radios In exchange for bananas.
A flexible valuadon of so much per

bench of bananas Is employed as
the unit of "traumas. Easiness Is
reported flourishing
pectatIons.

beyond

ex.

New Orleans--WWL, CBS affiliate,

will increase its network rate 37 per
cent with the introduction of its new
50,000 watt transmitter which will

vice - presi- tinual
dent of Crosley Radio Corp. in charge or for new finds, and what not. On be in operation about July 1. The
of broadcasting activities_ As such. top of it all-or probably as a result new evening rate will be $375 per

he is g.m. of WLW and WSAI, with of the strain-George Engles, v.p.
hour, $225 per half-hour and $150
Robert G Jennings as assistant g.m. charge of this service, wound up in per quarter-hour.
and general sales manager.
a hospital for an operation.
WWL at present is a 10,000 watter
and the evening network rate is
$275.
Vincent Callahan is general
KFYR's 704 -Ft. Tower
Second 50,000-Watter
manager of the station.

Being Dedicated Thursday

Radios For Bananas

conclam-

WWL Increases Rate 37%
On 50.000 Watts Debut

Bismarck, N. D.-A one -hour gala

show is being prepared for Thursday by Manager F. E. Fitzsimonds of
KFYR to dedicate the station's new
704 -foot vertical
radiator, second
highest of its type in the industry.
Governor William Langer of North
Dakota, Mayor Obert Olson of Bismarck and other notables will be
heard on the program. Musical portion will feature the Singing Debutantes of New England, Four Counts
and Hazel Johnson of Bismarck. New
radiator is a narrow base self-supporting type.

Approved for Richmond

Richmond-In addition to recommending a clear channel and increase
in power from 5,000 to 50,000 watts
for WRVA, FCC examiners have recommended granting permit for a new
50,000 -watt station here to Larus &
Bro.
C. T. Lucy, manager of WRVA,
says the station will go ahead with
improvements, involving an outlay

of $150,000, as soon as FCC formally
grants application.

Spitalny Splurge
Pittsburgh --On one day alone.
last Friday, RIMER press deperri-

rnent released eight long Modes
on Maurice Spitalny, who debuts
Thursday as station's new director
of music. Some of the stories were
two and three pages long. Yesterday's releases an Sphaley took op
another six sheets.
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FINANCIAL
111orfay,

ton.

High

CBS

Low

Net

Close

Chg.

149% 14814 149

21% 20% 21%

its

201/2

201/2

Ya

10

'A

201/2

visit with her parents in Chicago.
MORTON BOWE, NBC tenor, I
New
York on Feb. I fee a concert tour which will
take him through of. New England states.
Irons

Times Played

Publisher
Selection
True Confession (Famous Music Corp)
You're A Sweetheart (Robbins Music Corp.)
1 Double Dare You (Shapiro -Bernstein Inc)
Bei Mix Blot Du Schoen (Harms lac)
Once In A While (Miller Music Inc.)
Rosalie (Chappell and Co.)
Sweet Someone (Leo Feist Inc)

42
38
31
30

22

went to
days.

19
19

.

.

.

.

10%

451/2

9%

44

.

completing

San Francisco

last

week for

F/13110

to

supervise programs

Incident

18
17
17
17

cago, are

151%

151,4

Bid

Strornberg Carlson

Asked

6

In

town.

15

IS
15

flz.to

Chicago

on Wanes, of

the

NORMAN SIEGEL. radio editor of Cleveland
Press. is In town for one of hit periodical visits.
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT. presider'? of Meant
Radio Inc., Is In Chicago.
F.

has
'

W. MEYER. manager of KLZ In Denser,
returned with Mrs. Meyer from a winter

vacation in Honolulu.
MILT JOSEFSBERG leaves

for Detroit today

farAt'aNwle87-r!""4,^ab nest.

returned to Philadelphia yesterday after a snort.
business trip to New York.
JOE CLASTON leaves for

Detroit

today

WJR Sponsor Will Start
5th Year With Gala Show

already agreed,

it

would interrupt

network service to the outlets in
the 1RNA fold.
In a letter to all affiliated outlets,
Gough and Rosenbaum have informed
the stations of the AFM decision, also

,

tPe

chorus under Don Large, a male
quartet. the Three Aces, Helen Had - Lehman Asks Tax Change
Icy. soprano, and the WJR MumAlbany-Governor Lehman's promers directed by Charles Penman. posals
submitted last night to the
Other names will be added before legislature
included a request for
he broadcast.

modification of the capital gains income tax section whereby capital
losses would be deductible from capital gains and the net taxed at onehalf the current rate. This would
benefit network and individual radio
corporations.

INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Fifth Ave, New York

No suggestion for licensing of radio

stations was included
Lrnor's message.

in

the Gov -1

Cto C

O

that all contracts and musician exDetroit-Household Finance Corp. penditure quotas will be effective as
year
over
WJR
on
its
fifth
starts
of the Jan. 17 date for the purpose
Jan. 21 with a program on which the of the plan, that a few outlets have
station will turn loose its entire musi- not yet signed up and the committee
cal and dramatic staffs.
will endeavor to obtain for these
"Musical Clock" is a Monday stations a short period of grace if
through Saturday at 6:30-7:3D a.m. they are not in the fold by next
Ralph Patt is emcee, with "Bud" Monday. However, since the comGuest. son of the famous poet. Eddie mittee will disband shortly, it will
Guest. as news reporter. Musical be unable to advise or aid the unnumbers are ordinarily transcribed, signed stations after this week. Combut for anniversary show Samuel mittee also said it was unable to
Benavie will have full WJR studio forecast at present time just what
measures the AFM plans to take or
hand.
upon the unsigned affiliates.
Additional features will be a mixed

.

"

0.

t,.

e- PA GE

to

join Vincent Lopes and band who are making
a personal appearance there.

THE 1704

event the key stations do not sign
the contracts to which they have

in

to wel-

.

155,4

few
is

JOHN CONRAD, director of public relation*
for KWK. St. Louis, will be In New York about
the middle of the week.
SAM GEISON of the Tom Fiadale offke has

113

443/a
7

OVER THE COUNTER

sales.
a

coming KARM in that city to the network
Following the Inaugural, he will go
Jan. 15.
on to San Francisco.
EDWARD W. W000 Mt., sales manager, and
CARL MEYERS, thief engineer, of VIGN. CM-

.

Haaltine Corp.

en-

this

CHARLES VANDA, CBS Coast official,

respective stations. Total of 278 is HUI), has called the meeting to diseventually expected, nearly all the cuss the proposed NAB reorganizaunsigned
stations being in process of tion. While the gathering is for the
71/2
61/4
board of directors, Taylor has urged
negotiation.
51% 4934 51
11/2
Only
hitch
that may hold up the representatives of all member sta%
10%
101/2
Stewart Warner
101/2 4tions to attend.
4 I1/2 works is the signatures of contract
1081/2 10634 108
Westinghouse
and Local
1634 151/2
163A + % of New York key stations
Zenith Radio
This is expected
802
of
the
AFM.
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
to be signed early this week. In the
8

Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

on

night for a few days in San Francisco.
SYD DIXON, NBC western chief of

27

(CvitIonref from Paw. 1)

1)

to

LEW FROST, assistant to Don Gilman, NBC
vice-president on the West Coast, left Sunday

Texas Broadcasters Ass'n
IRNA-AFM Settlement
Goes in Effect Jan. 17 . Meeting Jan. 15 in Dallas
(Conititned from Paler

returns

who

gagement.

19
18

Mama. That Moon Is Here Agala (Paramount Music Corp.)
In The Still Of The Night (Chappell and Co.)
Sail Along Silvery Moon (Select Music Co.)
There's A Gold Mine In The Sky (Irving Berlin Inc-)
1 Wanna Be In Winchell's Column (Leo Feist Inc 1
Mission By The Sea (ShaptroBemstein Inc)
Thrill Of A Lifetime (Mario Music Co.)
You Started Something (E. B. Marks and Co)

New York again

to

28

I See Your Face Before Me (Crawford Music Corp)
Nice Work 11 You Can Get It (Chappell and Co.)
Bob White (Remick Music Corp)

ailf5A,

Oftlit.

VIVIAN

28

A Little White Lighthouse (Doncddson. Douglas and tumble)

a

Chiuga the week of lair. 16 for a personal
appearance at the Chicago Theater, will cease

2B

You Took The Words Right Out at My Heart (Paramount Music Corp )
Dipay Doodle (Lincoln Music Corp.)

GOIlle

NELSON. formerly heard on the
show. has returned to New York

SALLY

Chevrolet

It)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. Er Tel...

commG and

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Jan. 8, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday
feature in RADIO DAILY.

TWO TOMORIt

ITALO AMERICANS
LIVING ONE HUNDRED MILES AROUND
THE CITY OE NEW YORK:

1,200,000
82,000
261,000
507,000

New Y01-;,

Westdvezber

Connecticut
New Jersey
Philadelphia
Delaware

TOTAL

.

350,000

.

121,000

2,521,000

We know Nat market and we think we know
how to yen your product to the hale American
consumer. For further detailed information,
write or call, with no obligation on your part.
INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CORP.
itt
434
I,OtD
y
N.
.

PHILA. 1000 WATTS

IL

NY. 5000 WATTS

4
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NEW I3USINESS
Signed by Stations

--

WSAI, Cincinnati: Mot', "Vox Pop" with

Parks Johnson and Wallace Butterworth (to newel).

KIDO,

Playhouse";

Boise:
Woodbury, "Hollywood
Jergen's.
Walter Winchell;

Union Oil, "Thrills"; Alka Seltzer, "Comedy
Stars of Broadway," El's.
WICC, Bridgeport: American Tobacco Co.,
"Melody Puzzles."

KYW, Philadelphia: National Biscuit Co.,
through McCann, Erickson; Olson Rug Co.,
through

Presba,

Fellers

&

Presba;

Gorton

Pew Fisheries, through II. B. LaQueue, Inc.

KFI, Los Angeles: Phillip's Milk of Mag-

nesia, "Stella Dallas."

KFRC, San Francisco:

Carter Medicine
Co., spots, through Spot Broadcasting; Lewis Howe Co. (N -R Tablets), announcements,
through Stack -Goble; Wander Co. (Os/alarm).

"Little Orphan Annie," ETs, through Blackett-Sample-Hummert; Campbell Cereal Co.
(Malt.O.Meal), "Jack Westaway," ETs.
through Ruthrauff & Ryan; Albers Bros.

Al

GIJEIT-ING
01: SC

Kate Smith Is negotiating for Mae West to appear on her
program and give her side of the "Adam and Eve" incident. Kate. while
not agreeing or disagreeing with West's critics, sincerely believes that the
"I'm No Angel" gal deserves a chance to defend herself.... Jimmy Grier's
crew heard on the Toe Penner shindig have divorced themselves from MCA
and will be a Rockwell.O'Keele attraction hereafter.... George Griffin sans
Alice Bentsen starts a series for Whipple oil burners in March via NBC....
Del Casino, who did an audition with B. A. Rolfe the other day. appears
on the Eddy DuchinArden-MBShow lends. The Duchin commercial will be

aired from points west nest month while he tours. ...Martin Block has
been signed for 71 transcriptions of his "Make -Believe Ballroom" for national
distribution by 20 Grand ciggies-Joe Rines' band will be used. ...Andrews
Sisters continue on the Wrigley Sunday show which had Howard Blake, a
N. Y. writer. rushed out to Chi for doctorinq...."Song Time" on CBS fades,
with the singers being given individual spots.

Milling Co., "Jimmy and JYP." El's, through
Erwin, Wasey & Co.: American Chicle Co.
(Seer-Sen), spots. through Badger & Browning; Pacific Greyhound Bus Lines, "Romance of the Highways," program through
Beaumont & Hohman (on Don Lee net).

of appendectomy'

WLW, Cincinnati (Renewals): Drackett
Chemical Co. (Drano, Windex), "Peggy at
the Switchboard," through Ralph H. Jones

was rushed to a Wyandotte hospital a few days

Co.;

General

Foods,

news

show,

through

Benton & Bowles.

Atlantic and Kellogg
Split Philadelphia Games
Philadelphia-Atlantic Refining and
Kellogg will split the broadcast of
American League games here. Atlantic will air over WIP, while
Kellogg will use WFIL. N. W. Ayer
handles.
Rumor is that Wheaties and SoconyVacuum will get the National League
games.

McCabe to Manage KFAC
Wert Coast Bkrraw, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles - William McCabe,
sales executive at KFAC. has been
appointed general manager of KABC,
San Antonio, and has left to take
over his new duties.

Alice Remsen as Radio Editor
When the NVA Club (National Va-

riety Artists) revives its publication,
The NVA News, later this month.
Alice Remsen of the NBC schedules
will be radio editor of the magazine.

NVA Club recently held a membership drive that brought in almost
1,000 new members, including many
radio artists and music publishers.

The club is a social and benevolent
association, with headquarters at 223
West 46th St.

The staff of WJR, Detroit, has broken out with a rash
Lorene Broackway (Mary Gray) is recovering
in a Pontiac Hospital, and Charles Thornton of the engineering staff

ago....Eric Rowlett,

program director, has been stalling off the doctors since last fall,
but wilt have it over with next week....Freddy Friedenthal, chief
control engineer, may beat Eric to the operating room....Streamlined swing music has become so popular on the WDAS Jewish
shows due to the success of "Bei Mir. B. D. S." that the people are

writing in preferring swing arrangements on all Yiddish tunes-and
thus keeping the WDAS arrangers working overtime!

In Atlanta
WAT L

TER DAMROSCH on "Magic Key
of RCA," Feb. 13 (NBC -Blue, 2 p.m.

FELIX KNIGHT on "Metropolitan
Auditions of the Air," Jan. 16 (NBC
Blue. 5 p.m.)
DOROTHY DRESLIN, on "Hammerstein Music Hall," Feb. 4 (CBS,

8 p.m.)
ELIZABETH AMELIA COOK, pian-

ist and composer, on "It's Wheeling
Steel," Jan. 16 (WOR-Mutual, 5 p.m.)

WALT DISNEY and characters
from "Snow White" on "30 Minutes
in Hollywood", Jan. 16 (MBS, 6:30
p.m.).

RICARDO CORTEZ with MADELEINE CARROLL, on "Your Holly-

wood Parade", Jan.

12

10 p.m.).

(NBC -Red,

LILY PONS in "Barber of Seville",
from Metropolitan Opera House, Jan.
22 (NBC -Blue, 1:55 p.m.).
VIRGINIA

REA,

on

Coca-Cola

"Song Shop", succeeding Kitty Carlisle, Jan. 14 (CBS, 10 p.m.).

U. S. Rubber Adds Stations
U. S. Rubber will add tour more
stations (WCOC, WMMN, WMFG and

WHLB) to its CBS Ben Bernie program which starts tomorrow night at
Campbell -Ewald
agency.
9:30.

Drone tried to get ferry Cooper back for its Fidler spots. but
the former couldn't be released from "Hollywood Hotel." which he wants to

keep.... Russ Morgan's life will be dramatized on his own show tonne....
Milton Berle's presence in town Is to talk radio. since 11K0 Is holding off
its contemplated air show....Pancho goes into the Persian Room....Duke
Ellington does CBSwtog Session jan. 21 from here...."Tish" will hold that

Co.

is

the

AEE McALISTER
Presents to America

CAVAN O'CONNOR
The famous terror of the
British Isles

CBS Monday ode half-hour, with the Barry Wood -Doris Rhode variety show

standing by for time availability.... Rated Inc. still has lienny Youngman

Now available for

under management and he may go to the coast's Troc....11 the Harry Conn
show Isn't sold within the 13 weeks of sustaining-it'll fold....People's

RADIO, STAGE & SCREEN

World, daily Frisco paper which debuted last week there, is the Daily
Worker's -brother" on the west coast. .Dally Record, another, will fall co
Chicago Feb. 12....Capt. lean Grombacb. who is associate producer of
"Time and the Conways." the Broadway show, is putting another into
production.... Wilson, Powell & Hayward are working out a deal for
Doug Brinkley, WINS commentator. ...Bide Dudley started a new twice
weekly series on MRS yesterday....Col. Jack Motor is supposed to be set
for a commercial in March- . David Sarnoff enloying a midnite repast in
Reuben's Sat. after the Toscanini concert. paused to admire a German

Cavan

pancake being served to a RADIO DAILY scribe.

O'Connor is the most
outstanding British Tenor of
recent years as can be seen by

the clippings shown below.
TIT -BITS
to millions of radio fans
Crean O'Connor the popular IBC
singer of romantic tongs returns to

"Known

the microphone Feb.

16,

1937.

Pos-

of a sympathetic Irish write,
he sings in terse languages.'
sessed

LONDON DAILY MAIL

An infanticipating father gone modern sent the following
"I am writing to inquire concernletter to Iowa Network's WMT
ing the cost of announcements over your station as we are expecting

event in our family soon-and we would like to announce
it by radio"...,Birmingham's WSGN's Inquiring Mike has grown to
such proportions that Lee MacArthur, emcee, has been requested by
local traffic officers to "keep moving," so as to prevent pedestrians
and interested lookers-on from blocking the sidewalk and streets.
Last Week "Mac" went to a parked auto to interview a couple
a blessed

THEY LISTEN TO

J. EDGAR HOOVER, on Genera
Federation of Women's Clubs pro
gram, Jan. 20 (NBC -Blue, 4:30 p.m.
GLENN DARWIN and DR. WAL

listening to the radio-and it was WSGN-causing an awful
feed-back-so Lee faded back in double-quick time.
seated

"A FINE TENOR
Famous lave songs of today and peeIeryear gore Caren O'Connor his opportunity 01 demonstrating just how
fine a tenor noire he possesses.
Pure and clear, and of great range
and lyrical power. his Yoke
him the spontaneous approbation of
the whole Audience."

Personal Management of

AEE McALISTER
160 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK CITY
Ilkyant 9-0346
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ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

Leading Radio Salaries
Wasippptun Bo; ca x

riVIE two-hour broadcast being
staged Thursday by KDKA, Pittsburgh, to welcome Maurice Spitalny
as the station's new director of music.
will include a half-hour coast -to coast broadcast over NBC -Blue network. Radio, stage and screen stars
will take part in the program, which
is to come from the Stanley Theater.
Maurice's brothers, Phil and his all girl band, and H. Leopold, will both
be on hand for the celebration.
The Jan. 15 session of the CBS
"Saturday Swing Club," originating
in Hollywood, will have Paul White-

man with his band, Joe Venuti and
Louis
Armstrong, without their
bands, the Raymond Scott Quintette

Anti -Freelancing Rule

Oklahoma City Stations
Effective in 5 Weeks All Sign AFM Agreements

and Jack Teagarden.

Joseph Sudy, formerly violinist and
(Cul:tinned /loin Puy, 1)
vocalist with Henry King's orchestra, lished name
or smaller organizations.
has formed his own band and signed An orchestra
a unit may hold as
management contracts with Consoli- many differentas.
jobs as it can handle.
dated Radio Artists. Sudy's orchestra
has been set by Don Haynes of the Reason for the meeting was the
San Francisco CRA office to open at numerous squawks after the referenthe Rio Del Mar Country Club at dum was passed. Out of 16,000 memMonterey Bay, Cal., on Jan. 25. with bers, only 4,000 voted and the referendum passed by about 300 votes.
an NBC wire.
The five -week status is arrived at
Jack Ward, chief organist at WMCA through the fact that 802 must pubcelebrates his first anniversary in lish the new law in its journal, which

that capacity on Jan.

26.

He was

formerly associate organist at the

Radio City Music Hall under Richard
Leibert.

The voice of Bob Saunders, leader

of Hotel Utah orchestra (MCA) In
Salt Lake City, deserts his band to

standing radio personalities.
KSL Orchestra, led by Verdi Breinholt, who got the important New
Year's *Eve assignment of the Challenger Inn, Sun Valley, returned with
praises of the new Ski land.

C. C.

ACTIVITIES
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
National Life & Insurance Co., Nashville,

CP for new relay station.
2102. 2758 kc., 250 watts.
Tenn.

Johnson -Kennedy

1606, 2022,

Corp., Chicago.
new facsimile station. 31600.
Radio

III. CP for
35600, 38600, 41000 kc., 500 watts.

.EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS

Larus & Bros. Co., Inc.. Richmond, Va.
CP for new station. 1110 kn., 50 KW., un-

limited, be granted

WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla.

CP.

1240 kc.,

I

Mod.

of

KW.. unlimited, be denied.

Fred Finch Joins Agency

Bakersfield. Cal.-Fred Finch, account executive fur KP:VIC for the
past two years, has resigned to take
over management of Valley Advertising Agency here, affiliated with
other independent agencies in Los
Angeles, Fresno. Stockton and San
Francisco.

Valley Agency is now making an
study of the Southern San Joaquin
Valley which will be used by its
clients and affiliated offices in the
selection of media and in making
independent comprehensive market

Allan Clark, production manager. dealer and sales plans.
may be director,

Broadcasts Aid Fights

Elk City, Okla. - Since Golden
Gloves elimination bouts have been
The Paul Whiteman - Chesterfield aired over KSA, the formerly poor
won't be out until three weeks from show on Feb. 4 will air Its first pro- attendance has jumped to S.R.O. Lnnow. Alter that, two weeks' notice gram from New York. Show, heard cal oil company is sponsoring broadwill be given before the law goes en CBS. will remain in the East, casts.
into effect. Law allows a freelance
musician to earn up to S.54 weekly
only. No action was taken in regard
to various other resolutions before
the membership.

inaugurate KSL's new series starting
tomorrow. Featured will be the KSL
Concert Orchestra. Bob will be guest
vocalist. He will be followed by
weekly guest appearances of out-

Oklahoma City-AFM contracts
have finally been signed by all local ;
stations. WKY, KTOK. KFXH and
KOMA all in fold. Signing means
WKY will begin immediate plans for
own studio orch, with probability,

r.

*

5.11)10 11.411.1"

Washington-Salaries of radio, advirtising agency executives and radio talent
as revealed by the House Ways and Mears; Committee follow:
Mary Margaret McBride (Martha Deane), $52,231; Bruce Barton, chairman of
BBDO. 558.333; Wiliam H. JOhns, executive committee of BBOO. 559,679, Roy
Durstine. BBDO president. 591,666.
Chester Bowles. chairman of Benton & Bowles, $51,000; Stanley A. Brown,
chairman of Brown & Tardier, 5.59.824.: Jack U. Tarcher, president, $57,779;
William S. Paley, $236,924, Edward Klat.ber. $71,359; William Esty, president of
William Esty & Co., 5100,000; James S Yates, v.p., 556,458; Owen D. Young.
chairman of General Electric. and Gerard Swope. president. $146,500 each.
B. B. Geyer, chairman of Geyer. Cornell & Newell, 566.125; W. Debasil. Hurok
Attractions, 5146,084; N. Rosen, $76,261; J, V. Connolly, 5618851; Phillip W.
Lennen, president of Lennen & Mitchell, B90.000; Lenox R, Lofty, $50.259: Edward
Petry, 553.750; Henry Christal, 550,000 Edward Voynow, 550,000.
James G. Harbord. RCA chairman, :54.000: David Samoa. 575.000; Stanley
Resor. president J. Walter Thompson 7.o . $90,020; Henry T. Stanton, v.p
555.025; Alfred J. McCosker. 578.270; Ea Wynn, $60,000.
Hill Blackett, treasurer, Blackett-Sa-nolc-Hummert. 5120.000; E. Frank Hum.
meet, 5128,052; A. D. Lasker, president Lord & Thomas, 552.416: S. R. Coons.
executive vn.. 5145,155; D. M. Noyes, executive vice-president. 513.512.
E. R. Goble, president of Stack-GoEe, $60,000; W. E. MacFarlane. WON.
$92.500; F. Wallis Armstrong, president F. Wallis Armstrong, 550,000; L. Ward
Wheelock, v.p., 550.000; William Bather. 552,394.

Whiteman East Feb. 4

Booth Fisheries WSAI Tryout
Cincinnati-United States Advertising Corp.. Chicago. is trying a new
one over WSAI this week for Booth

Fisheries. It's a "Mall in the Store"
program with the station's beau

brummell, Peter Grant, holding forth
in Kroger's
Government Square
store, 11:45 to noon.

GEO. W. BOLLING
VICE-PRESIDENT
OF

Born in Detroit-Claimed by America
"THE LONE RANGER"

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

The Program Series That Breaks All Records
For Audience Volume and Sales Results.

TAKES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THAT

TRANSCRIPTIONS READY FEB. 15TH

RICHARD D. BUCKLEY
AND

WILLIAM H. WELDON

The Lone Ranger
Movie Serial Will

Be Released For

Nationwide Showing

In Theatres Soon-

A Republic Pictures

ON JANUARY 15, 1938 WILL BE ASSOCIATED
WITH THE NEW YORK OFFICE OF THE COMPANY
341 MADISON AVENUE

Production.

Three Half Hours Weekly
Don't Delay If You Want This Tested and
Proven Feature. Territories Going Fast.
Make Reservation Now.
Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

alp

BROADCASTING
N BC
RADIO t.; EVO R K WXYZ -DETROIT SLUE NETWORK I
ICING-BRENDLE
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative

6
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Reviews and Cohost -444*
"THERE WAS A WOMAN"
Glass Container Association
WJZ-NBC-Blue, Sundays,
1:30-2 p.m.

United States Advertising Corp.

Show fades into a scene a exceptional about the show that
while later with the wife taking would interest the ordinary public
the jury's advice, and again an ac- outside of dog lovers. Even the dracident occurs to stump the wife and matization lacked punch for outsiders.
Anyway, Plugs were handled along similar
to please the audience.
lets".

WELL WRITTEN AND ACTED EPISODES fade-out

FATHER COUGHLIN
Independent Network
iWMCA as New York outlet)
Sundays, 4-4:30 p.m.

has both women friendly lines.

OF WOMEN WHO FIGURED BEHIND and happy, while the husband is in
the cemetery.
SCENES OF HISTORY,
"THATCHER COLT
Show has plenty of punch, but the
Here is a show which is heard on
casting
of the women was poor inMYSTERIES"
only six Blue network stations, yet
the entire half-hour is a high caliber asmuch as they sounded too much
Packer's Tar Soap Inc.
production. This is the reverse prac- alike. Also the wordslinger handling
WEAF-NBC-Red,
Sundays,
tice of most radio sponsors. A small the commercials for the cold tablets
2:30-3 p.m.
network usually means a cheap show. sounded as though he should have
Stack -Goble, Chicago
Whether this show is an expensive taken the product before getting to SHOULD APPEAL TO YOUNGER ELE.
production, we do not know. But the the mike. Outside of the nasal sound, MENT AND ADDICTS OF BLOOD AND
plugs were handled nicely. A prequality is high.
Ed Jerome plays the leading role view of next week's story was offered THUNDER SCRIPTS.
at
the end of the show.
"Thatcher Colt Mysteries" reand carries the lead well. Debut
turned to the NBC network last Sunprogram dramatized the highlights
Bob
Becker's
day
and continued in the same vein
in the life of Sarah Shelton Henry,
"CHATS ABOUT DOGS" as when heard last year. Program
wife of Patrick Henry. Script covis one of the better "cop and robber"
Morrell & Co.
ered the life of the Henrys from
their marriage to her death. Patrick WEAF-NBC-Red Sundays. 2-2:15 affairs, with a special moral and phyHenry in the meantime through his p.m., also WGN-MBS 2:45-3 p.m. sical appeal to youngsters. However.
grown-ups who enjoy the telling of
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.
wife's guidance had become the great
lawyer who fought the English stamp PLUGGING A DOG FOOD. SHOW IS DE- a good mystery story in a strong
should greatly enjoy
tax with all his might and became' SIGNED SOLELY FOR DOG OWNERS. fashion also Each
week a complete
series,
a
prominent Revolutionary figure.
Bob Becker, explorer, sportsman, the
told,
and
first episode had
is
story
Graham Harris orchestra furnishes author and authority on dogs, bowed
the ingredients - crooked polithe musical background.
in on this one-man show for Red 'all
ticians,
racketeers
and the invinciProgram should have a larger net- Heart dug food. Becker gave some
work. NBC probably, with the advice on the care of dogs during ble Thatcher Colt.
A noticeable lack of commercial
sponsor's permission, would be glad the winter, had a few people enact
to air it sustaining to the rest of a skit on the heroism of an unwanted chatter greatly helped the entire prothe country. Program is educational dog, and then answered a letter from gram. Continuity was allowed to

Aircasters Inc., Detroit
Father

Charles

E.

Coughlin

re-

turned to the air on Sunday for a
new series of talks over a hookup
comprising 60 stations. Leo Fitzpatrick, vice-president of WJR,
Detroit, who has aided Father

Coughlin with his broadcasts for the
past 12 years or so. introduced him

and made mention of the fact that

no outside money was sponsoring the
programs, but that series is financed

by Father Coughlin himself.
As in the past, the program orig-

inated at the Shrine of The Little

Flower, Royal Oak, Mich. Apparently
much rested since he was last heard
on the air, there was plenty of vigor
in Father Coughlin's delivery, but

he was less militant and somewhat

conciliatory in his allusion to the
administration. Explanatory remarks
were made on the recent ban by his
superiors and a pledge that his Social

Justice organ would not repeat indiscreet items.
usual discourse

Subsequently the
the economic

on

situation of the country took up the
major portion of the time. Peace
between the AFL and CIO was also

run without any excess blah creeping recommended. Line on the volunkey cities. It was tried out as a susthe "talk- in to destroy the illusion. Program tary contribution being the support
taining some time ago.
ing dog" portrayed by Dave Dole. should continue where it left off last of the campaign was heard toward

and should not be lost on only six a dog.

Commercials are very brief. Nub Same went for the fadeout. Nothing year without any difficulty.
_
of the plug is. "buy your milk in

the close.

.

glass bottles, the most sanitary container."

"COURT OF HUMAN
RELATIONS"

Vadseo Sales Corp.
WOR-Mutual, Sundays, 4-4:30 psis.
Albert M. Ross Inc.
GLORIFIED

VERSION

OF

PREVIOUS

SHOW PACKS PLENTY OF PUNCH IN
SOB STUFF.

Bowing

into the

organ -pumping

and plug for the original consignee
of title. True Story mag, which is
slow using "A. I.. Alexander's True
Story Hour" for the Friday NBC
commercial, program ran along the
customary routine, dishing out the
tale of woe before a "Judge Kindly"
who asks the woman in this case to
keep talking while the jury listens.
After she relates via dramatization

LINCOLN

WKRC, Cincinnati

KANSAS CITY

Ed Hall has joined the WHB enJ. B. Lake has left KFAB as chief Lee Bland, newscaster, who preannouncer to become program di- sents a nightly quarter-hour titled gineering staff.
"Night
-Cap
Newsreel,"
is
one
of
rarector of KFWB, Hutchinson, Kan.
Erie Smith handles the early mornChuck Miller moves up to become dio's youngest news commentators. . ing KMBC news period, now sponBland is just 22 years old and a grad- sored by B. C. Headache Powders.
chief announcer.
John Edwards. newscaster with uate of Ohio State University.
Joseph H. Story Jr. of KMBC reA new series of musical programs
the CSBC stations here, celebrated
sales organization is back from
is being presented Monday through tail
a year on the air recently.
a
business trip to Battle Creek.
Friday at 5:45 o'clock. Featuring the
Ringlep, KMBC regional
Carter
Savoy Sisters, rhythm trio, "Tours sales director,
back from St. Louis.
WNYC, New York
through Tuneland," presents a differKCMO
has
started an early mornHerman Neuman, musical super- ent soloist on each program. Joe ing market report
service following
visor, and his wife, the former Maria Binder, tenor; Jinny Gayle, singer of heavy rural mail response
to regular
Stuart. soprano, are on a West Indies popular songs; Irene Righter, contralto, and Tad Legere, blues singer,
cruise.
A program devoted to housing pro- are the featured soloists.
Beginning today, station will prejects will be started Saturday.
Dorothea Lawrence, singer, will ap- sent a "Man on the Street" program.
daily
except Saturday and Sunday at
pear on Syd Hayden's "Everybody's
Hobbies" program on Friday at 10:45 a.m. People passing in and
5:15.

programs.

A feminine voice, Caroline Ellis,
has been put on the regular afternoon news trick by KMBC.
Eddie Krause has been signed to
handle

the

community

sing

on

"Brush Creek Follies."
out of the lobby of the Fifth Third KMBC's
Woody Smith emcees the show, from

"America's Hours of Destiny," Union Trust Co. will be interviewed Ivanhoe Temple.
how her husband carried on with
his secretary after office hours and dramatizations dealing with our na- by Eddie Humphrey. WKRC staff anHoward Everett, WDAF pianist,

how by way of an explosion she be- tional parks. is a new Monday 2 p.m. nouncer.
A tenor soloist with organ accom- has gone to Hollywood for a screen
came aware of this affair, the "judge" series.
paniment is heard on a new series of test.
asks the jury for a verdict. This is
Edward Cronenbold of KMBC's
programs
titled "Hymn Time" each
rendered immediately following a
KIR°, Seattle
Tuesday and Thursday at 9:30 a.m. Texas Rangers married Florence
commercial for "Quinlax Cold Tab Ralph Camargo, announcer, and Because of the unusual number of Hutcheson.
Florence Skeels, radio actress, are Mr. requests for a program of this type
and Mrs.
Ruth Lyons, program director, has
Jimmy Hatfield, chief engineer, has scheduled these broadcasts,
JEAN PAUL KING
been passing around cigars, but not
Announces
in honor of Christmas.
Michelson in New Office
Station is now carrying three addi-WHOPPERS"
Myrt
and Marge
Charles
Michelson,
handling
radio
tional CBS programs-"Story of InToday. 3-3.10 P.M. EST
dustry", "Chorus Quest" and "Colum- programs and electrical transcripC.B.S.
Mon. throa' Frt.
WABCCBS Network
in
his
new
bia Workshop". The "Chorus Quest" tions, is now located
office at 545 Fifth Ave.
is a contest for young choruses,
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AFRA Again to Meet Web Officials
With both NBC and CBS appointing committees to treat with the AFRA.
Mrs. Emily Holt, executive secretary, and other AFRA officials will confer
knives again today. Negotiations are continuing on
with the web rep
the advertising agency front also. Mike with Individual agency executives
having been followed by a meeting with officials of the American Association of Advertising Agencies. Latter was represented by lobe Benson.
president, and Frederick Gamble, executive secretary. General counsel for
the AAAA was also In attendance.

DONALD W. THORNBURG and
John

Dolph,

accompanied

by

their wives, and Fox Case and Hal
Rorke are among CBSites trekking
to Fresno this week to join Charles
Venda in seeing that the newest affiliate, KARM, is wedded to the network with proper ceremonies and
official witnesses thereto on January
15.

Earnshaw Radio Productions is get-

ting out an elaborate promotional

brochure on its "Hollywood NIte Letter" program. Also supplying sub-

scribing stations with stills of stars
interviewed by Fenton Earnshaw for
the program.

EDWARD N. NOCKELS, late manager of WCFL, the Chicago Fed-

Special WIBW Broadcast Southwestern Brewing
Supplements Bowes Salute
On Oklahoma Network
Topeka -Major Bowes' salute to
Topeka last Thursday night during
the CBS "Amateur Hour" was followed by one of the first broadcasting experiments of its kind. As an
added feature to the Major's weekly
salutation, the outlet here. WIBW,

Oklahoma City
Oklahoma Network is carrying a new ten -week
three -quarter-hour contract of Southwestern Brewing Corp. (Old King
beer), first time account has used the
network. It is sponsoring AAAU
inter -city boxing meets from the
the Capper Publications station, con- municipal auditorium here, being fed
ducted a 15 minute "back stage" air by KTOK, local member of the web.
"scene", which followed 15 minutes Halsell-Humphrey Adv. Agency in

Jack Owens, KEHE staff vocalist
heard every weekday at 12:30 p.m., after the amateur hour had signed
has had his informal musical pro- off the air.
With Art Holbrook and Judson
grams moved to a later groove at
Woods handling the remote control
1$.
microphones.
WIBW went direct tc
Oscar and Elmer wound up their
Topeka operating offices of Southcurrent KFWB series Friday but the
western Bell Telephone, picked up
start In on a new half-hour routine and
sent over the air the receipt of

-

charge.

days of radio to members of the Cali- will be heard on the Spaulding
fornia History and Landmarks Club Quik Quizzer on Sunday afternoons,
at the University Women's Club- from lobby of the Palace Theater.
house yesterday.

Grenfell Rand is the week -day an-

studios ... pregranis taken elf the air
Dewy Marshall Durante. Dir.
/LLD. Bide., Rollo Cllr. New York

San Antonio-John Rodney, free-

lance writer, is now located here and
is planning a radio script service.
He will also have a production agency,

Mesa() Everitt (Jenny Peabody/
celebrated her 14th wedding anni-

versary last week.
Bailey Twins and
Small

have

been

Brooks and
dropped from

Wrigley's "Double Everything." The
Andrews Sisters came on from New
York to replace them. Bob Rafter is
using a studio audience at dress rehearsal.

ment.

Betty Lou Gerson has taken over

leading role in "Last of the Lock woods," supplanting Judith Lowry,
who has other commitments.
Jack Hayes. chief engineer

Busse on his new Mar -O -Oil series.

WBRY, New Haven
U.

Radio

station Or sari, city

Represented exclusively by

STEPHEN SLESINGER,

250 Park Avenue

INC.

New York

P. news periods will be spon-

sored ass WBRY by Quinnipiac Coal
Co. and Benedict Coal Co. alternately.

Gert Cole. pop songstress, has returned to the studios after a two-

week vacation.

Perry Lafferty. director of music.

also back from a vacation in Davenport, la.

KABC, San Antonio
Johnny Sullivan, formerly of Fort
Worth. has joined the commercial
department.

G. P. Rumble is the new chief engineer for Alamo Broadcasting Co.,
replacing Edward L. Starnes, who has
gone to the Coast.

Another Woy to

,

(NE( Newsfeatures
Available to only one rod.o

of

WJJD, fell on the ice and broke his
leg. He is confined to his home.
Skip Morr, baritone, and Don Huston tenor, being featured by Henry

Vladimir Dubinsky Dead
Syracuse-Vladimir Dubinsky, cellist and founder of the Esardy Trio,''

a series on Wednesdays over WOKO. phony Orchestra.
He just completed a series for
WABY.

New San Antonio Service

Actor Dick Wells is laid up by flu.

Signed by Fred Allen
Lucille and Lanny, individualists WJJD broke his shoulder blade in
in song, have been signed for a six auto accident while driving to
week engagement on Fred Allen's an
Indianapolis for a concert engage-

the entire CRS net on Saturday at tone and former Dean of Music at collapsed and died here yesterday;
8:30 p.m.
Ithaca College, has been signed for while rehearsing with Syracuse Sym-

Ansersede elsssingsiiehea school of
broadcasting foe dryers, Oaor s.
oriiers,
announcers.
speakers,
Wester. Electric Recordings M Our

Court.

On the ailing list: Hugh Rager of

John J. Colbert. KFWB's "Lamp- nouncer.
lighter," started a new series over
Dr. Edmund Albert Brown, bari- formerly heard over the networks,

--

ventory just filed with the Probate

First United Broadcasters: Cliff
Sleininger of Furgason & Co.
Andrew (Uncle Joe) Dobson of

"Town Hall Tonight" over NBC -Red
votes there, which, of course, are on Wednesdays. They already have
Eddie Cantor will enviously salute taken continually during the one- made a string of guest appearances
Bing Crosby on the acquisition of a half hour after the Chrysler broad- on the show, and the present confourth son on the CBS "Texaco cast.
tract is the longest ever issued by
Town" show tomorrow.
For 15 minutes, the remote control Allen to guest talent.
Pan-American Radio Productions staff "brought in" the scene at the
Charlie Cantor, who recently was
has auditioned its Spanish version of telephone company, where 52 special heard with Henny Youngman on
the transcribed "Charlie Chan" se- operators and 20 number tabulators Kate Smith's program, also is now a
ries for E. R. Squibb & Co., New York, received and tallied votes for the
of the Allen troupe.
as a possibility for the Latin-Ameri- amateurs. The Mayor and other
can countries. Irving Fogel controls prominent Topekans appeared on
the foreign rights to the series pro- this broadcast.
W. S. Clark with Siegel
Many fan letters and telephone
duced by the Raymond Morgan Co.
for the use of the Stokely Co. on calls were received at the WIBW Morris H. Siegel, director of the
Advisory
Council,
studios complementing the station on Policyholders'
CBS.
Clark Ross, off the KEHE airlanes the broadcast. Topekans cast 37,467 whose radio blasts over WMCA and
local
foreign
language
stations
have
for several weeks through illness, votes by phone for amateurs, which
is back with his baritone voice on is considered somewhat of a record been the chief thorn in the side of
itself, since most honor cities of the New York life insurance agents, has
a Tuesday evening program at 8:15.
John Canady has a new corn- same size as Topeka have been send- appointed W. S. Clark, former WMCA
time salesman, as director of advermentary program, "The Sportsman," ing in about 8,000 calls.
The unique broadcast was made tising and public relations.
On KMPC Monday and Thursday
possible through the cooperation of
nights at 9:45.
The cast of KHJ's "The Phantom Ben Ludy, WIRW's new general massCottingharn Promoted
Pilot." recently moved from KFRC, ager, who was promoted to that posiSan Francisco, remains a deep, dark tion from assistant manager on Jan. 1,
Philadelphia - Robert Cottingham,
secret to everyone except the staff and V. B. Gray, personal representa- formerly
news head of the NBC
tive of Major Bowes.
connected with the program.
Washington office, has been promoted
Parkyakarkus copped the Gene
to
the
KYW
staff here to handle the
Inge award on KFWB's "Take the
WOKO-WABY, Albany
UP-Esso news reports. Thomas Knode
Air" program last week.
Albany Concert Orchestra, WPA succeeds to Cottingham's former post.
Carl Haverl in, K F I -K ECA sales sponsored, has returned on Friday
He was with the UP Washington
manager, and Dr. Ralph L. Power nights over WABY.
office.
recounted experiences in the early
Forrest Willis, WOKO announcer,
today.

eration of Labor station, left an
estate of $25,602. according to an in-
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PROMOTION
In Good Company
"It's good company to be with"

says

W.

program builders, have comstatement listing clients who "went
pleted two audition records for the
to town with \VORL."
Accounts representing 15 indus- Paul Meyer Associates, on order of
two large sponsors. Both programs
tries are listed by Manager Treat.
use a large cast, and the best available talent on the air participated in
Present Calendar Gifts
Georgia Broadcasting S ystem the auditions. Such well-known peo-

ple as Lucille Wall, Fred Lewis. Law-

WATI... WRBL. WGPCi has distriZerbe, Jean Colbert, John Griegs,
buted a New Year's greeting in the son
Davis, Jerry Lesser and others.
form of a novel desk calendar. Job Jack
went to agencies and advertisers All are "regulars" on daily series
shows. Special orchestral background
music was furnished under direction

throughout the country.

of Esoj Nivoy, newcomer to radio.

Kellogg Gets Richmond Games NBC recently took option on a BuckRichmond-Kellogg has bought ex- ley-Yovin show called "Make Me A
clusive rights to 35 Richmond Colts Star" by Michael Young
which

home baseball games. WMBG may makes four programs built this seabe the station used. N. W. Ayer & son. Floyd Buckley is better known
as "Pop -eye" on the radio, but has
Son is the agency.
been directing radio and commercial
slide -films for past seven years. Just
James A. Willard to WFIL
a three year contract with
Philadelphia-James A. Willard Jr., terminated
Yovin has been associated
former "Uncle WIP" on WM, has Vocafilm.
with
Buckley
a long time. as producjoined WFIL. where he will be tion director and
writer.
known as "Uncle Jim." He will continue handling a kiddie show for
Emlyn
Owen,
production
manager
a store sponsor.
staff organist at WTAQ and
Allen Scott, formerly on WFIL. has andHBY.
Green Bay. Wis., was married
returned to WCAU as commentator. W
recently in Superior to Gladys Wang -

Johnson Gives Time to Author
General Hugh S. Johnson will relinguish his usual broadcast period
over NBC -Blue network on Thursday, 8-8:15 p.m to allow Ferdinand
Lundberg, author. to reply to critic-

en.

I. B. Lake to RINBG
Lincoln, Neb.-J. H. Lake. chief
announcer at KFAB, left Saturday
for Hutchinson. Kan., where he becomes program director at KWBG,
and six months later will become
station manager.

J. Samuel Quits WMAS

Wisconsin - Minnesota basketball
game. Arrangement was made with

broadcast immediately following Russ
Winnie's eye -witness of the Badger Gopher cage tilt at Madison. This

of

our musical

Lef's glee SOME attention
rhythms."

labors?

to soft

WPTF, Raleigh

Anne Jamison. NBC contralto, has J. B. Clark, sports announcer and
had her contract renewed for an ad- director of publicity, got himself into
tured another.

CBS.

AN OPEN LETTER
Film Recording

cast of President Roosevelt.

Eddie Whikehart, whose "Romance
Singer" program became quite popular during its sponsored term over
WPAY, Portsmouth, 0., is continuing
to broadcast on a sustaining basis.

Peter Donald Jr., character actor
on NBC. CBS and Mutual, has sold
some material to 20th Century -Fox
for the new Ritz Brothers film, "Kentucky Moonshine." Comedy sequences
were written in collaboration with
Gaby Barrcre and Charles Eaton,
both on the coast at present. Team
formerly wrote comedy material for

the air.
First 1938 Saturday night "Jamboree" at WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.,

Transatistlens

Commercial and Theatrical Ptetarss

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
33 W. Nth

Y. C.

I

1-1:1TrtCt CTME7S

Id Et -S V -S
-

was the second time within a week
that WTMJ staged a record rebroad-

winner.

JOE TUNES
"The wild caccrphony of swing
Is enough to give a savage beast
the titters. imagine what It must
do to sensitive elders with an ear
for musk, and an eye for relaxation. Say, can't we give the lovers of salt music more of an even
break? How about a little more

WBT Law Series

WBT, Charlotte, has readied new
Leland C. Bickford, editor in chief series of informative talks on legal
of Yankee and Colonial networks questions, to air under title "What
and noted for his expose of public Do You Know About Law?" Show
rackets up in Boston, has created a will be handled by David Henderson.
furore with his charges that votes Charlotte lawyer, who will go on
could be "bought" in the Massachu- weekly with fifteen minute talks on
legislation. taxation, and kindred
setts legislature.
topics. Personal legal problems will
WHOM broadcast by remote con- not be discussed, but talks will be
trol direct from the deck of the phrased In simple language with all
Steamship Pilsudski last night in ob- subjects treated from general viewservance of the Cruise -Contest Win- point.
ners for the Warren -Norge Electric
Appliance Co. Program sponsored by
KONO, San Antonio
European Radio Co. of New York.
Olan Smith, one of the Plantation
Boys who record for Victor, is now
Jack Mitchell, director and inter- doing a commercial for Dairyland
viewer of WAA7"s news spectacle, Co. He is assisted by Ted Brown.
reveals that Ray Freifelder and Jerry William E. (Bill) Watson, announcCotter, two of the commentators em- er, left recently to take on similar
ployed in the show attended Colum- duties at KRGV, Weslaco.
bia University together as journal- Don Michael and His Orchestra are
ism students. It was there that they taking a month's vacation.
met the maestro, who convinced Jerry and Ray that radio needed them.

NBC to record the President's talk
and the station made the record re-

George Griffin, NBC baritone, who I
Springfield. Mass.-Edward J. Samuel. commercial manager for WMAS is heard on the "Castles of Romance"
since 1934. has resigned and may series, is making two shorts for
open an advertising agency. Before Warner Bros.
joining WMAS, Samuel was advertising manager for Fisk Rubber Co. A. P. Bauer, salesman at WT1VIV.
for seven years. and previous to that Fast St. Louis. Ill., will soon marry
Laverne Conley, a beauty contest
vas with Goodyear for 11 years.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

Bill Thomas,
now emcee on the show, likes his job
real well.

ditional 13 weeks on Campbell's the newspaper spotlight recently
Offering listeners an opportunity "Hollywood Hotel" program over when he broke one arm and frac-

to "have their cake and eat it too,"
WTMJ, Milwaukee, went to considerable pains to broadcast two important features scheduled for the
ism of his book. "fin Families." made same hour, President Roosevelt's
by the General in a recent broadcast. Jackson Day dinner address and the

division

I IDEA' *

What Local Stations Are Doing

Cort Treat, manager of
in a telegraphic 11LOYD BUCKLEY and Jose Yovin, drew 5,328 admissions.

WORL. Boston.

E.

PROGRAM

Coadi-tos-Caaigt

Colimbus 5-7366-7

Eel

-

Mr. John U. Reber
J. Walter Thompson
420 Lexington Avenue, N. Y. C.
Dear Mr. Reber:

As Radio Director of

J.

Walter Thompson, you know the

value of a good recording.
state this as a positive fact
because the consistently high quality of the J. Walter Thompson
air shows proves it.
I

International Production Studios is anxious to have you hear

samples of their work not to prove that their recordings are
as good as the next fellow's, but to show you the difference
between a good recording and the best.
May we submit some of our recordings?

Very truly yours,
\^( 1,\, 0 -kit tv--r..

KWH/amh

San Iddrmgrr.

The National Daily Newspaper of Commercial Radio and Television
VOL 3, NO. 8
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FIVE CENTS

Int'l Radio Sales Gets WLS, KOY
--MPPA TO DISTRIBUTE
RECORD ET ROYALTIES
MPPA plans to distribute $45,000
this month to copyright owners for
electrical transcription and synchronization rights as collected by Harry
Fox, general manager of MPPA, acting as agent and trustee for the publishers. Record -breaking sum tops
the $38,000 for last month, due mostly

to World Broadcasting System renewing its blanket license, entailing
the sum of $25,000 for the year. NBC
Thesaurus, also scheduled to renew
shortly, will contribute $5,000 to the
above total distribution.
Meanwhile, the song writers,
through Song Writers Protective

Station Rep SubMEN WHO MADE NEWS IN RADIO Hearst
sidiary Signs Chicago

DURING 1937

(Fourteenth bi.iterwiit

H. K. CARPENTER

of a Sere')
LEO FITZPATRICK

In show- The genermanship, civ- al manager
ic service, of WJR, Despecial
troit, piloted
events enter- his
prise and throughstation
its
general prog- most success-

ress.

the
United
B r oadcasting

year in
1937. He paid
generous divful

and Phoenix Outlets
International Radio Sales,

the

Hearst Radio subsidiary, has been
appointed station rep for WLS,
Chicago, and KOY, Phoenix, both
owned and operated by Burridge D.
Butler. These are the first stations
to be signed by International since
it announced its new rep policy last
week. Under the new set-up, International will represent any station
Cooin x rd on Page 3)

two
on
Cleveland idends
each share of
stations,
stock, gave
WHK and
Coss

PRESS AGENTS WORKING
their complaint in one
131
employWCLE (for- ees a 10 per
of the test suits recently brought to
PHONY 'CENSOR' CHARGE
get a clarification judgment on its merly WJAY). were front -rankers, cent bonus in December and made
by-laws which vest the copyright and kept regularly in the headlines! his staff a "happy family," the envy
throughout 1937. It was all done unNewspapermen for the past week
(Cosiniii,d on Page 3)
der the direction of H. K. Carpenter, lof many a radio station operator. have been chasing NBC press execuv.p. and g.m.
tives on false reports of "censorship"
Velvet Shave to Launch
-the reports being cooked up by
press agents for publicity purposes.
BENEDICT GIMBEL IR.
Regional Spot Campaign SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM
Since the Mae West broadcast and
the recent ruling that all guest apDespite
Detroit-R. K. Owens, distributor,
pearances must be checked with the
many other of Expenditure
has appointed Brace Beemer Inc. as
$86,000
for
network, press agents have been callbusiness and
the advertising agency to handle a
a new 320 ing NBC and asking for permission
personal
in
state and regional spot radio camfoot
vertical
to put all sorts of personalities on
forests, Sam - antenna and
paign for Velvet Shave, new product
the air. Names range from Mahatma
uel R. Rosenfor use in connection with electric
Ghandi to Duke of Windsor.
dry shaving. As new product also
baum,
the and enlarged
Press agent before calling is sure
is an astringent and face conditioner,
plant
NBC will not grant its permission
WFIT Phila- studio
part of the campaign will be directed
was
made
by
but story is sent out to newspapers
to women.
deiphia, took
anyway. When network gives its
leading Benedict
a
Jr.
(C011titItled on Parr 3)
role in bring- . Gimbel
for WIP, the
Jewelry Manufacturer
General
Foods Adding
IRNA
AFM
Philadelphia
Planning Radio Activity
over
situation to a station
7
Southern
Stations
which
he
workable
status.
Came to the front
Niles - Richman Co., New York
a very sane and capable chairman presides as proxy. An amazing jump
agency, has been appointed to direct as
General
Foods
on
Jan.
29
will add
the IRNA special advisory coin -tin sales and listener recognition was seven southern and southwestern
the campaign of Wolcott Co., manu- of
stawho kept the ship on an even also chalked up by Gimbel's WIP tions (WIOD, KTBS, KARK, KGBX,
facturing jewelers of Providence, mittee
with radio and newspapers to be keel when the storm was at its worst. the past year.
KELO, WFLA, WJAX) to its NBC used. This will be the first attempt
Blue -Bob Ripley show. Benton &
by Wolcott at consumer advertising.
Bowles Inc. is the agency.
Ass'n, filed

head of

ing t-'

Can't Please All
Roston - Ralph Rogers, radio
scripter and director of radio
courses at Boston University. In

a timely commentary on just how
far radio writers can go In spicing
up scripts, says:
"The

public's reaction to pro-

grams will always be like its reaction to the weather-too hot for
same and too cold for others."

Six Stations Linked
Three New Commercials
In Alabama Notwork Added to WLW Schedule

Birmingham - Ralph Hurst, ace Cincinnati-The Earl May Seed Co.,
political correspondent of Birming- through Presba, Fellers & Presba,
ham News, was first to air over the Chicago agency, tomorrow begins
newly formed Alabama Network, three 15 -minute morning programs
which includes WSGN as key station; each week over WLW. The two
WJBY, Gadsen; WJRD, Tuscaloosa; other shows are set for Saturdays
WMFO, Decatur, WMSD, Sheffield, and Sundays, with contract running
and WBHP, Huntsville. WSGN was 13 weeks. Talent features a new
key station to a five -station web dur- WLW act, Hugh Cross and His Radio
ing football season, and present Ala- Pals.
A Sunday "Melody Grove" pro-

bama Network is an outgrowth of gram for Grove Laboratories was
that hookup.
(Continued on Page 3)

Phelps Revising Rill
Albany - Apprised that his bill
seeking

to

protect radio stations

from libel suits

over remarks

extemporaneous

talks

might

in

be

found "discriminatory and unconstitutional". Assemblyman Phelps
Phelps is redrafting the measure.
A prominent New York constitutional lawyer Is aiding blm. Radio
men have commended Phelps' bill.
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

By HOWARD I. LONDON

Price 5 Cts.

:

Publisher

:

RADIO always has leaned over back- General Mills. all big magazine adve
wards to avoid any conflict with deers, in the "Angel" class.

Some years ago a group of magaslaell,
Editor newspapers or magazines. Time and
DON CARLE GILLETTE
Business. Manager again good copy angles have been con- including CrowelL attempted to discredit
MARVIN KIRSCH
:

ceived but because they were slightly radio and hired Clark -Hooper for the Job.

Published daily carets Saturdays, Sundays
The results were never published. They
and tloiidal s at 1501 Broadway, New 'York. competitive the Idea was shelved_ Radio got
the wrong answer. Wrong. In their
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoare, was and is following the "Golden Rule."
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser
But apparently some magazine pub- estimation, because radio made a very
eau, 11,3 surer MU! General 31anaget ; Chester lishers do not believe In the "Golden goad showing.
Bata, V ice. President ; Charles A. Aticoate.
LI
Paradoxically Crowell today is using
Some weeks ago the Crowell
Secretary; 31. 11. Shapiro. Associate Editor Rule."
Terms (Post free) Cooed States outside or Publishing Co. started a series of adver- radio and has been for some time,
Greater New York, one year. $5; foreign. ft:remoras which brought the radio vs. Coronet. Esquire. Look. Lite. Time, True
rear, SID. Subscriber should remit with ortic,
RADIO magazine issue to the printed page. The Story, Commentator, all highly successful
to
all
communications
Address
D.11 1.V. 1101 Broadway, New York, N. V latest piece is entitled "People Who Back magazines. are radio users.

Wisconsin 7.6336. 7 6337, 7.6338. Shows Are Called Angels."
The obvious reason for the ads Is that
Cable address: Filroday, Ness York. HollyCrowell Is stalking around leading with the advertising revenue of the Crowell
wood. Calif.-Italph Wilk, 6425 sloilywon
Ittvil. Phone Granite 6607.
its jaw. A "must" rule In most media group should be higher. And they are
Entered as second class matter April 5. houses is that to damn another medium blaming radio. Maybe some of the III
1937, at the nos:office at New York, N. V.
Is forbidden. Competitive copy Is out. new periodicals that came Into the magaunder the act of March 3. 1879.
Tell the advertisers the mortis of your sine field during the past year and the
Phone

medium and let the buyer decide for him- success of Lite, Esquire. Time and True
self, is the usual copy trend. Carping Story may have something to do with the
copy has no merit and it certainly is switch of advertising away from the
"regularly scheduled" media.
unethical.
If Crowell is challenging radio to come
Final paragraph of the current piece

FINANCIAL.
'Tertday, Jan.

11)

"If you are backing shows with out and fight. the radio people have
money that should be spent to sell goods. plenty of good "demolition bombe" on the
y -u can do less spending and more sell- shelves. The most recent addition to
ing in the magazines. People who back the ammunition pile is the Fortune quarsays.
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bakery

is

sponsor.

Fizdale Adds Accounts

they are classifying General Foods, Chesterfield. Lever Bros.. Procter S Gamble.
Standard Brands. Ford. Camels, Philip
Morris. Lucky Strike. Campbell Soup and

Fast Substitution Made
By Canadian Producer

the barbarism In us. But this is supposed

to be a civilised age. We hope Crowell
will see the handwriting on the wall
and discontinue the sniping.

1/1

substituting two radio plays at the
last minute for a previously scheduled show. Caplan, a veteran actor
and producer who worked for a time
with Eugene O'Neill, was notified
at his Montreal office by wire from

(In the heart of Chicago)

is

or

Friday.

En

route

to New York

stopping over in Washington.

HOSING, CBS sports announcer, will
return from his Florida vacation tomorrow or
Saturday. He is scheduled to appear as emcee
TED

at the Philadelphia "Poor Richard Cub" gathering on Monday.
SIMON.

of
few day
days.
KEN STOWMAN of WCAU, Philadelphia, was
a New York visitor yesterday and plans to make
the trip periodically now that station has
opened an office hers.
BUNNY BERIGAN is wending a weak vacaKENNETH

Westlaco,

tioning at

Is

L.

in New York for

a

Placid.

Lake

WILBUR EICKELBERG. manager of KFRC, San
far a three-week trip

Francisco, left Saturday

to the east, visiting Mutual stations in Chicago
and New York.
LOUIS GRAF, national representative of XELO,

Tijuana, has returned to Southern California
after wending the holidays with his family in
San Francisco.
For the neat few months he
will divide his time between Tijuana, Los
Angeles and San Francis..
MRS. E. M. DOERNBECKER, owner of KVI,
Seattle. and daughter arrived yesterday in New
in

from California aboard the Santa Paula.
MISS DOROTHY DOERNBECKER Is assistant
manager of the station.
York

offered by the City Club of New
York under direction of Baxter
Pickering, advertising agency radio

director and moderator of the
"Citizens' Forum" radio program.

This is the sixth season of the speaking course. An organization meeting,

open to the public, will be held tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the club.

favoring a tieup with the CIO. How-

ever, a poll of the entire membership will be undertaken within the
next ten days.

--

CtoC

0.0

Ottawa in the morning of the change
in schedule. Immediately he grabbed

to its publicity accounts. a cafeteria table.
Musical backSam Geison has been sent to the ground was selected and rehearsed
local office from New Yurk.
early in the afternoon. Toward dusk
the entire company was engaged in
rehearsal, timing and synchronizaEcclesine, Nell Join WOR
Joseph Ecclesine, formerly staff tion of music and in mid -evening the
copywriter for Standard Brands, has plays were released to the national
joined sales promotion stall of WOR. network without a flaw.
John Nell, formerly with Talon
Slide Fastener, has joined the same
City Club's Radio Course
department, replacing Edwin ClapA 12 -week course in public speakham. who left for another post.
ing and radio technique is being

WGES

he

(0,

NBC, saved the day for Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. the other day by

...Q
":*; e
0:

7.,0

mother"

in Chicago

tomorrow

THE 34t

Chicago-Tom Fizdalc Inc. has two scripts, whittled them to fit a
added Falstaff "Public Hero No. I" 60 -minute spot, and cast them by
and Colgate - Palmolive - Peet "Step- phone. First reading was held over

First in local accounts

GLENN SNYDER, vice-president and general

manager of WES, Chicago. is expected in town

shows are called angels. Angels, you terly survey which found that "listening AGRAP Committee Favors CIO
Meeting of the AGRAP committee
will remember, are pure spirits. anintr- to the radio Is the favorite American
of seven voting on a labor organizarecreation."
cited In material rewards."
Everybody likes a challenge. It stirs tion affiliation resulted in a ballot
We wonder If Crowell realises that

WSNJ Kiddie Show Moves
Caplan, Canadian
Bridgeton, N. J.-The WSNJ kiddie Montreal-Rupert
producer and known below
shows, which were put on for 14 drama
the
border
for
his
shows through
weeks at the Landis Theater, Vineland, move to the Criterion Theater
here for a new series starting Saturday. Last series had 67 kids, all
members of WSNJ stock company.
lack Lee will produce the shows.
with Fred Wood at the mike. A
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INTERNATL RADIO SALES

I NEW PROGRAMS-111DEAJ,

NAMED REP FOR KS, KOY
(Contimood from r.9, I)

-Let Freedom Ring"

This is a series of dramatizations
located in key cities which do not depicting
the growth and winning of
have a Hearst owned station.
rights. Show airs on Tuesday
John Blair & Co., since Jan. 1 has human
evening
half-hour
over WICC,
been representing WLS and KOY Bridgeport, in thespot
interests of the
on a temporary basis. Its contract Fairfield County Parent
Teachers
with the stations expired the first Council. First episode was prepared

students. Show goes on each school day afternoon, supervised by high
school instructors. Denver schools
tune in, with one of them assembling
entire student body to hear the
broadcasts through public address
system. School officials say that
5,000 pupils are listeners, in addition
to regular radio audience.

of the year.

by Office of the Interior, U. S. Education Department, and revised for

Three New Commercials
Added to WLW Schedule

Cantandella, radio chairman of the WRTD, Richmond, has this one.
county PTA. It relates story of Object is to cover the local labor
George Mason and the Bill of Rights, front, airing events in state and city
leading to signing of the Constitu- from the labor viewpoint. First
tion. Cast includes William Eliott, speaker was H. M. Monahan, A. F. of
Grace Breen, Kathryn Wallace, Her- L. organizer and chairman of the
bert Gosweiler, William Donnelly, Educational Committee of the CenJoseph Falco, George Puglisi, Alice tral Trades and Labor Council. Mr.
Maloney, and Raymond Gunter.
Monahan spoke on "The American
White Collar Worker." Other prom"Pet Peeves" on WMCA
inent speakers are scheduled.
A program in which participants
will be given a chance to air their
Use for Old Xmas Cards
pet grievances, with a studio audi- Henry Hickman, Inquiring Reportence on hand to act as a jury to er on WFBR, Baltimore, last week
determine if the grievances are jus- asked his audience to use old Christtified, starts Saturday at 7:30-7:45
cards in sending in their quesp.m. over WMCA under the title of mas
for use on the Tydol program.
"Pet Peeves". Jack Shannon will tions
Result
was the largest response Hickdirect the show.
man has received in the two years
he
has
been
airing the show.
"Youth in Modern World"
Cards will be turned over to a loGrowth of educational features cal shut-in agency whose members
finds KLZ in Denver airing this youth delight in reading the oftimes humorseries, produced by city high school ous verses.

(Continued from Page I)

added to WLW on Jan. 9 at 7:45-8
p.m. This is in addition to the Wednesday and Friday 7:15-7:30 p.m.
productions. All three are musical
shows with a 12 -piece orchestra.
Household Magazine is sponsoring
the 6-6:15 a.m. spot on the "Top o'
the Morning Gang" over WLW. Their
musical representatives are the Drifting Pioneers.

Titan Recording Activities
San Francisco-Ed Kraft, g.m. of
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle,
has renewed contracts with Titan

Studios to wax "Old
Gardner" series for Gardner Nursery,
Osage, Ia., featuring Barry Hopkins,
Recording

for 1938.

Bennie Walker and Memory Rob-

.

3

erts will make 104 recordings at
Titan for Sego Milk of the NBC
program, ''Sego Milky Way", handled

local production by Mrs. Mildred

RECORD ET ROYALTIES
(Contloord from Pa.,,

ownership and so-called small rights

such as ET in the writer. Suit now
pending is against Jack Mills Inc..
the concern having accepted a song
after June 1, 1937. Mills said he
took the song with the understanding that the new standard form of
contract agreed upon would prevail.
Since no standard form was acceptable to all the publishers, the writers
hold Mills accepted the song under

the proviso that Article IX of the
APA by-laws prevails and all mechanical rights were vested in the
writer,

Press Agents Working
Phony 'Censor' Charge
(Continued PUT Page 11

negative answer, cry of censorship
is started. P. A. tells his employer
that NBC policy prevents his using
the "big shot" because of the NBC
rules. Actually the person "engaged"
had never been contacted.
A p. a. story sent out yesterday
regarding possibility of Mae West
appearing on the Kate Smith show
to defend herself in connection with
the recent NBC broadcast was recalled later in the day.

N. Ray Reny Will Head

New NBC Sound Dep't
by Edith Abbott and Gillham Adv.
Agency, Salt Lake City. John B.
N. Ray Kelly, former chief of the
Hughes. KFRC newscaster for Borden's, has recorded a sales talk for NBC sound effects department, has
the company, and Tobe Reed, KFRC been promoted to a newly created
announcer, and George Tolin are do- post of manager of the NBC sound
ing a special sales program for W. P. effects development and maintenance
division. Zale Dillon will continue
Fuller Co. (paint).
Kelly's assistant. The new division
Max Graf, Titan production head, as
is back on the job after being laid up. will cover all NBC managed and
operated stations.
Dillon will handle the personnel
and management of the department
Ice Cream Series
and will report to William S. Rainey,
A new commercial in contempla- manager of the production division.
tion has to do with the ice cream Kelly will leave for Chicago soon to
industry. S. Marchiony, president of consult with NBC officials there
the Marchiony Ice Cream Co., has about the new set-up. Idea behind
engaged Richard W. Wallace, who the plan is to build up the sound
has done scripts for WMCA, and effects departments in the 15 NBC
Arthur C. Scanlon, writer of comedy managed and operated stations so
sketches, to prepare scripts on sig- that more network programs can
nificant and historical incidents In originate from these outlets. Other
the history of ice cream-such as the NBC affiliates will also be offered
a
sending of Roman slaves by the free counsel service by the departEmperor Nero to the mountains for ment.
snow and ice as well as flavors for
ices which were popular in ancient
Rome. Marchiony will, it is stated, Axel Petersen Promoted
transcribe scripts that meet with his Axel Petersen, formerly assistant
approval.

"Voice of Labor"

MPPA TO DISTRIBUTE

to Hugh A. Cowham, CBS commer-

cial traffic manager, has been pro-

moted to the post of assistant traffic
manager.

Shortwaving Peace Program

A forum on "World Peace Through
World Trade", with special music by
Vittorio Giannini, to be aired Jan. 18
over WMCA at 11:15-12:15 a.m., will
be short -waved internationally via
W1XAL, Boston.

SPECIAL NOTICE!!
TO ADVERTISING AGENCIES, THEIR
CLIENTS, AND ALL RADIO STATIONS.

"THE LONE RANGER ff
TRANSCRIPTIONS
The Lone Ranger
Movie Serial Will

Be Released For

Nationwide Showing

in Theatres Soon-

A Republic Pictures
Production.

Will Be Placed on the Market
February Fifteenth
Tested and Proven as Radio's First Place
Audience and Sales Builder
Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

KING-TRENDLE BROADCASTING
CORDRAT) 1 g PIN

R K WXYZ-DETROIT BLUE NETWORK

THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative
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[GUE1T-ING
JACK SLATTER. formerly with
the All Canada Broadcasting System
in Toronto, has been appointed managing director in Toronto for the
H.S.G. Advertising Agency of New
York City. His headquarters will
be at the C.P.R. Building in Toronto.
ANNA E. SCHUSTER, office manager of Morris -Schenker -Roth agency. Chicago: John L. Snodgrass. dioutdoor advertising; N.

rector

R.

Backus. production director, and P.
Wayne Jackson, his assistant, have re-

Agency handles Premier Pabst and American Can accounts.
FRANK PRESBREY CO.. Chicago.
has been named advertising counsel
for Schwitzer Cummins Co., Indiasigned.

napolis, makers of air conditioning
equipment. Leroy A. Kling, Chicago manager of agency, is account

executive.

JIM DUFFY INC. agency has
moved to new quarters in the Conway Bldg.. Chicago.

KOSS, MORGAN & BROOKES, pro-

motion agency, Chicago. has changed

name to Brookes & Sons Co.

its

Morton S. Brookes is president; John
S. and Morton Jr.. his sons, are associates.

J. POTTS & CO. advertising
agency of Kansas City, has become
affiliated with the Continental Agency network of which John Falkner

GEORGE and FLORENCE ARLISS

in "Disraeli," on "Lux Radio TheaPERSONAL Postcards To: Wm. Wrigley Jr.: Will you please
forward to us the nome of the parson who sold you on that Sunday show.
We'd like to record his name for posterity as the "world's greatest sales.

ters.

"Choral Contrasts" on MBS

"Choral Contrasts", weekly symposium of vocal groups, makes its
debut Sunday at 9-9:30 p.m. over
\YOB -Mutual.

RO'IC Signs Larry Clinton
Larry Clinton and his orchestra,
row heard over NBC on the RCA Victor series, have been signed to

an exclusive contract by Rockwell O'Keefe Inc.

Pensacola Using Radio

Pensacola, Fla.-Part of the $30,000
municipal advertising budget to help'

of Pensacola and its
advantages to tourists is being spent
on WCOA, local CBS outlet. When
the station recently celebrated its
sell the city

power boost. the city bought a block
of six hours.

--WICC, Bridgeport

Jeanne Poli is handling announcerial assignment on PTA Tuesday eve-

ning drama series. "Let Freedom
Ring."

Frank Yorgenson brought his South

wright, interviewed by Vivian Shirley, today (WNEW, 2:30 p.m.).
FAY WRAY, with Tyrone Power

Davidson, advertising manager for Atlas Radio Distributing Corp.: Thanks
for taking our suggestion and hiring Sid Schwartz as your assistant there.
....Lenox Lehr: After NBC announced that it would drop "Sen. Fishface"
and "Prof. Flags/settle" as a sustainer, 35 wires were sent to stations on
the net carrying the show asking for a reaction. Thirty realists insisted

Northern Broadcasting Co.
Built Up Into Strong Chain

that they remain-which they wilL

Harry M. Warner: Your "Hollywood Hotel" flicker
which uses such air names as Dick Powell, Rosemary Lane, Frances
Langford, Louella Parsons, Jerry Cooper, Benny Goodman's crew,
Raymond Paige's music and Ken Hiles-all giving grand performances-proves that the movies may continue borrowing from radioand turn out topnotch screen entertainment by so doing. The "Hotel"
flicker should not only make nice noise at the box-office, but it's a
nice compliment to radio as well.

Bridgeport Hospital.

LUCILLE It LANKY
LINWOOD

GREY

"2 voices and a planny"
Now appearing with Fred Allen
TOWN HALL TONIGHT
Arrangements by Lanny Grey
aaaaa ment NOE Artists Service

in "Story of Natchez," on "Holly-

wood Playhouse," Jan. 16 (NBC -Blue,
9 p.m.).
SENATORS D. I. WALSH and

GERALD P. NYE, on the MBS
"Forum", Jan. 16 (MBS, 7 p.m.).
ALONZO DEAN COLE, on Pat
Barnes show, Jan. 15. (MBS, 8 p.m.).

Montreal-After five years of hard
work building up Northern Broad-

casting Co. Ltd. into one of the most
powerful and aggressive broadcasting companies in Canada, Roy H.
Thompson, president and founder of
the firm, is taking a holiday in Florida.

It

is his first vacation in more

than five years.

From a small start several years
Timmins; CFCH, North Bay, and

ago, Northern now operates CKGB,
C.TICL, Kirkland Lake, all In northern Ontario, Company has sales offices here and in Toronto, while Weed
& Co. represents it in the U. S. Its

three stations are basic on the new

Wolter Winchell: Now that you and Louis Sobol kissed and
made up on your feud New Year's Eve, we suppose you'll attend the
testimonial luncheon being tendered him Friday at the Astor because of
his services rendered to the American Federation of Charities... .Beatrice
Fairfax: After that story appeared in the Mirror about Teddy Powell being
Silted he received some 1.000 letters from girls offering themselves to
replace his lost love.... George W. Hill: We'd like to take this opportunity
of suggesting David Ross for some wordslinging Sob on your many shows.
His voice is the most soothing and definitely a natural plug for ANY

ciggie-or other throat productl....Alfred McCosker: In our "Thanks for
the Memory" pillar we failed to Include your WOR for supplying us with
the line music vlu remotes in 1937. Our dials are constantly set for your
outlet in the late evenings because there's a newcomer always making
good somewheres....Bill Paley: Suggest you cash in on the billiard playing of your Herb Rosenthal who took over Janie Taps-who took us over
during the weekend....Jack Adams: Another big account Is on Its way
over to you at Erwin, Wasey.

Sea Islanders back to the schedules
last night after a year's absence.

Mrs. Joseph Lopez is convalescing
from an appendix operation in

JULES ECKERT GOODMAN, play-

man"....Rudy Vallee: Received yours of the 7th in which you state:
"Speaking of coincidences. I noted In your column of Thursday the last
lines about 'April' being a new star born in the premiere of 'Right This
Way. Is II possible she told you I sent her a wire from the Edison Hotel
during intermission of opening nile using that very phrase?"....The show
opened Wed. nite-after our column was written-so we never knew about
your wire. But since you've mentioned it. how about an Introduction?....
Milton Blow: How about getting some oil into your swivel chair? It's very
annoying to your listener....Gwen loner: Understand that 25 members of
the "Gang Busters" staff threw you a farewell party last Wed. nice after
the show-and Phil Lord lilted the check. We don't believe lit
Dave

R.

Agency of Philadelphia is headquar-

ter," Jan. 17 (CBS. 9 p.m.),
GEORGES ENESCO, guest conductor, Philharmonic -Symphony Orchestra, Jan, 16 (CBS, 3 p.m.).

CBC commercial network and at
present broadcast about 20 sponsored
shows received over the wires weekly. The outlets carry more national
and local advertising in their 16
hours daily schedule than any other
stations of similar size in Canada.

Six of the eight leading U. S. pro-

grams as chosen by Fortune are carried by Northern stations.
An aggressive merchandising de-

partment and a program publicity
department are part of the stations'
activities, and a recent addition is
Transradio news on the hour.
Jack Cooke manages Northern's
Toronto office, with Donald L. Bassett in charge here.
NORTHWEST'S TRADING RADIO STATION

\ \I

I

I

MORS

LIFELIKE

RECEPTION
Mayor of Lakeside, Fla.: After your Chamber of Corn-

merce invited Alice Cornett, hometown girl who made good in the
big city, to come to you for a New Year's reception-site begged
off because of radio commitments. However, to show her appreciation to the folks bock home, she'll invite you to spend a few days

%%lit

23,000 WATTS

INCREASED
COVERAGE

BASIC RED
NETWORK

with her in New York where you'll be wined and dined at the

Waldorf ...Damon Runyon: Sports fans have been keeping Chase
& Ludlam, who prepare NBC's Sports Question Box, busy checking questions. They had to go to the Rules Committee of the
U. S. Golf Association for one that's to be answered this week..

NEW
TRANSMITTER

Car

41111011
MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT PAUL
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PROGRAM REVIEWS

SAMMY KAYE's trademark, "Swing man's engagement at the Paris Expo

summer creates an opportunity
and Sway," written in collabora-1 last
for a reciprocal arrangement.

"For Men Only"

tion with his arranger, Pat Patter-

Vitalis program, formerly heard on son, will be published soon, revers- Eddie Duchin on the Elizabeth Arthe WLW Line, switched Monday to ing the usual order of adopting a den Mutual web show, is taking a
the NBC -Red network at 10:30-11 published song as an identifying poll of some 150 women's colleges as
p.m. Peter Van Steeden orchestra number.
a means of obtaining a list of "famand Peg La Centra, vocalists, are
romantic melodies, which list
regular features on the new show. Ernie Hoist, who opened last night ous"
be subsequently heard on his
Guests on the opening stanza were at the Book -Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, will
several sons of famous men. These will be heard five times weekly in programs.
included Elliott Roosevelt; Bernard Detroit. Later in the month he will
Musical director Lee Grant is feaDugal, son of Otto Harbach, libret- begin a twice -weekly CBS schedule. turing
novel orchestrations on radio's
tist; Rudolph Friml, Jr.; Keenan Norman Moon is featured vocalist.
longest commercial, WMCA's "GrandWynn, son of Ed Wynn, and others.
stand
and
Bandstand" show. Grant
Dugal and Friml enacted a sketch Harry Breuer, whose orchestra is uses his full
orchestra, derives a
based on their fathers seeking a suit- heard several times weekly over rhumba combination,
swing quarable song hit for "Rose Marie," final- WRJN, Racine. Wis., is playing a new tette, and a jam combination
to porly evolving Indian Love Call while musical instrument of his own inven- tray his versatile arrangements
of
Central Park; tion. It is a combination xylophone,
mooning around
marimba and vibra-harp and weighs varied tunes,
Keenan Wynn imitated his father.
Elliott Roosevelt spoke on the about 500 pounds.
Ruby Newman and his orchestra go
handicaps that beset the sons of
Joe Sanders leaves Chicago this into the Rainbow Room tonight. This
prominent men and how he decided week
is
to open at Palace Hotel, San their third engagement in the night
to clear out of Washington and go Francisco,
Jan. 21. Sterling spot NBC wire will air the band
out on his own. In closing he men- Young. whoon
playing at Palace now, twice weekly.
tioned his Hearst Radio affiliation. comes to the isStevens
Hotel, Chicago,
also its sales subsidiary, and gave his on Jan. 27.
Exclusive Publications' musical
staff a plug. Incidentally, he has the
program for the early part of 1938
makings of a very fine commentator Mark Warnow, CBS musical di- will include the publication of Duke
on his own.
rector, has commissioned Ben Baron Effington's "Azure" and "ChatterVitalis credits were short and to write lyrics for the unique com- box," the Benny Goodman -Chick
leaned toward an easy method of positions written by his brother, Ray- Webb tune, "If Dreams Come True,"
maintaining good appearances. mond Scott. Baron, 19 -year -old the Gussak-Kelly-Maffe stomperoo,
Guests for next show include such genius, has already given words to "Catwalk" and Buster Bailey's "Diznames as Hannah Williams, Paul Sul- "Swing, Swing, Mother -in -Law" and zy Debutante." In addition, Sidney
livan, WLW commentator; Richard "Reckless Night Aboard An Ocean Mills, general manager, will continue
Barthlemess, Frank Chase and Gco. Liner." The tunes will be presented the exploitation of the firm's curLudlam. First NBC program ran by Warnow on the "Magazine of the rent song hit, "In an Old English
off smoothly and was entertaining. Air," over CBS.
Village."
Ruthrauff & Ryan is the agency.
Negotiations have been started to The long much talked of Battle
bring Ray Ventura and his orchestra of Swing between Chick Webb's and

11)

"Our Personal Check"
"Dear Friends," reads a letter from
Jordan's Uncle Pete and Louise, airing for the store over WNEW, "Our
sponsors have again rewarded us
. We want you to
with a bonus.
share this bonus with us. We are,

to New York from abroad for the Count Basic's bands has been defiWorld's Fair, according to Inter -Con- nitely set for Sunday night at the
Built around the Texas Rangers, tinental
Productions Inc. Leo Reis - Savoy Ballroom.
the KMBC instrumental and vocal

"Brush Creek Follies"

unit recently heard as a sustainer

the program, while Eddie Krause,

on CBS, this barn dance show opened who shared emcee duties with Woody

Saturday over KMBC at 10-11 p.m.
from the stage of the Ivanhoe Masonic Temple, Kansas City, to about
1,200

paying customers who thor-

oughly enjoyed its generous line-up
of barnyard and cow country acts.
Featuring a community sing and an

WHO, Des Moines

Adolph Schneider has joined the
Smith, did a neat job with the com- news staff. He will have charge of
munity sing. The show is produced compiling news for facsimile transby Fran Heyser and Jimmie McCon- mission, which is to start soon.
nell.
Roy Pratt, transmitter engineer, is
now a benedict.
Lambert Bartak, accordionist, has
"Melody Puzzles"
joined Al Clauser's Oklahoma OutPreviously heard via WOR under laws.

amateur contest as a curtain raiser
to the air program that follows, this title of "Melody Mysteries," this
show follows the generally accepted American Tobacco Co.
(Lucky
Phil Baker Renews Writers
pattern for offerings of its kind. How- Strike) show started over WJZ and
ever. its acceptance should be as- NBC -Blue network Monday night at Sam Perrin and Arthur B. Philsured by the presence of such sea- 8-8:30, Program is a guessing con- lips, writers for the Phil Baker prosoned performers as Tex Owens, lo- test, with titles of songs being con- gram for the past four years, have
cally popular singing cowboy, Glad cealed in dramatized bits. After each had their option lifted again.
and Woody Smith, Fran Mahaney, skit, contestants arc asked to guess 4sTI4E SONGBIRD OF THE SOUTH I'
Herb Krataska and Clarence Hart- song title. Cash and cigarette prizes
man of the versatile "Rangers" are given the contestants, eight in
*
*
*
*
group.
number, and in addition there are
In addition to the regular studio awards for persons submitting the
talent, Germaine Haskins, soprano, skits. It's a clever setup, making for
and Manny Roy, tiny boy soprano entertainment as well as calling for
with an engaging manner and a the exercise of mental alertness.
beautiful voice, contributed much a
After each title is revealed, the
song is sung by either Buddy Clark
or Freddie Gibson, with Harry Sal"UNIVERSAL COMMERCIAL

KATE

SMITH

SERVICE"
SD live,
expertly written announcements I
covering 24 different lines of business
every week -$1.00.
Samples
furnished
BeerfultSy.

Write today-

Orchestra supplying musical
background. The musical end is firstter's

class in all respects, especially Salter's conducting. Fred Uttal does a

UNIVERSAL RADIO PROGRAMS, INC. i swell job as emcee.
Lord & Thomas
545 Filth Ave.
New York City'
handling account.
'
sl

is

the

agency

THE KATE SMITH HOUR

THURSDAYS
CBS NETWORK

OMOTICS

8-9 P.M.,E.S.T.

,..EXCL. MANAGEMENT TED COLLINS,mg&

.

therefore,

.

enclosing

our

personal

check which will be honored by
Jordan's as cash, on the purchase

of any cloth coat or fur coat in
stock," etc.
Letterhead had picture of the ra-

dio favorites, and "check" enclosure
was redeemable as stipulated at Jordan stores in Newark and Paterson,
N. J. The certificates are still being
redeemed, and many letters of thanks

have even been reported from en-

thusiastic listeners. Mailing was under direction of Schillin Advertising
Corp.

Extra Service
Extra services to advertisers are
playing an important part these days
in renewal buildups at KLZ in Denver. Beside the usual courtesy announcements and program previews,
station offers exploitation in weekly
program schedule, mailed to a selected list of 5,000. Sponsors are also of-

fered the benefit of an exclusive mov-

ie trailer service and hook-up with
the state press, as well as added promotions in lobby and window displays.

Reservations to publicize programs
through the movie trailers are booked
far in advance. The press connections provide a tie-up with more
than 100 state and regional daily
and weekly papers. Station has also

leased cabinets located in Denver's
newest

hotel

auditorium, offering

them to advertisers for display purposes.

"Your Invention" to WHN
Sam Hammer, whose "How About
It" program joined the WHN-WLW
Line schedule last night, brings another of his shows, "Your Invention",
heard for some time on WMCA, to
WHN starting Friday at 9:30-10 p.m.

CKWX
VANCOUVER,
B. C.

The Popular

COUNT
MOST

Station
of

Canada's Third
Largest City

WEED E COMMA
ROW :rano,

Rim-scow/kr:
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WINIFRED KISER has been

,' signed

to writing all

as-

future

scripts for the Federal Radio Theater's "Deep in the South" programs
over KHJ-Don Lee. The all-negro I
program is under the supervision of

KIISI, Flood Rosette Work

ic.cri,

Chico, Cal.-Things are about back to normal at KHSL after a disosa:oui flood in which the station rendered service similar to last year's
Ohio River Incidents. An an instance, there was the case of a family
marooned on the roof of their home. They took their small radio with
them and by this means they were able to hear flood broadcasts and
avail themselves of help In escaping doom. Many persons were perched
in trees for hours before being rescued. Station cooperated with telephone
company in getting messages to marooned families. Harold Smithson,
president and general manager of Golden Empire Broadcasting Co.. which
has KHSL here and KVCV In Redding. has been highly lauded by the
communities that were in the flood for the fine services he rendered.

Buckleigh Oxford, with Wayne Griffin producing and Sherman Walker
KANSAS CITY
directing, and is heard each WednesRose Ann Carr, WDAF soprano,
day night at 8:30-8:45.
The Public Affairs Department of takes over the Showalter Shoe Co.
CBS has compiled a summary of ac- Sunday afternoon commercial fortivities of the department on the merly handled by Pat Dunn, who
Pacific Coast during 1937 which re- left last week for Hollywood.
veals that 1413 broadcasts, covering Fred Weingarth, WDAF sports an355 hours, were devoted to public nouncer, is laid up following extracaffairs. These included the George tion of wisdom teeth.
Gershwin Memorial Concert, Los KCMO has sold 100 dramatized
Angeles Philharmonic broadcasts, and spots to Reserve Mutual Casualty Co.
many others of national importance George Couper Jr. of the KXBY
arranged by Fox Case, head of the sales staff is in Chicago for one week
on business.
department
WHB has a new "Magic Kitchen"
The midnight benefit show ar- show
on a quarter hour morning

ranged by friends of the late Ted spot, handled by Dick Smith with
Healy for the purpose of raising Clara Dyer as economist and Al
funds to assist his widow has been Stine producing scripts,
set for Jan. 22 at the Warner Holly- Les Jarvies, WHB announcer, is
wood Theater, and among picture producing a new commercial hilland radio people volunteering ser- billy show for WHB-Colonial Chicks.
vices to date are: Al Jolson, Dick Kenneth Young, announcer, has rePowell, Rudy Vallee, James Cagney, joined the staff of KCKN after a
Pat O'Brien, Olsen and Johnson,

4IT-rt

ti

LORRIS GIZZI, leading man of
Remo Conti's Italian dramatic
hour over WGES, has been signed to

a long term contract by Paramount
Pictures to appear in Italian films.
Hoosier

Hot

Shots

"Album

of

Song" due to emerge from publishers this week. They are scheduled

NEW HAVEN

"Answer Me This", WBRY quiz to make an appearance at Milwaukee
program conducted by Bob Stuart, civic auditorium on Jan. 22.
has tied up with Paramount Theater Roy Shield and orchestra are proon a guest ticket give-away.
viding the musical backdrop for
"Ma-jic",

W1CC

number

game Fitch's

sponsored by Majestic Laundry, has
been cancelled pending FCC investigation of this type program.
Very Cruse, WELI songstress with
Worthy Hills ark at Pavilion Royale,
has had several important auditions
since her selection as beauty queen
at Havana.

Interesting Neighbors with

Jerry Belcher now that it has expanded to a half hour.

NBC Breakfast Club lineup has
been changed bringing the Three
Romeos on Monday; Escorts and Betty on Tuesdays and Fridays; Vagabonds on Wednesday; Ranch Boys on

Thursday; Cadets on Saturday. Don
McNeill as m.c. and Walter Blaufuss'
Blevin Joins McGillvra
music heard regularly.
Chicago -James Blevin, formerly Dave Dole has been revealed as the
with N. W. Ayer & Son, has joined guy who plays "the talking dog" on
Joseph Hershey McGillvra as man- the John Morrell -Bob Becker proager of Chicago office. McGillvra is gram.
at present on a trip to Chicago.
N. M. Belcaster is associate director
of the new Associated Radio Producorganized here last week with
Whitfield on Hayden Shows tions,
Stuart Haydon as executive director.
Philip Whitfield, opera baritone,
Kirkpatrick, Mutual singer
Jess
will make several guest appearances and emcee,
donated a pint of blood
in February and March on Syd Hay - for a transfusion
for a friend the

leave of absence. Young,
George Jessel, Bert Wheeler, Spencer temporary
18 years old, also holds an engiTracy, Ray Bolger, John Boles, John only
ticket.
McCormick and many others prom- neer's
Gertrude Wilkerson, featured by
inent in both fields of entertainment. KCKN
on daily commercial for Bliss den's WNYC programs, "Everybody's other day.
II o b Garrett succeeds Warren Syrup Co., is now doing a quarter Hobbies" and "Hiking and Camping".

Stokes as conductor of "Pick of the
Pictures" on KEHE. The daily feature is produced by Bob Le Mond,
with Claude Sweeten, musical director at the station, personally waving the baton.
Standard Oil has signed for three
time signals nightly from KNX for
a period of one year. McCann-Erickson agency signatured.

Durward Howes, whose "Birthday
Bill" congratulatory messages have
long been a feature over KECA, has
had his time allotment switched to
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
4:30 p.m.

hour vocal program twice a week,
while a former KCKN artist, Betty

Wendell, has returned to the air with
a program of personality songs.

KGVO, Missoula, Mont.

WCAE, Pittsburgh
Musical Director Earl Truxell has

Verne Sawyer, special events an- the baton back in his right hand
a monogrammed after a week of waving the stick with
gold pencil from Office Supply Co. his left arm. An old baseball injury
A. & P. on WATL
because
his
daily
remote
from the cropped up last week and Earl was
Atlanta-A. & P. Food Stores will
was one of the past month's barely able to lift the right member.
sponsor "The Treasure Chest", a 25 - store
Station is feeding the Carnegie
outstanding
programs.
minute program, daily except Sunday
student symphony orchestra to
"The Farm Clinic" is being pre- Tech
over WATL. Maurice C. Coleman,
system on Saturday aftermanager, is handling account. Dis- sented in the interests of farm lis- Mutual
noons,
1:30-2. Dr. J. Vick O'Brien
plays on counters of some 140 A. & P. teners. M. M. Oliphant, county agent, conducts.
and Helen Allen, county home de- Special features this week included
stores will exploit show.
monstration agent, appear in the bi- 15 minutes of story telling by Alexprogram.
CBS Signs Edmund MacDonald weekly
A. J. Mosby, manager, recently re- ander Woolleott. The writer is apEdmund MacDonald has been newed the Ronan Booster Series, pearing this week at a Pittsburgh
signed by the Columbia Artists Inc. ponsored by Ronan, Mont., Chamber Theater in "Wine of Choice."
Chief Engineer Jim Schultz is back
for radio and movies.
of Commerce.
at his desk after a week's siege with
Child psychology problems are the flu.
Anice Ives on Sick List
taken up in a program scripted and
nouncer, received

"Doc" Powers played host to radio newsmen and must of the local
transcription producers at a mid -afternoon to midnite cocktail party in
honor of Don Service., attorney for
Dennison Estates of Sydney, AusAnice Ives of WMCA "Every delivered by Dr. A. H. Cross.
tralia, who is here in the interests of Woman's
Hour" is on the sick list. Mary Bills writes, directs and apstation 2GB, represented in this coun- She has grip,
but is expected back pears in the weekly "Story Party"
try by the good Doctor.
at the station by the first of the fur Garden City Dairy Co.
week.

B
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Greetings from Radio Daily
Patsy Kelly
Sid Silvers
Smiling Ed McConnell

Donald Flamm

Harry Reser

United Oil on WRBL

S

WFAA, Dallas

Columbus, Ga. - "Columbus News Ralph Nimmons, program director,
Hi -Lights", five-minute program of has
put on a new sustainer, "What's
local news, has been started over the Name of That Song?" Walter
WRBL by United Oil Carp. Contract Hancock sings the theme and Ray
is for 52 weeks.
Le Pere plays the organ. Program
is an uninterrupted musicale, with
Bill Dougherty to WRBL
announcer giving titles at end of the
Columbus, Ga.-Bill Dougherty of 15 minutes.
Albany, N. Y., has been made pro- Hal Thompson gave listeners a
gram director at WRBL, managed round of table tennis in one of his
recent "Sports Page" broadcasts.
by Jim W. Woodruff Jr.

About IS par cent of Groat
Britain's 11,500.000 homes ars now
radtwertuiPnod

NEVER in THE HISTORY of RADIO
HAS THERE BEEN SUCH A FINE and
DISTINGUISHED LIST of WRITERS
on BROADCASTING and TELEVISION
AS WILL BE FOUND in THE COMING

Throughout 1938 you will find RADIO ANNUAL

on the desks of busy executives everywhere. A
ready reference work covering radio completely.
...distributed complimentary
to Radio Daily subscribers as

part of Radio Daily Service.

READY FOR 'DISTRIBUTION IN FEBRUARY
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George Gerhardi is out as director
of German programs at WPEN. Anti Nazi groups had been bothered by

Meador Lowrey, WHAS news com-

mentator, appointed studio director,

Coch4-to---C646.1

his broadcasts.

succeeding the late Herman F. "Pete"
Monroe.

WFIL will teed a series of inter-

collegiate debates to Mutual. U. of
Penn. debating team will be featured.

RATHER than depend upon "spot
news" for his WNEW sports WIP plans a concerted drive for
casts,
Thornton Fisher is including
special event and stunt programs.
a
regular
of features for his
Anne Fitzpatrick is the newest ad- Tuesday, series
Thursday and Saturday
dition to 'WIP's publicity department. night broadcasts. Among
them are
KYW's Norman Sickle has written "Fights That Made History," "One
a new dramatic serial called "Behind Punch K.O.'s" and "Hoaxes in
Closed Doors," which goes on the air Sports." At the same time, Fisher
shortly. Cast includes Paula Mark- will not ignore present-day events of
mann, Edythe Rodaye, Henry Jones interest..
and Warren Wright.
Gene Irwin. half of the piano team William Blevins' Negro Choir on
of Mann and Irwin, aired over WFIL. WSGN, Birmingham, has pleased its
has penned a new tune called "Don't sponsor so well that program not
Tell Me."
only has been renewed for 26 weeks
Bert Balus, heard over WCAU's but the show has been lengthened
Varieties with Larry Vincent and the for 15 minutes. Booker T. WashingTell Sisters, has to use a platform to ton Burial Insurance Co. is the sponsor.

reach the microphone.

Stoney McLinn, WIP director of
sport broadcasts, is returning to his

The Hob Nobbers, a WHKC
chores after being absent for several (Columbus) feature, now being
sponsored by Felber Biscuit Co.
weeks due to illness.
Ben Alley of WCAU returns to Charles V. Lutz will do the comPottstown, where he received his mercials.
first radio contract, to make his

first personal appearance since 1929.

are now being starred
broadcasting."
cal drama over WPEN.
George Hogan is back at the microA new dramatic group-the WSPR
phone at WCAU after an illness.
Barnstormers - has been formed at
Jack Hutchinson

is the latest to WSPR, Springfield, Mass., under the
make his debut with his songs over direction
of Wayne Henry Latham,
WIP.
program director. Members of the
group are mostly former members of

the now disbanded WBZ players.

Vern Moore and Roy Civille, special

events

announcers,

are

back

from a Sun Valley ski jaunt.
C. G. Phillips, manager and a veteran basketball announcer, is back
at the mike for the current season.
"Uncle Billy" (Billy Phillips).
chief announcer and program director, had one of his kiddie program

Lawson Zerbe has an important
role in the new "Waterway Wanderers" show which is being featured in
conjunction with the National Motorboat Show. This program Is heard
from Monday through Thursday at

6:15, over WEAF.
The

weekly

Larry Sunbrock of National Fidbig jam-

dlers Association staged

boree at Jefferson County Armory
on Sunday.
Georgia Wildcats,

Natchee's Indians, Curly Fox and
His Foxhunters, Cousin Emmy's Kin-

folks and other radio acts participated.

Salt and Peanuts, WHAS singing

Travel

Talks

on

team, sporting new car.

WNEW are now presented at 9:15

Bill Bryan, WHAS announcer and
p.m. on Tuesday evening, instead of writer of the column, "Air Waves,"
on Wednesday. Broadcasts are un- in Louisville Times, now filling a 6
der the direction of Leonard A. Har- p.m. sustaining spot with songs on

ris of the Brooklyn Eagle.

WHAS.

Eva vom Baur Hans!, journalist and

KYW's Arthur Hinnett will record clubwoman, will speak at 5:45-6 p.m.
today over WQXR on "Women on
organ swing music for Decca.
It took eight years for Murray the 1938 Horizon."
Arnold of WIP and Manning Hall of
WPEN, both p.a.'s of their stations
Connie Desmond, announcer at
to meet again, after being co-work- WSPD, Toledo, recently was awarders for the Broadway Magazine.
ed a gold wrist watch by General
Giuseppe Russo and Clara Avella Mills for "outstanding baseball

K1DO, Boise

Bill Bond, WAVE announcer, and
Mrs. Bond spent two weeks in New

4:30 p.m. Change was made because York visiting his brother, Ford Bond
of demands of listeners. We/greens of NBC.
is sponsoring the series, which has
Elizabeth Sweets, for the past sevbecome a highly popular Sunday feaeral years in New York, airing on
ture.
NBC and WOR children's programs,
Rosemary de Camp rejoins the "Dr. has returned to Louisville, and will
Christian" cast next Sunday over be heard shortly over a local staFormerly aired over WHAS
CBS with the return of Jean Her- tion.
sholt to Hollywood from New York. as well as writing scripts.
Miss de Camp plays the part of New staff ork at WAVE is directed
by Harry Diekman, local maestro.
Judy Price, secretary,

Sugah, singing star of the Pepper
Uppers program, will return to the

Daniel K. Weiskopf has resigned as
vice-president of National Distillers

KSL, Salt Lake City
Station's artist bureau

furnished
member of the board of directors and talent for Kiwanis Conclave and Rotary
meet
the
past
week.
the executive committee of the board.
Two remotes weekly with Jelesnik
He plans to devote most of his time
and his ork from Hotel Utah Empire
to rest and travel.

Products Corp., but will remain a

Dining Room join the late evening
Jan Williams has joined the staff dance log.
of KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore., in Frank McLatchy, account exec,
the dual capacity of singer and mem- has renewed five local accounts for
ber of the production department. one year each, and four other comWilliams, who is a tenor, comes from mercials have been added.
WHO, Des Moines, where he spent
the past 18 months as vocalist and

continuity writer. Prior to that time,
he was a member of NBC's vocal
staff in Chicago.

WKY, Oklahoma City

Allan Clark, production manager,

ill with flu.

Evelyn Huff, from receptionist's
Ingle, who handled the Dance desk to secretary of the executive
fold Sunday after a three-week vaca- Internationale during its campaign department.
tion in Havana. Alexander Keese here, is back in radio and allied fields
Frances Dowtin new receptionist.
and the Pepper Upper orchestra, Jim- again as free-lance publicity man.
Exclusive on name -bands booked
mie Jefferies, Roy Cowan, Lotie Lot - angles also has been made press head in municipal auditorium by Mrs.
for
the
Griffith
Music
Foundation
of
tin, Ruth Salter, the Pepper trio and
Frances Potter Hauser obtained by
Newark.
ensemble plan a rousing welcome.
WKY. Wayne King has first spot.
Ed

members. 4 -year -old Marjorie Black.

guesting on "Roy's Boys and Girls," The "Kidoodlers" have been signed Ben Alley commercial on WCAU
half-hour revue conducted by Roy by the NBC Artists Service for for Household Finance moves to a
Fleischer cartoons.
new time Monday, with a show three
Civille.
times weekly at 11 p.m. and three
Universal Radio Programs Inc. has shows weekly at 6 p.m., replacing
added six stations to its list of sub- the strip across the board at 5:30 p.m.
scribers taking a weekly Commercial

ONE MINUTE
I INTEUVI EW
ARLENE HARRIS
"I Lust couldn't use a script In

front of the mike. I came to radio
from vaudeville. for one thlog.
Naturally. I wasn't accustomed to
working with a script. Then. too,
the very nature of my delivery prohibits reading my lines. I talk so

last that rd get all tangled up It
I tried

Tiff AIRY NO DUMMY
WNATS OUR LEADING FOREIGN

q

LANGUAGE STATION
,

The first get-together of the CBS
tions bring the number of stations Adult Education Board will be held
Announcement Service. Latest addi-

taking the service to 48.

on Monday. Recommendations for
new CBS programs will be submitted
Swor, Lubin and Fields are making by the chairman, Lyman Bryson.
disks for Alka-Seltzer. Talent set

by NBC Artists Service.

LWBN

Bernice Claire, Joe Sodja, Irene

Beasley, Prof. Quiz, Eton Boys, Del

Harold Ickes will be heard over Casino, Ted Husing and Leonard
Mutual on Jan. 23 at 2:30-3 p.m., Hole will entertain at the Annual
when he addresses the "National banquet of the Philadelphia "Poor
Conference for Palestine."

Richard Club" on Monday.

WISN, Milwaukee, has moved its
Alden Edkins, basso, has been
"Treasure Hunt" program to 3 p.m., signed for the Griswold Mfg. Co.,
when the list of articles are given, commercial starting on WEAF and
with winners being interviewed at WCAE on Jan. 23, Sundays, 9:30 a.m.

WI3NX
1800

S&L..

5,..r -A.,

11115 0117

NEW
YORK
WI5,1
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FIVE CENTS

Chi. May Lose Top Bands
Looking On
AND LISTENING IN

NEHI MUSICAL PROGRAM
STARTS IN MARCH ON NBC

Nehi, the beverage, in March will
start a musical show on the NBC
Blue network. Fridays. 9-9:30 p.m.
Station list not set as yet.
George Olsen and his orchestra,
Benny. Cantor and Allen lake a few
minutes to warm up before the sparks Teddy Bergman and Tim and Irene
Playing a guest shot
is the toughest of all
assignments for a radio comedian. Even

Eight Spots Give In to Networks' Remote
Fee of $100 Weekly ---Others Without
Outlet Stations Add Musicians

AT RANDOM

begin to fly on their shows, yet a visit. auditioned for the spot early this
ing star on a program is thrust abruptly week.
into the scene and he must be funny
instantaneously or'ke's considered a flop.

Worthy of being framed is this excerpt
from a recently heard WOR corrunercial:

Reorganization. Expansion

At KM., Salt Lake City

Salt

Lake City-Sweeping reor-

"Advertising is a form of news. It tells ganization of the program, producpeople about desirable products which tion, continuity and personnel deotherwise would be unknown to them." partments of KDYL has been effected

Chicago- With next Sunday the

Wrong Record

deadline, the following night spots

Pittsburg, Kan,-While KOAM's
regulal switchboard queen and

have capitulated to stations' demand
for $100 a week service charge: Chez

respec-

Terrace with Earl Hines, Oriental

station's news man were
tively out
steno

and the blonde
at the hello board.

to lunch,

was

somebody called up and said: "I
have a death record I want to
give your news man."
"Bring it right up." replied the
blonde. "and we'll put it on the
transcription table and play It for

Playing to the studio audience Is

be-

George Snell, former assistant procoming more prevalent-and squawks duction
manager, assumes R. T.
from listeners are getting louder.
One

of

the biggest needs

of radio

Harris' Job and continues as publicity!
director. Ted Kimball, formerly of
WRC, Washington, NBC outlet, is

today Is a clearing house to bring to- new director of live talent and spegether. quickly and efficiently, the crea- cial events. By Woodbury has been
tors of program ideas. Including writers appointed musical director and has
of scripts, and sponsors looking for good completed arrangements to hire a
complete staff orchestra of 14 pieces.
material.
Floyd Farr becomes chief announcer
Elliott Roosevelt is the latest member
of the same illustrious family to display
unusual qualifications as a commentator

on the dr.

Radio industry

Is

breeding a future

serious problem br itself

In the

vast

(Cowin cod on Page 6)

Brokerage Firm Finds
Radio Leads in Results
Boston-A survey of media con-

amount of free attendance that Is being ducted by Stephen Paine, member of
Paine, Webber & Co.. brokerage firm.
permitted al broadcasts.
revealed that radio led in effectiveness, not only in bringing new busiWhy aren't more novels, old and new. ness to the firm, but also in reopendramatised for the air on a serial basis, ing old accounts. The broker presents two broadcasts daily over WBZ
a chapter a day?

and WBZA.

Roost Competitors
St. Louis-WEW has the neighborly spirit. It is the plan of
Program Director Arthur T. Jones.
before station signs off at dusk.
to tell listeners about the best

programs nightly over other local
stations and remind them of WEW's
schedule next day. Idea is to

attract interest of advertisers who

have been Invited to mail their
plugs regularly to the station.

2 NBC COMMERCIALS

RENEW FOR 52 WEEKS
Two more NBC clients,

Lewis -

Howe and Lady Esther, have signed
52 week renewals with the network.
Lady Esther series will be renewed
on 41 Red stations, Tuesdays. 8:30-9
p.m., effective Feb. 1. Program features Wayne King and his orchestra.
Lord & Thomas has the account.
Lewis -Howe on Jan. 27 renews
(Confirmed on Page 3)

Crowell Pub. to Start
Midwest Test Series

Grand

(Confirmed on Page 3)

By GEORGE W. 31E1IWIENV
Washington Dutton, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC is inviting press
associations and other interested parties to attend an informal conference
Jon. 27 for the purpose of discussing
rules and regulations which may be
(Confirmed on Page 3)

ANA Annual Convention
Sept. 28 in Hot Springs
The Association of National Adver-

tisers Inc. will hold its 28th annual
meeting at The Homestead, Hot
Springs. Va., Sept. 28 -Oct. I. In acwith the usual custom, part
Crowell Publishing Co. (Country cordance
the meeting will be closed to all
Home) on Monday will start a 13 - of
but
members,
and part will be open
week test series of five-minute live to invited guests.
script shows on three midwest sta- Arthur E. Tatham, Bauer & Black,
tions

(KFRU,

Columbia;

(Confirmed on Page 2)

WNAX, Chicago, is chairman of the Program
Committee.

Further Radio Questions
Disposition of stations that have
Ruthrauff & Ryan in Chi
signed with the AFM on new
Sets Feb. Billings Record not
musician contracts, also the status of

(Continued on Bogs 2)

Busse,

ON PRESS FREQUENCIES

AFM Board Meet to Decide

Chicago-Ruthrauff & Ryan here
reports the biggest billing In its history for February. January also is
near record. Agency has launched
new spot campaign for Holland Fur -

Henry

fCC CALLS CONFERENCE

by S. S. Fox, president and general
manager.

Paree with

Gardens with Louis Panico on NBC;
Blackhawk with Kay Kyser, Yar with
Ennio Bolognini on Mutual, Edgewater Beach with Orrin Tucker
(which does not have to pay owing
to a contract running to 1939),

the electrical transcription and phonograph record company new license
agreements, will be made known by
the AFM following meeting of
the International Executive Board
opening Jan.

17 in Miami.
(Continuod on Page 3)

Pres.

s Self

KlIOX Audit
St,

Louis-Entire KMOX stall

was paraded for benefit of station's sales force the other day
in a series of auditions that ran
throughout the day. Idea, conceived by Commercial Manager
Ken Church, was to acquaint
salesmen with merchandising possibilities of station's talent and

personnel including
213 Individuals.

SO

acts mid

2
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Officially Opens Today
On Games for Atlantic
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Sunday: -

Dallas - Official opening of the
southern distributing office of Atlas
Radio Corp. is scheduled today. Located at 2011 Jackson St. here, the
branch will control the distribution
of the Atlas 1937-38 production of 28
serial features in this area.
Herbert R. Ebenstein, president of
Atlas, arrives today by plane to con-

and Holidays at 1001 Broadway, New York
N. V., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate. fer with Claude C. Ezell, southern
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser regional director, in charge of the
earl. Preasurer and General Manager; Chester
It Rahn, Vice President; Charles A. Alicoate. new office, and Ray Coffin and Lou
Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor Winston, Atlas executives from the
Terms (Post free) United Stares outside co west coast. A cocktail party will be
Crearer New York. one year. 55; foreign tendered the press, station executives
tear, 510. Sulneriber should remit with ord.
to RADIO and sales forces of stations in the
communications
e.s all
1901 Broadway. New York. N. Y region.
Phone

7.6336.

Wisconsin

7.6337.

Iliad.

Phone Cranite 6607.

Enrered

second class

as

matter April

5

1957, or the pottotlice at New York. N. V
antler lire act of March 3. 1879.
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Ruthrauff & Ryan in Chi
Sets Feb. Billings Record

stein expects to formally start the

Penn

Tobacco, Dodge

Motors, H.

-

corm and GOIRG
LEO FITZPATRICK. v.p. and got. of WJR,
Detroit, arrives in New York on Monday morning for a stop -over en route to Florida.
HERBERT R.

EVENSTEIN, president of Atlas

Radio Distributing Corp., flies from Chicago to
Dallas, attiring today, to negotiate regional
deals among southern broadcasters.

FEG MURRAY, emcee of Me "Stein' Stars"

program, will leave Hollywood directly following his show Sunday for Minneapolis, inhere

he'll be guest of honor at a celebration being

staged by the Minn. Tribune.
HARRY MAIZLISH, KFWB general manager,
trained out

from

Hollywood early

two weeks.

ROYAL E. PENNY, formerly sales manager of
Raleigh, N. C., has arrived at WIT,
Charlotte. to take over duties of sales manager

for the CBS southern key station.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON and CLAIRE TREVOR

kare Hollywood for New York in time to make
their "Mg Town" broadcast from here Jan. It
in SHEILA BARRETT is In Boston for a week's

appointment of two distributors
the Philadelphia area.
Groth has been using German programs on WHOM and recently signed
for German and English programs

(Cnotrunrd from Pose 1)
Yankton; KMA, Shenandoah). Pro- on WBNX.
gram will be heard five times weekly
Fitzpatrick to Florida
around noon. A series for Woman's
Home Companion has been running Detroit-Leo Fitzpatrick, v.p. and
for some time.
g.m. of WJR, leaves this week -end

personal appearance at Keith Memorial Theater.
CECIL IL DE MILLE goes to Boston neat
Tuesday for a personal appearance at the Met.
Theater there in conjunction with the opening
of "The Buccaneer".
KWK publicity director,
JOHN CONRAD,
planned

to

plane

to

Washongton

A.

A.

SCHECHTER, NBC director of

The new stanza is for women and
called "What's New?" Utilizing
press releases and other material,
Miss Jordan talks about new books,
plays, design, movies, music and the
like, especially from the woman's
is

angle.

C to C

Little Theater of the Air
Chicago-Gale Maritano, Adela Kay

and Theodore Wagner have formed

a partnership to operate the Little
Theater of the Air, a radio production concern also offering an instruction service for aspiring radio per-

Miss Kay is continuity editor of the
two stations.

Hearer's Kid Talent School
In order to develop talent for its
week at the same time; "BBC Sym- over WHN every Saturday morning
phony" on Feb. 2, 3:15-4 p.m.; the at 10:30, Hearn's department store
last show on Feb. 5 will be a repeat has inaugurated its own school to
of the first program.
give talented youngsters instruction
--it: singing, dramatic art and dancing.
Both the program and school arc
Hall" the following "Children's Radio Revue" broadcast

"Music

---

DON KERR

-

under the direction of Joan Hamilton.

Mast,, of Ceremonies

WMCA

Foy -Fabian Amateur How

SIN Star lease
s' Gang

Zeke M

news

for Florida by way of New York,
where he will spend a few days
Bates Opens Offices
before continuing south. He will be
away for three weeks. Mrs. Fitz- John Bates, retiring as commercial
and the two children are manager of WOR, will open his own
the Montgomery Ward shows, Co- patrick
along to spend the winter in production offices next week at 9
rinne Jordan, KSTP program director, going
Rockefeller Plaza, Room 1707.
the
south.
has stepped out with a new afternoon show in which she is herself.

Corinne Jordan as Herself
St. Paul - Identified for several
years as the "daily messenger" of

grams during the latter part of this
month and first of next. "Palace of
Varieties" will air on Jan. 22, 3-4
p.m.;

night.

and special events. salts Saturday on the Conte
di Savoie for Italy.

WHIP, and "They're Off" on WWAE.

Mutual will air four BBC pro-

last

He will he back in New York tomorrow.

Fendrich Inc., Sterling Beere, Hyde formers. Among shows the concern
Park Breweries, Fawcett Publica- has on the air are "The Little Theations and Lewis Medicine Co. Ros ter," "Michael and Judy" and a
Metzger is radio director.
song dramatization program
on

4 BBC Programs on Mutual

this week

for Chicago and New York, where he'll spend
WPTF,

coast office in Los Angeles the week the use of radio, Arthur Groth, wholesale baker here, has built up quite
of the 17th.
n mail order business, necessitating

inwInuerf Jars Pour I)

nace and added the McConnon Co.,
Winona, Minn., home remedy concern, which has live shows on WLS
and WHO. Other accounts include
Oshkosh Overalls, Campbell Cereal,

Kellogg sponsorship.

Union, N. J.-Due considerably to

--

(11'denctria). Jon. 12)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

This will be the third year that

WIP has aired play-by-play descriptions of the Athletics' games, which
also will be heard over WFIL under

This will constitute the third for-

mal branch opening for Atlas. Eben-

Crowell Pub. to Start
Midwest Test Series

IFINANCIAIL

sponsorship of Atlantic Refining.
Other stations are WPG, WDEL,
WSAN, WHP, WGAL, WORK, WEST
and WEEU.

Radio Gets Customers
For Mail Order Bakery

7.6338

('al.he address: Fantasy. New York. Holly
nova. Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 liollywno

Philadelphia-WIP will be the key
originating station for a nine -station
hookup carrying the Athletics' home
baseball games next summer under

Ernie Smith's Tenth Year

San Francisco-Ernie Smith, ace
KYA sports announcer, has passed
his tenth anniversary in broadcasting.
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CHI. MAY LOSE BANDS

NEW IRCCUAMS -I DEA"

UNDER REMOTE FEE RULE
(Cauhonied tint. Pane 1)

Junior Leaguers on Air

Medinah club with Hal Munro and Sympathetic ear of Major Edney
Swingland with Horace Henderson Ridge, manager of WBIG, Greensbcro, put socialite Junior Leaguers
on CBS.
Many smaller night spots are re- on the airwaves two years ago. Toported willing to shell out the $100 day their children's program over
a week demanded but stations arc the station is perhaps one of the
declining because the bands are not most successful of its kind in the
business. Idea of spot is educational.
choice enough.
national program of the Junior
Among bands that will have no fitting
Drama was selected as best
outlets will be Hal Kemp at Drake, League.
means
to do it, and each Tuesday
Shep Fields and Ralph Ginsburgh near 6 p.m.
League puts on homeensemble at Palmer House; Buddy made sketches,
of historical
Rogers at College Inn, Bill Carlsen ?haracter. Headmostly
of committee in

3

planned to set well with the seasons,
like Dickens for Xmas, and so forth.
Job is exceedingly well done, with
youngsters, family, and Leaguers
themselves enjoying it. When show
shuts down for the summer, letters
of objection pour in.

AFM BOARD WILL DECIDE
FURTHER RADIO MATILItS
(Coot;nere bon Pone

Jos. N. Weber of the AFM, who has
been confined to his home by a cold,
will leave for Miami in a day or
two and various matters pertaining
to radio will be taken up.
It is

expected that a handful

of

"Who? Me."
affiliates will not have signed
"Who? Me." Three like that start network
on the effective date for the plan

off the frolic of the Three Wise Owls
in WTMV's new idea. The owls are
writers John Sneeberger, Charles
Barnhart and Warren Champlin, who
next begin to question each other on
things they aren't supposed to know.

of settlement next Monday, and a
reasonable time will be allowed to

such outlets as are actually negotiating.
Method of procedure against
non -negotiating affiliates and non and Dick Jurgens at Aragon -Trianon. ,:harge is Mrs. Maude Merrimon Wig- Questioner must be able to answer network outlets will be set at the
Merck Weber at Stevens. Eddie gins. She found the right scripts his questions to the satisfaction of Executive Board meeting.
Varzos at Bismarck, King's Jesters high - priced, so got members to those to whom he directs themat La Salle and Benny Meroff at write them, enlisting Leaguers which is funny enough in itself. The
660,000 Took NBC Tour
Congress. If hotels remain adamant for female roles, calling on male East St. Louis station reports a growThe final count on the number of
in declining to pay and James C. volunteers for George Washingtons, ing response to this feature, with
persons taking the NBC tour last
Petrillo stays by rule that band
leaders can't pay, net result will be captains, princes, etc. Scripts are listeners asked to send in questions. year was 660,000, or $264,000 in cash.
This
is the record figure for the
that soon Chicago will not be able
FCC Calls Conference
2 NBC Commercials
tourist department. Over 100,000
to get top bands for its spots.
persons went through the stuOn Higher Frequencies more
At NBC Whitey Bcrquist. pianist,
Renew for 52 Weeks
dios last year than in 1936.
and Rex Maupin, production director,
will head new studio orchestra; Olga
(C.c.:slaved bon, Page 1)
((.oaniimed Jinni Page 1)
Kargau, contralto. and Irma Lyon, "Vocal Varieties" on about 30 Red necessary to provide for occupancy
organist, will fill various evening stations, Tuesdays and Thursdays, of frequencies above 30,000 kcs. re- Godfrey on WABC for Hecker
spots and the Three Romeos will be T:15-7:30 p.m. Thursday show has
Hecker Products (H -O. Force, etc.)
given a regular program spot. An a repeat to the mountain and Pacific cently allocated to mobile press sta- tomorrow will start Arthur Godfrey
hour's variety show is also under Coast at 11:15 p.m. H. W. Kastor & tions.
on WABC, 9-9:15 a.m. Program will
consideration for one of the NBC Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, is the agency. Rules are necessary, the Commis- come from WJSV. Washington, the
Dean Fussier, organist, has
nets.
sion states, since type of service eon- same as the other WABC shows.
been added to staff. NBC is adding Himber, Hoff for "Hit Parade" empiated has not heretofore been Erwin, Wasey & Co. placed the
18 musicians on Jan. 15: WGN and
Richard Himber will resume his recognized.
account.
WBBM proportionately.
activities as director of "Your Hit
Mutual, which has long emphas- Parade" next Saturday night, when
ized dance bands, has two score bands he succeeds Leo Reisman as baton
it will pipe in from elsewhere. In wielder on the CBS series. 'limber
addition, WON, local outlet, will previously conducted the "Your Hit
carry many of the WOR musical Parade" programs when they were
programs, educational sustainers from heard over NBC Wednesday nights
elsewhere as well as adding some prior to the advent of "Your Hollynew ones. Herbert Hyde, organist, wood Parade."
has been added to staff and a plan Carl Hoff of the Al Pearce "Watch
IS under consideration for building the Fun Go By" program is schedOrchestras on uled to follow Himber on "Hit
a studio ensemble.
Mutual list include Eddy Duchin, Parade" Feb. 12, making his fifth
Guy Lombardo, Horace Heidt, Rich- term on the series.
ard IIimber, Isham Jones, Leo Reisman, Abe Lyman, Tommy Dorsey
WPEN Action Praised
and Will Osborne.
Philadelphia-WPEN's dismissal of
WBBM-CBS is building a new 11 George
Gerhardi, director of German
piece studio orchestra to be directed
for alleged pro -Nazi propaby Hilly Elden. Dave Baca', electric programs,
ganda
has
brought the station nuorgan stylist, has been added to the merous letters
of commendation from
staff to help fill various spots.
German -American organizations. Gerhardi also was dropped as a member
of AGRAP.
Tested and proven in America's four great markets
Ascap-Czech Deal
-New- York-Chicago-Philadelphia-Detroit-and
"Aunt Jenny" Anniversary
Ascap has concluded negotiations
in New York State, Michigan, Oregon, California
with the Czechoslovakian performing "Aunt Jenny's Stories," airing over
(Don Lee)
rights society and all compositions CBS for Lever (Spry), will mark a
TRANSCRIPTIONS READY
in the catalog of the foreign society full year on the airwaves Monday.
The Lone Ranger
becomes available to Ascap licensees. Show has been renewed for another
FEBRUARY FIFTEENTH
Movie Serial Will
Final pact with the Holland organ- year by the sponsor.
3 HALF HOURS WEEKLY
Be
Released
For
ization is still pending. Czech agreeThe "Lone Ranger" is popular with
Gale Page to Hollywood
Nationwide Showing
ment keeps 20 foreign societies affilMen, Women and Children. Has
Chicago-Gale Page, NBC contralto.
in Theatres Sooniated with Ascap.
no equal for Building Sales and
leaves for Hollywood this weekend
A Republic Pictures

Popularity With Selling Power
"THE LONE RANGER"

--

Booking Direct

D'ARTEGA
AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
1441 Foray, New York

CH 4.5155

to make a feature picture for Warner Bros. Mildred Stanley takes her
place at NBC.

Higgins Does

It

Edgar F. Higgins Jr. of NBC news
and special events department, was
married Tuesday to Louise Davis Ker
of Delmar, Del.

Production.

Audience.

Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

KING-TRENDLE BROADCASTING
COIT
N BC
RAIDligHaVORK WXYZ-DETROIT BLUE NETWORK
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative
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F. C. C.

ACTIVITI ES
LUPE VELEZ, on Chase & Sanborn
18 (NBC -Red, 8 p.m.).

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

Hour, Jan.

WRSP, Inc.. Wisconsin Rapids. Wisc.
CP for new station. 1500 kc., 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited.

ROBERT K. CRISTENBERRY,

EXAMINER'S REPORTS

WGAR, Cleveland. Ohio. CP to increase
power to
KW.. 5 KW. LS.. be granted.
1450 kc., unlimited.
KVEC. San Luis Obispo, Cal. Mod. of
license to change power and hours of opera7

tion to 100 watts. 250 watts LS.. unlimited,
he granted.

1700 kc.

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Madison Broadcasting Co., MadiCP for new station. 1450 kc..

Jan. 17:

ton. Wis.

250 watts. unlimited.
Four Lakes

Broadcasting

Madison.

Co..

CP for new station. 630 /re., 100 watts, daytime.

Sta. Broadcasting Corp., Gretna, La. CP

for new station.

1370

warts LS., specified.

kc..

watts, 250

100

Jan. 31: KVOD, Denver. CP to increase
cower and thange frequency and hours of
operation to 630 I...
KW., unlimited.
KFF.L. Denver. CP to increase power and
change hours of operation to I KW., un1

limited.

920 kc.

Scripps Howard Radio. Inc.. Denver.

CP

for new station. 630 kr.,
KW.. 5 KW.
LS.. unlimited.
WFIL. Philadelphia. CP to increase power
to I KW.. 5 KW. LS. 560 kc.. unlimited.
Feb. II
WAPI, Birmingham. Vol. assignment of license to Voice of Alabama.
Int. 1140 kc.. S KW.. share time.
Feb. 26: WRDW. Augusta. Ga. CP to
change frequency and increase power to 1240
kc.. 1 KW. unlimited.
March 7: KRMC. Jamestown. N. D. CP
to change frequency and hours of operation
and increase power to 900 kc.. 500 watts,
I KW. LS., unlimited.
March 8: K MAC, San Antonio. Vol. as1

signment of license to Wahmac Co. 1370 kc.,

100 watts. 250 watts LS.. share.
March 15: WNEW, New York City. CP
to increase power to I KW.. S KW. LS.
March 16:
King-Trendle
Corp.. Grand Rapids. CP for

1010 kc., 250 watts. unlimited.

Broadcasting

new station.

Pinellas Broadcasting Co.. St. Petersburg,
Fla. CP for new station.
1370 Ice., 100

watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATION

WGRC, New Albany, Ind. CP to change
frequency and hours of operation to 500 kc..
unlimited, be granted. 250 watts.

KSTP Shows Civic Groups

"Little Shots About Big Shots"-This should be recorded to a

"How They Started" series-but here will do for the area/int....Martin
Block, the "Make Believe Ballroom" fella. drove with his family all the
way from California to New York in a dilapidated flivver. On arrival, we
don't know how many people he saw seeking employment, but the records
show title: He went to the offices of Milton Blow. head of the advertising
agency bearing that name, who is also owner of WNEW....Martin gained
an audience with Blow because he stated that William Paley. president of

CBS, had sent him....Slow listened to his story, phoned an assistant at
WNEW and had Block ushered in for an audition there.... When Marlin
was on his way, the advertising tycoon phased Bill Paley-and was told
that the CBS pretty
heard of Block befarel....Biow then phoned
WHEW and, Instead of being peeved because a "fast one" had been
pulled on him, he chuckled, figaltng that Block must have gone to some
trouble learning who owned the station and where to locate him.... With
this attitude. Blow Instructed his assistant to employ Block at $25 weeklyand let him go after a montht....7oday. Martin Block Is the biggest asset
WHEW has-AND receives more money weekly. monthly and yearly from
the station-dim its owner drawsl

St. Paul-KSTP, Minneapolis and
is now using the "before

and after taking" method in an effort
to aid civic and educational groups
toward better radio program production.

When the program goes on

the

air, the station records it; then, after

airing, the participants are
gathered together, there is a quick
the

rehearsal,

and

the

station

records

its version of how the show should
have been handled. The group responsible for the program is then
gatherer' together and both platters
played. The two are criticized, compared, and the good and bad points

WILLIAMS, IVY ANDERSON,
JOHNNY HODGES, JOHN TIZOL
and SWING SINGERS TRIO, on
"Sunday Swing Concert", Jan. 16
(WHEW, 11 a.m.).

SHERMAN BILLINGSLEY

- INSURANCE Insurance Specialists to the
Radio and Music Industries
'Leaman 3.0175
10 JOHN ST.. NEW YORK

of

Stork Club, on Eddie Garr program,
Jan. 19 (NBC -Blue, 8:30 p.m.).

C. AUBREY SMITH and MACK

Many people have asked who's the "Old Tinter" on "It's
Wheeling Steel" program, heard Sunday afternoons via WOR, WLW,

WGN, WWVA and WPAY ...He is John Winchcoll, who has been
with Wheeling Steel Corp. since 1920.... Nest Monday the Sporting
News' plaque for "outstanding service in broadcasting All -Star and
World Series games since 1933" will be presented to Frances Laux
of KMOX, St. Louis. Presentation will be aired via CBS, with Joe
Medwick, Charley Grimm and Leo Durocher joining in the salute.

ARD BARTHELMESS, on "For Men

...WHN will repeat a tribute to Roxy by airing portions of his

HANNAH WILLIAMS and RICH-

Only", Jan. 17 (NBC -Red, 10:30 p.m.).

1937 Radio Set Sales
7 Per Cent Under 1936
Radio receiving set sales for 1937

totaled

Yascha Bunchuk, Wee Willie Robyn, Gladys Rice and Douglas Stan -

set in 1936, according to Radio Today.
The December drop was the sharpest,

bury will participate.

about 7,700,000

a

drop

of

original "gang" tonite. David Mendoza. Jan Peerce, Viola Philo,

7 per cent from the all-time record
nearly 45 per cent under December,
1936,

Ray Sinatra. the talented orchestra leader, is sending his son
for piano lessons.... Last week Ray decided that he would visit the teacher.

Henry Levine, and see what's going on for his mosey....As he spoke
to the leacher. Sinatra lingered the music sheets on the piano and noticed
alongside each title figures running something like this: "Blue MoonI.500,000." "Pagan Love Song -1.000.000" and so on. Puzzled at the
figures, he asked Levine the significance of the numerals and was told
that they were placed there by another pupil. Marshall Robbins, whose dad
is the music publisher of the songs numbered-and the figures represented
the amount of copies sold!.... Vick %night, Eddie Cantor's producer, who
left N.Y. weighing over 200 lbs. and now tips the scales under 140, claims
he's the first guy In show business history who sold Cantor one thing-

and delivered lessl

Werby Opens Branch Offices

Jack Werby, radio and film rep-

resentative of Boston, has opened a

branch in New York at 247 Park
Ave., suite 908, and is now on his

way to Hollywood, where he is
opening offices at 1807 N. Argyle
Drive. He is making stop-overs at
Philadelphia, Charlotte, Miami and

New Orleans, reaching the coast on
Feb. 15.

GEORGE GRIFFIN
Lyric Baritone

too.

mil Vl
101in 4-2500

DUKE ELLINGTON, BARNEY
BIGARD, REX STUART, COOTY

Feg Murray program, Jan. 16 (NBC Blue, 7:30 p.m.),

are pointed out. The practice is leading to some highly successful pro-

duction from these groups,

BRODERICK CRAWFORD, HELEN
BRODERICK, EMMA BOYNET. pianist, and LINTON WELLS in short
wave interview with GILBERT RED FERN at Warsaw, on "Magic Key of
RCA", Jan. 16 (NBC -Blue, 2 p.m.).

"KILLER" GRAY, on Ozzie Nelson-

Way to Better Programs
St. Paul,

managing director of Hotel Astor,
on Kate Smith program, tonight
(CBS, 8 p.m.).
BENNY GOODMAN. interviewed
by Parks Johnson and Wallace Butterworth, Jan. 16 (NBC -Red, 3 p.m.).
JOHN BARRYMORE, on Al Jolson
show, Jan. 18 (CBS, 8 p.m.).
JIMMY DURANTE, on Jack Oakie
program, Jan. 18 (CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

Eddie Anderson, negro comic who has been playing
Jack Benny's butter, "Rochester," will have a bigger role next Sun-

THURSDAY WJZ-NBC BLUE

day....After the first "There Was a Woman" show on NBC last
Sunday. dramatizing the life of Patrick Henry, Sterling P. Henry,

9 A. M. EST.

12:15 P. M. EST.
SUNDAY WEAF-NBC RED

Jr., a descendant of the original Henry, phoned the studios from his

home in Jersey to laud the authenticity of the drama.... Strange
nobody squawked over yesterday's boner here regarding "Wm.
Wrigley," who's been dead for years.

Management NBC Artists Service
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PROGRAM REVIEWS

CIRCIIIESTIVAS -MUSIC

DALE CARNEGIE

BLTKE ELLINGTON and a selected eisco, signed by MCA to open Jan
group of musicians from his fa- 25 at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
mous orchestra will be featured guest

Colgate -Palmolive -Peet
(Shaving Cream)

NEW 13IUSISIESS
Signed by Stations
WTMJ, Milwaukee: Lever Bros., station
breaks, through Ruthrauff & Ryan.

stars by invitation of Benny Good- lral Kemp and his band appearing
WCFL. Chicago: Durkee Famous Foods,
man at the concert to be staged by at a Philadelphia theater for a week's
WEAF-NBC-Red network,
"Theater
Lobby
the latter in Carnegie Hall on Sun- engagement, was voted the outstand- BleacherineLydiaProducts.
E.
Pinkham, "Voice of
Tuesday, 10:45-11 p.m.
ing band leader of the country in a
day evening.
Creek
Benton & Bowles Inc.
rOe'ti''uAhutual.
Rattle
Daily
Pennsylvanian,
poll held by the
Food C., Ed I1,', newscasts.
newspaper of the University of PennHOW TO WIN FRIENDS, ETC., IS DEMThe Four Dons, novelty instru- sylvania.
ONSTRATED BY AUTHOR IN A PRO- mental ensemble heard on WHO. Des
GRAM FOR MEN.
Moines, left the Voice of the Middle New show out of Chicago moves west this week for Omaha, where

Lee Grant, orchestra leader who is

WBBM, Chicago: Mark Allen Co. (Two
Drop hand lotion), "Safety Council." ETI.

Salt Lake City: Union Pacific
along smoothly, utilizing the name they will play an extended engage- featured on WMCA's "Grandstand R.KDYL,
R., yrioatss.,
CalesroC%, St. thljroouish;,
and Bandstand" commercial, is pre- Albers
and talents of Dale Carnegie, author, ment at the Hill Hotel.
Milling Co., programs, through
paring
a
series
of
original
nursery
Erwin,
Waxy
& Co.; Bfi'stg
in helping listeners to get ahead.
time
jingles which will be used shortly signals.
Each week a guest is to be brought
Sterling Young and his orchestra, in conjunction with his "Nursery
to the mike with a definite problem
WHO,
Des
Moines,
Ia.: Champion Milland he obtains advice on how to now at the Palace Hotel, San Fran - Rhyme Jam."
ing & Grain Co., farm news, through Rogers
& Smith; Olson Rug Co., "Olson Oddities",
solve it. Letters from the listeners toner that here is a swell bet
for
program,
through
Presba,
WTMJ,
Milwaukee
Fellers & Presba.
are requested and Carnegie will seek some good sponsor. Baer has a
to aid the writers.
Nancy Grey brought Mary Ella WHN, New York: Washington State
pleasing mike delivery and his newsHighlight on the first show was paper as well as other experience
;Itpeplez,.. "Idap.rttliplez.. Allenthrough
Homemakers
a demonstration by actors how to give him extra qualifications aside Perry, the "grandmother" of the
Walter
Co.;
Clark Shoe CO:, spots,
ask for a raise and how not to do it. from the material developed through "Brother Rat" cast, to her "What's Thompson
through Friend Advertising Agency.
New
In
Milwaukee"
program
for
an
First skit showed a Milquetoast type the medium of his ghost-writing
of employe ambling into the boss's bureau.
interesting chat on career stuff.
WEVD, New York: International Diamond
Appraising Co., through Jay Lewis Associates.
office at an inopportune time and is
Dan
Gellerup. chief engineer,
easily talked out of it. Second skit
chiseled off the top of his left infinds the boss more amiable as the Shirley Winters
Shirley Winters. heard over WMCA dex finger while repairing his model
employe sold him a bill of goods
before popping the question. Pro- on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11- railroad, said to be the largest of its
gram should develop and hold a 11:15 a.m., is a singer with plenty
vt1A0*
great deal of listener interest, whether of plaintive appeal in her contralto kind in the northwest,
or not the audience entirely agrees voice. Without apparent conscious Russ Winnie, sports commentator,
with Carnegie,
effort, she puts across soulful num- got up from a sickbed to do an eyebers such as "That Old Feeling" as
RECORDINGS
well as the lively hits of the day witness account of the Wisconsin "It Can Be Done"
29 W. 57th St.
K. 3.3015
Minnesota
basketball
game.
like
"Bei
Mir
Bis
Du
Schoen,"
"Ten
As the highlight of last Tuesday
night's "It Can Re Done" program Pretty Girls" and others with equal
over NBC -Blue network, Edgar A. effectiveness.
With only a piano accompaniment.
A few of the lasting stars
Guest dramatized the unusual and Miss
Winters by sheer vocal perwho were coached, directed
interesting career of Fred E. Baer, sonality
holds
listener
attention
with
and helped up the "ladder
founder and owner of the Ghost
cf fame" by Ned Wayburn
Writers Bureau. Baer is the former pleasurable ease.
Evelyn Law

-

* Call

V)°14

NED WAYBURN'S

newspaperman

who

made

ghost-

big business-so big, in "How About It?"
fact, that "names" are now doing
This audience participation prointerviews and articles on him right gram, emceed by Sam Hammer on
and left. In his guest shot on this WHN, Tuesdays at 8-8:30 p.m., reprogram, after the dramatized pre- vealed itself on the opening show of
liminaries which took up a good part this series as a forum style of enterof the program, Baer gave an idea tainment with plenty of liveliness
of his colorful activities. But there and laughs. Several teams comprised
probably were many listeners anxious of a man and woman are chosen
to hear more from Baer. In the from the audience, the prize being
writing

a

natural course of his work, he doubt- $10. To sender of winning questions,
less has a vast fund of material $10 also is paid. Questions are along
adaptable to radio, without in any the lines of what the contestant thinks
way conflicting with the ethics of his of a third term for Roosevelt or a
business, and it seems to this lis- woman for president, if parents have
improved and other moot items. Has
good potentialities.

Heidt's 4Umph Night'

during

his

regular

coast -to -coast

broadcast with his Brigadiers Or-

NBC Reception to Gomez
NBC is throwing a cocktail party

Studio 8-G this afternoon for
Vincente Gomez, hailed as the most
in

guitarist who
come to this country.
unusual

chestra from the Bowman Room of
the Hotel Biltmore. Heidi will Personally select from his dancing audience of celehritlee and guests

the saes who are endowed with
plenty of "tussph" and will die course with them and broadcast
their names in the course of the
special broadcast.

Eddie Cantor
Man West
Will Rogers
Grace Moose
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice
Jeanette MacDonald

W. C. Fields

Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Greenwood
Clifton Webb
Marlon Davies
Oscar Shaw

Ann Pennington
Harry Richman
Ina

Claire

Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris
Hal LeRoy

Gilda

Gray

Jack Whiting

Gertrude Niessen

A special "Umph Night." play-

ing on the new novelty song titled
"You Gotta Have Umph." which is
fast becoming a big hit, will be
staged Saturday by Horace Heidi

Al Jolson
Marilyn Miller
Fred and Adele Astaire

has

ever

Buddy Raymond
Florence Rice
Don Costello
Gloria Young

BIXBY
Creator, writer, director or producer of
successful network radio programs.

0. Boo 84, Manhasset,

Line Basquette
George Murphy
June O'Dea
Carl Randall
Patricia Ellis
Georgie Tapps
Grace Bradlee
Medrano and Donna
Melissa Masan

Pierce and Roland
Virginia Bacon
Walter Tetley
Virginia MacNaughton

CARL
P.

Nick Long. Jr.

L.

I.,

N. Y.

The Five Reilly+
Paulette Goddard

and
Hundreds of Others

DANCING, SINGING

and
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Class

Private

or

Instruction

For

Preparing Adults and Children For

RADIO CAREERS
ADULTS (Men and women over 16): Every
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing-Acting
-Singing
Opportunities to appear ir
public performances. Morning, afternoon and
evening courses-Mondays to Fridays.
CHILDREN (Boys and girls ages 3 to 161.
.

.

.

Develop grace, poise, charm and good health.
Classes meet Saturdays and after -school week
days.

All instruction

is

under the personal supervision

Mr. Wayburn, world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions of the Ziegof

feld Follies
productions.
for

part of

Facilities
modern

and

over

600

successful

See "Who's Who
brilliant record.

his

at the
studios,

In

Broadway

the Theatre'

include 10 beautiful
completely
equipped
model
school

theatre end radio Broadcasting studio.

FREE gAbUdDllyTlaNaSrrannvdd. TRYOUTSFree

lion and courses
oblieation.

individually

planned

will

without

Open 9.00 A. M. to 10.00 P. M. Daily
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays
at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

625 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK
Studio

Between 58th and 59th Sts.
Phone Wickersham 2-4300
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IpIRCMCIIICS*1
Exploit "Package" Programs

Civic Promotion

More than 35 local merchants have
First of a series of promotions exalready purchased participation in ploiting "package programs" open
"Hollywood
pHE CBS sustainer,
new civic promotion program, airing
.L Showcase," returns to the air this daily for one hour over KYOS, Mer- to sponsorship has just been issued
week with a salute to Walt Disney ced, California. Show is produced by WOPI, Bristol, Tenn-Va. Piece,
and his "Snow White and the Seven with Chamber of Commerce coopera- entitled "It's A Natural," is directed
Dwarfs." Lud Gluskin's orchestra tion, and is devoted to boosting the to food concerns marketing breakcity and all civic events. It comwill play the entire score.
bines a "Buy at Home" campaign and fast products and contains reprint of
John Nesbitt is publishing episodes is scheduled for entire year. Mer- story on the WOPI "Breakfast Club"
from his "Passing Parade" in book chants may participate one or six program, recently published in
form, with the volume due off the times weekly.
RADIO DAILY.
press soon. Commentator is under
contract at Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer, Reorganization, Expansion Radio Workshops Formed
where the dramatic highlights of the
By 2 Northwest Schools
series are being filmed as shorts.
At KDYL, Salt Lake City
The new series of five-minute
St.
Paul-Two schools in the area
(Coirinued from Page t)
transcriptions produced and recorded
by Associated Cinema Studios fur and assistant production manager. this week began the organization of
Mark W. Allen and Co.'s "Two Drop The continuity staff, new feature, is radio workshops as an outgrowth of
Hand Lotion" have been spotted on being selected and put into shape the first northwest educational broadcasting conference held here last
KNX at 1:40-1:45 p.m. Thursdays, by Snell.
starting Jan. 13, for an initial period
In conjunction with these changes, Fall under the auspices of KSTP,
Fox also announces an extensive Minneapolis and St. Paul.
of thirteen weeks.
One of the workshops is being inDon Amechc has been loaned to building program. This entails the

It

KEN MURRAY and Oswald due to
open at Palace theater on Friday.
Ella Logan and California Varsity
Eight open at Chez Paree next Friday.

Johnnie Johnston, NBC tenor,

is

enjoying services of an accompanist.

He usually plays the guitar himself

but he has broken his wrist

in

a

handball accident. Joe Wolverton is
relieving him.
Sidney Strotz, program chief at
NBC, is in New York for confab
with Radio City bosses.
Duane Wanamaker, vice-president
of Arbee agency at Terre Haute, in
town contacting accounts.

Dorothy Lamour trained back to
coast.

Hal Makelim, WIND salesmanager,

to New York for Earle Bachman
augurated at the Mary Miller Voca- funeral and to look after business
Paramount by 20th Century -Fox to leasing of a new suite of offices on tional high school, the other at the left unfinished at his sudden death.
seventh floor of the Ezra Thompappear with Bing Crosby in his next the
St. Cloud Teachers' College, a state Helen Johnson, formerly of WBBM
picture, "Harmony for Three," from son Building, which will house institution. Thomas D. Rishworth, press department, has joined Les
KDYL's
commercial and sales dea script by Claude Binyon. Wesley
director, will Allem secretarial staff at W.7.113.
partments.
The new set-up for KSTP educational
Ruggles will direct.

KDYL's staff orchestra entails the
Hector Chevigny, who wrote the building of two complete new stuMay Robson "Lady of Millions" for dios and an auxiliary control room.
Associated Cinema, has been advised This building program is just nearby the Macmillan Co. that his recent- ing completion and will be finished
ly -published book, "The Lost Em- within the week.
pire," is going into a second printing
Fox also announces that constructhis month. Chcvigny was formerly tion will begin immediately on the
on the scripting staff at CBS.

supervise.
In the

Stan

workshops,

Lois Collier, CBS "Hollywood in mitter and vertical radiator to

be

program.
Marott's shoe store adds third
Nothing weekly
broadcast to its year-round
unusual about that except that the hi -weekly
series.
name of the general manager of
Thomas
Paggain joins Bohemians,
KM and the entire Don Lee net- string ensemble.
work is Lewis A. Weiss.

Sunday is Lewis A. Weiss.

is

script writing and all phases of ra- at Presbyterian hospital.
dio work will be taught, and in addition radio shows will be actually
KDYL, Salt Lake City
produced and criticized.
Several other schools also have
Douglas Gourley, former announcer,
notified Rishworth of their intention assuming new duties as continuity
new 5.000 -watt ultra -modern trans- to establish similar radio workshops. department assistant.

WRBL, Columbus, Ga.
Person" starlet, was grabbed by Re- located on the grounds of the present Voted as one of the best mail
public Studios for a part in "Holly- transmitter site. The new station is pullers of the season, "Uncle Dudwood Stadium" with Neil Hamilton expected to be in operation by May ley and His Barn Dance Gang" are
1, and will operate at 5 kw. day, 1
and Evelyn Venable.
celebrating their first anniversary.
kw. night.
"The Air Adventures of Jimmie
Station is holding auditions in
Allen," adventure serial which ran
public schools for talented children
for nearly five years on its previous
to participate In the Saturday afterWFBM, Indianapolis
appearance, has returned to KFAC.
noon broadcasts of the "Kiddie
Al Feeney, former Notre Dame Klubbe."
KEHE has newly -added "News by
grid
star,
has
started
"A
Sportsman
"Evening Reveries," consisting of
Air" period at '7:45 each weekday Remembers."
organ and poetry selections, has
evening, making six news broadcasts
Gwen
Short's
"Apron
Strings"
added
a vocalist to the program.
Mel
Angle,
chief
of
the
on the day.
station's new staff, personally deliv- takes half-hour spot every morning,
offering
items
for
women.
WATL, Atlanta
ers this one.
Ned LeFevre and Gwen Short are
As part of its educational plan,
One of the applicants listed for interviewing on Hal Styles' job -finding handling the revamped "Tea Time" station is broadcasting debates, plays
"Help Thy Neighbor" program next

Matas, WIND salesman,

production, back at work following an operation

and glee club concerts direct from

Charles Stockdale, technician, trans-

ferred from control room to transmitter.
Jack

Gregson,

announcer,

back

from holiday jaunt to home town,
Spokane.

John Baldwin, chief engineer, has
drawn up plans rehousing station's

traffic, continuity, program, studio
and control room departments. He
is also in charge of the physical re-

construction program.

Ted Kimball, program head, originated the only Mountain Time New

Year's

Eve

radio

broadcast.

It

emanated from the Mirror Room of
Salt Lake's Newhouse Hotel, featur-

ing George Kirk's Orchestra and stars.

various high schools.

A newly initiated program is the

Orders White to Post Bond

Class, daily at 10:15.
Federal Judge Fake in Newark
Churches of the city alternate in con- yesterday
ordered Roger White, New
ducting the class.
York radio producer, to post bond
"Your
Midday
Merry
-go
-Round"
is
Stanford
Bob Reynolds, former
for costs in connection
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.
a novel half-hour of mirth and mel- as security
football star who more recently
his suit against WOR, AdmlraA broadcast direct from the City ody with the staff announcers and with
played professional football with the Mission
cion
and
Chas.
Dallas Reach agency
in Kingsport features the artists joining in.
Detroit Lions, has joined the sales
over the Tim and Irene show which
Happy Four Quartet in well-known
stall at KIVIPC.
was
taken
away
from him.
spirituals.
WBT, Charlotte
W. A. Wilson. manager, announces
Grady Cole, news commentator,
that due to the overwhelming mail spent two hours Monday taking
requesting copies of the stories broad- auditions for his new program to be
I cast by the "Story Lady" the station 'aired for Aspertone, a Blackstone
will publish the stories featured on product. Jack Blackstone, president

Radio Bible

HAROLD J. ROME
Writer of

"PINS AND NEEDLES"
Represented Exclusively by

FEATURED ARTISTS SERVICE, INC.
247 Park Avenue
New That. N. Y.

I the program. Copies are obtainable of the company, was in town to get
from the station for 15 cents.
a line on Cole's style. New program
Lone T. Proctor, manager of local . starts next Tuesday.
field offices of Social Security Board,' The Aspertone program replaces
will give weekly talks un the various Cole's Castleberry Store broadcast
questions coming before the board. which was heard at the same time.

el

3 2600
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OKLAHOMA CITY

ST. LOUIS
Neil Norman, recuperating in Hot
Springs, Ark., is due back at WM
next week.

Allan Clark, WKY production man-

Co(444-tcp-Coast

Bill Cook, KWK announcer, has re-

vealed his marriage in Nov. to Ruth

resignation as an engineer for the

Kalde.

Clarie Harrison. KIM continuity GERTRUDE BERG's "The Gold bergs" cast must actually do three
head, and Allen Anthony. chief announcer, recovering after appendix shows a day. despite the fact that
the WOR and WHN transcriptions of
removals.
Bert Igoe has been added to KWK the serial do not require their approduction staff, sharing duties with pearance. This is necessary because
in order to keep well in advance of
Day Seyforth.
"Magic Key of RCA" originates via their schedule they must make two
recordings a day in addition to their
KWK on March 27.
Ken Church, KMOX sales man- WABC broadcasts.
ager, back from a Cincinnati visit.
Wesley A. Barton. tenor, has joined
KMOX staff,

Shirley Waldman, kid sister of the
Bailey Sisters. made her radio debut
recently on WEW and will be used
on Jack Norder's Saturday show.
Alex Buchan, WEW sports announcer, and Dorothy Piatt, secretary
to Program Director Arthur T. Jones,
are engaged.

WTAR, Norfolk

Campbell Arnoux, general manager, touring the agencies in the middle west. Gone two weeks.
John New. sales manager, home
with la grippe. Expected back by
end of week. Shirley Ilosier. program director. just returned from
ten day siege of the same.
Bill Davis, engineer, had a narrow
escape when an oil burner in his
home rampaged while he slept. His
wife awoke in time to prevent serious damage. although they're still
scraping soot out of the Davis homestead.
J. L. Grether, chief engineer, has

a new hobby; collecting motion picture projectors of different makes
and ages.
John Carl Morgan. mikeman, back
at work after a mid -winter vaca-

ager, back on the job after an attack
of flu.
John J. Hassler has announced his

ribbon -cutting at a warehouse open- FCC to enter law practice,
ing, chanced to be at the city editor's Preparations in progress for the

desk of The Kansas City Kansan, daily broadcast of beginning lessons in
newspaper with which KCKN is affil- Spanish over WNAD by Dr. Stephen

iated, when word was received that Scatori of the University of Oklaan airplane had just plunged into a homa.
dwelling. Balch summoned Ralph
Paul Aurandt, announcer KOMA
Nelson, program director, and the off on flight to Kansas, KOMA has
two made a "flying run" to the two pilots in the organization, other
scene of the disaster.
1 being Bill Salathe.

WINS. New York, is creating considerable early morning interest with

its Employment Agency of the Air
program. conducted by Ruth Gold,
7-7:30 a.m. Hundreds of men and
women hare been reported placed
through this program which has a
tieup with the Hearst paper, Journal American, affiliated with WINS.

Cooperating with the management
of the Hanna Theater, the only professional

legitimate

playhouse

in

Cleveland, WHK presented Helen
Chandler and Bramwell Fletcher in
a 15 -minute version of the Coward
cycle, "Tonight at 8:30." "Ways and
Means." one of the nine plays in

the group was the feature of the
broadcast. This one act item was
written down to 15 minutes for radio
presentation. An interesting note is
that while the play was presented on
the air Tuesday, it will not reach
the stage until tomorrow night.

The testimonial luncheon tendered

to Louis Sobol for his services in
behalf of the Federation Charities
will be broadcast by WHN directly

from the Astor Hotel tomorrow afternoon nt 2:15-2:45.

tion.

Since beginning operation at 6:30 John Brown, recently back from
WTAR has received an amount his Hollywood engagement with Fred
Allen, and Alice Frost, currently
starred in Orson Welles' latest Broadway hit, "The Shoemaker's Holiday."
kw. unlimited, and is one of few will be featured in the "On Broadin its territory to operate 1814 hours way" cast next Sunday over NBC daily.
Blue Network at 3 p.m.

of mail from distant listeners from
as far as Kansas, who listen to the
Alarm Clock Parade. Station uses 1

11'TAG, Worcester

Mrs. Mabel Andersen Pearson and
George H. Wheeler, New England
singers, are co-starred in a new sponsored musical program. Del Castillo
is accompanist.

First curiosity of almost every;
group of visitors to WOR-Mtituars,
Sunday evening "News Testers" con -1
cerns the "Star Reporter" of the
show, who corrects wrong answers on

Out of nearly 6.000 hours that the the news. They ask if they'll be able

see "the man with the funny
station was on the air in 1937, ser- to
on the broadcast. Carl Warvice was interrupted for only 23 min- voice"
ren is the victim. P.S. Of course,
utes.
his "funny voice" is the result of a
filter, designed to produce a tele-

phone effect.

4 5
If 2
717

18
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19 120121 122231
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Greetings from Radio Daily
lanuary 13
Fayette Krum
Jeanne Harper
Irving Morrow

S

KCKN's special events coverage

came very near including a "leap
by leap" jump of two aviators from

their falling plane last Saturday.
Owen Balch. KCKN special events
director, who has to his credit a

"jerk by jerk" broadcast of a milking contest; a "shovel by shovel"
description of the official groundbreaking at a department store site
and a "snip by snip" account of the

We:et

. . THOUGH LOWDOWN

Perhaps it's the low sob of the bass viol, or a note
plucked off in C minor. Whatever the sound, you'll
find it faithfully reproduced on a WOR recording. Behind et cry WOR recording made stands the reputation
of one of America's great stations, and a record of successful agency and advertiser service that's worth feeling
chesty about. You pay nothing extra for this plus -skill
and experience.

Wan ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTION

VIA and RECORDING SERVICE
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FIVE CENTS

Chase & Sanborn, Jack Benny Top

Nationwide Radio Editors' Poll
MOHAWK VALLEY WEB
IS BEING DISSOLVED

THE FAVORITES
(Figures represent points out of a possible 980)

The Mohawk Valley Broadcasting
System will be dissolved before the
end of the week. Network, compris- Chase and Sanborn
ing six New York State and two Jell-O
Vermont stations was organized last Royal Gelatin
November by Burt Squire, ex -man- Kraft Music Hall
ager of WINS. Squire says he has Town Hall Tonight
no plans for the future to announce. Lux Radio Theater
N. Y. Philharmonic

Bob Howard to Manage

Hearst Detroit Office

PROGRAMS
482

.

440
296
287
260
188
185
136
124
103

Chesterfield

Ford Sunday Evening Hour
Magic Key of RCA

Bob Howard of the Hearst Radio

355
144
138
126
111
111
108

Gets Under Way Shortly

ORCHESTRAS
Guy Lombardo
Wayne King
Benny Goodman
Andre Kostelanetz
Hal Kemp
(Confirmed on Poor 3)
Tommy Dorsey
Dewey Long Joins WAPI Horace Heidt
Birmingham-Dewey H. Long, form- Paul Whiteman
erly of WBT, Charlotte, is joining Shep Fields
WAPI here to handle national spot Raymond Paige
business.

.; for 111C -Red
First flee

of

the lea favorite

shows, as picked by the nation's

radio editors and critics in RADIO
DAILY's poll are on the NBC -Red
network.

The

nest

four are on

the CBS schedule, while the final

program in on NEC -Blue.
One of the CBS Presentations,

the New York Philharmonic -Symphony Orchestra, Is a sustcdning
series.

387
292

285
242

The Chase & Sanborn Hour
was voted the best show on the
air, while Jack Benny was

rated the favorite personality,
in the first comprehensive nationwide poll of radio editors
and critics conducted by RADIO
DAILY, which will make this an

annual event.

Guy Lombardo led the list of popular orchestras, Edwin C. Hill was
voted the favorite commentator, and
508 Ted Busing topped the sports com491 mentators. Complete list of winners
381 and runners-up appears elsewhere on

PERSONALITIES

Chicago office will become manager Jack Benny
of the new Detroit office which In- Edgar Bergen -Charlie McCarthy
ternational Radio Sales will open Fred Allen
soon in the General Motors Bldg. Bing Crosby
Howard joined Hearst last fall after George, Burns -Gracie Allen
he sold his foreign language rep firm Nelson Eddy
(Confinvrd on Page 3)
Rudy Vallee
Kate Smith
Bob Burns
WSM Facsimile Service
Jeanette MacDonald

Nashville - Facsimile broadcasting
will be started by WSIVI. about the
end of this month, under the only
FCC experimental facsimile license
thus far granted in the south. WSM
will transmit reproductions on its
regular clear channel of 660 kcs. and

Guy Lombardo, Ed. Hill,
Ted Husing Also Lead
Respective Groups

NEWS COMMENTATORS
Edwin C. Hill
432
Boake Carter
412
Lowell Thomas
328
H. V. Kaltenborn
226
Paul Sullivan
148

this page.

Newspapers from every state In the
Union, as well as a number of period-

icals, participated in the poll. Because the participants in the voting
belong to a class that is more discriminating and has a keener sense of
values than the layman, results of
the poll reflect this higher selectivity.
It will be noted, however, that the
top-ranking programs are the gen-

erally acknowledged leaders, although many entertaining shows that

have a wide following among the
masses were not given a corresponding number of votes by the editors

and critics.
SPORTS COMMENTATORS
Among points that make for sonic
Ted Husing
670 difficulty in arriving at a true popu143 Clem McCarthy
259 larity rating for various programs
1271Bill Stern
156 and personalities is the difference in
Bill Slater
number of stations that carry the
105
Barber
61 respective shows. But on the whole,
94 Graham McNamee
61 the best talent,' costing the most mon187
160

108Red

(Continued on Page 7)

Radio Accounts Placed Abroad
Increased 225 Per Cent in 193 7
Accounts placed by American advertisers on foreign stations during
1937 showed an increase of 225 per
cent over 1938. Commitments already set for 1938 indicate that the
current year will exceed the 1937
business by a minimum of 100 per
cent, while number of advertisers;

who have increased their foreign
distribution is now nearing 125.
Spread of foreign station coverage
continues mostly in South America,
such as Peru, and Colombia, with the
large Pacific islands getting a goodly
share.

Foreign coverage was for-

merly concentrated in Cuba, Argen(Colitemed on Pagr 7)

Lending Producer
Four

of

the

ten winning pro-

grams In RADIO DAILY's nationradio

editors' poll aro
handled by the J. Waller Thompson advertising agency.
Shows
are the Chase 6 Sanborn Hour,
wide

which woo first place; Royal Gelatin Hour, Kraft Music Hall and
Lux Radio Theater. Young IS Ruin cam has two, Jeil'O and Town Hall
Tonight.
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NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

Majestic

ta

OVER THE COUNTER
Rid

Sti0Mbifg Carlton

Asked

61/4

effective Jan. 24. Salisbury will succeed Joseph E. Keller of Dayton,

facilities of the twin stations for a who has resigned to enter private
series of educational programs along practice of law with Dow & Lohnes
lines to be worked out Plan Is a here. Each Commissioner may apfollow-up of experiment made along point and prescribe duties of secresimilar lines in 1935.
tary at annual salary not to exceed
$4,000.

oan Grants
For Economic Broadcasts 21 -Year -Old Chas. Batson

New WFBC Program Head

Chicago-Alfred P. Sloan Foundation has made a grant of $40,000 to Greenville, S. C.-Charles Batson,
Chicago University to make studies only 21 years old, became program
in general field of economics and to director at WFBC recently, with dedo exploratory work leading toward' parture of Frank Blair for WOL,
WRVA, Richmond. Jimmy Little
Came from WPTF, Raleigh, to join
San Antonio-Plea of F. J. Minugh regular announcing staff.
of Tulsa for an injunction to restrain
E. Colopy of Los Angeles and W. W.
Another Probe Bill
McAllister, owner of KMAC, from
Washington Bureau, RAnm DAILY
using a merchants' Essay Contest on
which he claimed to hold copyright Washington-Congressman Dics of
was denied in Federal District Court Texas will temporarily shelve his
here. Minugh testified that entry pending movie probe resolution and
blank in contest here was almost instead will press for action on his
identical with one he devised and bill introduced a few days ago askcopyrighted. Judge McMillian re- ing a general Congressional investif used temporary injunction on gation of radio, movies end all mongrounds that use of similar scheme opolies.
didn't involve violation of plaintiff's

copyright.

1!. -

"'s

has appointed Franklin Cary Salisbury of Cleveland as his secretary,

taken by Mason Dixon. formerly of

13)

Low

educational director of KFI-KECA,
met Wednesday night with a group
of Southern California educators for
the purpose of offering unrestricted

Loses Copyright Suit

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

Los Angeles-Harrison Holliway, Washington-Federal Communicageneral manager, and Jose Rodriguez, tions Commissioner Thad H. Brown

regular broadcasting of economic in - Washington.
formation.
Position of chief announcer was

FINANCIAL

71/4

New Radio Firm Chartered

Albany - Sponsors Sales
Inc.,

with capital stock of

has been chartered to

Service

Schwartz and Lillian Lehrman, all
of 521 Fifth Ave., New York. are

ity locally and nationally.

Hayes, former program head at WIP,
Philadelphia, is now Assistant Production Director at WOR, and
Gardner is a well-known author of

9:15 TO 11 A M.

530 TO 7 P. M.

1

WILLIAM BAKER JR., Coast head of Benton
Bowles. is back in Hollywood after a trip
to New York foe conferences wilt agency heads.
Er

AL SCHILLIN and MY LEVY returned this
morning on the Queen of Bermuda from their
Caribbean

cruise.

IRNA PHILLIPS. script writer, will arrive in
town on Jan. 21 from Chicago for a visit with
Cornelius and Pedlar Er Ryan radio executives.
A. T. SIMMONS, manager of WADC. Akron,
is

in town.

JERRY BELCHER will be in West York, Pa.,
Sunday
for his "Interesting Neighbors"
broadcast over NBC.
CECIL. MASTIN, manager. WHIP, Binghamton,
expected back from Florida in a hew days.
on

Tom Kearns Joins WOR

Tom Kearns, joins the press staff
of WOR today, under G. W. John-

stone,

head

of

the

will do general exploitation and publicity work.

C to C

00'

Pittsburgh Musicians Signed
Pittsburgh-The radio musicians

Riley at

Philadelphia-Walton Newton, formerly at KNOW, Austin, Tex., has
replaced Sanford Guyer, resigned, as
tVIP staff announcer.

department.

Kearns has had wide experience in
the radio and theatrical field and

books for juveniles.

Walton Newton at WIP

A WHEW FEATURE
1250 Kt,

GRACE MOORE arrives from California today

appear at the Metropolitan Opera House
tomorrow.
LOWELL THOMAS is in Chicago and will do
his broadcast tonight from the NBC studio
there.
to

d'e

New Book on Broadcasting

Martin at WWSW and
WJAS-KQV.

"Make -Believe Ballroom"

the last minute touches on the
new studios.
FRED RAFHAEL, program director of WHN.
has returned front a southern vacation.
MIKE RILEY and his band lame for Detroit
on Jan. 23.
MARTHA RATE is due its New York within
Iwo weeks
supervising

directors.

among local stations was
"Martinets" will be sponsored by situationwith
signing of Luke Riley
radio dealers in the Pittsburgh area. settled
by WJAS-KQV, Clair &Seeder, president of Local No. 60, negotiated the
deals which put Maurice Spitalny at
KDKA, Earl Truxell at WCAE, Ken
MARTIN BLOCK'S

Saturday.

JACK HOWARD, president of Scripps -Howard
Radio Inc.. is visiting WMPS. Memphis. He is

THE 66

"Both Sides of the Microphone",
a new book on radio broadcasting
written by John Hayes and Horace
will be published by J. B.
sip and news about the radio fratern- Gardner,
Lippincott Co. on Feb. 17, 1938.

pers.

turn tonight or

engage in

Pittsburgh - Billed as "America's
First Radio Editor." Darrell Martin
of the Pittsburgh Post Gazette, will
return to WWSW airwaves today, in
a weekly feature called "Martinets."
The program, designed for women
listeners especially, wilt go on at
4:30 p.m. and will consist of questions and answers, philosophy, gos-

Martin, now in his fifteenth year
of radio editing, began on the Pittsburgh Gazette Times in November,
1923.
He is credited with having
originated guest columns and the
clock -style of listing radio programs
now generally used by all newspa-

KATHRYN CRAVENS. Pontiac commentator,
She plans to re-

planed to Detroit yesterday.

$20,000,

"general radio advertising business".
Sidney
Freiberg, Theodore H.

Darrell Martin Back on Air

cominG and GOIIIG

Trashingtos Mora.t, RADIO DAILY

,
ar

IP..
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Bob Howard to Manage
Hearst Detroit Office

NEW Vet; !RAMS -I IDEAL!

(Continued from Pa.gc I)

to Van Cronkhite Associates.

Oklahoma City-Neal Barrett, new-

He

English for Beginners

was at one time radio time buyer

ly appointed vice-president of Hearst
WOW Streamlines News
Inc., has announced he will
Foster May of WOW, Omaha, is Radio
maintain headquarters of the south-

Ultimate thought of this ambitious
undertaking is preparation of foreign now conducting his "WOW News in streamline fashion, a step
WSM Facsimile Service groups for citizenship. Chief fea- towers"
a definite format for news
tures at present is teaching of the toward
on the air. Its purpose
Gets Under Way Shortly English language to major alien presentation
is to eliminate formless and patternless
presentations
of news. Here's
groups
in
the
city.
Program
airs
(Continued from Poor I)
form of May's "streamlined"
with its regular 50,000 watts, accord- daily (except Sunday) over WOV, the
broadcast:
ing to Harry Stone, g.m. Chief En- New York. presented by the Board Each piece of copy is rewritten acgineer Jack DeWitt is enthusiastic of Education. Originally it was just cording to the station's own style
about the possibilities of facsimile.
an experiment Now there are near- sheet. Each broadcast starts with
ly 2,000 "pupils" regularly submitting up-to-the-minute weather news,
the announcer presents a news
Carnegie Hall Considering their "homework," consisting mostly Then
questions on language study and index, or table of contents, in brief
Popular Orchestra Policy of
government. It's a morning airing, fashion. Then the dispatches and
and according to Miss Hyla Kiczales, stories are detailed in program or
A contemplated change in manage- managing director of the station, 80 related form.
ment at Carnegie Hall will call for per cent of the listeners are women.
a new series of popular orchestra That's fine, she says, for the women
"Burning Questions"
concerts to be heard following Sun- in these alien groups exert the Comedy takeoff on street Interday's appearance of Benny Good- greater influence in the molding of views is new starter over KFOX,
man. The change in policy, it has devotion to the country.
Long Beach, Cal., with Hal Nichols
been learned, will come after some
handling microphone in mythical insessions of the board during which
New
Radio
Game
terviews with mythical people, all
the financial success of the coming Aron Beverage Co. has started new fixed by Lou Huston, laugh scripter.
appearance will be closely followed.
Hurt assists Mr. Nichols in
New policy will call for booking of weekly quarter - hour game over Vaync
Milwaukee. Titled "Arcnco," carrying the mythical mike cord.
leading radio bands that have large WISN,
idea of stunt is for listeners to match
followings.
"Just Visiting"
telephone numbers chosen at random in WISN studio. Cash prizes And the visits are to laundry cusno winners. Big response has made tomers, for remote broadcasts, of
NEW BUSINESS
WHN, New York: Libby, McNeill & it necessary for station to install course. Show goes on thrice weekly
Libby, "That's My Story,' ETs, through I. three special telephones in studio for over WHY, Oklahoma City, with AsWalter
Thompson;
Procter
Combat program.
&
sociated Laundries sponsoring.
(Drone), spots.
for Campbell -Ewald Co., Detroit.

WHEW, New York

(Lee Water -Bloc
sports.

Hats),

Frank H. Lee Co.

Thornton Fisher,

Neal Barrett Maintaining
Okla. City Headquarters

western division of the chain here.
He has just returned following an
inspection tour of the Hearst stations
in Waco, Austin and San Antonio.

Explain Gerhardi Dismissal
Philadelphia-In a statement clarifying dismissal of George Gerhardi,
former German program announcer,
WPEN states that action taken was
not because of Gerhardi ad-libbing
pro -Nazi propaganda but for failure
to follow orders.

KARM, KROY for Durkee
HARM, Fresno. and KROY, Sacra-

mento, the two new CBS affiliates.
will be added to Durkee's Pacific
coast

show

Sunday.

Program

Francisco, is the agency.

Sweetheart Soap Spots
Manhattan Soap Co. (Sweetheart
soap) on Thursday will start a three a -week series on WEAF with William
Scotti's orchestra. Sponsor is also
starting spot announcements on WHN.
Peck Advertising Agency has the
account.

Ewing Joins WMAS

Springfield, Mass.-Albert W. Marlin, manager of WMAS, announces
that Gordon W. Ewing of Boston,
former sales manager of WRZ and
WBZA, has been appointed sales director of WMAS to succeed Edward

WJJD. Chicago: Oyster Shell Products
Corp., announcements, through Husband &
Thomas; M. J. Breitenback Co. (Code's
Pepto Mangan), ETs, through Morse In.
ternational: Father Coughlin; Rio Grande J.

Can. Valley Exchange. ETs, through Lech<
& L eche : Kemp & Lane (Orangeine Head
Powders),

ache

through

announcements,

Hughes, Wolff & Co.

WIND. Gary:
Paul

&

Pacific

Chicago, Milwaukee, St.
R., test announcement

R.

campaign, through Roche, Williams &
n.
nyngham ; Gospel Broadcasting Ass'n. talks
by Rev. Full., through R. H. Alber Agency.

Samuel, resigned. Ewing was
with NBC for three years.

Samuel plans to open an advertis-

ing agency.

Students' Plays on Workshop

As unique presentations in its ex-

perimental series, Columbia Work-

shop is soon to offer three plays by

WA AF, Chicago: Prudence Life Insur- members of the Radio Script and
ance Co., news commentary; Libby, McNeill Continuity Writing Class of the
& Libby (evaporated milk), "Kitchen Ad- Division of General Education of
visor."

KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark.: Benton County

programs by a student of the class,
which is conducted by Max Wylie.
CBS director of continuity, will be
heard over CBS on Jan. 22 at 8 p.m.

Nursery, programs, through Shaffer -Brennan
Malt -0.M cal, announcements; United Drug
Co.,

programs, through Spot Broadcasting;

Sterling

Sponsors Want RESULTS
Stations Want AUDIENCE

New York University. First of these

K Vali. Colorado Springs: Alka Seltzer.
"Comedy Stars of Broadway"; Syrup of
Pepsin, "Monticello Party Line."

Casualty

Insurance Co..

programs,

through Frankel -Rose; Campagnie Parisienne

Perfume, ETs, through North West Radio
Advertising; American Pad & Textile Co..
announcements, through Rogers & Smith;
Carter's Chirkery,
ShafferBrennan.

announcements,

through

James Roosevelt to Talk

The Lone Ranger
Movie Serial Will

at 9:30 over NBC -Blue.

Nationwide Showing

Town Meeting of the Air", Jan. 20

Second Anderson Play

Under One Tent

* POWER
* MARKET
* POPULARITY
A.*.
1"4/ (14.1*.

ANSWER: "THE LONE RANGER"

James Roosevelt, eldest son and
secretary of the President, and Representative Pettengill will discuss the
administration's plan for reorganizing the government during "America's

Maxwell Anderson's second play
for NBC, titled "Second Overture",
will be presented over NBC -Red on

Jan. 29 at 9:30-10 p.m. James Church

will produce, with Morgan Farley,
Burford Hampden, George Gaul,

Charles Webster and others in the
cast.

TESTED AND PROVEN COAST TO COAST

B Released For
in Thecae. Soon-

A Republic Pictures
Production.

TRANSCRIPTIONS
WILL BE READY
FEBRUARY 15TH
Make Reservations for Territory Now
Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

NG-TRENIALE BROADCASTING CUT
WXYZ -DETROIT BLUE NETWORK
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative

RAPC1010:711IJEAVORK

is

heard at 7:30-8 p.m. (PST). Botsford. Constantine & Gardner, San
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IDROACTION

ACTIVITIES

"Willie Talks"
Willie is a ventriloquist's dummy.

but no Edgar Bergan makes him

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
Curtis Radiocasting Corp., Evansville. Ind.
CP for new station. 1420 kr., 100 watts,
250 watts LS., unlimited, be denied.
William C. Smith, Bogalusa, La. CP for
new station.

1310

Sims Broadcasting Co., Globe. Ariz. CP
lot new station.
1210 kc., 100 watts, 250

watts LS., unlimited, be granted.

Gila Broadcasting Co., Safford, Ariz. CP
new station. 1420 kc., 100 watts, 250
watts LS.. unlimited, be granted.
Harwell V. Shepard. Denton, Tea. CP for
new station. 1420 kc.. 100 watts, daytime,
for

be granted.

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
W. E. Whitmore, Hobbs, New Mex. New
KWEW.

station.

K. Patrick & Co., Athens. Ga.

J.

Nelson Eddy leaves the Chase 6 Sanborn hour this Sunday to

kc., 100 watts, unlimited.

be denied.

New

WGAU.

nation.

Instead, the engineering
department of KFRO in Longview,
Texas, installed a speaker inside of
articulate.

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Feb. 23: Frank Ray. Dickinson. N. Dak.
CP for new station.

1310 kr., 100 watts, 250

watts LS.. unlimited.
KPAC, Port Arthur, Test. CP to change
frequency and hours of operation and inKW., unlimited.
crease power to 1350 kc..
Jonas Weiland, New Bern, N. C. CP for
new station. 1370 kc.. 100 watts. unlimited.
L. B. McCormick. Greenville, N. C. CP
for new station. 1370 ke.. 250 watts. day1

concentrate on a concert tour, and his spot will be filled by John Carter
on the 23rd.... Ford has increased its budget for vesture on the Al Pearce
show and, beginning with Lou Holtz's appearance on the 25th. will feature
Big Names.... Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. lunched with P. Lard at the Ambassador the other day to work out a deal whereby the former will take
an active stab at radio.... Lady Esther. while cancelling the Wednesday
Wayne King show, plans a variety show from Hollywood to take over that
spot....Fred Keating was auditioned by Lord 6 Thomas the other day for a
Lucky Strike show...."Melody Puzzles." heard on WOR and NBC. cancels
the

former show-but may use that

time for

another test

show....

Charmee Allen is subbing for Florence Malone on the "Aunt Jenny" show.
....Mitzi Gould has been the secret bride of Walter Pick, a mouthpiece,
since june....NBC is planning a series of ten 15 -minute shows in which
they'll feature the ten leading swing pianists in the country.... Bob
Prescott left the Kate Smith show to handle sound on the "Goldberge"....
Al Donahue waved the baton in front of Ruby Newman's band at the
Rainbow Room opening Wed. nite-because Newman was sick in bed.

WSAN, Allentown.

to increase power to
Charles

S.

Pa.
1

KW.

Mod. of license

Sharpe -Minor, Pasadena. Cal.
1170 kc., 250 watts,

CP for new station.
limited.

CKLW, Windsor -Detroit
Frank Burke, emcee who has

a

big following among shut-ins, has

been given an extra half-hour on
Wednesday afternoons.

Bill Lewis, baritone, accompanied
by Gordon Fleming. organist, also
has many faithful listeners.

WPG, Atlantic City

Station's new staff orchestra under
direction of Joseph Tcrlitzky takes

ing

in some plugs for the station.

lie has already appeared at the Lion's
Club, and is slated for Kiwanis and
Rotary shortly, to say nothing of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce.

'What's On the Ate
Logged as "What's on the Air Tonight," this is a program resume over
Longview,

KFRO,

Texas.

But it

covers more than the Longview station and airs five minutes nightly
under sponsorship. Program is carefully edited to choose best programs
available to East Texas listeners for
each half-hour throughout the evening. Since radio store is the sponsor, several "hard -to -get" stations are

time.

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

him, and made him a member of

the promotion department. Willie is
taken around town, where he gives
performances, via clever scripts, before many local service clubs, work-

KSTP's Thomas Rishworth, educational director, is turn-

ing teacher..., This week he inaugurates a new class in radio at the
St. Paul YMCA which will be open to everyone-also classes at the
College of St. Catherine....While the "Y" courses will be of general
nature, those at the college will be script writing exclusively....Bill
Bivens, rotund young announcer at WBT, Charlotte, N. C., is making quite a name for himself as a nimrod around those parts. Practically every moment Bill is not on duty around the station, he's out
stalking the feathered prey.... Frances Bloom, secretary to Louis K.
Sidney, is engaged to Dr. Saul Freedman....So much curiosity has
been aroused by those teaser ads appearing on page 2 of RADIO
DAILY that we've been offered as high as steen bucks to tip off
the identity of the advertiser and the tragedy of it is that we
don't know.

included, and listeners are advised
to visit sponsor if their sets can't
bring in the program.

WDRC, Hartford
Joseph Blume will lead the new

studio orchestra.
Alfred Odell, ventriloquist, and his
dummy, Jerry O'Toole, started a regular series Wednesday.
Two CBS programs, Colgate's
"Stepmother" and Arthur Godfrey
for Barbasol,
have joined the

schedule.

the air from Neptune Studio on Monday.

Father Coughlin returns to the
schedule Sunday afternoon.

IVOKO-IVABY, Albany
Harold E. Smith, g.m., is on the
road to recovery and will be back
in

his office within 10 days.

After

catching up with work, he goes to
Florida for a vacation.
Amateur program over WARY
emceed by Billy Rose has a new
sponsor. Shapiro Jewelers' in connection with RCA Victor dealers.

THE

SONGBIRD OF THE SOUTH

KATE
SMITH
THURSDAYS
EXCL.

8-9 P.M., E.S.T.

MANAGEMENT TED

TOMORROW NIGHT ONLY

ONE FULL HOUR ON

C.B.SWING
SESSION
6:30 P.M. EST

Tonight

Chesterfield
CBS

THE KATE SMITH HOUR
CBS NETWORK

Gabriel Heatter's "We, The People" made its final "repeat"
show for the coast last mite. Hereafter the "east show" will Bash direct
to California coming through In the afternoon... James Hall. who emceed
a MBShow recently, is reported set to return to the airwaves with Hollywood gossip....Life maq, in sending a crew of totographers to the studios
for unusual shots to be used in a Feb. issue, Is ignoring all bands....
Beatrice Lillie who was to be commentator for Benny Goodman's swing
concert al Carnegie Hall on Sunday-won't, because of a rush coil to the
coast for retakes... .Goodman was propositioned to give a second concert
there-with a guarantee of a sellout within 48 hours. The last 15 minutes
of the concert will feature a Jam session.... Carl Hoff does a one-time shot
on "Tat Parade" Feb. 12 as an audition, with R. Mather returning for the
19th and 26th shows....Madeline Gray. CBS' "Dear Teacher." was secretly
married to Robt. Rubenstein. N.Y. attorney, alter last Thurs. show.... Wilbur
Evans, Open House baritone, has joined the CBS coast basketball team._
Nan Wynn will he the first vocalist to attempt to sing lyrics to Raymond
Scott's weird compoxitioas....Howard Phillips has been shoved into a few
more evening spots-because of sponsor -Interest.... Doris Rhodes, CBS'
latest find, gets a 7:30 Monday spot PERMANENTIY for build-up purposes.

COLLINS

8.30 P.M. EST

Harry Creighton, sports announcer at WAAF, Chicago,
claims the distinction of being one of the very few American broadcasters who announce polo games....1VIL, St. Louis, has a songster
who changed his name to Johnnie Sharpel because his real tag is:
Nana Josef Milhim Sharpe! Aikikikie Fram Shina Minil Mazera
Ferdibian-and Hart Slattery swears it's the McCoy handle.
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PROGRAM REVIEWS

CIRCIHESTIVAS -MUSIC

KAY KYSER and his orchestra Protege to branch out with a musica
have received 25,000 letters from aggregation of his own.
radio fans in the past seven weeks
Ti. S. Rubber Co.
as a result of the MBS "College of Mike Riley has written a novelty
WABC-CBS Network, Wednesday, Musical Knowledge." On Monday, tune called "It Looks Like A Cruller,
9:30-10 pm.
program gets a new night spot, 12:30- Doughnut?". He will feature it on
Campbell -Ewald Co.
1:30 a.m.
his forthcoming road tour, which inMAESTRO RETURNS WITH SUPPORT.
cludes Detroit, Providence, CincinLeo Zollo and his crew present a nati and Cleveland.
LNG TALENT MAKING FOR GOOD MUSICAL AND COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT. new and original idea in his "Laughing Interludes" on his new series
Bernie has the assignment of over WIP, Philadelphia, three nights Tommy Dorsey's sustaining broadhandling the last half-hour opposite weekly from the Georgian Room of casts will be temporarily discontinued when he leaves the Hotel
Fred Allen and if he succeeds in the Ben Franklin Hotel.
Commodore for personal appearances
bringing with him his usual following his sponsor should have nothing Ray Sinatra's new WOR - Mutual the end of this month. During FebWith
Bernie
are
to worry about.
program, starting Jan. 27 at 8-8:30 ruary he will play theater and colLew Lehr, comedian, and Jane Pick- p.m., will be titled 'Poetic Dance lege dates.
ens and Buddy Clark, vocalists. Moods." Jack Arthur, Sylvia Froos
From a comedy and laugh angle, and the Key Men will appear with Jack Jenncy's new band will feature Adelaide Moffett, daughter of
competent orchestra, fine singing, him.
and fast moving production, apart
the ex -Federal Housing Commissionfrom the maestro, the program for a Jimmy Noel, one of the Paul White- er, as vocalist on his radio broadfirst show was certainly an attrac- man Rhythm Boys, has arrived in casts. Miss Moffett clicked in several
tive proposition. Gags clicked on all New York to organize his own band. of Manhattan's smart spots in her
cylinders. Lehr may have some ma- This will make the 18th Whiteman professional debut this season.

BEN BERNIE

terial not considered new, but it went
over nicely. Bernie himself did okay incoherent proposition to the averBOSTON
on comedy, also reading wires from age listener who may not be fol- Bill Cunningham's sports review on
such celebs as Cantor, Benny and lowing the show.
WNAC and the Yankee web has been
Winchell. As usual, Bernie worked
renewed by Kellogg.
cleverly with the rest of the cast.
"MANHATTAN
AFTER
Mac and Moore, WBZ-WBZA fun Toward the close there was a hillDARK"
stem, make their first NBC coast -to billy travesty skit.
with Eddie Garr
coast appearance on "Little Variety
U. S. tire credits introduced a novShow."
el approach, as though the manufacBromo-SeItzer
turers were actually in the biz of
WJZ-NBC-Blue, Wednesdays,
Gillette Razor and Plymouth Rock
public service in producing a non8:30-9 p.m.
Gelatin Co. are new participation
skid product, the listeners being sold
programs on Yankee network.
J. Walter Thompson

on safe driving, etc., and it sounded VISITS TO BROADWAY NIGHT CLUBS
very convincing. Show should not SHOULD DEVELOP INTO INTERESTING
only bring with it the Bernie follow- SHOW.
ing but add many additional listeners.
Though the initial broadcast of this
Eddie Cantor, incidentally, on his new
series, which replaces Sidney
show an hour earlier on CBS, re- Skolsky's
Hollywood chatter, didn't
quested the audience to tune in on set any houses
afire, it shapes up as
his pal Bernie.
a good idea that can be developed.
With Eddie Garr as emcee, plan is
"Gang Busters"
take listeners behind the scenes
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet for its to
Broadway night clubs, with the
shaving creams, continues its gang- of
International Casino as the first spot.
ster -police story series on CBS at Some of the performers at that ren10-10:30 p.m. Wednesdays, with Col. dezvous were briefly interviewed,
H. Norman Schwartzkopf now in and Garr did some singing and comrole of conductor. Schwartzkopf is edy spieling which will probably get
former head of the New Jersey state better as he becomes acclimated and
police, which he organized, and of works up better material.
course is known to many through
the Lindbergh case connection. Open-

ing story presented by the Colonel
was based on the Buffalo "phantom
robber" who unmercifully beat his
victims as well as robbing them.
Police Chief Higgins of Buffalo was
on hand, telling the story to Schwartz-

kopf in a room loaned for the purpose by Commissioner Valentine of
New York at headquarters. Dramatic
action unfolded and told the story
in above average manner. It was an
excellent production. "Crime clues"
broadcast at the close of the program appears to be somewhat of an

KEN
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LINCOLN
Chuck Miller has assumed the chief

announcer's post at KFAB, vacated
by J.

AGENCIES
MASON BRITTON has been elected chairman of the board of the Advertising Federation of America, succeeding the late E. H. McReynolds.

Britton has been a director of the

organization since 1935. George W.
Slocum, president, announces the

election of Henry Obermeyer as a

director of the federation to succeed
McReynolds.
H.

A. BATTEN, president of N.

W. Ayer & Son Inc., has been elected
a director of the First National Bank,
Philadelphia. In this position he follows in the footsteps of two late

presidents of the national advertising firm-F, Wayland Ayer and Wil-

fred W. Fry.
COL. K. G. MARTIN of Charles W.

Hoyt Co. inc. has been elected a director of the Norwegian Chamber of
Commerce.

GUEST -MG
VIOLA

PHILO

and

CORINNE

FREDERICK, on "Radio City Music
Hall of the Air," Jan. 23 (NBC -Blue,
12:30 p.m.).
RICHARD CROOKS, on Ford Sunday Evening Hour, Jan. 23 (CBS, 9
p.m.).

JEAN STARR UNTERMEYER,

on Martin Weldon's "Blue
Skies," today (WINS. 3:15 p.m.).

poet,

CHRISTOPHER MORLEY, on
"Book of the Month Club," Jan. 15
(WQXR, 9 p.m.). J. B. PRIESTLEY,
same program, Jan. 16; PEARL
BUCK, Jan. 17.

ALICE FAYE, TYRONE POWER,

BRADY, BRIAN DONLEVY,
B. Lake, who has gone to ALICE
in

scenes from "Old Chicago", on
Hotel", Jan. 21 (CBS,
Jim Cox, KFAB-KFOR continuity 9"Hollywood
p.m.).
staffer, is writing all the Chamber
Hutchinson.

of Commerce weekly shows with
exception of five which are the New WMPS Connal Manager
labors of J. Gunnar Back's radio
writing class at the University.

WELT, New Haven

Mrs. William Phillips, conductor of
"Tell Me a Story" weekly children's
program, is conducting a contest,
Briefly
inviting every child who has written
"Broadway Melody Hour," on either
a poem or story to participate.
WIIN-WOR, last Wednesday night ofVera Cruse Is featured on the new
fered one of its unusually good programs. Col. Jay C. Flippen is the "Kressel and Wolf Swing Session"
nimble emcee, with vocalists includ- commercial, Sundays at 3, with Dave
ing Helen Yorke, Ethel Shepard and Hudkins and orchestra.
an unannounced baritone who soundReturning to the fold: the Dargan
ed plenty swell. Max Gilbert in Brothers, Mary Morrisey, Sylvia
dialect comedy and a couple of bird Feldman.
imitators also clicked. Don Albert
wielded the baton in absence of Irvpossibilities augurs well for Miss
ing Aaronson, who is laid up.

Memphis-Bill Kirkendale has been

appointed commercial manager of
WMPS.
He was formerly with
WCPO, Cincinnati. Both stations are
owned by Scripps -Howard Radio Inc.

s

10v

COUNT
MOST

CKWX
VANCOUVER,
B.

C.

The Popular
Station
of
Canada's Third
Largest City

Sedell.

Among the more cheery voices of
the air-and one that can be clearly Lawrence Tibbett is putting an adunderstood-ts that of the telephone ditional sock into those already highgirl in "Hecker's Daily Information ly popular Chesterfield programs
Service" on WOR. The voice be- with the Andre Kostelanetz orchestra
longs to Amy Sedell, an up-and-com- over CBS on Wednesday nights. Tibing young actress who has been bett's rendition of the "Figaro" song
heard on various programs. The on the last broadcast again proved
bright manner in which she handles he has peers in this number, among
the hello -girl role with its limited others.

WEED E COMPARY
IMPIO STATION

asporatiramii
NSW PORN

ell/e/100

017.011. JAM PRIATIte0
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NEW DEVICES

EQUIPMENT

and
TRANSMITTER

and
IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
Dedicates Mobile Unit
To Texas Public Service
Dallas-Mindful of the great part
radio has come to play in public
emergencies,

Martin

B.

Most High Power Stations
Now Vertically Equipped

EW
'DATE% Tis
Radio and Television

Eighty-six per cent of all highpowered regional stations (over 1,000

Compiled by 101IN B. BRADY. Attorney
Washinqlon. D. C.

Campbell,

general manager of WFAA here, has

dedicated the station's new mobile

unit transmitter, KAXD, to the
-public interest, convenience and

necessity" in the 178 Texas counties
throughout the station's primary coverage area.
Brochures giving complete infor-

mation on the unit, and offering it
to the public service in emergencies,
have been mailed to mayors, police
chiefs, county judges and sheriffs,
American Red Cross chapters and
newspapers in north, northwest, cen-

tral and east Texas.

WFBM Adds Equipment
Indianapolis - Equipment recently
added by WFBM here includes two
new adjustable boom -stands to facili-

2.104.011-Radio Signaling System.
Armstang, New York.

Edwin N.

Crosby,

Riverhead, N.

Y.,

assignor t

2,104.012-Multiples Radio Signaling System.
2,104.324-System of Compensating AutoEdwin H. Armstrong, New York.
matic Volume Control. R. Lee Hollingsworth,
2,104.028-Aircraft Blind Landing Beam Sys- Riverhead. N. Y., assignor to RCA.
tem.
Francis W. Dunmore, Washington, as2.104,533-Method and Means for Controlling
signor to the Government of the United Stales,
Gal -Filled Tubes.
Lan L. von Kramolin, Bevas represented by the Secretary of the Navy.
2.104.075-Radio Direction Finder.
Charles lin-Wilmendorf, Germany.
2.104.541-Modulation
System.
Hare
E.
S. Franklin, Poldhu, near Mullion, England, asHollmann, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Telesignor to RCA.
2.104,087-Automatic Volume Control.
Al- funk.. Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphle
fred A. Linsell, Sydenham, London, England, as- m.b.H.
2,104,366 --Electron Tube. Lowy G. Maloff,
signor to RCA.
2.104.100-Superheterodyne
Converter
Net- Philadelphia. assignor to RCA.
2.104,569-Variable Mechanical Means for
work. Walter van B. Roberts, Princeton. N. J.,
An Oscillation Circuit. Herbert Muth, Berlin,
assignor to RCA.
2,104,107-Automatic Gain Centro!. Adrianus Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gesellschaft
H. H. van der Ven, Eindhoven, Netherlands, as- fur Orahtlose Telegraphic m.b.H.
2.104.610-Antenna and Coupler System. Robsignor to RCA.
2,104.128-Gas Discharge Tube Delay Circuit. ert B. Dome, Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to
Richard K. Monomers. Bloomfield, and Leland General flectek Ce.
2,104,616-High Frequency Receiver. George
K. Swart, Mountain Lakes, N. J., assignors to
W. Eyler, Stratford, Conn., assignor to General
American Telephone and 'Telegraph Co.
2.104,160-Adjusting Device in Particular Electric Co.
2,104.635-Means and Method toe Suppressing
Electrical Condenser. Kari Henget, Berlin, Ger-

tate handling musical programs and many.
--Luminescent Screen and Method of
40 -watt high frequency 2,104.253
two
Philo T. Farnsworth, San Francisco, astransmitters covering four different Use.
signor to Farnsworth Television Inc.
frequencies in relay broadcast band, 2,104.318-Multiple Phase Modulation. Murwhich were added preliminary to
Overhaul Transmitter
announcement of new mobile unit.
Chief studio engineer R. B, Ren- San Francisco-Paul Schulz, KYA
chief
engineer,
has announced comnaker has completed installation of
plete overhauling and modernization
a selective monitor system.
of station's auxiliary transmitter, installed in same building with new
5,000-watter. Auxiliary will be used
Install Sound -Proof Doors
Evanston, 111.Irving Hamlin, man- only if new transmitter fails.
ufacturer of the Evanston SoundAlter KSL Studio
proof Door here, has announced
Salt Lake City - Alterations are
orders for the product from CBS, to now
in
progress
KSL's Studio A
be added at Station WCCO. Doors to accommodate on
production
are of the modified type, similar to and for technical greater
Improvement. Enthose recently installed at WBBM. larged orchestra and
ensemble
work
Chicago, and the NBC studios at has required new floor covering,
reMerchandise Mart, Chicago. Installa- arrangement for greater audience
tions have also been made at KMOX. observation, and redecoration.
St. Louis; KOA, Denver; WBR,
Baton Rouge, La.; KVOO, Tulsa, and
WISN, Milwaukee.

ray C.
RCA.

McElrath on Coast

Harry B.
Interference in Radio Reception.
Breedlove. Memphis, Tenn.
2.104.682-Amplifier Control Circuits. Bor.

O. H. Tellegen, Eindhoven, Netherlands.
assignor to RCA.
nardus

CHARLES ROSS, Inc.
Formerly

Malice

Picture Lighting
Equipment Corr.

and

WE FURNISH

Eloot..roi Liohrtno Egnifnleni
of Any Kind
FOR RADIO STATIONS

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New Tod City
Tel. CIrtle 6-5470-1

"Vertical" coverage is 100 per cent
among stations of 50,000 watts or
over. In the 1,000 watt "regional"
class, 213, or 64 per cent have vertical -cut reproducers, while in the 100
watt classification, 121 stations have
made the financial investment neces-

sary to provide their listeners with
"four-color" program reproduction.
The WBS survey, of which these
figures are a part, shows an increase
of exactly 100 per cent since 1935 in
the total number of vertical -equipped
stations.

Improvements for Tabernacle
Salt Lake City-Construction has

organ broadcasts heard over CBS

coast -to -coast each Sunday, and in
Saxton Moves Quarters
Hollywood-A. H. Saxton, chief other broadcasts from the building.

engineer of the NBC Western division, has moved his headquarters
from San Francisco to Hollywood,
marking final transfer of depart-

"GIVE ME

mental heads to NBC here.

Station Improvements

stall

mined,

Springfield, Mass.-Chief Engineer Clovis, New Mexico-KICA is seekHillis Holt has installed a new rack ing license to cover construction per-

in the small studio for holding an- mit for new antenna and move of
nouncement copy.

sizes.

for monitoring and mixing
nected with KLO, Ogden, Utah, and 7provided
microphone channels. Installation
Western Union. He's a graduate of will
be used In origination of nathe University of Utah with a de- tionally
known Tabernacle Choir and
gree of B.S.

vertical antenna and move
as low as possible with present radio transmitter from 111 First Avenue,,
N.W., to new site still to be deterequipment.

Announcers' Rack

by World Broadcasting System, Norton Cotterill, WBS vice-president,
has announced. The trend appears
to be spreading to stations of all

been started on an ultra -modern
Eight Years with KSL
control room in the great
Salt Lake City-Eugene Pack, chief radio
Tabernacle on Temple
engineer of KSL here, this week Mormon
Square
here. Room will house most
marked his eighth year with the up-to-date
developments in studio
station. A member of the I.R.E., he control equipment,
with facilities
came to KSL after having been con-

Hollywood-George McElrath, NBC
supervising engineer in New York, New Orleans-WJBW has applied
is here on a survey of the local set- to the FCC for a construction permit
Charles Edward Stahl
up and for conferences with Don to make changes in equipment, inUpper Montclair, N. J. - Charles Gilman, v.p., before continuing a crease power from 100 watts to 100
Edward Stahl, President of Arcturus swing around network affiliates on watts night. 250 watts day, install
Radio Tube Co., Newark, died yes- the coast,
vertical antenna, and move transterday after a short illness of pneumitter.
monia at his home here. He had
New Low in Distortion
been with the concern when it was Charlotte,
Mandan. N. D.-FCC has before it
N.
C.-WBT
here,
reorganized and returned in 1930 as cently installed engineering equip- request from KGCU to change hours
general manager. He was made
of
operation from specified to unment in its 50,000 watt transmitter
president last month.
which reduces its distortion to six - limited time. Station would also in-

tenths of one per cent-just about

but less than 50,000 watts) are now
equipped to broadcast the vertical cut Wide Range programs produced

transmitter.

Pick up your phone

and express the
preference of discriminating advertis-

ers who appreciate
fine croftsmanship.

Ci

IC

ML"
PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST 5411, STREET, NEW YORK

likokon,
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C. & S., JACK BENNY
TOP NATIONWIDE POLL
(Continued from

ey,

Data On Program Winners

full national coverage.
There is also the case of Paul Sullivan, whose high number of votes is
explained by the fact that WLW,
over which he is heard, is the country's most powerful radio station
(500,000 watts) thereby giving him a

wider listening range even from a
By and large, however, a poll of
editors and critics representing every section of the country has been
found to be the most reliable consensus in evaluating excellence in

entertainment.

In the voting, many radio editors

designated as their favorite personal-

ity a star who belongs to a program
other than the same editor's favorite
radio show. This accounts for Jack
Benny heading the list of "personalities," while his program was second
in the list of favorite shows. The
Chase & Sanborn hour, on the other
hand, was rated tops as a production,
due to its more elaborate cast makeup, while the latter program's Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, taken
by themselves, were second in the
"personality" list.

The vote for orchestras shows less

popularity than expected for the
"swing" group. Ted Husing's walkaway in the sports commentator class

KFRO, Longview, Tex.
Morris Ming, formerly chief engineer at KIUL, Garden City, Kan., is
now here as assistant c.e.
Station recently supplied music by
remote for the Lions Club annual
banquet and installation.
Following a big fire some time ago,
broadcast over the station, sales department sold a local insurance agent
I to sponsor future fires-and now
they're still waiting for fires.

Cast: Don Ameche, emcee; Nelson Eddy and Dorothy Lamour,
vocalists; Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, Stroud Twins, and
a different weekly guest star. W. C. Fields also appeared during
present program's first several months.
Orchestra: Robert Armbruster.

Philippines. Considerable number of
American advertisers are getting

Sundays at 8-9 p.m. on NBC -Red Network.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.

JELLO PROGRAM

Sponsored by General Foods Corp. for Jell-O; Sundays at 7-7:30
p.m. on NBC -Red Network.
Agency: Young & Rubicam Inc.

Cast: Jack Benny, Mary Livingstone, Kenny Baker, Andy Devine,
Sam Beam (Schlepperman), Don Wilson.
Orchestra: Phil Harris.
ROYAL GELATIN HOUR

Sponsored by Standard Brands Inc, for Royal Gelatin; Thursdays

at 8-9 p.m. on NBC -Red Network.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.

Cast: Rudy Vallee and guest talent, with Tommy Riggs and Betty
Lou as a recent steady feature, and Graham McNamee as announcer.
Orchestra: Rudy Vallee.
KRAFT MUSIC HALL

Sponsored by Kraft -Phenix Cheese Corp.; Thursdays at 10-11 p.m.
on NBC -Red Network.

Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.
Cast: Bing Crosby, Bob Burns and guest talent.
Orchestra: John Trotter.

Sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co. for Ipana and Sal Hepatica; Wednesdays at 9-10 p.m. on NBC -Red Network.
Agency: Young & Rubicam Inc.
Cast: Fred Allen, Portland Hoffa, harry von 7.cll and guest talent.
Orchestra: Peter Van Steeden.

1911111111 radio listeners. with Eddie
Cantor second, according to the
second annual Children's Prefer.

*nee Survey conducted by Erwin

M. Frey 6 Affiliates, public rein.
The

Boys'

Athletic League.
Favorite radio stars designated
by

boys

were: Penner,

Cantor,

Lon. Ranger, Jack Benny. Bing
Crosby, Jack Oakie. Kate Smith,
Martha Rape, Dick Powell. Nelson
Eddy, Tom Mix. Charlie McCarthy,
Al Pearce, Al Jolson, Bob Ripley
and Pick and Pat.
The girls voted: Penner, Cantor,
Benny. Crosby, Burns and Allen,
Deanna Durbin. Jolson. Benny
Goodman, Eddy, Rudy Vallee.
P1311
Baker. Charlie McCarthy,
Powell. Kate Smith. (*mums MacDonald, Oalde.

away from the electrical transcription angle and are using local live
talent.

On the Continent, Station Luxembourg continues to be in a class by
itself, covering the British Isles with
English programs and obtaining the
highest rate in the world for its sold

out Sunday time, running into as
much as $2,000 for an hour, with a
long waiting list on tap.
TYKAT, Miami Beach
Station's "I Want a Job" program,
with Ted Coughlan as interviewer.
has drawn an unusual audience reProgram presents fully
sponse.
qualified citizens of greater Miami
and is devoid of sentiment or the

usual type of hard luck appeal.

Ted Husing was presented as guest
announcer on a remote pickup of the
Club Continental.

KGER, Long Beach, Cal.
William Davidson is the latest addition to sales staff.
Station has formed a Public Events

tion with its news bureau. Clete
Roberts, news editor, and Fred
Henry, announcer, are in charge.

The new portable recording outfit
will be used in the work.

KVOR, Colorado Springs
LUX RADIO THEATER

Sponsored by Lever Bros. for Lux toilet soap; Mondays at 9-10
p.m. over CBS.

Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.

Cast: Guest talent changed weekly, with Cecil B. De Mille as
director.

Hugh D. Terry, manager, leaves
this week -end for several days in
Oklahoma City.
Dudley Tichenor of the sales staff,
and wife, took a little vacation.

Carl Druemeller subbing for Bob

Taylor, chief engineer, who is ill.

Sustaining; Sundays at 3-5 p.m. over CBS.

Kids' Favorites

with an important showing made in
Hawaiian Islands. Australia and the

Department, to be run in conjuncTOWN HALL TONIGHT

N. Y. PHILHARMONIC -SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Joe Penner is the favorite of

(Continued from Page I)

tina, Brazil, West Indies and Mexico.

was another highlight of the poll.

for

UP 225% LAST YEAR

Sponsored by Standard Brands Inc. for Chase & Sanborn Coffee;

single station.

counselors,

BIZ PLACED ABROAD

CHASE & SANBORN HOUR

Paget)

Is bought by sponsors who use

lions

7

RADIO DAILY

Conductor: John Barbirolli.
Commentator: Deems Taylor.

CHESTERFIELD PRESENTS

Sponsored by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. for Chesterfield cigarets; Wednesdays at 9-9:30 p.m. over CBS.

John Bissell. baritone, and Pike's
Peak Melodeers, male quartet, arc
featured in "Way Back When," new
30 -min rte show starting Sunday.

B
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s
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18

Agency: Newell -Emmett Co. Inc.
Cast: Andre Kostelanetz's Concert Orchestra, with guest soloists;
Deems Taylor, commentator; Paul Douglas, announcer.

Greetings from Radio Daily

FORD SUNDAY EVENING HOUR

January 14
Spencer Bentley
George Ansbro

Sponsored by Ford Motor Co.; Sundays at 9-10 p.m. on CBS.
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son inc.
Cast: Ford Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, conducted by Eugene
Ormandy, plus guest soloists, and talks by W. J. Cameron.

Hendrik Willem Van Loon
Seymour Simons
January 15
Henry Burr
Goodman Ace
Helen Yorke
H. S. Goodman

Kathleen Wilson

MAGIC KEY OF RCA

Sponsored by Radio Corp. of America for all RCA products; Sun-

days at 2-3 p.m. on NBC -Blue Network.

Cast: Guest talent and specialties, with Milton Cross, John B.

Kennedy and Ben Grauer as commentators.
Orchestra: Conducted by Dr. Frank Black.

January 16
John B. Kennedy
Ethel Merman

labs Ryan
Irving Mills
Charles Stark

S

B
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Coa,ste-to.-Coaa
FULL -HOUR swing session will
.

TEDDY BERGMAN is making disks features Channing Pollock as comfor Alka-Seltzer. Talent set by mentator; Morton Bowe, tenor; Gen-

tit "

Rowe, soprano; and Mark "ICILSA MAYER, contralto, has
Warnow's orchestra and chorus. Vera E. launched a new Sunday series
"Community Breakfast Table," fea- Brodsky and Harold Triggs, pianists, titled "Lieder of the Masters" on
Armstrong. turing Florence Maxwell and Louis are the guest artists.
WAAF. She is assisted at piano by

be aired by CBS from here to- Sound Masters Inc.

evieve

morrow with Paul Whiteman and his
orchestra. Connie Boswell, Raymond
Scott

Quintet,

Louis

"Fats" Waller, Joe Venuti, Jerry Col- Fehr, is now a WMCA morning fealona and Jack and Charlie Teagarden. ture at 7:45-8 a.m.

John S. Young, radio director of
The show will be the first of the
the New York World's Fair, will
WHOM aired the Jersey City pinch-hit for Bryce Oliver on the
"Saturday Night Swing Club" programs to be heard for a full hour. Chamber of Commerce 15th anniver- Monday night "New York News"
sary by remote control from the Ho- program over WHN at 9-9:15 p.m.
Phil Cohan is producing the show.
Plaza, J. C., Wednesday night, Oliver is vacationing in the West
"Beauty Question Box" is a new tel
quarter hour show on KMTR, Mon- with Mayor Frank Hague among Indies.

days at 4:15-4:30.
Charles Tazewell, radio scripter,

has been added to the writing staff
on the Warner -Lucky Strike show
by Tom McAvity, producer for Lord
& Thomas. Writer was formerly of
CBS continuity staff, also contributing scripts for several commercials,
including Irvin Cobb's "Paducah
Plantation."

Mark Kelly, accompanied by Bernard Weinberg, producer, went to
Francisco to corral "Slingin'
Sam" Baugh, star of the Washington
Redskins professional football team
for his CBS Pacific Coast broadcast
Thursday night.
Clover Kerr will be heard on
KFWB via transcriptions for a week
San

or ten days while the sunshine girl

revels in the sunshine of Palm Springs

for a like period.
Paul Whiteman threw a party at
the Grove for Al Lewis, Hank Gar -

son and Tom Langan, who script the
Whiteman -Chesterfield show.

Warren Stokes is recording a pro-

gram for 20th Century -Radio Productions which embraces features of his

"Pick of the Pictures," "Hollywood

Newsreel" and "Hollywood Question
Box." Interviews Montagu Love on
the first transcription.
Meredith Willson, head of the

speakers.

Estelle Barnes, whose own "Soliloquy" will soon go on a daily basis.

Fred Sullivan of the "Attorney at
Law," cast is back at work after a
fortnight of illness.

MacDonald Carey of "Woman in

White" is taking singing lessons. Says
it improves his speaking voice.

Smiling Ed McConnell is now Fly-

WORC, Worcester, announces that ing Ed McConnell.
The Brown Sisters are vacationing
Spending the
agreement has been signed with
from MCC. Bridgeport, for two an
its employes.
The announcement winter at Pass Christian, Miss., he
months.

was made by E. E. Hill, station man- flies up every weekend for his Acme
White Lead program at NBC.
Tino Rossi, French tenor, arrived ager.
Fort Pearson, NBC news comin Montreal this week to open a
Two special shortwave pickups mentator, next Sunday launches a
tour of his "Continental Varieties."
new
program of his own building on
will highlight a broadcast of the Los WMAQ,
titled "News Highlights of
Angeles opening of 20th Century - the Week."
"The Musical Hour" on WAAF, Fox's
"In Old Chicago" over the MuChicago, has passed its 250th con- tual network
Driskill
Wolfe, WAAF romantic
at 11:30 tonight. Alice
secutive Sunday broadcast under Faye, Alice Brady,
Ameche and tenor, is away on vacation.
same sponsor.
Program Director Tyrone Power, whoDon
head
the
cast
of
Estelle
Barnes
has launched a new
Jack Odell arranges and announces the production, will greet listeners classical piano series
on WAAF.
the program. On same station, Bob from the lobby of the theater. Emcees
"Home Marketing Hints" with Jean
Hawk is rounding out six years of will be Jack Haley and George FischAbbey
and
Carolyn
Price will be
his "Red Hot and Lowdown," record- er.
aired over WGN Fridays. Geyer ings and chatter.
Cornell & Newell is the agency.
is offering to feed every raSally Jo Nelson is here visiting
"The Editor Speaks," WMCA's dioWOR
station
in
New
Jersey
with
its
friends
at WGN where she used to
weekly digest of editorials appearing pick-up for the inauguration of HarShe has been offered a part
in the New York City newspapers ry A. Moore into the Governorship work.
in
a
Broadway
musical and is also
presented for 15 minutes on Satur- next week. Stations may either take
set
for
Chevrolet
transcription series.
days at 7:45-8 p.m., is being revised the program off the air and rebroadBob Bailey. NBC actor, has been
to include the opinions of listeners cast it, or take it off the nearest line written
out
of
"Dan
Wife,"
on the subjects editorialized in the point. If the latter is done, station and is vacationing inHarding's
Miami.
newspapers. The new show, expect- must pay the line charges.
Al
Hollender, WJJD and WIND
ed to start in a few weeks, will be
publicist, flew to Dallas on first leg
extended to half an hour.
Star Radio Programs has just of vacation. Expects to spend some
new Canadian station, time at Hot Springs. Ark.
Ivy Dale of Ed Smalle's choral signed ina Grande
Prairie, Alberta, Lee Francis, WBBM pianist, has
group has been signed by the Sal- CFGP
worked up a class of piano pupils.
maggi Opera Company. She is the for the "Morning Bulletin Board"
and the Star Commercials. Roger Krupp, "Arnold Grimm's
third member of Mr. Smalle's chorus program
Daughter" announcer, is back after
Star
has
also
signed
KATE,
Albert
who has been put under contract by Lea, Minn.
a week of illness.

NBC music department, has been an opera company.
signed to continue as musical conductor -arranger for "Signal Carni-

Vera Brodsky, young American
The Magazine of the Air, on WABC pianist, returns to solo work in a "Melody Puzzles" New Talent
val" through 1938. Maestro also conthe Maxwell -MGM "Good Sundays at 5 p.m., becomes a con- new CBS program series starting
Vocalist changes by Lucky Strike
cert program starting this week. It Jan. 17 at 3:45-4 p.m.
News" show.
for its NBC and WOR "Melody
Puzzles" programs include Songsmith
ducts

ONE MINUTE
INTER/VI EW
GEORGE GRIFFIN
"It Is deplorable that avenues

for entry into the field of broadcast.
leg are doily narrowing. The drop.
ping off of amateur hours is a blow
to ambitious tyros and the networks
are daily becoming less amenable
to

the auditioning of aspirants to

professional fame. All an embry.
onlc artist wants Is a chance to

show his talents before an audience. And this. alter all. Is the
best and fairest way to determine

whether or not the tyro's talents
are worthy of development."

SAN ANTONIO

PITTSBURGH

Quartet joining the Monday night

stanza on NBC -Blue network, and

Shields replacing Buddy Clark
J. C. Jannett has been added to
WCAE now feeding 12 programs Jimmy
on the WOR show.
the sales force at KTSA.
to Mutual.
"Sonny" Garden, singing -guitarist, Cliff Daniel had Alexander Woollis drawing a nice amount of fan mail cott (gratis) on his program the
at KABC.
other night.
Vivian Vorden, gal ork leader, for- Phyllis Morton, radio poetess.
merly heard via KONO, tied the nup- missed her first program
in three
tial knot recently.
because of a "flu" attack,
Ruby Wright of the Broadway years
Eloise Drake, a real soprano dis-

show. "Music in the Air," recently covery, never on the air, Is keeping
joined Barney Rapp's New England- her fingers crossed as both WCAE
ers on the Saint Anthony Rainbow and KDKA bid for her services. HarTerrace.

vey Gaul, noted critic and composer,

rated Miss Drake "the tops" in a
newspaper interview and offers came
Trenton, N. J.-Lockwood Barr, thick and fast.

N. J. Names Publicist

New York publicity man, has been

Elsie Lichtenstul soon will have a
appointed to handle the New Jersey "double bill" on WCAE. Her present
Council's 5150,000 advertising and 15 minute spot on Sunday will be
publicity campaign, in which radio followed the next 15 minutes with a
promotion will play a part.
program paid for by another sponsor.

Jane Pickens has won three music lollowsblps at Willard Institute.
whets she is studying opera.
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90% of Affiliates Sign AFM Deal
Wrong Dc

NBC IS SPANKED BY ICC

Majority of 273 independent Network

rni.

Bois - A KID 0 announcer

FOR MAE WEST BROADCAST
By PRFSCOTT DENNI-:77
Workington Burnam, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Though admitting it
could take no action, the FCC, in a
letter made public Friday, severely
reprimanded NBC for the Mae West
skit aired recently. The letter, sent

by Frank R. McNinch, FCC chairman, to Lenox R. Lohr, president of

Stations Have Accepted Musicians'
Plan Which Goes in Effect Today

changed the course of history for
a few minutes the night of the
annual Democratic Jackson Day
rally. In presenting the local station's broadcast from banquet hall.
one of the "Voices of Idaho" looked
a sis.foot portrait of President Jackson square in the lace and blithely
pronounced the broadcast as orig.

D. E. KENDRICK MANAGING

las printed in last Tuesday's RADIO
DAILY) was released Saturday in a
WEST VIRGINIA NETWORK statement by Joseph N. Weber, pres-

Mating at the "Annual 'Jefferson'

ident of the AFM; Samuel R. Rosen-

Day Banquet".

NBC, follows in full:

the Commission has carefully considered

the

ture

transcript of the "Adam and Eve" fea-

by Don Ameche and AI. West and

the dialogue between Mae West and Charlie
31cCarths
sponsored by Chase & Sanborn
and broadcast by -N 11 C. on Dec. 12. It is

opinion that both of these
were far below even the minimum
standards which should control in the selecion anti production of Isroadcaht program,
Wc commend your company for having
apologised eves the radio and through the
press for these features and again in your
letter to the Commission. We are unable,
nur enusidered
features

LOCAL MONOPOLY CURBED

AlEURTENS
By t.E.ORCE
Worhington Barron, RADIO DAILY

ivatures was only a"human error in judg
f( nuttlaied on Pape 3)

New WHB Aviation Show

Harriet Parsons Replaces

Put Over in Big Style

Kansas City-With an exploitation
campaign in behalf of Bill Moore's
newest aviation show, "Angels In
Blue," WHR's Don Davis proved
again this month his penchant for
publicity, and set the town a-gog for
a "world premiere" broadcast yes-

Charleston, W. Va.-Appointment baum, chairman, and Emile J.
Gough, secretary of the IRNA negotiof D, E. "Plug" Kendrick to the new- ating
Statement said
ly created post of managing direc- that 90 committee.
per cent of the 273 affiliates
WCHS.
Incal
CRS
affiliate,
and
tor of
Contracts
received
had
signed
up.
also as managing director of the later will be retroactive to today.

West Virginia Network, is announced Key stations of the three major
BY NEVI POLICY Of FCC by John A. Kennedy, president and networks
have turned in their congeneral manager. Other stations in

Washington-In a new policy designed primarily to curb monopoly in
the radio industry, Chairman Frank
R. McNinch of the FCC at his press
conference Friday declared that the

however, to accept the view expressed in
your letter that the broadcasting of these

(Continued on Pages)

and a further statement signed
the network are WPAR, CBS outlet tracts
Rosenbaum and Gough, urged
in Parkersburg. and WBLK, Clarks- by
that
unsigned
stations hasten to fulburg.
in order to miniPresent WCHS executives continue fill their obligations
(Ceara.ara on Pone 3)
in their respective offices. They include E. B. Ferguson, local commercial manager; Nicholas Pagliara, program director, and Odes E. Robin- REVISED NAB PROPOSALS
son, technical director and chief engineer.

SUBMITTED TO MEMBERS

Eddie Garr in Bromo Spot Puritan Beans Starts

Eddie Garr, after just one broad-

New England Campaign

takes over the spot Wednesday at series over six New England sta- mitted to the membership for ap8:30 p.m. The short-lived Carr pro- tions: WSPR, Springfield; WTAG. proval or rejection at the convengram. "Manhattan After Dark," suc- Worcester; WTIC. Hartford; WHDA tion here opening Feb. 14, the pro-

candy, a movie, a radio program, a
WTMV Adds Space
WHB Granted Facsimile
stage play, a novel? Watch, wait,
East St. Louis, 111.-Due to need
Cleveland-FCC has granted WHK
listen, for Angels In Blue!" A contest with $100 in cash prizes for lis- for more facilities, WTMV has taken special experimental authorization to
over
two
more
rooms
in
Hotel
Broadoperate
regular transmitter for facteners was the bait.
Simultaneously, WHB went on the view, giving station the entire seg- simile between hours of 1 and 6 a.m.,
air with mysterious teaser announce- regated portion of mezzanine floor.
ments and airplane sound effects. The
romantic adventure of an airliner
on

Pone 9)

k. C. Television
Kansas City-Midland Television

Inc. Is now making two television
broadcasts doily for demonstration
mid experiment Using concentric
cables, the pictures are transmitted

from one floor to another, where
they are picked up on a 90-11ne
screen. A 1141Iine screen Is now
under construction.

is chief engineer.

1.

R. Duncan

Washington - James W. Baldwin,

stepped out of the Bromomanaging director of the NAB. has
Seltzer series on NBC -Blue, and HarThe Puritan Baked Beans Co., of sent notice to all members regarding
riet Parsons in "News of Hollywood" Portland, Me., has inaugurated a the reorganization plans to be subcast.

ceeded Sidney Skolsky's gossip from and WCOP, Boston, and WJAR,
terday over WHB. Campaign got un- Hollywood. Harriet Parsons is the Providence. Louis R. Korn of Portder way Dec. 27 with small teaser ads daughter of Luuella.
land is the agency in charge.
in the Journal -Post querying: "Is it

(l'eurinned

Formal notice of the IRNA Plan of
Settlement becoming effective today

using 1 kw.

TIVIE WEED
1% VAIDIC
IRNA Plan Is Operative
By M. H. SHAPIRO
is not known

today, the IRNA Plan
BEGINNING
of Settlement is in effect as per
AFM decision after conferences with
Emile J. Gough and Samuel R. Rosenbaum, representing the IRNA Special
Advisory Committee. Over 200 stations have signed contracts, with 78
still in process of negotiation early
last week .. . Committee for the affil-

what procedure the
AFM will take toward the unsigned
affiliates not represented in current

negotiations ... The AFM Executive
Board begins a one -week meet today
in Miami to discuss, among other
things,

phases.

unfinished

.

.

radio

business

.

CRS formed an adult education
iates will disband shortly and it is board to furnish guidance for a series
expected that those not yet in the of educational programs in evening
fold will obtain additional time
. hours definitely reserved for the puras the committee stated, however, it
(Confineed On Pope 5)
.

.

posals as listed in the NAR Reports
dwelling on the changes made since
the proposals were considered by
the committee on Jan. 5.
Important changes include: provision for 17 district directors instead
of 15; dues have been rewritten and
classes A to 0 provide for monthly
membership fees based on a minimum of $15,000 range of income to
over $2,000.000, the former to pay
$5 monthly and the latter $500; time
and place of annual meeting may be
(Continued at Polo

3)

Vassar on WGINY
Newburgh, N. Y.-On Invitation
of Peter Goelel, owner of WGNY,
radio became an eaten curricular
activity at Vassar College last
week. Studio facilities have been
set up at the college In Poughkeepsie and two programs will be
aired weekly over WGNY. including music. drama. talks, forums.
etc.

Faculty will cooperate with

students in planning broadcasts.
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Utica, N. Y.-Maher Brothers Clothiers tested WIBX and radio last Christ.
MOS. crud sales lumped so lax above estimates that a strict 63-yeezold
press -advertising policy stayed broken. January promotion, exclusively radio. cleared remnants with convincing speed, and last week the account
adopted the microphone method by signing a long term contract
Mason Taylor writes the show.

CBS H'wood Cornerstone Mort Lewis Gives Up
Is Being Laid Tomorrow
Pick and Pat Scripting
Breed C00,1 Burro.. RADIO DAILY

Mort Lewis, who has written the

Los Angeles - Cornerstone - laying

corm and GoinG
E. K. COHAN, head of CBS in England, sailed
Saturday aboard the lie de France for Europe.
FRANCIS SALAEERT, French music publisher,
and his wife, sailed for Europe Saturday.
COMMANDER E. F. McDONALD JR.. president of Zenith Radio Corp., left Chicago fee
New York on Friday and will return in a week

to wind up affairs before going on a
South America
chief

K.

Pick and Pat scripts for 91 consecuear, MO. Subscriber should remit with order Hollywood home will take place to- tive weeks, has severed his connecAddress all communications
to
RADIO
DAILY. 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y morrow, with Donald W. Thornburgh, tion with the program due to pressure
Phone Wisconsin 7.6336. 76337, 74335 v.p. in charge of coast operations,

and

1937. at the postoffice at New York, N. V

for Hollywood
there.

Greater New York, one year, 85; foreign, ceremonies at the new $2,000,000 CBS

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly- officially setting the stone in place.
wood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywooi.
The event will be broadcast via KNX
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
More than 30
Entered as second class matter April 5. at 12:15-12:45 p.m.

under the act of March 3, 1179.

FINANCIAIL1

of theatrical work. He is at present
rewriting a Broadway musical show
dignitaries of state, city, press and in collaboration with Tom McKnight.
industry will participate.
Gary
Breckner has been selected to emcee,

while Lud Gluskin, CBS musical director here, will handle the musical

end, and George McCall will do some
commentating.

83
THE "*.%.....4...sci

(Sofrday. Jon. 15)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net
Am.

Tel.

CBS

A

Crosley

Cr

Radio

High Low Close
Chg.
Tel....14111/4 1471/4 14111/4
221/4 2134
221/4 4
55

Electric
RCA Common
Gen.

RCA

Pfd.

First

Stewart W

.

.

Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

NEW YORK
Hazeltine

Corp.

Nat. Union Radio

101/4
451/4
71/4
52
111/4

101/4

441/4
7
501/4
111/4

101,4 +
441/4 +

71/4 +

V4

1i

111/4 +

17% 16% 16%

%

EXCHANGE

161/4

161/.

1/4

711

Paralta, for the past three years or-

ganist in the ballroom at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York, and pre-

501/4 - 55 viously organist in Balaban & Katz

1091/4 1061/4 1091/4 + 21/4
CURB

Organist Joins Mertens -Price
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles-Madame Car olle

16% +

Ye

Tea

theaters in Chicago, has joined the
"Home Folks" production unit at
Mertens & Price Inc. in support of
Wade Lane, who, incidentally, has
just completed a 16 -page gift volume of original verse and prose in

his homey vein, which will be dis-

tributed by sponsors of his 15 -minute transcribed program of dialog
Atlas Radio Corp. has added to its and song in the U. S., Canada and

Atlas Increases Series

1938 production.

The comedy show. Australia.

"Bits of Life," has been increased
from 26 to 52 episodes. This pro-

Radio Aids Paralysis Drive
gram of dramatized short stories features Barbara Luddy, leading lady of Under chairmanship of 0. H. Cald"First Nighter," and Martha Went- well, publisher of Radio Today, the
worth, NBC actress.
radio industry is being organized to
raise funds for the National Founda-

WLS Biz Running Ahead
is

tion for Infantile Paralysis.

Chicago-Business at WLS not only
ahead of 1937 for the current

141
a1714to234.4(

month, but indications are that Feb-

ruary and March also will top the

same months last year, according to
William R. Cline, sales manager.

New WBNX-ABTA Contract
American Radio Telegraphists

Assn has signed a new agreement
with WBNX, effective Feb. 1. New
deal calls for increased wages, closed
shop, longer vacation periods and

time and a half for overtime.

KGLO WEEK
Eli celetpiato#s af
FIRST
Get

* POWER

*MARKET

*POPULARITY
'./y fur;yati foe Sap Awe,

details

of

market

covered by Fastest growing

Under One Tent

ANNIVERSARY

station in

America

from Weed & Company.

K G L 0, Mason City, Ia.

CBS OUTLET
I

"It's the 101st blow that tells

.

. .

"

cruise to

COHAN, CBS director of engineerinf, and HARADEN PRATT, vice-president
EDWIN

engineer

of

Mackay

Radio,

sailed

Saturday on the Ile de France corsair to the
International Radio cent
at Cairo.
ROY C. WITMER. in charge of NBC sales,
arrived in Hollywood on Friday for c eeeeeeeeee
with Don E. Gilman, vice-president. and Sydney
Dixon, head of coast sales. Trio will visit San
Francisco following huddles there.
HINNY YOUNGMAN end his family km
tomorrow

for

an

engagement
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NBC IS SPANKED BY FCC

NEW IDUCCIRAMiS -I IDEAli

AGREEMENT ON MUSICIANS

FOR MAE WEST BROADCAST
(Contiteued from Page :)
ment. The care with which the public has
a right to expect, and which is, we under
stand, the practice. in the writing and editing
of the manuscripts and in the rehearsing of
such

features

would

seem

to

exclude the

elements of accident and surprise.
The admittedly objectionable character of
these features is, in our opinion, attributable
to the lack of a proper conception of the high
standards required for a broadcast program
intended for reception in the homes, schools,
automobiles,

religious,

social

and

economic

as well as clubs, hotels, trains
and other places, reaching in the aggregate
a much larger number of people daily than
any other means of communication and carry
ing its message to men women and children
cat all ages. A clear recognition of the social,

institutions,

civic and moral responsibility for the effect
upon listeners of all classes and ages requires
such a high standard for programs as would
insure against features that are suggestive,
vulgar, immoral or of such other character
as may be offensive to the great mass of
rightdbinking, clean minded American citiens.

While the right to reap a reward or profit

in the simper use of the license granted by
the Government is dearly recognized, this

right and all other considerations are entirely
subordinate to the interest of the listening
public; and, it the present system of licensing
private agencies to broadcast is to ultimately
win the favor and approval of the American
public, this favor will be won chiefly through
he excellence of she programs broadcast and
their freedom from commercialization at the
expense of propriety and quality.
In our present system and the statute
under which the FCC functions. the Commission has no power of censorship but this
power and responsibility rests squarely and
unavoidably upon the licensee. The right to
continue operation under a license ran be
justified only so long as public convenience
and necessity are served through programs

broadcast to the listeners.
Licensee are
granted without any compensation by the
licensee to the Government and solely for
the purpose of serving the public interest
and, hence, the broadcaster must accept,
along with the privilege granted, a definite

inescapable and high public trust In the ease
;if the facilities licensed.

It is believed that a true conception of this
public trust would lilt the general standards
.1 the programs to a higher level and would
condemn as unworthy not only the features

herein specifically referred to but other material which her been broadcast.
rhe Commission notes that. while t e
features above referred to were originated

by your company, these features were broad
cast over 59 stations over your network, and,
while the primary responsibility for this
program rests with your company, the stations that carried it cannot be excused for
carrying this program on the ground that
such program was received over the network
under a contract for program service. Each
licensee carries his own definite responsibility
for the character of programs broadcast and
be must and will be held to account regard
teas of the origin of the program. All who
interestol should, therefore, take notice
that trespasses against the public interest will
are

charged

against every
u such trespass.

be

station

engaging

WLBC News Show
Muncie News Agnecy is sponsoring
this one to push sales of Sunday
New York Mirror and News, via
WLBC. Muncie, Indiana. Tile is
"Questions That Should Be Answered," and spots Henry Marks as

WQXR Film Finding Service
(Continued from Page 1)
A free film -finding service for ra- mite any
measures that the AFM
dio listeners has been inaugurated may decide to take. Committee will

by Sidney Kaufman on his program,
"Cinema Comment," over WQXR on
Mondays at 9:45 p.m. By arrangement with film booking offices, Kaufcommentator with Al Lee announc- man is able to advise applicants the
ing. Script is by Oils Roush, produc- next lime any requested film is
tion manager, and is reported to be booked for exhibition at New York
drawing well in weekly quarter-hour theaters. Responses indicate the service has been badly needed.
spot.
1

90 Minutes of Swing
Revised NAB Proposals
Is Broadcast by WDNC
Submitted to Members

WOPI
BRISTOL

Voice al
TENNESSEE

_

VIRGIN IA

ington next month and wants everything out of the way by then. Committee also thanked the affiliates for
their cooperation and the "splendid
and unselfish manner" in which the
networks helped in the unprecedented emergency. As per original plan,
the affiliates will add $1,500,000 to
their musician payrolls and the netaround

$600,000

annually.

60 days.

WDNC.

Paul Whiteman headlined the
Issues Broadcasting Atlas
coast show. For the local half-hour,
Walter P. Burns & Associates have
Program Director Lee Vickers of prepared a new Radio Broadcasting

WDNC had a lineup of talent includ- Atlas showing primary area coverage

ing Mildred Goodrich, pianist, and of stations by wattage groups, also
her 14 -year -old protegee, Elaine a special table of broadcasting sta"elect" instead of "nominate"; Article ,ones; Bob Van Camp, swing or- tion ranges. Maps were made up
IX has been changed to provide ma- ganist; Jack Payton, vibraphone art- from material supplied by the broadist, with his swing quartet, and casters. One chart also shows radio
chinery for district associations to Frankie
Gerard's orchestra.
homes per square mile.
tie into the national body.
Reorganization committee, coin
prised of Edward A. Allen, Edwin W.
Craig, E. B. Craney, Walter J.
Datum, John Shepard 3rd, Mark
Ethridge and Philip G. Loucks urges

every member to attend the annual
meeting in February, also that it believes the new setup will become so
valuable to its members that every
station will be proud of the membership and consider it an honor.

Ted Church Joins Collins
Theodore

Church

has

resigned

from the NBC press department to
become assistant to Ted Collins. Kate
Smith's p c rs o n a 1 representative.
Church was at one time with WJSV.

Washington, later resigning to join
mittee in 1936. He takes over the
the Republican National Radio Com-

Radio's Greatest Audience Builder

"THE LONE RANGER"

new post today,

WOR Recording Rate Card
WOR has issued a new rate card

Appdarbiene"

or three weeks, but must disband
after that since it is desirous of
attending the NAB meet in Wash-

Durham, N. C.-Not satisfied with Weber believes well over 1,000 muthe full hour of swing obtained over sicians will be added.
CBS from Hollywood on Saturday
night, WDNC here added another 30
KIM Live Television
minutes of the same music presented
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
on the stage of the Armory in the Los
Angeles-KHJ of the Don Lee
first locally produced swing session.
is preparing to start live
The entire 90 minutes of swing was network
talent
television
broadcasts in about
heard in the Armory and aired over

TRANSCRIPTIONS READY

Cantor Nursing Throat

fbe

hold itself available for another two

works

f rem Pao.' 1)

determined by either the membership or board of directors; Article
VII has had extensive revision and
pertains to the board of directors
which is to be increased from the
originally proposed 21 to 23, section 2 now stating that directors at
large shall be chosen as two from
large stations, two from medium stations and two from small stations;
(it also makes mandatory representation on the board of every type station); 17 sub -organizations are to be
set up with each district electing a
director in advance of any NAB annual meeting. Change here reads

In view of your recognition of the objectionable character of the program in question
and of your assurance that greater care and
West Cagle Bureau, RADIO DAILY
caution will be exercised in the future, the
Commission has decided to take no further
Los Angeles - Eddie Cantor, who
action at this time than the writing of this had to do his broadcast last Wednesletter in condemnation of the program. How
ever, upon application for renewal of the day with a nurse at his side, was still
licenses of the stations carrying this broad- nursing a bad throat infection Saturcast, the Commission will take under con. day. He spent the week in the hospisideration this incident along with all other
evidence tending to show whether or not a tal.
p nieular licensee has conducted his stat'on
in the public interest.

"The

90% Of AFFILIATES SIGN

for its recording and transcription
service, Including studio recording,
off -the -air, off -the -line and portable

recordings. Complete costs are listed
as well as spot announcement recording data. Partial list of WOR service
users are given, numbering 20 leading advertising agencies.

FOR

CONTRACTS TO STATIONS AND SPONSORS

FEBRUARY FIFTEENTH
Ranger
Serial Will

Lone

The

Movie

Be Released For

Nationwide Showing
in

Theatres Soon-

A Republic Pictures
Production.

3 HALF HOURS WEEKLY

The program feature that builds
Audience Volume And Sales
"Single Ilanded."-A 4 year test
in Big Cities and Small Towns
Shows Supremacy

of

Boys, Girls, Men, Women

Audience:

Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

KING-TIRENDLE BROADCASTING COP
MICHIGAN

NETWORK
WXYZ-DETROIT BLUE NETWORK
THE PAUL H. BANISTER CO., Representatire

NETWORK
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NEW 13USINIESS

ACTIVITIES

Signed by Stations
WICC, Bridgeport: Larus Bros. (Edgeworth tobacco), "Alias Jimmy Valentine."

APPLICATIONS GRANTED
Southern Minnesota Supply Co., Mankato,
CP for new station. 1500 kr., 100
watts. 250 watts LS., unlimited.
WSYB, Rutland. Vt. CP to move transmitter locally and increase hours of operation

PETTY CASH VOUCHER

CP to operate muted.

Week ending Jan. 14th.

EPO, San Francisco: Remington Rand
through Franklin -Bloch Ad. Corp.;
Albers Bros. Milling Co., through Erwin
Wasey Co.

Minn.

to

unlimited.
WH K. Cleveland.

mental

facsimile

K.W.

station

from

1-6

a.m.

1

APPLICATION DENIED

WSMB. Inc., New Orleans. CP for new
1500 kc., 100 watts. 250 watts LS.,

station.

unlimited.

SET FOR HEARING
EFQB, Anchorage, Alaska. Auth. to !twiscontrol of corp. to E. E. McDonald.
780 kr.. 250 watts, limited.
ter

Orrin A.

N. Y.

Hensel, Rochester.

for new station.

1300

watts LS., unlimited.

Itc..

100 watts.

CP

250

Calderone. Providence. CP for
new station. 1270 kc., 250 watts, daytime.
Peter

J.

Jonas Weiland, Goldsboro, N. C. CP for

new station.

1500

hr..

100

watts, daytime.

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
WRBL. Columbus. Ga. Authority to trans-

fer control of corp. to J. W. Woodruff, Jr.
500 shares common stock.
Cascade Broadcasting Co..
Wash.

Inc.. Everett,

CP for new station. 1420 kc.,

100

watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
KDB. Santa Barbara, Cal. Invest. transfer
of control of corp. from Don Lee to Thomas
S. Lee, R. D. Merrill. Beattice Norton. 1000
shares common stock.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
WSAY, Rochester, N. Y. CP to Increase
power and hours of operation to 100 watts.

250 watts LS. unlimited. 1210 kc., be granted.
WAAB, Boston. Mod. of license to in.
crease power to

1

kc.. unlimited.

KW., be granted.

1410

KGAR, Tucson, Ariz. CP to change frequency and increase power to 1340 kc.. 250
wafts. be denied.

Saturday.... While in Lakewood. N. I.. we encounter Lanny
Grey of NBC's Lucille and Lanny. A gams of billiards with fonts Taps who
beats us and then is bealsn by CRS' Herb Resentlicd. Zeks Manners plays
ping -gong with Doris Rhodes and wins-but not only does Doris take us
over. but we succeed In breaking three "Harry Richman balls"....Phone
rings with a concise report of Judy Starts birthday party at the Tavern
which brings Dorsey. Dodge. Rill Corum, I. C. Flippen, a crowd from the
Bhuberts-and oh as many MUSIC people.
While driving thru the pines and inhaling the
fresh air we listen to WSM. Nashville. which comes over as clear as
WLW, Cincy, does....Hear that "Abraham Cohen" is the name of
the Negro preacher heard via WKAT, Miami.... Another
call reports
that Bobby Feldnian's testimonial dinner at the Astor is a huge success -and Hy Gardner's special edition of "Life-and loves of Bobby
Feldman" is creating plenty of laughs....Another call tells us that
Leon & Eddie's party for Freddie Martin is running full blast.
Sunday .

.

Monday....Martin Starr Is appointed ant dramatic critic to
Harry Hershfield al WMCA by Donald Flamm....A flash corns through
that Herbert R. Ebenstein, president of Atlas Radio Distributing Corp.. flew
B.000 miles last week, covering branch offices of his company-and is
listening to airplane salesman to purchase a private airship.
Tuesday.

AGENCIES
N1ARSCHALK & PRATT INC., New

York, has been elected to membership in the American Association of

Advertising Agencies.
GERALD PAGE -WOOD, for the!

past year v.p. in the Chicago offices

of Campbell -Ewald Co., has resigned.
N. W. AYER & SON of Canada will'
handle the advertising account of

Province of Quebec Tourist Bureau.

Gerald Lyons on CBS Staff
Gerald Lyons, recently connected
with Edwin C. Hill as news editor.1
has joined the staff of the CBS publicity department. Among his assignments will be Major Bowes "Amateur
Hour". Lyons was formerly with the

Albany Evening News. the WilkesBarre Record, and the Worcester
Evening Post, in editorial capacities.!

Arthur Hayes a Father Again

Arthur Hayes, WABC sales manager, is the father of a boy born Friday at Port Chester. Mrs. Hayes is
the former Florence Gruber, an ex Campbell Ewald Co., Detroit, employee. Newcomer, named Joseph, is

his second child.

-

-

LISTEN TO

DORIS

Co.,

111110111ES

7.15 P. M. WA8C.C115 Network Mondays
MANAGEMENT

COLUMBIA ARTISTS. INC.

.Dinner at the Tavern with Teddy Powell,

Jack Robbins and Mitchell Parish and a decision to view the Benny
Goodman broadcast meets with the approval of the group. At the
playhouse the page boys reflect the personality of CBS prexy Bill
Paley with their willingness to oblige ....Later to Toby Wing's opening at the Paradise where she entertains Milton Berle and his girl.
Judy Malcom, Mitzi Green. Abe Lastvogel. Frances AT/HS, Abe Ly-

man, Louis Sobol, Jack Bregman, etc..... Following this to the
Famous Door for Louis Prima's "Where Have We Met Before?".
Wednesday. ..We take the tux out of the mothballs and
erase the dirt from the shirtfront to visit the Rainbow Room, where Ruby

Newman was to open-but didn't because he's Ill.-Teddy Powell and
Stare loins us to admiring the swinging and swaying of the rhumba
as execu'ei by Columnist Dan Walker with Irene policy
wanting
to waste the clean shirt we go to Reuben for a snack and there find

Judy

Lawrence Tibbett nibbling a sandwich with his frau-and

his shirt's much

cleaner than ours,

Thursday....Learn that a saddle ordered by Paul Whiteman when he played in Texas is now ready for delivery-wherever

he wants it

sent.

ft costs over S2,000. _For an actual view of

"Right This Way" and see Rudy Vallee's "April" in action-we discover, on the aisle, Patricia Norman and her constant escort, Milt
Weiss of Metro's publicity staff ....To Una Wyte's debut at Leon &
Eddie's after seeing Monie Hettinger and Sid Peirmont argue
with
Toots Shor.

Friday... Arise too late to attend Louis Sobol's luncheon
(wonder how he got up in time?) but learn It's a hit....Hear that AI
Meltzer has left Geo. Lohman-as have a few others from that office.

TOTAL EXPENSE: Forty-five cents for broken ping-pong balls!
AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied. So you're already breaking your
New Year resolution and trying to cheat me!

EGO. San Francisco: E. Fougera & Co.,
through Small & Sieffer; Chicago Engineering Works, through James R. Burke
Associates; Quaker Oats Co., through Fletcher
& Ellis, Inc.; Union Pacific R.R., through
The Castles Co.; Milton Bradley Co., through
the J. D. Bates Co., Crystalac Labs & Mtg.
Co., through Howard E. Williams.

KNX, Los Angeles: Lo- ml Shampoo, Fray
and Bragiottl, ETs (also on KSFO), through
Milton Weinberg.

WISN, Milwaukee:

spots.

Ho- lland Furnace Co.,

WOR, New York: Oao, Limited (Ono
Beef Cubes), Martha Deane, through Platt.
Forbes Inc.; National Livestock and Meat
Board,
Ewald.

Martha

Deane,

through

Campbell -

Mennen Show May Extend
Mennen Co., through H. M. Kiesewetter, starting a variety program
on five NBC -Red network stations
on Wednesday at 7:45-8 p.m., may
extend to the west Coast later.
Show is titled "Cheer Up Ameri-

ca," with production details arranged
by Adam J. Yung, head of Kiesewetter radio department, and talent submitted by Ben Rocke.
Talent includes Henry Burbig, Ray
Murray, Funnyboners trio and Frank
Novak's orchestra. Murray and Bur big will do comic dramatizations.
First one will be "Grand Street
Hotel", then "A Fairy Tale in Swing"

and third show will have "Goldilocks."

Stations are WEAF, KYW, WTAM,
and WENR-WLS, with broadcast set
for Jan, 20 at same hour over WLW.

Show for Warm Springs Fund

A 45 -minute program studded with

stars was aired over NBC -Red on
Saturday night from Hollywood as
a promotion for the Warm Springs
Foundation Fund and the President's
Birthday Ball to be held Jan. 20.
Among stars who volunteered their
services were Rudy Vallee, Edgar
Bergen, Harry Einstein (Parkyakarkus), Joe Penner, Al Jolson,

Walter O'Keefe. Lanny Ross. Nelson

Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald, Tony
Martin, Alice Faye, Phil Baker,

Kenny Baker and others.

New Writers for OaJde
West Coast Bergen, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles-Ira Ashley and Irving Murray are here from New York
to work on the Oakie-Camel program by Savington Crampton, producer of the show for William Esty.
Ashley will function as continuity

editor, and Murray will work on
script.
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ORCHESTRAS -MUSIC
BLUE BARRON'S music is clicking Rudolph Friml Jr. takes Richard
11-, at Hotel Edison in New York, Himber's MBS spot at Essex House

Benay Venuta Revue

where he'll

remain

in the

Green
New morning musical variety pro- Room until April with NBC wires.
gram headed by Benay Venuta, on
WOR - Mutual at 10:45-11:15 am.
Fridays, got off to a fast start. For Charles Costello and ork, with the
a before -lunch show, it was an un- three Le Brun Sisters, have been
usually slick and lively affair, strong placed by CRA at the Commodore
on diversified tunefulness and snap- Club, Detroit, with an NBC wire.
pily routined.
Bob Crosby tonight follows Benny
Besides Miss Venuta, who emceed
and contributed a good deal in the Goodman into the Hotel Pennsylvania.
New York, airing over CBS.
vocal line, the program had Paul
Roberts, a baritone of ample ability;
Pauline Alpert, who can certainly
Eddy Duchin leaves the Plaza on
make the ivories fly, and the Leo Jan. 20, with Pancho replacing.
Freudberg orchestra, which likewise
was wide-awake. Show compared
Russ Lyons, former Cleveland and

this week.

"Spud" Murphy, well known swing

announced by Stanford Zucker, g.m. ized orchestra over KEHE.

Heard from the Green Room of

the Hotel Edison over NBC -Red network, the Blue Barron Orchestra pro-

vides a very neat little show. When

More Sports Activities
More Educational Series
Being Added by WHBQ For Los Angeles Stations

Memphis-WHBQ is expanding furcaught, last Friday at 6:45-7 p.m., the ther in its extensive sports activities

routine included a nice assortment
of new and old numbers, with just
the right amount of vocalizing and

Sunday

at

JAMES MELTON, on "Songshop,"
Jan. 21 (CBS, 10 p.m.).

FRANCIS LEDERER and MARGARET BOURKE-WHITE, on Kate
Smith Hour, Jan. 20 (CBS, 8 p.m.).
CLIFFORD ODETS, Jan. 18 (WORMutual, 6:45 p.m.).

BERT KALMAR and HARRY

IVerr Coast Burrell', RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-Educational programs RUBY, on "30 Minutes in Hollyby adding two new broadcasts. In seem to be the order of the day, wood," Jan. 23 (WOR-Mutual, 6:30
with
prominent educators being giv- P.m.).
addition to a heavy football season,
out-of-town games of the Memphis en free rein on KFI-KECA by GenBaseball Club, and weekly wrestling eral Manager Harrison Holllway, and
bouts, WHBQ has started a weekly the Los Angeles schools readying
W. C. Wester in Sales Post

even a bit of whistling, while talk
was kept down to a minimum. It
made a very pleasing dinner -time bowling series, to continue through
program.
the City tournaments held in March,
Barron has a style of his own in also a weekly series of handball
the interpretation of music, and it's bouts featuring Sam Atcheson, 1937
very likeable, either for dancing or National YMCA handball champ, and
for just listening. He also broad- 1936 National AAU champ.
casts Wednesdays at same time, SatLatter series will include twice
urday midnight at 12:30-1 and on daily handball broadcasts during the
NBC -Blue

GLADYS SWARTHOUT. on Elza
Schallert program, Jan. 27 (NBC -

George Ande's Orchestra set for six Blue, 11:15 p.m.).
weeks at the Country Club, Oklahoma
FRIEDRICH SCIIORR, on PhilaCity, then back to the Oklahoma delphia Orchestra program, Jan. 24
Club.
Both programs aired over
WRY. Now making dates for road (NBC -Blue, 9 p.m.).
FREDERICK LEWIS ALLEN, autour.
thor, on "Book -of -the -Month Club
Lee Grant and his orchestra, cur- Concert", tomorrow (WQXR, 10
rently featured on WMCA's "Grand- p.m.).
stand and Bandstand" commercial,
will make a short for Paramount EDWARD ARNOLD and B O B
Pictures based on Grant's musical HOPE, on "Your Hollywood Parade,"
novelty, "Nursery Rhyme Jam".
Jan. 19 (NBC -Red, 10 p.m.).

favorably with many evening fea- Detroit ork leader, has been added to arranger, makes his debut as a baton
tures of the same type.
CRA's New York sales staff, it is wielder conducting his newly organ-

Blue Barron Orchestra

curc-r-Isc

11:05-11:30

programs to begin a series on KNX
on Jan. 20 to run through until the
end of the school year on June 2.3,
with a 15 -minute period turned over
to educators each Thursday at 2:302:45 p.m.. and the total school population tuned in on the 400 receiving

Green Bay-W. C. Wester, for the

past two years connected with WHBY

and for

Inc.

National AAU handball tournament
to be held in Memphis in March or
Lawrence on "Dr. Christian"
April. Bob Alburty will man the
Wert Coon Burr., RADIO DAILY
mike
on
these
occasions.
All
WHBQ
Los
Angeles-Bill Lawrence, CBS
"Hammerstein Music Hall"
sports
broadcasts
are
sponsored
by
announcer
-producer, takes over proAnybody who isn't sick of hearing Coca Cola Bottling Co., who also duction reins
on the Jean Hersholt
"Bei Mir Bis Du Schoen" would have
present
Singin'
Sam
five
times
weekly
Christian"
show for the Mc-Dr.
liked the way Alan Roberts sang it over same station.
Cann-Erickson
agency, with Doroon "Hammerstein Music Hall" over
thy Barstow returning East for
CBS last Friday night. Roberts puts
.other production assignments for the
5,000 Write El Paso
nice feeling into his vocal efforts,
Lawrence continues his
El Paso-The El Paso Chamber of agency.
giving rounded fullness to the melodic content of a number instead of Commerce has received more than various CBS chores, which include
mutilating it with unintended trim- 5,000 letters in response to a broad- production of "People's Choice" and

past

six months

WHBY Inc., has been appointed to
department of the new

sets already installed in local schools. the sales

p.m.

the

director of radio sales for WTAQ
and WHBY, owned and operated by
Wisconsin

will

offices

Radio
be

Network.
Sales
maintained in the

Bellin Building here for the present.

Stockholders' Meet on Air
Cincinnati-Federal Land Bank of
Louisville bought time on WCKY
last week in order to bring to Land
Bank stockholders, meeting at vari-

ous points in Ohio, Kentucky. Indiana
and Tennessee, an address by Myron
G. Grigg, vice-president and treasurer
of the bank.

mings. Also on the bill were a couple cast of the New Year's Day Sun "Your Witness."
of other star vocalists, Sylvia Froos Carnival Parade, originated by KTSM
Nancy Turner's Scoop
and Tex Fletcher, and the Hammer- here for WLS, Chicago, and KMBC,
Kansas City.
The hour -and -a -half
stein regulars.
Baltimore-Nancy Turner, WFBR's
parade, "A Pageant of the World", director of Women's Programs, scored
was described by a KTSM staff an- a beat last week by interviewing
Molly Picon
Sponsored by Maxwell House Cof- nouncer, and photographs of some United Airline's Helen Stanbury, the
of
the 65 floats were offered to those only woman executive in aviation.
fee, this weekly variety show is designed for Jewish -English audiences. who would write the Chamber of Miss Stanbury motored to Baltimore
and WFBR after a White House
Initialer Friday at 7:30-8 p.m. was Commerce.
luncheon engagement with Mrs.
somewhat incoherent a n d jerky.
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Father
Coughlin
Adds
WHBI
There was too much work for Molly
Picon, who essayed almost everyWHBI, Newark, has been added
thing from star role to commercials. to the Father Coughlin network.
Form New Radio Firm
She revealed a pleasant radio voice, a J. J. Devine set the deal for the
Oklahoma City-Alma M. Shaw
A NEW RADIO SERIES
fine flair for comedy song -bits, anec- station.
Etta Howland and John Woodworth
dotes which were not too effective,
have organized Radio Productions STARRING MOVIE STUNT MEN
airwaves which doubtless was Inc., and will announce plans shortly
and a breathless diving on and off the
chargeable to the scripting. Sup.t Val:his new ruilin thriller. thamit Wits eswileller, of Ifilltprociii slam inert. This rahyriglited
porting cast from the Second Avenue

NAT BRUSILOFF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Nne Varier Own Station
WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
1691 BROADWAY

C1 6-2200

Theater was helpful, and high spot
was musical direction. For the most
part. show is done in English, and

general audience might find it ap-

pealing when the wrinkles are
straightened.
Introduction was a

honey, though not too original, following the "Town Hall" tradition.

WALT FRAMER
Freelance originator of
IgisrittD DAI1Z

RADIO SWAPS

Pittsburgh, Pa.

transcription
hrosileast.
II

cost

Is ides' for enre.a-seek ham
thtalrier-lekhr epishiles available

show

leral ailwriiier can allorrl.

Write new hie

details.
.
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* THE wtrrc
IN LAIDIC *
IRNA Plan Is Operative

I

.

.

.

International Radio Sales. pertaining 30,000 kcs. recently allo-

the new Hearst Radio subsidiary, cated to mobile press units . .
will represent WLS and KOY as Crowell Publishing Co., after taking
the first of a new list of stations to a smack at radio, starts a test cambe represented as per new policy
paign today for one of its publicaChanges in staff of N. W. Ayer & Son tions . . . another of its mags has
reveal expansion plans as to radio been on the air for some time .
activity both in New York and Ruthrauff & Ryan Chicago office set
York.
Phila. . . .
a new record for its Feb. billings...
Mary Lou Cook, formerly featured
Radio accounts placed abroad by after having billed a record -breaking
vocalist with Larry Kent's orchestra, American advertisers showed an in- Jan. . . .
has been signed as a staff artist at crease in 193'7 of 225 per cent over
KNX-CBS, and will be spotted in that of 1936 , . commitments already Chicago again has trouble with its
band situation due to the new
a network sustainer shortly.
in for 1938 expected to increase this remote
charge required by outlets
Lou Bring and his orchestra will year's
business over 1937 by at least service
for
airing
the sustainers from night
be on the CBS program celebrating 100 per cent . . A. E. Joscelyn as. MPPA will distribute
the 35th anniversary of the famous sumed the post of Eastern sales man- spots et al
old Hollywood Hotel tonight.
ager for Radio Sales, CBS subsidiary, a new high in fees collected for
Frederick C. Dahlquist, president succeeding Arthur Hayes. who is to transcription and other small rights
of American Radio Features, is in devote full time to local biz on for the current month . . . Six stathe Santa Monica Hospital for an WABC . . . Lucky Strike started a tions linked in new Alabama reappendix removal, while Lucille D. fourth network show, this one on gional . . while four more outlets
Ross, secretary of the concern, is at the NBC -Red. Monday nights . joined the Wisconsin net.. . .
the Cedars of Lebanon for a nasal WBRE joins NBC -Red and Blue Jan. AFRA held more conferences this
PENNER took a bow Sunday
JOEwhen he was officially notified
that he was the winner in the "Annual Child Preference Survey" of
the Boys' Athletic League in New

.

.

.

operation.

CBS will remote Phil Harris from
the Palomar every night from 15 to

45 minutes.

Sumner Prindle, young American
pianist of note, inaugurates a Sunday concert series on KI4J-Don Lee
un Jan. 16 at 2-2:15 p.m.
Irving Fogel, head of Irving Fogel
Radio Productions, is in Cedars of
Lebanon for an operation.

"Traffic Mixups of the Mix Fam-

Entertain News Folk

Co.

from WGN, Mutual outlet, to the
Ralph Atlass WIND, now that all
major stations are charging $100 a

week service charge from all remote
dance spots.
Kay Chase, author of "Painted
Dreams," flew to Miami on extended
vacation which will take her also to
Haiti, Panama and Mexico City. She
will airmail scripts home for a
month or more.
Bob Elson, WGN sportscaster, to
address the Clinton, Ia, chamber of
commerce on Wednesday.

Ed Smith, radio director of General Mills, Minneapolis, is spending
some

time here

getting "Valiant

.

and Cecil Davis is now Chicago representative.
Bill Kelso. aggressive KMTR spe- Give Young Composer Chance
Bangor, Me.-A local 10 -year -old
cial events reporter, grabbed the first
interview with Elsie Berdan, nurse composer, Evarts T. Leighton, begins
a
musical career Jan. 26 when his
the
yacht
of
on the tragic cruise
original composition is presented on
A aeje.
Red Nichols, Ann Douglas. Cappy the "Preacher and His Wife" proBarra's Harmonica Band, and Olsen gram over WLI37, here and WRDO,
and Johnson will guest for George Augusta. The song is said to show
Jay this week on KFWB's "Holly- unusual promise.
wood Matinee" at 3 p.m. Last week
Jay interviewed Connie Boswell, Wurlitzer on WIL for 52 Weeks
Betty Grable and Phil Harris.

Buddy Clark, Lew Lehr and
Pickens Sisters entertained at a party
given by MacFadden Publications on
Friday night at Hotel Woodstock to
the distributors of Interborough News

Imwrirammi

ARAGON and Trainon ballroom
orchestras-currently Dick Jurgens and Bill Carlsen-have switched

serial under way.
past week with major network com- Lady"
Roy Brower failed to show
the actors' forWhen
mittees and ad agencies
"Aunt
Jemima" broadcast the
union laying its cards on the table... other morning,
Gibbons, producAGRAP committee vote favored a tion director, Gil
did his tenoring for
CIO affiliation, but the matter will him.
be left to a membership vote ... First Carl Meyers, WGN chief engineer,
annual radio poll by RADIO DAILY back from a business trip to Washrevealed the favorite programs and
Jan. 27 for the purpose of informal personalities of leading radio editors ington.
Singers who have been added to
discussion of rules and regulations throughout the country.. ..
the WAAF roster Include Gay Matthews, balladeer; Pat Casey, Irish
.

is the title of a new dramatic Await Football Action
KWTO'S 1937 Revenue
program on KEHE, Friday nights
By Big Six Conference
Increased 25 Per Cent
at 8:15. sponsored by the Traffic
Bureau of the Police Department. Oklahoma City-It has been learned Springfield, Mo.-Best year in hisStation also has "Hollywood Tattle
Tale," conducted by Bob Garrett, here that action on broadcasting of tory was chalked up by KWTO in
bowing in on the same night at 9:45. football games from the University 1937, with more than 25 per cent inBeryl Carew. 14 -year -old soprano of Oklahoma will be postponed until crease in gross revenue, according
from Vancouver, B. C., has been a meeting of the Big Six Conference to Manager Ralph D. Foster. Insigned to appear on NBC's "Signal can be held as the Conference has crease in national accounts for the
Carnival" for a minimum of 39 decided to supervise granting of 5,000 - watter was especially big,
weeks and bows on the program Jan. broadcasting privileges and set up about 65 per cent.
regulations under which games will Station also has a good start for
23.
R. A. Calhoun has been appointed be aired. Conference includes U. of 1938, with Oxydol. Dr. Caldwell,
sales manager for R. U. McIntosh & Oklahoma, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas Smith Bros., Seven -Up. Pet Milk,
Purina, Skinner Mfg., Tydol-Veedol,
Associates, transcription producers, State. Iowa State, and Kansas.

agreement.

tit

. WRVA was recommended by
FCC examiners for clear channel and
50,000 watts .. . WWL, CBS affiliate,
which will go to 50,000 watts around
July 1, will up the rates 37 per cent...
ANA annual meeting will be held
Sept. 28 -Oct. 1 at Hot Springs, Va...
FCC called a press conference for

30

ily"

RFAB-EFOR Hire 8 Men
Lincoln-Local studios of KFAB
and KFOR have hired eight musicians with leader under new AFM

iCager

(Corninaed from Page 1)

pose

St. Louis - Wurlitzer Co. signed
with WIL for a Saturday morning
30 -minute show for 52 weeks. Program is to be a revue featuring all
outstanding Wurlitzer Studio talent.
Jeff Salter will produce and emcee
the show remote from Wurlitzer's

Household

Magazine.

Mantle Lamp.

tenor, formerly with Freddy Martin's band; James
Aurelia d'Este.

Mitchell

and

WJR Show from Boole -Cadillac
Detroit-WJR started a new mid-

night show from the Casino room of
the Hotel Book -Cadillac last Friday.
Harry Wismer emceed the half hour
program, introducing Ted Weems and
Elmo Tanner, now playing at the

Fox Theater,

Bronko

Nagurski,

wrestling champion and star fullback
of the Chicago Bears, and Stark
Ritchie, University of Michigan half-

Ernie Hoist's music is at the
Coca - Cola, back.
Book and furnished the background.

Maurice Spitalny Sendoff

The show will continue throughout

the Winter at the same hour each

Friday as Wismer Introduces stars

Pittsburgh - The two-hour broad- of stage, screen, radio and sports.
cast staged by KDKA last Thursday
night from the Stanley Theater as a
Boice Writes on Radio
sendoff to Maurice Spitalny, station's "Radio," a discussion for execunew musical director, was a big suc- tives who already know the ABC's
cess. Among those on the program, of the business, by H. K. Boice, vicepart of which was aired over NBC - president in charge of sales for CBS,
Blue network, were Maurice's two has been published in pamphlet form
brothers, Phil Spitalny and his all - for trade distribution. The booklet,
girl orchestra, appearing here, and a reprint from "Handbook of AdverH. Leopold Spitalny, who conducted tising," published by McGraw - Hill
a number from New York.
Co., discusses many aspects of radio.
from size to effectiveness.

Payne's Talk in Record

Workington Thoreau, RADIO DAILY

WHBQ Staff Additions

Memphis-Recent additions to the
Washington-The talk of FCC Commissioner George Henry Payne at the WHBQ personnel include Jack Morrecent educational conference in gan, staff pianist, and M. C. Vosse,
McCosker's Daughter Engaged Chicago has been introduced into the sales staff. Morgan recently was
Angela France McCosker, daughter Congressional Record by Congress- with Henry Halstead and his orof Mr. and Mrs. Alfred J. McCosker, man Robert L. Bacon of New York. chestra during Los Angeles engageis engaged to Sheldon Van Dolen of Payne criticized advertising of dele- ments. Vosse was with advertising
South Orange. Date of wedding has terious foods and drugs and sophis- sales department of Memphis Press
Scimitar.
ticated programs.
not been set
downtown studios.

RADIO LAW
Does the law protect a title of a program?
Does the law recognize a property interest in a news broadcast
or does news belong to the public?
Does the law protect the broadcasting of sports events?
Does the law protect the name and personality of the artist?
To what extent does the right of privacy protect a public figure?
To what extent does the dramatization of a news event interfere
with the rights of the personalities depicted?
Can a stage name be registered in Washington?
Can the title of a program be registered in Washington?
Will the law protect an imitation of a voice or an impersonation?
Does the law protect a mere idea?
To what extent does the copyright law or patent law protect an
idea?

Does the law imply a contract when an idea has been used?
How is the law of unfair competition applied to ideas which have
been improperly used?

FULL Y

COVERED
uv

"RADIO PROGRAMS and
new LEGAL CONCEPTS"
BY

LOUIS NIZER
PROMINENT MEMBER OF THE NEW YORK BAR AND AUTHORITY ON
THE LAW OF STAGE, SCREEN AND RADIO
Lecturer on Motion Picture Lato, at New York University and Hunter College; author
book enraged NEW COURTS OF INDUSTRY; author of Analysis of Standard
Exhibition Contract, of Articles an Receivership, and otherlegal sub.ectz.
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Local Monopoly Curbed
By New Policy of FCC
.4. ,n,inned frrrn Pow I)
Commission henceforth would

New WHB Aviation Show
Put Over in Big Style

Coast -Ea -Coast

re-

(Cant,,: red frovt Page 1)
hostess is the background for

fuse to grant additional permits to

story.

applicants already operating a broadcasting station in the same city.

LAWSON ZERBE, talented young
John W. Haigis, owner of the new
dramatic star who is featured on WHAI, Greenfield, Mass., has anThe FCC decision to adopt a new
policy in regard to the granting of many of the leading radio shows, is nounced the appointment of Mrs.
applications was coincident with the making a series of shorts for Edu- Jean Conway as executive secretary
denial of the application of WSMB cational Pictures based on character- of the soon -to -be -opened station.
for a construction permit to operate izations of famous men. Zerbe also
will be starred in three new Carleton
"Dorothy Groom and Her Dinner
another station in New Orleans.
"In denying this application," Mc - Alsop radio productions which will Guests", a program of favorite vocal
Ninth stated, "we arc trying to en- debut shortly. The programs, writ- and instrumental themes from the
courage wholesome competition ten by Stouffer Stephenson and di- classics. will be a weekly feature of
among broadcasting stations and take rected by James Allen, are entitled I WCKY, Cincinnati, on Mondays at
some steps toward preventing monop- "Starved Satat: Has A Guest." "We 6:15 p.m. Miss Groom, a student of
oly ir: the field." The announcement, All Make Mistakes" and "Once the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music,
he said. would not necessarily mean Upon A Time." an operetta with an will each week invite a fellow student to be her guest on the program.'
the revocation of licenses now held, original score.
She is a daughter of W. S. Groom,
but added that further steps toward
Wesley
Wallace,
program
director
Cincinnati advertising man associated
the prevention of monopoly may be
at WPTF, Raleigh. has been fighting with Thompson -Koch Co.. a leading
taken in the future.
agency.
Asked if this policy would apply
to newspapers operating radio stations. McNinch replied he did not Art Jarrett, the Hollywood and ra- "Kamp Kapers," a new type of
see how it could apply since in this dio singing star, is headlining the morning broadcast, will make its
instance it would be dealing with two current Fanchon & Marco variety re- debut over WINS today at 11:30 a.m.
entirely different fields of commun- vue on the stage of the Roxy Thea- It will take the form of a variety
ications In denying the WSMB ap- ter. On the screen is "I Met My show, with orchestra and soloists,
plication. IlIcNinch stated that the Love Again," with Henry Fonda and set against the background of an
adult camp. Drawing on his own
Commission found it was not in the Joan Bennett.
experiences as social director at a
public interest to erect another staIda Bailey Allen, home economist, number of summer camps, Billy
tion in that area.
NIcNinch also stated in essence that today will conduct tier 300th broad- Kern, a new radio personality, will
the new policy would have no effect cast over WHN and her 2,500th act as emcee at the mythical "Kamp
upon chain broadcasting where sev- broadcast since she entered radio in Katchakutie" where the scene of the
eral stations were owned and op- 1926.
Celebration will continue broadcast will be laid. The script is
by Ed Cleland.
erated by one radio chain.
throughout the week.
The new edict is expected to afDavid Ross has been set for five
fect sale of WAAW, Omaha, to CenA new series of 15 minute talks of Paramount
shorts
by

-

tral States Broadcasting Co., which is interest to collectors of paintings, Artists.
awaiting FCC approval.
antiques, autographs and books will

Perole Quartet on WQXR

The Perole String Quartet will be
known as Marjorie Whitney and the to 11:45 a.in.
heard over WQXR on Thursday,
King's Lads. King's Jesters now auThe
Ray
Block
Varieties
program
opening
its first radio series for a
ditioning for a new gal singer.
will be heard Thursdays instead of commercial sponsor on radio's first
Wednesday afternoons hereafter. The daily commercial program of the
Dudley to Address Women
time is the same, 3 o'clock. The first best in classical music sponsored by
Bide Dudley, WOR-Mutual drama Varieties show or, the new schedule
critic and commentator, will address marks the return of Ray Heatherton the Book -Of -The -Month Club.
he Corning, N. Y., Woman's Club as guest star. Also heard will be
Leonard Warren Wins Prize
.nmorrow. at 3 p.m. on "The Season's Louise Raymond,
popular California
Leonard Warren, former member
Ne;.v Plays"
nightingale, who has appeared more of Radio City Music Hall Glee Club
than a half dozen times on Bing and now heard on WOR three times
Crosby's show.
weekly, yesterday was awarded the
/4411\11UTE
5500 prize as the month's winner in
Thomas J. Donovan, administra- the Sealtest "Rising Musical Stars"
title assistant to Grover Whalen, will series on NBC -Red.
speak on the World's Fair (instead
W. B. LEWIS
of John S. Young who was originally
"The air is pretty well fined
scheduled to appear) over WIIN toWATL, Atlanta
now with
commercial variety
night at 9. Donovan will pinch-hit
Station has made arrangements to
shows. To round out the enterfor Bryce Miner, who is vacationing. broadcast weekly concerts direct
tainment Cclumbla offers, it is the
from Griffith School of Music.
program director's lob to broadcast
Lesley C. Paul has been placed in
Ralph Carroll is now handling

ON

INTERVIEW

programs of a different type. There
Is some effort made by sponsors, to
be sure, to induce CBS to specialise also in variety programs in
order to serve as a training ground
for entertainers who fit that type
of show best. However, our first
duty is to the audience. 11 listener'

charge of press relations and pro- "The Big Brother" program, twice

heard nothing but variety shows.
there would soon be no variety-

Connie Stevenson, former publicity of Commerce.
director at KOL, Seattle, has moved
Hugh Porter, tenor. has been added

not listeners."

motion of the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co. radio stations
and will be located at Chicopee Falls,
Mass. He was formerly manager of
Westinghouse's press bureau in East
Pittsburgh.

Moore

as a war -time aviator in
France in 1918 and as a commercial
test pilot in Kansas City in 1929.

Mystery as to the "Angels" was unveiled Jan. 9, when WHB presented
a half-hour "Saga of Aviation" trac-

ing the history of American flying
from the Wright Brothers to the
China Clipper. At the same time.
the world premiere of "Angels In

Blue" was announced for 4 o'clock
Jan. 16 and details of prize contest
were broadcast. Listeners are to divide $100 in prizes for the 14 best
letters on what they think of "Angels
In Blue," and for a statement as to
why they want to hear more episodes
in the story.
Last week, Davis pulled out all the
stops and went to town with exploita-

tion including TWA tieup bringing
pretty hostesses to the mike, and
climaxing with a full page ad in
Journal - Post, photogenic with
smash

Chicago

a

photo of Audrey McGrath,
radio actress who is star

of the show. Bill Moore's photo was
also used; and a 1,000 -word biography of Moore's career as a flier, radio

writer and producer. Moore authored the "Air Adventures of JimColumbia mie Allen" and produced some 700

Dan Seymour and Leith Stevens
be heard over WQXR at 9 p.m. on
been signed to appear on the
Marjorie Whitney's New Venture Mondays. Karl Freund will conduct. have
two "Big Town" broadcasts originatChicago - Marjorie Whitney, for
ing from New York tomorrow and
three years "queen" of the King's "The Voice of Experience," broad- Jan. 25 over CBS at 8 p.m.
Jesters, has signed a management cast over WMCA Mondays through
contract with Leo Salkin, who will Fridays will be heard at a new time

honk her with a new band to be starting today, when program moves

the

Teaser ads and radio announcements were stepped up in size during campaign's second week, with
photos on radio pages of Captain

daily. Show receives regularly a
large mail response.
A new program featuring the
Adrian Rollin' Quartet, has been

scheduled for five periods a week.
Station is broadcasting weekly
speeches by the Women's Chamber

into a similar berth nt KMTR, Holly- to the artist staff. He has his own
wood.
program every morning at 10:45.

quarter-hour

episodes at World's
Chicago studios. Story was later

filmed by Paramount as "The Sky
Parade." Recently he sold another
kid aviation show to N. W. Ayer for
Kellogg, to be used in Canada and in

the U. S. by transcription

in cities
where Kellogg does not sponsor baseball. Show is tagged "Howie Wing

-A Saga of Aviation" and will run
four quarter hours a week, starting
last of this month.
"Angels In Blue" is Moore's latest,

is soon to be offered national
sponsors, for network or transcription campaigns. Two quarter-hour
audition episodes, written and proand

duced by Moore, have been recorded
by World, and were used in the WHB
premiere Sunday.
Listener reaction, as evoked by let-

ter -writing contest,

is

expected to

provide Moore with ideas for story
development, sponsor angles, etc.
v. v.. ,

.7..
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Greetings from Radio Daily
January 17
Iry Brecher
Minetta Ellen
Frank Foster
Warren Hull
FayesUe Schulman
Jeanne Poli
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FIVE CENTS

CIO Boycott on Carter
Union Issues Ban on All General Foods

WOR WILL EXPERIMENT

19°1,z!99N9r.,

WITH HIGH FREQUENCY
WOR will enter the realm of ultra

CENSORSHIP Now that

the

FCC

has publicly rebuked
NBC for erring with Mae West and NBC
acknowledged its slip-up, which was one
of those accidents that can happen wherever the human element is involved, the
case should be considered closed.
But it probably won't.

high frequencies next

week

with

a new short wave transmitter operat-

ing from the 99th floor of 1450 Broad-

way, on the upper end of the block
housing WOR offices in this city. New
equipment, under the call letters of
W2X.H. will transmit Mutual network ,
and WOR programs, but due to the
of ultra high freCensorship advocates already are us. characteristics
ing the incident to support their con - quency signals its reception will be

tendons that a radio censor is needed.
To this department, however, the Mae

West episode is clear proof the% the most
effective surveillance of radio will be
accomplished without official meddling.
The public's quick reaction to anything

considered in bad taste is the best possible assurance that broadcasters will exercise the greatest care la radio material.
This form of selfpohcang. imposed by
radio listeners at large, will prove for
more In the public interest than political
censorship in the hands of a small and
arbitrary body who would only restrict
effort without any guarantee against
blunders.

POLL Response and results in RADIO
DAILY'S first nationwide poll of

radio editors not only was roost gratify.
lag but indicates that this annual event
will in due time assume the same author.
itative pi:anion in the radio industry that
FILM DAILY'. "Ten Best Films" poll en Joys In the movie Held.

Because of vast number of programs.
constant changes, and other complicated
factors. It is far mare difficult to ascertain the various favorites In radio than
in any other line of entertainment

(Continued ens Page 7)

New Upstate Network
May Join Major Web
Plattsburg, N. Y.-Newly created

network comprising WMFF here,
WNBZ at Saranac Lake, and WDEV,

Waterbury, Vt., now operating independently, is expected to affiliate with

a major web in the near future, according to George F. Bissell, general
(Continued on Page 3)

Ironized Yeast Signs
"Good Will Hour" Series

Products If Commentator is
Sponsored by Company
Eye to Blzness

Pensacola-WCOA not only
beat the lire department to the

draw In airing news of a recent
fire before the alarm was in. but
followed up by running several

scribed as an "anti -labor reactionary
commentator", who was "not renewed
by Philco Radio & Television as its
of shoes-and sold out the store.
spokesman for the Liberty League"
because of fear of a CIO boycott.
Labor papers here, in NPW York and
elsewhere carried the full list of
subsidiaries
and products put out by
HEARST EXECS TO MEET
General Foods Corp.
Boake Carter is still on CBS for
IN CHICAGO MARCH 3-5 Philco, but has been reported as
scheduled to start for General Foods
Chicago-Elliott Roosevelt has call- on the same network Feb. 28.
ed a meeting of Hearst station managers and international Radio Sales
executives to be held here March 3-5. CBS COMMERCIAL TIME
Plan is to coordinate sales activities.
spot announcements on a fire sale

standardize methods and report on
operations.
DIVERTED TO EDUCATION
Ed Heaton is to remain under
Naylor Rogers, new local manager. After an all -day meeting by the
Ironized Yeast on Sunday takes Homer Hogan, whom Rogers sucformed CBS Adult Education
over sponsorship of "Good Will ceeded, went to New York on busi- newly
Board headed by Lyman Bryson yesHour" continuing the show on the ness yesterday.
terday,
President William S. Paley
WMCA-inter-City and Mutual netof CBS announced that plans would
works. True Story dropped sponbe
formulated
at once to carry out
sorship of the series last Sunday. CKLW to Open Offices
the board's recommendations and that
Complete Inter -City network of 11
(Continued on rage 3)

In New York and Chicago
Chicago - C.JCI.W, Detroit -Windsor,

WHAM Celebration
will open branch offices here and in
Rochester-WHAM has issued in- New York about Feb. 1. George
Roesler, lately with McGillvra, will
But a good start has been made. vitations to a dinner on Jan. 27 in
in charge of local office. He left
thanks to the fine co-operation of the the Sagamore Hotel maiking its be
anniversary and dedication of yesterday for Detroit to confer with
country's radio editors and critics, and tenth
Ryan, managing director.
its
new
vertical
radiator.
Station
is
Frank
future polls promise la be of increasing
owned and operated by Stromberg- James Blevin replaced Roesler' et
interest and Importance.
Carlson.
McG illvra.
-D.

Cleve Figuring
Springfield, VL -A few days
ago Phil Hoffman. WNBX man-

ager. told his salesmen that ar-

rangements bad been made with
a dog kennel to offer a scatty pup
free over the ale to the one submitting the best name for the dog.
Bob

Kelly

sold

the

"name the

to a local dairy-an
boar and a half before the pup

dog" stunt
was born.

Philadelphia- Industrial Un i o n
Council (CIO), at its regular meeting here, passed a resolution to boycott all General Foods products if
Boake Carter, commentator, is sponsored by the firm. Carter was de-

NBC New Orleans Stations
Face Strike of Musicians

(Continued on Pagr 3)

William Roux Appointed
Hearst Promotion Head
William Roux has been appointed
promotion manager of Ilearst Radio
Inc. Roux was formerly with the
NBC sales promotion division in
charge of publication advertising. He
was with the web for five years.

Guest To Be Guest
Detroit-Edgar .A. Guest noted
poet and radio celeb who has his
own

New Orleans - Coincidental with
the 'RNA Plan of Settlement being
declared operative by the AFM, the
newly elected board of directors of
' Omaha-James C. Douglass, assis- the AFM local here voted to call
tant manager of WAAW, has been a strike against NBC affiliates, WDSU
named program director of Central and WSMB. Strike call is effective.
States Broadcasting System by Don Friday midnight. Stations have reSearle, general manager. Douglass fused to sign contracts which call

James Douglass Appointed
Program Director for CSB

(Continued on

Pape 3)

(Continued on Pairs 3)

Household

Finance

Corp.

program on CBS. will be special
guest when the Household "Musical Clock," on which his son. Edgar A. Jr., is regular newscaster,
starts its filth year on WIR, Friday. Ralph Pan. emcee. promises

live talent for the event.
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18 -Piece Staff Band

Is Organized by WTSV

Coming and Going
Vol. 3, No. 12

Tues.. Jan. 18, 19311

JOHN W. ALICOATE

--:

:

Washington-WJSV has retained

an 18 -piece staff orchestra to augment
its present entertainment facilities,
it is announced by A. D. Willard Jr.,

Price 5 Cts.

Publisher

:

DON CARLE GILLETTE
:
Editor
Business Manager
MARVIN KIRSCH :
:

HOLLACE SHAW and

MARGARET
on Jan.

singers, to Washington
personal engagements.
CBS

DAUM.
24

for

Service Assn in Sydney, Australia,

sailed from

manager of the station.
Frederick A. Long, program di-

the west coast Saturday for Honolulu for two
rector,
weeks before returning home.

says John Salb will have

charge of the orchestra's personnel.
PAULA NICOLL. MIS saks department, flies
STAN LEE. Major Bowes talent scout, is
Friday for a one -week vacation.; spending a few days in the studios of WEE1, Crew will be known as the WJSV
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway. New Torii.
Boston. holding auditions for talent.
Columbian, with Meyer Goldman
GEORGE
FAULKNER.
director
of
2DU
in
DubN. Y.. 11) Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
bo, Australia. is at Ilse Ambassador in HollyPresident and Publisher; Donald M. SI
W. C. ALCORN. vice-president and general as conductor for the first two weeks,
Slaughter the second two
eau. Treasurer and General Manager: Chester wod for two weeks before sailing for Antipodes. manager of WIINX. New York, and his wife, John
sailed Saturday for a 30 -day cruise to Rio.
II. Bahn, YicePreident ; Charles A. Alicoate.
weeks, and Leon Brusiloff the third
ALEXANDER BRAILOWSKY, Russian pianist,
SdcrelarY; M. H Shapiro, Associate Editor. arrives
today for his first visit to the United
two
weeks.
BOBBY FELDMAN. ill charge of remotes for
Terms (Post free) United States outside
WMCA, is in Florida. recuperating from the
Greater New Yuri,. one year. SS; foreign. States.
year. 510. Subscriber should remit with order
ARTHUR SCHNABEL. Austrian pianist, and testimonial dinner tendered him last week by
friends.
Cugat Extended
Address all communications
to RADIO KAREN BRANZELL, contralto of the MetropoliPublished

Saturdays. Sunda,.

daily except

to coast on

i

1)AII.Y. 1501 Broadway. New York, N. Y

from Europe today aboard the
WILLIAM
WEISMAN,
vice-president
of
WMCA,
for a Florida vacation early
neat month.
CLARK
ANDREWS.
producer
of
the
"Big
wood. Calif.-Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Town" series preceded Edward G. Robinson and
IVAN BLACK. p.a. of WPA Federal Theatet
Bled. Phone Granite 6607.
Radio Division, is back from a southern cruise.
Entered as second class matter April 5. Claire Trevor to New York from Hollywood.
DAVID 0. ALUER returns today from Phila1937. at the postollice at New York. N. Y.
DON SERVICE, attorney for the Broadcasting delphia.

Wisconsin 7.6336. 7.6337. 7 6330
Cable address: Filmday. New York. HollY
Phone

tan, arrive
Berengaria.

1

under the act of March 3, 1879.

Boston Artists Service
Is Discontinued by NBC

FINANCIAL

Boston-Artists Service of Massachusetts, formerly associated with

(Monday. Jan. 17)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

Am. Tel. L Tel...
CBS A
CBS B
Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric

Common

Low

Close

146% 146% - 2V

14111

21% 21% -

22

.

Ne
Ch

21% 21%

2114 +

THE /00

NBC and headed by Cleon B. White,
will close Its affiliation with the
network Feb. 1. White will open

and operate his own bureau in the
Hotel Bradford. It will be known

as the Cleon B. White Entertainments.
9%
9%
White said the company made him
4474 43% 43% 7
- 1/ an attractive offer in New York, but
71.4
7
Sol 50% 50%
after 25 years he figures he would
do better on his own in New England
1091'4 ,N1
10%

E.RCA

Westinghouse
.- -3
..
.

RCA First Pfd
Stewart Warner
Zenith Radio

16,4

16

1614

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

Nat. Union Radio.

13.16 13-16 13-16 -1.16

OVER THE COUNTER

Stromberg Carlson

Bid

Asked

6

7

B. Charles -Dean Resigns
From British -American
B. Charles -Dean has resigned as
president of British -American Productions and will hereafter devote
himself exclusively to his new radio
advertising

campaign
Charles -Dean Co.

firm,

where all his friends and contacts
are located.

Get Phillies Games
Mills

Philadelphia-General

(Wheaties) and Socony-Vacuum Oil
will jointly sponsor the National
League local baseball games over
WCAU this summer. On days when
Phillies are not playing at home,
General Mills and Socony will alternate in sponsoring a two-hour variety
show over the station.

Fizdale Moves Chicago Office

Chicago-Tom Fizdale, national ra-

A. dio publicist, has moved his local

office from 20 North Wacker Drive
to 360 North Michigan Avenue, accommodating

Chicago --Harold

Stokes.

an

augmented

staff.

Fizdale flew to Hollywood last week

Stokes' Discoveries

for campaign details on new busi-

through ness expected to complement eight

Mutual show "On A Sunday After- major agency accounts added within
noon," has pitched up several ama- the last month.
teur

singers

who

have

clicked.

Among these are Marion Frances.
La Tour with Simon Agency
signed by Frankie Masters. on NBC
Arthur La Tour, for the past eight
"It Can Be Done," Gilbert Mershon, years associated with NBC and CBS,
who has landed commercial spots on will be in charge of the radio departWBBM and WJJD: Danny Ryan now ment for the Simon Agency.
singing with Carl Shreiber's band.
and Patricia Long. who has had
several nibbles.

Hal Doolittle Dead

Asbury Park, N. J.-Hal Rushmore

B. Doolittle, 21, announcer for WCAP,
NEW YORK'S
FASTEST
GROWING
STATION

INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 Filth Are., New York

was found dead from carbon moo -

I oxide gas Saturday at his home here.

Peabody for Hipp. Baltimore

F.ddie Peabody, currently in Philadelphia, goes into the Hippodrome,

Baltimore, next month for a long
run as producing emcee.

"It's the 101st blow that tells ...."

Xavier Cugat and his orchestra.
with Don Reid, tenor, and Valdez.
baritone, have been signed for five
more appearances on the RCA Victor
program, starting Feb. 3. Show airs
on NBC -Red, Thursdays at 11 p.m.

Tuesday. January 18, 1938
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NEW ORLEANS OUTLETS

NETWOlt Ih SONG FAVORITES

CBS COMMERCIAL TIME

FACE MUSICIANS' STRIKE

Following is an accurate list of performances for the week
ending Jan. 15, covering songs played from 5 p.m. to
a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday

DIVERTED TO EDUCATION

1

(Cohe(hhed from Page. I)

evening broadcast periods have been

withdrawn from sale in order that
the proposed programs might reach
a maximum audience of grownups.
Board recommended (1) establishment of a series of half-hour evening
programs dramatizing the processes
of learning, (2) establishment of a
series of dramatic studies of "America

at Work" radio portraits, employing
the average American's curiosity in
what his neighbor is doing, in art,
business, science, government, etc.,
and (3) continuous use of evening

periods withdrawn from the commercial schedule and definitely reserved for experimental broadcasts
in the educational field, these programs to be designed to win listeners

and appeal to the radio audience in
competition with commercial entertainment.

Ironized Yeast Signs
"Good Will Hour" Series
(Coo:loved from Page 1)

Selection
Publisher
True Confession (Famous Music Corp)

hour, 10-11 p.m., with Mutual taking
the first half-hour.

John J. Anthony and Bob Carter

will continue in the same capacities.
Deal is set for 18 weeks through
RuthraufT & Ryan inc. Ironized is an
extensive user of spot broadcasting
but this is its first network effort in
years.

Maj. Ridge for Congress?

Greensboro, N. C.-Major Edney
Ridge, managing director of WBIG,

Times Played
44

Mit Dist Du Schoen (Harms Inc)
You're A Sweetheart (Robbins Music Corp)
Double Date You (ShapitcsBentstein Corp)
Bei

Rosalie (Chappell and Co)
Once In A While (Miller Music Inc.)
I Wanna Be In Winchell's Column (Leo Feist Inc.)
Bob White (Remick Music Corp.)
Dipsy Doodle (Lincoln Music Corp.)
In The Still Of The Night (Chappell and Co)
There's A Gold Mine In The Sky (Irving Berlin Inc)
Mama. That Moon Is Here Again (Paramount Music Corp)
I See Your Face Before Me (Crawford Music Corp.)
Nice Work If You Can Get It (Chappell and Co)
You Took The Words Right Out Of My Heart (Paramount Music
Corp.)

expected

At WWL, which recently signed
with the union calling for an augmented orchestra of 14 pieces, Irving

J. Vidacovich was engaged as musical director, a position he formerly
held at the station. WWL is affiliated
with CBS.

21
19

At AFM headquarters in New York,
nothing official was known of the
strike order against WDSU and
WSRM. It was stated in the absence

19

of President Weber that the order is
strictly a local proposition since both
the outlets have hired but few, if any

17
16
16
15
15

musicians,

in the

past.

Regarding

network programs, it was stated that

such shows could not very well be
stopped since NBC held contracts

fill its obligations. The New Orleans
strike call would be confined to local
As evidence of matters.
interest created by KYFR's new 704 foot vertical radiator, dedicated last
(Continard f,ato Poor l)
Jack Harty in Hospital
Manager F. E. Fitzsimmonds
manager of WMFF, which Is the key week,
reports 697 persons visited the new
Jack Harty, WMCA traffic manstation for the group.
transmitter location between 2 and ager, is seriously ill in the Lenox
New net was created to furnish
Hill Hospital.
blanket coverage of the area along 6 p.m. Sunday.
- Canadian border in New York State
and Vermont. System is at present
tarrying the Father Coughlin series.
Bismarck, N. D.

James Douglass Appointed
Program Director for CSB

to announce

Major Ridge formerly was

publisher of Greensboro Record and

is very active in American Legion,

AV'

KEHE Personnel Changes

chief accountant.

Perfect

Sales

(Now in its third year.)
AND

GOOD MORNING NEIGHBOR
Write far your Sales Brochures
STAR. RADIO PROGRAMS INC.
New York City
250 Park Avenue

TO ADVERTISING AGENCIES, THEIR
CLIENTS, AND ALL RADIO STATIONS.

"THE LONE RANGER"
TRANSCRIPTIONS
The

Movie

Ranger
Serial Will

Lone

Be Released For
Nationwide Showing

In Theatres Soon-

A Republic Pictures

Combination!

THE MORNING BULLETIN BOARD

SPECIAL NOTICE!!

Welt Coort Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-Executive personnel
Veterans of Foreign Wars and other changes
at KEHE announced by
organizations.
Hearst Radio Inc. in New York, include: Howard Esary, only recently
made program director, now heads
Bowes' 150th Show
International Radio Productions on
Major Bowes will mark his 150th the Pacific Coast, with headquarters
amateur program Jan. 27 over CBS. at KEHE. Al Poska, former chief announcer and emcee on various proSince the program became a net- grams, succeeds to the program diwork feature in 1935, more than 3,000 rectorship vacated by Esary. George
amateurs have been presented, se- Irwin becomes chief announcer. Gurlected from about half a million den Mooser of the auditing departapplicants, CBS announced.
ment goes to KYA, San Francisco, as
The

stations.

the

with the outlets which had to ful-

tician, never confirms or denies any- and KFAB, Lincoln. Heretofore the
thing said about him, but the Caro- ystem had a program director for
lina press has pointed out his qualifi- each station. Bob Cunningham, KOIL
cations, background and extensive program director, has resigned.
civic activities in support of the
rumors.

of

KYFR Tower Attracts

(Cootinard fern Poor I)
his can- will be in charge of all programs on
stations in the Central
the
three
didacy for Congress in the near future. The Major, like a good poli- group - KOIL. Omaha, and KFOR
is

operations

chestra and all remote broadcasts
from night clubs.

35
34
31
27
24
24
24
22

18

Silhouetted In The Moonlight (Harms Inc.)
Sall Along, Silvery Moon (Select Music Co)
Sweet As A Song (Robbins Music Corp.)
Thrill 01 A Lifetime (Mario Music Co.)
When The Organ Played 0 Promise Me (Joe Morris Music Co.)...

other

be discontinuance of the WPA or-

39
35

Sweet Someone (Lwo Feist Inc)

cian shop would not interfere with
Immediate result of the strike would

39

1

New Upstate Network
CKLW, WGN, WLW) will take the
May Join Major Web
show. Former web will air a full
stations and four MESS stations (WOR,

(Contitmed loom ?doe I)

for a closed shop. The musician
union contended that a closed musi-

feature in RADIO DAILY.

RCA Victor Loses Plea

Production.

Federal Judge Knox yesterday de-

nied RCA Victor the right to intervene in the case of Paul Whiteman
vs. WNEW in which the maestro
seeks to prevent station from playing
his phonograph records.

ING

Will Be I'laced on the Market
February Fifteenth
'rested and Proven as Radio's First Place
Audience and Sales Builder

Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

BROADCASTING c op

pTHEWXYZ-DETROIT BLUENBCWORKRAIgNVORK
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative
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01:2C1-1ESTRAS

MUSIC
HELEN NIENKEN, IVAN VANT
ZOFF, DORIS RHODES, LEE WHIT

and BOB MacGIMSEY, on
"Hammerstein Music Hall." Jan. 2
tCBS, 8 p.m.)
HELEN VINSON. on Paul White
man show, Jan. 21 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.)
NORMAN CORDON, on "Hit Parade." Jan. 22 (CBS, 10 p.m.)

01:

NEV

DUKE ELLINGTON and SIDNEY
PHILIPS, on "Swing Club," Jan. 22
(CBS, 7 p.m.)
PAUL LUKAS. on Jack Eigen pro-

gram, today (WMCA, 6:45 p.m.)
SIDNEY BLACKMER, on Radio
Harris program, Jan. 19 (WORMutual, 7:45 p.m.).
COL. GILBERT T. HODGES and

"Citizens'
Forum", Jan. 25 (WNEW, 8:30 p.m.).
JOHN

BENSON,

on

Shaw and Lee leave the Wrigley show on cornplenon of conlack Fulton will become a permanent Mature of the Sunday show.
Wrigley is being talked to about the =wing Suslon....Jack Pearl. without benefit of fanfare, got Into his car last Wed. with Wini Pearl and drove
to the coast-but here's the tip-off; Sam Lyons went west on Thursday....
Cahn & Chaplin appear on the Ford show tonite doing a medley of tunes
including their "Bet Mir B. D. S."....CBS "People's Choice" quit the
Sunday spot and Harry Conn's "Earaches" will be moved back into the
8-8:30 stanser....Eddie Cantor's show will be In Cleveland on March 12
for the Shrine Convention and do the March 16 show horn there with the
tract.

23rd set to come from N. Y.....Andrews Sisters may go on the U. S.
Rubber show-if they aren't renewed next week by Wrigley.. Morton
Downey has shelved 29 lbs. but sprouted a soupetrainer....Fibber McGee
and Molly have been signed to a 3.pictures.per.year deal by Paramount
with former CBS Workshop director. Irving Reis. set to write their first.

AGENCIES
JACK WARWICK, vice-president
of Cecil, Warwick & Legler Inc., will
speak on "Advertising Agency's Re-

sponsibility to Its Clients" before a
dinner of the Advertising Women of
New York Inc. at the Advertising
Club today.

ASHLEY BELBIN has resigned
from Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, to become a partner in the
Charles Daniel Frey agency. Other
partners are Lorry Northup, general
manager of the agency, and Arthur
of production,
B. Sullivan,
both of the Frey firm.
FRIGIDAIRE will hold its 1938
sales convention at the Hotel Astor
on Feb. 1.

Nationwide Syphilis Talk
Dr. Thomas Parran, surgeon general of the U. S. Health Service,
Gen. John J. Pershing, chairman of
the National Anti -Syphilis Committee. and Ray Lyman Wilbur, ass't
chairman, will speak on the syphilis
campaign over the combined NBC Blue and CBS networks on Feb. 2
at 10:45-11 p.m.

Last Saturday nite's special NBC -Red show in behalf of
the President's Birthday celebration and the infantile paralysis campaign fund had one of the most glittering arrays of radio stars ever
heard on a single hour's program. ...Originating on the coast, lineup
included Al Jolson, Walter O'Keefe, Rudy Vallee, Joe Penner, Phil
Baker, Jack Benny, Edgar Bergen, Dorothy Lamour, Kenny Baker,
Alice Faye, Lanny Ross, Tony Martin, Nelson Eddy, Jeanette Mac-

OFFICES MANNED BY
SEASONED RADIO MEN
are advertising headquarters for radio
stations which are leading sales influences in their respective markets.

John Blair & Co.
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SEATTLE

as the audience was concerned. Some

3,000 followers of swing music and
jam sessions all but went wild over
the performance. Individual members of the orchestra were given

chances to strut their stuff, and all

of them got big hands. Music critics
of the newspapers who reviewed the

concert did not think so highly of
swing, however. They predict this
form of melody will soon be forgotten.

Corinne Frederick will play a 600 year -old clavichord on next Sunday's
Radio City Music Hall Orchestra pro-

gram directed by Erno Rapee over
NBC -Blue at 12:30 p.m.

Allan Grant, NBC pianist in Chicago, has sold four songs to Chicago and
New York publishers. They are

titled "Jade," "Barcarolle," "Spanish
Serenade" and "Waltz Scherzo."

Tommy Tucker and his orchestra
busily engaged in waxing 30 sides
for Victor in Hollywood. Amy Arnett vocalizes.

Donald, Eddie Cantor (from his hospital bed), Don Wilson, Ken
Carpenter and Meredith Willson's band....Fred Palmer, manager
of KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., has gone western in a big way. He is re-

Continentals

membering his eastern friends by sending them stuffed gila monsters
mounted on a piece of cactus wood.... Lloyd C. Thomas, g.m., and

over KSL in Salt Lake City. Russ

John C. McCloy, program director of WROK, Rockford, Ill., are
recipients of bronze cards presented by the American Legion post
in recognition of their outstanding service to the world war veterans'
organization.

Eugene Jelesnick has moved his
into

Empire

Dining

Room of Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City,
and two remote dance spots per week
Stewart announces the Thursday and
Friday nighters.

Jay Whidden and his orchestra
step into the Cocoanut Grove, Los
Angeles, to fill a three-day engage-

between the departure of
Whiteman on Jan. 27 and the arrival
of Eddy Duehin on Feb. 1.
ment

There's talk that the Chase S Sanborn show will come from
N. Y. shortly....John S. Young will hand In his report on coming radio
activities of the World's Fair by Jan. 24....Paul Whiteman's bond will
supply music for a fashion show to be aired by NBC from Cocoanut Grove
Jan, 26....Stan Lomax will interview Ted Collins on basketball via MBS

tomorrow ...Dan Seymour will announce the Edward G. Robinson "Big
Town- show for the next two weeks, with Leith Stevens' band set to supply
the music. ...Nadine Conner will come to N. Y. for a guesting on "Song
Shop"....Mary Livingstone and Gracie Allen will do a "sister act" at
the Ted Healy coast benefit the 22nd.

BSTRATEGICALLY LOCATED

BDENNY GOODMAN's swing con
cert in Carnegie Hall on Sunday
night was a vociferous success as far

Joe Maland is v.p. of the Central Broadcasting Co.,
manager of WHO, Des Moines and a director of the NAB.... Earl
May owns KMA, Shenandoah, Ia., and also runs the general store
and a little nursery business with a reputed turn -over of several
million dollars annually....You'd think they'd be pretty busy with
all these responsibilities-but no! Maland admits to being the cow' milking champ of the NAB-and now comes Earl May scoffing at
Maland's alleged supremacy as an udder -stripper --and challenges
him to a contest, winner take alt....Most programs must be on the
air at least once to draw fan mail, but the mere announcement via
KOIN, Portland, Ore., that it was to launch an educational show to
assist parents in the correct rearing of young children-brought a
number of letters of approval from local leaders in the field of education and public welfare. Show called "The Child Ways Counselor"
debuted Sunday afternoon,

Erskine Hawkins and His Orchestra are now under the management
of Gale Inc. The one night dance
stands will be booked through Consolidated Radio Artists.

"Toast to Town" to S. F.
San Francisco-Cella Grape Juice

variety show, "A Toast to the Town,"

moves here and will originate from
KSFO studios to CBS Pacific network. Albert White, KSFO musical
director, conducts the orchestra, with

Walter Guild as emcee and Allen
Sheppard as announcer,

45
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Greetings from Radio Daily
January 18
Bradley Barker
Ruth Lyon

Art Lassen
Lue11M Wail
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* F. C. C. *
ACTIVITIES
1

kc.. unlimited.

KSTP, St. Paul. CP to increase power to

SO KW. 1460 kc., unlimited.

WiSV. Washington. CP to increase Power
to 50 KW. 1460 kc., unlimited.
Jan. 20: Dr. Wm. States Jacobs Broadcasting Co., Houston. CP for new station.
KW., unlimited.
1220 kc.
Great Lakes Broadcasting Corp., Cleveland.
KW.. 5
CP for new station. 1270 ke.,
KW. LS., unlimited.
Fall River Herald News Pubt Co., Pall

Division of the Minnesota Depar Dental Series on WCCO
of Health.
Thirteen lessons in dental health ment
The radio series is being launched
will be broadcast by the Minnesota over WCCO in line with the MinneState Dental Association and the sota State Dental Association's camMinnesota Department of Health in paign of educating laymen throughan educational series over WCCO. out the state in how to take care of
Minneapolis. The speaker will be their teeth. Instruction for children
Dr. Vern D. Irwin, superintendent will also be included in the broad-

of dental health in the Child Hygiene casts.

1

CP for new station. 1210 kc..
watts. 250 watts LS., unlimited.

100

Sharon Herald Broadcasting Co., Sharon,
Pa. CP for new station. 780 kc., 250 watts.

daytime.

Allen T. Simmons, Mansfield, 0. CP for

ST. LOUIS

Bob Convey, KWK prexy, and the
family have motored to Florida. Another KWK traveler is John Conrad,
who is due back this week from the
east
Harry W. Flannery of KMOX addressed the West End Kiwanis Club
luncheon last week.
France Laux, KMOX sports announcer, will be handed a trophy
today by St. Louis Sporting News

780 be. 1 KW., daytime.
W1SN, Milwaukee. Mod. of
Jan 21:
KW., unlimited.
license. 1120 kc.,
WJBO, Baton Rouge. CP to increase
KW. 1120 kc., unlimited.
power to
WAPO, Chattanooga. CP to change frequency and increase power to 1120 kc., 500 for
watts, unlimited.
ball
APPLICATION GRANTED
Southern Minnesota Supply Co., Mankato,
new station.

1

1

CP for new station. 1500 kc.. 100
watts, 250 watts L.S., unlimited.
APPLICATION DENIED
WSMB, Inc., New Orleans. CP for new
Minn.

station.

1505

kc.,

502

watts

LS.. unlimited.

WTMJ, Milwaukee

NEW ORLEANS

With WWL and WSMB both in the

market for new transmitters and the
possibility that a third station will
be a purchaser shortly, the town
looks like a

Cantor's Talent Hunt
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-Eddie Cantor will
announce a search for new talent on
his show tomorrow, and at the same
time introduce another of his disPerry Kilbourne, who will make his

in a dramatic sketch. The
"search" will continue for five weeks.

bow

COUNT
MOST

office. Edward Reynolds of the Ferris
office in New York replaces Doulens.

Andre Kostelanetz has been selected by tour leading eastern air- Kayser Joins Rockwell -O'Keefe
lines for the second year as the
Joe Kayser, one night booker, forcountry's No. 1 airline passenger. merly
connected with CRA and in
The conductor has flown more than business
for himself, has joined the
136.000 miles, it is estimated.
Chicago office of Rockwell -O'Keefe.
He will be in charge of all one
100 Stations for -Ho'el"
nighters in the midwest branch. Bob
wen Coast Bateau, RADIO DAILY
Weems, who formerly handled the
Los Angeles - When 'Hollywood one night bookings for the Chicago
Hotel" starts on 26 additional Cana- office, will contact Hotels and Night
dian stations Jan. 28, the show will Clubs.
be heard on an even 100 stations.

KGVO, Missoula, Mont.

WEED E coning
IMP/0 STATION

RIPRISINOMM
NlW YORK 11/CROO
IITROIR-SIAVIRRNCISCO

Lee Nash, news editor,
father of a girl.

is

On Ball Committee
the

Dr. Orestes H. Caldwell, former

Federal Radio Commissioner and now

Announcer Bob Young is emcee of editor of Radio Today, has been ap-

a new Saturday night

"Hayloft" pointed chairman of the Radio In-

swing period.
"Reminiscent Rhythm" is another
new program, Wednesday nights.
Manager A. J. Mosby addressed the

WON, Chicago: Scott Paper Co., through
J. Walter Thompson; Lamont, Cotliss & Co.
(Cocoa), through Cecil, Warwick & Legler.

WBNX, New York: Gude', Pepto-Mangan.
language

Morse International.

announcements,

through

WBTM, Danville, Va.

S. C. Ondarcho, vice-president and
general manager, has returned from
and Tuesday.
a trip to Richmond, where he attended a meeting of VBS members.
Press Strike Aids Stations
Rosser Fowllces Jr. "Alarm Clock
Portland, Ore.-Typographical union Revue-er," is claiming a new "rapid
strike causing suspension of three response" record. On the Fowlkes
local newspapers has resulted in "eye opener" recently, a Danville
heavy use of radio for news periods department store advertised a group
and advertising. Theaters are among of merchandise which was sold out
those using extensive radio plugs.
two hours after the airing,
Addition to staff: Howard Brown,
apprentice announcer.
Energetic Speaker
Boise-With his address before the
Rotary Club last week, C. G. Phillips,

Cantor and his troupe, who go
East on March 10, will be in Cleveland for the Shrine Convention on
March 16-18. Other personal appear- manager of KIDO, passed another
ance dates are being lined up.
milestone. He has now made a complete circuit of all Boise civic organiPreviews for ()aide Show
zations, addressing each meeting on
Wert Coale Dorms, RADIO DAILY
the subject "What NBC Means to
Los Angeles-Jack Oakie and his Idaho."

In the Air-And On It

Rubber,

KSL, Salt Lake City: Holland Furnace.
spots; Hudson Bay Fur Co.

The New Orleans Civic Symphony

will go on the air twice for half an
hour from the Municipal Auditorium
his outstanding work as base- when WSMB picks up part of its
miker.
adult and youth concerts Monday

Roger Doulens to Fizdale
week's show for laughs at the CBS
Playhouse on Monday nights at 10:30, Chicago - Roger Doulens has resigned
Earle Ferris' representative
with audience reaction presumably here toasjoin
Tom Fizdale Inc. He
determining whether lines and situations are in or out on the following leaves immediately for New York
and
later
will
go to the Hollywood
day's airing.

\S

S.

Bernie program
(CBS): WO:11all'f
World magazine, spots; American Popcorn
Co., program, through Coolidge Agency.

week.

neer hasn't had to buy a meal in a

with Bob Hope, was picked up by
"Around the Town" when Bob Heiss
took the feature back stage at a
matinee of "Brother Rat."
Bill Evans is making the world
safe for doughnut thinkers with a
slick gag on his "Top 0' the Morn-

B. C.
The Popular
Station
of
Canada's Third
Largest City

KYW, Philadelphia: Manhattan Soap Co..
spots, through Peck Adv. Agency.

foreign

thence to bed again.
campus cutups have gone for the
Clair Hazel, former "Honey Chile" "preview" idea and will clock each

VANCOUVER,

son Bureau.

convention of radio
equipment salesmen. One chief engi-

coveries in the person of 10 -year -old

CKWX

WFIL, Philadelphia: RCA Manufacturing
Cu., spots, through Lord & Thomas; Lever
Bros. (Spry), spots, through Ruthrauff &
Ryan; American Chiclet Co.
(Sen-Sen)
spots, through Badger, Browning & Hersey;
Sears -Roebuck, participation, through Lavin -

WNBX, Springfield. Vt.: U.

Clarence Berlin, purve3Znif hot
trumpet and leader man on Johnny
Olson's "Rhythm Rascals" for Penn
Tobacco, is papa. It's a girl.
Katherine Bennett. actress with a
yen for a "rest cure," chose Arizona
because she heard so much about it
from Nancy Grey, whose sojourn
there has been a hot air topic.
Russ Winnie, sports commentator,
has been emphasizing the "show must
go on" stuff. He got up from a bed
of flu to do two basketball games,

ing" show.

Signed by Stations

Ben

1

River.

NEW II USINESS

NEW PROGRAMS -I DEAF

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Jan. 18: KSO, Des Moines. CP to inKW., S %W. LS. 1430
crease newer to

100 watts,

5

RADIO DAILY

dustry Division in the New York
campaign of the National Founda-

tion for Infantile Paralysis, in connection with the President's BirthMissoula Park Board, of which he day ball. Jim Sauter is chairman
of the general events committee.
is a member.

"HIGH FIDELITY"
INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
Highest Quality Recording
attained by

* Most expensive modern instantaneous recording equipment.

* Expert Electrical Transcription wax recording
Personnel

(graduate

and

licensed engineers).
REMOTE CONTROL by permanent
lines.

OFF THE AIR by special filtered
antennae.

STUDIO -

30' double ceiling
Dynamic microbroadcast studio.
phones.

Instant Ser tire
ADVERTISERS RECORDING
SERVICE, INC.
113 WEST 57th ST., NEW YORK
Phone Cl, 7-6982

Established 1930

6

a
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Radio Chalks Up Another

ER T ENS

it

PRICE

INC.

re-

in
ports more inquiries and sales
in the first two weeks of 1938 than

in the closing two months of 1937.
Recent renewals on "Sunday Players"

program

include:

Hawaiian

Electric Co., Honolulu, for 26 weeks
on KGU; Woodlawn Cemetery, Detroit. similar period on WXYZ; and
Oaklawn Memorial Park, Charlotte,
N. C., for WSOC, with Ward Lane's
"Home Folks" also going to the
same station on a new 52 -week contract.

Clarence Muse is back in town following personal appearances in mid west theaters during the holiday

Set to guest with George
Jesse] on "Thirty Minutes in Hollywood" on Jan. 23.
season.

Fellowes' Syrup of Hypophosphates
will have a daily spot announcement

on KNX every day except Sunday
during 1938, and the local office of
La Salle Extension University has
contracted for participation in "Sun-

Salute" through the Mixon O'Donnell agency.
Art and Mrs. Fulton, both of Associated Cinema Studios, will celebrate their second wedding anniversary with a second honeymoon at
Catalina.
May Robson has completed 100
rise

transcriptions of "Lady of Millions"
at Associated Cinema and will rest
at Palm Springs for two weeks before resuming her recording.
The Tussy Lipstick program, "Hawaiian Moon." has returned to KNX
here and KSFO, San Francisco, on a
twice -weekly schedule, Monday and

PhIladelphicr-William Wan. In Ids news broadcast over WCAU yester
day morning, mentioned that the One Hundred Club was giving a luncheon
same day to Philly's four living mayors (one in office and three es). It
happened that one of the mayors, I. Hampton Moore, had not been notified
of the lunch. He was returning from Florida by boat and heard Ware's
broadcast while sailing up the Delaware. Moans immediately arranged
for a tug to speed him to the pier, and arrived at the scene of the lunch
ahead of Am.

Rt

14

EF. McDONALD JR., president of
Zenith Radio Corp., personally

participated in recent broadcast of

LINCOLN

PITTSBURGH

Mott Johnson is handling publicity KDKA's welcome for Maurice Spinow for KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb. talny played to a capacity house at
Works directly under Randy Ryan, the Stanley Theater. A. E. Nelson
g.m.
was a good sport, shelling out some
Harry Johnson, KFAB sports an- 300 ducats to friends of the station.
nouncer, was named head of radio Mary Ann Bock, Pittsburgh girl with
relations in connection with the na- Phil Spitalny, drew much applause.
tional semi -pro baseball tourney A feature of the presentation ,which
covering 48 states with finals in was fed to the network, was the proWichita.
duction of an actual drama, "The
KFAB's master singers, Art Burn- Avalanche," with sound effects 'n'
aby. Wally Reusch, Bob Bellamy and everything right on the Stanley
Bill Miller, are doing vaude dates. stage.
After taking Jack Wells from
KFOR here to his band as a singer, Engaged: Dorothy Rosenberg. origAnson Weeks also grabbed Helen inator and arranger for "Those Three
Girls," to Philip W. Letterman.
Nash from the local talent list.
Jack Paar, formerly at WCAE, now
at WGAR, writes that it's a pleasure
WTMV, East St. Louis,
introduce Sammy Kaye in person
Lester E. Cox, prexy, was in town to
from the Statler Hotel, Cleveland,
from Springfield, Mo., for a visit.
after
having brought him on and
Paul Reetz, continuity writer and
him off the network many
announcer, has started a nightly taken
times
in
Pittsburgh.
German program, with news, folk
Max Adkins made the special armusic, etc.
Billy Knight, oldtime vaudeville rangements used on WCAE's Stephen
and showboat actor, song plugger Foster program to the network.
and radio engineer, now a WTMV All local stations, having signed

salesman, goes back on the boards with Local 60, resume with studio
and air with a special quiz show bands.
from Washington Theater. Being a Dale Jackson, formerly at KDKA,
salesman, Billy sold himself.
has departed for New York to audiBill West, gan., back from Florida. tion his cockney characters.
but only for a few days. His family RCA -Victor keeping a strict watch
remains there and he will rejoin here on use of their records. Only
them shortly.

the telepathy series his company

sponsors on CBS. He expects to have
a statement to make on television on
broadcast next Sunday.

Mrs. Ed McConnell, wife of the

Acme White Lead songster, seriously

injured in auto crash near New Orleans.

"Rhythm at Noon," Dodge dealers
show on WBBM featuring comedian

Doug Hope and Swing band, folds
after

two-year

run.

Show

will

be revived as five -a -week sustainer
titled "Rhythm at Midnight" with
The High Hatters, Dave Bacal, Shirley Sadler, Cheri McKay, Three
Notes, Carl Hohengarten's music,

jam session with Hilly Elden's band,
arid sweet swing with Hilly Elden.
Judith Waller, educational director of NBC, is in New York for round
table conference on radio at meeting
of American Woman's Ass'n.
Vivian della Chiesa, to sing at Chicago Theater week of Feb. 18.

WGAR, Cleveland
Newest WGAR origination to CBS

is the Negro program "Wings Over
Jordan", with 50 voice choir and
outstanding Negro educators and religious leaders speaking from different sections of the country.

Additions to announcing staff: Bob
Kelley, from WTRC, Elkhart, Ind.,

and Jack Parr from WCAE, Pitts-

burgh. Both are 20 years old-Cleve-

Victor discs permitted on the air are land's youngest spielers.
"Susie, the Gal from the Hills", those
Thursday nights at 9:45-10, with Ivan
Announcers Wayne Mack and Dave
sponsored by RCA in its "Music
Ditmars' orchestra and Ray Hen- with a "stump me" program, audi- as You Want It" series.
Baylor and their wives celebrated
dricks vocalizing. Thomas Freebairn- tioned by Montgomery -Ward store.
wedding anniversaries-the fifth for

Smith will be announcer, and Carlyle Stevens is the CBS producer

WKY, Oklahoma City

WQAM, Miami
assigned, with Bill Goodwin handling
"Arkansawyers," one of the most Finals of Annual Miami Biltmore
the show for the William Esty popular programs for more than a
Tennis
tournament
aired by Lloyd
agency.
and one of the biggest fan mail Budge, Biltmore pro, and brother of
The Cappy Barra harmonica band year
begins
immediate
sponsorpullers,
will appear with George Jay on his ship by Superior Feed Mills under Don, assisted by Dinty Dennis. radio
sports columnist and Leslie Harris.
"Hollywood Matinee" over KFWB 52 -week contract.
and the CRS tomorrow at 3 p.m. First half of "Sunrise Review" sold special events director.
Bert Fiske is musical director.
"Peppy" Sims and his Kentucky
KEHE has a new remote with to Household Magazine.
Ramblers, morning Scrapbook hill
George Redman and his band from
Omar's Dome on a varying week day
schedule for both matinee and late -

WGPC, Albany, Ga,

A half-hour program. "Beauty Spot

billy unit, take over the grandstand
show at the Biscayne Kennel Club.
To promote the annual funds drive
of the Florida Children Home. station aired a description of the dinner

the Macks, third for the Baylors.
Sammy Kaye and his orchestra at
Cleveland's Hotel Statler now rate
three CBS feeds weekly via WGAR.
Sportscaster

Franklin

"Whitey"

Lewis was off the air last week due
to the death of his mother.
Chief Engineer Morrie Pierce has
been severely bitten by the candid

camera bug and has concentrated
his activities so far in photographing
newly arrived son Bill in extremely
informal poses.
Much jubilation at Cleveland's

of the Air," has become quite popular
at -night sessions.
Friendly Station over the FCC exJerome Schwartz, former script with the women of Albany. Show
aminer recommendation that WGAR
consists
of
helpful
beauty
hints
by
writer at WOSU, Columbus. Ohio,
hour at the local home, using a power be raised to 5 KW.
and prior to that a newspaperman, leading beauticians of the city.
relay. Show was handled
has joined the KMPC staff as con- Two new programs started last short-wave
WMAS, Springfield, Mass.
Leslie Harris.
week, namely, "Queen of Pep." a byOffice
tinuity writer.
of Norman MacKay, adver- Chief Engineer James Spates, Pro-

Lou Salter and His Piano is a new musical, and "Town Topics." resume tising director, looking like a shipKMTR nightly feature from the of local news.
ping room, as mirror souvenirs are
Hollywood Knickerbocker.
mailed out to friends and business
Frank Russell, KFI-KECA anKWK, St. Louis
nouncer, is the papa of a new girl. Dan Seyforth, talent director, be- associates.
KMPC now offers "Hollywood lieves he has a new find in little Kay Jack Thursten, musical director,
Casting Office" each Sunday night at Travis, who will be heard Tuesday wrenched his back when, in the
midst of a torrid rendition, he slipped
9:30 to 10. Variety show designed to and Thursday in "Today at 2".
give talented but little known tyros Claire Harrison, continuity chief, is off the piano bench.
a break. Handled by Dude York and tack on the job after an illness.
Judy Canova, who began her radio
Ralph Bickle, with a studio casting Allen Anthony, chief announcer, career over WQAM, in Miami to
director and prominent picture per- also on deck again after an appendix make an appearance with premiere
sonality guesting each time.
divorce.
of her latest picture.

gram Director F. Turner Cooke and
Senior Announcer Warren L. Greenwood, together with their wives,
recently visited Pa Knickerbocker
and took in the big stations there.
Salesman Milton Hale has returned
from a short vacation in New York,

where he was guest of the Lucky
Strike program.

Announcer Carl Raymond had a
birthday party on the 13th.
All

employees

checks recently.

received

bonus
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"JUST MUSIC"

Atlas Promotion Splurge

Schwab & Beatty Inc.

CULTURAL

MUSIC

PROGRAM

giving a complete campaign for ex-

The Morris Plan Rank of Virginia ploiting "Magic Island" series, has
has flooded the city of Richmond with just been put out by Davidson. It is
window cards, posters and car -cards departmentalized into accessories,
calling attention to the "Ports of advertising. exploitation, publicity

Book -of -the -Month Club Inc.

WQXR, Daily, 10-11 p.m., except
Saturday, 9-10 p.m.
ON

Call" program which they sponsor and promotion, all combined in

DAILY BASIS IS HEAVY FARE EXCEPT on WTAR. This is utilization of the
Atlas Radio Distribution
Corp.
FOR CLASS AUDIENCE.

handy filing -case folder.

a

.

Premiere of the Book -of -the -Month "press -book" idea for sponsors and

WBIG Gets Break in Booklet
Imprinted on the front cover of
an attractive booklet extolling the
industries, recreations and various
advantages of Guilford County, N. C..
are the seal and slogan of WBIG.
the CBS outlet in Greensboro. Inside
Atlas promotion and advertising front cover of the booklet also has
manager. He gave the job to the a pocket containing assorted pieces
printer. who delivered the printed of promotion. Chambers of Commatter to Virginia within 48 -hours. merce and the County Board of
Sponsor apparently plans to keep the Latest of the Atlas press books. Commissioners put out the brochure.
club over WQXR was an all -Bach
program with a 15 -piece orchestra
under the direction of Eddy Brown
with Dr. Ernst Victor Wolff as guest
soloist. Hereafter live program will
be aired on Thursdays with recordings on other days.
Opening program was too heavy
for this reviewer. Solo by Wolff on
a harpsichord sounded more like a
nickelodeon piano over the radio.
music on a very high cultural plane.
If so, he is limiting his audience to
those who like serious music and
even those will be hearing more than
their share.
Portion of each broadcast is being
turned over to a guest who will review two books of his own choosing.
Christopher Morley was on Saturday
and discussed "Forever Ulysses," the
book -of -the -month club selection for

January. and the late Don Marquis'
"archy and mehitabel."
Rex Benware, the announcer, talks
in bass monotone which does not
hold

interest through an hour

of

heavy music. Announcer with a clear

enthusiastic voice would be a help
here. Harry Sherman. president of
the book club, spoke briefly at the
start of the program.

"STEPMOTHER"

Colgate -Palmolive -Peet

(Tooth Powder)
WA BC -CBS, Monday through
Friday. 5:30-5:45 p.m.
Benton & Bowles, Chicago
GOOD HUMAN INTEREST SERIAL WITH

IMPART!' CHARACTERS AND WELL
ACTED.

stations to exploit Atlas shows.
The Virginia bank picked out the
art work from the exploitation section of the book which they thought
would help advertise their weekly
program. Then the WTAR sponsor
wired an order to Dave Davidson,

production that includes short
dramatizations from each tome.
Books included one by Walter
of

Duranty on a Far East story, a college campus murder mystery and
H. V. Kaltenborn's "Kaltenborn Edits
the News." In the last mentioned
item, the commentator himself was
on hand. Advantages of the cheap
editions is stressed as being less than
the price of many magazines and a
32 -page bulletin is available for the
asking.
Seems as though less of the sound
effects, fewer voices and a more lucid
type of continuity would be more
effective rather than the heavy
handed sock that can hardly be absorbed in so short a time.

Jerry Livingston
From the Laurel -in -the -Pines Ho-

tel. Lakewood, N. J., Jerry Livingston, composer and maestro, sends
forth some very delectable tea -time
tunes over WOR-Mutual on Sunday
at 4:30-5 p.m. and also on several
other occasions during the week. The
Livingston style of music is equally
swell for dancing or for listening.
Pleasing vocal bits are injected occasionally. On Sunday's program, Livingston offered the premiere of his
latest composition, "My Window
Faces the South." which sounded all

As title indicates, this new serial
is about a woman who tried to raise
someone else's kids. It poses the
question, "Can a mother successfully
raise another woman's child?" The
characters in the story as heard on right.
the initial broadcast sound like very
nice folks-the kind that the average
person would like. This augurs well "On a Sunday Afternoon"
for the popularity of the series.
Harold Stokes, who is uncovering
In addition to a well written script, a good deal of new talent in this
show is greatly helped by its ex- very entertaining Sunday variety
cellent cast, which includes Sunda show over Mutual from WGN, ChiLove as the stepmother, Francis X. cago. trotted out another last Sunday
Bushman, as the widower whom she in the person of Vee Layton (spellmarries. Peggy Wall, Cornelius ing not guaranteed), a hot singer
Peeples, Edith Davis and Bret who gets our vote in the "OpportuMorrison.

"14 Popular Demand"

This new WABC program on Sat-

urdays at 9:30-9:45 p.m. is sponsored
by Modern Age Books Inc. (cheap
paper -editions), through Bachenheimer-Dundes & Frank Inc. agency.
Show crowds exploitation of three

-

-

-

WOR Will Experiment
With High Frequency
(Co:Wooed from Poor I)

effective primarily within a 40 -mile
radius.

A 45 -foot antenna pole weighing

1.000 pounds will be hoisted 44 stories

to serve as a radiator for the new

100 -watt RCA transmitter. A number of frequencies are available, including 31.6, 35.6 and 41 megacycle
channels. Operation at first will be
limited to eight hours daily. A program of research and experimentation is being outlined, including gathering data on ground wave propagation, frequency characteristics, noise
level in various parts of the city and
field itensity measurements.

KBST, Big Springs, Tex.

Radio A ttttt (al of-

engineer here.
Frank McIntyre, street reporter
and announcer, and Doris Carter
will say "I do" in a few weeks.
A series of daily broadcasts from
the municipal airport has been started
by Frank McIntyre.

months of advertising rodue at a

WLW, Cincinnati

dustry - First

J. J. Casey, formerly of KRirsc.1
Abilene, has been appointed chief !

one time rate -1

Great Rook covering a Great in-

Paul Sullivan's five -weekly news-

casts will be sponsored for second

forms now going
to press.

year by Penn Tobacco, through Ruthrauff & Ryan. Sullivan also is mak-

ing six New York appearances on
Vitalis show, over NBC -Red Monday
nights, on which nights he airs his
Penn period from Radio City.
Arthur Chandler Jr., organist, starts
Friday on a 13 -week stint for National Livestock and Meat Board,

fers twelve

i

through Campbell -Ewald, Chicago.

WMBH, Joplin, Mo.
Bob Lee, announcer, and Dessa
Henry Busse Orchestra
Terry O'Sullivan of Kansas City
Like a cold nip in the air, Henry has
joined as announcer.
Busse's music is good for you-par- Don Davis, formerly here, is now
ticularly on a lazy Sunday. And if at KAND, Corsicana, TCX.
Mar -O -Oil Shampoo (J. W. Marrow)
feels as good as the music, the two at 1:15-1:30 p.m. There is a military
make a combination that should do snap to the Busse outfit, which imthings in their quarter-hour which parts a newness to some of radio's
nity Knocks" division of the program.

Rue were married recently.

books into a quarter-hour period in
a ponderous "March of Time" style has returned to NBC -Red on Sundays most weary numbers.

To be distributed complimentary next month

Radio Daily subscribers as part of
Radio Daily service.
to
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BOSTON

day night. Show gives brief accounts

Charles R. Hector will be named
orchestra director at WEEI within
the next few days. Hector was musical director at Yankee network.
Since then he has been heard over

Jack Meakin, NBC maestro,
debuted "Meakin's Milestones" 'Tues-

51%

of current trends, spaced with previews of new tunes. He does the

CBS from New York and in local

commentary. His "Bughouse Rhythm

show has moved to a Friday spot.
GEORGE MENARD, chief announc- Tower -Bin ford Electric & Manufac- theatricals.
John A. Holman, g.m. of WHZer at WRKO, Rockford, Ill., is turing Co., Virginia wholesale distribTorn Breneman, newly appointed
WBEA, and Rakov, maestro of the
production rep for CBS in S. F., was the father of a new girl. A week be- utor of Crosley products.
same
stations, both went to New
fore,
Program
Director
John
C.
Mc
up from H'wood. He plans to move
a number of shows here from the Cloy of the same station also became Washington radio stations will co- York last week for business conoperate with the campaign of Con- ferences. Saturday night they atthe daddy of a girl.
cinema city.
gressional and District leaders to tended the weekly broadcast by
Henry Shumer, Marjorie Smith,
stamp out highway deaths, it was Toscanini. Also on Saturday Rakov
S.
D.
Gregory,
assistant
g.m.
of
Bobbie Hudson, James Kreiger, Lu
indicated following a conference be- conducted an orchestra of NBC musiTobin, Earl Lee, Jack Cowden, Ver- Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., has tween
leaders and radio cians at Radio City in a half-hour
non Wilson, Everett Glass are get- been visiting WOWO-WGL, Fort stationgovernment
executives. Among those at- program over Blue network at 5
Wayne,
Ind.,
in
an
advisory
capacity.
ting regular roles in the new series,
tending were Jess Willard of CBS, o'clock, the spot he is usually heard
"As A Man Should," which stars
Carl Vandagrift took over the spon- William McAndrews of NBC and in from Boston.
Chief of Police Wm. J. Quinn.
WBZ and WBZA are broadcasting
rored noon news period on WOW due Madeline Ensign of Mutual. Under
Mort Werner, KJBS singing anplans adopted, every time a fatal and feeding to an NBC Blue network
nouncer, back from N. Y. and has to illness of Bob Wilson.
accident occurs radio stations will a half-hour of popular dance music
begun a new show called "Sunday
Increase in the number of "spoken broadcast the sound of screeching by Art Shaw and his orchestra, who
Afternoon Swing School" in which word" programs is being contem- sirens to impress upon the public are now at Raymoor Ballroom,
he plays eight records. Those who plated by KOBH, Rapid City, S. D., the necessity for safety. Stations will
Paul Wing, who conducts the Spellguess all 8 titles and phone in the with a line of new program tran- further report every fatality giving ing Bees for NBC, will broadcast two
answers are given the choice of a scriptions being sold by the sales full details.
matches from the Hotel Bradford
favorite recording.
department. Requests for time allot- Byron Holiday, formerly of WOR studios of WEE later this month.
Ernie Smith, KYA sportscaster, ments are increasing in number with
now going into his tenth year of his prospects- of an early "sett out" in and more recently at the Stork Club,
New York, has been made director
WSPR, Springfield, Mass.
nightly "Sports Page of the Air."
view.
of entertainment at the Hour Class,
Max Erlich, former newspaperman,
Wilbur Eickelberg, KFRC manaNewark.
has been appointed salesman for the
ger, has left on a three-week eastern
Jane Whitney, eye -tilling songtour with stops at Chicago and N. Y. stress, will trill a few notes for the Standard Radio's Super Sound Springfield area.
Pepper Uppers next Sunday over the Effects were sold the past week to a
on business.
"The Monitor Views the News",
KYA's "Family Upstairs." authored Dr. Pepper -Dixie Network at 5:30 Belgium station as well as WOW, by Christian Science Monitor, is back
by Evelyn Boehm, faded after three CST. Miss Whitney is currently WSMB, WSM, KNX, KSFO, KRRV on the air daily after a long vacation,
appearing with Johnny Ramp's or- and WFBL. WTAG, has purchased I again presented by Announcer Art
months.
at the Adolphus Hotel Cen- the "Donald Novis Sings" library Bergstrom.
Commander A. W. Scott, world chestra
Room, Dallas, and formerly from Radio Features, subsidiary of
Station is on the air until 6 now,
traveler and commentator, is being tury
made
a
tour of leading night spots Standard headed by Jerry King.
having added 15 minutes.
heard in "Romance of the Highways" with Buddy
Rogers'
band.
for Greyhound Bus on KFRC Sundays at 10:15 a.m. Series now in its
"Crosley Salutes Richmond," a profourth year, and recently switched gram
originating in the studios of
from NBC.
WLW, Cincinnati, was heard through
Jane Cook, local radio warbler, the rebroadcast facilities of WRTD
Film Recording
TranscripUons
Commercial and Theatrical Pictures
formerly with Bob Saunders' band, last Friday. Following a practice benow warbling with Roger Burke in gun last year, Crosley Radio Corp.'
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
the Sir Francis Drake Hotel.
has again included Richmond in the
KSFO's Helen Sawyer has gone group of cities receiving the Crosley
south as assistant to Fletcher Wiley, salute. Rebroadcast was sponsored by

AN OPEN LETTER

commentator.

35 W. 60th St., N. T. C.

Eleanor Jackson, whose informal

chatter "Of All Things" was aired

Friday nights over KGGC, back af-

er a vacation.
Edna Haas, formerly with Columbia
stations in the east, doing a "Pin
Money Club" show on KGGC which
tells how to earn pin money in spare
time.

WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.
initiated a weekly
History" talk by Clay
A discussion of the Current Events of the Week is the feature of this 15 minute broadcast.
Station

has

"Current
Rasterly.

"Roy's Radio Column of the Air"
is now being sponsored by Stcrchi
Bros., dealers for Philco radios.

ONE MINUTE
INTILIPVI IEW
AUSTIN MARSHALL

Duke Barron and his orchestra

supply dinner dance music from the
Parisienne Room of the Hotel Bristol.
Russel

A. Case and His Choral

Group are broadcast direct from the
Calvary Baptist Church.

WLBC, Muncie, Ind.

better develop a talking person.
ality. Good singers can do well
but ability to perform as master of

Maurice Crain, chief engineer, and
Henry Marks, announcer, off sick list.

ceremonies is a huge asset In these
days of multiple variety shows.
Nobody can deny that such singers
as Rudy Vallee, Bing Crosby, Don
Ameche, Hate Smith. Frank Crum.

Roush, chief announcer, visited in
Louisville enroutc to broadcast

Lanny Ross and lately Buddy
Clark have enhanced their !allowing, prestige and income by die.
playing ability as conlerenciern in
between vocal offerings."

l

COlumb. 5-7366-7

t,,.ti 4 to.Y471-E-11

Mr. Fred Pflugfelder

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.
500 5th Avenue, N. Y. C.
My dear Mr. Pflugfelder:

"Anything worth doing is worth doing well." This is
not just a motto to be framed and hung on a wall as
far as we're concerned. Rather it is the premise on
which

International Production

Studios

conducts

its

business.

"II a singer wants to increase
his value to radio and himself, he'd

It,

W:I7330T-13

Don

Burton,

owner,

and

Ottis

basketball game at Jeffersonville.
Francis "Jake" Higgins, special

As Radio Director of N. W. Ayer you know that
is the only way a successful business can function.

Such being the case, we solicit your account. A telephone call will bring you proof of our prowess in the
form of a sample recording.

events announcer, still working on
new type of sportcast which will hit
airtanes shortly on his "Sports of Today" program.
Jimmy Fidler,

weatherman, has.

weather bureau completed at studios.

Very truly yours,

1\-0-ux
KWH/amh

Saki M440,..
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FIVE CENTS
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Average Sponsor Outlay Up 24.4%
6 NORTHWEST STATIONS
FORM NEW ASSOCIATION
Valley City, N. D.-Representatives
of six stations in North Dakota and
western Minnesota organized the
North Central Independent Broadcasters' association at a meeting held
here. General aim of the group
will be the promotion of their mutual
commercial interests, and other independent stations

in

the

firing Their Own

Philadelphia -11 the practice of
some WDAS "Merry - Co - Round"
fans continues, station won't need

to buy many popular recordings.
Many fans not only request cer-

NBC Analysis for 1937 Shows Drug and
Toilet Goods Lead Increase With
19.3% Food, Beverages Next

-

tain numbers. but bring the record-

ing to the station to be playedand then leave the disk at the
station for future playing.

ASCAP RETAINS COUNSEL

24.4 per cent over 193G, according to

breakdown figures covering
FOR FLORIDA TEST SUlf industry
134 accounts released by the web

region

yesterday.

served will be eligible for member- WLS PERSONNEL CHANCES
(Contheited on Page 2)

CRA & Rockwell -O'Keefe

Pool Orchestras on Coast

Consolidated Radio Artists and
Rockwell -O'Keefe have closed a deal

to pool their orchestras on the Pacific
Coast.

Latter concern will handle

the offices, although the former will
retain its identity in the territory.
Tom Rockwell will have charge of
(Continued on Poor 3)

Iowa Network Spot Biz
Gained 34% Last Year
Des Moines-National spot advertising on the Iowa Network in 1937
showed an increase of 34 per cent
over 1936. according to Commercial
Manager Craig Lawrence. The net-

work stations, KSO and KRNT here
and WMT in Cedar Rapids -Waterloo,

were used by 139 different regional
and national spot advertisers.

CBS Cornerstone Set
ft' ell Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-Cornerstone of the

CBS - KNX building costing
was set yesterday by
Donald W. Thornburgh, Pacific Coast
vice-president of CBS. Entertainment and noted speakers were heard.
new

51,000,000,

Lud Gluskin led the orchestra and
Gary Breckner acted as emcee.

100 -Walter's Rceord
Lima. 0.-A total of

1.022 re-

ligious programs. sponsored by 23
different churches, Is the achieve.
went of WBLY in 1937. Station
also broadcast 71 different high
school bands. three university and
four college bands. Herbert Les

Etre. owner and operator of the
station, thinks he's set a record of
some hind for a 100-watter.

The average expenditure per advertiser on the NBC network last
vear was $288.442, an increase of

Frank J. Wideman, Washington and
Drug and toilet goods items lead
West Palm Beach attorney, has been the industry field in NBC time exwith 613322.990, up 19.3
HEARST AS PARTIAL REP retained by Ascap to fight its con- penditures
cent. Food and food beverages
templated suit against the State of per
ran second with $11,008,762, up 13.4
Chicago-Personnel changes at WLS Florida where it will seek to test the per cent. Other groups which spent
include departure of Robert L. Kauf- constitutionality of the recently en(Continued on Page 2)
man, director of publicity and pro- acted anti-Ascap law. Wideman is
motion; Orrin Allen, market research; senior member of the law firm of
Bob McElwaine, merchandising, and Wideman, Wardlaw & Caldwell. He
Dave Wiliburn. who joined John is a former assistant U. S. attorney A. A. A. A. ANNUAL MEET
Blair & Co. Edythe Dixon takes over and preceded Robert H. Jackson in
once.
Kaufman's duties.
IS SET FOR APRIL 20-23
Glenn Snyder, manager, after New
York conferences with Elliott RooseAmerican Association of Advertisvelt, says WLS will continue to Albany Bill Seeks to End
ing Agencies will hold its 28th annual
(Continued a,. Page 3)
School Band Competition meeting April 20-23 at Greenbrier
Hotel. White Sulphur Springs, West
Canada May Raise Fees
Albany - School and college or- Va.Mark O'Dea. president of O'Dea.
On Radio Receiving Sets chestras
would be banned from play& Canaday Inc., is chairman
Montreal-Increase in license on ing at public functions outside their Sheldon
institution under the of the program committee.
educational
radio sets from $2 to $2.50 or S3 is
reported being considered by the terms of a bill introduced in the
Ministry of Transport. The proposed Legislature by Assemblyman Francis Meador Lowry Named
boost in fees is viewed as necessitated J. McCaffrey. If no local organized
WHAS Studio Director
by the expansion program of Can- civilian band exists, the college orLouisville -Meador Lowry, WHAS
adian Broadcasting Corp., which has chestra could then play, according to
added high power stations, extended the bill. Measure, intended to relieve news commentator, has been apbroadcasting time and Introduced present conditions under which union pointed studio director in charge of
new programs. License intake in bands claim they cannot successfully production, announcers, etc., suc1936 was $1,700,000. An increase to compete with college orchestras, was ceeding the late Pete Monroe. Other
referred to the Education Committee. personnel changes include departure
$3 would add another million.
of Eric Norman, announcer, for a new
post in Kansas; Joe Wheeler, sportsBaird Television Set
caster and "man on the street", to
On Display in Detroit Doyle's Firm to Produce
Leland Brock, announcer,
Transcriptions for Atlas Chicago;
and Hugh Sutton, production director.
Detroit-A showing of the Baird
to assume other business connections
television receiving set, Imported
As part of its five-year agreement here.
from London, will take place here with
Atlas
Radio
Corp.,
the
Stuart
at the fourth annual Detroit and F. Doyle Fidelity Radio Ltd., Sydney,
Michigan Exposition starting Jan. 21.
will produce transcribed
Plans call for television broadcasts Australia,
Ticklish
programs along the same lines as
on the floor of the convention.
Miami Beach-An unusual pro.
Atlas. Fidelity will distribute the

Nat'l Meat Board Sets
Campaign on 14 Stations

Atlas shows to the 16 stations in
Australasia, while Atlas is to handle
the Australian shows here. The
writing, acting and producing talent
among the Australasian stations will
be used in the Fidelity shows.
Herbert R. Ebenstein. president of
Atlas, plans to eventually form an
international chain of transcription

Chicago-National Live Stock &
Board, through Campbell Ewald Co., has set a campaign on
14 stations to stress low meat prices.
List includes WLS, WOR, KMOX,
KNX, WBZ-WBZA, WBAL, KYA. distributing and producing offices in
Meat

WXYZ, KOA, KOIL, WFAA, WLW, all parts
world.
WHO and WHB.

of

the English speaking I

gram in the works at WHAT will
bring to the mike sin Chinese and
six Japanese. including laundrymen, chefs, chauffeurs and merchants. to give their respective

views on the Far East situation.
Station will assign its most dip.
as
interviewer on the ticklish program.
lomatic staff member to act

2
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JOHN W. ALI COATE

:

:

Price S Cts.

1937

Automotive
Building Materials
Editor Tobacco
`)ON CARLE GILLETTE
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager Clothing
Confectionery. Solt Drinks
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays Drugs and Toilet Goods

5 2.726,82.5
235,989
1,715,638

:

and Holidera at 1501 Broadway, New 'York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald N. SI
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
11. Rahn, Yice.President: Charles A. Alicoate,

Secretary; M. H. Shapiro. Associate Editor.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of

Greater New York, one year, 55; foreign.

75,164
122,685

354.339
1,275,184
8,940
185,142
156,356
437,546
4,590
58,020
797,398

Wines and Beers
Miscellaneous

CIS A

High
147

Tel

211/4
441/4

Can.

Electric
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

7

501/4

Stewart W

11

Low

Close

211/4
431/4

21

50

50

Net

-

1451/4 MO 6%

101/4

43%

CAC

4

1034 - Vs
61/4

ra

1041/4 - 13,4
1061/4 104
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio
161/4 151/4 151/4 - 1/4
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Filaafetn,e.CoRrapaio.

1,a

15p. 151,4

OVRE THE COUNTER

Stromberg Carlson

Bid
61/4

Asked
71/4

Rudolph Schramm Heads
NBC Wash'n Orchestra
Warhingtore Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Rudolph Schramm,

conductor -composer, leaves his NBC

post in New York and returns here
to direct the new 15 -piece orchestra
unit established by the network's
local studios.

"Arno" Here for Radio Series
"Arno," violinist and orchestra con-

ductor, who began his career after
studying with Leopold Auer, is now
in New York staying at the St.
Moritz. Hotel, while he confers with
radio officials relative to a newly
sponsored air program.

Sylvia Froos has been booked to
play the Palace, Chicago, week of
Jan. 21. and Sid Gary opens Jan. 28
at the Capitol, Washington, both set
by Henry Frankel of WOR Artist
Bureau.

KGLO WEEK
ik celetptatiott
FIRST

WGES
(In the heart 01 Chicago)

ANNIVERSARY

TURN TO PAGES 4 and 5

for the

--- -

in Chicago

MURRAY GRAI1HORN and EDITH M. STONE.
26,640
41,722 general manager and station relations heads.
453,300 respectively, of International Radio Sales.
flew
$34,523,050 to New Orleans yesterday morning.

Sam Taylor, WHN's movie com- A syndicated monthly station promentator, who took Jimmy Fidler to motion service has been started by
task in a recent broadcast, handed Adrian James Flanter, specialist In
the coast gossiper another poke last broadcasting sales promotion, to aid
night in response to a letter received stations in convincing local business
from Fidler protesting about Taylor's men that radio does a fine selling
former slap.
job. Idea in back of service is to enTaylor, in a chiding vein, had ac- able stations to carry on systematic
cused Fidler of airing a news item specialized local promotion at very
that was erroneous. Fidler, accord- low cost. Service consists of monthly
ing to Taylor, wrote him a long and promotion pieces, each different In
serious letter from which Taylor presentation, directed at a definite
quoted an excerpt upbraiding him for retail interest yet having a strong
criticising a fellow - commentator. general appeal. Each piece bears staTaylor, in last night's broadcast. tion imprint and will be supplied
argued that it's as ethical for radio by Flanter in lots of 100, 250 or 500
spielers to correct each other as for for mailing direct by the station,
newspaper columnists and editorial
writers to do so. He wound up by
Nick Kenny Dined In Miami
declaring Fidler can dish it out, but
Miami Beach-Nick Kenny, N. Y.
can't take it.
Daily Mirror radio editor, was honor
guest at a dinner in the Alamac HoWFBR-Bermuda Tie-up
tel, given by the Y.M.H.A. in appreBaltimore-In a tie-up with Pan- ciation of Kenny's work among JewAmerican Airways. Nancy Turner, ish youth.
director of women's programs for
WFBR, has left on the Bermuda Clipper for a preview of summer fashions
in that British isle. With Miss TurAut. 171s to 2344 io
ner goes WFBR engineer Carlton
Nopper and complete transcription
facilities to record a series of fashion
commentations. The series will be
sponsored by Bonwit-Lennon.

Sylvia Froos, Gary Booked

First in local accounts

G. W. (JOHNNY/ JOHNSTONE, WOR public
relations counsel. and DAVE DRISCOLL. WOR2,691930 MIS special events, to Trenton and return yesterday for Governor Harry A. Moore's inaugura132,098
321.812 tion broadcast.
586,790
ADOLPH OPFINCER. MRS program director,
96.180
84.624 returned yesterday after a swing around the
Mutual web visiting stations.
309,000

Fidler "Can't Take It",
Monthly Promotion Service
Commentator Taylor Says Is Syndicated by Flanter

(Tmesday, Joe. 15)

Cr

538,651,286

new business.

166,393
146,288
2,260,312

Does not include political.

FINANCIAL_
-Ant. Tel.

198,436
11,119,535
AL SCHILL1N, president of Sehillin Advertis124,918 ing Corp., to Philadelphia y
day to line op
9,706,273

360,491
11,008,762
3.200
190,623
156.756
3.392,383
2,015,918
13,344

TOTAL

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

ED CASHMAN. CBS producer, returned
1936
5 2,905,531 day after a week -end trip to Cleveland.
251,259
LEO J. FITZPATRICK of WJR, Detroit, left
1,549.225
201,345 New York yesterday for Florida vacation.

13.322990

Financial and Insurance
Foods and Food Beverages
Garden and Field
House Furnishings
Jewelry and Silverware
Laundry Soaps and Cleaners
Lubricants and Petroleum
Machinery, Farm Equipment

year, SIO. Subscriber should remit with order. Office Equipment
Address all communications to RADIO Paints and Hardware
DAILY. 1501 Broadway. New York, N. Y. Radios and Musical
Phone Wisconsin 7-63.16, 7-6337, 7.6338. Schools and Courses
Cable address: Filrnday, New York. Holly- Shoes and Leather
wood. Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Sporting Goods
Sled. Phone Granite 6607.
and Publishers
Entered as second class matter April 5, Stationery
Travel and Hotels

1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y
under the act of March 3, 1879.

'rICOrninG and GOMG

over a million dollars for time, were I tive and tobacco accounts. Complete
laundry soaps and cleaners, automo- classification follows:
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:

:
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from Page 1)

Get details of market
covered by fastest growing station in America

from Weed & Company.

101st MU

K GL

0, Mason City,
C B S OUTLET
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RAY BRIGHT. commercial manager of Knit.
Houston, who has been In town hr a few days,
plans to leave for home late today.
ALFRED W. McCANN JR. goes to Chicago

on Monday for the National Canners Convention and will broadcast his WON program from
there.
JOAN EDWARDS goes to Rochester tomorrow

to appear for the Eastman Kodak people.
IVY DALE of Ed South's chores flies to
Canada nest month to fill an operatic engagement.

STATION

11
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111411111
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NEW YORK
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and New Jersey
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CRA & Rockwell -O'Keefe

Pool Orchestras on Coast

6 Northwest Stations
Form New Association

"Hollywood Hotel" Title Suit
Hewing will be Weld Tuesday In Supreme Court. New York County, on a

(Contturrd bons Pnyr I)
west coast offices. Understood

temporary Injunction being issued against Warner Bros. and VitagraPh
over use of the "Hollywood Hotel" title and theater priority rights to the
appellation. Through attorney 1. Robert Broder. Hollywood Hotel Revue

concerns apparently will operate as
competitors as in the past, although
they have had working agreements

Inc. seeks injunction and $50,000 damages, declaring the vaude and movie
theater revue of this title has priority rights and an agreement with Campbell Soup to use title and tie in on its advertising matter.
Plaintiff sets forth that the Warner picture Is Oaring theaters and offering
competition with the result that bookings have stopped since release of the
film. Unfair competition Is claimed over the picture but the radio show LI
declared noncompetitive to theater attractions.

the

that Consolidated might represent
ROK in Chicago and Dallas, but this
was not confirmed. In New York,

and amicable relations for some time.
In San Francisco, CRA has acquired
the business of Associated American

Artists through a merger. The AAA
office was headed by Tom Coakley.
Larry Allen is ROK head in S. F.

Idea Clearing House

Chicago-Servicing of advertising
agencies, sponsors and broadcasters
with programs and merchandising

John

Tuscola, Ill.-Although as much as

outstanding High
75 miles apart,
Biabl Joins WHK-WCLE
Cleveland - Leslie Biebl, for the School debate teams of Illinois will
past two years at WPTF, Raleigh, compete through the five -studio faN. C.. has been added to the WHK- cilities of WDZ, the one station chain.
WCLE announcing staff. Biebl comes Teams from the Effingham, Danville,
to Cleveland with six years' announc- Mattoon and Tuscola High Schools
ing background and has spent time will hold a series of half-hour debates
at WBRB, Red Bank; WCAP, Asbury starting Sunday, each speaking in
Park; WMCA and WNEW, New turn from home town studio according to a specially written script.
York, and WIP, Philadelphia.
Local school superintendents listening in will act as judges.

the

B.

Cooley

of KLPM was

WREC Program on CBS

AFM Miami Conference WLS Personnel Changes;
Hearst as Partial Rep
Does Not Affect Radio

WDZ Produces Chain Debate

at

elected president of the group, and
Bert Wick of KDLR is secretary.

Warners claim a tieup with Campbell Soup and permission to use the
The radio show has requested the theater attraction to stop using the
title under threat of suit.

handle

represented

opening meeting were KOVC. Valley
City; KRMC, Jamestown; KGCU,
KLPM, Minot; KDLR.
Mandan;
Devil's Lake, and KVOX, Moorhead,
Minn.

title.

Miami - Routine meeting of the
plans written and produced by out- AFM executive committee here destanding authors and program di- veloped nothing affecting the radio
rectors is the plan of Associated Ra- situation, according to Joseph N.
dio Productions, according to Stuart Weber, president. Weber said the
Haydon, executive director. Firm at conference was purely a "private"
present is aiming several "custom one.
built" shows to fit definite products.
Reactions from agencies and sponsors has been good,

(Comrionad Pram Pave I)

Stations

ship.

Memphis - The Jewel Cowboys,
featured over WREC for the past
two years, go on CBS Feb. 5 with a

30 -minute morning show originating
in WREC studios. The network show
will be sustaining, with James Sanders, formerly with repertoire shows

(C.stintird born Pave I)
its own sales throughout and in vaudeville, doubling as em-

middle west. Hearst repping applies cee and "Alexander," a Negro cook
only to New York, Detroit and Holly- at the mythical Circle S Ranch.

Sturgis will handle sound efNaylor: Rogers arrived over Harry
fects.
week -end to take over local Hearst
WREC also originates a Monday
wood.
office.

night dance spot from Hotel Peabody,
now featuring Eddie Fitzpatrick's

Mario Making Shorts

orchestra.

In addition to radio and play activities, Mario Enterprises Inc. starts

Radio In Boise Classroom

production Monday on "Marlographs",
Boise, Ida.-The new Junior High
short film novelties in the line of School here, with RCA -Victor receiving
and sound equipment, tunes in
animated cartoons, according to Raoul

regularly on educational and music
Mario, executive v.p., who formerly appreciation broadcasts over KIDO.
was a program impresario at WABC Appropriate broadcasts arc made
part of classroom routine.
and WOR.

OKLAHOMA CITY

King, Lady Courageous,"
new serial on KOMA off to a good
"Helen

start.

Allan Clark, WKY production manager has begun gathering members
for staff orchestra. Doc Davis hired
to instruct. Clark probably direct.

Streamlined Publicity
"Streamlined publicity" has made

its bow over WREC. Memphis, in the

form of a special 15 -minute show,
running six afternoons a week and

carrying information, news items and
personalities about CBS and WREC
shows and performers. Two announcKSL, Salt Lake City
ers handle the show, one making
Irma Bitner's daughter, Mary, mar- "headline" announcements, the other
ried in Honolulu to a KGU-er.
following with a news item. The
Glenn Shaw, versatile announcer, treatment of all "news" avoids too
returns to his distinctive reading obvious commercialism, presenting
styles with "Moonlight Mirage," sup- show plugs as a matter of interest

ported by KSL Concert Orchestra to the listening fan. A "featurette"
under direction of Gene Halliday. and "chatterbox" column are includEric Larsen, Walt Disney animator, ed, the former giving a personality
was a studio guest recently.
sketch of some CBS star while the
column presents newsy activities of

WQAM Paper Weight
WQAM, the CBS outlet in Miami,
has

distributed

a

paper weight, with

4x21/2 -inch

glass

a map of the

New York and Hollywood CBS stars.
The show is called "Fan Fare Time."

1...1.THE SONGBIRD Of THE SOUTH

4tation's area visible from the top,

while the bottom side of the glass
,s a mirror. It's a useful yet simple
irticle, and the looking glass angle
s particularly intriguing.

*

KATE

CAPITAL DISTRICT

AL

,NY.

8-9

ANSWER: "THE LONE RANGER"
TESTED AND PROVEN COAST TO COAST

In Theatres Soon-

TRANSCRIPTIONS
WILL BE READY
FEBRUARY 15TH

A Republic Pictures

Make Reservations for Territory Now

Be Released For
Nationwide Showing
Production.

THE KATE SMITH HOUR
THURSDAYS
CBS NETWORK

Stations Want AUDIENCE

The Lone Ranger
Movie Serial Will

SMITH
COVERS THE

Sponsors Want RESULTS

E.S.T.

.FILL. MANAGEMENT TED COLLIN

Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

KING-TIRENDLE BROADCASTING C0121)
BLUE NEC
NETWORK
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative

RADIO NETWORK WXYZ -DETROIT

The 101st BLOW!*
REVEALS A 'NATURAL' SALES AND II
FOR A PRODUCT 01
A series of sups'
living people. Sp
est Dramatic V
Misses not one
Dreams date bal.
The Bible gives 4
through the ages,'
Abraham Lincol-4

:4 it

'

0'0 :
4

*"The stonecutter hammers away at his rock perhaps 100 limes without as

,ouch as a crack showing
in it. Yet at the 101st blow
."
it will split in two
.

.

(vide Printer's Ink-Oct.
1937).
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ME ROCK S -P -L -I -T -S AND

1010TIONAL RADIO CAMPAIGN
liERVICE OF MASS APPEAL . . .

1E DREAM WORLD"
anatizations of actual dreams of past and
r than fiction!-Gripping in Homan Inter.ove, Romance, Suspense, Action, Comedy.
vt). I

emotion. Listener-building-Sustaining!

ebt the days of ancient and primitive people.
utiful and highly dramatic dreams. Down
Old recorded the last vivid dream of beloved
.xmil before he was assassinated. Robert Louis

Stevenson, Coleridge, and many other famous authors have been

inspired to some of their greatest works by dreams. And we
come to the present!-Regularly in our daily newspapers we
read of some person having an extraordinary dream which had
a distinct dramatic or comedy influence on the life of the person.

Politicians, Sport identities, Hollywood
Stars, Sweepstake Whiners, Cafe Society, Etc., Etc., All Box
Everybody Dreams!
Office

Attractions

and

for

This campaign has been prepared with a sales thought behind it. With
tied -in Broadcast -Merchandising plan it carries through to Point of Sale.

All communications to:

B. CHARLES -DEAN
COMPANY

Radio Advertising
Suite 715
1270 Sixth Ave. (RKO Bldg.)
New York City

Phone COlumbus 5-1925-6

rt

OD 11.

ej

ow

O. op ago

guest

appearance

if

desired.
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ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC
LOTTE LEHMANN. soloist with
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra.
Jan. 22 (MBS, 9:30 p.m.).
AL K. HILL. veteran actor, on
"Hobby Lobby" with collection of
comic songs. Jan. 19 (CBS, 7:15

HELEN HAYES and WERNER
BATEMAN, on "Double Everything."
Jan. 23 (CBS. 6:30 p.m.).

BOB BURNS, in "Clarence" on
"Lux Radio Theater," Jan. 24 ICBS,1
9 p.m.).
ANITA LOUISE, with Tyrone Power in "Geek Gets Girl," Jan. 23
(NBC -Blue, 9 p.m.).
ELISABETH RETHBERG, on Ford

Alfred McCosker: Benny Davis who recently completed
a sustaining series on your outlet, opened his vaudeville unit at the
Loew's Capitol, Washington, the past week -end and received rave
notices from the reviewers-with Margie Ann Knapp among those
corning in for special mentions.... Clay Morgan, NBC promotional
director: Sorry to hear Grace V. Ballou, your secretary, on the sick
list.. . .Ralph Nelson, who conducts "Swap Shop" on KCKN: Of all
the strange propositions you've aired on your programs, we believe

CLIFTON FADIMAN, on "Book -of -

the strangest was the man who wanted to trade a mantel radio,
slightly in need of repair, for a breeding cage for love birds....

GILBERT SELDES, tomorrow; WILLIAM ROSE BENET,
Friday: ARTHUR TRAIN, Saturday.
p.m.).

Edison Light & Power Co.: Suggest you get after those 12 temper mental canaries heard with Frank Voelker, blind organist on 1VMT,
Cedar Rapids. They won't sing unless the lights are turned off in
the studio.

9 p.m.

WKRC, Cincinnati

Irving Berlin: Because you've been accused of having a "little
black boy" in the background responsible for your success. Jack Robbins

Kingsley Horton of the New York
offices of Radio Sales was a visitor

went out and got himself one also-to make deliveries in a page boy's

here last week.

outfit( ....Richard Himber: Even though you didn't get "Mr." on your sign.
Eddy Duchin publicity reads "Eddy the Great"....Del Casino: Due to your
first shot on the Elizabeth Arden MBShow, you've become the adored of

Strletmann

Biscuit Co. begins a series of "Man
on the Street" broadcasts conducted
by Eddie Humphrey, WKRC special
events announcer. Monday through
Friday at 10:45 a.m. from the Rathskeller entrance of the Hotel Gibson.
"Meet

the Missus'. the

the sponsor and It's likely that the show will be yours permanently....
Herble Kay: ludy Starr returns to the Drake in Chi this weekend.... Ed
Cashman: Mildred Balky and her husband, Red Norm will appear with
her next picture only... "Walter Winchell: The fellow you mentioned responsible for Maxine Sullivan's success Is Claude Thornhill-and he used
to make Xosty's arrangements.... Ted Hammerstein: Teddy Powell. who
makes out your programs. bad a severe shock this week. His aged mother
lett the hospital in Oakland, Cal.. the other day after a stroke. Her first
day on the street she stepped to the grocery store. was struck by a truck
and fractured her arms and legs.

times weekly by Maynard Craig.
celebrates a year on the air this
week.

Al Bland. pilot of "Dow's Dawn
Patrol'', was guest speaker at a meeting of the Norwood Business Men's
Club last week. Because of his ex-

popularity with listeners,
Bland fill- many speaking engagements
treme

Phil Baker: Your new wordslinger, Torn Hanlon, has
been signed for a football picture.... John Kuneau: Kelvin Keech
teas signed for a series of shorts. ...Fred Weber: Gabriel Hecater's
brother, Max, is now his business manager....Cus Edwards: Your
niece, Joan, has been renewed by NBC.... Bernice Judis: Sid
Schwartz, formerly your publicity director at W NEW, has been
lifted by Dane Davidson at Atlas Radio Corp.. after only a week.
He's public relations counselor there now.... Bobby Feldman:

COMMERCIALS
business-St 00.

lines et

Samples.

UNIVERSAL RADIO PROGRAMS, INC.

545 Fifth Are.

New York City

N. J., has been given a fourth week
ly broadcast over WOR-Mutual. New
period is Thursdays at 11:15 p.m.
Robert Sonderskov, cellist, graduate of the Royal Conservatory of Music, Copenhagen, is the newest addition to the large musical staff at
KO1N, Portland, Ore.
Frank Novak, whose last local appearance was at the Raleigh Room,

where he ran for six months, has

returned to New York after a series
of road engagements and will open
at a night club coincident with the
start of his new NBC commercial for
Mennen's Shaving Cream.

Tommy Dorsey returns to the New
Paramount Theater for the
third time within a year about March
1, following a brief theater and college tour. Dorsey and his band leave
the Commodore Hotel next week.
York

Leighton Noble and band who
came to the Arcadia international

Restaurant in Philly on a two week
basis will remain until April.

Jack Delmar's Orchestra now at

the La Casa Ballroom in Philly will

be heard twice weekly over KY W on
a remote.
Elisin Grenet, whose Cuban orchestra is currently appearing at the Club

Yumuri, has returned to the bandstand after a month's illness. Armando's Latin-American band will
continue at the Club Yumuri for

the remainder of the season. Grenet
and Armando alternate.

Duke Ellington on CBSwing Session this week, while Ella Logan holds off....
Harold Wald: Your brother, ferry, Is rumored mad about Leah Ray-until

popular

program of interviews conducted six

80 each anti, Smarm' 24 dithient

mike with the call letters prominently displayed on stage -center of Carnegie
Hall-but ft didn't work. Martha Tilton, vocalist, who enloyed the thrill
the house down with "Loch Lomond" and "B. M. B. D. S."

Month Club Concert," today (WQXR,

the

Armco Band has an unusual hobby. He is Ernest N. Glover. asst eonductor, and he collects lakes about musical Instruments.- William Paley:
At the Benny Goodman Swing Concert your CBS got a terrific plug via a

of making her debut there, faced a dead mike for her vocals, but tore

Sunday Hour. Jan. 30 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
MARIE BUDDE, JOHN ROCK WOOD and GEORGIA STANDING,
on "Metropolitan Opera Auditions,"
Jan. 23 (NBC -Blue, 5 p.m.).

Wednesday,

PERSONAL Postcards To:-Leonard Lyons: In reply to your
letter to us in which you state: "A number of your readers (thanks far the
build-up) have brought to my attention the fact that you have introduced
a new Wednesday feature (this pillar) which Is exactly like my 'Calling
All Stars' column. I'm for the 'Live and Let Live' theory, but I don't approve
readers reported the similarity! For this type of column-which is nothing
more than a condensed version at "open letters," is older than the cohartining
racket itself'
Dave Elman: One of the 51 members of Frank Sirrion's

Red, 10 p.m.).

On

composer, currently featured at
the Laurel -in -the -Pines, Lakewood

of larceny, so be a nice guy and lay oll."....Funny, but none of your

ROBERT WEEDE and LOUISE
FLOREN, on "Hammerstein Music
Hall" Jan. 28 (CBS, 8 p.m.).
CHESTER MORRIS and JOAN
FONTAINE, with Rose Hampton on
"Kraft Music Hall." Jan. 20 (NBC -

10

JERRY LIVINGSTON, maestro

I

HetatiSe you're vacationing. WMCA had to get somebody to fill your

sent there-so they got Spencer Hare-who is exactly Your size!

Tlif
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F. C. C. ACTIVITIES

e-IALICS

icaq0

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

r

March 4: Mollin Investment Co., HuntingWRAX and WPEN. Philadelphia. Involunton Park. Cal. CP for new station. 1160 kc.. tary transfer of control to htariannina C.
100 watts day.

Radioc ropr
Don Lee short wave W6XAO

WITH upping of power for the

Continental
o Co
S ri s - Howard
Martin Andersen, Orlando, Fla. CP for
new sta. new station, 1500 Irc., 100 watts night, 230
Inc.),'kn.,
Washington.
100 watts, 250 watts I.E. watts day, unlimited.
unlimited.
WDGY. Minneapolis. Modification of liUnited States Broadcasting Co., Washing cense to change hours of operation to untonunmlisd.for new station, 1310 Ito., 100 watts, limited time and power boost to 5 kw. day

DIEFENDERFER, formerly with Radio Sales Inc., has
joined Paul H. Raymer.
Campbell Arnoux, boss of WTAR,
GEORGE

from 150 to 1000 watts, Harry R.
Lubcke, long ir, charge of experiand night.
Norfolk. visitor at Edward Petry &
March 11: George H. Payne. San Jose
EXAMINER'S REPORT
mental television for the net, will CalCfor
new station. 1440 kc., SOO watts,
WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C. CP to Co.
shortly embark on an ambitious pro- unlimited.
change frequency to 1240 kcs., increase powiez
Wilbur Eichelberger, manager of
Dan B. Shields. Provo, Utah. CP for new to SOO watts, unlimited DA at night;
gram of regular visual broadcasts, station.
KFRC, San Francisco, and Ray
granted.
1200 Ire., 100 watts, unlimited.

with pick-ups from the street in the
manner of inquiring reporters, spe-

SAN ANTONIO

Bright, KTRH. Houston, stopped off

to confer with John Blair and Co.
Clicking is a new show featuring Latter then went on to Detroit and

SAN FRANCISCO

cial events, and similar fare provided Johnny Alderman of the KABC
staff is the recent father informal discussions of the theater,
for the owners of the estimated 100 announcing
books, art and music, tabbed "Busof a boy.
receivers located within 20 miles of
KTSA is remoting the "1938 Show man's Holiday," on KGO WednesLos Angeles.
of Shows" from the Olmos Club. days, 9:30. The 30 -minute show.
featuring Alfred Frankenstein, S. F.
Three broadcasts are given daily.
Sam Hayes, CBS commentator,
Ben Amado and his nite spot or- Chronicle music critic: Claude Lahas signed an exclusive contract with chestra
are airing regularly over Belle, S. F. News radio and music
Music Corp. of America.
editor; Luther Meyer, book critic,
KONO.
Weaver Jackson beauty specialists
New programs over KABC include and Sam Dickson, NBC drama writ-

have taken the KHJ-Don Lee nov- Ruth Gordon; State Health Departelty. "What Does Your Hand Say," ment, and Malhon Merrick.
for 52 weeks.

Clinton Jones has taken over both
scripting and production on the KHJ-

Don Lee 'The Marines Tell It

to

You."

WISH, Milwaukee

Therese Meyer, organist, is back on

the job after a siege of flu.

Woods Dreyfus, singing -announcer,

also back to the office after fighting
"Your Hollywood Parade" moves flu.
from the Warner lot to KFWB with Popular "Stump Me Boys" program,
tonight's broadcast, utilizing the with Elmer Krebs, musical director,
theater specially constructed some and Woods Dreyfus, singing anmonths ago for lease to NBC. AI nouncer, returns in a new series.
Goodman picks up the baton from Kellogg Seed Co. is sponsor.
Leo Forbstein at the same time, and D. A. Weller, chief engineer, reEdward Arnold is the guestar of the cently spoke before the Milwaukee
week in an Arch Obeler tabloid Amateurs' Club on "Education for
drama, ''Swami."
a Radio Engineer."
Robert Swan, long program diWFBM, Indianapolis
rector at KFAC, becomes a member
Bromley House, former WFBM
of the faculty of U.S.C. this month,
adding pedagogic duties to his par- spieler, and now representing the
tizipation

on

many

programs

at Brace Beemer Agency, Detroit, spent

KFAC.

Tom Langan, scripter for the Paul
Whiteman -Chesterfield show, is trying to arrange a six -week leave of
aosence to permit him to do a picture script at Universal.

New York.
Katherine B. Parsons has taken
over Leslie Edgeley's duties in NBC
continuity department. Edgeley is on
leave of absence writing "There Was
A Woman" for Glass Container.
Bob Venn, formerly with NBC
office force, has joined sales staff
of WRJN, Racine, Wis.
Bob Atcher, hillbilly entertainer,
er, is uncensored and entirely adlong with WHAS, Louisville, has
libbed -without even notes.
joined
WJJD.
Les Malloy of KGGC airing a
Jack Hayes, WJJD engineer, back
unique show called "Mental Whoopee."
Program, aired every night at work after three weeks in bed
from broken ankle.
from 10 to 11. except Sunday, asks recovering
listeners to phone in, and they are Merle Roush (Henry Hornsbucklel
then interrogated by Malloy on three is being featured in a new program
varied topics. Winners get passes at WLS title "Corn Belt Peepers"
for Corn Belt Hatcheries. He reads
to a local theater.
unusual poultry and egg anecdotes
Donald Novis, who did four days sent in by listeners.
at the Roosevelt Theater here, was
Harold Peary. character actor, is
interviewed by "Speed" Riley on the chap playing the part of the
KLS.

Chinese boy who has created so much

Sam ("Schlepperman"I Hearn comment in the Fibber McGee shows
played the Roosevelt Theater, Oak- last few weeks.

land, through the week -end.

J. Clarence Myers, veteran newsCANADA
is commentator on a new
Premier William Aberhart, head
sponsored program over KYA.
of Alberta's Social Credit Government, and owner of his own station
caster,

in Calgary, is going on the air with

FORT WORTH

his own mid -week program, "Education in the West."
An arrangement between CKY and
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will en-

several days here on business.
D. A. Kahn, manager of KGKO.
Walter Reuleaux, musical direc- Wichita Falls, Tex., is here getting
tor, adds four haymakers of "Chuck - ready for moving KGKO to this city.
wagon crew" and additional violinist
Both KTAT and KFJZ are airing
to his staff.
local Golden Gloves tournament.
R. E. Blossom, station head, R. C. theThe
Red Hawks musical program
Block, head of Wm. H. Block Co., on WRAP
each morning at 6:30 has
and personal greetings from Mayor

sure broadcast of Winnipeg church
services on Sundays.

a facts feature called "It Is
of city and Major Bowes, appeared added
to be a Fact."
on the Block 200th Children's Hour Said
Len
Finger
of KTAT interviewed
Fred Joyner. WHKC announcer on broadcast from store's auditorium.
Charlotte Henry, actress, and Hal
the ''Hobnobbers'" sidewalk program,
Silver, circus clown, who are with
goes commercial Monday with his
WIOD, Miami
Jack Maggard's Pan-American Casino
new sponsor billing him as "Red"
Bob Nolan is putting on a new Revue.
Joyner,
twice -weekly program featuring his
On WCOL sick list: David Penn, own orchestra. Don Gilbert is vonewscaster, and Gene Kent of the calist.
continuity dept., home with the flu.
Earl Barr Hanson presents an origUNIVERSAL
Jack Kelly. national sales repre- nal program of piano music three

COLUMBUS, 0.

sentative here, in New York on business. George Mackey. until recently

only a bit announcer, now a full Hedger.

Crystal Microphones

mes weekly.

Ideal far special events. call
Sams. p.a. 5ystrms, ants l tee
'pl.ones. etc.

WOR-MUTUAL
fi Proud rat Presolt

Ragged
Chrome finish.
Dar wished In handi-mite or vannil
Includes
model (as shotsnl.

JOSEF

LUCILLE St LANNY
LINWOOD

SHY

"2 Voices and a prawn,"
Now appearing with Fred Allen
TOWN NALL TONIGHT
Arrangements by Lanny Grey
Management NBC Artists Service

10 It odd,

CHERNIAVSKY

"The Musical
Cameraman"
8

P. M. EST.
Thursdays

COAST-TOCOAST

IN.sk sands

I. a

tra, $2.50 for handl-model ono
05.50 for stand model. timinsed
under

LIST

patents

Worm rnt

of

Brush

De.

"We Coiled to Ask About the Sate
You Advertised Over WHB"

Co.

icrorhOne Division
52250
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.. Ltd.

Bon 299.

I

Kansas City's Dominant Daytime

fittoin affiiiattit
MI Mutual. ha. tits
Avetiroce. Pot o ccloci reoresocateve.
-For tlecne durance. clocdulre. tinforononna.
dot, tolootnoa /1,ritors I l61, colleen, or woe collect to
004 DAVIS, Presktent, KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI

WHB

Inglewood, Calif., U. S. A.
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Neal. recently placed In
charge of sales and sales promotion
at KCMO, has appointed Charles G.
Rowland. G. W. Endaeott, G. L. Kirk,
James P. Ellison and Louis Rawlings
Jack

C6044-ta-Cotst

-(

to the sales staff.

Ray Perkins will headline and em- TO appease gifted young artists in scheduled time in his series of talks.
cee the President's Birthday Ball to
several Colorado cities who clam- reviewing the stage and movies bebe held Jan. 29 in the Kansas City ored far a chance to air their talents. ginning Saturday at 7:30 p.m. over
KLZ in Denver broadcast the weekly NBC -Red.
Municipal Auditorium.
Nick Lucas is headlining the bill Saturday morning "Kiddies' Revue" With the city of Memphis standing
at the Tower Theater, this week, from Colorado Springs through the
excellent chance of winning the
while Phil Spitalny and his "Hour of facilities of KVOR, affiliated station. I an
Charm" play the same house Jan. 28. Since the show, a half-hour variety! National Safety Award for cities in
its
class, Commissioner of Public
Jack Grogan. WW1 announcer, and program featuring juvenile talent.'
Clifford Davis was especially
Betty Ann Painter. KCMO dramatic usually is fed to KVOR by KLZ, the Safety,
artist, will play leads in the Resident special broadcast meant merely re- anxious to present his regular Friday
evening
safety talk over WMC.
versing
the
normal
procedure.
Pro Theater production of "High Tor."
Arthur Ellison will also be in the ,gram is sponsored jointly by Denver But the Commissioner was confined
and Colorado Springs wholesale bak- to local hospital convalescing from
play.
Tom Kelly. KCMO newscaster, has eries, and plans are nosy under way an attack of laryngitis, so WMC's
been selected to introduce Cecil B. to air the show from KVOR once Portable recording equipment was
brought into service. The CommisDehlille when he makes a personal each month.
sioner's talk was recorded in his
appearance Friday at Newman Theater in connection with "The Bucca- H. A. Bruno & Associates. public room at the hospital and the transrelations counsel, will move to the cription was presented over WMC at
neer."
its regular evening time.
Larry Simms, KCMG announcer, RCA Bldg. early next month.
has announced his engagement to
Ken Sisson, currently conducting
Dun
Ameche's
new
20th
Century
Mary Catherine May.
Larry Sherwood, KCMG station Fox musical film, "Happy Landing," "Canada 1938" in Canada, sponsored.
manager, returned from Chicago and with cast also including Sonja Henie, by Imperial Tobacco Co. Ltd., will

will leave the last of the week for Ethel Merman, Raymond Scott Quin- relinquish his air time Friday in
tet, Lcah Ray, Jean Hersholt, Eddie order that the nationwide network
New York.
Lowell Lawrance, motion picture Conrad and others, opens Friday at of Canadian Broadcasting Cory. may
and dramatic critic of the K. C. the Rosy Theater. Sam Pokrass and bring its listeners a running coinhas
resumed twice Jack Yellen wrote most of the songs. mentary on the Braddock -Farr fight
in Manhattan. Sisson will bring the
Alistair Cooke. NBCs "Critic On program back to the air again Jan.
Loyd Sigmon, KCISIO chief engineer. has completed construction of Broadway.- will be heard at a new 28.
an amplifier and speech input equip-

Journal -Post.

weekly broadcasts via WHB.

ment.

PHILADELPHIA

LOUISVILLE

Larry Sherwood. KCMO manager,

Four KYW sustaining artists now
Louis Rigo, violinist, who directed
WHB's early morning hillbilly pro- the WHAS ork for about four years, have spots on NBC network. They
gram which went on the air last week has forsaken touring bands, to play are Rodger Williams. tenor, Frances
for Colonial Chicks, has been in- in the newly reorganized staff orches- Carroll, and Carlile and London,
is in Chicago on business.

piano team.
Rob Drake, WHAS multiple -voiced
Norris West, who gave up his anentertainer, has branched out into nouncing job at WCAU to become
Les Jarvies.
A. F. Schliecker. KCMG sales man- the coffee business. He has named assistant program director, returns to

Radio itamta/ has

signed and will go to the coast. Jack his air feature.

been a full year

creased to a half-hour. Jim Cliff is
featured in the show, produced by

ager for the past two years, has re- his product "Jackson Family," after the mike next month to handle a

Neal, recent addition to the KCMG
sales stall. is being groomed to take
over his work.
Doris Lane who conducts the "Today and Tomorrow in Kansas City",
aired Via KCMO for Canada Dry,
has announced her engagement to
Orville Washburn.

CFRN, Edmonton

Connie

Cook,

17 -year

old

blues

singer, is new discovery at WAVE.

choral series.
Joseph Fralizosa and his symphonic
orchestra celebrate fourth anniver-

Radio acts from WFAA, Dallas; sary at WPEN tomorrow.

WLS, Chicago; WSM, Nashville, and
talent stalls of WHAS and WAVE
will appear in the Flood Appreciation

Show

at

WOKO-WARY, Albany

Grenfell Rand has been appointed;
County
Joe Eaton, pro- production supervisor of both WOKO

Jefferson

Armory on Jan. 24.
gram director of WHAS, will be em- and WABY.

Billy

. cee.

Rose.

WOKO

announcer,

Earl P. Carter, head of Pan-Ameri- pinch hit for Wilbur Morrison un the
On Its Way" made its debut last can Recordings, planed to New York Sunday Simony program.
,veek. Early Edmonton history is on a business trip.
WOKO gives last minute informabeing dramatized in the series.
tion on ski trails in the Adirondacks
"Dance of the Hours" is another reon Thursdays. Conservation Dept.

After long preparation, "Edmonton

cently started program, on participating basis.

B

2
,7

Radio Saves Day for Paper
Redford,
Mass. - Radio

New
stepped

1x119 20 2112031

,'1.125126 27 2S 29130

Greetings from Radio Daily
January 19
Charles Sorry Charles Henderson
Lanny Ross
Paul Small

Alvin Woisfeld

Alexander Woottcott

furnishes

spondent there was unable to wire,
land wire connections being down.
Communications Reserve. From there

it went by phone to the paper. Times
acknowledged radio's service in front
page box of the paper

tion of the gov-

ernment and
every branch of
radio.

reports.

Kingham Scott, organist, has reand saved the day-and a storySfor The Standard Times, local news- turned with a new Sunday series,
sponsored.
paper. Story concerned the sinking
Wes Wallace, program director, is
of a local fishing schooner, which in Rex Hospital fighting flu.
went under off Nantucket. Corre-

Provincetown unit of the U. S. Naval

siastic coopera-

Sta

WPTF, Raleigh

into the breach last week

News was finally relayed by radio
from amateur station WIEVJ to the

in the makingIts editors have
had Nye enthu-

AVAILABLE
Young woman with 31/2 years' experience
in radio as stenographer-soc rrrrr y-bookThorough knowledge all phases
operations gained from high
Advertising Jemmy rrrrr mote.
PerSisselvt.
Available immediately.
Full particulars on
Boo A.123.
Radio Daily, 1501
keeper.

broadcast

Broadway. New York CrtY.

To be distributed complimentary next month

to Radio Daily subscribers

as

part

of

Radio Daily service.
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R. & R. Tops CBS Billings
I9okinq On
AND LISTENING IN

$3,243,443 Placed by Brahrauff- Ryan
on. Network in 1937-Seven. Other
CBS LEADERS LAST YEAR
Agencies Billed Over Million
Ace account, by industry groups, on

FOOD -BEVERAGE ACCOUNTS

CBS last year was the food and food

In the °Pinion (mostly beverage manufacturers. Group spent
private) of come of $6,437,273, an increase of 22.4 per
the best informed radio people. radio
Same group led the
activity In Hollywood has about reached cent over 1936.

TREK BACK

in 1936.
its peak and the trek back east will be field
CBS also received large increases
under way before long.
in revenue from the automotive and
For every argument In favor of coast tobacco manufacturer groups. Former
radio production. there are three against increased its 1937 expenditures to
it.
$3,907,343, up 13.6 per cent, with
Space here is too limited to go into tobacco spending $5,040,336, an in details, but everybody knows the results
of Hollywood's elaborate and costly yen.
tures In movie -produced radio shows.
Radio's

chief entertainment

resources

are mostly In the east-wsrylhinq horn

(Continued on Page 2)

WMCA May Be Outlet
For Transamerican Here

music, which is about BO per cent of
Negotiations are under way
radio fare, to program Ideas, producers
and acting talent that le suited to radio. tween John Clark. president

Transamcrican,

Donald

beof

Flamm,

must be evident by now that very WMCA president, and William Weisfew of Hollywood's movie glamor boys man, vice-president of the station.
and girls - the main reason sponsors whereby WMCA will become the
have gone west with their shows-are New York outlet for Transamerican.
It

equipped
listeners.

to

give

satisfaction

to

radio

Tyrone Power Is swell visually but
pretty much of an automaton on the

radio: due partly to the fact that he's
too busy with film work to glee the
proper amount of lime to broadcasting.
Robert Taylor. a leading heart-throb

Talks so far are only in the discussion stage. Understood deal will be
set by the time WMCA moves into
its new studios next month.

Libby. McNeill & Libby
Starts Tri-Lingually

President Drew 20%
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting states that 20 per cent of
radio set owners listened to President Roosevelt's address deltered
at the recent Jackson Day Dinner.

SWIFT & CO. EXPANDS

Another Convert
Greensboro, N.C.-A few months
ago local newapaporn refused to
mention radio In news columns.
But everything is lovely now be.
tween Greertaboro Daily News and
Record and WHIG. Not only are
complete WBIG schedules being
carried. but Mellor Edney Ridge,
director of the station, was invited
by the Record to be quest editorial
writer.

ped down a peg to third place.
Other agencies which billed over

.

.

.

Wallis Art -noticing
California stations of Don Lee net- F.
and Rubicon.
work; on Feb. 10 its southwestern Young
B. B. D. 0
spot list will be expanded to about William Esty & Co
Welter
Thompson
J.
20 stations. Swift's also plans to en- Hutchins Advertising
ter the midwest market in the spring. Maxon
J. Walter Thompson agency here Buchanan & Co

handles.
Through Stack - Goble, Chicago,
Swift's Flexo Water Softener has
Chicago-Libby. McNeill & Libby started participation in "Happiness

Reorganization of NAB

J. L. Gallagher Assigned
Dallas-Proposed NAB reorganizaWTAQ-WHBY Sales Post tion was endorsed In principle by

the Texas Broadcasters Ass'n at the
Green Bay, Wis.-J. L. Gallagher meeting held here. Under the prohas been assigned to the WTAQ and posed NAB plan, Texas will be desWHEY sales department and will ignated as the 13th District of the
have his headquarters in Appleton, organization.
Wis., one of the cities where branch Since each district is to endorse a
studios are maintained by WHBY
(Continued or, Parte .31
Inc., which operates the stations.

Gallagher will cover Outagamie and
Winnebago counties.

billings increased to $2.052,412, drop-

$1,000,000 on the web last year were:
ALLSWEET ACTIVITIES N. W. Ayer, Newell -Emmett. Lord &
Thomas, Neisser-Myerhotf and F.
Chicago-Swill & Co. is expanding Wallis Armstrong.
its broadcasting activities in conComplete CBS agency list follows:
nection with Allsweet Margarine. Ruthraufl & R an
S 3,243,443
2.433,779
Starting Feb. 7 it starts participa- RCM. & Row Cs
2.052,412
tion in Fletcher Wiley's "Housewives Blarkett-Sample-Hommcrt
2,043,320
W. Ayer & Son ...
Protective League" over KNX, Bully - N.
1,806.541
Co. .......
Newell
-Emmett
wood; on Feb. 9 participation in Lord & Th.omas
1,671,007
1,232,960
"Feminine Fancies" over Oregon and Neissa-Myerhoff .....
1.128.540

Texas Ass'n Endorses

-D. C. G.

Benton & Bowles is second with
coming up from fourth

$2.433,779,

place to second position. BlackettSample-Hummert, although its 1637

an the screen. misses badly as emcee in
"Good News- and thereby hurts his repu(condensed milk) has started food House" on Michigan Network and is
tation generally.
talks by Mary Wright on WAAF: using spots on WSBT, South Bend,
Even the great Mickey Mouse is a Polish Early Birds on WGES, and
and WKBN, Youngstown.
big letdown on the air.
participation in Greek Hour on
Mori.a and radio simply don't mix, WHFC. J. Walter Thompson has the
nor is there any reason for them to do so. account.
Every Hollywood program is movie -

flavored. and so much filmflamming of
radio shows Is bad for both because it
overdoses the public with too much of
the oate thing.

Of the 66 agencies which placed

business on the CBS network during
1937, Ruthrautl & Ryan was tops with
a total billing of $3,243.443. Agency
was sixth on the CBS list in 1936.

Carey Succeeds Makelin
As WIND Sales Manager

!IBC Network Now Feeding
Chicago-Appointment of John T.
Programs to 15 Stations Carey
as sales manager of WIND,
International Broadcasting Corp., replacing H, R., Makelin, is announced
Change
which specializes in Italian programs, by Ralph L. Atlass, president.
and whose network consists of WOV is effective immediately. Carey has
been
with
the
station
three
years
in
and wart* New York. and WPEN,I
a sales capacity.
(Continued on Page 3)

Knox Reeves Advertising
Gat dnet Advertising

Lenntn & Mitchell
Arthur Kudncr
MasManus, John & Adams
Hoyt: MacFarland & Co
Camphell-F.wold Co.
The Biow Co.
Geyer. Cornell & Newell
Morse International
Stack -Coble Advertising

Paris & Peart

D'Atcy Advertising Co
Roche. Williams & Cunnyngnarn.
Federal Advertising Agency
The Wessel Co.
Albert Frank -Guenther -Low
McCann-Erickson

Lambert & Feasley
Brooke, Smith & French
(Continued on Pan: 3)

990.428
949,326
942,162
838,492
790.805
730.633
558.045
551,632
530.614
528.706
440.040
437,900
381.282
375,425
357,735
348,850
323,320
266,138
275,275
265,170
220,370
210,650
201,865
190,509
185.870
160,480
147,690

Couldn't Buy Time

Wastarotott Bur.. RADIO DAILY

Washington-Because he couldn't
buy time on WBZ and WEEI. Boston, in attempt to defend himself
against

a

political

attack

that

appeared In a Boston newspaper
last Sunday, Representative Casey.
Mass.. yesterday filed formal com-

plaint with the FCC against the
stations.

2
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Food - Beverage Biz Led on CBS
cominG and GoinG

few
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10H N W. ALICOATE

Price S Cts.

Publisher

a

during the year, CBS received 64
cents of every automotive dollar and
Of the total radio dollar spent for 72 cents out of every tobacco dollar,

crease of

17.5

per cent over

advertising on the national networks

INDUSTRY
'30N CARLE GILLETTE :
Editor Automotive
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager Cigars, etc.
:

:

daily except Saturdays. Sundays

Published

Confectionery. etc.

Dings
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. Financial, Insurance
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alienate. Foods
President and Publisher; Donald 31. 11 crier.
Silverware
cau. Treasurer and Central Manager; Chester Lubricants, Fuel
it. Hahn, %'ice -President; Charles A. Alicoave,

Machinery

Address

()mix.

Subscriber should remit with order

5 3.907,343
5.040,336
1,507214
5,114,434
446,494
6,437,273
83.693

all

communications

;5:

Wlsconsin

Phone

to

RADII)

Nrw York. N. Y

7.6336.

7.6337,

7.6338

Cable addict,: Filmtlay, New York. Hollywood. Caol Ralph Wilk, 642S Hollywood
Illvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second clan matter April 5,
1937, at the yo-inffier at New York, N.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

19)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
At... Tel.

Cr

Tel

CBS A
Crosley Radio
Gen. Electric
RCA Common

...

RCA First Pld
Stewart Warner
Westinghouse

21

931

43/

6%
50

2031

93,
42%
615
4933

Net
Chg

Close

145% -

sb

2141 -I-

YS

21

-

931 4311 6E1 -

493. -

lot,, -

107,b
101,
105t5 10215 104

Zenith Radio ...
1535
1511
15%
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Coop. .... 15% 1571 157,5:

Grand Total

.3

6.9
.4

1.5

..

514,225
3,960

2.9

2,233.933

7.8
.6

138,235
37,708

.1

..

390,806

1.4

828.722,118

1936

8 2.533.971
3,052.924
1.191,366
4,885.770
100.009
5,216.744
91,884
1,599,034
82,365
395.146
296,800
147,567
774,010
32,705
1.308.098
715,060

15,530
151,370
470,612
783.663

11.0
13.0
5.1

21.1
.4

23.0
.4

7.0
.4

2.0
1.3

.6
3.3
.1

6.0
.3
.07
.5

2.0
3.0

-

Daily Mirror, local Hearst paper,
becomes the first American newspaper to present a foreign language
program when it goes on WOV with
its "Mirror of Thought" series aimed
at Italian-speaking groups of its circulation, potential and otherwise. A
noted Italian writer -director will read

poetry with an appropriate musical
background, each Wednesday, 3:153:30 p.m.

Ken Murray Back to "Hotel"

Nat. Union Radio... 13-16 13-16 13-16 .1-16

Ifeft Croft Digreoli, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles -Ken Murray returns
Asked to "Hollywood Hotel" on February
Stromberg Carlson
6,4
71/4
4 under a new term contract as emcee. Will have Tony Labriolo (Oswald) and Marilyn Stuart with him
Reviews of Three Plays
as formerly. Understood that Murray's
has been considerably
On WMCA in One Night uppedsalary
from figure he received from
Campbell
on
his own show and durLast night at midnight, WMCA
the previous brief stay on
aired reviews of two new plays on ing
"Hotel."
OVER THE COUNTER

Bid

.

organization.

CHESTER LaROCHE, Young L Rubicarn president, is in Hollywood, accompanied by M. M.

GILMAN, Packard exec.

MARGARET SPEARS, prima done/ of "Voice
back from a concert tour, returns to the NBC -Red for the Jan. 24 broadof f cccccc ",
cast and
airings.

again

Feb.

14

for three

successive

LUCID AGOSTINI, ye
satellite in a
long line of musical headliners. passes through
Manhattan late this week en route to N

where he will combine honeymooning with

aal commercial
arrangements

radio shows
for ethers.
At

collaborating with
1931".
is

and

turns

the moment he

Wofhingion Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington -Out of 505 broadcasting companies filing income returns
for 1935, gross of $86,178,000 and net

HERBERT T. SILVER1ERG. attorney, arrives in
New York today from Hollywood and will be
at the Hotel Warwick until Sunday.
JACK ROBBINS, accompanied by HARRY FOX.

MPPA. and TED LLOYD.
RADIO DAILY'S "01' Scoops Daly", kave for
a vacatioo In Florida on Feb. 3 end from there
general manager of

fly to Cuba to spend a few days.
BONNY-daa

GOODMAN end his
ion in

of $11,880,000 were reported by 238 broadcast.
companies, while 222 reported no net JUDY STARR leaves
and 45 were inactive.
fill an engagement at

WHO Sponsors Golden Gloves
Des Moines- WHO will sponsor
first local Golden Gloves boxing
tourney next month, according to
J. 0. Maland.
Harold Fair, program director, and
Bill Brown, sports editor, have been
in

Chicago

for conferences

with

Florida

band

after

tonight for Chicago to

TEDDY POWELL Is slated to fly lo Oakland.

to spend a few weeks with

Cal., neat Friday
his family.

HAROLD G. HOPPER.

v.p.

of Atlas Radio.

off by plane to Chicago. where he is expected
to remain oe business a few days.

Anniversary Buttons

Chicago Tribune sports editor on
In connection with its "KGLO
the event.
Week", celebrating lint anniversary.
KGLO of Mason City, Ia., has didBrokenshire Leaves WOR
Norman Brokenshire has resigned tributed buttons bearing special infrom the WOR announcing staff.
scription. Station is a CBS outlet.

Para. Auditions Novelairs
The Novelairs (Jack Allison and
Deutsch Twins) were auditioned for
films yesterday by Boris Kaplan of
Paramount. Trio's specialties include
musical novelties, comedy and dramatic bits.

They are handled by

manager.

Dorothea Lawrence Series
Dorothea Lawrence goes on Syd

Hayden's -Everybody's Hobbies" pro grain over WNYC at 5:15 p.m. for an
1I -week series in which she will
campaign for American composers
and American music.

PA --9--0411R

- INSURANCE Insurance

Specialists to the
Radio and Music Industries

!Oho 4-2100
BEekroan 10375
10 JOHN ST., NEW yORK

Robert Taylor as Emcee
weal roast 13,1,13t1, Imam 11.4115'
Los Angeles - Louis K. Sidney.

Metro radio headman and producer

of the M -G -M -Maxwell "Good News

1938," has set Robert Taylor as
permanent emcee on the program,
of

with Fanny Brice, Frank Morgan and
Allan Jones also to be fixtures.

One-Nighters for Crawford
Jesse Crawford, organist, will open
a series of one nighters, playing picture houses and concert halls under
the personal direction of Jack Lavin.
Opening date is Milford, Del., Feb.
11. with Virginia houses to follow.

left for
Tuesday's

the brake Hotel.

band remote with his criticisms of MCA, through Willard Alexander,
with Evelyn Prochaska as personal

"One -Third of a Nation "

out

Ken Simon on "Canada

Broadway and one in London. Drama

critic Harry Hershfield started off at
midnight with his review of George
Abbott's "All That Glitters." Following that was a cable from London.
wherein J. W. Marriott, WMCA's
London critic. reported on "Needs
Must." Then assistant drama critic
Martin Starr broke in on a dance

a

of Cuban music.
Agostini makes his
headou tttttt in Montreal, where he heads Wstudy

823,168,148

Daily Mirror Presenting
505 Companies Filed
Foreign Program on WOV
1935 Income Returns

SIANCIAIL
(11'rd.rfday, Ia..
High Low
1463. 145%
21% 21

Stationery, Publications
Travel
Wines. Beers
Miscellaneous
Political

13.6
17.5
5.2
17.8
1.6
22.4

114,690
426,863

Schools

Shots, Leather Goods
Soaps, House Supplies

a.; of Total

1.992.8119

Radios, etc.

HERBERT R. FIENSTEIN, president of Atlas
Radio Corm. is in Hollywood for conferences
% of Total with Ray Coffin, heading the local releasing

Industry breakdown follows:

1937

Secretary; M. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor House Furniture
Terms (Post free) United States outside of Office Equipment
Greater New York. one year. 55; foreign. Paints, Hardware
tear. 510

1936.

WkiN

with

of
the

rs affiliated
LO,,,
chai_

4; ,ers

Wrn ' kfaytecas;:ftdnd
,45

N5.4°

Hen'

4div

Y°4 City
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Associated Studios, L A.

INS Is Releasing Series
TEXAS ASS'N ENDORSES

3

RADIO DAILY
On Russo-Sino-Jap Events Remodeling New Quarters R. & R. TOPS AGENCIES

West Coast BrreaP, RADIO DAILY
A series of 12 timely articles by
IN CBS 1937 BILLINGS
REORGANIZATION OF NAB H. R. Knickerbocker on the inside Los Angeles-With the removal of
KMTR
from present temporary quardevelopments in Russia and the Sino- ters in the
Associated
Cinema
Studios
(Continued from Pape 1)
(Continued from Pape 11
Japanese situation are being released
into the new Spanish -Mis- Donahue & Co.
$104,850
man to be appointed for the district, by INS for radio presentation simul- building
sion
type
studio
on
Cahuenga
BouleE.
W.
HeIlwig
Co
92.505
the Texas Broadcasters appointed a taneous with their appearance in the vard next month, Frank Purkett, Rahrabaugh & Gibson
89,625

,-ommittee

of

Harold

Hough, Hearst newspapers. The series, which v.p. and g.m. of Associated,
an- Compton Advertising
as nounces that the building will be Co -Operative Advertising
completely remodeled from plans Charles R. Stuart
drawn by Marshall Wilkinson, archi- Fletcher & Ellis

V.

WHAP, Fort Worth, and present started this week, is prepared
treasurer of the NAB, Kern Tipps, "five-minute shots" for the air.
1CPRC, Houston, and Max Bentley,

KRBC, Abilene, to nominate the man IBC Network Now Feeding
for the Texas 13th District This
nominating committee selected 0. L.
Programs to 15 Stations
Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo, as the man
(Coatintled hem Page 1)
to represent Texas.
Mrs. J. C. Vanderwoode, Dallas, Philadelphia, is now feeding daily
explained the proposed "Texas Plan" programs to 15 stations. List inof Parent-Teacher Education. Said cludes VVCOP, Boston; WNDC, New
plan provides of one hour daily trans- Britain; WELI, New Haven; WSPR,
criptions to be run on all Texas sta- Springfield; WEVD and WFAF3, New
tions as sustaining programs. Pro- York; WHOM, New Jersey; WABY,
grams to be produced by Texas Col- Albany; WEBR, Buffalo; WSYR,
leges with 15 minute periods devoted Syracuse; WLBY, Utica; WSAY,

to primary, high school, college and
adult education. No definite plans
for financing organization have been
completed.

All Texas stations were urged to

join NAB and to be present at Washington meeting starting Feb. 14.
Present officers of the organization

will remain until meeting in fall.

tect, conforming to the newest developments in acoustical treatment
practice and providing added sound

stages for both wax and film recording.

Alterations will include facilities

to add to the present fleet of Associated sound trucks used by independent film producers on location.
Purkett recently inaugurated a new
practice in auditioning transcriptions
by recording on both film and wax,
permitting clients to get both visual
Rochester; WAAB, Boston; WICC, and audible impressions of the show.
Bridgeport, and WEAN, Providence. Plan was followed with a new proMiss Hyla Kiczales, general man- gram custom-built for the film star
ager of IBC, is the only woman hav- Anna Sten, and a new dramatic show
ing complete authority over a net- called "'Frisco Bill" and has been
work. She was directly instrumental highly endorsed by potential buyers,
in the growth of the largest foreign Purkett reports.
radio chain in the country.

85.500
69.740
54.120
52,303
44.775
38.405

Peck Advertising Agency
Botsford. Constantine & Gardner
Cockfield, Brown & Co

37.51111

Lawrence C. Gurnbinner
L. D. Wertheimer
Milton Weinberg

29,525
22,960
22,420
17,610
16,120
14,526
13,060
11.795
11,040
10,869
9.386
6.094
6.480
5.945
5.681
4.320
3,775
2.700
2,500
1,485
990

Hinson -O'Donnell

McCord Co.
Barnes Chase Co.
Weston Advertising

The Caples Co.

Agency

James F. Fay Co
A. J. Denne & Co

Broadcast Advertising. Inc.
Frances Hooper
Gillharn

Adv. Agency

A. McKim Ltd.
Pacific Market Builders
Raymond R. Morgan Co
Walker & Downing
Baker Adv. Agency
Walsh Advertising Co
James Houlihan
Sidney Garfinkel

Grand Total

$28.722.118

Freddie Rich Renewed

consist of 0. L. Taylor,
Heatter Starts Feb. 1
Ted Cott Resumes at WNYC
CBS Artists Bureau has renewed
KGNC, Amarillo, president; Martin Ted Cott, dramatic director of contract
of Freddie Rich for another Gabriel Heatter's new five-minute
Campbell, WFAA, Dallas, vice-presi- WNYC, is back on the job after a year as CBS staff conductor. This inspirational series for Johns -Mandent, and James R. Curtis, KFRO, vacation and is launching a new will mark Rich's tenth year with the ville, with WOR as the outlet here,
Longview, secretary -treasurer.
program policy for the Radio Play- retwork.
starts Feb. 1.
Texas Broadcasters in attendance house. One -hour adaptations by Cott
at meeting included: Alex Keese, of leading current movies will be
WFAA, Dallas; Sam H. Bennett, aired starting with "Boy of the
KTAT, Fort Worth; E. P. Humbert, Streets" Sunday at
Radio
WTAW, College Station; L. L. Hend- Playhouse Experimental Workshop
rick, KRRV, Sherman; Burton Bis- offers Oscar Wilde's "Salome" on
hop, KTEM, Temple; Martin Camp- Saturday at 5:30, with Beatrice Milbell, WFAA, Dallas; Jas. G. Ulmer, ler and Ted Cott in the cast
KOCA and KGKB, Tyler; John C.
Officers

ntilforth

and KWKH,
"Romance of the News"
Southerland,
"The Romance of the News" reWRAP, Fort Worth; R. S. Bishop. cently
began a run of 52 weeks over
KFJZ, Fort Worth; Gene Cagle,
daily excepting Sunday at
KFJZ, Fort Worth; Max Bentley, WOV,
9:30-9:45
am. This new series, sponFisher,
Beeman
KRBC, Abilene;
sored
by
Food Products, a diviWOAI, San Antonio; D. A. Kahn, sion of DePope
Rosa Inc., is a dramatizaKGKO, Wichita Falls; Harold Hough,
McCormack,

Shreveport;

KTBS

Herb

WBAP, Fort Worth; George Cranston, WRAP, Fort Worth; 0. L. Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo, and James R.
Curtis, KFRO, Longview.

U. P. Wire for WESG

tii the
k

ftrizle

structure of the story.

CHIEF

"Camp Meeting of the Air"
WHIG, Greensboro, N. C., having

for

religious

programs,

combined

three evangelical churches into an

hour program the last Sunday of each
month, titled "WHIG's Camp Meeting

of the Air" and conducted

in

the same manner of the old-fashioned
camp meetings of the south. The first
broadcast brought the greatest response any religious program has

ever received over the Carolina re-

WCMI Studio for Ironton
Ashland, Ky.-WCMI, which until
recently had been supplying time to

(Ironton Broadcasting Co., Ironton,
1

CRAIG & HOILINGBERY. INCAKIAXAgof

Sixty - Six Women Say OK

newspaper with actual current news

gional.

a the News!

Four Thousand Eight Hundred

of the workings of a modern
events making up the background
tion

Elmira, N. Y.-After being sup- many applications from churches in
plied with news from a limited Greensboro and surrounding towns,
United Press newspaper service wire
since last May when a special news
department was added to the facilities at WESG, a change was recently
made to the United Press Radio wire.
Station has two news periods daily
sponsored by Van Dyne-Tydol Oil
Co. Glenn Williams handles all news
and special events for WESG.

OUSEWIFE

0., now discontinued, is understood
to be planning to establish its own
studios In that city.

-WXYZMICHIGAN
RADIO
NETWORK

OF WXYZ SAID,

THIS

"TEST

PROGRAM, AND DON'T PULL PUNCHES"
And what a test.Right at the height of Holiday
turmoil. November 11th to December 11th, (1937).
when women arc really busy. Broadcasting lime
purposely moved from mornings to 1:45 to 2 P.M.,
Monday through Friday, and no "ballyhoo." BUT.
we did have an attractive free offer to entice mall
response.

When the Chief said, "don't pull punches" he
meant, test the program the hard way, and report
the findings as Is.

The entire case history Is available to any agency
or sponsor desiring a really powerful commercial
program.

WRITE FOR THE FACTS. ANN WORTH,
HOUSEWIFE IS READY FOR SPONSORSHIP NOW.

ING-TIRENCILE BROADCASTING COT
RA"11.18"?.',24WORK WXYZ-DETROIT

N BC

BLUE NETWORK
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative

4
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S.

I. NEIMAN has purchased the

interest of E. S. Frank in Ernest
Frank & Neiman, Chicago agency.

ALICE BRADY, on Chase & San

born Hour, Jan.

Frank has gone to W. C. Mitchell
THERESA POWER. veteran of
media department of Lord & Thomas,

Chicago, has retired on pension.
ARTHUR E. TATHAM of Bauer
& Black, Chicago, has been named
chairman of program committee of
Association of National Advertisers.

which will hold annual meeting at
Hot Springs, Va., Sept. 28.

RICHARD V. NALL has left
Reincke, Ellis, Younggreen & Finn

for the John H. Dunham Co.. Chicago.

JIM PEASE, formerly of Mcjunkin

agency, has joined Carl Wester &
Co., Chicago, and is collaborating

with Irna Phillips on "Woman in

White" scripts.

Albert Kircher Co.. Chicago, has
been named counsel for the SkootMobile account.
W.

E. SPROAT &

agency,

has changed

Chicago
its name to

CO.,

Sproat-Hirschmann-Sproat, the partners remaining the same.

KELLY, STUHLMAN & ZAHRNDT,

St. Louis agency, has taken additional

space for the third time in less than
three years.

STACK-GOBLE, Chicago, is plac-

ing a portion of the radio business

of Lewis -Howe Co., St. Louis (Nature's Remedy). Announcements are
being used on four Don Lee stations.
JAMES R. LUNKE & ASSOCIATES, Chicago, placed five-minute
programs for Chicago Engineering
Works on CKCK, CKY and CFCF.

on "We the People" last week telling bow he reversed the "rags to riches"
method of success, but at the last minute walked out of the show because
he didn't like the script....He was talked -back into the show to do piece
on "war correspondents" but nixed that Idea also.... -Hammerstein Music
Hall' next week will present as guestcus two blind pianists playing "Smoke
Got In My Eyes"....Saul Chaplin's (he's one of the Eaglishversion writers

WXYZ, Detroit
today in "The Adventures of the
Green Hornet".
Scripts of "Big Moment", Michigan

Radio Network show, by Richard E.
Osgood, will be used by American
Legion on national broadcasts. The
Legion asked permission after reading the first script.

WADC, Akron
Allen T. Simmons, owner, is southbound for Miami and Havana.
A. W. and Joyce McGrath have set

up a Cleveland office for radio pro-

In

reality. Chaplin will

Jan. 25 (CBS, 9:30 p.m.)
STOOPNAGLE

10 p.m.)
ROLAND

tome Taps is general manager for Shapiro -Bernstein, music
He's also engaged to Doris Rhodes. new CBS singing sensation. It was through Ionics efforts that Doris was given a "look -in" at
Columbia and a program of her own.... The other nile she debuted In the
first of the series and used as her theme song "Deep Purple,- published by
Robbins Music-which will net that firm a bundle due to performances!....
Eddie Garr says that last week he made two appearances for Bromolelner
on the air. His first and last!

Recently at "Benny the Bum's" in Philly, Edward
Roecker, former WIP singer, who is now with Pick and Pat on CBS,

had dinner with Murray Arnold, WIP press head....During the

floor show, Benny "The Bum" Fogelman, came over to Eddie and
asked him if he please wouldn't mind doing a number for the people.
Eddie agreed, sang "Old Man River" to the thunderous applause of
the patrons and returned to his table-only to meet Benny again.
"Eddie," he said, "that was marvelous. It was the best I've ever
Monte Mellinger of Lord & Thomas sent ihe following wire to

BUDD,

CRANDALL,

cartoon

Air," Jan. 23 (WNEW, 6:45 p.m.)
JACK CHERTOK, M -G -M shorts
producer, interviewed by Sam Taylor,
today (WHN, 6:45 p.m.).

BOB MURRAY. on Ray Block's
"The Instrumentalists", today (CBS,
II a.m.).

LINCOLN
Lincoln Theaters Corp. signed Bar-

'

ney Oldfleld, Sunday Journal and

Star movie columnist, this week for
6 nights weekly via KFOR.
Dorothy Wertz, KFAB singer, suffered a skull fracture in an automobile accident and is in the hospital
here. Happened the day she revealed
her marriage to Glen Haynes.

WB1G, Greensboro
Manly Holland and Gilbert Hutchi-

son have joined the commercial department.

Edward Andrus, new addition to
the announcing staff, is producing
"The Word of Life" thrice weekly.
Erlu Neese, former star of Duke
Power's program, is visiting New
York.

Peggy Gordon. soprano, is being
featured as soloist on Duke Power
program.

GEORGE GRIFFIN
Lyric Baritone

quick lunch. Don't let Winchell know or Vallee Nor D. Zanuek or Truman
Talley.

RECORDINGS
Call BRINCKERHOFF

But have more fun than (Edgar) Bergen. (Bert) Lahr. And happy
birthday, Little Stan".. .Bill Donnelly of WICC. Bridgeport, actor of the
"Let Freedom Ring" series. forwards the suggestion that ousd-eflcts
libraries should Include "pauses"....The verbal sparring match between
Major Bowes and Cecil B. DeMille on the latter's program last Monday
night over CBS was great fun. The Molar and the moviii.radlo producer
knew each other 'way back when.

on

animator, on "Cartoon Club of the

kidding for a week and then, in desperation, cleared the chinwhich by this time had become accustomed to the "fur," so he landed
back in bed because he was exposed to the elements.

and

Benny Goodman show, Jan. 25 (CBS,

Yesterday's RADIO DAILY cleared the "Big Stone
Crushing Mystery" for you-and also us. It was B. Charles -Dean's
showmanship method of creating interest in his new radio idea. The
suspense nearly killed a lot of readers!... Reminds us of the time
Ed Wolf ran his teasers on "Hilltop House"-which he admitted
selling to Pepsodent because of the ad-is our face red?.... Hubbell
Robinson, production man at Young & Rubicam, has a very interesting piece of fiction in Feb. Esquire.... After a three week absence
from KY A, Frisco, because of a flu -attack, Richard Moyer Deasy.
staff announcer, returned with a Rasputin-like beard. He stood the

lady Starr the other day while her birthday party woe on, The "0" are
ours: -Twinkle twinkle little Stan. How we wonder that you are Birthdaying with Ted (Powell) and Bunch. At Shor's (Tavern) disreputable

now at

TEASDALE, on Jack Oakie show,

Sholem Secunda. the Jewish writer, will receive a cent and a ball.

Pury Pullen here,
IVTAM, Cleveland.

is

LOU HOLTZ, on Al Pearce pro-

gram. Jan. 25 (CBS, 9 p.m.)
ADOLPIIE MENJOU and VERREE

receive one cent per copy old-while

heard 'Wagon Wheels' sung!"

"Trailer Tim", formerly portrayed

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON, on

Al Jolson show, Jan. 25 (CBS, 8:30

p.m.)

The

duction work.
Johnny Aitlicrthead, chief engineer,
vacationing in Havana until Feb. 1.
by

p.m.)

reason is that people say his son is making a million dollars from the hit
song.

E

LAURITZ MELCHIOR, on Robert
Ripley show. Jan. 22 (NBC -Red
8 p.m.)
VICENTE COMEZ, guitarist and
DUSOLINA GIANNINI, on "Magic
Key of RCA," Jan. 23 (NBC -Blue. 2

Mote Smith and their enterprises....Ted Collins plans to have I. Edgar
Hoover on the air shortly.... Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr. was slated to appear

of "Bi Mir B. D. S.") dad Is a tailor-who can't get work today.

(NBC -Red,

I..

"LIttle Shots About Big Shots"-Contrary to W. W.'s report in
his pillar yesterday. William Maloney is still press agent for Ted Collins.

publishers.

Sidney Mason is a recent addition
to announcing staff.
Michael Axford returns to the air

23

p.m.)

agency.

THURSDAY WJZ-NBC BLUE

12:15 . M. EST.

SUNDAY WEAF-NBC RED

9 A. M. EST.

Management NBC Article Service
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"Down Beat" Club
WHBF Lively Youngster
Outgrowth of the rising popularity
"They say that radio is an infant of station's "Down Beat" program.
tine." recently heard in transcribed industry .
so meet the liveliest
Kansas City, is organizing a
form over WHN, started on WJZ- radio youngster in the middle west," KCKN,
Beat" club. Show, a recent
NBC-Blue this week as a Tuesday says a new 32 -page brochure just "Down
starter, gives dope on songs and song
feature at 9:30-10 p.m., sponsored by released by WHBF, Rock Island. To celebrities, featuring an interview on
Larus & Bro. Co. (Edgeworth tobac- carry out this theme, the cover and each broadcast. Ruth Royal, origco and Domino cigarettes), through all pages are illustrated by candid inator of the program is also guidBlackett-Sample-Hummert agency.
photographs of an 11 -month old baby ing light of the club. Idea is to inFor its type of serial, "Jimmy Val- performing various antics before a vite selected members to visit studios
entine" is hard to beat. The story WHBF microphone, intending to show when celebs are Interviewed. Among
of the ex -convict who tried to reform that WHBF is the liveliest radio the names already interviewed are
but couldn't escape hounding by the youngster in the middle west.
Little Jack Little, Don Torres, Frank
police already has proved itself on Clair Beyer, WHBF national sales A. Sherman, Will Osborne, Morris

' Alias Jimmy Valentine"

Bert Lytell in "Alias Jimmy Valen-

.

stage. screen and radio as well as in
its original fiction version.
Present air production is well produced and has a fine cast. Supporting
Lytell are Elizabeth Day in the feminine lead, Alfred Swenson, Jack
McBryde, Don Costello and Paul
Nugent. Anne and Frank Hummert
are producing.

.

and promotion manager, prepared the Brampson, and Joe Boan.

- -brochure and took the pictures of
his young daughter, Emma Kristine. "Thanks for Sloan's Liniment"
He felt that babies could illustrate Ben Grauer, in ending his comradio station as well as other forms mercial, says: "Members of the stuof advertising-and it proved to be dio audience, what would you say?"
Some 300 voices answer, "Thanks for
a "natural".
Sloan's Liniment."
On the cover Emma Kristine croons This, observes Cecil, Warwick &
into the microphone then represents Legler, agency handling the account,
the advertiser who does not use radio "is the first time in radio that an
Paul Sullivan
sleeping. Then she kicks up her entire studio audience aids in giving
Besides having his own program by
heels on the showmanship page, tears
schedule on WLW, Cincinnati. Paul up paper on the action page . . ex- a commercial." The new twist has
Sullivan is now coming to New York amines newspapers and census re- just been added to Warden Lewis E.
each week for a series of appearances ports, splashes in the bathtub, pounds Laves' "Behind Prison Bars," airing
on the Vitalis show, Monday nights a typewriter, wrestles with a window for the liniment over NBC -Blue.
over NBC -Red. It is easy to under- card and smokes a cigar (wrapped
Goes with the Gas Bill
stand the popularity of this com- in cellophane) to illustrate sections on Leaflets,
mailed with the gas bills.
mentator. He has a most ingratiating publicity, market data, sports, adverstyle, in speech as well as in atti- tisers, merchandising and personnel. direct public attention to Memphis
& Light Co.'s "Ports of Calltude, a likable southern-gentletnan And she apparently reads RADIO Power
an Atlas show on WREC. Copy asks
flavor and none of the carping ten- DAILY.
the customers to "tune in an this inof so many other commentaWhile the infant theme is promi- structive program," bringing "betors.
-the -horizon adventure to your
In his first Vitalis program Sulli- nent, it is incidental to detailed data yond
radio side." Mailing was idea of
van turned raconteur and related presented on every phase of WHBF's Charles E. Maughan of the station.
some untold incidents about General activities.
-

.

Robert E. Lee.

promoted to WKY Continuity Chief,
due to severe illness that has forced
Doris Rhodes
the retirement of E. C. Sutton.
Though
FCC
has
denied
applicaStarting a sustaining series on tion of George H. Evans and Davis
Harold 'Dutch' Smith handlin-g
CBS,
via
p.m.
of
a
Mondays. 7:15-7:30
C. Vandiver for construction
wrestling program broadcasts for
Doris Rhodes was billed as "Colum- station at Chickasha plans may not KTOK.
bia's new singing star" and the word- be dropped entirely. Realignment
WKY presenting K. D. Turner,
slinger repeated the phrase before may be considered and new applica- state
game warden in series of proeach of the four songs she did. tion made later.
Backed by Freddie Rich's capable KVOO and KTUL. Tulsa, will both grams called "Sportsmen's Hour."
musical assistance, Miss Rhodes sang
Neal Barrett, southwestern Hearst
"I Double Dare You", "Once In A salute northeastern Oklahoma towns manager at Oklahoma City and v.p.
30. The of company, named chairman of the
While" and "The Morning After", and cities beginning January
pausing for time to allow the band 30 -minute programs will be spon- sports and recreation committee of
to play "I See Your Face Before sored by the Good Neighbor Clubs. Oklahoma City Chamber of ComMe", with another vocal. "Everything Johnny Caldwell, KTOK office boy, merce.
You Said Came True", rounding out now collecting station gossip for in- YMCA Youth and Sports Program
the period. Her delivery of the first clusion in programs mailed out to added to KTOK schedule.
chorus was good, while the second interested parties.
Verna Mae Jemison reviewing
rendition of the same words came George M. Hamaker, formerly as- children's
books on WNAD.
as a complete surprise to the listener. sistant continuity director, has been

OKLAHOMA

It

had individuality plus plenty of

showmanship.

i Katharine Salmon) presents an in-

Mary Ware

Taking the air over WSMB, New
Orleans, daily except Saturdays and
Sundays for 10 minutes, Mary Ware

DON KERR
Madge of Cororooits
WIACA

faxraalan areatiw Now
Six Star Rayne

Zak* Manners' Cans

SKEETER PALMER and his or

chestra have been renewed for
an indefinite period at the Seneca
Hotel,

Rochester,

in New York.

Freddy Martin's orchestra, which

opens at Royal Palms. Miami Beach.
on Jan. 20, has lost Terry Shand. sing-

ing pianist, and Bruce Yantis. first
violinist, who has organized a band
of his own now playing at El Morocco in New York. Martin will be back
in Chicago for an Aragon ballroom

engagement in the Spring.

Ernie Hoist's orchestra, currently
heard via CBS from the Book -Cadil-

lac Hotel in Detroit, will have two
network wires starting next month.

The vocal assignments during Ernie's
broadcasts are handled by Hoist himself, Norman Moon. and a trio, "The
Novelteers."

Carlos Chavez, distinguished Mex-

has been commissioned to compose a harp concerto
for radio by Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
president of radio station WFIL,
Philadelphia, and vice-president of
the Philadelphia Orchestra Associaican composer,

tion. The concerto will be especially
written for microphone pick-up and

scored for a small orchestra within
the means of the average radio station.

Frank McFarlane and his Terrace
Boys, who adopted their title while

entertaining on the terrace

CH 4-5155

of the

Hong Kong Hotel, in China, have be-

gun an engagement at Lu Marquise,
Tony Vietro's new supper club at 28
West 56th St. Muriel Welch, piano
virtuoso, is a new addition to the
show there.

lks

ed to

1441 Sway, New York

a

ler orchestras, has joined !sham Jones

teresting shoppers' program for
Maison Blanche. The credits are light affiliated with the WATI. announcing
and the program, when caught, tend- staff, while Bill Schell has joined

man who had helium and oxygen
pumped into his diving suit.

with

and his band at the Hotel Lincoln

COUNT
Atlanta - Allan Park has become MOST

D'ARTEGA

Y.,

Kathleen Lane, formerly vocalist
with Charles Barnet and Glen Mil-

WATL Adds to Staff

infer the benefit of modern the station's commercial department.
household appliances, etc., through
comparison with what future cenSoaking Direct
turies would bring. After touching
upon year 3,000 when our descendants might be swimming on the ocean
AND HIS
floor in special suits, program returns to the present with an account
ORCHESTRA
of the record -breaking descent of a

N.

WHAM wire. The orchestra is handled by Meyer Davis office.

WEED

CKWX
VANCOUVER,

8. C.
The Popular
Station
of
Canada's Third

Largest City

2.comppng
/111010 577/170/V

wgrsrontrirts

MEW YORK - t/IlliC0
PITROff-IINNIJINCJI410
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L4cui4dts

One of a Series of Who's Who in the Industry

A. H. FLATEN

ri

61,1,..al

'

EDDIE DAVIS has been signed for
26 more weeks of scripting on the
Jack Haley show. Don Clark of the
H. N. Swanson office set the deal.
Torn Breiteman and Caryl Coleman

are La to San Francisco

you called Agdur H. Solon, commercial manager of KDAL. Duluth, by
first name. it would sound so strange to /131 that ha probably would IFhis
n't answer. But when you hail him as "Flatty."-the "a" pronounced as

in "arm"-he responds with the friendly smile his friends know so well.
"Flatly" has been in radio about 10 years.

starting as a salesman al KFJM. in Grcrod
Forks. N. D. Alter beteg graduated from the
University of North Dakota, he worked for

to stage

the Kroger Grocery 6 Baking Co. in Clnein.

their CBS Pacific Coast "My Secret
Ambition" show in the Gold Ballroom of the Palace Hotel next Sun-

nail and later received sales training with

KMPC boasts 23 new live programs

"natty" made such a good record at UJM
that he was sales manager when he left to

the Studebaker Corp. He even was a Fuller
Brush man when in college.

day.

inaugurated since Leo Tyson took

assume the duties of commercial manager at
KDAL. It is lamely due to his efforts that
KDAL has taken such great forward strides
since it went on the air Nov. 22. 1936-affiliat-

the helm at the Beverly Hills station.
Gene and Glenn have been set for
new three -weekly series on KFI
in addition to their current five -a -

week spot at 9 a.m. over the same
station.

Sam Pierce. narrator and whatnot

on "Hollywood Hotel," is the parent
of 8 -pound Samuel C. Pierce III.
hlirandy, versatile hillbilly character woman, finished a year for one
sponsor

ing with CBS on Sept. 5, 1937.

Was a Fuller Brush man
On the personal side, 'natty" is aver the
white at college
6 -toot mark and sports a crop of wavy, red
hair. He is married. Is usually working so hard that he says the only

hobby he has time for Is "more work-signing new business for KDA1."
A frequent companion of "natty's" on his calls in Duluth and on many of
bin out-of-thecity trips is his pat Boston Bull. "Rex."

same station.

WESG, Elmira, N. Y.
Harry

Springer,

veteran

KDYL, Salt Lake City
band

leader, theater and dance orchestra
Tom Langan, script writer on the conductor, has been added to the
Paul WI) teman -Chest erti el d show, staff as musical director.
has authored a newspaper yarn,
"Cops Are Human," which is under Manager Dale Taylor is a member
consideration at a major studio. Lan- of the local committee in charge of
gan was at one time a New York the President's Birthday Ball.
reporter.
Two other
Whiteman
A new swing program has been
scripters, Al Lewis and Hank Gar- inaugurated which after two prescon, are about to be put under ex- entations is pulling mail in keeping
clusive contract by the maestro.
with longer established programs.
"Swinging the Blues Away," Friday,

Al Priddy, announcer, drawing his
own blueprints for home.
By Woodbury, musical director,
spending eight hours a day rehearsing, working with script writers,
planning several series of live -talent
shows.

Myron Fox, special events man,
back from Palm Springs.
Ted Kimball, program director, recently interviewed Luther King, Negro tenor, and presented Salt Lake's
music critics and several
2:30 p.m., handled by Woody Ott, an- newspaper
KIDO, Boise
nouncer, features a different local music sponsors on same program.
At the station's monthly stall meet- dance band each week plus better Frank Austin has been appointed
ing, plans were laid for listener cam- nationally known swing bands in news editor, with Jack Gregson as
assistant editor. News department
paign for new program ideas and transcribed form.
criticisms en present sustainers, also B.B.D. & 0. representatives recent- rewrites, editing, supervision will be
improving station's nine -year -old ly used WESG facilities to audition handled through regular production
department.
"Jack and Jill Club."
network show for a prospective Big-time variety show, "Hello,
Announcers Roy Civille and John aclient
in
this
territory.
Ladies," woman's program featuring
"Mac" MacMahon enjoy completely
ad lib quarter hour in their role as Announcer Kenneth Powell experi- By Woodbury and his orchestra,
the "Lobby Loungers." This program enced thrills aplenty enroute to his made debut Monday as a six -weekly
of informal interviews is remoted home in Pennsylvania last weekend. and is going over fine. Shirley Davis,
twice weekly from the Hotel Boise He drove through a blizzard for most Don Parker, and others are in the
cast.
of the 250 miles-each way.
Jack Bain's ork, playing an enGeorge Snell, production manager,
gagement at the Boise Supper Club,
has revised the station's sustaining
otats it out on the air three evenings
program schedule completely, dumpWTMJ, Milwaukee
a wee c for tuner -inners.
ing all old ideas and instituting a
Anson Weeks, whose band is play- new schedule of sustaining features
nig Milwaukee's Hotel Schroeder throughout station's time on air. 6-1
WIBG, Glenside, Pa.
with WTMJ wire, used the station's a.m. seven days a week.
Margaret R. Collins, program di - facilities to make some recordings
sector. will appear on today's Piano for Decca.
Symphonic program.
Mary Agnes Donahue, soprano,
Worder Valley Boys will be guests made her bow on "New Voices of

Saturday on the Hatboro Program.

CARL

BIXBY
Creator, writer, director or producer of
successful network radio programs.
P.

0. son 84, Manhasset,

L.

I..

14.

Y.

WCAE, Pittsburgh

Singer Nancy Martin is now mak
1938." She was formerly heard on ing all the special arrangements for
WCFL, Chicago.
her commercial and sustaining proWhile Russ Winnie's voice is tem- grams.
W. Marshall, who lost his bid
porarily silent, due to a jaw infec- forElder
re-election to the Common Pleas
tion, Bob Heiss is handling the com- Bench,
was
speaker on the station's
mentator's daily Wadhams Oil "Sport "Law for theaLaymen"
series,
Flash."

Joe Sartory,

.1.11vice'MILES TRAMMELL, NBC

president, touring Pennsylvania

on business. Around Feb. he and
Mrs. Trammell will leave for a vacation in the Bahamas.
H. Leslie Atlass, vice-president of
1

CBS, and assistant Jack Van Volkenburg back from visit to KMOX, St.
Louis.

Hazel Flanagan, wife of Pat Flanagan, WBBM sportscaster, seriously
ill with influenza.
Ascap is reprinting in the Febru-

ary issue of

former sports

anJack Martin is improvising the ac- nouncer and now member of the

companiments for the "Singing Jing- sales staff, returns to the air SunHormel's
tri-weekly day for a guest appearance on Elsie
aleer" on
."Sparn" shows.
Litchenstul's "News Digest."

its

Journal article by

Larry Wolters, radio editor of the
Chicago Tribune, on "Music to Ra-

dio Drama Is Like a Frame to Picture."
It's

a girl at Seymour Zeldman's,
who is better known to radio stars
from coast to coast as Maurice Sey-

mour.
Hoosier

on KFAC last week, but

started right in for another one with
her six -times -weekly chore at 8:30
a.m. daily except Monday over the

1witsiiimmir

Hot

Shots

planning

to

make a trip to London to do several
theater dates in early spring.
Ziff -Davis Publishing Co. has pur-

chased Radio News and Amazing

Stories from Teck Publishing Company. Both of them will have their
tempo stepped up. Radio News to be
published in Chicago.

Dan Harding's Wife, NBC serial for
National Biscuit Co., will mark its
500th installment next Friday. Isabel
Randolph, Loretta Poynton and Mer-

ril Fugit play the leading parts.

KFOX, Long Beach, Cal.
Vaync Hart, announcer and sound
man, has completed his revision of
station's recorded sound effect library. A new filing system, designed
by Hart,

puts any desired record

within easy reach.
Foster Rucker (Friendly Philosopher) is vice-president of the alumni
association of Long Beach Polytechnic High School.
Deane Chamness is first lady of
the KFOX office staff. She has been
associated with station owner Hal

Nichols for more than 25 years, start-

ing with him in Denver when he
was a leader in orchestra circles before the days of radio.

Harry McNaughton to Wed
New Orleans-Marion Turpie, golfer, said here that she would shortly
marry Harry McNaughton, the
'Bottle" of Phil Baker's program.
-

-

JOSEF
CHERNIAVSKY

<

-The Musical
Cameraman"
Now Guest
Conductor at

SHEA'S
BUFFALO THEATRE

Featuring

his

Pet Presentation Ideal
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EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
Gerald A. Travic, La Porte, Ind. CP for
new station.
be granted.

be..

NEW DUSINEAS

Coast--to-Caaat

ACTIVITIES
1420

7

RADIO DAILY

250 watts, daytime,

Fred M. Weil, Grand Coulee. Wash. CP
for new station. 1420 tic., 100 watts, 250
watts LS., unlimited, be derdad.

WCAU, Newton Square, Pa. Mod. of
CP to add additional (regencies for use by

Signed by Stations

THE Scarab Ball, annual bizarre starts on WHN Jan. 31 for 18 week ,

Provision Co., "Martha Lane's Radio
ETs, through I.. S. Gillham

Agency.

Schermerhorn, Detroit Times society

Hutchinson Advertising Co.; Father Coughlin;
Products Ca.,
ctl clock,Zanol
a,,,ithrough

announcer,

will be aided by Jane

Scottowels.

editor, in giving a radio picture of
Editor
"The
Rockhold's
Joe
Jan. 31: %VOID. Denver, CP to increase the colorful scene.
Speaks," in which Rockhold reads
HEARINGS SCHEDULED

change frequency and hours of
KW,, unlimited.
operation to 630 kc.,
KFEL, Denver. CP to change hours of
%W., unoperation and increase power to
power and

1

1

limited. 920 kc.
Scripps -Howard Radio, Inc.. Denver. CP
KW., 5 KW.
for new station. 630 kc.,
LS.. unlimited
1

WFIL. Philadelphia CP to increase power
1

KDYL, Salt Lake City: American Parkin

Kitchen,"

fling of Detroit's artists' colony at marks the fourth participating sponHotel Book -Cadillac will be broad- sor to be placed on Mrs. Ida Bailey
cast by W.TE at midnight Friday. Allen's program by the J. Walter
Duncan Moore, WJR's special events Thompson agency. Others include
man, and Charles Penman, veteran Danya, Washington State Apples and

W3XAU be denied. Grant request to amend
applications and specify other frequencies.

to

&

KW., 5 KW. LS. 560 kc., unlimited.

programs, presented under the auspices of the Music Educator's Na-

WGNY, Newburgh. N. Y. CP to change

Power m 1220 kc., 250 watts, daytime.

PHILADELPHIA

renewal.

W110, Des Moines: Winston & Newell Co
;IGA), "Cook's Corner With Mary," through

Co.

Proctere

(Lava), "Houseboat Hannah," renewal,

facturing Co., announcements, through Nelson
Gilliam Co.; Gamble Stores, announcements,

Al Barrie will satirize "The Mertional
schools around the country will be chant of Venice" on his "Mellyinaugurated at 11:30 a.m. Saturday drarners" program over WNEW at
Conference

from

different

State Broadcasting Corp. Gretna, La. CP
1370 kc., 100 watts, 250 over the NBC -Red Network.
watts LS., unlimited.
March 9:
Pawtucket Broadcasting Co..
Neil Collins is now publicity diPawtucket, R. I. CP far new station. 1390
rector of WCLE and WHK, Clevekr., 1 KW, unlimited.
March IS: WHEW, New York. Mod. of land.
license to increase power to I KW., 5 KW.
LS. 1250 kc., share time.

Coca-Cola.

tising Co.

Blackett Sample - Hummert; Lever
the outstanding editorials from news- through
Bros. (Spry), announcements, through RuthThe fifth consecutive Winter sea- papers in the Toledo area, have been rauff
& Ryan; Holland Furnace Co., through
son of Music and American Youth resumed on WSPD.
Ruthrauff & Ryan; Fellows Medical Manu-

for new station.

frequency and hours of operation and increase

WHN, New York:

"Singin' Sam'. ET,. through D'Arcy Adver-

The elaborate broadcast, "Streets of
New York," originally scheduled on
WNYC this Friday, is postponed to
allow for the assemblage of special
sound effect equipment and record-

1:30 pan. Saturday.

WHOM. Jersey City, gave its Polish

gram direct from the deck of the
Battory upon landing at the Hoboken pier. Eugene Brominski and Ray
Marshall were at the mike for the

ings.

ternut
Coffee).
announcements,
Buchanan -Thomas Advertising Co.

through

KMOX, St. Louis: Olson Rug Co., news;

ManthoKresmo Co.. announcements.

listeners a treat Tuesday night when
(t presented the holiday festival pro-

sponsored broadcast.

through BBD&O; Paxton & Gallagher (But

W N EW, New York R. B. Davis Co.
(baking powder). Make -Believe Ballroom,"
through Chas. W Hoyt Co.; Bernard Perttomes. "Make Believe Ballroom," through
Sel Johnson Co.

Free Tickets for Sports Fans
Frank Chase and George Ludlam,
on their "Sports Question Box" program over WEAF at 6:35 p.m. Saturday, will offer two free tickets to any
sporting event for the most interesting question of the week. Transportation and other expenses also
will be paid.

Stoney McLlnn, WIP's director of
Ed Smalle, who made several musports broadcasts, will be honored by "Curtain Please" is the title of a sical movie shorts with his vocal
a testimonial dinner on his 30th an- new series of Cleveland produced septet last year for various film comniversary as sports writer and radio programs, featuring artists and mu- panies, has started work on his first
commentator.
sic of the legitimate stage and pit, one this year.
Dr. Leon Levy, president of WCAU, presented by WHK each Tuesday
leaves for a five week vacation
evening at 7:30 p.m. Music on the
Palm Beach.
program will feature the U.B.C. ConA few of the lasting stars
WPEN's newly inaugurated artist cert Orchestra under direction of
who were coached, directed
bureau under direction of Manning Louis Rich. WHK invited Carl Hanand helped up the "ladder
Hall is doing a land office business. na, owner of Hanna Theater, and
of fame" by Ned Wayburn
A new program on WFIL is "Stamp William T. Blair, manager of the
DANCING, SINGING
Evelyn law
Club," under direction of George house, to speak on "The Theater ToAl Jolson
Marilyn Miller
Henhoffer.
and
day." Nicky Burnett will produce.
Fred and Adele Astaire
Kay Allen, heard over KYW, is reEddie Cantor
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
hearsing with Roger Kortland and Tony Wons' Scrapbook, sponsored
Mae West
Will Rogers
his orchestra.
over a CBS network thrice weekly
Class or Private Instruction For
Grace Moore
"Looking Over Books" with War- by Vicks Chemical Company, is now
Ed Wynn
Preparing Adults and Children For
ren Schutte returns to KYW.
Fannie Brice
being heard in Hawaii via recordJeanette MacDonald
Pat Purcell, for three years fea- ings. KOMB, Honolulu, and KNBC,
W. C. Fields
tured vocalist on WIP musical shows, Hilo, are being used. Arrangements
Charles Butterworth
ADULTS (Men and women over 16): Every
has Joined the Benny Davis vaude also are being made to broadcast
Charlotte Greenwood
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing --Acting
Clifton
Webb
unit.
the recordings in Australia. Morse
Marion Davies
Angelo Palange has taken on the International is the agency.
Opportunities to appear in
-Singing
Oscar Shaw
"Cheer Up" program over WPEN.
public performances. Morning, afternoon and
Ann Pennington
WFIL commentator Charles Ben - Slim and Slam, colored harmony
Harry Richman
evening courses-Mondays to Fridays,
Ina Claire
ford is inaugurating a series titled team, who are heard daily on the
CHILDREN (Boys and girls ages 3 to 16).
Willie and Eugene Howard
"Know Your City."
Develop grace, poise, charm and good health
Courtney Joymakers program over
Norma alerrovis
Hal
Lou Hamilton, WIP hillbilly, has WNEW, will make personal appearClasses meet Saturdays and after -school week
Gilds Cray
completed a movie short called ances at the Apollo Theater, 125th
days.
Jack Whiting
All instruction is under the personal supervision
"Phoney Boy." Lou and his "Bees" Street. for a week beginning tomorGertrude Niessen
of Mr. Wayburn, world famous teacher and diNick Long. Jr.
are now on a vaude tour.
row. Duke Ellington is also appearrector who staged the best editions of the Ties.
Line
Basguette
Louis Lewis is now being heard ing on the same bill. Slim and Slam
teld Follies and over 600 successful Broadway
George Murphy
productions. See "Who's Who In the Theatre"
over WPEN in his psychological have been appearing at Onyx Club'
lune O'Dea
for part of his brilliant record.
Carl Randall
broadcasts.
the past week.
Facilities at the school include 10 beautiful
PatricG.
Nancy Hild of WFIL is attempting
modern
studios,
completely
equipped
model
es
theatre and radio Broadcasting studio.
to learn all about radio. She is now Association of Pacific Fisheries Inc.
Grace Bradley
Medrano and Donna
AUDITIONS and TRYOUTS will
in two dramatic productions and is (Canned Salmon Industry), which
FREE gladly he arranged. Free consultaMelissa Moon
also trying to master the art of
-Pierce and Roland
tion and courses individually planned without
script writing.
Virginia
°lineation.
TetleyiW
The Happy Clarks, KYW singers,
Opera 9.00 A. M. to 10.00 P. /11. Daily
Virginia MacNaughton
will be absent from the air for two
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays
Ruddy Raymond

NED WAYBURN'S

RADIO CAREERS
.

.

TE.Ipl is

weeks, while
states.

touring the Eastern

.etawsoft

Leo Zollo, new to the swing fans
this year, will be heard over WIP
with his band.

Dave Walls, WIP singer,
father of twins.

is

the

Florence Rice
Don Castello
Gloria Young

2e;t4 e
Pl. 3.26::,:

at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

The Five Reilly,

625 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK

and

Between 58th and 59th Ste.
Phone Wickersham 2-4300

Paulette Goddard

Hundreds of Others

Studio

8
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Uncle Nick Talent Hunt
With Major Bowes Tie -Up
Detroit-Uncle Nick Nichols. who
conducts the new "Sally's Amateur

TY0TtrralrIrrSIMYSTVIrklr

* Programs That Have Made History
EGFF's "Chicken Chatter"

WJBK. Tuesday and ..A.ALIUULAS.41A111.1114.1.111MAll
Friday nights from the stages of different neighborhood theaters, is un- CHIRPING baby chicks is the
covering a number of talented kids.
'theme song" for "Chicken
Winners arc selected by audience Chatter," a program which began its
applause as recorded on an applause machine. Two winners each week seventh season of broadcasting over
are sent to New York, with expenses KGFF. Shawnee, Okla., on Jan. 1.
paid by the sponsor. for a tryout with "Chicken Chatter" is conducted by
Major Bowes.
the program's sponsor, G. C. Parkin,
owner of the Parkin Hatchery, who
Hour"

over

BOSTON

Two KDKA Programs
Going on NBC -Blue
Pittsburgh-Two KDKA programs,

"Under Western Skies" and "Dot and

Pat" (Dorothy Bushey and Pat Haley), have been set for NBC -Blue
KOFF is the only medium network following a New York conof daily advertising used, except for ference by A. E. Nelson, KDKA manager. "Dot and Pat," heard at 1:45
small trade paper insertions.
mark.

Tuesday, will get a regular weekThe program of "Chicken Chatter", p.m.
ly spot next week. "Under Western
given at 12:15-12:30 p.m., consists of Skies" starts on the net Jan. 26 at
the opening-chirping chicks-talk midnight. Other shows, featuring the

of new hatchings, feed, eggs, etc., work of Maurice Spitalny, musical
by Abner Pinfeather, hillbilly songs director, will be added later.

is known to the radio audience as by "Chicken Jack" (John Boggs)
and closing-chirping chicks.
Elinor Sherry Geta Spot
Elinor Sherry gets the featured
Last year a guessing contest on
the number of chicks to be hatched vocalist spot with the Ernie Fiorito
orchestra Friday night over WORfrom a specified incubator brought Mutual in addition to her regular

Harry E. Rogers, organist formerly Abner Pinfeather.
with Yankee Network, has been
signed as staff organist at WHDH. During the past seven years the
Harry's son, Harry, Jr., is in town Parkin Hatchery business has inwith Art Shaw's orchestra, playing creased steadily and in 1937 proa date at Raymoor Ballroom.
WORL has started a new program, duction crossed the half -million
"The M-1 Reporter," a tieup with
the Boston Police Department, in the
interests of safe driving. The 51-1
Police Cruising Car is equipped with
mike, and motorists are stopped and

6,500 letters and cards to the sponsor. Saturday afternoon broadcasts.

interviewed.

WFTC, Kinston, N. C.
Smiling Jimmy Barber, program
director, is throwing out his chest.
Besides selling a song he wrote to
a transcription firm, he's a prospective papa.

Bob Wasdon. formerly of produe,
lion department, has joined the ad-

vertising department to assist Charles
Morgan, chief.
by
The Woman's
Doris Blaylock is to be resumed
thrice -weekly.
Frank Harden of production de -1
partment is back on the job after

"How To Make Friends In

Radio And Influence
Radio Executives"

being laid up four days by flu.
Announcer Ernie Scott another flu

v ictim.

Chief Engineer Harry Layman has
extra duties while Jackie Segal and
Bob Wasdon are in New York for

e

a few days.

WTAG, Worcester
Elton

W. Morde. formerly with
Westinghouse and WHN. New York.
and E. W Frost, who has been with

WFEA.

Manchester,

joined technical staff.
Anderson,

Paul

N.

at

H.,

the

have

WTAG

transmitter for eight years, is now
with the WJZ transmitter at Bound -

brook, N. J.

Hope
Norman, formerly
with
WCNY, is preparing and presenting
"The Schools of the 19th Century"
on

behalf

School.

of

Salter

Secretarial

;

S
.

22 231
j 2712S 33130

17 i25 10110 !20 21

Greetings from Radio Daily
January 20
Smith Ballow
Sam Faust
Muriel Pollock
Allen Prescott
Carveth Wells

"A
TEST
WILL

TELL"

ADVERTISE
REGULARLY
IN

-
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FIVE CENTS

Zenith in New Campaign
NEW ORLEANS AFM STRIKE

Weekly Staff Meets
Philadelphia-To promote closer

IS BLOCKED BY JOE WEBER

cooperation

between department

heads, President Benedict Gimbel
Ir.

of

WIP has called weekly

New Orleans-Strike order issued
against two NBC affiliates,
WDSU and WSMB. will not go into
effect tonight as decreed by the local
AFM union due to communication

luncheon

be taken until another effort at a
settlement had been made. Weber
is at present attending the AFM
executive board meeting In Miami.

Assistant Program Director Marx

here

AFM President Joseph N.
Weber, who requested that no action

from

The local outlets refused

contracts calling for

a

meetings

to

be

held

every Monday. Among those who

MB meet with Gimbel and

dfs.

station problems will be
Sales Director Edward A. Davis.
Program Director lames Allan.
cues

Loeb, Technical

Supervisor

CIII.

ford Harris and Publicity Director
Murray Arnold.

to sign

closed shop.

(Confirmed on Page 3)

Weed Sees Television
First a Luxury Market
For a period of time after its commercial introduction, television will
be a luxury market for advertisers.
according to Joseph J. Weed, head of
Weed & Co., station representatives.
"Novelty", he says. "rather than
coverage will be the attraction to
the pioneer video program sponsor: -

TRANSFER SANS HEARING

DENIED CAPPER BY FCC
Wad: tang!.

Thereat,

I? 4nto

DA 11.Y

An Additional Advertising Budget of
$500,000 is Contemplated
for a New Product
Chicago-An additional advertising
appropriation of $500,000 by Zenith
Radio Corp. for a campaign on a new
product is indicated in an announceFOR CHICAGO STATIONS ment front the offices of Commander
E. F. McDonald, president.
Radio
Chicago -Five stations, WBBM, will receive a part of the budget,
with
newspapers
and
national
magaWGN, WCFL, WJJD, WIND, have
concluded contract with William zines getting their share.
Nature of the new product is not
Harridge, president of American
League, and officials of White Sox revealed at present, but is described

REVISED BASEBALL TERMS

provisions under which as a "unique device that involves
they may broadcast baseball this some of the principles of radio, but
Contracts previously sub- which is not for entertainment."
(Cont,/,rd on Page 3)
mitted to broadcasters had several
features which they sought to have,
eliminated. New contracts, termed f
"entirely satisfactory." are similar'GILMAN
to those recently signed with Chicago
BREAKS GROUND
Cubs. Since five stations are paying
590,000 to two Chicago clubs, they
objected to free plugs for next day's
FOR NBC COAST STUDIOS

outlining
summer.

Washington-FCC has denied petition of Capper Publications Inc., asking consent, without hearing. to
transfer control of the KCKN broadcasting Co., licensee of KCKN, Kan - games which White Sox asked. This
,as City, Kan.. from Arthur Capper to feature was eliminated. Courtesy
(red toast Barran, RADIO DAILY
petitioner and for waiver of Rule credits to be given at beginning and Los
Angeles-Don E. Gilman, NBC
who. of course, will look for attendant 103.18, which requires the filing of end of game.
vice-president in charge of west
publicity to warrant their expendi- detailed information relative to a
League
officials inserted clause coast activities, yesterday broke
(Continued on Page 3)
tures on a medium with a limited
(Confirmed an Pam- 3)
ground for the new Hollywood stunumber of look -and -listeners. When
Construction of the modern
dios.
the opening gun of the new art is
Bernie
Show
to
Stage
classical building will cost $2,000.000
Gen'l
Elec.
to
Shortwave
(Confirmed on Page 6)
Weekly Invited Preview and will be known as the NBC Radio
In Japanese and Chinese

Drackett Co. Renews
"Hello Peggy" Program
Drackett Co. (Drano and Windex).

through Ralph H. Jones Co. agency.
has renewed "Hello Peggy", script
show on NBC -Red network Wednesdays and Fridays at 11:45 a.m., for
another 13 weeks. Not yet affected
by the renewal are stations in seven
additional areas serviced by transcriptions.

WORC-AGRAP Settle
Worcester-Charges of discrimInation filed with National Labor
Retaliate Board against WORC

several months ago by two die.

charged employes and the WORC

Chapter of AGRAP have been
withdrawn following an agreement between station and em.
ploy's,. Agreement Included reemployment of Albert 7. Banditti

Ir., and Herman Grusin.

Wmainued on Page 2)

Schenectady-When General Elec- Ben Bernie will have a preview
tric's new Pacific Coast short wave performance for invited guests 7. Curtis Willson Joins
station is placed in operation late every Monday night. 9-9:30, of his
this year, many of the programs aired U. S. Rubber show. Bernie gave a
Hearst Chicago Office
from that point will be announced preview for the first show. Program
in Japanese and Chinese, according will be staged from whatever CBS J. Curtis Willson, formerly eastern
Playhouse is vacant.
(Continued on Poor 3)
division sales manager of the old
Hearst Radio sales set-up, yesterday
joined the Chicago office of the newly
organized International Radio Sales.
Willson will serve under Naylor
Rogers, manager of the office.

Network AFRA Committees

Surveying Actor Situation

Committees for NBC and CBS ap- ness angle will be on tap beginning
pointed to confer with American today. Radio committee appointed:
Federation of Radio Artistes officials by the American Association of Adare sounding out and making a sur- vertising Agencies will talk with
vey of the actor situation among the AFRA again next week.
respective web controlled stations AFRA officials point out that nepreparatory to entering active nego- gotiations that are under way with':
tiations. To date the conferences' the networks, et al, are national in
between AFRA and various commit-) scope and not local propositions. For
tees have been more or less in the this reason the networks are gatherfriendly conference stage, but ac-i ing data from out-of-town stations
cording to AFRA officials, the busi(Continued on Page 3)

Exception Granted
Colombia. Mo.-Inmates of state

young men in
lefferson City pined for photo of
reformatory for

of
the
"Sweethearts
whose Pid.re u sent
to listeners forwarding sheets from

)(FRU',

Ozarks".
Sendol

boxes.

But

reformatory

officials wouldn't let the boys go

to the drug store to buy the SendoL

So an exception was made cod

photo sent.
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Gilman Breaks Ground
4 Foreign Languages
For NBC Coast Studios
In New WABY Series
(Contiooml from Nye 11
Plot is at the corner of

Albany-WABY is airing a Monday
evening series of foreign language Center.
Price 5 Ch.

Fri.. Jan. 21. 1938

Vol. 3. No. 15

programs,

with

Polish.

German, Vine St. and Sunset Blvd.,

:
Editor
130K CARLE GILLETTE :
groups.
Business Manager
MARVIN KIRSCH

and Holidass ar 1101 Broadway, New York.
N. Y.. by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Sternerta n. Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Balm Vite President ; Charles A. Alicoate.

Secretary; M. H. S:iapiro. Associate Editor.
Terms (Post iree) United Stares outside of
Greater Neer York. one year. $5; foreign.
year, $10. Sal.sieriber should remit wills order.
Address all rommunications to RAi)l(I
DAILY. 1301 Broadway. New York. N. Y.
Phone l\'Ineon<in 7 63.16. 7.6337, 7.6333.

Cable address. Filrnday. New York. If rill)
wood, Calif.- Ralph 'Silk. 6475 Hollywood
Blvd. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered a, second class matter April 5.

1937, at the p.isicifEce at New York, N. Y
%larch 3. 1879.
under the an

.Ino. 20)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

AM. Tel
CIS

Low

Close

146), 1451, 146',
21). 211, 211.i

Tel

Cr

CIS A

I

Conley Radio

Cr.. Electric

RCA Common

RCA First Pfd
Stewart Warner

21

21

21

10

10

431,

431,

iSts
491.,

Aso
49

II

-

10

435.
61,
49'

10,, II

Zenith Radio

6ry

Stromberg Carlson

is arranging two
originate from the

South America.

to

The first will be
it leaves on Feb. 6,

the day after
and the second will be another short
wave under the direction of WOR
engineers from the harbor of Rio de
Janeiro on Feb. 16. The occasion
will be tied up with a dinner in
honor of the President of Brazil.
Jack Arthur, WOR-Mutual emcee,
will be on hand. as well as two
engineers. Night before thc Normandie sails. Dave Driscoll will interview the purchasing agent and

2

14

Asked
714

Alfred W. Hanson Dead

tion.

is musical director.

manager of Central States
Broadcasting System operating KOIL,
ness

"Make -Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Ks

9:15 TO 11 A. M.

530 TO 7 P. M.

station

relationt

has returned from Miami where he gave

tone.

concert at the Miami-Biltrriore.
KEN SISSON arrived last night 1110M Canada
by plane.
a

HERBERT V. AKERBERC, CBS vice-prosident

in charge of station relations,
a

is

in

Miami for

short vacation.
JOHN PATT. vice-president and general manof WGAR,

Cleveland,

is

a

New

York

SAM COOK, WEIL, Syracuse, executive, arHe
a few days.

rived in town last night for
is en route to Florida.

LUTHER HILL. manager of KANT. Des Moines,
is

smith., radio executive doing the town.
BUTCHER,

HARRY

CBS

Washington

vice -

President and Paul Porter are in New York for
a few days.

Preview for Latin Officials
Atlas Radio Corp. is arranging a
special preview of its "Ports of Call"
to be played before representatives
of Latin - American republics. The
meeting, in line with the observance
of Pan-American Day on April 14,
will be held in Washington under the
sponsorship of the producers and
distributors of this feature.
Basic idea of the program series is

tionary of American Biography".

WBBM-CBS.
Fred Lange, WEEI, each broadcast.
Boston, is president of ABT.

Plug Selective Broadcasting

Stuart Doyle Laid Up

Stuart F. Doyle, chairman of board World Broadcasting System has
of Commonwealth Broadcasting Net- issued a handy booklet on "Selective
work, is confined to his suite at the Broadcasting", by Norton Cotterill,
Waldorf-Astoria by pneumonia. Doyle, vice-president of WBS, condensed
here on business, was scheduled to from a recent advertising trade magaleave for the coast Saturday on the zine article. The discussion deals
first leg of his trip back to Australia. with the new possibilities open to
stations' advertisers, agencies and as
a result of high -quality electrical
3 New UP Vice -Presidents
Three

United

Press

executives, transcript ions.

Clem J. Randau, general business '

manager, Edwin Moss Williams, sales

manager, and Earl J. Johnson, head

of the news department, have been
F.D.R. Ball Program on Mutual elected vice-presidents by the board
Colored Amateurs on WIL
Mutual
tonight
will
devote
the
St. Louis-Claude Collins. one of 8-8:30 p.m. spot to the President's of directors.
the outstanding local entertainers, Birthday Ball. Helen Hayes. Joan
Ripley's New P. A.
will emcee and produce the first all - Bennett, Mischa Auer. Ella Logan
colored amateur air show ever broad- and Milton Douglas will be on the
William Dunn, ex -American Aircast in this area. The "Simon Pure"
is now handling publicity for
Program will originate from lines,
Robert Ripley. Dunn is handling
opus is to be aired from the stage of show.
radio along with the other Ripley
one of the local colored theaters and WG N, Chicago.
will be sponsored by Goldberg Furnienterprises.
Stump Them and Win
ture Co.-its first venture in radio.
The "Stump Mc Boys" program,
MARTIN BLOCK'S

in town.

NBC

stars far the Provincelown Playhouse this summer.
TAYLOR OUCKLEY. radio and concert bari-

ager

Baking Firm on WIAS

is

department leas New York today on a periodic
tour of southwest stations.
NEIL SKINNER, associate of Jean Paul King.
left for Hollywood yesterday to line up 1,101/It

miter.

Pittsburgh-Baur Bros. Baking Co.,

of

KIGGENS

KEITH

KFAB and KFOR. before the NaLondon- Alfred Walter Hanson, tional Labor Relations Board chargBBC producer, was found dead in ing intimidation of employes. An- to build goodwill for the foreign
nouncement was made by J. F. Novy,
his home Tuesday night.
secretary, who is associated with countries which are the subjects of

EDYL Adds Equipment
Liberty Stories on WHN
Salt Lake City-John M. Baldwin,
Dramatized short stories from
KDYL chief engineer, has just com- Li bertj will be presente over WHN
pleted installation of duplicate con- starting Monday at 6:15-6:30 p.m.
trol room, with auxiliary 78 and Program also will be heard Wednes33 1/3 r.p.m. turntables. Other inno- days and Fridays.
vations include intricate system of
studio control lights and relays, an- "American Portraits" on NBC
other Western Electric 23A Speech A new series titled "American
Input System, and high-fidelity au -1 Portraits", dealing with noted AmerComplete call
dition equipment
will be presented over NBC system throughout station's depart- icans,
network Saturdays at 9:30-10
mental offices, centralized in g.m.'s I Red
Rm. starting Feb. 5. Material will
headquarters, has also been com- he prepared by Raymond D. Scudder
under Mr. Baldwin's three - of NBC continuity staff from "Dic-

pleted.

Miro heads a staff of four
veteran musical arrangers and is
himself directly responsible for the
choral specialties featured by choir,
octette and trio on this Friday evening program, of which Ken Sisson
ment.

a subsidiary of Ward Baking, will
start a new spot announcement
campaign Jan. 24 on WJAS. Firm
Warnow Orchestra Increased will use 22 one -minute transcriptions
Mark Warnow's orchestra on the weekly. Gene Furgason & Co. are
Heinz "Magazine of the Air" program the station's rep.
Plat aired Sundays at 5 p.m. over CBS
Ch has been increased to 28 musicians,
Technicians Prefer Charges
Si against 15 formerly.
Lyn Murray's
Chicago - Associated Broadcast
ti chorus of 12 men and
eight girls Technicians,
composed of engineers
also appears with the aggregation. of CBS owned and operated stations,
to
Channing Pollock is the program's has preferred charges against WFBM,
is
1. commentator.
Maxon Inc. is the Indianapolis, and Don Searle, busi-

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

to

Normandie while on its cruise

agency.

10611 104.4 106
16
151, 16

Westinghouse

WOR-Mutual

broadcasts

Henri Miro, arranger and conductor
who has appeared throughout Europe
and South America with leading
operatic and symphonic organizations,
has joined the staff of "Canada 1938"
as supervisor of the arranging depart-

visit the ship's stores.

FINANCIAL
(no's:My.

WCH. Newport News.

Miro Joins Sisson Staff

Broadcasts from Normandie

Saturdays. Sundays

daily except

at one' .4=

Italian and Jewish features scheduled. time occupied by the old Famous MARRY C. WILDER. president of WSYR,
iubliehr Talks in each language are followed Players -Lasky studios. Several radio I WHIR and WIN. Is in New York.
by music appealing to the respective ! stars participated in the ceremonies. E. ELLSWORTH BISHOI'. general manager of

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Published

-coming and coins-

featuring Elmer Krebs. musical director, and Woods Dreyfus, singing
announcer, has started a new series
over WISN. Team invites listeners
to send in song titles in an attempt
to stump them. Those who succeed

doing so. receive merchandise
prizes from the sponsor, Kellogg
Seed Co.

PERFECT
MARKETS
LOUDSPEAKElk
ze

in

rk,u4

Pow',

b

ou, know

that a tigid auditio4 is piece -sum* to

qua* Pia aditsittaftutoVise,Schoolo?

(t
l

Radioleclosigue?
GEORGE MARSHALL OURANTE, DIR
R

0. tldt.

Rao City, New Tod

NEW ZENITH CAMPAIGN

NETWORK COMMITTEES

NEW IDIP4D011311)A845 -I DUALS

WITH $500,000 OUTLAY
(Conti,,,,

3
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frogs Pour

Distribution will be handled by Zenith's regular merchandising setup of
some BO wholesale distributors and
20.000 retail Zenith dealers, but the

nature of the product may make it
advisable to consider extending retail sale to other classes of outlets,
according to Zenith officials.
Manufacture of the product will result in considerable extra employment at the Zenith plant.

SURVEY ACTOR STATUS
Portsmouth, 0. One suspects that
r('..iftioetwel from Pew
lecture is not too serious, and
"Answer Me This" was having the
with more laughs than learn- in order to get first-hand information
trouble testing its audience response. studded
But
it's
going
along
at
a
nice
ing.
of
the
artist
situation throughout the
So Bernie Barth, man -on -the -street. clip, anyway, with a "class" of stufor the KOBH program, tried a new dents enlivening the procedure. The country.
one. He selected two names in the professor and his pupils are all memQueried on the widespread rumor
telephone directory and asked those
that the IATSE planned to seek jurbers of the station staff.

For a Quart of Ice Cream

chosen to call the sponsor within five
minutes and get a quart of ice cream.
They showed up. Moreover, they re-

isdiction

"Room Recipes"
ported that they had been deluged
with calls from other listeners, call- ZCMI, Salt Lake City department
ing their attention to the oiler.
store, sponsors this one over Station
KDYL. It brings Marie Fontaine.

over

the

Screen

Actor's

Guild from the AFL and the report-

ed plan of the Guild plus its affiliated

units such as AFRA and Equity to
jump to CIO should it take place,

the AFRA spokesman stated no crehome -decorating advisor, to the mi- dence should be placed in the rumor
Of course, this might concern the crophone in three five-minute spots from any angle.
lobster. On the other hand, it might weekly with pertinent hints on renot. The idea, anyway. Is a lecture. habilitating various rooms of the
delivered by "Professor" Hugh Tell - home. Store reports excellent re- Gen'I Elec. to Shortwave
(Coluutord from Pegs I)
providing microphones may be used cm, in a new feature over WPAY, turns in goodwill and sales volume. In Japanese and Chinese
- only in booths and dugouts. Setting
Transfer Without Hearing
up anywhere on premises is for- New Orleans AFM Strike

Revised Baseball Terms
For Chicago Stations

bidden.

Last year's rule providing

for only eight commercial credits.

Concerning the Lobster

Is Blocked by Joe Weber

Is Denied Capper by FCC

one between each inning, with total
(Coodinard from Poor
copy restricted to 1,000 words per
(Cextifttled I. son Polar II
game has been abolished. Under Understood that NBC was sending
transfer of control of a licensed coramended rule no commercial copy a man to aid in the negotiations.
poration. Also denied petition askmay interfere with prompt report
of play-by-play and League shall
William S. Hedges, vice-president ing consent, without hearing, to
have right to blue pencil excessive in charge of station relations for transfer control of Topeka Broadcopy.
NBC, said yesterday that NBC affilWGN again has signed with P. iates were masters of their own des- i casting Association Inc., licensee of
Lorillard for Old Gold and WCFL tinies in regard to making deals with WIBW, Topeka. from Arthur Capper
again is lined up with Texaco for locals of the AFM, but web was wilt- to petitioner and for waiver of Rule
fourth year, Bob Elson and Hal ing to assist wherever possible. Keith 103.18.
Totten being respective announcers. Kiggens of NBC station relations will
WBBM set with General Mills and make a stop in New Orleans and
Socony - Vacuum alternating. WJJD
offices toward arriving
has Kellogg and WIND still is at an amicable adjustment of the
negotiating.
situation there. Kiggens is not mak-

ing a special trip for the occasion

but happens to be leaving today on
CBS Signs Edith Dick
Edith Dick has been signed by the a periodic tour of the NBC stations
in the southwest.
Columbia Artists Inc.

Major Bowes Maintains
Rule Against Tie-ups

* F. C. C. *
ACTIVITIES
SET FOR HEARING

General Electric Co. CP for four
television stations and frequencies.

Though numerous radio stations,

newspapers, Chambers of Commerce
and other organizations have sought
new to make arrangements whereby they

Cuyahoga Valley Broadcasting Co., CleveCP for new station. 1500 ho., 100

land.

watts, daytime.

Fredericksburg
ericksburg, Va.

Broadcasting

Corp., Fred-

CP Mr new station.

kr., 250 watts, daytime.

1200

McComb Broadcasting Cory.. McComb,
Miss. CP for new station. 1200 kc., 100
watts, daytime.
Chester
Howard and Clarence B
Wallace. Idaho. CP for new station. 1420
kc., 100 watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

George Blumenstock, Biloxi, Miss. CP for

new station. 1210 kr., 100 watts, 200 watts
LS.. unlimited.

R. C. Atwood, Port Angeles, Wash. CP

new station, 1500
watts LS.. unlimited.

los

Panama

ho.,

City Broadcasting

100

watts, 250

Co.,

City, Fla. CP for new station.
250 watts, daytime.

Panama
1500

leo.,

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
Ma,. I, XMAC, San Antonio. Vol. &salon:tent of license to Weimar. Company. 1370
kc., 100 watts. 250 watts LS., share time.
WGAN. Portland. Me. Authority to transfer control of Corp. to Wm. N. Campbell
and Lloyd C. Greene. 640 kr-. SOO watts.
limited

Mar. 9: Pawtucket Broadcasting Co.. Pawtucket. CP for new station. 1390 kg., 1 KW..
unlimited.

propaganda,

as

are void of propaganda, but U.

S.

citizens are too honest, hardworking
and relatively plain -minded to be
propagandists even if they tried. "Effective propaganda from a real democracy is as impossible as it is undesirable," he declared.

With Established Audience
WXYZ - MICHIGAN RADIO NETWORK
Unusually popular. Several months sustaining. Pleases women of all classes.
Conducted by Nancy Osgood whose radio

a station holding a talent contest with

winners getting trips to New York
fur a Major Bowes try -out. In allaround fairness, the Major pointed

and

stage

experience

provides

ample

knowledge of what women like.
Quarter Hour Periods feature

out, selections for his broadcasts are
made solely from the applications of
the amateurs themselves.

trends,

style
bits of llollywood News. and

highlights of prominent women in

so-

ciety, sports and educational activity.

WOKO-WADY, Albany
Harold E. Smith, g.m., has left for
Coral Gables, Fla., to complete his
in

Eleanor Chatham, newspaper woman, is being heard thrice weekly on
WOKO.

Sherb Herrick. WOKO announcer,

was held up by a bandit the other
night.

on

Ready For Sponsorship

intended to clarify a story regarding

back

Commenting

shortwaved on a big scale by foreign
nations. Bullock said that shortwave
programs in this country not only

EWS

day that his rule against such tic -ups
continues in effect. Statement was

Expected

1)

WOAAEN

could send amateur talent to New
York fur try -out on the Major Bowes
program, the Major declared yester-

recuperation.
March.

!,

to Boyd W. Bullock assistant manager of broadcasting for G. E.

"WOMEN IN THE NEWS" WITH ITS BUILT-UP AUCII
ENCE IS A "PLUS" BUY FOR THE RIGHT SPONSOR

KING-TRENDLE BROADCASTING coRp
MICHIGAN

NETWORK I
NETWORK WXYZ -.DETROIT BLUENETWORK
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative
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ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

CULIT-ING
[

Kate

mintAm
Smith show. Jan. 27 (CBS, 8 p.m.).
HANNAH KLEIN and PAULA
(ALBERT, pianists. on Sealtest program. Jan. 30 (NBC -Red. 10 p.m.).
EZIO PIZZA and JOSE ITURBI.
HOPKINS,

on

on "Magic Key of RCA." Jan.

30

(NBC -Blue, 2 p.m.).
JAN PEERCE, on "Radio City Mu-

sic Hall on the Air," Mischa Violin
conducting. Jan. 30 (NBC -Blue, 12:45
p.m.).
HUGH
and
O'BRIEN
PAT

DANIELS, RKO fashion advisor, on
"Seein' Stars" program. Jan. 23
(NBC -Rine, 7:30 p.m.).
MRS.

ALOIS

HAVRILLA,

on

Glenna Strickland's "Kitchen Kap-

ers," Jan, 26 (WNEW. 11 a.m.).
BERNIE FL1EGEL, City College
basketball captain, on Jocko Maxsports program. tomorrow
well's
(WLTH, 6 p.m.).
PAUL LUKAS, interviewed by
Adam Miller on -Theater Guide,"
tomorrow (WINS, 11:15 a.m.i.
JACK BREGMAN, song publisher,
on Gene Ford's "New York Town."
tonight (\VHN, 9 p.m.).
ELIZABETH RETHBERG, on Ford
Sunday Evening Hour, Jan. 30 (CBS,
9 p.m.).
F.T.C. CASES ..

........

Following are among stipulations
to cease and desist from certain unfair representations in sale of products approved by Federal Trade
Commission in the past month:
Kellogg Co., All Bran; Consoli-

dated Drug Trade Products, McCoy's
Cod Liver Oil Extract Tablets, Calcocide; Earl E. May Seed Co., directed
to discontinue representing that it
owns or operates lands or properties

on which the nursery stock sold

n

Kay Kyser's "College of Musical Knowledge" (which was the

City Editor on the radio. will portray Racketbuster Iota Dewey in a Colum.
bia picture. The inside on his eastern trek Is-to confer with Dewey'

George Jesse' has been renewed by all Ids sponsors on the M3Show as
of Feb. 7....Haven MacQuarrie was the first to be Invited for the Waldorf
affair.... Roman Bohneo. vet actor with the Group Theater, loins the "Big
Sister" cast.... William Farmer and his band go Into a Park Ave. hotel
within two weeks with a network wire....NBC is trying to get sponsor interest In "Philo Vance" for $2.500.. .Zeula James, sec'y to Douglas
Guenard, a teeth-yanker at the Little
Coulter at CBS, will marry Eugene
Church Around the Corner. She was once with N. W. Ayer & Son....At
the Casa Monona opening same one Inquired where Abe Lyman's band
was-learning that it was up In the second balcony-the Inquisitive one
replied: "That isn't Lyman-that's Muzak."

To break us of a treacherous idiosyncrasy, our boss kept
its late after school last nice to write "Hilltop House is sponsored by
Colgate-Palmotive-Peet" 500 times!....In using the expression "Two
Markets to Market" as the slogan for his WOPI in Bristol, General
Manager W. A. Wilson gives in the four words the sales story of the
station which is located on the border -tine of two markets-Tennes-

sre-and Virginia....Milton Brandt, who plays records on WISN,
(Milwaukee) "Early Risers Club" broadcast, plays a record entitled
"Echoes of the Past" and recently he requested some old records

WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.

songs by the Hickory Tree Quartet
of the artist staff.
Larry and His Souvenirs is fast
becoming a favorite of the people of
Bristol. Show features "old time"
tunes and special requests are wel-

ings-some 'node more than 20 years ago!
Howard Hughes. the record -breaking flyer.

is

talking to NBC

the use of a technician on a contemplated "round -the -world" hop so
as to make daily airings from the air....NBC will use the "Passion Play"
in fine installments as a sustainer during Holy Week... .Georges Enesco's
last shot of the season as conductor of the N. Y. Philharmonic via CBS is
Ian. 30, when baton again falls to John Barbirolli.... Milton Ber!e's dad is
very ill-and Milt won't leave the bedside unless he's forced to make a
for

Hotel" appearance next week....lack Rosenberg, pros of
AFM's 802, had ten teeth yanked from his mouth....A new band was hired
'or this week's "Manhattan MerryGo-Round"....Gogo DeLys finishes her

"Hollywood

stay with CBS.... Walter Cassel has been signed by CBS....(Leon
Eddie Davis returns to th place tonne after a week's confinement to

11'1, 25 26 771711179 30

Greetings from Radio Daily
January 21
Georgie Burns
Dinty Doyle
Vic Erwin
Al Rice
Ed Fitzgerald
January 22
James Melton
Vivien Ruth
Felix B. Dyckhoff
January 23
Edward Harris
Rosa Ponselle

Earl Waldo

new staff orchestra which made
debut this week over WTAG.
Worcester. Crew will be heard daily
at 12:30 noon.

Harold Stern and his orchestra, set
by CRA, opened Wednesday at the
Hotel St. George, Brooklyn.
Eddy Rogers and his orchestra.
who recently closed at the Rainbow
Grill atop Radio City, have been
booked by Consolidated to play the
Beverly Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky., starting Feb. 4. Will have
an NBC wire.

Lee Grant has signed Martin Brook

vocalize with his orchestra on
WMCA's daily "Grandstand and
to

Bandstand" commercial. Brook is
featuring Grant's special arrange-

ments of "Nursery Rhyme Jam."

Jack Sherr and his orchestra, who
recently closed at the White Mansions, Pittsburgh, opens for CRA at
the Rice Hotel in Houston for four
weeks starting Jan. 28. Sherr was
featured for ten months at the Hotel
St. Moritz, New York. and was a recent subject of Ripley's "Believe It
or Not" cartoon because of his versatility.

The new, enlarged WBAL, (Balti-

more) Orchestra, directed by Bob
lulu. will be heard every evening

except Sunday in a program of light

concert and popular music, called

"Around the Dinner Table."

via the show. The other day he received a package of 400 old record-

is

Station has inaugurated a new
progi sin consisting of 15 minutes of

B I ,17 1819 20 21112 73

DOL BRISETTE is directing the

its

remote sustainer we raved about) has been sold to Lucky Strike and replaces "Melody Puzzles" over MBS on Feb. 1.... Grace Moore replaces
Lawrence 'ribbon on the Chesterlield-Kostelanetz series March 30 for 13
weeks...."People's Choice" returns to the usual 8-8:30 Sunday spot next
Sunday with Harry Cone's "Earaches" moving back to the follow-up spot.
....Mrs. Elaine Steine Carrington. who scripts "Pepper Young's Fondly,"
broke her shoulder the other day and is now dictating scripts to a steno....
Edward G. Robinson. who changed from gangster roles In the movies to

grown, unless and until such is a fact.

comed.

Or sc,C9

6-)

the

bed due to a sprained ankle sustained last Sunday nit* doing "Borneo and
lulist"....Irving (Lazy Dan) Kaufman goes into the Atlantis Hotel In
Florida next month....Ted Musing and Betty (The Women") Lawford plan
going south Feb. 5.

KFRO, Longview, Tex., recently demonstrated the abil-

ity of radio to bring news to its audience while it happens. The
station received a flash of a welt explosion about 12 miles away in
the town of Kilgore. Pronto Manager Harold Johnson rushed to
the scene of the fire with equipment and within twenty minutes
KFRO was on the air direct from the scene of the disastrous fire
with an eye -witness description. Because it was difficult to put the
fire out on the oil well, KOCA, Kilgore, installed a remote line 300
feet from the burning well and fed the description to KGKB, Tyler,
and KIR°, Longview.

Lou Weiss features his own piano
composition "candle lights" on the
program of the Rose Room Orchestra
over

Bridgeport.

WICC,

at 8 p.m.

tomorrow

Bunny Berigan is now on an extended road tour of the South, com-

pleting recently his tour of New Eng-

land and the Middle West.

He is

to make a series of appearances in leading theaters, dance
palaces and colleges through Feb. 12.
scheduled

Sammy Kaye resumes his practice
of popularizing fraternity songs Saturday when he dedicates Pi Kappa

Alpha's number, "The Dream Girl
of Pi K A," over Mutual during his
"Swing and Sway" program at 5-6
p.m.

FOR RENT
SUITE OF OFFICES
IN RKO BLDG.
Equipped-Sound Prost
Studio-Microphones-Turntables and

Completely

Furniture tor sale
in part.
Can be seen
TODAY and Saturday between 12
and 2 p.m. or call Circle 6-3720
for appointment. Apt. II -D

complete unit.

es a whole or

SUITE

908
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PROGRAM REVIEWS
"ANGELS IN BLUE"
Sustaining

W1113, Kansas City,

Sunday 4-4:30 p.m.
EXPERTLY WRITTEN AND PRODUCED
SERIAL
DRAMATIC TRANSCRIPTION

REVOLVING AROUND AN AIR LINE
HOSTESS.

Apart from the fact that the aviation setting of this serial is a novelty
in itself the continuity and action of
the first show alone should sell it

to most any sponsor and most certainly hold the continued interest of
the audience that heard it.

RADIO DAILY
NOW's Unusual Program Entry
Omaha-WOW'S special events department has put over a novel broadcast which it submits as its first candidate for 1938 unusual idea awards.
Filly years ago this month, in 1888. the worst blizzard the middle west
has ever known descended. killing hundreds. and trapping a class of six.
leen children In the Fairview School. sixteen miles from Clay Center. Hein.,
which Ls almost nowhere.

Foster May, WOW news editor, conceived the idea at broadcasting a
reunion of the "blizzard class of 1888." The "pupils" came from Pennsyl.
vania. Oregon and many mIcivrest points. The original teacher rang the
came school bell. Blizzard -survivor pupils sat M the same seats and sang
"Good Morning Dear Teacher." The teacher then required each pupil to
give an "excuse" for his absence during the past fifty years. The twenty.
minute broadcast ended with a fervent and dramatic prayer in which the
teacher called for the next reunion in Heaven 50 years hence.
The entire countryside gathered and the larm women prepared a
scrumpluous meal. The broadcast pulled about 300 letters, 100 per cent
commendatory.

Opening with a bit of narration and .tarted to laugh while reading his
musical background, the action moves cript. Background noise for some

PHILADELPHIA

unfolds the story of c'w minutes before Burbig's laugh- Walton 'Newton, formerly of
Joyce Adams, a hospital nurse at- ing indicated something was amiss in KNOW, Austin, Tex., replaced Sanford Guyer, resigned, as announcer
tending an airline executive. He he studio.
fires her imagination when he tells "Grand Street Hotel" billed for at WIP.
her about the adventure and color he program will be heard next Samuel n. Rosenbaum, Vail, president, has been named Chairman of
of aviators and hostesses, with the week, according to the announcer.
the Radio Committee for the annual
result that she is in the service in
Community Chest Drive, while Marshort order. Hospital atmosphere is
HARRIET
PARSONS
garet Schaefer has been appointed
worked In nicely and in businessBromo-Seltzer
dramatic supervisor in the same unit.
like style.
WJZ-NBC-Blue,
Wednesdays,
Tommy Phelan, WIP singer, is a
Close of the first 15 -minute episwiftly as it

sode reveals the new hostess at work,

gives an intimation of the type of
aviator that is to figure in the ro-

mance and considerable local color
on flying through the continuity including the sending and receiving of
messages to ground radio stations.
Finale of the first disk has the central aviator testing new instruments
for blind flying, and he comes in
with ceiling zero, bringing in his
plane for a minor crack-up, and of
course the excitement and suspense
of the friends and ground crew went
into a terrific climax.
Second quarter-hour disk finds
Joyce promoting a special light plane
for her aviator who is perfecting and
experimenting with an "equalizer

This gets her into a mess of
The playboy owner of the
plane which is being donated for
experimental purposes is murdered
by a jealous woman and suspicion
falls on the innocent Joyce.
Production of the disks was under
flap."

trouble.

1-)ROM0710S1
Bate Card In Leather Folder
A neat way of assuring attention
to Iowa Broadcasting System's rate

card was devised by Craig Lawrence,
commercial manager. In sending the
card around to the trade, he enclosed
it in a leatherette pocket folder with

recipient's name in gold letters on
the front. Along with the rate card
went a little sales talk, also mention

that the general idea of the folder

was to make it easier to reach for an
Iowa Network rate card. Network's
increase in business last year also

was among points brought out.

Snapshot Contest
A snapshot cuntest for amateurs
will be sponsored by Lehn & Fink
Products Corp., on behalf of Lysol,
beginning Jan. 31st on the thrice
weekly broadcasts of Dr. Allan Roy
Dafue over CBS. Contest will run
six weeks, it was announced by

Lennen & Mitchell, agency handling
the account.
Photos submitted must be of children under 10 years old. They will

8: 30-8: 45 p.m.
be judged on basis of health and
reporter on the Philly Record.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Jonny Fortis of KYW's Three personality of the child pictured,
HOLLYWOOD GOSSIPER OFFERING Naturals is now doing the arrange- beauty or originality of the pose or
"CLEAN" CHATTER MAKES OK AY ments for Gene Kardos and his re- setting, and photographic excellence
START.

cording outfit.
Harriet Parsons, who has had radio Dave Mann of the WFIL piano duo
experience pinch-hitting for her of Mann and Irwin is in Miami playmother, Louella, took over the Bromo ing with a southern band.
stint as successor to "Manhattan
Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP presiAfter Dark," which folded after one dent, gives a dinner party for entire
airing. Miss Parsons wisely deviates
Hotel on Feb. 5.
as much as possible from the usual It is the second year Gimbel has done

and human interest. Prizes will be
a 5100 U. S. Saving Bond, awarded

a valuable Eastman -Kodak
camera, also awarded weekly, and a
grand prize at the end of the 6 -week
period of a $500 U. S. Saving Bond,
of the six
to be awarded
weekly winners.

weekly,

Hollywood chatter formula by ad- this.
Angle is that famed Dr. Dafoe,
mittedly avoiding scandal and sen- Frank Pfaff, WIP engineer, is the knowing
that his famous charges
sationalism, and giving instead "the father of a boy.
are most photographed kids in the
news behind the news" in a calm Mary Latell is a new member of world, would like to know what
and dispassionate style. She spieled the WIP singing corps. She is heard some others look like. Judges of
off a number of social items on par- with Clarence Fuhrman's ork oil the contest will be Dr. Dafoe, Wilson
ties and told of other events and Thursdays at noon.
Hicks, picture editor of Life, and
doings of personalities, all interesting The Imperial Hawaiians will in- Norris W. Harkness, director of inin a more or less disarming way. augurate a new musical series over struction for the Camera Club.
remarks by announcer
punctuated the comments.

Occasional

Though

Miss Parsons

Bob Elmer, assistant sports dineeds to rector of WCAU, is trying out his vo-

practice up on her mike delivery, cal chords oa a daytime program over
another local station.
she shows promise,
Dave Tyson. WFIL night superthe direction of Capt. Wilfred G.
visor, will take over the "Let's Pop
Moore, former army flyer and author "Your Hollywood Parade"
the
Question" program.
of the "Jimmie Allen" and "Howie A slight change of musical color Dixie Lee, heard over KYW with

WOAI Free Offers
WOAI, San Antonio, has launched
a campaign of free offers to its listeners consisting of various premiums,
such as personality pictures, flower

seeds, a book un Texas facts, liveAudrey McGrath look place in "Your Hollywood Par- her counselling advice for parents stock guide, and for 10 cents a book
serials.
plays the part of Joyce Adams, and ade last Wednesday night over and children, will now be heard of 80 old time hymns. Another gratis
like the supporting cast does an ex- NBC -Red with the entrance of Al twice weekly.
gift of Chinese coins is contemplated.
Goodman as conductor. Not that
cellent job.
Jean MacLatchie is the newest adthere was anything particularly dition to the staff of WIP.
with the music as dispensed
"CHEER UP, AMERICA" wrong
by Leo Forbstein of the Warner film fine rendition of "Night and Day";
Mennen Co. (Shaving Cream)
THE SONGBIRD OF THE SOUTH
studios
on the first several weeks of
tVEAF-NBC-Red Network
return engagement by Bob
this program, but Goodman Is forti- another
Wednesdays, 7:45-8 p.m.
Hope, who was in his best form yet,
Wing"

KATE

fied with longer experience and more and others.
cultivated proficiency from a radio
TECHNIQUE AND GIVE RAGGED standpoint. His periods of service
H. M. Kiesewetter, Adv. Agency

EXVAUDE COMEDIANS USE WRONG

for Lucky Strike's "Hit Parade," as Eddie Cantor
BROADCAST.
The new Mennen show featuring well as on "Show Boat," etc., have Eddie Cantor's new talent tryouts
Henry Burbig, dialect comedian, Ray fitted him nicely for a one -hour pro- on his Texaco program over CBS
Murray, the Funnyboners trio and gram of this type. Forbstein had to brought forth some very clever kids
Frank Novak's orchestra, had some- give up the post because of pressure last Wednesday night. Drama, comedy and harmony singing were repthing amiss on its initial airing. The of film work.
program lacked form and finesse. Rest of the last Wednesday night's resented among the talent, and if
future newcomers hold to the caliber
program
was
in
the
usual
vein,
with
orchestra
the
and
"Funnyboners"
each played a number just to give Dick Powell doing his usual good job of the youngsters heard on this program, the new Cantor policy will be
as
singing
emcee,
aided
by
Rosemary
the comedians a chance to catch their
breath. Toward the close. Burbig Lane, Dudley Chambers chorus in a a generous success.

SMITH
THE KATE SMITH HOUR
THURSDAYS
CBS NETWORK
EXCL.

8-9 P.M., E.S.T.

MANAGEMENT TED

COLLINS
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STATION -STUDIO

and
TRANSMITTER

NEW DEVICES

EQUIPMENT

and
IMPROVEMENTS

-

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
Discussion of Television
On Farm and Home Hour i

%4IFIV
IDATENT1
Radio and Television

Television will be the subject of a

Compiled by 1OHN B. BRADY, Attorney
Washington. D. C.

discussion on the National Farm and

Home Hour next Monday at 12:30
p.m. over the NBC -Blue Network.
Participating in the discussion will
be Ralph Beak, director of research
for RCA and chairman of the Tele-

England Jumps Power
For Arab Broadcasts
London - England means business
in its airwave campaign against Italian propaganda. British Broadcasting Co., it is learned, has ordered two
new $50,000 short-wave transmitters
to handle the Arabic news program.
II has also announced plans for similar broadcasts in Spanish and Portu-

2.104,784-Electron Discharge Device. Erich K. Gannett, Jackson Heights, N. Ir.. assignor
Beriln-WIldmannslust, Wilfrled Mey- to American Telephone C. Telegraph.
near and Hans Pulfrich. Ber2,104.915-Tuned Oscillator Circuit. Browder
Germany, assignors to Allge- J. Thompson, assignor to RCA lot Summit,
vision Committee. and Frank E. lin-Wilmersdorf,
rneine Eleclitricitats Gesellschaft.
N. 1.1.
Mullen, manager of the RCA Depart- 2,104,788-Automatic Fidelity Control Circuit. 2,104,916-Constant Radio Frequency Gen- guese.
ment of Information and former Di- Rene A. Braden, Collingswood. N. J., assignor eator. John Evans, Collingswood, N. J., as- New transmitters will have a capacsignor to RCA.
ity exceeding fifty kilowatts each,
rector of Agriculture for the National to RCA.
2.105,026-Electron Tube.
Waller Dallen2.104.801-Frequency Control. Clarence W. bach,
Broadcasting Company.
Berlin-Charlottenbure
Germany,
as- and are expected to make the DavenHamill.
Port
Jefferson.
N.
Y.,
assignor
to
signor re N. V. Machinerieen-en Appmaten try short-wave
transmitting faciliThe discussion is the second in
RCA.
Fabrieken "Meal." Utrecht Netherlands.
ties the most powerful in the world.
series of four in which different
2104.816-Electron Discharge Device. Horst
2,105,081-Amplifying
Tube
and
phases of the radio industry, rang- Roth,. Berlin, Germany, assignor to Telefunken Gunther Jobst and Ernst Klotz. Berlin.Circuit.
Germany. assenors to Telefunken Gesellschaft fur
ing from the precise and scientific to Gesellschaft fur Drahtion Telegraphie
2.104,817-:hotoelectric Relay. Samuel Ruben, Drahtlose Telegraphie, m.b.H.
the more human aspects, will be ex- New
The 1,000 - pound antenna mast
Rochelle, N. Y.
2.105.0%-Frequency Compensation for an
plained by outstanding radio officials.
2.104.825-Photoelectric Relay.
Terry
M. Oscillation
Harold 0.
Peterson, which is to be used by WOR for its
On
In subsequent broadcasts on Mon- Shrader, West Summit. N. J.. assignor to RCA. Riverhead, N. Y., assignor to RCA.
new
experimental ultra high freRay Oscillator.
Bernard
2.105,177-Device for Controlling Cathode
days. Feb. 7 and 21, Mullen will in- C. 1104,834-Cathode
Philadelphia, assignor to Farns- Beams.
Rene Barthelmy. Fontanay aim Roses, quency experiments, will oe raised
terview two other high ranking of- worthGardner.
Television Inc.
France. assignor to Compagnie pour la Fabrica- into position today, the weather perficials of either NBC or RCA on the 2.104,844-Vacuum Tube Circuit. Herman A. tion des Comptes. et Materiel raising' a Gas. mitting. For 25 out of the 44 stories
Ridgewood, N. J., assignor to American
2,105,296-Hearing Aid. Harry A. Pearson,
working of their particular depart- Affel,
Telephone Cr Telegraph.
Brooklyn. and Emmanuel C. Nicholides, Bruns, to which the pole is being hoisted,
ments or divisions.
2,104.861-Vacuum Tube Circuits. Danforth N. Y., assignors to Sonotene Corp.
it will suspend over the street. SpeWiegand.

er. lirkernverder,

WOR Antenna Put Up Today

Special Antenna Used

Cleveland - In order to facilitate

pickup of Ohio High School Speech
League

program

rebroadcast

by

engineering

department

of

WCLE here from WOSU in Columbus,

WHK-WCLE is using an antenna almost 1500 feet long with special directional pickup qualities to receive
from Columbus.

Magnavox Keeps Factory

Fort Wayne, Ind.- Magnavox Co.,
makers of recording equipment, will
retain possession of their factory and
equipment during the period of reorganization here, under a ruling of
Judge Thomas W. Slick in U. S. District Court. William B. Duff, referee
in bankruptcy, has been named to
handle creditors' claims.

cial police aid in roping pedestrians
off from possible danger has been
arranged, also suitable insurance in
case of accidents. WOR has hired
its own rigging crew for the job.
(Continued (runs Poor I)
Bridgeport, Conn.-Dedication pro- Site is atop a skyscraper one
block
fired, there is every reason to believe gram celebrating the opening of
that the demand for sets will bring WICC's new studios in New Haven from Times Square.
down the present estimated costs of will be aired over Yankee and
receivers mentioned by radio engi- Colonial networks at 6:30-9 p.m.
Auditioning Facilities
neers,
Earnshaw Radio Productions has
Jan. 29, under arrangements made
"In England sets are already selling between John Shepard III, head of set up complete facilities for audifar below the prices predicted for the networks, and WICC Supervisor tioning its new transcription prosimilar American products. Insofar Joseph Lopez.
grams in the New York office at
as sound receivers are concerned-a
545 Fifth Avenue, recently opened
market that is competitive-we unby Charles Michelson, eastern repdersell England by a very wide mar- STATION IMPROVEMENTS
resentative of the firm.
gin. There's every reason to believe
Seattle-Frequency shift from 1370

Weed Sees Television
WICC Studio Dedication
First a Luxury Market On Yankee -Colonial Webs

that we'll beat Britain on video re- kilocycles to 1420 is sought by KEEN

ceiver values, too. Television will be here. Other changes contemplated
an immediate attraction to those by
the station include equipment
sponsors who will pay the price to improvements, power boost from 100
pioneer in sigh -and -sound merchan- watts to 100 watts night. 250 watts
dising even before sets reach the mass day, and change in hours of operaproduction stage. But there won't tion from Share-KRKO to unlimited
McDonald on Television
be a very wide gap between the
Chicago-President E. F. McDonald commercial start of television and time.
Jr. of Zenith Radio Corp. will talk volume video receiver sales. Early
Providence, R. I.-WEAN has apabout television on Zenith's telepathy bookers of television time at initial
program over CBS this Sunday night. rates may benefit by a considerable plied to the FCC for construction per-

'bonus circulation'."

Pierson-DeLane Catalogue

mit to make changes in directional
antenna for day and night use and
boost power to 5 kilowatts day and I

Calendar Offer on KIDO
Los Angeles-Pierson DeLane Co.,
Electrical Equipment Sales Ass'n night.
recently organized to manufacture
communications receivers, has issued decided to find out where their
Columbus, 0. - WCOL is seeking
money was going as sponsor of
its first catalogue.
KIDO's (Boise) evening "Listener's authority to make changes in automatic
frequency control equipment.
Digest." They made a simple offer
CHARLES ROSS, Inc. of a 1938 calendar to all "Digest"
corned, Moline Picture Lighting and
listeners. Commentator Dooley RidMandan, N. D.-Modification of liEguisment Core
WE FURNISH
El
al Lighting) Equopeneni
of Any Kind
FOR RADIO STATIONS

244.250 WEST 491h STREET

hr. York City

Tel. C I rale 6-5470-1

dle announced the offer five times. cense to change hours of operation
Response was immediate. Calendars to unlimited and install new vertical
were scarce in five states and one antenna is being sought by KGCU.
Canadian province. A total of 709 Application to FCC is contingent on
requests came from 09 different cities granting of KLPM's application for
:And towns.

new frequency,

IN

EMERGENCY

-

we pick up work
quickly

we make haste
carefully
we deliver promptly.

CI

II IV

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST Sink STREET, NEW YORK
TtkpAone

CO konb.rs 5.6741

COMING SOON
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VERNON REED and Russell Lowe
of KFH. Wichita. visiting in OklaPROGRAMS produced by the Los
Angeles Junior College Radio homa. Same for Hugh B. Terry.
KVOR. Colorado Springs.
Guild have been given a permanent
spot on the KHJ-Don Lee schedule Lawson Zerbe, young radio actor
each Friday.
who appears in many of the leading
is now playing
Dave Owen. producer of the CBS dramatic air shows,the
featured roles in
"Goldbergs"
serial.

**Scattergood

Baines."

ad-

dresses the Long Beach Ebell Club
on "The Drama in Radio."
Jimmy Vandiveer's "Meet Some

People," Wednesday night feature on
KFI, has been switched to Thursday

nights at the same time.
KHJ offers two new ones Sunday.
From KFRC, San Francisco. comes
"Previews and Encores:* announced

a drama -musical series, at 2:30
p.m., and the Federal Radio Theater's

as

"Choral Contrasts," employing three
different choral groups, from New
York at 6-6:30 p.m.

artists of the music school faculty.
Cyril Towbin. violinist; Hariett van

JORDAN (Fibber McGee)
pianist, and the Cornish String Quar- JAMES
has gone to Kansas City to extet will be heard. Program will be plore business project there. Brother
Emden. lyric soprano; Stephen Balogh,

over KJR. Sunday evenings, is interested in a
7-15-7:30. George Jennings, director there. Jordan with
aired

ing day 80 delegates and their wives Billie Blum. Six guest speakers, all
will be guests of CP.S at the .1. prominent Detroit women, were on
Penner and Phil
hroadrart,.
the initial broadcast this week.
KMTR's "Bureau t Missing PerJeanne Poli has a busy schedule of
sons" has been nee.: ci up half an
hour and will be hard in future at aarinuncing at WICC, Bridgeport. including
the PTA broadcasts, Federa2:30 p.m. an Wedivdays.
Nelson's

music

from

bottling works

another brother
of radio at Cornish, will handle con- is engaged in the sandblasting busitinuity and production.
ness in Peoria.
Clark Dennis. NBC tenor, to New
series and the "Hello Peggy" program.
A radio picture of Jackson (Mich.) York to audition for Coca Cola's
Prison will be given by WJR's Dun- "Song Shop."
Maine music lovers are hearing a can Moore at 8 o'clock Saturday
Phil Stewart. Lady Esther annew series of weekly sustainers or- night, the first in a series titled "The
iginating in the local studios of People's Business". Succeeding shows nouncer. missed a plane in Detroit
WLBZ. Broadcasts consist of vocal will cover every deportment of state the other night and Lynn Brandt,
NBC announcer, was pressed into
recitals by Garner Weed, young government.
service on Wayne King's Serenade.
operatic baritone. Mrs. George PulWayne King is still packing them
len, concert pianist, his accompanist, The swing vocal trio, Winkin,
furnishes occasional piano selections Blink in and Nod from Newport in on one fighters. They had to call
out
the police last week at one spot.
to vary the program.
News, Va., will feature, "Put on Your with the tariff at 86.60 a couple.
Old Grey Bonnet" in their own origMrs.
Quinn, wife of author of
A novelty among sports broadcasts inal new arrangement tomorrow on Fibber Don
McGee scripts, has gone to
is the trap -shooting meet to be aired a swing program over WNEW at 7:15 Del Monte, Cal., to supervise buildtomorrow afternoon by KFOX. Long p.m. In this song, their own Hot ing of new home there, which they
Chorus, they will name all the great
Beach, Cal.

sepia swing and blues stars. The song
KNX will broadcast the Saturday
afternoon session of the California
CKLW. Windsor -Detroit, has a was done on their last program and
Newspaper Association, in conven- new women's program titled "Wo- letters came pouring in asking for
tion at the Riverside Mission Inn. men's Page." conducted five morn - a repeat.
from 1:15 to 1:45. Gary Breckncr men a week by Myrtle Labbitt.
will officiate for CBS. and the follow- CKLW household commentator, and Bernice Allen (Creole), singing

Ozzie

,A,

Coaisi-lo--Coast

plan to occupy when Fibber show
moves west.

Ella Logan will give a torchy ver-

sion of "Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen"
a
one time appearance with
Henry Busse's orchestra from the

in

Paree over NBC -Red at 10:30
pianist, formerly at WCAU, Phila- Chez
delphia, will be featured tomorrow p.m. Sunday.
to

Additions to radio committee
at 4-4:30 p.m. over WMCA and associated stations. Miss Allen is now celebrate President's Birthday ball
under the management of Cliff here Jan. 29 are Buddy Rogers and
Truman Bradley.
Martinez.

Muriel Monsell (Mrs. John Brem-

mer, Jr.). formerly with Pasadena
Brabazon Lindsey. Virginia Willi - Community Playhouse, is playing
tion of Women's Clubs, American
the Legion Auxiliary. "First
Offender," son and Patricia Morris, advanced leading roles in Skelly Court of Miss-

Victor Hugo in Beverly Hills will New Haven studio dedication pro- piano pupils of Stephen Balogh, head
be piped East by KHJ for the Mutual grams. "Let Freedom Ring" and her of the piano department at Cornish ing Heirs.
network on Thursday and Sunday daily "Commuters Chtb."
School in Seattle, are making names
Station releases locally every
night at 10:15.
nights.

for themselves, due to their frequent
Jean Ellington. NBC songstress, will appearances over KVI.
Seattle -

WKRC, Cincinnati

"Secret Diary," new morning script
Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin, Jack have a different program time start- Tacoma CBS outlet. The theater show that is highly touted, starts
Benny's writers on his airshow, move ling today at 2:30 on NBC -Blue net- and radio students of George Jen- Jar,. 25 as a four -weekly sponsored
onto the Paramount lot to write dia- work, She is also heard with Nor- nings, director of radio at Cornish by French Bauer Inc., through Fredlogue on Jack's next picture, "Never man Cloutier and his orchestra on School, in Seattle are now in their eric W. Ziv agency.
Sundays at 4:30 p.m.
tenth week of production of a dra- Al Bland, pilot of Dow's "Dawn
Say Die".
matic series over KVI. Seattle - Patrol." is handing out daily advice
Hal Fimberg, comedy construe Carol Bruce. vocalist, auditioned Tacoma CBS outlet. Students write and hints concerning traffic regula'Innis, for the Jack Haley Log Cabin with George Olsen's bend for the adaptations of well known plays.
.how, has had his contract renewed soloist spot on the Nehi program do their own casting, production. tions and safety.
Dick Bray, sports commentator,
for another 13 weeks.
which is scheduled to begin in March.' and music, producer stepping in al has received more than 25 replies
Balance of program, auditioned last final rehearsals only, to smooth out from some 35 letters to National and
week. included Teddy Bergman, Tim the rough spots.
American League baseball players.
and Irene and Olsen's band.
from whom he requested personal
House Jameson and Mary Jane data for use in his programs.
The Cornish School, Seattle, an- Rigby will appear in next Sunday's
nounces a series of eight quarter- "On Broadway" drama over NBC hour musical programs featuring the Blue at 3 p.m.
RICHARD BONELLI
tonsils removed and is recovering.
WBT, Charlotte
"Ii has been lay personal exGrady Cole's "Aspertone" program,
Martha Dulin, conductor of "Woperience that most successful musisponsored by Blackstone Products, men Make News," is spending a week
cal careers come the hard way.
in
Miami,
was
ushered
in
with
ceremonies.
Hy the hard way I mean unlimited
Mayor Douglas came to the studios Grady Cole has been invited to go
attention to detail while practicing.
and welcomed Cole and his new to Louisville on Monday and be guest
years of instruction under Comprogram to the air. Cole also has of WHAS on anniversary of the flood
potent teachers and an ability to
a couple of other commercials.
take It if you're not a smashing
disaster.
Series of broadcasts by Jimmy
success your tiral three or tour
'Ai
Livingston
and
his
ork
being
fed
to
yeon before the public. Under.
J

UNE MINUTE
INTEIRVI EW

sank all these attributes, of course.

must be a genuine lore of music.
II you licrveol got that you might
lust as well call it gulls."

Tramont Turns M.D.
three CBS Dixie network stations.
On Feb. 1, station also will feed a
Dr. Charles Tremont. NBC anhalf-hour from Hotel Charlotte.
nouncer, has resigned after five years,
Caldwell Cline, announcer, says "1 of service. He is a doctor now and
do" tonight.
will hang out his shingle in Mt
Reginald Allen, announcer, had his Vernon, 0.

110W lir

'1

Alice i.wcs acclaimed
Literary Digest It 1831.

r
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FCC Economic Report
NBC DAYTIME REVENUE

UP 34 PER CENT IN '37
NBC daytime revenue during the
year just closed reached the all-time
dollar volume figure of $10,388,566, up

34 per cent over 1936.

Daytime fig-

ure has been climbing steadily since
1933, the depression point in radio.
American Home Products, Procter
& Gamble, Sterling Products placed
(Continued on Page t)

Stanton, Dannenbaum Jr.

Get Promotions at WDAS

Philadelphia-Patrick J. Stanton,
general manager of WDAS, has been
elected vice-president. A. W. Dannenbaum Jr. son of the owner, has

been appointed sales manager. He
has been handling these duties since

Stanley H. Chambers left four months

ago to become advertising manager
of Rourjois Inc.

Peco Gleason at WRTD
As Chief of Production

WSAU's First Year
Wausau. Wls. - WSAU. which
celebrates its first anniversary on
Jan, 30, received 32,163 pieces of

fan mail up to early part of last

Wayne W. Cribb, general
manager. considers that a pretty
good showing for a 100.watter in
slightly less than a year's time
since its debut. Goal for 1938 is
week.

ON WMAS, SPRINGFIELD
Springfield, Mass.-American TeleCOPYRIGHT FEES REFLECT phone
& Telegraph Co. is sponsoring

a series over WMAS intended as a
to find out if radio advertising
HIGHER CANADIAN ACTIVITY test
will pay. Depending on the results
of the 26 -week trial, company is exToronto - Report of the Copyright pected to do nation-wide radio adAppeal Board, which fixes the fees, vertising.
charges or royalties which may be The series consists of three procollected by Canadian Performing grams a day, six days a week. Two
Right Society during 1938, shows
(Continued on Page I)
that the society is entitled to collect
license fees from broadcasting sta(Cusitainrd on Page a)

Admiracion Considering
Spots in New Campaign

(Continued on Page 3)

Maizlish Closes Deals

Canada Raises License

Greensboro, N. C., and special events

By GEORGE W. AI Eli RTENS
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

A. T. & T. TEST SERIES

over 45,000.

Admiracion Laboratories Inc., Harrison, N. J., which has started an
extensive newspaper -magazine campaign on its Foamy Oil Shampoo,
is also considering a spot series along
with magazine and newspaper additions. Chas. Dallas Reach Co., Newark, is the agency.

Richmond -Peco Gleason, formerly chief announcer and sports commentator for Charlottesville's WCHV
and the Virginia Broadcasting System, program director for WBIG in

Free Competition Urged --Cooperation is
Offered in Promoting Improvement -Would Change Financial Reports

FCC Hearing Ordered
On WLW Power Renewal
Washington Bum., RADIO DAILY

Washington - WLW's application
for renewal of 500,000 watts experimental power will have to go through

a formal FCC hearing for the first
time since the power was granted
four years ago, according to an order
last week by Commissioner George
Henry Payne. A change in FCC

Washington-Encouraging the industry to continue organizing competitive networks, particularly state
and regional, and declaring that
while the industry can be improved,
it should be given the opportunity
to do so with the cooperation and
guidance of the FCC, Chairman
Frank R. McNinch today released
the long delayed and much awaited
report on social and economic aspects of broadcasting prepared by
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven.
The report was submitted solely
as a basis of discussion, from which
study and action can be taken by
(Continued or. Page 3)

ERWIN, WASEY & CO. LED

IN BUSINESS ON MUTUAL
Erwin, Wasey & Co. placed more
business on the Mutual web last year

than any other advertising agency,

MRS agency figures just compiled reveal. Close runner-up is Brooke,
French & Dorrance. The leadrules recently instituted by Chairman Smith,
er placed S224,611, the runner-up
(C01111111,a 011 Paw. 2)

Ruthrauff & Ryan, which
was first on the CBS agency list, is
5224,229.

Plan Paint Campaign

(Conttnned on Page 8)

Ottawa - Canada's radio receiving M. Ewing Fox Co., New York, has
Harry Maizlish, manager of KFWB,
license fee for the year beginning appointed Redfield -Johnstone Inc. to
Los Angeles, the key station in the set
April
1 has been increased to $2.50 a direct its advertising on Muralite.
California Radio System, left New

Sales Directors to Meet

Next Saturday in. Albany
$2 at present, it is an- Raymura and other paints. Radio is
York for the coast on Saturday after year, against
by Hon. C. D. Howe, minis- among media under consideration.
closing several important deals in- nounced
Syracuse
-A one -day meeting of
ter
of
transport.
Leonard Black is account executive.
volving both business and new shows.
Broadcast Sales Directors of New
On his way west, Maizlish will stop
York
State
will
be held next Saturoff in Chicago for further business
day starting at 10 am. in the Hotel
negotiations.

* THE WEEIK
IN 12A.I1D10
Builtrauff & Ryan Billings

Time So..rice
Rods Island, 111.-Western Union,
which has been receiving hundreds

of requests weekly for correct time

and wants to be relieved of the

accepted help from
WHIT. When requests are re
ceived now, W.U. gives the time
and then tells the caller to listen
bother.

has

hereafter to correct time signals

on WHEF-and glees the various
periods of such broadcasts.

(co,.tha,,,1 on Page 5)

By M. IL SHAPIRO

LEAP from sixth to first place in beverage accounts led the industry
its CBS billings for 1937 reveals groups on CBS, increasing its exRuthrauti & Ryan agency as nearly penditures over 1936 by over 24 per
$1,000,000 ahead of second -place hold- cent.. ..
er Benton & Bowles, which came up NBC average sponsor outlay for
from fourth place
others billing the year 1936 was found to show an
more than $1,000,000 on the same net- increase of 24.4 per cent, the figures
work were N. W. Ayer, Newell - being based on 134 accounts .
Emmett, Blackett -Sample -Hummert, drugs and toilet goods led the inLord & Thomas, F. Wallis Armstrong dustry field, up 19.3 per cent, with
and Neisser-Myerhoff
.
several food and food beverages running
other agencies were just below the second . . In the meantime, both
round figure mark ... Food and food,
(C011iamied on Page 2)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Berlin Tele Plans
Berlin - Quantity production of
441 -line television sets is expected

to get under way in Germany this
year. with at least 10.000 sets as
the first goal. Programs will be
centralized here and taken over
by the other two tele transmitters
on the Bracken and the Feldberg.
Three simultaneous programs will
be broadcast from here.

2
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Price 5 Cts.

NBC and CBS broke ground or laid for Chicago stations and other rules
Publisher cornerstones for new edifices in Los and regulation changes were adopted
:
1011N W. ALICOATE
Angeles.
by the five outlets which have conEditor
.30N CARLE GILLETTE : :
With more than 90 per cent of cluded contracts with the American
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager the affiliated web outlets signing con- League
. CIO in Philly threatens
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays tracts as per IRNA plan, additional a boycott on General Foods if Boake
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. deals are being made between locals Carter is sponsored by that Corp.
X. V.. by Radler Daily Corp. J. W. Alienate. of the AFM and stations
. . New
Networks, et al, are making a surPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Mem,
eau, Treasurer and General 3Ianager ; Chester Orleans and a few other spots have vey of actor conditions in order to
H. Rahn, VicePresidenti Charles A. Alienate. some difficulties, with the southern better talk things over with the
Secretary; M. If. Shapiro, Associate Editor city having two network outlets un- AFRA .
the two major companies
Terms (Post free) United States outside
. this was have
committees, as well as the
Greater New York. one year. £5; foreign. der threat of a strike
Year. 510. Subscriber should remit with order averted through the offices of Pres. AAAA for the advertising agencies...
to RAIllt
Address
all communications
Weber of the AFM and another effort
DAILY. 1501 Broadway. New York, N. 1'. will be made to solve the question AFRA expects to get down to business soon, most of the talks to date
Phone Wisconsin 7.6336, 7.6337, 7.6336.
. CBS having been preliminary conferences.
Cable address: Filmday, New York. Holly of the closed or open shop .
wood, Calif. Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood diverted commercial time to educaZenith Radio plans a big adverBlvd. Phone Granite 6607.
tional features, following a meeting tising campaign in connection with
Entered as second class matter April 5.
of the newly created Adult Educa- a new gadget to be marketed shortly.
1937, at the postothce at New York. R. Y
under the act of March 3, 1879.
tion Board . . . WOR will go in for .
.
FCC Chairman McNinch anexperimentation with ultra high fre- nounced that a new policy would seek
quencies ... William Roux, formerly to curb "monopoly" in the industry
with the NBC sales promotion de- and in the future, the Commission
partment, joined Hearst Radio Inc. would refuse to grant additional peras promotion manager. . .
mits to those already operating a
Revised NAB proposals have been station in the same city . . AAAA
(Saturday, Jon. 22)
submitted
by
the
reorganization
comannual meet will be held April 20-23
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Me
mittee, voting upon it to take place in White Sulphur Springs
. RockCh
High Low Close
at the annual meeting next month in well - O'Keefe booking agency and
Am. Tel. &
14514 1451/4 Washington
. Texas Broadcasters Consolidated Radio Artists
(holding
2114 211/2 211's COS A
Ass'n endorsed the proposals in prin- all NBC band contracts) formed a
Crosley Radio
95e
934
914
54 ciple at a meeting in Dallas ... also,
421.'2
41% 421/2 1
Gen. Electric
pool
on
the
coast
with
the
former
1954 191/4 1914 - 1
North American
all Texas stations were urged to at- to represent the latter in the terri61/2
61/2
RCA Common
654
tend the NAB convention and take
4818 481/2 4854
RCA First Pfd.
an active interest in the reorganiza- tory . . six northwest stations form
101/2
1014 101/2
Stewart Warner
Canada con16
15SA 16
Zenith Radio
. FCC denied petition an organization
f ! tion plans
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
of Capper Publications to transfer siders raising the receiving set license
-1
la
Nat. Union Radio
lk
fee
to
obtain
an
additional
million
control
of
KCKN
without
the
usual
OVER THE COUNTER
hearing ... Revised baseball schedule dollars in revenue..
Bid
Aske
:
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"Way Down East" ETs
Back on 13 Stations
Sterling Products (Haley's M -O,
Danderine) on Jan. 31 will return the
"Way Down East" transcriptions to
the air over 13 stations (WNAC,

WOR, WCAE, WGAR, WGN, WHO,
WREN, WCAU, WSB, KFI, WHAM,
WFAA, WFFA, WFBR), Quarter-

hour disks will be aired Mondays

through Fridays.
Agnes Moorehead. Karl Swenson,

from.

Pane

11

are announcements-one 50 words,
the other 100 words-and the third
program is a five-minute "true life
drama" featuring long distance telephoning. Commercial copy is held
to a minimum in the skit, being
mostly a suggestion on telephoning
long distance, and noting the difference in night rates.
Programs arc under the direction
of F. Turner Cooke, station's program director, and are made up of

and Wilmer Walter are in the cast.
Air Features produced the series.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert is the local live talent.
agency.

Tino Rossi for Films

.

A. T. & T. Test Series
FCC Hearing Ordered
On WMAS, Springfield On WLW Power Renewal
(Cmtrinrn

CBC Financial Surplus

(Coutinord from Poor I)

G. W. GRIGNON, manager of
WISN, Milwaukee, and D. A. WELLER, chief engineer,
went to Washington last week for
hearing
relative to the station.

ANDREWS SISTERS return to New York
a

E.

H.

SCOTT. Chicago

WNBF
Columbia

Broadcasting

System

with special New York City wire for test
programs and auditions in this important
Southern New York Market.
366 Madison Ave.. N. Y. C.-Mu 2.5161.

over all experimental stations.

coast -to -coast for another 52 -week

run. Program, "Johnny Presents" is

heard on Saturdays, 8:30-9 p.m.

New WHK-WCLE News Editor

WOPI

14 and 18, respectively.

radio

manu-

many shows.

to Syracuse University on Saturday to address the Radio Script writing class.
GENERAL HUGH 5. JOHNSON will broadcast tomorrow from Chicago, with Wednesday's
short coming from his Washington, D. C., stu-

dios.

IREENE WICKER, the Singing Lady, will do
Wednesday show from Rochester in connection with three important Rochester events.
WHAM is dedicating Its new tower, celebrating
its 10th anniversary, and the city is celebrating
her

Youth Week.

BERT LAWSON. CBS staff photographer, is
in Lake f lucid today for pictures of Kate Smith

and Ted Collins skiing around the winter playground.

PAUL KENNEDY, radio editor of the Cincinnati Post, is in Hollywood for look -around.
MRS. JOSEF PASTERNACK, wife of the musi-

cal director of Vick's "Open House."

has

re-

turned to New York from the coast, where She
spent a month with her husband.
HARRY MAIZLISH, manager of KF1/11. Holly-

wood, left New York last Saturday on

his re-

turn west, with a Chicago stopover.

MARTIN BLOCK of WHEW fkw

to

Miami

yesterday for a week's fishing.
BILL PERRY, WOR announcer is on his way

to California, where he will

handle

the Eddy

Duchin-Eliaabeth Arden program for a couple
of months.
STUART F. DOYLE, Australian radio man, is

coast -bound to confer with Herbert Ebenstein,
head of Atlas Radio, on their flve-year deal.

Howard Marshall on NBC
Howard

Marshall,

com-

BBC

Programs will come from England.

Philip Morris to Renew

Philip Morris, through The Biow
Co., on Feb. 12 will renew its CBS
show on more than 50 stations from

appointed Radio Sales representative be his second season.
in Birmingham, a newly established
office in the Protective Life Bldg.
"The Voice iof
2 NBC Shows for WCKY
the Appalachian*
Cincinnati - Two more NBC -Red
network shows, "Lorenzo Jones" and
"Waltz Time," both for Sterling ProdBRISTOL _ TENNESSEE

ucts, join the WCKY schedule Feb

deluge

facturer. to New York this week on business.
LAWSON MBE, radio actor who appears on

FCC ACTIVITIES

KPOF, Denver. Mod. of license to increase power to I KW.
Galesburg Broadcasting Co., Galesburg,
CP for new station. 1500 kc., 250 watts.
daytime.
K XA, Seattle.
1 KW. 760 kc.,

VIRGINIA

CP to increase power to

APPLICATION DENIED
Richard Field Lewis, Oakland, CaL CP
1160 kc., 1 KW.. daytime.

for new station.

port Minister C. H. Howe. He said editor and publicity assistant, who
NBC -Blue network series today at there
would be a surplus on both has gone to Florida.
7:45-8 p.m., Mondays and Fridays, revenue
and capital accounts.
sails for London in several months
King Again Directs Playhouse
o appear in his first English-speakJean Paul King will again direct
'ng film and also to complete a Dewey Long in New Post
French picture. He will then return Dewey H. Long, formerly sales the Provincetown Playhouse, Provto this country for movie work.
manager of WBT, Charlotte, has been incetown, Mass., this summer. It will

Member

this

week from Chicago, where they have been singing on the Wrigley show, to do
program of
their own.

Frank R. McNinch gave Payne au- mentator, returns to the NBC air thority to order hearing without ap- lanes in a new series titled "They're
proval of fellow Commissioners. Un- Saying in England" starting Jan. 28
der this rule, Payne has Jurisdiction at 9:15-9:30 p.m. over NBC -Blue.

Montreal-Canadian Broadcasting Cleveland - Lewis Sisk has been
Tino Rossi, French singing star who
will show a financial surplus named news editor of WHK-WCLE,
arrived in Montreal recently for an Corp.
for
the past year, according to Trans- succeeding Milton Hill, former news
American tour and who starts an

BINGHAMTON-NEW YORK

and GoinG

DAREDEVILS

OF HOLLYWOOD
Daredevil, rif Hollywood Is a new, copyrighted,
It offers 26 quartertranscribed radio feature,
hours, packed with thrilling esperlenms of Holly-

wood morie-stunt rum. Ideal for weekly broadcast.
Write now for full informatkn.
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FCC ECONOMIC REPORT
OFFERS COOPERATION
(Continued from Po!". I)

the Commission. Treating on the
American system of broadcasting, the
report states that there has been
found no reason for changing the
doctrine of fair competition, both
local and national, among individuals
as well as among organizations.

"In view of the natural technical
limitations in the total radio facilities," the report states, "which can
be made available to any community
or to the nation as a whole. a faithful adherence to the American system requires the voluntary refraining by licensees, or groups of them,
from using their own broadcasting
facilities to engage personally in
editorial discussions of public questions to their own advantage or
solely in accord with their own doctrines or personal beliefs.
"One of the greatest advantages
of the American system of broadcasting is that it is sufficiently flexible
to be capable of improvement, and
it is undoubtedly true that in any
such new art as radio broadcasting,
progress can be made and improvements should continue. However, in
accomplishing improvements it should
be remembered that the existing
radio broadcast system is the product
of a new art which like other new
industries, has developed in advance
of complete understanding of its
social significance."

Foreshadowing possible future reg-

ulations, the report states that

in

Program for Shut-ins

WFTC, Kinston, N. C., has inaugu-

NEW
EQUIPMENT...

NEW Pl/NCE

SPONSORING EDUCATION

ADVOCATED BY WITMER

"Boos and Bouquets"
Sometimes listeners like you. Some-

West Cool! Bureau, RAMO PAILY

Los Angeles-Many so-called edu-

cational programs now aired on a
sustaining basis might profitably be
sponsored on a commercial basis, with

tremendous attendant good -will accruing to the advertiser, in the
opinion of Roy C. Witmer, NBC vicepresident in charge of sales, here on
a brief survey of Hollywood activities
grams, if requested. Emcee has cer- nouncer Bob Young is the court crier. affecting his department. Such a
lain dates for visiting shut-ins. Show Both boos arid bouquets are aired, as policy, said Witmer, would permit
revealed in the fan mail,
is aired thrice -weekly.
networks to continue their policy of
Detroit's "WJR Presents" providing good educational features
Peco Gleason at WRTD

As Chief of Production
(Continued from Page

commentator for NBC and CBS, has
joined WRTD as program and production manager. As announcer and
rescue worker for WBIG in the 1936
tornado, Gleason was cited for carrying out an assignment that kept him
awake continuously for 64 hours.
in the industry Commissioner Craven

the growth of the broadcasting
Is Now Being Fed to CBS and
industry on the present American

plan of combining education with

Detroit-"WJR Presents", long a entertainment.
favorite late night show on the
Witmer declared the seasonal bugaDetroit station, has gone network boo in time sales has been largely
and shifted to 2:30 Saturday after- forgotten by national advertisers,
noon.
Program personnel consists who are more inclined to stay on

air throughout the year instead
of augmented studio orchestra under the
of taking chances on again grabbing
Samuel Benavie, a mixed chorus preferred time following a lay-off.
directed by Don Large, Helen Hadley, Ile also said that radio now gets 10

soprano, the Bavarians, male chorus, per cent of every dollar spent for
advertising in all media.

states that the record of the Oct. 5 and the Three Aces. The announcer
hearings does not reveal any conclu- comes in only at start, middle and
sive evidence that any control of
patents has been exercised to limit close of show. CBS carries over
competition in broadcasting. Nor is entire chain.
the Engineering Department aware
that any broadcast licensee has been
finally adjudged guilty of any act
which would disqualify it from holding such license under the terms of

factual data with reference to rev-

Notebay4 lot ow/4,

IALAI

rated a new series logged as "The times they don't. But whatever is,
Sunshine Club fur Shut-ins." Frank
Harden, chief announcer, is in charge, everyone hears their opinions in a
and show features reading of poems new program over KGV, Missoula,
with background music by Rainbow Montana. Show is set in the court
Trio and Standard Mixed Choir. Po- of the slightly deaf - and awfully
etic preferences of listeners are aired,
with audience asked to send copies dumb-, with one Judge Teeters preof their favorites for reading. Sta- siding. Anne Dunne presents the
tion, in turn, mails out copies of case of the listeners, while Verne
programs heard on previous pro- Sawyer plays chief mediator. An-

effecting a preservation of the existing American system of broadcasting the Communications Act of 1934.
it may be necessary to establish
Newspapers, it was pointed out,
standards of public service and to own
28 per cent of the total stations
take such steps as are necessary to licensed,
and own 26.67 per cent of
insure their being complied with. the clear channel and high power
It may be necessary to provide for regional station facilities. Eventually
the rendering of specific services.
a choice may have to be made be"The Engineering Department feels tween permitting or preventing other
that the Commission should assume media such as the press an oppor-1
leadership and cooperate with the tunity to supplement their older
industry in interpreting social and facilities with the newer invention
economic trends in order that an of radio.
effective betterment in public service
The report recommends the adop- '
can be accomplished," it was stated. Lion
of a form of financial report
On the matter of newspaper owner- which will insure a proper study of
ship of radio broadcasting stations, the broadcasting profits situation.
the report states that the "extras" of There is no basis for the fear that
former days have almost disappeared, such comprehensive financial reports,
that broadcast stations are relied if required by the Commission, would
upon to a constantly increasing ex- be necessarily a step in the direction
tent for news and comments upon of new rate regulations.
news, and that they are important An important section of the report
customers of news services.
to a study of ways of
The report points out that it is is devoted
better information and a
within the realm of possibility that securing
system with relative ease on
through the development of facsimile, better
social and economic aspects of
the newspaper of the future will be the
radio
broadcasting.
transmitted by radio into the home.
Regarding past charges of monopoly Among the recommendations made
is the revision of existing forms for
renewal of licenses to secure better

f
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From here, Witmer goes to San
accompanied by Syd
Dixon, coast sales head, before reFrancisco,

turning to New York.

nuAliorth
OUSEWIFE

Four Thousand Eight Hundred

Sixty

-

CHIEF
-WXYZ-

MICHIGAN
RADIO
NETWORK

Six Women Say OK
OF WXYZ SAID, "TEST THIS

PROGRAM, AND DON'T PULL PUNCHES"
And what a test. Right at the height of Holiday
turmoil, November till, to December 11th, (19571,
w hen women are really busy. Broadcasting time

purposely moved from mornings to 1:45 to 2 P.M.,
Monday through Friday, and no "ballyhoo." BUT,
we did have an attractive free offer to entice mall
response.

When the Chief said, "don't pull punches" he
meant, test the program the hard way, and report
the findings as is.

The entire case history is available to any agency
or sponsor desiring a really powerful commercial
program.

WRITE FOR THE FACTS. ANN WORTH,

enue, expenses and programs. The

HOUSEWIFE IS READY FOR SPONSORSHIP NOW.

the new forms. Station log forms
should be revised to secure better
factual data with reference to the

RADIO NGAWNRKWXYZ-DETROIT BLUENBCWORK

Engineering Department has prepared tentative suggestions as to

character of programs and their sponsorship.

EINCBHIEN

DLE BROADCASTING C OW

THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative
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GUEJT-ING
EFFIE SHANNON, ROBERT,

AGENCIES

VA 1 k

NEWTON R. BARRETT, executive

WEEDE. VIRGIL BINGHAM and AL
PORTS, blind piano team, and LOU-

01: SC
art

ISE FLOHEA and JIMMY rILAIR,
on "Hammerstein Music Hall," Jan.

PETTY CASH VOUCHER
Week ending Jan. 21.

28 (CBS, 8 p.m.).

MILTON BERLE, KENNY BAKER,
VICTOR MOORE and ANN MILLER,

in "Radio City Revels," on "Hollywood Hotel," Jan. 28 (CBS, 9 p.m.).
NADINE CONNER, on Coca Cola
"Song Shop," Jan. 28 (CBS, 10 p.m.).

JOHN CHAMBERLAIN, critic, on
"Book -of -the -Month Club Concert,"
today (WQXR, 10 p.m.). CARL
CARMER, author, same program, to-

morrow; HARRY HANSEN, critic,
Jan. 26.

COL. STOOPNAGLE, on "Cheer
Up America," Jan. 26 (NBC -Red,
7:45 p.m.).

HELEN KING, on "Hobby Lobby,"
Jan. 26 (CBS, 7:15 p.m.; WOR, 10:30
p.m.).

LOIS WILSON and CLARENCE
MUSE, on "Thirty Minutes in Hollywood," Sunday (MBS, 6:30 p.m.).
LOU GEHRIG, ROBERT YOUNG

and FLORENCE RICE, on "Good
News of 1938," Jan. 27 (NBC -Red, 9
p.m.).

KATE SMITH, on "We, the People," Jan. 27 (CBS, 7:30 p.m.).
BENNY GOODMAN QUARTET, on
"Saturday Swing Club," Jan. 29
(CBS, 7 p.m.).
MARGARET BOURKE-WHITE, on
"By Popular Demand," Jan. 29 (CBS,
9:30 p.m.).
EVELYN.

HERBERT,

on "H i t

Parade," Jan. 29 (CBS. 10 p.m.).
MARY ASTOR and RICHARD'

ARLEN, on "Your Hollywood Parade," Jan. 26 (NBC -Red, 10 p.m.).
JOHN L. HORGAN, hotel manager,
on Dale Carnegie program, Jan. 25
(NBC -Red, 10:45 p.m.).

Saturday.... Learn that

a

contemporary, Edgar Thompson,

radio editor of the Milwaukee journal and exponent of WTMrs "Behind
the Mike." which brings name actors as guests from Chi. has been given
the Catholic Action Award by the St. Rose Newman Club.
Sunday .

. To

Carnegie Hall for the Benny

Bob Murray, vocalist, was heard in
programs over five stations last week.
He appeared on WABC, W1IN, WOR,

WNEW and WMCA. Murray sang
over three different stations Thurs-

day - with "The Instrumentalists,"
WABC; "To the Ladies," WHN, and
with Merle Pitt's orchestra on
WNEW.

LISTEN TONITE TO

DORIS RHODES
6:45 P. M. WABGGEIS Network
MANAGEMENT

COLUMBIA ARTISTS. INC.

director of the radio department at
Reiss Advertising Inc., is handling
script and show on the new Sunday
Italian variety show which Reiss is
producing over WOV for California
Grape Wine Products and J. J. Runts
& Sons Furniture Stores. Program
started yesterday, at 4:30-5:30 p.m.,
with Jack LaRue as guest star. Giulio

Occhiboi directs the orchestra, with

Charles Motta as emcee, Claudio Trig aerie, baritone, and Lycia Orsini,

lyric soprano, also In the talent lineGoodman

concert and find the place being picketed. Inside we spot Jay Free-

man looking for his seat, Jack Miller sitting with songpluggers,
Eddy Duchin swaying to swing, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Robbins entertaining Howard Phillips, Buddy Green and Willie Horowitz. In the

next box is Henry Fonda and his wife doing a bit of "shagging"
while Richard Rodgers stops in amazement.... Later at the Essex
House "informaropening for Rudy Friml Jr. we meet for the first
time the Julian T. Abeles-with Mrs. Abeles dubbing her husband
"the singing attorney"....Past 3 a.m. we drop into Leon & Eddie's
and encounter Eddie Garr, Joe Lewis, Monte Mellinger and Sidney
Piermont, who tells us that Nick Kenny is booked into the Loew's
State....A look -in at the Famous Door brings to our eyes Morton

Downey with some music men.
Monday.... Hear that Rev. R. I. Barber, who conducts a show
over WBTM in Danville. Va.. and who likes to be called "The County Parson," became "The Marrying Parson" when a young couple entered the
studios prior to his daily show and expressed a desire to be wed right
away-which was done lust a few minutes before Ms broadcast.

Tuesday....The snow and rain prompted us to go out
our first pair of rubbers-only to leave the store and
find that the streets have dried up considerably....Ralph Wonders
and purchase

informs us of his plans to leave Rockwell -O'Keefe and taking Mickey
Aldrich and Betty Finley along.... Roy Wilson refuses to comment
on Tontmy Riggs' picture deal.
Wednesday....A crowd in the Tavern for the cocktail hour
includes Ted Musing, Betty Lawtord, Judy Starr, Teddy Powell, I. C. Tappet%

up.

GEORGE TORMEY, radio department executive of Blackett-Sample-

Hummert in New York, has been

elected a vice-president of the firm.
Tormey was at one time with Lord
& Thomas.

WHAS Tribute Today
A tribute to radio's part In alleviating the suffering caused by the great
Louisville floods a year ago will be
broadcast over CBS and NBC today
at

12 noon with Admiral Cary T.

Grayson

and

Frank

R.

McNinch

among the participants. A portion
of the program will originate in station WHAS, Columbia's outlet in
Louisville, which played such a vital

part in keeping the stricken city in
communication with the outside
world when the flood waters raged

through its streets a year ago. Barry
owner of WHAS, will
speak briefly. The musical portions
Bingham,

of the broadcast will also originate
at WHAS. Dr. Grayson and McNinch
will speak from Washington.

Newart Renews Sullivan
Chicago-John L. Sullivan's recent

description of the Transcontinental
Roller Derby twice nightly over
WIND was such a good job that New -

and Bill Conan, who is to be feted by the Friar's Club (tonne) at the
Astor-which will bring out every one in town. ...Louis Sobel enters

art Co., sponsors, signed him for the
next Derby in April.
Newart also has renewed Sullivan

with his wife for dinner....Because we were conspicuous by our absence
from the Casa Manana opening the nit° before. we drop backstage to say
hello to Wini Shaw and Oscar Shaw....To the Essex House's FORMAL
opening we spot Ralph Wonders, Henry Spitzer, all the music boys, and
some one starts the game of "I wonder whatever became of-." Some

colm -Howard is the agency.

one substitutes the name of "Whatever became of the Phantom Troubador?"

Sings on 5 Stations in Week

j

-and everybody wonders.... Another visit to the Famous Door-this time
for a novel reason-an opening of a new song by Louis Prima which Is
an event. It's Teddy Powell's new ballad. "Bewildered." Introduced a week

ago by Tommy Dorsey....City Editor George Clark of the Mirror is there

in his WAAF series, "Deserving of
Credit,"

wherein

Sullivan

worthy persons to the mike.

brings
Mal-

"Gang Busters" in Book Form
"Gang

Busters," the Phillips

H.

Lord radio production, will shortly
appear in a series of books published

by Whitman Publishing Co. Deal
was set by Bernard Schubert of the
Lord office.

with Jessie Briegan, who is in charge of the President's Birthday Ball In N. Y.

Thursday. ...Duke Ellington is now making arrangements for a concert at Carnegie Hall. Wonder what Brahms, Bach

and Beethoven would say if they could only talk today?....Over
at the Kate Smith rehearsal we learn that Tom Lewis of Young &
Ruhicam wrote the Richard Barthelmess and Francis Lederer scripts.
Friday.... We spot Richard }limber leaving town with his
suitcase which bears the initials "R. H." but no "Mit."....Understand that
Dewey Bergman is being made to wave a baton for R-O'K.

TOTAL EXPENSE: 98 cents, including sales tax for rubbers!
AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request denied....Why buy rubbers when
you're going south next week!

"Time" Advances Time

"March of Time" program on NBC Blue, now heard at 8:30 p.m. Thurs-

days, is moving up a half hour to 8
p.m. starting Jan. 27.

TRY RADIADS

THE BETTER COMMERCIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

SERVICE

WRITE FOR SAMPLE

RADIAD SERVICE
6149 KENW000 AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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PROGRAM REVIEWS
' Music for Fun"

WON. Chicago: Richman

Bros.

Clothes,

McCann-Erickson;
me signals, through
New CBS series, Fridays at 6-6:30 tUnited
Drug, "Resell Coast -to -Coast Frolic,"
p.m., is part of the network's group five special ET., through Street & Finney.
of children's program. With Howard
WHN, New York: United Drug, "Rerun
Barlow conducting the Columbia Frolic."
Concert Orchestra, this "Music for
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.: Household Mug Fun" program brings to the mike nine,
contest, three five-minute proeach week a different juvenile guest grams recipe
weekly, two weeks; Zanol. Albert
who is interviewed and told musical Mills; Pet
Milk, "The Milky Way"; United

stories by the emcee, William Speer, Drug, "Recall Frolic."
interpolated with playing of the num- WEST, Charlotte: Olson - Rug Co., on "Mubers. Works of noted composers thus sical Clock," thrice weekly.
are made both fascinating and palatWTMJ, Milwaukee: Bulova Watch, staable for the young mind. It is a fine tion
through Riow Co., N. Y.; Proc
way of combining fun with education. ter &breaks,
Gamble (Dreft), "Kitty Keene." ETs,

Others in this group of children's

5
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through Blackett-Sample-Hurnmert, Chicago;

CIRCIIIESTRAS

IE

L

MUSIC

California Radio System: Lady Alycia Cosand
Hollywood Health Magarine,

CAB CALLOWAY and his orches
tra conclude their engagement at
the Cotton Club in New York on or

five weekly for year, through Stack -Goble,
N. Y.; Progressive Optical Co. of Calif.,
Sunday afternoon series from KYA, S.F.,

S.F.;

Goodman and his band at the New
York Paramount Theater for two or
possibly three weeks. Then his hide -highness of ho -de -ho will commence an extended theater tour.

KSFO. San Francisco: Crowell Pub. Co..
Woman's Horne Companion. "Jean Abbey,"
through Geyer, Cornell & Newell; Procter &
Gamble (Dash), through Pedlar & Ryan;

Duke Ellington is writing the score
for the next floor show at the Cotton
Club in New York. The Duke and

sive Optical System, through Allied Adv.

new revue, which will have its premiere on or about March 11, Irving

metics

three morning shows weekly from KYA studios In Oakland, through Frank E. Cox agency. Oakland; Kruchen Salts, "Dr. Friendly,"
through Allied

Advertising Agencies,

Voters Council of Calif.. 52 weeks. through
Frank E. Cox agency.

Philips Milk of Magnesia, "Stella Dallas,"
through Blackett-Sample-Hummers; Progres-

about March 9 and will follow Benny

his orchestra will be featured in the

Mills and Irving Gordon are collaborating with Ellington on the book
and score. Ellington also is assembling material for his concert in Carnegie Hall later in the Spring, and
probably will augment his famous
orchestra with a huge vocal choir.
Irving Mills will return to the Pacific coast in about thre weeks to
establish his new Hollywood office.
The Hudson - DeLange orchestra
the national organization.
will spend the month of February in
An open -discussion docket will be the New England states, playing one-

"Resell Frolic"; Penn Tobacco,
programs are the "Dear Teacher" United Drug,
WQAM, Miami: Wesson Oil & Snowdrift
Rascals," through Ruthrauff &
question -and -answer games conduct- "Rhythm
Sales Co., time signals.
Ryan, N. Y.
ed by Madeline Gray, now heard
Mondays and Wednesdays at 6-8:15 NBC Daytime - Revenue
Sales Directors to Meet
p.m., and Nila Mack's "Let's PreUp 34 Per Cent in '37 Next Saturday in Albany
tend," dramatized fairy tales, which
recently switched to Tuesdays and
(Conttnurd from Page I)
(Continued from Poor
Thursdays at 64:30 p.m. Both continue to be excellent presentations of nine new daytime accounts on the Ten Eyck, Albany, it is announced
their kind, serving a good dual pur- NBC webs during 1037. As of Jan. by Charles F. Phillips, commercial
14, 1938, 23 national advertisers had manager of WFBL, and division
pose.
561/2 hours of daytime hours under chairman of the second district of
)

--

contract.

Kate Smith Hour

With a skit that was nicely fitted
to his talents, Francis Lederer, the

maintained, with no long-winded
Operas on WNYC
formal speeches. Transcriptions, comstage and screen star of Czech origin,
WNYC is going in strong fur air- pensation of salesmen, division of
provided some very pleasurable mo- ing of recorded operas. "Iolanthe" commissions between national reps
ments on the Kate Smith hour over will be aired Jan. 27 at 2 p.m., Act II and local time sellers, and other probCBS last Thursday night. He ap- of "Die Walkure" on Jan. 30 at 10:15 lems will be taken up. Also formapeared In the role of a gardener de- p.m., "Pagliacci," Feb.
at 2 p.m.,
of mutual plans for utmost
voted to a little crippled girl, whose "The Mikado" on Feb. 3 at 3 p.m.': tion
utilization of the local mufaith in him, when wrongly accused and "Otello" on Feb. 5 at 1:30 p.m. profitable
sicians
situation. William T. Lane,
of stealing a woman's bracelet,
former radio commercial manager
brought about his release and a ro-

--

nighters for Charlie Shribman.

Sid Phillips of London, arranger
for Ambrose, is in New York and

has signed
Mills.

1

now head of a Syracuse advermance with the owner of the brace- guests on these programs also are and
tising agency, will be among the
let. Lederer has charm on the air an interesting bunch.
discussion leaders.
as well as on stage and screen. The
Parley is open to all station officials
important part of the crippled girl Briefly
was beautifully handled by Estelle Molly Picon displayed a wide range interested in sales.
Levy, an unusually gifted little actress, Margaret Bourke -White, pho- of talent in her diversified entertaintographer, was another guest of the ment over WMCA last Friday night Sponsors Renew KCKN Quiz
program and delivered a highly in- for Maxwell House Coffee. High- Kansas City, Kan.-KCKN's "Quizteresting interview. Rest of the show light was Miss Picon's skit, "I Give zer Court," sponsored by seven firms,
You My Life," in a Topsy vein. Prookay as usual.
gram as a whole is the type of hu- has proven so popular and effective
man, disarming entertainment that that six of the companies renewed
undoubtedly satisfies its Jewish - for another 13 weeks. The seventh
"Bookof-Month Club"
was a seasonal business. A new firm
Last Thursday night's program of American field.
quickly picked up the open position.
the Book -of -the -Month Club concert,

heard seven days weekly on WQXR,

had the personal appearance of the
Perole String Quartet, popular concert group that has seldom been
heard on the air. For the audience
of select tastes to which the station
caters, this is choice musical fare.
Incidentally, the Idea of a musical
program of this type as an advertis-

ing vehicle for a book sponsor ought
to be a pretty good bet, since listening to good music and reading a good
book is already a very popular combination pastime. The prominent

authors and critics who appear as
CI

NAT BRUSILOFF
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Nam

Verr

Os% Stagion

WMCA
"AT THE TOP OF THE DIAL"
01617 &ROADWAY

CI 6-2200

James Roosevelt is another member of the F.D.R. family who has deSyndicating Comedy Spots
cided talents as a commentator. He
demonstrated it last Thursday night Syndication of comedy spots for
on "America's Town Meeting of the local variety shows will be started
Air" over NBC -Blue.
shortly by Universal Radio Programs

contracts

with

Irving

---- -

"Square Dance for Egyptian Mummies" is the title of the Latest opus
from the pen of
whose

Raymond Scott,

quintet continues to amaze

Hollywood.

Harry Moss, manager of the new
dance band service department for
Mills, for seven years edited and
published a magazine called Dance
Review.
Lee Grant and his orchestra, who
are heard daily on ]YMCA's "Grandstand and Bandstand" commercial,
have been given two additional programs on that station by the same
sponsor. Both programs are heard
on Sunday; "Music As You Like It"
nt 1:30-2 p.m. and "Music In The

Grant Style," 6-6:30 p.m.

Zinn Arthur and his orchestra have

been signed to appear in a musical
short to be produced by Warner
Bros. Arthur and orchestra are cur-

Firm has acquired a large gag rently appearing at Roseland.
library and plans to Six -piece orchestra has been en
and
situation
Those Cities Service concerts, Fri- release three spots
for emcee and anby WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
days on NBC -Red, roll merrily along nouncer and three comedy blackouts gaged
comprised of Jeanne Brown, director
as an always satisfying musical pro- weekly, according to L. N. Marks, piano
and
accordion; Karl Conners,
gram of the better yet popular type. v.p.
violin; Wade Verwiere, cello; Dick
Lucille Manners, soprano; Robert
Galbreath,
guitar, Tom Longswortlt
Simmons, tenor, and the Revelers
bass viol, and Norman Carroll, piano
quartet, with Rosario Bourdon as
Kyser's "Kollege" Mail
conductor have been doing some exChicago-Kay Kyser's "Kollege of
Inc.

cellent service for Cities.

John Barrymore, making a couple
of guest appearances the past week,
made a lot of listeners wish he'd get
back on the air regularly. He made
a grand emcee on Friday's "Hollywood Hotel" over CBS.

Musical Knowledge," which has been

bought by American Tobacco Co. to
start Feb. 1 on Mutual, has been
drawing 7,500 letters weekly. Show,

aired Monday nights from Black hawk Restaurant, will be renamed
and broadcast from WGN studio before audience at 8-8:45 p.m.EST.

WALT FRAMER
Frerionce wiener), of

RADIO SWAPS

vac..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

DAILZ
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Triple -Show Campaign

The merchandising department of
Cedar Rapids, Ia., went to
HARI,ES NORMAN and Joseph ! WMT,
town
in no small way in promoting
C Kay of NBC's engineering staff the three
new Quaker Oats programs,
in New York. have been transferred "Dick Tracy," "Margot of Castleto Hollywood, along with Mervyn wood" and "Aunt Jemima," now beAdams, from San Francisco, making ing aired five days a week. Cedar
a total of 21 engineers functioning at Rapids is the home town of Quaker
NBC locally.
Oats with 1,200 families dependent
"Men In The News" will be a regu- on the organization to butter their

casts, and to do everything in the r
power to build the largest possible
listening audience for the initial
broadcasts. The letter further pointed out that increased sales were In
store for them if they cooperated in
merchandising
products.

the

programs

AL HOLLENDER, WJJ D and

WIND publicist is prolonging his

and Texas vacation and going on down

into Mexico for a few days.

Promotion announcements wer e Tenor Driskill Wolfe of WAAF is
scheduled to run two weeks before back at work after a vacation in
the first program. A Cedar Rapids Miami.
lar Friday feature over KFWB at bread.
M. E. Dietetic Laboratories (Soft
paper carried a complete story on
8
p.m.. replacing "Sports Slants."
The station's campaign was under the "Dick Tracy" program in addi- Kurd Milk) is sponsoring six newsBruce Jordan will be commentator on the supervision of Leo F. Cole, mer- tion to small paid ads reminding lis- casts a day on WCFL through
the new program.
chandising manager, and Ray Cox, teners to hear the three new pro- Reincke, Ellis, Younggreen & Finn
Everett L. Jones, opera and con- who used direct mail, newspaper, ra- grams over a major network and agency.
dio
spots, movie trailers, etc., to ad- sponsored by a local firm. Mary Lit- John Bay of NBC staff got his hands
cert publicist, has joined Hal Rorke's
publicity crew at CBS, coincident vertise the three new shows. Cam- tle, radio editor of the Des Moines caught in mimeograph machine gears
with the added duties of the office paign was opened with a letter to Register & Tribune, devoted the great- and has been laid up at home rein handling publicity of artists rep- every merchant in the station's terri- er portion of her three -column space covering.
resented by Columbia Management, tory, calling their attention to the in plugging the new programs on
Sydney Strotz, NBC program and
Inc., the CBS booking subsidiary un- programs which were soon to begin three consecutive days.
artists service manager, is back at
over WMT advertising products carder direction of Art Rush.
desk
after several days illness.
A. C. Lyle, Jr. is a new 19 -year - ried by them. The letter urged deal- Entire campaign has been regarded John Baker, NBC tenor, has been
old commentator on KEHE's "Young ers to put in window displays of as one of the most highly successful made a member of the Burlington
Hollywood" program, Saturday morn- Quaker Oats products, call customers' enterprises undertaken in this terri- (Wis.) Liars Club.
attention to the forthcoming broad - tory.
ings at 11:15,
Marge Kerr, vice president of Tom

WCBS, Springfield, Ill.
Program department under John J.

Soo Listeners Squawking WDBO Staff Changes.
For Coverage from CBC Promotions and Additions

Corrigan has started four new ET Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.-With CanFollowing changes, promotions and
shows-"House of Peter McGregor," adian Broadcasting
additions to WDBO staff are an50,000 "Eb and Zeb." "The Cub Reporter" watt transmitter nowCorp.'s
nounced
by Harold P. Danforth,
on the air for
and "Stars Over Hollywood" with several weeks, and still
no CBC manager:
Lila Lee.
Charles Batchelder, announcer, proH. L. Dewing, president, is elated coverage of the area in the offing, moted to producer; James H. Knox,
over the signing of six new accounts radio listeners here are raising a formerly of WTOC, Savannah,
lusty
shout
to
bring
the
government
last week.
lieves Roger Brown as manager of
"Meet Myrene," new women's pro- sponsored programs within hearing the extension studio in De Land;
Led by the radio dealers
gram, is catching on fast and big. distance.
B. Geneva Burnett of Bristol, Tenn.of
the
area,
formation
of
a
Radio
Studio audiences, as well as listeners,
Va., joins as continuity writer; Ken
are taking to auburn -haired Myrene. Listeners League is in the offing. Randolph formerly of WMBR, JackStation has almost sold out its night Meantime a strong petition is being sonville, returns as advertising solicicirculated
which
will
be
forwarded
time. Only about an hour and a
tor; Walter Kimble appointed musical
quarter is available for the next year. this week to the Canadian broad- director and organist, heading a new
Announcer John Connelly is now casting commission. Numerous letters staff orchestra composed of Ruth
are being showered on Harry Hamilhandling all basketball broadcasts.
Bogenrief and Howard Kamper, vio"Stooge" Blanchard is making a lot ton, M.P., to bolster the case and to lins, Catherine Courtney, cello, A. G.
of new friends as the "Tavern Re- urge him to use his influence with Dietrich, bass, Annie Laurie King,
CBC.

porter," dance remotes, each night
at 11-11:30.

Except in rare instances, no day

radio is available in Sault Ste. Marie

area except from the local station,

piano.

Ad Lib Taboo at WLBC

Muncie, Ind.-Ad Lib is now taboo
can be heard, and in very at WI.BC. New program policy has
Donald Ebaugh is director of the stations
few cases the new CBL station, been inaugurated by Donald Burton,
newly established studio orchestra, Toronto, comes in. The situation is owner. All programs whether sususing staff musicians as the basic very irking to Sault listeners, who taining or commercial are now full
unit.
contribute many thousand dollars fledged productions with continuity
B.C. Remedy Co. and Stanback Co.,
CJIC. In the evening some American

WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.

Fizdale Inc., in charge of local office, is

in the hospital again.

She

recently got out following an appendicitis operation.
Harry Mason Smith of Radio Sales
is vacationing in Miami.
W. H. Stein, vice president of MCA,
plans to vacation in Havana and
Jamaica starting around Feb. 1.
Ralph Atlass returned from business trip to New York.
Charles

Barney

Cory,

handling

publicity for McCann-Erickson, has
a new Leica and is stalking celebrities.

Howard Mayer, radio publicist, and

wife are back from a month's tour
of Mexico and Caribbean cruise.

WJSV, Washington
Elinor Lee, home economist, who
conducts the "Aladdin's Kitchen"
programs, returns today from Mansfield, 0., where she attended meetings of National Conference of Home
Economists.

harry Elliott, who pinch hit for
Elinor Lee last week, brought to the
mike the "Seven Dwarfs," mighty

midgets who are touring the country
in connection with Walt Disney's carfurnished for each. All programs and toon film, "Snow White and the Sevboth making headache powders, have
music are carefully checked before en Dwarfs."
renewed for a year.
going on the air and with the excep- Arch McDonald, sports announcer
WBBM Aviation Broadcasts
tion of two remotes of the question and baseball broadcaster extraordianswer variety, station now has nary, has been acclaimed by Clark
Chicago - Aviation's spectacular and
Griffith. prexy of the Washington
growth to a major industry Is being new policy in full force.
Senators, as the "world's champion
portrayed in three special WBBM
2
eater."
broadcasts
dedicated
to
Chicago's
InGeorge
Griffin
Signed
'17 la 19 20 . 21 22 23
Margaret Richardson, secretary to
ternational Air Show, which opens George Griffin will be featured in
i2.125 26 27126 29 30
Jan. 28 at the International Amphi- a series for Harvey -Whipple (Master - Arthur Godfrey, is back from a visit
theater.
craft oil burner) on WJZ starting to her mother In Raleigh, N. C.
Greetings from Radio Daily
March 22 at 7:45-8 p.m. Willard G
Myers is the agency.
January 24
WANTED: A RADIO STATION
annually to the commission.

I

S

I

Boake Carter to Speak

Alwyn Bach
Oscar Bradley
George Marshall Durance
Leo Fitzpatrick
Acne Jamison
Milton Kaye
Nick Toce

lay Wesley

Boake Carter, Philco - CBS com- "Crime Club" Books for Radio
mentator, goes to Washington for a
Bernard Schubert, in association
!talk tomorrow night at Constitution with Carrot Case of General Film

Co., is offering the radio rights to
ton Forum on the subject of "Edi- "Crime Club" book series published

Hall under auspices of the Washingtorializing the News."

by Doubleday, Doran Inc.

Station manager now wilt major network
needs
71/2

affiliate
a

years

real

of

wants a station that
live -wire manager whose
radio experience qualify

him to handle the toughest job it
Write Bev A-124.
1501 Broadway

has.

RADIO DAILY.
New York City

This is the Book that will soon be
on the desks of

RADIO EXECUTIVES EVERYWHERE

and stay there

EVERY DAY THROUGHOUT 1938

COVERING RADIO COMPLETELY
a full year in the making - 1000 pages - Stations - Networks - Sponsors - Programs - Statistics - Television Technical - Educational - Literary - Cultural - Foreign
- Agents - Talent - Heprevi-ntatisr. - 1001 other things

NOW GOING TO PRESS - READY NEXT MONTH
.
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Copyright Fees Reflect
Higher Canadian Activity

Coast-ta-Coast

,C....ti-ned born Pane I)

lions to a total of $83.081. as compared

In-

with a total of $70,000 in 1937.

not due to any boost in
fees but to the fact that there are
crease is

now more stations than a year ago.

THE "There Was a Woman" pro- tertains" series - Kay Irving o
gram, sponsored by Glass Con- "Women in the News"-and also con

Montreal has five stations instead tainer Ass'n over NBC -Blue on Sun- ducts a poetry and song program un

Erwin, Wasey & Co. Led
In Business on Mutual
(Continued front Peer 1)

third on Mutual with $125,573. Blackett-Sample-Hummert is in fourth
place. Mutual revenue during 1937
was derived from 53 agencies. Complete list follows:
Erwin, Wasey & Co

of four; Regina has two instead of days at 1:30 p.m., will broadcast a der the title, "Sophisticated Lady.' Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance
one; Vancouver has eight instead of Nathan Hale story next Sunday. She will continue her work at 11nthrauff & Ryan
Blackest Sample./f ummert
six. and in Manitoba an additional Plans also call for episodes from the KCKN.
Franklin Bruck Ado
station has been established in the lives of Alexander Hamilton, Louis
R. It. Allier & Co
Charles Dallas Reach
town of Flirt Flon. where Interna- Pasteur and P. T. Barnum. YesterKati Cuff, publicity director for William Esty & Co
tional Nickel mines are located.
s incident dealt with the wife of Standard Radio's Chicago offices, is R. R. D. 0
The appeal board's report also re- day
Marco Polo. Arlene Francis, Broad- ill of pneumonia in Heroitan Hospi- Cnited States Adv
Ilaggaley, Horton & 1 loyt
veals the number of radio receiving way stage luminary, played the leadtal.
Kelly, Stuhlman & Zarndt
sets in the Dominion now totals ing role, supported by Carl Swenson,
J. Walter Thompson

1.037,201, an increase of 196.577 over William Johnstone, Betty Garde,
Christie R. Bohnsack, program di1937.
Chester Stratton and Edward Jerome.
The report shows that Ontario, Miss Francis will have the lead in rector of WNYC, was let out last
with 424,137 sets, has approximately most of the forthcoming "There Was week for allegedly being absent
without leave and failure to coop41 per cent of all the receiving sets a Woman" broadcasts.
erate. Bohnsack denied the charges

in the Dominion. Quebec with 240,-

5224,611

226
244,22191
125,573
,665
19187.

96,556
9911.'7107'1

88,208
85.185IRS

67,727

M. Kiesewetter Arlo
Young & Rubicam
Albert M. Bms
Scheibe Advertising
Thompson Koch
Roche. Williams & Ciannyngharn
It. .

6637,'8187

57,902
46,411
44 4 06 3601

II . W. Kantor
Redfield -Johnstone

33.

Sets allocated to
Helena, Baroness von Polenz, who and questioned legality of the dis- Luckey Rowman Inc
the seven other provinces for 1938 made her debut as a featured guest missal. He held his job under civil Cecil, Warwick & teeter
Howard E. Williams
are given as follows: Nova Scotia, artist on Palmolive's "Hilltop House," service.
I Mrland International
40,938; New Brunswick, 27,254; Prince is being auditioned for a permanent
Presba. Fellersresha
&P
Edward Island, 3282; Manitoba, 69,861; spot on one of the network shows.
Chase and Ludlum's offer of free N'anderbie & Ruben a
W. Ayer & Son
Alberta, 72,458; Saskatchewan, 68,193;
tickets to any sporting event for se- N.
StackCoble
102 sets is second.

32,4662i

20,811
119:60352

18.005
17,451
16,720610

British Columbia, 91,976.

lected questions submitted by listenNI etager of Iii
16,080
Three major newsbreaks, each ers to the "Sports Question Box," Nardi
Russell 31. Speeds
12,720
with
wide
local
importance,
and
two
12,512
Saturdays at 6: 35 p.m. on WEAF, does Denson & Dail
CANADA
with international importance, gave not include transportation or other Days Al ac Farland
12,398
Betty and Frank return to the air CJIC, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., an exBadger, B rowning & Hersey
12,004
& Smith
10.927
today over CKY, Winnipeg, Mon- cellent opportunity for local news expenses, the conductors of the pro- Rogers
Peck
Advertising
10,436
gram point out.
days at 7:15 p.m.
coverage during a five-day period.
Brown Sc Tsrcher
Howard
Bedford's
"Clippings," First was an inquest into the death
The Blow Co
7,644
poetry and philosophy program on of Helen Grier, with verdict deter- President Roosevelt will be heard Mitchell.Faust
Moore & Wallace
6.360
CKNX, Wingham, Ont., is being ex- mining the possibility of Vernon over all networks next Saturday at Aubrey.
Lord & Thomas
tended to four times weekly in a new Spencer being held on a murder 11:30 p.m., on the occasion of the Fisher. Zealand
5,072
morning spot. Show is in its fourth charge. Also of national importance President's Birthday Balls throughout Fulton, de Carom & Ellis
Kirtland Engel
year.
the
country.
was the decision of the Sault Ste.
Chambers & Wiswell
CKNX plans to open a branch of- Marie police commission that the enCritchfield & Co.
4,050
& Seiffer
fice for nearby towns of Walkerton - tire police force be asked to resign.
Due to his current commercial com- Small
3,744
11 arneti
Hanover. Station's news department A motor accident in which one per- mitments, baritone Buddy Clark has Weston
3,288
Hen Roche Productions
already has a correspondent there.
3,120
son was killed and three others seri- temporarily discontinued his CBS Reincke, Ellis. Younggreen & Finn
2,283
Ukelele Bill's Hillbillies, CKNX ously injured was the basis of the Monday night "Buddy Clark Enter- Fairfax Adv.
Frank Preshrey
1.224
unit, booked for personal appear- third newsbreak, CJIC giving the tains" series. Clark is currently Leighton
&
Nelson
ances six nights weekly until mid- first flash 20 minutes after the acci- heard on three sponsored programs
dle of Feb.
dent. CJIC was also able to give each week via NBC and CBS.
Dorothy Norton, CBC pianist reSpitalny Signs Newcomer
listeners the flash on the Samoan
cently in Calgary, has moved to its
Clipper disaster hours before the
Cleveland-As a result of her apThe Four Grand male quartet, once
Montreal to join her husband, Jack newspapers.
featured in the "Ziegfeld Follies," pearance on Cleveland Street RailNorton, violinist CBC has lifted the
will be heard twice weekly over way's "New Names" program over
ban on Rev. Father Lanphier and
"Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen," WHN starting today with George Vin- WHK, Dotty Masek, accordionist, has
St. Michael's Radio League, Toronto,
serial
transcription
cent and Orchestra. The boys are been signed by Phil Spitalny for his
program,
has
been
who are permitted to return to the
air, but Rev. Morris Zeidman of the placed by Russell C. Comer Radio David Sorrin. basso; George Fulton, all -girl orchestra.
Productions,
Kansas
City,
on
WSMB,
first tenor; Gene Newcomb, baritone;
Protestant Radio League is still under
suspension, with the result that New Orleans. in behalf of A. S. La and Jack Leslie. second tenor. They
Schmeling Fight on Mutual
will be heard every Monday and
Protestant League officials are charg- Nasa's Bakery Inc.
A blow-by-blow description of the
Wednesday at 6:45 p.m.
ing BBC with discriminating against
Max Schmeling - Ben Foord heavyGertrude Wilkerson of the KCKN
them.
(Kansas City, Kan.) staff and Robert Buddy Manners, blues singer, will weight bout from Hamburg, GerStahl of KFYO. Lubbock, Tex., were return to WHN for the first time many. will be heard exclusively over
secretly married Jan. 5, at Liberty, since her departure two months ago WOR-Mutual next Sunday at 10:38Mo. Mrs. Stahl is one of KCIGN's when she is heard with Don Albert's 11:30 a.m.
most talented staff members - is orchestra this afternoon at 3:15-3:30
Auntie Bliss of the "Auntie Bliss En - p.m.

---

79.8'76581

44445 :,,, 226: 087 110;

60024

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW
WILLIAM H. APPLEBY

"Radio advertising has withstood
the

test

of bass with 'hooks'

of

every description Injected Into programs, from package tape to mental telepathy and has emerged

with flying colors. Radio Is now
an accepted advertising medium
and therefore, the listener's habits
are

questions of

psychology for

the advertising profession to determine. The popularity of programs

will rent upon the amount of 'human appeal' iniecled by their crea-

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

Tom Rhodes, former member of
Orchestra succeeds Ray Pearl at Bill Philly police force, from which he
Green's (Mutual network) spot next resigned to adopt a singing career,
Wednesday night.
Dick Stabile playing one nighters is now heard over WDAS as the
in this territory after return from Singing Policeman.
Johnny Long's (Duke University)

honeymoon

in

Miami.

His

wife.

Gene Edwards of WDAS announc-

GracW Barrie, remained in Florida ing staff, who had a lonely assignon a professional engagement.
ment on the Sunday evening all -reKQV temporarily holding up radio - motes, now has a 15 -minute stretch
music settlement here. Station wants during which he muses aloud to the
to use Luke (WJAS) Riley's Band, mike, with musical background.
occasionally. Union says no; KQV
Edward A. Ford has been appoint-

must have full time band under an- ed chief maintenance engineer for
other leader.

KYW, Philadelphia.

WGN, Chicago, and tcrtion
lists

received

an

aggregate

1.500,000 pieces of mall in

of
1937.
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FIVE CENTS

B -S -H Led Agencies on NBC
L9olzinq On

!TELEVISION PRIVILEGES

IN A. T. & T. FRANCHISES

AND LISTENING IN

.

Television will probably be trans-

AT RANDOM

Production of a one - mitted first by telephone lines, and
hour. or even a to this end A.T. & T. subsidiaries are

or dramatic program
for radio Is fairly equivalent to staging
a first -night in the theater. But whereas
theater producers work for weeks on a
hall -hour, variety

by Blackest-Sample-Hurnmert on Red
and Blue Webs Other Figures

having television privileges included
in

franchises, according to E. F.

McDonald, president of Zenith Radio

a statement on television

Corp., In

single how. many radio producers put Sunday night over CBS. Speaking
on two or three "firm -nights" each week. on Zenith's regular program, McThat's one reason for so many Inferior Donald scoffed at the talk that com-

mercial television is near. Technical

air programs.

Billings of $5,086,667 Placed hi 1937

(Continued on Page 6)

One reason radio advertising is pre.
*Table lo magadnes in a great many Holliway Sees Television
cases is because readers of a periodical
Limited to Short Range I
may skip Over or miss a lot of advertisements-which are packed far thicker
West Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY
in publications than commercials on a
Los Angeles-Television is neither
radio program-but anybody listening to near
at hand nor will it be possible
cm air show can't help hearing the spon to send
programs more than a few
sor's message.
miles if there are any hills, buildings
Why Is it that more than hall of the or other obstacles in the way, ac to Harrison Holliway, g.m.
dramatic playlets on the radio are the cording
same old trite cops -and -robbers stuff of KFI-KECA, who has been a broad-

111111enlaan
Welt Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-KMPC reports that
Charles Sweet. Hollywood furni-

ture merchant. sponsoring George

Woad In -The Children's Party'.
over that station. has oblected to
length of the commercials on his
Sunday program.

J Walter Thompson...
1.nr.1
TlInmac
.

avolri

Hollywood

chatter

entirely-or

tar?

too

No plan for education broadcasts can
be very successful unless the planning
board Includes representatives

of

the

classes who are to be "educated" as
well as the professors and others who
are to do the educating.

-D. C. G.

Pay for Ideas
Philadelphia -1n an effort to din.

cover new ideas that can be used
in broadcasting. WIP has offered
to pay employees for acceptable
suggestions. Ideas may be either

for a single broadcast or for a
series, and can be submitted in

brief or In detailed form. Station
also has Increased new talent auditions to Iwo days weekly. Tryouts are aired.

.

.

4,20'1.169

3,606,722

HOLLINGBERY PURCHASE

FAILS TO CO THROUGH MIDWEST SALES HEADS
Deal between George P. Hollingbery and Mrs. Jeanne Craig for the
purchase of the New York office of

MAP RECOMMENDATIONS
Kansas City - Forty executives
from 22 stations in Missouri, Iowa
and Kansas attended regional meeting of Broadcast Sales Directors here

and drew up a schedule of recomsigned and delivered.
to be submitted to the
Hollingbery had agreed to purchase mendations
national committee of sales directors
(Continued on Page 6)
which is preparing resolutions for
Washingtan Bureau. RADIO DAILY
presentation before the NAB convenWashington - In a three-part retion next month. John J. Gitlin Jr.,
port involving applications of KCMO, Facsimile Too Costly,
(Continued on Page 61
Says Elliott Roosevelt
Kansas City, for power boost, request
of KFOR, Lincoln, for power boost
and application of L. L. Corycll & Oklahoma City - Facsimile repro- Furgason Signs WFLA
Son, Lincoln, for a new station, all duction of newspapers can never give
On National Rep Basis
on 1450 kcs., FCC Examiner George much more than headlines and is

In Midwest Applications

H.

Hill has recommended granting too expensive to become a serious

and denying competitor of newspapers, said Elliott
The Crowell Publishing Co. campaign the KCMO application
This would give Roosevelt, president of Hearst Radio,
to discredit radio reminds us of th. the other two.
(Continued on
KCMO
5,000
watts
day
and 1,000
f -me when vaudeville and legitimate
night, with regional instead of
theaters were lighting the movies, call- watts
local
classification.
Station
now
has
Southern Sales Directors
ing them a lad that wouldn't last. stead. 100 watts.
lastly declaring "shadows" would never
Meets Jan. 31 in Atlanta
supplant ""flesh"-and all the time It was
happening!

.S3,086.6o;
.

.

(r...tintred an Page 6)

& Hollingbery fell through last
casting authority for 25 years and Craig
Thursday. Mrs. Craig, according to
( I-UW[111,d VII Page (i)
Hollingbery, refused to go through
There Is a chance for a measure a!
with the deal after a contract was
lame to be achieved by a radio gossiper Recommends for 'CCM°
would that be carrying originality

agency on NBC with a gross billing
of $5,086,667. J. Walter Thompson
placed second with a total of $4,209,169. Lord & Thomas, Compton, and
Young & Rubicam followed in that
order. RADIO DAILY estimate of
the leading NBC agencies follows:
IllsckettSamnIc-Hummcrt

over and over?

who has the courage and ingenuity to

Blackett - Sample -Hummert, which
bought a total of $10,361,446 of radio
time in 1937, was year's leading

Fitzgibbons Appointed
CSBS Sales Manager

Omaha-I,, 0. Fitzgibbons, formerly traffic manager for KOIL, is now
general salesmanager of the Central
States Broadcasting System, which
operates KOIL here and KFAB and
KFOR, Lincoln. Paul Hammen re-

mains as national sales director of
the system.

Station had already been represented
by the Furgason Chicago offices and
the inclusion of the New York office
gives it national scope. WFLA was
formerly represented by Craig &

Atlanta-Broadcast Sales Directors Hollingbery.
of the fifth district meet next Mon-

day in the Henry Grady Hotel to
discuss

problems

and

suggestions

which will be presented to the NAB
convention in Washington next
month. Chairman Maurice C. Coleman, WATL manager, will preside
at the local meet,

WOPI Re-elects

Bristol, Tenn.-Va.-Officers of WOPI,
including W. A. Wilson, president Granada, Miss.-WGRN, local 100 - treasurer, W. G. Keys, v.p., and E. M.
wafter, off the air temporarily while, Woolsey, secretary, were re-elected
new equipment is being put in, hopes at last week's annual meeting of
to be ready to broadcast again by stockholders. A 5 per cent dividend
Feb. I.
on common stock was declared.

WGRN Resuming Feb. 1

Gene Furgason & Co. has been
appointed national representatives of

WFLA, Tampa, effective immediately.

No KARC Sale
San Antonio-Henry Lee Taylor.
co-owner of KABC with A. E. Wil
son and Mrs. Thurman Barrett, has
confirmed that sale of station to
Elliott

Roosevelt has been aban-

of
doned following expiration
Roosevelt's 90 -day option- Active
ownership will be retained by

present group. Station moves into
spacious quarters in the Mum
Building on Jan. 2S.
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:
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daily except

Saturdays,

(Paramount Music Corp.)
You're A Sweetheart (Robbins Music Corp.)...
I Doubt* Dare You (Shapiro -Bernstein, Inc.)
Dlpey Doodle (Lincoln Music Corp)
Roselle (Chappell and Co.)
Bel Mir Bist Du Sheen (Harms Inc.)
Once In A While (Miller Music Inc)
True Confession (Famous Music Corp)
Mee Work If You Can Get It (Chappell 6 Co)
Sweet As A Song (Robbins Music Corp.)
Mama. That Moon Is Here Again (Paramount Music Corp.)
le The Still of The Night (Chappell and Co.)
Thanks for The Memory (Paramount Music Corp.)
Bob White (Remick Music Corp.)
Sweet Someone (Leo Feist Inc)

Sundays

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York.
N. Y.. by Radio Daily Coro. J. W. Alicante,
President and Publisher; Donald 11. Merser

eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
B. Bahn, L'ice-President Charles A. Alicante.

Secretary; 11. H. Shapiro,Associate Editor.

Terms (Post free) United Stales outside of
Greater New York. one year. 85; foreign.
year. 510. Subscriber should remit with order.
all communications to RAT/141
Address

DAILY. 1501 Broadvray, New York. N. Y.
Phone

Wisconsin

7.6377.

7-6736.

7.6338.

Cable address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood. Calif.- Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood
Bled. Phone Granite 6607.
Entered ais second class matter

April

'977, at the postoffice at New York, N. I'
ruler the as of March 3. 1879.

C.

rye Hitched My Wagon to A Star (Harms Inc.)
Everyday's A Holiday (Famous Music Corp.)
I Can Dream Can't I (Mario Music CO

FINANCIAL

I Wanner Be In Winchell's Column (Leo Feist

Outside of Paradise (Santly Bros: ley Inc

' AUL WING will

Inc.)

37

36
29
28
28

27
27

27

25

be in Boston on Saturday
a spelling bee.
FOUR RADIO FRANKS arrive in New York
tomorrow on the Aquitania.
A. S. POSTER. uni. of WEW. St. Louis, off
to Chicago to sign some new business.
JOHN GORDON. Ruthrauff Er Ryan exec. and
S. E. VAN WIED, advettising manager of
R. 8.
Davis Cr Co., who have been in Hollywood on

to broadcast

Times Played

Publisher
Selection
You Took the Words Right Out of My Heart

:
Editor
DON CARLE GILLETTE :
Business Manager
RIARVIN KIRSCH

Published

cominG and GOIRG

Following is on accurate list of performances for the week
eitdilig Jut,. 22. couertng songs played front 5 p.m. to I a.m.
on CBS and two NBC networks. Only compositions played 15
times or more are included. This listing is a regular Tuesday
feature in RADIO DAILY.
i

Joe

Penner's Coconsalf show,

New York.
ED WOLF is on

a

are

returning to

17 -day Southern cruise.

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY, president

of tho

new firm which bean his name. is in town for

20
20

few days.
G.
W. GRIGNON. manager of WISN. Milwaukee. is visiting the International Radio
Sales office here.
WILLIAM FAY. manager of WHAM. Rochester,

19

Is

25
24

Is
17
18
16

a

in town.
He was on the NBC "Music Is
My Hobby" {secret% last night.
DIRTY DOYLE, Journal -American radio editor.
flew to West Coast yesterday and will Spend
about two weeks there before returning east.

16
16

Paul Kapp to CRA
Chicago - Paul Kapp, who heads
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
his own talent agency, is joining
Net
High Low Close
Chg
Consolidated Radio Artists as radio
14611 14531 1461/4 + I
Tel
An. Tel.
director and will move to New York
203i 20311 2034 CBS A
Erville
C.
Sutton
Dead
Join
Hearst
Chi
011ice
91/2
91/2
91/2 + .3
Crtaley Radio
420-1
4236 - Lk
Oklahoma City- Erville C. Sutton. first of the month. Kapp has been
Cen. Electric
Chicago-Addition of Chris Heath41711
61/2
61/2
61/2
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nounced yesterday by Naylor Rogers. weeks.
head of International Radio Sales

Heatherington was formerly
with Ruthrauff & Ryan and Radio
Sales. Miss Donovan came from
Blair & Co. Curt Wilson has
"Home Town Edi'or" on WBAL John
arrived from New York and Ed
OVER THE COUNTER

Via -Are Car'son

Askedl

Bid

here.

6

Baltimore-More than 50 Maryland
small-town newspapers are cooperating with WBAL In presenting a new
twice -weekly feature entitled. "Home
Town Editor." Programs, to be heard
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2-2:15
p.m., will consist of reading excerpts
of latest news from these communities. and editorializing on problems
facing the communities. Series will

Heaton is an additional staff member.

of Dave, associated with same firm.

WOAAEN
EWS

WBAP Scholastic Roundup
Fort Worth-A full -hour of college
and high school programs each Saturday morning will be started Feb.

5 by WBAP, local 50,000 -Hatter. Pro-

Ready For Sponsorship

periods, two from colleges
be handled by publicity chief Ed- ter-hour
within a 200 -mile radius and two
ward Codel.
from local high schools. New features sets something of a precedent
Philly Favors AFRA
for the southwest.
Philadelphia - Competitive efforts
between AGRAP-AFRA has resulted

With Established Audience

grams will be in four successive quar-

WXYZ - MICHIGAN RADIO NETWORK

frfquency transmitter. W3XER, is ex-

Sds9cit

of Radio eat-

Unusually popular. Several months sustaining. !'leases women of all classes.
Conducted by Nancy Osgood whose radio
and stage experience provides ample
knowledge of what women like.
Quarter Hour Periods feature style
trends, bits of Hollywood News, and

Leitch. technical supervisor.

nigueisidekical
t4sed at h.B.C.

"WOMEN IN THE NEWS" WITH ITS BUILTUP AUDI.
ENCE IS A "PLUS" BUY FOR THE RIGHT SPONSOR

in

favor of latter group.

Meeting

held last week by AGRAP, with radio artists invited, is said to have
brought out a very small attendance.

WCAU High Frequency Feb. 15

Dui vou toow that
eke equifunek at Az
.

Philadelphia - WCALJ's new high

pec.ed to be completed about Feb.
15. when it will immediately start
daily broadcasts. according to John

KMMJ
Clay Center, Neb.
The hit rorilr family station

aitd C.R.S.?
1.-.;

V

P

DICE MARSHALL DURANCE DIR.
K. 0. Olds

Radio pips Nees York

highlights of prominent women in society, sports and educational activity.

KING-TIRENDLE BROADCASTING Copp
RAClirtlEAVORK WXYZ -DETROIT

'

BLUE NETWORK
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Representative

E

THE

MARKET

ITALIAN. MARKET

THERE exists within one hundred miles from New York City a separate market of two and a half million steady consume.,
-the Italian Market. There also exists a compact, positive, economical means of reaching these two and a half million
toady customers through WOV, W BIL in New York, and W PEN in Philadelphia. We are at your disposal to discuss and
turfy your problem in reference to the possibilities of the Italian Market. We are in a position to facilitate arid solve the
istribution problem, if there is such a problem, for your product. We can supply an estimate on time and talent. The cost
is economical. No obligation on your part.

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING CORPORATION

133 West 43rd Street. New Yet), N. Y., Te;ephene 8Ryant 9-6080
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ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

GENCIES

WAI

UAL KEAIP and his band return to

the city of their first major tri-

umphs when they open at Chicago's
Drake Hotel on Feb. 4 with a Mutual
wire.

It will be the boys' first mid -

western engagement in four years.

Incidentally, Kemp was presented
with a silver loving cup by the edi-

tor of the University of Pennsylvania
student news.paper when his band
appeared at the Earle Theater in

Philadelphia recently. The Kemp
Tempo bandsmen were voted tops in

a band popularity contest sponsored
by the undergraduate daily.

Horace Heidi and his ark will play
the annual Yale Prom, with WICC
feeding the music to NBC.

Jelesnik and his Conti rentals, who have been appearing
with great success in the Empire
Eugene

Room of the Hotel Utah, Salt Lake
City, since Jan. 14, have been ex tended indefinitely. They broadcast
via KSL.

Blue Barron and orchestra, currently featured over NBC from the
Edison Hotel, signed contracts to re-

cord for Victor. Ed Kirkeby of CRA,
who negotiated deal, reports that
Burron will make 28 sides.

Bobby Hackett, sensational young
cornetist who came to New York
this season with his own orchestra,

has been signed by Irving Mills of
Mills Artists Inc.

Bunny Bengali is at the Arcadia
International, Philadelphia, for two
weeks, with a CBS wire. Deal was
set by Music Corp. of America.
Norman Moon, Don Elton, and
Cliff Lowery are handling the vocal

with Ernie Hoist's orchestra
which is currently heard via CBS
solos

from the Book -Cadillac Hotel in Detroit.
Bandsman Oscar Bradley has hired

a new arranger, Neil Alderman, increasing his arranging staff to Jour.
Bradley's son John, a student at Yale,
also assists with these musical chores.
Because he ivill conduct one of
his choruses on the CBS "Magazine

of the Air" series, Lyn Murray has
turned the directorial assignment of
the "Modern Male Chorus" (CBS
Sunday afternoons/ over to Eugene
Lowenthal.

An hour show weekly in which 62 nations will participate.
corning horn the countries own stations. is !elected as one of the pro.
promotional plans for World's Fair radio activities. During the fair. the
shows will come from Long Island, saluting the various nations... -Henry
Youngman will return Irani Hollywood in time to find himself a feature on
the Mennen variety show. ...Phil Baker's first Gull show from N. Y. with
the entire troupe will be March 20 ...Mary Margaret McBride has been
airing all last week under bronchitis difficulties... Rush Hughes' first
show on Ian. 31. slated to come Irom N. Y., will come from Frisco....Sob
Ripley adds seven stations to his NBC net Saturday. making 64....Constance Bennett appears on the Jolson show nest month-and may imitate
a columnist....lack Powell. the blacklace drummer, is preparing a show
aimed at klddies....Coca Cola will revamp 'Song Shop" within Mx weeks
doing away with questar policy. ...Frank Parker Is carrying a Universal

Picture contract around in his pocket....Chesterlield's Whiteman show
will go In for novelty acts --Lonnie Boswell will toot a sax.... The Brewer's
Ass'n show will start on CBS either Jan. 31 or Feb. 7 at 11.11:20 with Connie

Boswell. R. Himber. Lou Molls-and maybe Ted Musing (who claims he
knows nothing about the show!).... Cahn 6 Chaplin. the "B, M. B. D. S."
writers, have an MGM offer providing WB releases them....Bob Williams
leaves Young & Rublcom to go with General Foods and will be replaced
by Ross Worthington.

75176

:m1.1g

1

VS

323
0

Greetings from Radio Daily

A week ago NBC from the coast aired a show for promotion of the President's Infantile Paralysis Fund, so last Saturday
CBS from New York decided to do its bit and presented Milton

Berle, Frank Parker, Lucy Monroe, Bob Ripley, Freddie Rich's
band from his theater dressing room, George M. Cohan, Fred Waring's band from Paramount Theater and Gabriel Heat ter in a story
about the boy in the wheelchair-a classic....Glen Law, newscaster
for Iowa network stations KSO and KRNT. was appointed a special
deputy sheriff of Polk County to attend the hanging of Allen Weaton

and Stanley Mercer at Fort Madison-and was on the air with his
impressions of the execution shortly afterward.... WTMJ, Milwaukee, scored a news scoop over midwest stations when G -Men found
the bodies of Charles Ross and James Atwood Grey, alleged kidnaper

also slain....Rotarians of Kansas City heard themselves talk the
other day when Ellis Atteberry, manager of KCKN, made a recording of Evan Fry's questioning the members at their luncheon-and
then played it for their amusement.

* Bob Hope was signed to continue on "Your Hollywood Parade" for the next 10 weeks....Wrigley's renewed "Double or Nothing" for
13 weeks and the Andrew Sisters for eight....Rudy Vallee is trying to get
Jack Osterman to script his WB picture.... Earle, Ferris is handling Ripley
now....Beatricat Pins has been hired for the "Dkk Tracy" show-the only
femme on It.... Tommy Riggs WILL have his falsetto, "Betty Lou." in his
picture debut

January 25
Portland Hoiia
Teddy Ely

of All Nations Revue" on Feb. 2 from the ballroom of the Hotel
Stotler. It is believed that this is the first revue of its kind ever
staged.... The dogs and their owners will be in costumes of the
countries where the breed originated.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert

HENRY KI.EIN, radio director for

15BD&O, Chicago, has a new dramatic

show, "Theater of Life". a sort of

one episode "March of Time", which
he plans to get on the air soon.

SAN ANTONIO
Hilda Steinweiss of KMAC back

from California.
Tee Casper's "Sports Parade" will

be a regular feature on KMAC. He

started last Saturday.
Vivian Vorden and all -gal ork,
formerly on KONO, now playing
dates in and around Laredo.
The Singing Gauchos are back on

KMAC after a Louisiana trip.

Louise Shanklin recently joined
KABC office staff.
On most remote jobs, Station Man-

ager Charley Beth and Production
Director Guy Savage of KABC work

WEEI, Boston, is planning n special broadcast of a "Dogs

But:1:21111

L. R. NORTHRUP, Arthur B. Sul
livan and Ashley Belbin yesterday
became partners in Charles Dante
Frey agency, Chicago, joining Frey
and R. L. Hurst in ownership. Burs
joined agency a month ago from
Lord & Thomas. Northrup has been
g.m. of agency, Sullivan, director of
production, came from N. W. Ayer.
Belbin formerly was copy writer at

.

Jay Wesley and Jack Knell

will cover the event for the station..../n connection with the airing
of the Annual Poultry and Pigeon show which had Ron Gamble and
Hal Bennett at the mike, WHIO, Dayton, took advantage of the occa-

sion to record its own sound effects of the roosters crowing. The
lusty cock-a-doodle-doos of the prize fowl were piped from the
exhibition rooms through to the station's control room.

together.

Ken McClure of WOAI will have

his newest publication, "After 30,"
off the press in a few days.
is a recent addition to WOAI technical staff.
Lew Valentine's new "Dial a Smile"
ion WOAI Is going big. Among features

is Pat Flaherty singing hymns, accompanied by Bert Ponard on the
organ.

William McCabe, former sales man-

ager at a coast station, recently appointed KABC studio manager.
Bill Boyd and his Ramblers are a

new hillbilly outfit on KABC, also
heard on KONO.

OMAHA
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Henderson. parents of Lyle Talbot, movie actor, are
now on the WOW staff in "The

I Jangles." daily dramatic series. Jettabee Ann Hopkins writes, directs
and participates in the show.
Harry Johnson, KFAB announcer.

is now handling the evening sports

program over KOIT., taking the place
of Bob Cunningham. Johnson also

is conducting a baseball school for
women listeners.
James Faris, KOH. and KFAB continuity writer, is recovering after
an appendectomy.

Creighton University has started a
weekly musical concert series over
WOW with a student announcer.
TO AN ADVERTISING AGENCY
Desirous of Creating a Radio Deteror to one desirous of stimulating its
present let-up....A forceful sates ea

south", with a background of ten vein
Is
r a d lo advertising Is available.
BOX A-125 - RADIO DAILY
1501 Broadway
New York City
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NEW VIROCUAMS-1 DEM.
barber shop?" and "Do you think
Audience Ad Libs
Logged as "Ad Lib," WIP, Phila- it's true that a woman cannot keep
delphia, has added a new program a secret?". Talks are limited to one
11YOLA VONN, Miss Fifi of Texaco under the direction of "Dr. Socrates," minute-which seems plenty for the
average person.
show, has had her option picked giving members of the audience a
up by Eddie Cantor two weeks in chance to speak extemporaneously on

WBAL "Trading Post"
"doctor."
Jerry Lee Pacht conducts this one
Twelve persons are chosen at each
13 weeks contract.
broadcast, and the subjects on which over WBAL, Baltimore, every mornHal Chambers, special events an- they are asked to speak range from ing except Sunday. Program offers
nouncer on KFWB, succeeds Tommy the light and humorous to the politi- a complete swapping service to lisHarris as emcee on "Hollywood Mat- cal and serious. In the former classi- teners, and in addition is bolstered
inee.- Harris continues to vocalize fication are such assignments as by news, stock and weather reports,
on the program, however.
"What Is your opinion of the man occasional poetry, readings from letGeorge Jessel is fast becoming a who has his nails manicured in a ters, and transcribed music.
regular radio impresario. In addiWTMJ, Milwaukee
WNBC, New Britain, Conn.
tion to his "30 Minutes in Hollywood"
and his advisory berth on production
Jerome Crittenden, Milwaukee tenStation now signs off with national
of "Good News of 1938," he is ready- anthem.
or who has appeared on many WTMJ
ing -Variety Show," with Harpo
Tiny Quinn and his Commanders, shows, commutes to Chicago each
Marx and a name band, and still an- with "Tiny" himself doing the vo- Sunday to appear on NBC's "Roother with Sid Silvers called "All cals, now spotted at 1:30 p.m. Satur- mance Melodies."
the World's a Stooge." He also re- days.
At the risk of losing his dignity,
cently purchased a 28 -episode serial,
Mildred Meize of continuity staff William J. Benning, musical director,
by
Dr.
Crime,"
Versus
"Science
spoke on "Radio in the Home and has bought a pair of skis.
advance of expiration of her current topics

assigned

by

the

Thomas F. MacLaughlin, long con- Its Effect on Children" to the Berlin,
nected with Scotland Yard and two Conn., Motherhood Club.
other Hollywood - flavored continuiIt's welcome back for Larry Luke,
ties, "The Dogs of Hollywood Stars" the Duke of Song, with Johnny Nesand "Hollywood Success Stories," co's Troubadours, Saturdays at 2:15
with authentic material based on ac- p.m.
tual experiences of the stars in their Shirley Hayes moves into radio row
climb to fame and fortune.
with a program of songs Thursdays
The new KHJ-Don I.ee series, an- at 3:15 p.m.
nounced as "Previews and Encores"
Eva Johnson and Franklin Pratt

Bill Evans, emcee of "Top o' the
Morning," has been offered a duck
as

mascot and contemplates using

FRANCES DIXON, who handles au-

ditions for NBC program department, made a guest appearance on

NBC Jamboree other evening and
explained how aspiring, youngsters
may get into radio. She cited case
of Florence George, who was piped
in from Hollywood and tossed a few
bouquets to NBC.

Mildred Stanley, 2t year old ex -

steno, is replacing Gale l'age
songstress on several programs.

as

Gale Block i, John Blair salesman,

on a central states swing with Cin-

cinnati a scheduled stop.
Cheri McKay and the Three Notes
to Louisville to appear on specia:
CBa program in which city expressed

gratitude for relief in flood last year.
Announcer Tom Bullta of "Poetic
Melodies" back at work after a case
of bronchial infection.
Patricia Long, winner of a Harold
Stokes audition on Mutual's "On A
Sunday Afternoon," has been picked

him to quack -quack the time and by King's Jesters as their new queen,
temperature reports.
succeeding Marjorie Whitney, who
leaves to head an orchestra called

WWL, New Orleans

After an absence of several years,

King's Lads.
Bradley Eidmann, WAAF salesman,

Pinkey Vidacovich swung back on back from a business trip to St.
the air as new musical director of Louis and Kansas City, resulting in
and scheduled for inaugural last Sun- offer "Pine Hollow Echoes" Satur- the station with the augmented or- some new accounts.
day, 2:30-3 p.m., gets both a new title days at 2 p.m.
chestra which went to work under
and a new time, with the billing It's farewell for awhile to Jerry the network-AFM plan of settlement.
changed to "Tales from an Antique Beaupre's organ music from Embassy
Jimmie Willson Is trying out a new
Shop" and the time moved up to Theater.
program twice weekly at 10:45 am,
2-2:30. Rabbi Magnin's inspirational
Hal McIntyre's Orchestra, now di- entitled "New Voices." It tests out
Sunday talks take a new spot in the rected by Russ Shearer, returns every singers on Wednesdays and actors
January 10, 1938
groove immediately following, 2:30- Sunday at 4:30 p.m. commencing Feb. and dramatists on Fridays,
2: 45.

6.

"Sons of the Pioneers" replaces
Jack Lacy's "Popular Pleasantries"
WOW, Omaha
"Western Review" in the 12 noon to extends another half hour on Feb.
Using a letter -writing contest as a
p.m. slot on KFWB Sundays, mark- 6 giving the tuners -in an hour and
basis
of
study,
station made a survey
ing the return of Bob Nolan to the one-half of "music as they like it."
covering the station's six daily news
Warner station.
periods and received 16,800 replies
Ben Sweetland, long "Your Friend1

WMAS, Springfield, Mass. from 17 states.
on KHJ-Don Lee,
George Crowell of Framingham,
Nebraska Power Co. has purchased
moves over to KFI with his friendly Mass.,
has joined as junior announc- 15 minutes twice weekly and has a
philosophy on a similar Monday
ly

Counsellor"

He replaces Al Felix, resigned.
"Homemakers' Club" directed by
Kay Fayre, vocalist, whose "'Round Martha Bohlsen, former women's dethe Town" program has been a fea- partment writer for the Omaha Bee -

through Friday schedule.
Ray Noble and his band, with Tony
Martin as vocalist, will be shortwaved
to Germany by NBC on a special program to be broadcast January 29.
The "Golden West Cowbelles" are
a new KMTR Sunday feature at 2:30
p.m. Group consists of a string ensemble and features special vocal
arrangements by Irene Dawson heading the troupe.
Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone
celebrated their eleventh wedding
anniversary last week. Jack and his
side -kick, Don Wilson, are scheduled
for a guest appearance at a Beverly
Hills Chamber of Commerce banquet

er.

Jan. 31.

aired

ture for years, has left the station News. Bozell & Jacobs placed the
and will now air from Hartford.
program.
Paul Pelletier has been appointed
Foster May's daily "Man on the
musical director.

Street," formerly sponsored by ChevHe was called back from the Pan rolet, is now sponsored by General
American Exposition in Texas for Electric, 15 minutes daily.
the job.

WSPR, Springfield, Mass.
Under the direction of Hillis W.
Holt, chief engineer, a new lighting
system is being installed in Studio
A. This does away with squinting

by announcers reading scripts.
Quincy A. Brackett, president,
the

CLASS

BY ITSELF
INTERSTATE BROADCASTING CO.
730 FItth Av.., Now York

Tell the 8000 Story!
1%"%a

..

a

other night with Mayor

Roger L. Putnam and Albert W, Mar-

IN A

Another Way to

tin, manager of WMAS, in the first
of a series of city broadcasts.

Heller Back to Chicago
Chicago - Little Jackie Heller returns to local NBC schedules and
will also do some personal appearances in the midwest.
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Information
for

Advertisers
The following documents may be
secured without charge from companies sponsoring them, or throtigh
ADVF_STISINO AGE, by any national ad.

vertiser or advertising agency execu

dye writing on his business letterhead.

Let WLTH Help You Sell
a Market.
In this folder, WLTH offers some

No. 1280.

Interesting facts about Jewish broad.
casting, maps of the station's primary and secondary listening areas,
and market data broken down by districts. with comparable population
figures for other markets.
No. 2231.
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WLTH
New York City
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401.992
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Erwin. Wa.ey & Co

422.1116
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I. W. Ramses

257.704
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133.233
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(Comfit...eel I..,, rive It

and economic difficulties stand in the

way, he said. Images at present canLS.. unlimited, be dented.
not be transmitted more than 27 miles
Jan. 24: Y. W. Scarborough & J. W.
WDWS. Champaign. III. CP to
Orvin. Charleston. S. C. CP for new sta- power to 100 watts. 250 watts LS. be granted even
with best equipment, and
tion. 1210 kc.. 100 watts. 250 watts LS., 1370 km., unlimited.
changes in apparatus have been so
new station.

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

unlimited.

Santo Smile. Charleston, S. C. CP for
1200 Ire.. 100 watts. 250 watts
6.41.40 LS.. unlimited.
653.844
Joe L Smith. Jr.. Beckley, W. Va. CP
602.372 for new station.
1210 6.. 100 watts. 250
340.S.11 watts LS.. unlimited.
:32 1 ,1
Jan. 25: WMPS, Memphis. Transfer of

Conn,

Television Privileges
In A.T.&T. Franchises

F. C. C. ACTIVITIES

On NBC During 1937

I
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to

new station.

1310 he.. 100 watts. 250 watt

KTUL. Tulin. Okla. CP to increase power rapid that receivers
KW., 3 KW. LS. be granted. 1400 he-. are now obsolete.

sold a year ago

1

unlimited.

L. L. Coryell & Son. Lincoln. Neb. CP

He pointed out that

2.000

trans-

for new station. 1450 ho.. 250 watt.. 1 %W. mitters would be needed to give
LS.. unlimited. be denied.
adequate coverage of the U. S.. and
K FOR. Lincoln. CP to change frequency cost of wiring them together as radio
KW., 3
power to 1450 kc..
and In
stations are now joined would cost
LS. be denied.
control of corp. to Memphis Press-Seimitar KW.
ECHO. Kenna City. CP to change fre- about 3475,000,000.
Co. 1430 kc.. 500 walls, I KW.. unlimited. quency and increase power to 1450 kc.,
Jan. 28: Frontier Broadcasting Co.. Den KW. be granted. Unlimited.
Philadelphia-Television will be a
ver. CP for new station. 1420 kc.. 100 watts.
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
250 watts LS., unlimited.
"headache" and not a profitable inWMEX, Boston. CP to change frequency I WWSW. Pittsburgh. Auth. to transfer dustry for many years to come, acpower to 1470 kc.. 5 KW., can. control of corp. from Pennsylvania News- cording to Sayre M. Ramsdell, v.p.
and i
paper Co. to P. G. Publishing Co. 100
lImited.
of Philco Radio & Television. The
claret common stock.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
Broadcasting

Colonial

Co..

1

.

Edward Breen and Allen R. Loomis, Fort

Morristown. Dodge. la. CP for new station. 1500 kc.,
KW., - 100 watts. 250 watts LS., unlimited.

N. J. CP for new station. 620 he..

1

time is still far off when television
can be shown on a national basis,

George B. Storer. Pontiac, Mich. CP for he said.
unlimited, be denied.
KW., daytime.
Shirley D. Parker. Yakima, Wash. CP lot new station. 600 kc.,
1

Seek Excise Exemption
WGBM to Feed State Net
Hollingbery Purchase
RAnin nAlLy
- Herbert Moore, head
Fails To Go Through On Ind. Basketball Finals. I of Washington
Transradio Press, appeared before
sh incre$$$

the House Ways and Means Commit-

Indianapolis- WFBM, local CBS tee last week asking that radio news
ut- outlet, will feed the final games in services be exempted from the exTen leading 1937 agencies on CBS. Mrs Craig's interest In the
Indiana State High School cise tax on teletype, telegraph and
the
right
and
also
pay
her
a
weekly
NBC and MRS were:
4; 330,744 stipend.
Contract was signed last Atnletic Ass'n basketball competi- telephone facilities. He pointed out
Illackett Sample I i llrome,I
3282.329
lion
to
a state-wide chain consisting that newspapers and press associaLord & Thoma.
t 047,661 December and all portions of the of
I. Walter Thompvm
Fort Wayne; WSBT, South tions are exempt from such taxes.
3.07,10 agreement .were to be carried out Bend: WBOW,
Renton A Bowl.
Terre Haute, and
4,4744.3P before Jan. 1.
Young & Ruhirarn
1.430.010
WIND,
Gary.
March 26 when the
Rothrauff A Ryan
BOSTON
Sales personnel of New York of- four survivingon
3.944.000
teams out of an origCompton
23401.170 fice moved out over the week -end
WEEI staff members just back from
N. W. Ayer
inal
field
of
781
come
to Indianapolis Southern
2,019.949 and will establish new offices in
cruises include Mr. and
IL R. D. 0
fight
1.931,261
Newell Emmett
Graybar Bldg. today, Edward Spen- to
Mrs. Neil Wallace, newlyweds; Mr.
championship. Broadcasts will be and Mrs. Jay Wesley and Francis
cer will be in charge, with Robert sponsored
Buick through Arthur McLaughlin.
Holliway Sees Television Davies and Alex Hodges. who joins Kudner Inc.byNew
York.
Grace Edmunds, WBZ head hostess,
firm on Feb. 1, as salesman.
Limited to Short Range theThe
Two afternoon games will be
ill and not expected back
new firm will represent all played
with
the
winning
teams meet- seriously
for
five weeks.
/'one 11
stations formerly on Craig & Hol- ing in the final night game
to
dehas carefully watched all television lingbery list except WEBC, Superior, termine the winner of the 1938 basYankee web's Gretchen McMullen.
developments.
and WJAX, Jacksonville.
ketball crown. Len Riley. WFBM celebrates her 11th radio birthday
Holliway's talk, delivered on his
Mrs. Craig, when reached by staff spurts announcer, will do the Jan. 28.
"Listener -Inner" program over KFI RADIO DAILY, said that all com- play-by-play description.
WNAC and Yankee web will get
weekly "New England Food Comlast week, was intended primarily ments would have to come from Holfor persons who are holding off buy- lingbery.
mentator" direct from Chicago durArthur Kudner
L. D. Wertheim, r

.

..

.

&Pm

ing new radio sets because they have
been led to believe television is
around the corner. He urged his
listeners to discount such reports.
and added that if television does

appear in the homes in the next few
years it

will be via an attachment

to regular radio sets.

Midwest Sales Directors
DrawUp Recommendations

16.nriumrd from

!lc

II

WGCN Modernizing

Facsimile Too Costly,
Says Elliott Roosevelt
'Jed I r,,on

It

ing National Grocery Industries Con-

Gulfport, Miss.-With a complete vention.

Recent WEEI visitors Included
here is taking over more space for Melford Runyon. CBS v.p. and
treasurer:
Vic Whitman, formerly of
studios, reception room and offices
together with neon signs. Station WEEI and now scripting for Wilson,

modernization plan in effect, WGCN

oe
& Hayward, and Ed Lord of
in a talk here. He pointed out that will also take sign space along High- Powell
a facsimile receiver costs $250 and way 90, the historic old Spanish WLNH. Laconia. N. H.
Trail which serves as a main street
$2.50 a month to service.
$

Hearst Radio plans to spend 3150,- for most of the Gulf Coast towns.

KGVOO, Missoula, Mont.

Helen Heidi has joined the "Around
the Fireside" cast.
power boost to 50,000 watts is granted
Loretta Matthieson is latest addir.11,1111.1
1 or$1 Paw I)
by FCC. Roosevelt said. Remodeling
Omaha-John J, Gilliu Jr., WOW tion
WOW. addressed the meeting on spot of station is nearing completion in general
to "Dude Ranch.- dramatic manager, has been awarded musical
show.
business sales. Policy problems was Biltmore Hotel.
a
gold
key
emblematic
of
the
Omaha
Senator Burton K. Wheeler was
discussed by K. W. Church, KMOX.
Junior Chamber of Commerce dis- among
those
sending congratulatory
M. F. Allison, KMBC promotion and
tinguished service award. made an- messages on station
seventh anniverWDNC, Durham, N. C.
publicity director, spoke on probnually to Omaha's outstanding man, sary.
lems of local and national sales proHal Harden from WCAU. Philadel- thirty-five years old or under, whose
Complete schedule of U. of Mont.
motion. and Paul Hamman. sales di- phia. has joined announcing stall, civic activities mark him as eligible
Grizzly Basketball Games will be
rector of Central States Broadcasting filling spot vacated by Tommy Loeb. for the award.
aired, with Verne Sawyer at mike.
System discussed general sales prob- who joined Lord & Thomas.
lems.
The Y.M.C.A. Better Speech proWLBC, Muncie, Ind.
WICC, Bridgeport
J. Leslie Fox. sales director of gram is back on the air after a holiKMBC. presided at the all day ses day layoff.
Jimmie Morton, director of the
Annual Letter Week is being concocktail
a
ducted
this
week.
sion. which closed with
Bellmen, convalescing from a motor
"Melody Kitchen" returns March 7
party given by Arthur B. Church, under sponsorship of Durham Public C. X. Castle, engineer, has com- accident, expects to be on hand for
New Haven studio dedication Saturtires,ident of KMBC.
Service Co.. according to station pleted ham rig.
Al Lee, announcer, assigned to day.
manager J. F. Jarman Jr. Lee VickAn augmented Connecticut ColoniGr-ce Moore on NAPA Board ers directs and announces the show. Morning Bulletin Board.
Ottls Roush, chief announcer, has als orchestra of 17 pieces under HarGrace Moore has been elected a with talent including Mary Dixon,
National
Art
Dowling
and
compiled
a
basketball
average
chart
ry
Berman will feature the new stuJack
Payton.
member of the board of
dio dedication program.
which gives totals quickly.
others.
Ass'n of Performing Artists.

000 on KOMA here when and if

John Giffin Honored

radio Daily Presents Its First Annual
With No Panel:es Palled And No Holds Barred
-Is radio entertainment progressing, grail g backward or standing still?

-How can news periods be improved?

-Are the number of educational and cultural programs sufficient?

-Are you prejudiced against a program because it is transcribed,
regardless of entertainment value?
-Can small unaffiliated local stations successfully buck network
shows, and how?

-Should radio be:
(a) Government controlled?
(b) Government regulated?
(c) Government censored?

-What type of programs do you like best; such as variety shows,
sports broadcasts, symphony concerts, forums, commentators, drama, novelty programs, bands, etc.
SQUAWK DEPARTMENT

What's wrong with Radio? We alli have our pet peeves, squawks

and ideas. Exchange of viewpoints never hurt anyone,
so talk freely.

150 Critics Answered These questions-And 111014", For
"7: T7Z7

lbj

Starting Vex, Monday In Radio's Own Newspaper

8
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OKLAHOMA CITY
M.

H.

Bonebrake. WKY com-

mercial manager, back
Springs honeymoon.

from

Hot

Herman C. Chaney named director

KOMA staff orch. KOMA also taking on Rhythm Rangers. outfit un-

der direction of Dave Schmiedeker.
KOMA remodeling studios, taking
entire 24th floor in Biltmore Hotel
with business offices moved to floor
below while work going on.
Cecil James "Snaps" Elliot con-

*

PITTSBURGH

Coast -to -Coast *

Louis L. Kaufman, one of KDKA's
first announcers, has returned to the
local airwaves. KQV, at
o'clock
Monday to Friday, with "Pittsburgh
Today." Lou is an active Pittsburgh
1

LONGWELL, Ed MacKenzie of personal appearances in theaters attorney.

BOB
Eddie Peyton, Pittsburgh nightclub
and Charlie Sterritt, newscasters throughout the East, in addition to
at WJBK, Detroit, have been re- her regular WOR broadcasts. She is owner now sojourning in the south,

tained by Fairway Cleaners, now being handled by the WOR Artists is broadcasting over WQAM, Miami.
sponsoring the station's hourly broad- Bureau.
Karl Krug, Sun -Telegraph columncasts, 7 am. to 12 midnight. Acist. reports in his "Pittsburgh by
cluded WKY piano playing assign- count runs indefinitely.
Milton W. Stoughton, commercial Night" that a Network Broadcasting
ment with over 140 consecutive pro manager, WSPR, Springfield, Mass., School will be opened here soon with

Grace King is back on WBRC,
Neal Barrett, g.m. of Hearst Radio Birmingham, warbling under sponin the southwest. Gayle Grubb. WKY sorship of Southern Radio News,
manager, and Joseph W. Lee. Okla- weekly radio fan magazine.

has been appointed chairman to ar- Darrell Martin, president, and numrange for 1938 souvenir dinner, erous local luminaries on the faculty.
Springfield Advertising Club, next
Hal Kemp shelled out extra money
May.
to give Pittsburgh theater -goers a

homa Network g.m., on the 'selling
business" committee of the Okla-

"Dawn Over the Sudan," by RonClair Shadwell pinch-hit on Briar
ald Dawson, program director of Hopper show on WBT, Charlotte,
Hal Gus Scher announcing WKY WOL, Washington, has been bought while Program Director Charles
by 2YD in New Zealand, making the Crutchfield fought bad cold.
ork programs.
Maxine Mead now singing with fourth British colony to air his
homa City Chamber of Commerce.

WKY staff orchestra on spot periods. works, according to Dawson.

Roger Hall. warbler on Cain Coffee program over WKY, leaving for

Charles

Schmidt

has

replaced

Elinor Sherry, diminutive blonde George Blumenstock as advertising
Brother songstress, is being set for a series manager of WGCN, Gulfport, Miss.
ticket on Pacific Coast.
Marty will continue as solo on the
coffee show.

KANSAS CITY

John Molloy, chief engineer KGFF

ST. LOUIS

girl they've always liked - Maxine
Gray. Maxine was in Hollywood;
Kemp engaged her for one week only
at

the Stanley where Kemp holds

the all time attendance record.

WCAE reported hiring a "talent
scout" to look over prospects in the
tri-state territory. Cash prizes will
be given listeners for "tips" that
lead to worthwhile discoveries.

Tim and Irene have been signed

Dan Paul, WDAF announcer, back
(Shawnee) has acquired a 71/4 pound
Sammy Walsh, comedian and em- for the Stanley Theater's tenth anniversary celebration next month.
Income tax exemption. Son is named on job after licking flu.
cee, has joined KWIC.
Jimmie
Patt,
CBS
special
events
Pat.
More than 50,000 kids in this area
An exclusive news -room studio has
man for western division visited his have enrolled in Secret Six Clubs,
family here and former colleagues promotional feature on "Speed Gib- been provided for Johnny Davis,
WWSW commentator, in the new
at
KMBC.
son" series over WIL.
KSL, Salt Lake City
Post Gazette Building.
Ruth Royal, KCKN musical di-

Bob Convey, head of KWK, re-

Barton Howell. news editor, had rector, turned over her vocal spots turns from Florida this week.
Lawrence Welk's unique band is
to go to the hospital for treatment of to Gertrude Wilkerson last week,
Mother of Ray Schmidt, KWK clicking over Mutual from Hotel
hand injured in photographic ex- due to laryngitis.
William Penn's Italian Terrace.
sports announcer, died last week.
Bernard Maltby of KCKN engiperiment.
Miriam Erickson is back on her neering staff recovering after appenIndependent Coal -Fireside Melo- dix removal.
dies" vocal spot.
Barbara Ross
George Couper Jr. of KXBY sales
subbed for her.
staff back from two-week business
Transcriptions
Film Recording
Commercial and Theatrical factures
Ed Broman has placed a 52 -week trip to Chicago.
contract for Paramount Baking Co.
Joseph H. Story Jr. of KMBC sales
(Hokum bread).
stall attending canners' convention in
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
Shirt Thaync. drummer of KSL Chicago.
ark which made a big hit at Sun Tom Evans, KCMO president, is
Valley New Year's Eve party. has advised from Washington that FCC
COlumbus 5-7366-7
been requested by W. A. Harriman, examiner has recommended boost to 33 W. 60th St., N. Y. C. rFOTOTONE.--5,0,661J,..40-5Y-STEY1
Union Pacific chairman, to fill a win- 1,000 watts.
1
ter engagement.
Lee Roberts, KCIVIO program diSalt Lake Tribune -Telegram will rector. will produce new children's
promote its "Intermountain Empire opportunity show for Jones Store
Mr. Sam Moore, Jr.
Progress" with a 13 -week series, with Co.
Irma Bitner in charge of production.
Don Davis, WHB president, and
William Esty Company
Earl J. Glade. managing director, Al Stine, scripter, in Chicago on
100 E. 42nd Street, N. Y. C.
arranged the recent K51. salute to business.
Newark News Radio Club (N. J.) on
WDAF has formed a 10 -piece staff
its 10th anniversary.
orchestra under direction of ProMy dear Mr. Moore:
gram Director Harry Kaufmann.
John Schilling, WHB g.m., is laid
No doubt you have read several of our open letter adverup by a bad cold.
tisements addressed to agency executives in the past few
Jerry Burns, KXBY program diweeks, calling their attention to our excellent recording
rector, has started a "Campus News"
program of gossip about college and
facilities.
school
activities,
with
correspondents
ALFRED 3. MeCOSEE/i
established at various schools to send
i

AN OPEN LETTER

ONE MINUTE
INTEUVI EW

'The creation of radio programs,
still a young art. receives criticism
from every quarter. Some of It
la constructive. some destructive.
Thine are many programa. some
designed for adults as well as
those
created
particularly for
cblIcisen, which could be Improved
upon. We at WOE are constantly
striving

for the

Improvement

of

our programs and welcome criticism of all sorts."

items.

WHB has sold a third daily ET program to Gorman Furniture Co.

KSO-KRNT, Des Moines

Luther Hill, manager, and Craig

Lawrence, commercial manager, to
Washington and Kansas City, respectively, on business.
Ken Brown, special events director,
spending a week in Florida.
New safety program on KSO, Saturday afternoons, was publicized in

an illustrated article in Des Moines
I Register.

The results to date have been extremely gratifying-not

only to us, but to the new accounts we've acquired.

We should be very happy to have you make a personal
visit to our studios, but if this should be inconvenient, a

telephone call will bring you a sample recording.
Very truly yours,

1-tivvvor-V. W
KWH/amh

Saks Manager.
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FIVE CENTS
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Agencies' Spot Checkup
On the Spot

`DID I REMEMBER" LED

Norfolk-Now

NETWORK SONGS IN 1936;
"Did I Remember" was the most
played song on the radio in 1936,

when it was aired 30,442 times from
its starting date, June 13, according
to Ascap's compilation of the year's

The list, just released in the

hits.

Ascap Journal, tabulates songs per-

It

1935.

numbers in 1936 were:
Title

I. Did

I

Remember

Leading

Times Aired

:. NitWay From The Sky
Is h True What They Say
Ahem Dixie
i

G.,ndy goody

(Continued on Page 3)

30.442
29,423

29,346
20,969

Canada's New Fee on Sets
May Spur U. S. Purchases
Montreal-Canadian Government's

boost in radio set license fee to $2.50

a year, with similar charge for each
additional radio in a home or installed in auto, may result in greater
purchases of U. S. sets by Canadians
visiting across the border.
Whereas sets bought in Canada are
(Continued on Pao: 31

Tape Recording System
Licensed to Grombach

Firms for Photostatic Copies of
Log-Threaten Spot Rate Rise

why 1.11 Baker. WTAR announcer.
was a little nervous when he announced the Daughters of the Confederacy Lee.Jackson Day Luncheon.

left. who was highly cornfor his handling of the

plImented

assignment, happens to be one of
those northern Yankees.

formed over the various networks
and shows that 132 numbers were
played 10,000 or more times in that POWER BREAK SILENCES
year, against 85 in

Stations Resent Demand by Advertising

can be told-

By M. H. SHAPIRO
Standing order for photostatic

RADIOTYPEWRITER SENDS

copies of station logs by major advertising

agencies

which

seek

to

know just how their spot campaigns

100 WORDS PER MINUTE are being handled by the outlets has

resulted in scores of letters being
A radiotypewriter, capable of trans- received by station representatives
mitting 100 words a minute by air, from their constituents who indicate
will be placed on the market in a that, if the agency requests are to
few months by International Busi- become a habit or epidemic, the staWEAF FOR 86 MINUTES ness Machines. Machine has standard tion will either have to raise its spot

First serious power failure in six
kept WRAF, NBC -Red network key station, off the air yesterday afternoon for 86 minutes, 1:45-

keyboard and messages can be sent announcements rates considerably or
either by short wave radio or by refuse to accept the accounts.

wire. Principal market for the new
invention is expected to be among
big organizations, for inter -office com3:11 p.m. Only one commercial pro- munications, issuing memos, etc., as
gram was afTected, however, and this well as in more distant transmission.
was switched to WJZ for a New
years,

York outlet. Out of town affiliated
stations were not affected by the
key station failure. At 3 p.m. the
"Pepper Young Family," script show
for Camay soap, was the first corn(0,nfinIrrd on Page 3)

S. B. Hackathorn Appointed
WHS-WCLE Sales Mqr.

"Flying Priest" Series
Going on 100 Stations

It

is

admitted that in many in(Ccittintird on Page 3)

RADIO AIDS IN LOCATING
AIRLINER LOST 7 HOURS

Radio played its part in another
MIVA, the Missionary International
Monday night when three
Vehicular Association founded by emergency
WOR and
Father Paul Schulte, 0.M.I., famous local stations (WMCA,
in finding the
WNEW)
cooperated
as "The Flying Priest," will release Eastern Airlines transport
lost in the
a new program, "Wings Over The storm fur seven hours. WMCA,
which
World," to more than 100 stations in normally signs off at 1:95 a.m.,
re-

the U. S. and Canada on a weekly ceived a flash at that time that the
Cleveland-K. K. Hackathorn. for basis starting Feb. 1.
en route from Newark to
"Wings Over The World" will pre- plane,
the past 12 years with the Cleveland
Washington, was lost With short
Plain Dealer classified advertising sent, in dramatized version, true
(Continued on Page 31
department, has assumed duties as historic stories of the Flying Priest's

Jean V. Grombach and the Miller sales manager of WHIC and WCLE, adventures in the Arctic and in Mrs. Jeanne Craig Gives
(Courtnved on Page 2)
Film Corp. have signed contracts it is announced by H. K. Carpenter,
Her Version of C&H Deal
whereby the Grombach subsidiaries, v.p of United Broadcasting Co. and
Grombach Productions Inc., Adver- g.m. of the twin outlets. Hackathorn Victor Arden to Make
tisers Recording Service Inc., and is a Cornell graduate and a member
In a statement yesterday regarding
New Chevrolet Series failure of the deal whereby George
Jean V. Grombach Inc., are licensed of Cleveland Athletic Club, Cornell
to use the Miller Tape Transmission Club and Sigma Pi.
I'. Hollingbery was to acquire full

method for recording of radio programs.

Miller Film Corp. was formed over
(Continued on Page 2)

at

the FCC would neither confirm nor

deny the report that some of

the

members of the Commission were
not keen on spanking the Mae West
-Garden of Eden" program. When
questioned. Commissioner Norman

Case alch "The Commission has
report on the matter.
Beyond that. I have no statement
to make."
made

its

Victor Arden and his orchestra, control of Craig & liollingbery Inc.,
a month's recess, have been station rep firm, Mrs. Jeanne Craig
set for another series of Chevrolet said that a contract had been signed
(Continued on Page 2)
"Musical Moments" transcriptions to
be made starting Feb. 7 at World
after

Mary Eastman has been signed to Broadcasting System studios. Prorecord a series of operettas for World gram, heard twice weekly over some

Dissented on Mae?
w..hi.gion-Commissioners

Mary Eastman to Disk
Series of Operettas
Broadcasting System, with work to
begin next week. Louis Katzman's
orchestra will also be used. Mack
Davis, Columbia Artists Inc., set the
deal.

Babbitt Renews "Harum"

351 stations, will continue to feature

Graham McNamee, Songsmiths Quartet and special radio guest stars.
Campbell -Ewald is the agency.

Falstaff Adds Stations

Falstaff

Brewing Corp., using

a

B. T. Babbitt Inc. "David Hartim" split -network on NBC out of Chicago
show on NBC -Red network has been (Red), is adding three Florida outrenewed for 52 weeks, effective when lets beginning Feb. 7. Stations are
current contract expires shortly. WJAY, WFLA and WIOD. Program
Show is heard 11-11:15 a.m. and is is heard Monday, 10:30-11 p.m. CST
handled by Blackett - Sample - Hum- and is handled by
Agency, St. Louis.
mert,

the

Gardner

To the Rescue
Washington-The sports depart-

of a local paper recently
published a letter of criticism aimed
at Arch McDonald, WSTV's rotund
baseball announcer. Such a flood
of rebuttals came in, defending
ment

McDonald, that the paper printed
a statement saying it was impossible to print all the letters-and
that Arch
sports commentator.
conceded

Is

a

good

2
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1OHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

Price S Cts.

Sample-Hummert, and A. H. Diebold, New York placed in escrow with the
president of Sterling Products. Tape Harris Trust & Savings Bank of
Editor Transmission
is a new system for

Publisher

:

:
:
DON CARLE GILLETTE
:
Business Manager
MARVIN 'KIRSCH
:

Saturdays, Sundays

recording sound on film. said to be
superior to the wax method of rewhich is universally used

eau. Treasurer and General Manager; Chester

Miller Film Corp.. to enable the

daily

Published

except

and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. cording
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alienate,
President and Publisher; Donald H. Metter - today.
B. Rahn. VicePresident; Charles A. Alicoate.
Secretary; H. H. Shapiro. Associate Editor.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of

Chicago, but whets George P. Hollingbery failed to comply with the
terms of the agreement, the escrow
agents returned the stock to Mrs.
Craig, thereby terminating negotiations. Only one member of the staff
resigned, and Morton D. Bolton and

stations to broadcast from the tape.
will install the equipment in the staGreater New York. one year. 65; foreign. tions under a lease. Miller also de- Paul F. Adler are continuing to
year, SID. Subscriber should remit with order. clared that Warner Bros. has no In- service accounts as usual, according
Address all communications to RADI(
to Mrs. Craig.
DAILY. MI Broadway. New York, N. Y terest in the company as had been
Phone Wisconsin 7.6336, 7.6337. 74338. previously reported.
Cable address: Faraday. New York. Holly
Grombach said that prices for
wood. Calif.-Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood

the new service had not been set

Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April

Blvd.

1.

1937. at the postoltice at New York. N. Y
under the act of March 3. 1879.
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Ascap has organized a "movable
force", which will cooperate
with local Ascap representatives
around the country in effort to build
up a greater number of licensed
establishments in the respective territories. First new unit will be
headed by Richard Powers, an Ascap

rep, who will have with him John
Hammel and Larry Schlums. both
young college men. According to
John G. Paine, general manager. the

will be

to

seek

Court.

Doyle Seeks Helen Morgan

sales

nun -licensed

in Superior

plaint. The comedian had asked for
restraining order and damages.

"Movable Sales Force"
Is Organized by Ascap

policy

sustained

914
judge gave Burns' attor411 - Si Presiding
neys ten days to file amended com-

.1011/4 1001.1 10114 -

to educate
to the

establishments

point of taking out a license rather
than bringing the infringers to court.

"White Mustang" from KDKA

yet, but that further announcements First of the dramatizations in the
on the new service may be expected "Under Western Skies" series to be
carried over NBC -Blue network from
shortly.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, will be "The
White Mustang," presented tonight
Burns Amending Complaint
at 9. Author is Derby Sproul, who
!Vest Coast J3oreao, RADIO DAILY
will have charge of production,
Los Angeles-Demurrer of Radio also
Maurice Spitalny directing the
Transcription Co. of America, in the with
special
Spahr Hull will be
suit by Bob Burns for alleged dub- narratormusic.
and cast will include Delle
bing into currently -produced tran- Gillis, John
Helen Wayne,
scriptions the recordings made for Jack Orriston,Johns,
Charles Webster and
the firm by Burns several years ago, Leon Ward.
was

201/4 -

Stuart F. Doyle, Australian radio
theater operator, is dickering

and

WLW "Hoosiers" Commercial

Under One Tent

* DOWER
* MARK ET
*POPULARITY

=---.

OLIVER, MIN aews

BRYCE
has

commentator,

d from a two-week vacation

West Indies.

in

the

WILLIAM A. SCHUDT JR., general manager
of WBT, the CBS outlet in Charlotte, is on a
business trip to Atlanta. He returns to Charlotte tomorrow.
GRADY COLE. WET newscaster, gets back in
Charlotte tomorrow from Louisville, where he
participated In the WHAS flood anniversary
broadcast.

NORMAN MORRELL, NBC assistant commercial program manager, left by plant for the

Coast yesterday to confer with Coast production
officials. He will remain several months.

MONROE
GOLDSTEIN,
representative
for
Edward G. Robinson and Joe Penner. returned

by plane to the Coast last night following the
Robinson broadcast on CBS.

RAY PERKINS leaves today for Kanus City
appear at the President's birthday ball in
that city,
to

LORETTA LEE. vocalist heard over CBS front

the West Coast for the past six months, retures rut neat week to begin a vaudeville tear

being handled by Paul Ross of Colombia Artists
Inc.
In

Tour

opens

Feb.

4

and

includes

Detroit, Cleveland and Chicago.

dates

CHARLES E. GREEN, president of CRA, leaves
for Chicago today, to be gone several days.
RUSS LYON of the sales staff leaves for Detroit
this afternoon.

"Flying Priest" Series
Going on 100 Stations

(Comi..ed from raga' I)
Cincinnati -"Hoosier Housewarming," WLW-produced variety show, Africa. The series is authored by
has gone commercial for F. & F. Gene Stafford.
The cast, headed by Charlotte
Laboratories, through BlackettSample-Ilummert. Talent includes Chain and Raymond Bramley, will
"Pappy" Shannon, comedian; Deon include the following network faCraddock, singer; Dough Browning, vorites: Betty Worth, Lucille Lortel,
Lewis, Craig MacDonnell,
emcee: Five Novelty Aces, Drifting Natasha
Kenneth

through the Wm. Morris agency for
Helen Morgan to go to Australia for
radio, film and theatrical work.
Pioneers, studio orchestra and week- Kappell. Delmar and Waldemar
Doyle. who left Sunday for the ly guest stars.
coast, also closed a deal with Servel Station also has a renewal of Pinex
KSL Musical Clearance File
Inc. for his air conditioning business "Merrymakers" through Russell M.
Salt Lake City - With increased
in Australia and has obtained the Seeds Co.
live
talent productions evidencing
U. S. license for a new British neon
need for a simplified and correlated
sign.
Heidt Gives Composer Break musical clearance file, Albert J.
KSL executive, anMme. Maria Greyer, operatic coach Southwick,
Bruce Myers Slips Again
composer, who wrote some songs nounces compilation of a musical
Detroit - WJR's Tim Doolittle and
clearance
file.
Under Southwick's di(Bruce Myers) has another broken years ago that were later simulated rection, Lucille Cannon and Francis
others without compensation to Urry are engaged in filing 25,000 searm, the result of a fall while skat- by
ing. It's just a habit with Tim and her, presented her latest, "Tipitin,' lections, reputed to include every
when it isn't an arm it's a leg. He's which means guitar, on Horace title available for radio use. Cost
thinking of making a year -by -year Heidt's NBC -Blue program last night. of work is estimated at $1,000, with
contract with his surgeon. His hill- Ileidt met Mme. Greyer recently and, completion expected Feb. 15. When
hearing her story, decided to completed the file will give ready
billy band has been a feature on after
aid her.
WJR for many years.
access to any radio selection, corn poser, owner and date of copyright

Detroit Agency Changes Name

Kyser Show Titled

Kay Kyser's "Kollege of Musical
is changing its name to Martin, Frank Knowledge," which takes over the
Sheila Barrett opens in the Sert &
Atherton Inc. Frank V. Martin, Mutual "Melody Puzzles" period Feb.
Ruum of the Waldorf-Astoria on
1, will be retitled "Kampus Klass."
Feb. .1. succeeding Eve Symington president of the old firm, is named
president
and treasurer of the new Program, originating at WON and to
until spring.
Leo Reisman and organization, with Frank W. Atherton be heard over WOR here for Lucky
Xavier Cugat supply the music.
as vice-president and E. G. Frank as Strikes, will air Tuesdays at 8-8:30
p.m. Lord & Thomas is the agency.
secretary.

Sheila Barrett for Waldorf

and GOIRG

(Cantioard from Paps 1)

a year ago by James A Miller. in- with George P. Hollingbery and the
ventor of the method, Frank Hum- stock of Craig & Hollingbery Inc. of
mert, vice-president of Blacken-

Detroit-Martin Inc., local agency,

Pepsodent Spots on WHAM
Pepsodent on Jan. 30 will start a

interview series
over
WHAM. 4-4:30 p.m. Program was

-

-

Of ftit,

LIFELIKE

RECEPTION
NI t
1;000 WATTS
1

\

I

\

\\A \

First in local accounts

sidewalk

in Chicago

planned by William Fay, manager
of WHAM, and sold by George Hollingbery. It is the only spot series

WG ES

Pepsodent is planning to use.

-

NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO Station

NEW
TRANSMITTER

INCREASED
COVERAGE

BASIC RED
NET
Rasp

(In the heart of Chicago)
MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT PAU..
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RADIO AIDS IN LOCATING

NEW IDIROCIRAMS -I IDEAL,'

AGENCIES CHECK UP

AIRLINER LOST 1 HOURS

ON SPOT CAMPAIGNS

"Your Child and Mine"

WRFC, Memphis, has started this
discussion series led by Dr. William
R. Atkinson, Professor of Psychology
and Education at Southwestern College. Purpose is to offer parents advice on child upbringing. Two voices
nouncements between programs. This are used on each show, Dr. Atkinson
resulted in one of the largest radio - having the assistance of a different
voice for each broadcast.
billing agencies in the country serv- feminine
Forest Hill Dairy is sponsor.
Conttnurd

3
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Pape 1)

stances, upon receipt of the photographic copies of station logs, agencies have found that some outlets
were running two or three spot an-

ing notice that in the future it ex-

presents the story of American dip
(Continued from Pepe 1)
lomatic relations. Shows dramatize
background of present international wave equipment, station maintained
situations and are enacted by cast contact between pilot of plane and
of 50, directed by Harold Selman on Newark airport officials, also airing
the dramatic end and by Pietro intermittent bulletins and requesting
Brescia on the musical side.
listeners to listen for the plane and
phone in if they heard it. At 3:04
Dramatizing Words
a.m. WMCA flashed the news that
and plane had landed at Hartford, and
Dramatizations of words
phrases Is a new feature recently station signed off at 3:34 a.m. after
added to E. A. McFaul's "Pronounce
It" program over CKLW, Windsor - airing names, details of landing,

pected a weekly photostatic copy of
American Diplomacy
"America Looks Abroad," new drathe station logs on all spot campaigns
including of the crew and passengers.
matic
feature
over WSM, Nashville, Detroit.
placed by the concern.
Stations countered that an occaDave Driscoll of WOR's special
Canada's New Fee on Sets features division was at home presional request for a check-up was "Did I Remember" Led
well within the agencies' rights, but
Network Songs in 1936 May Spur U. S. Purchases paring to retire when he received
for a steady diet it would work a
news of the missing plane via radio.
hardship on a great many stations
(Coogan fled frvrn Page 1)
(Canton net( /non Page 1)
which are on the level and conseHe drove from Forest Hills to WOR's
via
the
automatically
registered
28,685
YOU
quently suffering for a few unethical .5.
28,522 dealer, radios brought in from the Times Square studios in 18 minutes
6. When I'm With N ,ot
rate
For
the
small
managements.
28,224
Lost
through the storm. WOR listeners
charged for station -break announce- 8. When Did You Lra,r 'teasel, 27.35,2 U. S. can avoid registering.
were asked to phone in, and 227 calls
Can't Pull The Wool
ments, the fair-minded stations em- 9. You
returning
from
Canadian
tourists
were received from five states. Sta26,695
My Eyes
phatically state there is no money 10. Over
26,610 the U. S. in last nine months brought tion stayed on the air until 3:30 a.m.
Stutopin' At The Savo.
25,994
in it when attended by various de- II. Would Yoe
25,942 in radios valued at $499,827 duty free Fourteen years ago to a day, WOR
12. There's A Small note'
tail and log photographs.
similar service when the dirigible
25,904
Take My Heart
Excerpts from typical letters to 1.1.
Of this did
35,234 under the $100 exemption.
14. Let Yourself Co
Shenandoah broke loose at Lakestation reps follow:

...it is getting to the point where
the spot announcement business re-

quires so much detailed work that
the cost is greater than the income.
Because some stations do not operate
according to Hoyle, I see no reason

why the honestly operated station
which has notified the client of any

changes or errors should be required
to furnish anything beyond affidavits."
...agency's letter questions the
integrity and honesty of the station...
we will not take the time to send on
copies of our announcers' operating

IS. All My Life
III, Stars And Stripes I Orr,r
17.

18.

24.881
24,802
24,748
24,565
24,542
24,465
24,191

Alone

These Foolish Things
And RM.,.
Glory Of Love
Way You Look Tonight
Until The Neal "thing Comes

19. Robins
20.
21

12.

24,143
22,983
22,963
22,639

Along

It', I:crn So Long
3.4. Cross Patch
2!.
Lights Out
23.

days

and

Thursdays.

LUCILLE dr LANNY
LINWOOD

WCAU ran a wire to his home last
night at 10:30 p.m. in order that the
Mayor could have an opportunity to
fight against the proposed sales tax
which the City Council is seeking to

Rockwell - put through.

O'Keefe made the tie-up. Programs
will originate via WOKO here, with
Sherb Herrick at the mike.
GRIT

appearing with Fled Allen

TOWN HALL TONIGHT
Arrangements by Lanny Om
Management NBC Artists Service

airport.

DISTINGUISHED
EXCEPTIONAL. SERVICE AS A
SALES BUILDER FOR A PRODUCT THAT
FOR

AVAILABLE
ON

WAS FIRST MARKETED IN DETROIT

-WXYZ-

AND MICHIGAN. A THREE YEAR DRIVE.

MICHIGAN
RADIO
NETWORK

A

Bob Carter to Speak

Advertising Club Luncheon tomorrow
afternoon. Carter will speak on radio.
Menkin,

CBS

production

man, has returned to work after
week's illness

JOB - A

BIG

FULL

TELEGRAPHIC SERVICE

a

SUCCESS.

OF UNITED PRESS RADIO NEWS

NG-TIRENDLE BROADCASTING

Larry Menkin Back
Larry

BIG

LOC..11. NATIONAL .-1ND 11'01ILD !HOE NEir..,
Broadcast each evening (except Sundays) at a
time when a review of important news is eagerly
awaited by families. The voice of Harold True,
narrator. adds the final touch to this popular, tested.
successful sales making quarter hour feature.

Bob Carter, chief announcer at
WMCA, will be guest speaker at

"2 voices and a pianny"

Now

operated Monday night by listening
for the lost plane. At 2:53 a.m. a
listener reported to Stan Shaw that
he heard it over Bridgeport. Shaw
passed the information on to Newark

,Cittlilterd frort l'ape

would be setting a precedent and we mereial scheduled and a switch was
would eventually be required to do made.
it for each and every spot adverCause of the accident was a broken
tiser...we do not feel that the spot circuit breaker which fell across a
business, at our present rate. is worth high voltage wire In the Belmore
the effort which the agency expects plant of the Long Island Power &
the station to make."
Light Co. This necessitated shutting
..we have treated the account off the high voltage circuit. During
with exacting fairness and honesty a two-hour check-up, while the staand frankly do not believe we are tion was off the air. 540 phone calls
expected to forward complete an- were received from would-be lisnouncer schedules...we will, how- teners.
ever, send a copy showing schedule
fur 15 minutes before and after theannouncements, but will eliminate WCAU Airs Mayor from Bed
our affidavits."
Philadelphia-As a result of Mayor
S. David Wilson being confined to
his bed for the past few weeks,

Albany-Herb Gordon and his Ten
Eyck Hotel Orchestra have been
scheduled fur airing over CBS for
half-hour periods at midnight, Tues-

It is estimated that about 25 per
cent of license holders have two or
more radios. New fee, which goes in
effect April 1, has aroused much
protest

Break Silences
WEAF for 86 Minutes

schedule for any account, as this

Albany Ork on CBS

amount, $54,389 worth of radius were hu rst.
WNEW's all-night audience also cobrought in during December.

RADIO NETWORK WXYZ

copp

BLUE NETWORK
NETWORK

THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Hepresentatite
TILE

4
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* U. C. C.
ACTIVITIES

NEW DUSINESS
Signed by Stations
WGN. Chicago: Bayuk Cigars (Philiies),
Ryan's Highlights of Sport"; KruSalts, "Dr. Friendly"; Sterling Prod.
ucts, "Way Down East."

HEARINGS SCHEDULED

"Quin

March 8: KMAC, San Antonio. Vol. as
signment of license to Walmac Co. 1370 kc.,
100 watts. 250 watts LS.. unlimited.
INGAN. Portland, Me. Authority to trans
fcr

control of corp.

and Lloyd

to Wm. N. Campbell

Greene.

C.

690

kc.. 500 watts,

National Life & Accident Insurance Co..
Inc., Nashville. CP for new station. 1370

100 watts, 255 watts LS., unlimited.
March 14: Garden Island Publishing Co.,
Ltd., 'Awe, Hawaii. CP for new station.
1500 kc.. 100 watts. 250 watts LS.. unlimited.
Mountain Top Trans Radio Corp., Denver.
CP for new station. 1310 kc., 100 watts, 250
kr. .

mitts LS., unlimited.

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Hazeltine Service Corp., New York. CP
tar new television station. 42000-560110. 60000,

125 watts.
Eastern Carolina Broadcasting Co.. Goldsboro. N. C. CP for new station. 1370 kr.,
100 watts, unlimited.
Tacoma Broadcasters, Inc.. Tacoma. CP
for new station. 1420 Ise. 100 watts, 250
86000 be..

watts I.S., unlimited.

EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATION
W. H. Hartman Co., Waterloo. Ia. CP

for new station.

1400 Ire.,

time. be dismissed

500 watts, day.

LINCOLN
John

newscaster

Edwards,

WCKY, Cincinnati:

al KOIL.

Chick Miller has been named chief
announcer in the Lincoln studios of
KOH.. KFAR and KFOR. He succeeds J. B. Lake, who moved to
KWGB, Hutchinson, Kan.

K VI, Seattle -Tacoma
Edward J. Jansen, commercial
manager, is ill St. Joseph's Hospital,
Tacoma, recovering from a minor operation.

Lewis North, engineer, was the fea-

tured speaker at the Radio Club in
Olympia last week.

"Sports Round Table" took to the

air Monday, led by Jerry Geehan.
KVI's popular sportscaster.
Outstanding sports authorities and personalities will appear as guests on
the programs Monday night.

DAILY SCOOPS
Atiggesied Listening Tonight!
BARRY WOOD
.... WAHC, 6:45 P.M., E.S.T.
doing

-I DOUBLE DARE YOU"
and

"GOOD NIGHT, SWEET
DREAMS, GOOD NIGHT"
SHAPIRO BERNSTEIN. INC.

RKO 0:dg., N. Y. C

W. Meyer: With all Denver stations banned from the
courtroom during the trial of three men charged with installing
transcription microphones in office of Gov. Teller Ammons of Col.,
F.

your KLZ boys reported the closing moments of the trial by recording proceedings from adjoining ante -room. A second after the

verdict finding the trio guilty of eavesdropping was returned in
court, principals in the case were hustled before KLZ mikes to
record views. Disks were played hour later during regular newscast.... Voices recorded included District Attorney John A. Carroll

Richman

Bros.

Co.

(clothing), spots, through McCann-Erickson;
Products Co..

Carter

spots,

through Street

& Finney; LonginesWittnauer Co. (watches).
spots, through Arthur Rosenberg Co.; RCA Victor Co., spots, through Lord & Thomas:
Procter & Gamble (Ivory Soap), spots.
through Compton Advertising; Good Luck
Food Co. (Good Luck Desserts), announcements, through Hughes, Wolff & Co.

WEW, Sr. Louis: P. W. White Motor Co..

musical clock.

WEIL, Philadelphia: Adam Hat Stores,

sports; American Chiclet Co., spots, through
Badger, Browning & Hersey; Grove Laboranews; Manhattan Soap Co., spots.
through Peck Advertising; Glass Container
Assn, dramatics; Humphries Homeopathic
tories,

Medicine, spots, through Biow Agency.

KYW, Philadelphia: Procter & Gamble
(Ivory Soap), ETs, through Compton Ad-

vertising; M. G. Breitenbach Co-, ETs,
through Morse -International; Richard Weathtrill. talk.

WGY, Schenectady:

United

Drug,

ETs,

through Street & Finney; Scott Paper Co.
"Market Basket," participation,
Walter Thompson.

herd of musicians.

needs. Will make his office in Omaha

/once Taps, General Manager

Personal Postcards To: Phillips H. Lord: You were victimized

last week by a clever press agent who planted a person on "We. The
People" which your office eked. Person made the news pages via a
press agent's yarn about shaving In phone booth to get a lob and then
being nabbed by a detective. All this was pre -arranged Including the
pinch. Later he was selected for your show and during the rehearsal
his scripts had the name of the razor deleted born the script-but during
the show, he managed to use the name three or more times when it was
too late to cut him off. Your office paid him S15 for this stint-but Packard
Razor doubled your price and he's working there no&
Tommy Rockwell: Now that Ralph Wonders is no longer with you. he's bound for
Chicago with a recorded show under his wing which may be sold by the
lime this reaches print....Richard Himber: Irving Lehrer, your press agent
who is doing a swell lob for you, deserves the title "Mr." because of his
work.... Boys and girls in Hollywood: Del Casino will be in your midst
by the time you read this. We lust know you'll go wild about the kid....
Oscar of the Waldorf: Bill Paley, head of CBS. has an air-conditioned
kitchen right next to his office on the 20th floor of the Madison Ave.
edifice... .Edward Klauber: May we again suggest Johnny Augustine for
a conducting spot at CBS. He's a genius with a baton waving over a

for

KFOR, submitted the prize winning
play, "Hades Ladies" to the University of Nebraska dramatic society.
Don Searle, newly appointed general manager of KOIL, KFAB, and
KFOR, is here for a week instructing
KFAB-KFOR studios in his policy

Music Put:dishers

schen

William

through

.1

COLUMBUS

Orr, WBNS commercial

manager, visited Chicago on business.

Jim Cooper, WBNS newscaster, is

considering broadcasting his late
evening news program from his

home. The idea is that he can catch

an extra hour's sleep if he doesn't
have to return to the studio every
night.

Three local stations will employ
18 musicians as regular staff members. This marks the first time that

and convicted men.

WCOL has employed staff musicians.

Grover Whalen: At the opening site of Billy Rose's place you
went backstage to see how things were being run and Winl Shaw, that

piece band.

glamorous gal, came down the steps and planted a kiss right on your
kisser. It was a mistake and eh* apologizes. She thought you were
Oscar Shaw-who impersonates YOU....CBS page boys Bob Ferree and
Sammy Schifk A fellow tried to get into the Hammerstein show last week
but was refused admittance until Teddy Powell Come to his aid, He was
Mock Davis of the Artists' Bureau. ...Arthur Kudner: Did you know that
the Duke and Duchess of Windsor have rented a beautiful home at
Paradise Beach, Nassau, in which they'll reside !or a period while
visiting'
CIO: Henry Spitzer signed Harold "Pins and Needles" Rome as

a Chappell writer-also Marc "Cradle Will Rock" Blitzstein....Toby Wing:
Pinky Tomlin, who was your fella while you were west, presented bane
Alcorn with an engagement ring bearing 20 diamonds and 18 sapphireswith Feb. 17 set as the blending date in Santa Barbara.

Press agent's union: Leslie Leiber of the CBS press
dept. and flute player on the Swing Session was transferred to the
coast for four weeks. George Lottman, just back from Florida, will
yo to Hollywood to reorganize his coast office. Hal Davis of the
CBStaff is back at the desk after a nervous breakdown due to overwork (7) ....Associated Press: Your wire service released a story
about the farmer in Shelbyville, Ill., whose cows, hogs and horses
adore mountain music and he doesn't go out in the cold to get them
back home but tunes in a hillbilly program via the loudspeaker
which is hung on the barn door and the music brings them back
on the trot. Well, the program the farmer tunes in on comes via
WEBQ, Harrisburg, Ill., and is a transcription of WMCA's Zeke
Manners Gang.

WOKO-1VABY, Albany

WOKO, Albany, has signed a ten -

Billy Rose and Johnny Lee will re-

sume their Saturday evening program of popular songs Jan. 29.
Balbo Oil is sponsoring a Sunday
afternoon program of Italian music
over WABY.

Parent -Teachers Association of Albany is sponsoring a series of Friday
programs over WABY.

THE 470'5 NO DUMMY
WHATS OUR LEADING 10011GPI
LANGUAGE STATION

qite"'
L:2;
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ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

STATIONS OF AMEIRICA
S. Radio Stations

GUEIT-ING

CLYDE LUCAS and His Orchestra,
formerly an MCA attraction, has
signed an exclusive management
contract with Rockwell -O'Keefe.

WDAS-Philadelphia

CHRISTINE JOHNSON, contralto:
ROBERT SHANLEY, baritone, and
ELDA ERCOLE, soprano, on "Metro-

[

Larry Clinton brings his orchestra
into the Terrace Room of the New
Yorker Hotel on Saturday for the
one night only while Glen Gray and

Highlights in the Development of Outstanding U.

1370 Kilocycles -250 Watts

ALEXANDER W. DANNENBAUM, President

P. J. STANTON, General Manager
A. W. DANNENBAUM JR., Sales Manager

politan Opera Auditions," Jan.
(NBC -Blue, 5 p.m.)

30

GENE LESTER, singing cameraman, on "Log Cabin Jamboree," Jan.
2'J

1NBC-Red, 8:30 p.m.)

ALAN MOWBRAY and LOUISE
the Caso Loma Orchestra will adjourn "PHILADELPHIA'S Only Full Time Independent Broadcasting Station"-this slogan FAZENDA,
on Radie Harris program,
to Washington to appear at the A has accompanied the call letters of WDAS for many years and truly identifies Jan. 27 (WOR-Mutual, 6:45 p.m.)
President's Ball.
It in Philadelphia.
Meyer Davis, musical caterer to the
smart set and the White House, will
direct his orchestra in a special program over NBC -Blue network on
Feb. 1 at 10:30-11 p.m.. Barry McKinley, tenor, will assist.

Established in 1920, the station has built for itself an enviable reputation for
bringing to Philadelphians events of local significance as well as programs. Having
more local accounts than any other local station is testimony to the popularity of
WDAS in the Philadelphia scene.
The first to broadcast the Eastern Penitentiary programs. The first to make a
definite stand on mass audience programs that resulted in favorable comment from
many national agencies. In addition to its many local programs-wrestling bouts, boxing

bouts, the "Merry -Go -Round" programs-WDAS has been broadcasting many church

MARI SANDOZ, author, guest of
Page Carr's "Books in the News,"
tonight (WQXR, 3:45 p.m.)

BOB CROSBY and his orchestra,

and KAY WEBBER, vocalist, on Mar-

tin Block's "Sunday Swing Concert."
Jan. 30 (WNEW, 11 a.m.)

When the New York Police Club's services. Its programs for the foreign language groups and negroes have likewise
FLORENCE
VINCENT,
newsGlee Club airs it annual concert from brought the station nationwide repute.
paperwoman, guest of Vivian ShirMadison Square Garden on Saturday,
Showmanship, ever a paramount factor in broadcasting, is synanomous with WDAS. ley, today (WNEW, 2:30 p.m.)
part of the program will be the re- Its street broadcasts, remote lines into newspaper offices and political headquarters,
sult of the efforts of their radio god- its comic cartoon advertising campaign in the Evening Ledger, the first ever to be IDA LUPINO, with Tyrone Power
father, genial Horace Heidt. The tall attempted, are typical of this showmanship.
in "Forever England," on "HollyBiltniore maestro, has coached then
No little credit for the success of this station, which refused to be catalogued wood Playhouse," Jan. 30
(NBC in several of his own routines and as a "one longer" years ago, may be placed on the shoulders of the station president Blue,
9 p.m.)
has lent them arrangements. in or- and guiding influence, Alexander W. Dannenbaum. With over 50 remote lines, WDAS,
der that "Rosalie" and "Vieni, Vieni" still the only independent full-time station in the 3,000,000 Philadelphia area, is forging GLENDA FARRELL and HUMwill have the right interpretation, ahead to even greater success in 1938.
PHREY BOGART, in "Manhattan
Heidt's choral director, Leo Flanders
Latin," on Rudy Vallee show, Jan.
will appear as guest conductor.
FORT WORTH
27 (NBC -Red, 8 p.m.)
SAN FRANCISCO
Hal Burdick's serial, "Dr. Kate," Bess Coughlin, pioneer WBAP
Fletcher Henderson and his or- after a six -week absence, returns to singer, noted for her cowboy ballads, EDWARD ARNOLD, MRS. ARchestra open at the Trianon ballroom, NBC -Red coast network for Sperry went to Louisville to represent NOLD and JACK MULHALL, on Feg
Murray -Ozzie Nelson program, Jan.
Seattle, tomorrow for CRA. Or- Flour on Jan. 31. It will air 15 min- WBAP on WHAS flood show.
chestra recently closed a four weeks' utes daily.
Blanche LeBow, who has appeared 30 (NBC -Blue, 7:30 p.m.)
engagement at the Vogue ballroom. Joe Sudy, whose orchestra goes at WHB and KMBC, Kansas City, is MARY JANE WALSH, on Schaefer
singing with George Duffy's or- )seer program, Jan. 27 (WEAF, 7:30
Los Angeles.
into the Del Mar Country Club on now
Saturday for a run, will air coast -to - chestra at the Texas Hotel, airing p.m.).
over KTAT.
Leon Prima and his orchestra have coast on NBC -Blue.
left Prima's Shim Sham in New Or- Gordon Mooser, formerly of KEHE, Bob Calen now has a night show hIAUREEN O'CONNOR and DORleans to play at the Grove, new spot Los Angeles, has joined KYA as as well as an early morning program OTHY MARIE WADE, on Eddie
over WBAP. It's dedicated to forth- Cantor show, tonight (CBS, 8:30
on the Gulf Coast at Gulfport. Earl chief accountant.
p.m.).
coming Southwestern Exposition.
Dentin and his band replace Prima
and the tatter's New Orleans spot. "Hawaiian Moon Casino" has been
renewed
by
Lehn
&
Fink
through
Dave Winstein and his band are closing at the Club Plantation shortly to Wm. Esty & Co. over CBS stations
here and in L.A.
be followed by Burt Massengale.
Ken Sisson, American arranger
and orchestra leader, now conducting
"Canada 1938" for Imperial Tobacco
Co. Ltd. from Montreal, has written
a tune called "Snowtime," which has
been accepted for publication by
Mills Music Co. and Canadian Music

KYA has added another

15 -min.

daily news period at 6:15 p.m., with
J. Clarence Myers handling it six
days and Richard Moyes Deasy on
Sundays.

CBS Signs Lew Parker

Lyrics of the tune were writLew Parker, comedian, has been
ten by L. S. B. Shapiro of the New signed under management of ColumYork Times, who also is Manhattan bia Artists Inc.
columnist for the Montreal Gazette.
Sales.

THE SONGBIRD OF THE SOUTIP

Erskine Hawkins and his Orches-

tra are being booked for a tour of

*

*

*

*

one nighters throughout the Eastern
States. The band will be fronted by
Stepin Fetchit, Set-up was engineered by Moe Gale of Gale Inc. and

KATE

WILLIAM SCOTT! and

SMITH

Consolidated Radio Artists.

The Sweetheart Rhumba Quartet
instrumentalists
Featured by Manhattan Soap Co.

THE KATE SMITH HOUR

WEAF

Than 9:30 a.m. and 6:35 p.m.
Fri. 930 a.m.

Exclusive Maragement
Ben I. Upset, Inc. 607 Filth Ave.. N.Y.C.
Phone PL. 3-6361

THURSDAYS
CBS

NETWORK

8-9 P.M., E.5.7.

EXCL. MANAGEMENT TED COLLIN
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UAIDIC IPIEVIONAILITIEff
One of a

"Choral Contrasts." on WOR-Mu-

tual. Sundays at 9-9:30 p.m., is presented in conjunction with WPA
Federal
Theater Radio Division.

Groups heard last Sunday were the
Singers.

Negro

NEWCOMERS to

radio could get more than a few pointers from NBC's

to operating a nemo booth.
Born in Muskegon. Mich.. May 14,

Melody

arrangements and rendition, as
well as the selections themselves.
Actually the "contrasts" failed to

tuition

in

materialize on this occasion. Voices
excellent,

but

probably

the

Sunday night date induced the tiresome material.

"Thal's My Story"
Dramatizing

short

short

stories

adapted from Liberty Magazine, this
WLW

Line

presentation

(WLW.

\VFIL, WEIN) sponsored by Libby.
& Libby ought to prove a

generally

interesting

series.

The

Liberty shorts usually have a good
action content, making conversion
:nto a radio script a rather simple
matter.

Initial skit, though in a somewhat

familiar domestic drama groove, held

to

Seattle. His education In Seattle public schools
was broken for a year in 1918 when he joined
the army. Later he attended the University
of Washington. Possessor of a fine tenor voice,
he studied for two summers at the Myers
School of Voice in New York. To pay for his

Organ music helped on the accompaniments. and each group had its
own conductor. With the exception
of the traditional airs, it seemed that
the selections were top-heavy, both

he delivered ice to fashionable homes

around Central Park and Riverside Drive.
On. of the homes he serviced is now occu-

pied by John Royal, vice-president in charge
of programs for NBC.
Alter be finished school. he turned to radio
via tenor route
as a singer. In between public appearances,
which included a tour of Canada. he sang over every well-known station in
the West. As stall tenor, sports announcer, program and sales manager.
be worked for several Seattle stations. In 1930 he left Seattle to loin KVA
in San Francisco as production manager. In 1931, with a full knowledge
of radio, and with an acquaintance of practically everybody in the industry,
Dixon loined NBC as manager of local sales in the Golden Gate city.
When the need of a sales office for NBC in Hollywood became apparent,
Been MC

sales executive

Dixon was transferred there. and later made Assistant Sales Manager of
the Western Division. Recently, when Harry Anderson resigned to accept
a position with the Honolulu Advertiser, owners of KGU. Don E. Gilman.
vice-president in charge of the western division. appointed Dixon sales
manager.
Dixon is married to a well-known pianist, the former Guinevere Bornford,
whom he has known since she was four. They have two sons.
He is a member of the Board of Directors of the L. A. Advertising Club.

Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the PCAA for the 1938
with emphasis on femme
convention. member of the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity and the Phi Mu Alpha
Acting was okay and comnational line arts honorary society, and also belongs to the San Francisco
mercials were not overdone. ProBohemian Club.
gram is heard Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 6:l5-6:30 p.m. J. Walter
Thompson Co. is the agency.
good. Talent on the show includes sults. llis style, however, is more
Samuel Benavie and augmented stu- to the taste of continentals than to
dio
orchestra; Helen Hadley, so"Pet Peeves"
prano; The Bavarians, male chorus; the mass American audience.
"Pet Peeves," heard Saturdays at Three Aces, and a mixed chorus di7:30-7:45 p.m. on WMCA-Intercity, rected by Don Large,
Arthur Godfrey
is another form of quiz -type forum
program, emceed by Jack Shannon
More of the typical Arthur Godand announced by Joe Tobin. Lis- Benay Venuta
teners may send in letters with their A new Benay Venuta program se- frey singing and chatting, with orpeeves and the best one is invited ries started Saturday at 2-2:30 p.m. gan accompaniment by Johnny Salb,
to the studios to put them on the over WOR-Mutual. Like other shows is offered in the new Barbasol (shavair. Thus the street car motorman, in which Miss Venuta has figured, it ing cream) spot on CBS. Monday and
the guy who blocks the door in the was a lively and altogether highly Friday at 7:15-7:30 pro. It's the
subway and so on, all get their just enjoyable musical variety concoction, same brand of carefree, informal and
Many are the obvious squawks with Leo Freudberg's orchestra for altogether easy - to - take stuff that
the average listener would like to musical background, Leonard War- Godfrey has been offering in mornget off his chest and for the most ren and Sylvia Clyde supplementing ing periods for the same sponsor.
pail the show is quite entertaining. Miss Venuta in vocals, and Pauline Agency is Erwin. Wasey & Co.
Alpert in a piano specialty. Only
interest,
appeal.

"Motor City Melodies"

artist not caught before was Warren,

who displayed a grand voice in his
This program, also known as "WJR rendition of -Rosalie." He deserves

Presents," went on the CBS coast -to - more opportunities.

coast network Saturday from WJR,
Detroit, at 2:30-3 p.m., and turned
out to be a generally pleasing musi- Tino Rossi
NBC's new French singing star,
cal show, with orchestra and vocalists
both of big-time calibre. Opening Tino Rossi. who made his debut this
week
for Monday and Friday series
with a vocalized "Let 'Er Go," the
well varied repertoire included "0 at 7:45-8 p.m., is a likable and apSole Mio" by the orchestra, "Louisi- pealing romantic troubaclor on the
ana Hayride" with vocals, a special order of Jean Sablon, but with a
arrangement by Ray McConnell of somewhat more expressive voice. He
"Homing," more vocal work on has a Parisicnne flavor and charm.
"Saskatchewan," "The Skaters' and is at his best in French ballads,
Waltz," and "Who" and other pieces though he also warbled in accented
in which the orchestra did itself English-even essaying "Bei Mir Bist
credit. The harmony work was very Du Schoen"-with entertaining re-

A shimmering, shivering, towering mold of Jell-O, reputed to be

world's largest Jell-O dessert,
was displayed recently by the KELOKS00 Merchandising Department in
the

the show windows of Sioux Falls
(S.

1899,

Dixon was four when his family moved

Haydn and of course traditional tunes.

IDIROMOTION
KELO re11-0 Weight Guessing

newly appointed western division sales manager, Sydney Dixon.
Like a lot of other NBC veterans, Dixon has a wealth of early day
radio experience, which takes in every phase of broadcasting from producing and selling bedtime story programs

Singers and Federal Opera Singers.
Repertoire included Mozart, Brahms,

were

of Who's Who in the Industry

SYDNEY DIXON

"Choral Contrasts"

Madrigal

Series

WFBM, Indianapolis

D.) Gas Co.

The giant dessert

was made in specially constructed
molds

and

placed

inside

large

a

Electrolux Refrigerator. Hundreds
visited the exhibit to inspect the
unusual display and enter

' test

a

con-

to estimate the weight of the

Jell-O dessert.
First prize was
awarded to a theater employee who
estimated the weight at 921/2 pounds.
...just one ounce more than the correct weight. All contestants were
given Jell-O recipe books and General Foods' Radio Brevities Magazines.

According to reports received by

the KELO-KSOO merchandising department, Jell-O sales response in

the Sioux Falls territory has been
extremely gratifying.

News Bulletin Board
WHBF, Rock island, has construct-

ed a news bulletin board in the lobby of the Safety Building where they
have their Rock Island studios. Latest news bulletins, both local and
UP, are posted on the board immediately after broadcast. It is particularly convenient for office workers
iwho are unable to listen to radio durling working hours. Board also lists
the times of regular WHBF newscasts.

Vick's Cartoon Albums
Vick Chemical Co. is giving away

100,090 cartoon albums of 65 pages,

free for the writing, via the Tony
Wons program.

Only two announcements are being made, the first one
having gone out last Friday at 10:30
am. over 28 stations of CBS.

Student Listening Habits
CBS sales promotion department

last night put into the mails a 24 page booklet on "Radio Goes To
College."

Book is

a

study of the

listening habits of college students.

1,1'(,'AE, Pittsburgh
New commercial brings the. Pearce
Family. music and drama, to the

air Sunday night at 6:45 p.m. Premiere last Sunday met with widespread approval.

Sports Announcer Jim Murray is
Col. Fred Winter goes along as an- a member of cast that will stage
nouncer with Chuck Wagon Boys show at annual Pittsburgh Sports
to a new 8:30 am. spot, thrice week- Writers roundup dinner at William
ly.

Penn Hotel, Feb. 13.

Musical Director Earl Truxell drew
start a half-hour earlier to accommo- Darrell Martin last week. Truxell's
date participating sponsors. Ben Wil- work on "Night at the Inn" shows
bur handling news assignments, with was complimented.
Ned LeFevre conducting the early
Announcer Charles Roe is playing
morning flight.
the lead in local production of "AcWalter Reuleaux, music chief, di- cent on Youth."
Lillian Malone's "Polly Entertains"
recting Bohemians, five -piece string
ensemble, added by Railroad Men's program goes into a new spot next
week, 9:30-9:45 a.m.
Federal Savings & Loan.

"Early Birds," now in fifth

year, round of applause from radio scribe
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Bill Simpson. KTOK announcer,
WELI now takes Billy Fields and married Dorothy Morgan. one of
his Westerns, 2:30 Fridays from gave Bell
Stag
arty o Staht uormd a y .
WNBC. New gave pair
WSPR, Springfield.
Mrs.
e
party

Britain, does likewise.

Combined New Haven
Symphony W. Lee.ttw J'
Elliott Roosevelt, Hearst Radio IA 1

and Civic orchestra concert series

E. GILMAN, vice-president in

charge of the Western Division
DON
of NBC, since making his permanent
residence in Hollywood, has taken
an active interest in civic affairs.

Last week he was named a director

of the All Year Club of Southern
California. in which group he will

play an active part, along with prom-

inent publishers and other community leaders.

for young folks, with Harry Berman
as conductor and commentator, enjoy unusual New England coverage.
WICC feeds the music to the Colonial, WELT to WMCA-Intercity and
WNBC, WCOP, and WSPR have a
special regional hookup.
Perry Lafferty, WBRY music director, is heard in his own creation,
"Piano Styles of the Future."
Mack Parker, WICC studio super

president, spo e at Chamber of Commerce luncheon here and was aired
by WKY. rival to KOMA. local
Hearst station.
Harold Shreve, continuity editor
KTOK. is originator and author of
new Sunday commercial "The Key
Show," 15 -minute spot entirely in
rhyme.

HUGH STUDEBAKER recently
visited the Ozarks. where he
looked over some farm property
which he may buy.
Verne
"Arnold

Smith. leading man
Grimm's Daughter",

Blair production department, will re-

Criterion Theater on WNEW

Wade Lane, whose Mertens and in New Haven, sings the lead in Criterion Theater. Broadway movie
Price transcription series, "Home the New Haven Light Opera Guild's house, is using WNEW for three fiveFolks," is a favorite in every Englishthe "Chocolate minute spots and one quarter-hour
of
speaking country, now has a new presentation
weekly for a period of 13 weeks.
Monday night quarter-hour known as Soldier" Feb. 25-26.

turn to music making for

debut on 26 Canadian stations Fri-

day night, Ray Paige and his

or-

chestra will feature a special arrangement of "Canadian Capers," and
Ann Jamison, herself a Canadian,
will sing favorites of Canadian audiences. George Murphy, filmite, will
emcee the show.
Reports

that Dick Powell seeks

release from his singing -emcee berth

on "Your Hollywood Parade" are
denied by Warner Bros., who have
the star under contract. Tom Mc-

on Jan. 7.8.

If )-or, Rare Something To Sell
To The Radio Industry
Put It In The Show Window of Radio

Avity, Lord & Thomas producer, says
the situation is being ironed out
satisfactorily.
Dale Armstrong, radio editor of the

L. A. Times, inaugurated his "Radiolo" interviews of radio personalities
on KFI Tuesday at 10:15 p.m. First
interviewee will be Jack Benny. Armstrong mutes his KFAC program with

the start of the new one.
David S. Ballou Productions reports
the sale of the first 39 episodes of

II

their transcribed "Thrills in the
Newsreels" to All -Canada Radio Facilities, Ltd., for Canada.

Howard Swart, author of and play-

er in "The Newlyweds," wrote and

acted in the 650th episode of the CBS
afternoon serial.

Patricia Ellis and Stanley Morner
will guest on the CBS "Hollywood
Showcase" Jan. 27. Lud Gluskin's
music and Harry Simeone's chorus
are regular features of the program.

WREC, Memphis
Professor W. R. Atkinson.

who

teaches psychology at Southwestern
University. has started a series giving
mothers
cerning

psychological advice contheir children. Program

sponsored by Forest Hill Dairy Co.
"The Friendly Four," a quartet of
Latter Day Saints (Mormons) from
Salt Lake City, sang four programs
over WREC while in Memphis over
week -end on a good will tour,
Hugh Murphy, WREC announcer.
is grooming for a role in "Eternally
Yours," playlet to be presented by
James Lee Academy of Art.

ADVERTISE
REGULARLY

"A
VEST

WILL

_....,..

i6

TELL"
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a brief

spell when he conducts an orchestra
at the International Amphitheater at
the Stock Yards in connection with
the International Air Show to start

"Cross Roads" on KEHE. Lane was
known to millions of radio listeners
for his portrayals of the "Postmaster"
on "The Country Church of Holly-

wood" His new program is heard
at 7:15 p.m. Mondays.
With "Hollywood Hotel" making its

of
is

studying Spanish and French.
Del Owen, associated with John

,..7.-0....--_,

Airof
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Mary LaTell is the newest addition to WIP's vocal corps.
Edward Ford is the new chief engineer of the new KYW building.
Pat Henry, former WIP baritone,
is now on the CBS Instrumentalists

Show.

Powers GoraudS new "Radiofilm"

I-roadrast moves to Sunday nights.

Clarence Fuhrman and his WIP

'udic, band now have five songsters
on daily programs, namely. Evelyn
Russell. Mary West. Jack Hutchinson. Ruth Webb and Larry Rogers.
Kerby Cushing starts a new series
of sportscasts over KYW, with guest

State Corporation Commission issued an amendment to the charter of
WLBG Inc., Richmond, with John
Stewart Bryan listed as president, to
change its name to Richmond Radio
Corp. and changing location of its
rent play, "One Third of the Nation," office from Petersburg to Richmond.
will be presented by the City -Wide A new program. "Information
Tenants Council over WNEW at 4:30 Please," will be heard over WRNL
p.m. today.
every Tuesday at noon. Consists of
questions and answers sent in by lisCHAB, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, teners.
hiss signed for "The Morning Bulle- In addition to its varied educational
tin Board," variety show syndicated features, WRTD's Junior Radio Club
by Star Radio Programs. The Cana- program, under direction of "Uncle
dian station Is also broadcasting Bill" Vidal, will use large numbers
Star's "Good Morning Neighbor," and of boys and girls interested in public
is a Star Commercial subscriber. safety activities.
Latest stations to take the latter Art Brown and Joe Blair motored
service are Wit and WSAL. WIBX down from Washington last Sunday.
of Utica is airing Star's special series, Art, now broadcasting from WOL,

aasi-16--C6a4t *
ALISTAIR COOKE, heard as "A
Critic on Broadway" Saturdays at
7:30 p.m. over NBC -Red Network,
has been engaged as commentator of
"March of Time" newsreels for distribution throughout the British Isles.
He will make his debut in the film
for February release.

A recording of Carl Sandburg readJack Steck takes on the WFIL job ing selections from the "American
Song
Book" to the accompaniment
of directing and interviewing for the
of his own guitar will be heard for
rtation's auditions.
Frank Shannon will revive his the first time on the air on Norman
"S.S. All In Fun" program on an Corwin's "Poetic License" program
"Howlers."
early morning spot over WPEN and over WQXR at 9:45 tonight.
stars.

continue his engineering at WCAU in
Jean Ellington, NBC songstress, has Dr. Paul N. Wenger, Supervisor of
the evenings.
WCAU's whispering Jack Smith is added shortwave broadcasting to her Manual Arts in the public schools of
now heard thrice weekly in a new activities. She is now the vocalist Greenwich, and John G. Shea, Special
of the musical program shortwaved Teacher in the same schools, coseries of request songs.
Karl Bonowitz replaces Arthur by NBC to Europe on Tuesdays at authors of "Colonial Furniture," will
llinnett at KYW and becomes the 1:30-2 p.m., with Norman Cloutier's be guests on Syd Hayden's "Everyorchestra.
"Melody Man" on a new series.
body's
Hobbies" program over
The Dixie Plow Boys, .vith Lee
WNYC on Friday at 5:15 p.m. Doroand Mac. take over the two daily CBS "American School of the Air" thea Lawrence, concert soprano of
WCAU broadcasts of the Happy Val- will introduce two new courses when many hobbles, continues on the proley boys, who have left for New the "Human Relations Forum" starts gram singing original American songs

was formerly organist of the Byrd

here and was heard on

Theater
WRVA.

WRTD has inaugurated

weekly

program, "Going

a new
Places,"

written by Ellen Graves Hutton, who
plays a leading role opposite Wesley
Brooks. It's a dramatized travelog.

James J. Kane to Marry
James 3, Kane, CBS night press
staff, will be married to Elizabeth

Rita Garigan on Feb. 5 at the Church
next Monday, and the "International through February and March.
May Robbins, formerly with sta- Music Programs" begin Feb. 10: Both
of St. Rose of Lima.
tions in western Penna.. is a new ad- will be heard during
dition to the WIP program depart- school time, 2:30-3 pm. the regular The Three B's (Bob Oglesby, Ben
KFYR, Bismarck
Loewy and Bill Lambert), swing ment staff.
York.

singing trio, recently back from
A new time, planned to be per- Texas, and Ruth Clayton, singer from Station Manager Frank Fitzsimonds
manent, has been set for the Senator the cast of "I'd Rather Be Right," on sick list with a severe cold.
Since putting into operation its
Fishface and Professor Figgsbottle were on the Nick Kenny "Road to
musical comedy program. Next Sun- Fame" program over WMCA last new 704 foot vertical antenna, mail
is being deluged with
day and thereafter, the zany come- night. It was Miss Clayton's radio department
reports of much improved reception
dians will be heard at 6-6:30 p.m. debut, and she's rated a comer.
and
service.
over NBC -Blue Network.
Latest addition to the announcing
Jackie Jordan Jr., I2 -year -old son staff is Mervin Clough.
Jack Stevens, prominent Hartford of Jack Jordan of WHN's Artists Most recent craze around the stusports broadcaster heard over the Bureau, will be seen in the new dios is the amateur movie bug. ProYankee Network weekly on Satur- Broadway play, "Sun Up to Sun gram Director Dick Burris, Announcdays at 7:45 p.m., will produce his Down" which opens Feb. 1 at the er and News Director Wayne Griffin,
weekly programs from WICC's New Hudson Theater.
Announcer Mervin Clough, and ConHaven studios as a feature of the
dedication program produced from Jay Jostyn has been signed to play trol Operator Ernie Grewer all bitten.
WICC. celebrating the opening of the male lead in "Second Husband," Maestro Sam Kontos is in Chicago
for two -month vacation with his
MCC's new studios on Saturday.
CBS feature which stars Helen mother.
Menken. Program, under sponsorA specially written radio version ship of Sterling Products, is heard

ARTA has filed complaint with National Labor Relations Board charging Sanford Guyer. sports announcer
for WIP. was discharged for union
activity. Station denies charge, claim-

ing announcer was released on request. Guyer is still heard in a program over the station as he's under
contract to a sponsor who wants him.
WIP introduces a new program.

'Sing Music." with Samuel Wooding.
Joseph Savitt. father of Jan Savitt.
KYW's music director died suddenly.
Dave Tyson heads WFIL's new
-Ole Time Spelling Bee."
Ben Alley celebrates his first anniversary on WCAU next week. with
floris Havens accompanying him at
the organ.
Angelo Palange and Manning Hall
of WPEN are now conducting "Ringide" interviews from one of the city by the Federal Theater of the cur- Tuesdays, 7:30-8 p.m.
nighterics.

KFYR, Bismarck

ONE MINUTE
INTERVIEW

WJSV, Washington

The North Dakota State Bureau of Arthur Godfrey, Arch McDonald
Identification is using and Larry Elliott of the station's staff,
KFYR for a daily five-minute Police as per annual custom, will serve as
Bulletin broadcast.
emcees at local hotels Saturday for
The Four Counts, versatile Instru- the President's ball celebrations.
mental and vocal group, are now on Elinor Lee. home economist, is
KFYR three times a week. They back from the economics confab in
came here from Minneapolis.
Mansfield, 0.
Most enthusiastic acclaim given any
Station's new staff orchestra, conmusical group heard over KFYR ducted by Meyer Goldman and
during the past several years was handled by John Salb, made its debut
accorded The Singing Debutantes, a last night.
modern chorus of 17 girls directed by Three of the station's personalities
Florence Page.
have joined the ranks of successful
Bert Burda, a sensational 13 -year - songwriters --- at least, successful
old boy soprano, is the year's great- enough to have their works pubest solo discovery at KFYR, accord- lished. Arthur Godfrey's "Pale Poing to Dick Burris, program director. tomac Moon," and "I'm Losing You"
Station is now giving complete by John Salb and Hugh Conover, are
lieu's coverage of North Dakota in being put out by Davis 6 Co., New
press reports written by Fred Orr. York music firm.
Criminal

JAMES R. FOUCH
"Pregrama are no better than
the microphones used. The tiny.

delicate precision instrument cart

make or mar a broadcast. Through

the years they have been devil.
oped from the original cumbersome
Instrument to today's scientific development. Probably tomorrow's
research will come, not so much
to the instrument itsell as to
stands. booms and other accessories."
I
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IVSYR, Syracuse

Miller, former Syracuse
Symphony conductor, appointed station's musical director.
Victor

Norman Crane will emcee a new

five -weekly dinner concert series for
Revoir-Hudson Motors.

John Feeney, staff cellist, also uses
three saxes, clarinet, oboe and English horn.
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Changes Plans on Radio Measure
cooking On
AND LISTENING IN

Senator Herring Alters Ideas for Bill
Patterned After British Systen
FORMED BY JACK GRIFFITH

PHONOGRAPHIC NETWORK

Phonographic

National

Would Increase FCC Powers

Network

FORUM When it comes to seeing the Inc., bringing together the operators

radio situation from both of coin -operated phonograph masteles of the fence, there is no group of chines in restaurants, taverns, bars,
men in the country better situated and etc., throughout the country, has been
than

qualified

the radio

editors

and

sales

S. Sound & Recording
These scribes are the middle men who Corp. and lately with Van Cronkhite

stand between
public.

the

industry

and

Idea behind the venture is to tic
They are m a position to detect the up 100,000 phonograph machines, of

mistakes of the broadcasters and to hear which 83,350 already have been signcomplaints of the big listening ed, according to Griffith, and obtain
the
of

the

WHBF. Rock

DAILY yesterday that his proposed
measure would look more toward

against may salesmen, and Heyer
answered the description of a ped

national advertisers as sponsors for

For these and other reasons, the views

and observation

manager of

Wand. was held up for 10 min Wes when he tried to enter Merchandise Mart the other day with
a batch of magazines under his
Building has a strict rule
arm.

Ti.

the Associates Inc.

audience.

Washington. -Apparently reversing
his original plans for a radio measure
to pattern American broadcasting
after the British system, which is
free of advertising, Senator Clyde
L. Herring of Iowa told RADIO

Chicago-Clair Heyer, national

fanned by Jack Griffith, former presi-

dent of

critics of the nation' newspapers.

MEHRTENS
I3.7 GEORGE,
Wastungton RII1(011, RADIO DAILY

Mistaken Identity

dler reported

the records. A maximum of 15 ad-

an

the loose.

regulation

finally convinced cop that his mags

leading radio vertisers will be signed. with com-

were

editors of the nation hold practical values petitive accounts excluded, and comand constructive guidance for the industry mercials will be limited to 25 words.
at large.
Griffith is president of the firm,

RADIO DAILY recently conducted

its

first annual forum of radio editors and
critics.

Construction Started
On Galesburg Station

"I am not for government ownership." Herring declared, "but I do
think the listening public should be
protected from having to listen to
(Continued

The drug and toilet goods indusate new 250 watt daytime station on try, which ranked first in 1936, was
portant current issues.
construction
begin
band,
will
1500
forced to share honors with foods
Some of the critics showed a tolerant
Station expected to be in and food beverages in the number of
attitude, others made no effort to pull at once.
Broadcasting campaigns
their punches, but all of them showed operation in about six weeks with Selective
a sincere desire to contribute their best studios in Hill Arcade building. How- using vertical -cut Wide Range transard
A.
Miller
is
president
and
manThe two leaders
1937.
criptions
in
a
great
of
thinking IV the betterment
and growing Industry which combines ager; other directors are Omer N. were tied with 26 campaigns each.
Custer,
Sidney
Nirdlinger
and
Duraccording
to
an
analysis
announced
economic and civic service with enterby Norton Cotterill, vice-president of
tainment and education in a manner rell Barash.
Publication of the results In the Critics'

Forum will begin next week in RADIO
DAILY,

They contain much food for thought.
many helpful suggestions, much criticism. some amusing observations. and
withal a stimulating experience that will
benefit all who read.
Don't miss 11.

-D. C. G.

Solves Phone Jain
Cincinnati-WCZY's Information
Bureau. which answers questions

phoned during the hall -hour broadcast. has been averaging BOO
calls a day and the telephone
company demanded addition of
10 trunk lines. Bill Dye. In charge

of program, then restricted questions to subscribers tram one phone
exchange a day, making lust

enough calls for snappy show.

GM

Page 2)

IN CAMPAIGNS VIA DISK BENNY GOODMAN'S SWING

Response exceeded expectations, both

Makelim and Kaufman
Get WHIP Appointments

censorship

but they don't have enough
power to censor broadcast material.

FOODS LED LAST YEAR

Galesburg, III.-Galesburg Broadin number of replies and in the amount casting
Co. granted permit to operof forthright discussion elicited on im-

never before equalled.

placing

job,

all on radio-and he had

been invited to enter the place.

(Contmned on Pope 3)

It was with this thought in mind that

and

powers in the hands of the FCC.
He said the FCC is doing a good

He

BRINGS 'EM OUT IN ZERO
With Benny Goodman and his
swing crew on the stage and Mae
West in "Every Day's a Holiday" on

the screen, the New York Paramount
Theater yesterday attracted the biggest opening day crowd in its his-

tory. Fans were lined up at the
World Broadcasting System.
box office as early as 5 a.m. in severe
A total of 120 separate campaigns
(Continued on rage 2)
(C4,,iiva on Poor 3)

Cherniaysky Appointed

Chicago - Appointment of Hal Tohn M. Dolph in Frisco
WLW Musical Director
Makelim as commercial manager of
On CBS Production Boost
WHIP and Bub Kaufman as assistant
to the president in charge of program
San Francisco-John M. Dolph, ex- Buffalo-Josef Cherniaysky, now at
traffic is announced by George V. ecutive assistant to Donald W. Thorn- Buffalo Theater, has been appointed
Courier, president of Hammond - burgh, CBS vice-president in charge musical director for WLW. CincinCalumet Broadcasting Co. Makelim of Pacific Coast operations, is here nati, starting Feb. 14.
recently left WHIP, where John directing activities in connection
Carey succeeded him. Kaufman re- with enlarged production for S. F.
cently left sales promotion job at
---Verbal.Action
WIS. Reinhardt Eisler has been Carlson Says Southern
Salt Lake City-A KDYL actress
named musical director.
Had No Interest in WJBW
recently put her whole soul into
an aside that might have made
Delegation From Denver
New Orleans-In a statement inhappy. Script called
Attending FCC Hearing tended to clarify the litigation be- Shakespeare
for an emotional "shiver" at apS

-

tween

Southern

Denver-With hearing set for Jan. WJBW over

a

Broadcasting and
contract to operate

31 on application for full time for station allegedly held by Southern.

KFEL and KVOD, several interested Charles C. Carlsun, owner arid op-

parties will journey to Washington erator of WJBW, says the contract
for the event. From KFEL will be was merely one of employment
Gene °Talton, Frank Bishop, J. P. whereby he engaged Southern as an
Veatch and Joe Myers, while KVOD advertising agent and later discharged
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)
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propriate moment, but. instead of
emoting the business, actress read

the fine: "Oh. it's SO cold in here
(SHIVER)"-and read the stage directIon with plenty of feeling.

2
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1011N tV. ALICOATE

:

:

Publisher

(Confine,' (rain Pon, I)

commercial advertising every

:

:

except

Saturdays.

Sundays

and holidays at 1501 Broadway. New York,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alienate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Metier.

eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
S. Bahn. Vice -President; Charles A. Alienate,
Secretary; H. 11. Shapiro, Associate Editor.
sear. SID. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications
to RADIO

DAILY. 1501 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Wisconsin

7-6336,

7.6337,

7-6.138.

Cable address: Filmdav, New York. Holly
wood. Calif
Ralph
6425 Hollywood
Blvd.

Phone Granite 6607.
Entered as second class matter April 5.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y
cinder the act of Itfatch 3, 1879.

vious

Paramount booking

brought them out in droves.

also

Carlson Says Southern

Had No Interest in WJBW Delegation From Denver
Attending FCC Hearing
I( eutowlra /.ors Pew 1)

Cenhntied $1001 rear It
it. Under the contract, Carlson states,
Southern had no control over or any will be represented by W. 13. Pyle,
interest in the operation. He adds T. C. Ekrem, Jerry Akers and J. E.

.

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

Stromberg Carlson

6l$

to uncover backers of Mountain Top
Chicago-Edward L. Foertsch, pres- met with rebuffs.
- 5.8 ident of Radiad Service, announces
Lester Mitchell to WTOL
the removal of offices to new and
modern quarters at 012 North Michi- Toledo, 0.- Lester Mitchell has
been named program director for
Asked gan Ave.
714
Focrtsch has also been appointed Toledo's newest station, WTOL, which
representative of the Vis-O-Phone plans to begin broadcasting within
Sales Co., handling a new line of the next few weeks. Mitchell was

Radiad Service Expands

Slide Film Machines and previously with WWJ, Detroit, as
portable turntables, with offices at drama producer. His wife, Elaine
A new drama series, with all action the same address.
Beeson, who has been active in
Detroit radio circles, will present a
taking place in a central location.
will start over 'WEN on Sunday at
woman's program over WTOL. New
"Epic"
in
Schools
via
ETs
station is headed by Frazier Reams,
5:30-6 p.m., with scripts written and
produced by Michael Wardell, for- Beginning Tuesday and continuing president, with M. E. Kent, manager,
every
Thursday and Tuesday at and William Siegman, chief engineer.
merly with Walter Hampden. First
offering, "Busy Signal 4142", has its 10:30 a.m., WNYC will rebroadcast
entire scene in a phone booth. Hiram through transcription to students in
Jack Hix to be Honored
Sherman, legit actor, makes nis radio 49 New York City high schools the
Baltimore-"Uncle Jack" Hix, for
WPA
Federal
Theater
Radio
Divithis
Cast
will
in
play.
also
debut
10 years conductor of children's prohave Ann Thomas, Lawrence Paquin, sion's "Epic of America" series now grams here, will be honored over
Franklin Davis, Laura Windsor, heard on Sunday nights at 8 p.m. WBAL tomorrow at 7:45 p.m. by the
over Mutual. Series has an essay Baltimore Safety Council. He will
Charles Powers and others.
contest tieup.
I be presented with a large plaque.
Speakers on program will include
Harold C. Burke, WBAL manager.
Roesler's CKLW Office
Turkey Talk on KFINI
Grand
Forks,
N.
D.-The
victory
Chicago --New local office of CKLW,
Kelly Succeeds Carnegie
Detroit -Windsor, under direction of I chant of the grand champion gobbler
George Roesler, has been opened at of the All-American Turkey Show Andrew Kelly, "Horsesense PhilMO North Michigan Ave. New York was sent to the northwest when osopher," tomorrow night takes over
office, with two men, will be opened Elmer Hanson, commercial manager the Emigrant Industrial Savings
shortly. Frank Ryan, boss of station, of KFJM, interviewed the champ Bank program on WOR formerly
over the air after it had been selected handled by Dale Carnegie, who now
now making selections.
from 400 noisy competitors.
has an NBC series. N. W. Ayer is

New WHN Drama Series

Sound

--

the agency.

Airline Event On The Air
Akron-WJW has been granted exclusive broadcasting rights for the

nr/954
- INSURANCE - Insurance Specialists to the

Radio and Music Industries

JOhn 4-2800
110 JOHN ST

BEelman 8.0175

NEW YORK

Chicago

to

conduct

WHOF. Rock Island, III., is on a business trip

from

.

- 17f

ERNO RAPEE goes to

be designated to regulate the type recently did turnaway at a swing
of material going into the home, he session in Carnegie Hall, and his pre-

letters

FINANCIAL

II'.

sessions in Washington.

the Chicago Woman's Symphony Orchestra on
Feb. I.

many

broadcasters throughout the country Goodman had an edge on Miss West
asking that some government body as the drawing factor. The maestro

that the FCC held a hearing on the Finch.
Now sharing time on 920 kilocycles,
contract and gave Southern no inKFEL and KVOD want full time,
terest or control.
Case has been before the state su- KFEL to retain the 920 band, and
KVOD asking for the 630. Scripps preme court for some time.
(Web..4(7y. Jon. 24)
Howard, owners of Denver News,
also asked for full time on the
Radio School Adds Equipment have
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
band, but advices from WashNet
George Marshall Durante. director 6.30
ington
say the application has been
High Low Close
Chg. of the School of Radio Technique
withdrawn, though parties connected
Ans. Tel. & Tel
145', 14436 14444 - 1
in
Radio
City,
has
installed
addi20
19,1
191/2 - 3$ tional Western Electric microphone with the Denver News deny this.
CBS A ......
es. 93.
513i - 3i
Crotley Radio
Mountain Top Trans Radio Corp.
401 3912 40 - Ilk equipment. Equipment at the school
Gen. Electric ..
6,2
6
RCA Common ..
6tj is identical to that used in major has asked for full time on the 1310
477,. 45
RCA First Pfd
46
- 21/4 broadcasting studios.
band
and is expected to oppose full
10
91j
91a Stewart W
time to KFEL and KVOD. Efforts
Westinghouse ...
99
94'a 9451 - 614
53ti
14
Zenith Radio ...
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
1511
15la 157S
Hareltine Corp. ..
35
Nat. Union Radio.

DORIS KEANE, manager of WHIP and WWAE.

Hammond, Ind.. hares Monday for a fortnight
in Florida and Cuba before attending the NAB

As far as could be ascertained,

received

has

Terms (Post free) United States outside of said.
Greater New York, one year. ES; foreign.
Phone

cold, and after they got inside they

began to shag in the

aisles, with
minutes of a broadcast."
statement ad- ushers unable to do anything about
plan, Herring it.

DON CARLE GILLETTE
:
Editor
Since his original
MARVIN KIRSCH :
Business Manager vocating the British
Published daily

rConrinned !rem l'uo.

five

ceremonies

and

celebration

when

United Airlines inaugurates its new

rotate.

making

Akron

a

stopping

place on the Chicago -New York division of the transcontinental system.
Tentative date is March 1.

-

--

DON KERR
of Ceremonies

4.4

WMCA
Fololabian Amiens Moor
Mx

Star .

Zeke Manners' Cans

-

-

CLAIR

WEYER,

national

sales

manager

of

to Kansas City and Omaha. He will then go
to Detroit, New York and other eastern points.

ESTHER KRAVITZ, commercial traffic manager for WJSV, Washington. is back on the lob
alter a 1D -day cruise in southern waters.
UNCLE DON, pioneer children's entertainer

of WOR-Mutual. and his right hand man, DILL
TREADWELL, will fly to Chicago this week -end
to

attend the Convention of the America.
Medical Ass'n.
SIMON LUBARSKY. one of

Don's sponsors, will also take the trip.
LOUIS BERNSTEIN. head of Shapiro-.

music

publishers,

tomorrow

leaves

with MRS. BERNSTEIN.

in,
for Miami

DEL CASINO Haves tonight for the West.
MAIDA MEATIER, darghter of the commentator,
for Fluids tomorrow.
I

RUSH HUGHES flies to the Coast tomorrow
to begin his new NBC series Monday.

EDDY DUCHIN anises in Chicago today to

fulfill
the

an

engagement

continues

and

Coast.

on

to

GOODMAN and JANE ACE hare reservations
at the Roney -Plana in Miami.

UNTON WELLS, NBC commentator, arrived
back In town yesterday via plane. He was on
the Coast for a few days.
T. W. SYMONS JR., president and general
manager of KFPY, Spokane,

is

in

town.

ELMORE VINCENT and DON JOHNSON re-

turn tomorrow evening front Rochester after
presenting
their "Fishface and Figgsbottle"
show on the WHAM, Rochester, dedicatory

memo,.

KEN SISSON

d

to

Montreal yesterday

after visiting his family here.

Kennedy Appointed FCC
Assistant General Counsel
Woahington

Duran, RADIO DAILY

Washington - James A. Kennedy,

FCC Acting Assistant General Counsel, yesterday was appointed Assistant

General Counsel by Fronk R. Mc Ninth, FCC chairman.
Kennedy succeeds to the post recently vacated by Carl F. Arnold.
He has been an FCC attorney since
1934.

.
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FOODS LED LAST YEAR

NEW INVIDCIRAMS -I 11)11EAff

FORMED BY JACK GRIFFITH

IN CAMPAIGNS VIA DISK

Postage Stamp Romance

(Cononkrei /ram Pogo. I)
Credit fur a successful new idea
for advertisers m 14 distinct classi- belongs to Frank D. Nagel, head
fications utilized the company's trans- bookkeeper at KLZ in Denver, who
cription facilities in 1937, an increase recently inaugurated "Postage Stamp
of 16.5 per cent. The breakdown Adventures,' a novel series dealing
follows:
with the history of many rare Issues.
No. of Campaigns
Convinced that there is "romance
Industry
1937
1936

Clothing2
automotive

Drugs and Toilet Goods
Farm Equipment

Foods and Food Beverages
Financial and insurance
Household Appliances
Jewelry and Silverware
Laundry Soaps and Cleaners

Oil and Gasoline

6

7

24
2

26

21

26
2

6
2

the program a chance. The book-

keeper's opinions were upheld by listener requests that the experimental
production be aired as a regular

2
9

7

dividual business conditions here in

Ned fron, Pope I)
matter of great ina
terest to all local business men. In with Andrew Dahlstream as secretary; Charles E. Mailers of Mailers
conjunction with this program, the
Bldg., v.p.; Charles B. Fletcher, presidosing stock market quotations and

Portsmouth,

the Dow -Jones averages are given.
The latest news of national business
along with articles by prominent
business men of this country are
discussed. Already, this program has
gained widespread interest and popularity.

feature.

As a result, Nagel, an expert stamp

7

9
3

Paints
Radios
Tobaccos

in postage stamps," Nagel persuaded
doubtful production chiefs to give

4

0

PHONOGRAPHIC NETWORK
'

collector in his own right, now pre-

7

listeners

other Chicago business men on
Headquarters are at 10
South l.a Salle St., Chicago, with
New York address at 150 East 39th
10

the board.

St.

New WPA Series on WHN

Back to School
Island, Ill.

Rock

dent of Marietta Corp., treasurer, and

were

program each taken back to school recently in

"This Was News", new series dramatizing front page stories of his-

a
to make them sound like this
recent broadcast over WHBF. Ivan tory
week's news, starts Wednesday at
Streed,
production
manager,
took
a
For added incentive to listeners microphone to the John Deere public 9-9:30 p.m. over WHN, as a presenta103
120
who are not confirmed philatelists,
reTAL
of the WPA Federal Theater
remoted typical tion
The amount of time involved in the Nagel includes dramatizations of hec- school, Moline, andShow
Division. Donald Macfarlane.
started in Radio
afternoon.
manager
of the Division, will direct.
1937 campaigns totalled 32,819 sta- tic events connected with the his- school
school
yard
before
opening
session,
per
tories of many stamps.
tion hours, an increase of 33
brought in bell starting classes, a

sents

3

2

a

15 -minute

Wednesday evening.

21

1$

NI iscellancous

cent over 1936.

geography and a history class at work,
Dallas School Moves
and singing by first -grade youngsters.
Dallas - Southwestern School of
and authentic, show
sustaining
program
of
KRLD,
Dallas,
Broadcasting and Broadcast
Radio
evoked considerable comment,
Quarterly dividend of 51 a share
Recordings Inc., moving to new and
at 11 p.m. CST, featuron common and preferred, payable Wednesdays
enlarged studios un the 8th floor,
the Stamps Quartet, has achieved
Feb. 28 to stock of record Feb. 8. ing
"International" Amateurs
Santa Fe Building, announces a
quite a record. Program brought first
was declared yesterday by West- a crowd of 1,500 to the Hotel AdolWHIP, Hammond's new 5,000 -tatter three-month course in technique of
inghouse.
radio broadcasting beginning Feb. 4.
has
started
a
new
amateur
hour
"for
phus grand ballroom. Larger quarters
Zenith Radio directors also met, had to be secured, and the program all nationalities" under the direction Twenty-five high school students
but took no action on dividend.
was moved to the auditorium of the of Vincent V. Kalmik (Baron De were recently auditioned for admisFull Gospel Church in East Dallas, Vincko). Folklore and songs of many sion into the junior workshop divi-

RRLD "Singing Convention"

"Singing Convention of the Air", Spontaneous

Westinghouse Dividend

45 Minutes for Kyser Show where the quartet sings to a pack - nations will be featured.
The Mutual - Lucky Strike show jammed audience. Letters and teleall over the
grams
on Feb.
which starts
will thereafter be a 45 -minute pro- after each broadcast.
the direction of
is
is
under
Current
series
Show
gram, 8-8:45 p.m.
a half-hour. ford & Thomas has the Virgil 0. Stamps, of Stamps -Baxter
-

sion of the school.

-

--

1

Music Publishers, Dallas.

account.

Hall Johnson Choir on CBS

Audience Chooses Drama

WXYZ, Detroit

Daily Business Review

Portions of three dramas were auHall Johnson Choir. negro voices. ditioned
over the airwaves and the
has been signed by Columbia Artists audience asked to choose their faInc.. for a new series on CBS. Ar- vorite in a new stunt recently for
rangement was made by CBS with "Curtain Time," airing over WON,
Wm. C. Glassner. Choir was first Chicago. Trick, pulled at close of
heard in radio back in 1927-28 for program, drew wide response. Idea
Everready Hour on NBC and has was said to have originated in dialers'
been frequently heard on commer- complaints about radio's dramatic
cials and in concert ever since.
fare.

Al Chance, chief announcer, has A new and definitely informative
his left hand in a sling, result of program is now a feature over
accident.
WPAY, Portsmouth, 0., each week '
"Ann Worth, Housewife," Michi- day, 6-6:15 p.m. It is called the
gan Radio Network series written by "Portsmouth Business Review" and
Tom Dougall, who also directs and deals primarily with general and In sometimes plays a part, reaches its
750th performance Jan. 31. Lenore

Collins plays Ann.

Ruckert Records Plane Search

Baltimore-Experimenting with the
Nancy Osgood, featured in "Women ultra -short wave set after sign -off
in the News," completes 11 years of Monday night, WFBR engineer Paul
broadcasting this week.
Ruckert dialed in Eastern Airlines'

*Call
kot

iiiA6

tit_0°
RECORDINGS

29 W. 57th St.

PL 3-3015

Newark dispatcher and Flight 85, lost
over New England.
somewhere
Ruckert set up the transcription '
equipment and at 2:45, knowing the
plane was low in gas, began recording and cut the last dramatic 15

minutes when the plane was given
definite directions and landed safely
in Connecticut. Eastern Airline officials listened to WFBR's playback
that afternoon.

Radio's Greatest Audience Builder

"THE LONE RANGER"
TRANSCRIPTIONS READY
FOR CONTRACTS TO STATIONS AND SPONSORS

FEBRUARY FIFTEENTH
The

Movie

Ranger
Serial Will

Lena

Be Released For

Nationwide Showing

In Theatres Soon-

A Republic Pictures
Production.

3 HALF HOURS WEEKLY

The program feature that builds
A udience Volume And Sales
"Single Handed."-A 4 year test
in Big Cities and Small Towns
Supremacy of Audience:
Boys, Girls, Alen, 1Yomen

Shuts

Write or Wire WXYZ, Detroit

NG-TIRENDLE BROADCASTING
COT
C

RA'Artj EIVO R K WXYZ

BLUE NETWORK
NETWORK
THE PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Rep,' esc Petattre
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Alk13,;_

ERROL FLYNN. OLINIA DE HAV

1LLAND and C. AUBREY SMITH

Light." on "Lux Radio

in "Green

Theater." Jan. 31 (CBS. 9 p.m.)
MARGO, on Kate Smith show, Jan.
27 (CBS, 8 p.m.)
JOHNNY MERCER. on Paul White-

man program. Jan.

(CBS. 8:30

28

p.m.)

JERRY BLAINE. Park Central
Cocoanut Grove ork leader, on
program. today
"Happy"
Lewis
tW1NS, 11:30 a.m.'

WILL B. JOHNSTONE, on "Car-

Club of the Air." Jan. 30
(WNEW, 6:45 p.m.)
IRWIN EDMAN. author, on "Book of - Month Club Concert," today
'WQXR, 10 p.m.) DEEMS TAYLOR.
same program, tomorrow; HEY WOOD BROUN, Jan. 29, 9 p.m.; LIN
YUTAN, Jan. 30, 10 p.m.
toon

,x04,10/

tkr

rAF

01: SC.

HEARINGS SCHEDULED
March 18: WBAA, Lafayette, Ind. CP to

4

4-

"Little Shots About Big Shots": From the feuding front of
Richard Mintier and jack Robbins' 11 -year -old son, Brother, comes this
latest escapade.... Brother asked Himber to do something for him but
Dick sold that his Mends were only those who were "1. 2 and 3" on the
list of hit songs and Robbins was only No, 1 with "You're a Sweetheart."

This prompted Brother to remark, "Well, Himber, 1 guess you haven't any
friends at all-because NOBODY Is 1, 2 and 3!"....AI Pearce was on

the Ford show a week ago but things became rather vague to him. H.
could hardly see the script. Some months ago Al was down with the
flu, which developed Into a touch of pneumonia- Early last week his
eyes became Infected and the M.D. reported that the old pneumonia bug
had settled in his orbs. ...Major Edward Bowes has gotten a three-week
blanket clearance for "B.M.B.D.S.", preventing others from doing the song
on CBS within two hours either side of his period because his amateurs

feel they can win doing that number.

NEW BUSINESS
WHEW, New York: United Drug

Frolic."
Street & Finney, Inc.

"Coast

Coast

to

ETs.

Co..

through

WHO, Des Moines: Gardner Nursery.
through Northwest Radio Advertising; Association of Pacific Fisheries, through J.

Walter Thompson Co.; Tim Lake Laboratories, farm news, through United Advertising Companies; Foster Milburn Co. (Downs),
through
stock

Broadcasting; National LiveMeat Board, through Campbell -

Spot
&

Ewald; Hubbard Milling Co.; North Amer-

Accident Insurance Co., news, through
Franklin Bruck Advertising Corp.; American
Book Mart, "Sunset Corners Frolic," through
E. 11. Brown Advertising Agency; Cownie
Furs, announcements, through Coolidge Advertising Co.; United Drug, through Spot
ican

Broadcasting.

WMAQ, Chicago: Gude's Pepto Mangan;

Shell Coke;
Wats-

Calavo

Growers

of Cal.;

all

WJW. Akron: Clark Gardner. Compagnie

Parisienne,

Advertising.

both

through

Northwest

Radio

WHEIF, Rock Island, Ill.: Pillsbury Flour
Mills, spots, through Hutchinson Advertising

Agency; Compagnie Parisienne, ETs, through
Advertising;
Standard
Northwest
Radio
Chemical Mfg. Co., announcements, through
13 ur hanar. -Thomas ;
Truax-Traer Coal Co.,

Mi sis,ppi Valley News," through Harry V.

Miles

&

Associates;

Chicago

Engineering
through

Work,. "Modern Miracles," ETs,
Lunke & Associates.

Now they're calling Sam Serota the "Walking Electrical
Transcription" because a sponsor who has spot announcements on
WIP, Philly, and WCAM, Camden, thinks Serota's voice is about the
best 171 the city-and so he hired Sant to hop from WIP over to
Camden twice daily to put the spot announcementson the air....
Adding a 15 minute vocal program to his already double-header
title, Bill Shannon, ace announcer at WATL, Atlanta, is afraid some

day he'll forget himself and ask riddles on his "Good Morning
Man" show and sing on his "Riddle Man" program.
A clue aired on the CBS "Gang Buster" series last Wednesday
by H. Norman Schwarlzkopf resulted In the apprehension of the criminal
the following day in San Antonio....KTSA. San Antonio, is a part of the
CBS web carrying "Gang Busters" and it was over this station that the
clue was heard by the informant. George Perry, escaped convict from
a Texas chain gang, was the one apprehended by the clue that Perry
had web fingers. Show is sponsored by ColgatePahnolive-Peet'
Incidentally, there's a liquor sign on Broadway which uses the same
principle of the famous N. Y. Times sign, flashing news (but about personalities). The other nite we spotted this: "Phillips H. Lord, Radio's No. 1
Gangbuster, is the only American who can do an authenticated hula"for which he probably deserves recognition in the Hall of Fame we
suppose!

Scott Paper Co. (towels). "Magic Kitchen,"
participation.

DAILY SCOOPS
Suggested Listening Tonight!
JOAN EDWARDS
WEAF. 6-35 P M., E.S.T.
(Mint;

"I DOUBLE DARE YOU"
BARRY McKINLEY
..WJZ, 8'15 P.M., E.S.T.
doing

"SMOKE IN THE CHIMNEY"
SHAPIRO BERNSTEIN. INC.
Musk Publishers .
850 Bldg., N. Y. C
lame Taps, General Manager

move to Indianapolis, Ind. 890 kc.,

1

KW.,

5 KW. LS., unlimited.
Orrin A Senmel, Rochester CP for new
station. 1500 kr., 100 watts, 250 watts LS.,
unlimited.

March 21: Peter J. Calderon, Providence.

CP for new station. IVO kr., 230 watts,
daytime.
March

28:

Hal Broadcasting

Co.,

Camden. CP for new station. IUD be.,
watts, 230 watts LS, unlimited.

Inc.,
100

Vancouver Radio Corp., Vancouver, Wash.
CP for new station. 880 kc., 250 watts, daytime.

WQAM, Miami
Fred Fowler, announcer, has been
appointed official announcer for city

of Miami and will serve as narrator

for this season's Bayfront Park concerts.

Patty Labota, tenor, being heard

over station while filling engagement
at Royal Palm Club.
"Adventures of Charlie Chan"
signed for 13 weeks, with Bonacker
Si Leigh, food brokers, sponsoring.
Arrival of 24 Hollywood starlets

to appear at local club was aired
the train. Harry Richman,
Sammy Lee, Johnny Austrian and
his ork and George Hussy, official
from

Miami greeter, participated.
Special events director Leslie Harris was on the job with a short-wave
broadcast from the scene of the
grounding of the S.S. Iroquois last
week.

ATTENT/ON
FOOD MANUFACTURERS
AND AGENCIES
NEW YORK'S OUTSTANDING
PARTICIPATING PROGRAMS FOR WOMEN

"FOR LADIES ONLY"-WNEW
8:45.9:15 A.M., with Dorothy Lane
"KITCHEN KAPERS"-WNEW

KMOX, St. Louis: American Academy of

Accountancy, "Curious Questions"; Procter
& Gamble, (Lava Soap), announcements;

* F. C. C. *
ACTIVITIES

lead

Jay Jostyn originated the role of Max Tilley, the male
in the "Life of Mary Sothern." In the four years the program

has been aired, no other actor played the part even though Jostyn
was off the show one year. Which isn't as strange as it seemsbecause though Jostyn left WLW to come east a year ago the
script made constant mention of the character though it wasn't
portrayed.... However, late last year the show moved to N. Y. and
the part of Mar Tilley was revived with Jostyn re-entering the
cast.... PERSONAL Postcard to Kay Kyser: We, again, enjoyed
your "Kollege of Musical Knowledge" the other am. via MBS, but
kinds wondered why a song like "Disappointed and Disgusted"
should come into the makeup....Jack Waldron at Leon & Eddie's
last Sunday nice asked the assemblage to please bow their heads in
a moment of silence to pray for (fenny Youngman, who that very
tnoment was making his Hollywood debut at the Troc. Waldron
added that he, himself, traveled over 3,000 miles to deposit an "egg"
right on that floor! Leonard and Marjorie Traube have a new
f entinine mouth to feed.

11A0.11:30

with Glenna Strickland

"CHARM SCHOOL"-WMCA

12:30.190 P.M., with Edythe Tern Melrose
"THE SHOPPER PROGRAM"-WAAT
2:30-2:45 P.M.. with Ella Hastiest
and George Raw

"Our programs are pulling in excess
of 4000 Letters weekly"

our.

Striating only Quality
rood Accounts

We secure hunorrds of tine retail outlets

for our clients
AMERICAN INSTITUTE Of FOOD PRODUCTS

Robert A. florin, Gen. Mgr.
157 Chambers St.. New York City
Phone: BArelay 7-9799-92

(On the Air 73 Weeks)
Write or Mont ter rates
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Coming Events

CUCI-IESTUAS -MUSIC

EDDY DUCHIN, whose "Hour of I regularly several of the original
1938:
International Telecom
Feb.
1,
Charm" program sponsored by songs from "Let's Play Fair," the mun:cations Conference, arrangements beElizabeth Arden over Mutual is on musical comedy at Casa Manciaia.
ing made by General Manager of Egyptian
May's 34th Street store, in its daily Its way west, will broadcast next
State Railways, Telegraphs Cr Telephones,
program titled "Maytime" over WOV Tuesday from Chicago, where he and
Gene Beecher and his ork have Cairo, Egypt.
at 11 am., has a vocalist of many his orchestra are booked for some replaced Johnny long's band at the
Feb. 7: Canadian Association of Broadappealing qualities in Pat Rossi. lie's personal appearances. Del Casino also I DeWitt Clinton Hotel, Albany. They
on the romantic order, and he de- will be on the program as vocalist. late being heard over WGY, Schenec- casters convention. Ottawa.
Broadcast
Sales D.rectors
Feb. 13:
livers in good English style the kind
tady, thrice weekly in the late eve- meeting,
preceding NAB convention, Washof amiable and ingratiating troubaAl and Lee Reiser, who have been ning period.
ington.
douring over which American talent heard
on numerous NBC programs
scouts usually go into raves when as a two
Feb.
14-16: Nat:onal Association of
-piano team, have organized
Joe Fransetio mid band or, 71011) Broadcasters annual convention, Hotel Wilthey hear it in broken English abroad.
Which means that Pat Rossi has two a ten -piece orchestra which will be 'emoting from the Adelphia Hotel lard, Washington.

Pat Rossi

as Al and Lee Reiser and Over three Philadelphia stations.
counts instead of one in his favor known
when it comes to attracting attention their dative, Swing Strings.
from the bigger time.

On yesterday's program he put
ever "One Song", "Sweet Someone",
"Neglected" and some other bits in
highly pleasing style. The Maytime
orchestra supported him nicely.

"Headlines"

March 3-5: Hearst International
'Sales meeting, Chicago.

Radio

Chick Wcbb and his Savoy Swing
March 15-20: Philco Radio Dealers of
Emery Deutsch orchestra is about Orchestra
with songstress Ella Fitz- Ch:cago convention, Miami.
the busiest band on the networks.
enwill play a four -week
April 4-14: World Radio Convention.
Besides playing nightly at the Neth- gerald
at Levaggi's Restaurant, Sydney, Australia. 0. F. Mingay, convene
erlands Plaza in Cincinnati, Deutsch gagement
Chick
Webb
Boston,
opening
Feb.
5.
broadcasts 18 times weekly via the will be the first colored attracilon to Lion secretary, 30 Carrington St.. Sydney.
Wl,W-NBC network. The band totals
A,r,l 20-23: American Association of
this spot. Webb will broadcast
10 weekly hours of air time. Deutsch play
four NBC periods weekly. Booking Advertising Agencies annual meeting.

is currently featuring the voices of
was set by Consolidated Radio Artists. Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs,
Since making its debut some six Katherine Hoyt and Neil York.
W. Va.
gram aired Taesday and Thursday
the
CBS
Musical
Director
Ray
Block's
who
maestros
Abe
Lyman,
nights at 7:30-7:45 has shaken out "Waltz Time" program, will broad- newest song composition, "In My LitWILLIAM SCOTTI
the wrinkles that marred its initial cast twice weekly from Billy Rose's tle Red Book," has been published
and
performance, principally the overThe song
by
Marks
Music
House.
The Sweetheart Rhumba Quartet
Casa
Mariana.
Lyman's
Californians,
dose of sound effects, and is now a who play at the theater -restaurant was written in collaboration with Nat
i instrumentalists)
more clear-cut dramatization of the for dancing in addition to supplying Simon and Al Stillman, who wrote
Featured by Manhattan Soap Co.
WEAF
day's highlight news events. Though the music for the book show, will the score for "Virginia." Thr song
Thurs. 9:30 A.M. and 6:35 P.M.
program doesn't enjoy facilities of be heard over a WOR-Mutual hook- will be introduced by Ray Block's
Fri. 9:30 A.M.
the "March of Time" scope, it does a up at 11:30 p.m. on Tuesday and at choral group, "Swing Fourteen," on
Excl. Mgt. Ben B. Lipset
FLaxa 3.6268
607 -5th Ave., N.Y.C.
good job within its limitations.
II p.m. Sunday. He will feature their next Saturday night broadcast.
Last Tuesday night's principal
item was a re-enactment of the In- fright of commentators and should
cident of the missing airplane which find wide appeal for its services.
landed safely after floundering
A few of the lasting stars
hours in the Monday night storm. Briefly
who were coached, directed
Program had the story on the air
The Billy Mills orchestra, which
mod helped up the "ladder
while it was still hot In the news- Is taking the place of the touring
of fame" by Ned Wayburo

weeks ago, this WOR-Mutual pro-

.

.

NED WAYBURN'S

paper headlines.

Ted Weems on "Fibber McGee" show
Material for the show is edited by over NBC -Red on Monday nights, is
Ernest Chappell, with Tom Slater as doing a very snappy job. A tuneful
announcer. P. Lorillard Co. (Muriel and lively bunch.
cigar) is sponsor.

"The Jury Decides"

Morton Gould's Monday night musical program over WOR-Mutual con-

tinues to be one of the slickest on
the air. He gives rhythm a polish
that lifts it into a special class.
Horace Heidi did a double good
deed Tuesday night when he pro-

This WFII, Philadelphia, sustainer
on Thursdays at 10:15-10:30 p.m. is
a combination of the best features of
agony column and a good will court,
using the studio audience as the jury
to decide the questions submitted on vided an opportunity for Mme. Maria
human everyday problems. Limited Greyer to have her new composition,
as to time, show jumps right Into "Tipitin," premiered on the air.
It
the program without fanfare. Prob- turned out to be a very tuneful and
lems are of the heart throb variety intriguing Mexican number, and
concerning self or family and should Heidt's arrangement of it was espeplease the female audience and good cially good.
Fart of the men. Questions are either
read to audience by announcer or are
presented personally.

Three persons comment on problem from studio audience picked at
random and audience finally votes
on proper solution. Program runs
rnoothly except for bit of mike

GEORGE GRIFFIN
Lyric Baritone

12:15

COMMERCIALS

that sell

WRITE
BOX
A-116.
RADIO DAILY,
1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

Fred and Adele Astaire
Eddie Cantor
Mae West

Will Rogers

Grace Moore
Ed Wynn
Fannie Brice
Jeanette MacDonald

W. C. Fields

Charles Butterworth
Charlotte Greenwood
Clifton Webb
Marion Davies
Oscar Shaw

Ann Pennington
Harry Richman

In

Claire

Willie and Eugene Howard
Norma Terris
Hal LeRoy
Gilda

Gray

P.

Al.

EST.

SUNDAY WEAE-NBC RED

9 A. M.

EST.

IJ
Management NBC Artists Service

DANCING, SINGING

and
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
Class

Private

or

Instruction

Preparing Adults and Children

For
For

RADIO CAREERS
ADULTS Wen and women over 161: Every
type of Stage and Ballroom Dancing --Acting
Opportunities to appear in
-Singing
.

.

Morning, afternoon and
evening courses-Mondays to Fridays.
public performances.

CHILDREN (Boys and girls ages 3 to

161.

Develop grace, poise, charm and good health.
Classes meet Saturdays and after-s,..-hool week

Jack Whiting

days.

Nick Long, Jr.

of

Georgie Tapas
Grace Bradicis

feld Follies and over 600 successful Broadway
productions. See "Who's Who In the Theatre"
for part of his brilliant record.
Facilities at the school Include 10 beautiful
modern
completely equipped model
studies.
theatre and radio Broadcasting studio.
AUDITIONS and TRYOUTS will
gladly be arrented. Free consulta Non and courses individually planned without
oblieation.

Gertrude Nkssen

Lina easeustte
George Murphy
June O'Dea
Carl Randall
Patricia Fills
Median° and Donna
Melissa Mason

THURSDAY WIZ NBC nut

that slog

Al Jolson

Pierce end Roland

[11;._]

SCRIPTS

Evelyn Law

Haulm Milks

Virginia Bxon
Walter Tetley

Virginia MetNa ighton
Buddy Raymond
Florence Rice
Don Costello
Gloria Young
The Flea Reilly*
Paulette Goddard

mod

Hundreds of Others

All Instruction

Is

under the personal supervision

Mr. Wayburn, world famous teacher and director who staged the best editions of the Zieg-

FREE

Open 9.00 4. hf. to 10.00 P. M. Daily
Except Sundays. Close Saturdays

at 6.00 O'clock. Visitors welcome.

625 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK
Studio

Between 5fah and 59th att.
Phone Wickersham 2-4300
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uvuic PEI cosAunriur
One of a Series of Who's Who in the Industry
A

RUSS WINNIE
RUSS WINNIE, WTMI's assistant manager, commentator and special
events expert. claims to have broadcast more football games than
any sportscaster in radio. In nine years at the mike, Winnie has
specialized on football. baseball and basketball, but has covered everything
Iron a marble tournament to deep sera diving.
lie was chosen by NBC to cover the All Stars Bears football game in 1935. The same web
put him on the AAU track and field meet and
Olympic semi-finals.
It's almost ten yearn since Winnie. a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, eel out in
search of a career that would provide him an
outlet for a basic knowledge of advertising
and a pronounced flair for showmanship.
found it the morning he walked into the offices
of WTMI. then scarcely a year old, and sakL
"I'd like to talk into one of those huutrlooking
round gadgets." Mikes have changed and
Winnie has grown to be an executive as well
Claims championship in
as ether personality, but into "those gadgets"
»liking
football
he calculates that he has poured flee million

PETE.PRINGLE, the "Yankee Reporter" for Trans -Pacific newscasts from KNX at midnight. has
been upped to managing editor of all
CBS Pacific Coast news broadcasts.
Starting in January, 1935, Pringle
has built up a tremendous audience
in the islands of the Pacific, Alaska
and other remote and isolated spots

for his summary of the day's news

at midnight.

Edward C. Robinson stays over in
New York for a third airing of "Big
Town" from the East on Feb. 1 Re-

words. and used every term-even invented not a few-known in

Joe Louis, fight champ, and Tommy
Loughran. ex -lightweight champ,

be brought to the WIP mike

from the Nixon

Grand Theater.
Karl Bonawitz will be heard over
KYW in organ and piano recitals.
James Allan, WIP program direc-

has put on a luncheon music

Bergenfield

Ekstrand.
Brooklyn,
tories.
P.

assignors

to

and
Bell

Victor

L.

Telephone

2.105.483-Electron Discharge
Laico. Brooklyn, assignor to

Laboratories.

Rend.
Labora-

Device.

2.105306-Electron

Walton Newton, newest addition to
WIP announcing staff, wants to write
and produce network shows.
Aeolian Choral Singers of Tennent
College start a new Thursday series
over WIP. Group includes 40 mixed

phone Laboratories.

used.

voices.

WCCO, Minneapolis
Hoy Brant, formerly with North
Dakota stations, has joined as news
editor. He's a member of the board
of directors of Ass'n of Radio News
Editors and Writers.
E. H. Gammons, manager, also has
signed Thomas H. Dawson, formerly
with Pillsbury ad department, fur the
sales force.

Joseph

Bell Telephone

series in response to requests from
cafes, restaurants, etc.
Clarence
Fuhrman and staff orchestra are

Vic-

CARL

BIXBY
Creator, writer, director or producer of
successful network radio programs.
I.,

non, who play Dexter

2.105307-Electron

for L.

Discharge Device.
(fermi. Brooklyn, assignor to Sill

H. Y.

2,105,676-Modulation.

Virginia

L.

Usselman

fort Jefferson, L. I., assignor to RCA.
2.105.789-Rdio Receiver. Allred Aubyn Lin
sell, London, assignor to RCA.
2,105,818-Voltage Indicating
lade

VicTele-

George

Electron

Dis

Henry W. Parker, Toronto, On

Canada, assignor to Rogers Radio Tube

Ltd.. Toronto.

2,105,849--Phast

Modulation.

George

Lind

ley Usselman, Port Jefferson, N. Y., assignor to
2 105 518-Selectivity Control System. George RCA.
2 105.878--VariableCondenser.
Samuel Cohen,
assignor to RCA. Brooklyn,
assignor
N.
co., Instrument
2,105.534-Radio Receiving Arrangement. Mel- mut Johanson. BerlIn-Charlottenburg, Germany, Lorporation, New York.
assignor to C. Lorenz Aktiengesellschalt, Berlin.
2.105,902-Periodic Voltage Generator. Mad L. Beers. Collingswood, N.

Tempel ho t.

'son

2.105.537-Signaling Method and Arrangement

Therefor Ernst Kramer, Berlin -Tern pelhof , Ger.
many. assignor to C. Lorenz Aktiengesellschaft,
Berlin-Tempelhol.
2,105,538-Reduction of Noise. Vernon D.
Landon. Collingswood. N. J., assignor to RCA.
2.105.558-Noise Control System. Rogers M.
Merchantsville. N. .1., assigner to RCA.
2.105.S68-Apparatus for Dial hermit Treatt471t.., assignor to

°d=rt:ire'grrpTC:!" "k"'

Cawein.

Hazeltine Corp.

Manhasset,

N.

Y.,

assignor

to look into several prospects.
Betty Olson of the Escorts and

Betty now appearing on "Kaltenmeyer's" show.
Rosalind Marquis, former Chicago
will be songstress with Hal

girl,

Kemp when he opens at Drake on
Feb. 4. Gene Walsh, new guitarist
with band, also is former Chicagoan.
Film Scouts are interviewing Bob
Barron of the Skelly Court of Missing Heirs.
Judith Waller, NBC educational di-

rector, back from New York,

J. W. Knodel, formerly with the

San Francisco Examiner, has joined
Free & Peters Inc., Chicago, station
reps, as account executive.
R. S. Peterson, NBC assistant auditor, is back from a trip to New
York.

Marge Kerr, vice president of Tom

Fizdale, Inc., seriously ill following

an operation at Henrotin hospital, her

Lin -

Doulens sent out from New York
offices to pinch hit for her, along
with Lorraine Shaeffer and Sam

2.105.569-Directional Wireless Aerial Sys- John Lindberg. Glasgow, Mont.
Eric Lawrence Casting White, Hillingdon,
2.106.149-Radio Apparatus. Ernest
William Spencer Percival. Hanwell, Eng- der, Philadelphia, assignor to RCA.

and

G.

WATL, Atlanta

Julian Flint has been added to the
Feb. 1. "Newspaper of the Air," with announcing staff.
Golly the roving reporter and sports- A newly initiated program is the
daily at
caster Phil Buxbaum Jr. at the mike, I "MusicalEchoes"broadcast
11:45. Show contains all old tunes
joins the schedule.
on a "memory -lane" theme.
Bill Lamer, former announcer who
Selma Castle has succeeded Kay
had to resign because of illness, is 1 Roberts as vocalist on the Dance
composer of "Trailer for Two." being Music program, now heard at 9:30
featured by local corks.

Clark of "Romance of

Helen Trent" and James Bengston.
her husband, plan a motor trip to
Miami in February.
Margaret Fry, writer and wife of
Ken Fry, director of special events
for NBC, has departed on a West
Indies cruise which will include a
month's stay in the Virgin Islands.
Vivian Della Chiesa is back from
New York and will open at Chicago
theater on Feb. 18.
Billy White, the platinum voiced
tenor, has left "Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten" and gone to New York

overarm. Le Roy

tern.

WELL New Haven

to

2.103924-Electron Discharge Device. Hallam E. Mendenhall. Summit. N. J., assignor to
Bell Telephone Laboratories.
2.105.925-Antenna System. Francis L. Merriam, Montclair, N. .1., assignor to Bell Telephone Laboratories.
2,105.959-Automatic Volume Control Systen,.
Vold P. Speartn, Chicago, III_ assignor
Harold
t 2.1061.120-Lrotsti.

Twins in

"Bachelor's Children," to New York
to spend four days.

RCA.

Tele.'charge Tube.

phone Laboratories.

Station adds 45 minutes starting

L.

Burlington Liars club has admitted
to membership Announcer Durward
Kirby and Gene Rouse of NBC.
Patricia Dunlap and Marjorie Han-

Re. 20,632-Tuning Seek. Harold M. Lewis. land. assignors to Electric Ir Musical Industrie
Creel Neck, N. Y., assignor to Hazeltine Corp. Limited.
2.105.472-High Power Discharge Device.
2.103641-Automatic Volume Control Circuit
Janet E. Clark, Long Island City; Pure 0. Frederick H. Drake, Boonton, N. ./.. assignor t

Discharge Device.
for L. Ronci. Brooklyn, assignor to Bell

0. Bet 114, Manhasset,

days.

Compiled by JOHN B. BRADY, Attorney
Washington. D. C.

PHILADELPHIA

P.

Burridge Butler, owner of WLS, is
back from KOY, Phoenix, for a few

NEW
PATENT.,
Radio and Television

KARM, new CBS affiliate in Fres-

tor,

ton Guy) recently celebrated his
1,090th broadcast over WAAF.

Meanwhile, Winnie acquired a wife. two husky boys and a smartly

no, now releases the nightly "Scattergood Baines" series and the Sunday afternoon "Double Everything."

p.m.

new show for Rhein Jewelers.
The Hoosier Philosopher (G. Carle-

appointed home In Whitefish Bay. lakeshor suburb of Milwaukee.

Think?"

8

tor, is scripting and announcing a

the

bridght lexicon of sports.

tertainer who has been missing from
the airlanes all too long, returns via
KFAC with a Tuesday evening program at 7:15 called "What Do You

Friday at

nouncers school under direction of
Everett Mitchell, senior announcer,
has been opened for NBC employes.
Lynn Brandt is assisting Mitchell.
Joe Silver, WAAF continuity edi-

ti

turns to Hollywood immediately
thereafter.
Happy Jack Kay's "Breakfast Club"
on KFI has a new participating sponsor in Globe Investment Co.. recently
signed for 312 broadcasts.
Charlie Wellman, veteran radio en-

will

THIRD annual term of NBC an-

p.m. from Henry Grady Hotel.

-econd

in several

months.

Roger

Geison.

.etawsoft

Zak,
Pl.

3 26C0
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SAN FRANCISCO

VROMICTICSI

KFRC airing a new show, "Pulse
of the City," open discussions of civic

problems, with Ted Gifford.
Tom Breneman, newly appointed
50.000 "Secret Sixers"
production rep for CBS here, has
More than 50,000 St Louis boys taken up permanent residence, swingand girls are now enrolled in the ing into production work on "Toast
"Secret Six Clubs," promotional angle to the Town" and "My Secret Amon the electrically transcribed serial bition."
"Speed Gibson," now about 45 epi"Tales From an Antique Shop,"
sodes old over WIL. Show is sponsored by Mildland Baking Co. (Toast- debuted here Sunday on KFRC for
master Bread), through Schaeffer - the Mutual -Don Lee net at 2 p.m.
Brennan agency. Contact between First drama in the series was writbakery and juvenile "club members" ten by Rupert Pray of the producIs made by bakery's salesmen -drivers. tion staff, with a large cast. assisted
Latter already have complained of by Chester Smith's orchestra. Dramalong delays on their delivery routes, tized history will be produced under
while groups of "Secret-Sixers" quiz Bill Pabst.
them on "Speed Gibson".
Paul Martin, NBC maestro, airing
for the east on a Sunday 7 p.m. spot
and using The Three Cheers, male
"Observers Club"
New juvenile club idea has been vocal trio.
Newscasts at KYA have been augevolved by W. E. Long Co., to plug
transcribed

"Adventures

of

Ace mented by a new series of weekly

Williams", over WCHS, Charleston, quarter-hours at 6:15 with station's
W. Va.
Show is sponsored by press chief, J. Clarence Myers, doing
Ashley Bread Co. for Holsum Bread, the commenting. Kaye Jewelers are
so "Holsum Observers' Club" has sponsoring the 7 -a -week.
Louis Graf, national rep of XELO,
been formed. Kids desiring to join
go to retail outlet for application 50,000 wetter in Tijuana, dividing his
blanks. More than 5,000 members time between here, Tijuana and
have been obtained within fifteen L. A.
broadcasts. Mayor of Charleston has
become honorary member, and chief man's Home Companion," has been
of police is being lined up.
renewed for another year on KSFO
after completing its first 12 months.
Program is quarter hour live talent,
LINCOLN
locally produced, placed by Geyer,0
A 12 -piece studio orchestra started Cornell & Newell, N. Y.
working for WOW this week.
Gene Emmet Clark, who has done
Ole and Marge, Swedish dialect production work on a number of
program, is a new locally produced local outlets for the past 8 years,
program on KOIL. Omaha. and now doing free-lance scripting In
KFAB, Lincoln. Parts are taken by San Jose.
Paul Brawner and Dorothy Bennett.

RADIO DAILY
WITH A
COMPLETE STAFF

WILL COVER
THE COMING

II ational

Assn.

"Jean Abbey." sponsored by "W o- of Broadcasters

KDYL, Salt Lake City

WIOD, Miami

Bill Pennell, popular announcer.
Frank Austin. announcer. appear- broadcast a thrilling description of
ing on Friday Night Variety Show in the antics of sharks and whip rays
blackf ace.
on the ocean floor, while with short
Al Priddy. announcer, doing a wave relay he hovered over the ocean's
Schiepperman takeoff on same show. surface in a blimp. Whenever the
Jack Gregson. announcer. originat- blimp dived, says Pennell. he 'went
ing his own program called "Sophis- first, and his stomach followed.
ticated Swing." with By Woodbury's
Sam Parker, Friend of the Kiddies.
KDYL orchestra.
follows up his Junior Announcers
Myron Fox. of program department contest 'with the most pretentious
receiving accolades from Intermoun- Kiddie Revue aired locally in a long
tain 'Theaters for his original "Spell- time. Tie-ins with all major dancing
ing Bee" now being broadcast from schools provide an array of surpristhe Victory Theater. Fox is also ingly professional talent.
Jack Bell, widely known sports
responsible for the other theater idea
"Ask Me Another" currently at the commentator, interviews Zimmy the
Capitol Theater.

legless swimmer, before departure for

Utah Mfrs. Ass'n. as part of its a non-stop swim from Miami to Haconvention banquet here. witnessed vana. Zimmy eats and sleeps in the
water.
the KDYI. Variety Show.

CONVENTION
FEB. 1445-16

WASHINGTON, D. C.
FOR

RADIO DAILY

Musical Director Earle Barr Han-

WTMJ, Milwaukee

son and his Orchestra claim distinc-

tion of being the first orchestra to
William F. Dittmann, sales man- broadcast three programs over three
is attending a pow -wow of different stations every night within
sales managers division of NAB at he same three quarters of an hour.
ager,

Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis.

Cummins' New

D'ARTEGA

Johnny Olson has a new leader
for his "Rhythm Rascals," just re-

ORCHESTRA

Bernie

Yorkers
arrived at Milwaukee's
Schroeder Hotel, with twice daily
broadcasts over WTMJ.
band

has

newed by Penn Tobacco, in Maurice
Kipen. long-time favorite on the
station.

AND HIS

Exclusive Management

JACK LAVIN
PARK CENTRAL MOTU

NEW YORK

READERS
EVERYWHERE

E
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PITTSBURGH

SAN ANTONIO

Hal Kemp took his band and his
Stanley Theater floor show to Bill
Green's to welcome Johnny Long's
Orchestra over WCAE and Mutual
network. Kemp gave Long his first I

Coaagt-to-Coaist

professional engagement.

The report that KQV has a mis- FRANK BLAIR, new member of the
understanding with the AFM has
staff of WOL. Mutual station in
been contradicted. Station had no Washington, though only 22 years old,
intention of using the WJAS staff, has had quite a career in radio. He
formerly was program director at
and there will be no penalty.
Al Trench, formerly with WWSW' WFBC. Greenville. S. C.. but actually
began
in radio at WCSC, Charleston.
and WCAE, but now a radio salesman for Gulf Gasoline in Toledo, S. C.. in 1935. Blair also ism re
and has a son 15 months old.
visited here recently.
WWSW has added another account
to its

burgh
home.

Nan Grayson (privately Mrs. Walter Framer) has a prominent part in
"Spring Song" at the "Y" Playhouse.
Maurice Spitalny. new bandleader
at KDKA, has taken over the musical direction on "Pittsburgh Varieties." Pittsburgh's longest -run com-

mercial program.

WTAR, Norfolk
Campbell Arnoux, general manager. attended the Norfolk Junior

Chamber of Commerce Annual Banquet and was presented with Plaque

of Meritorious Service awarded to

the station.
John Peffer, assistant technical
supervisor, is rated in ninth place
in advance listings of the 8th Annual
Short-wave contest being conducted
by the American Radio Relay
League. Peffers hobby is short-wave.
Travis Barnes, singing salesman,

has started a new series. "Morning
Serenade," for Virginia Meat Products Co. Show is aired to introduce
scrapple, practically unknown in the
South. Lee Chadwick is scripting
and announcing.

Vocal -Art Trio has been signed
for a new weekly feature. Singers

are from the Scherzo Club, local musical organization.
Charles Patter, Engineer is starting

his fifth year with the Norfolk station. lie recently was appointed control room supervisor.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVI EW

stage. The public will always want
to see the stars they have glorified
-IN PERSON. It's a ocausaL hip
mon urge to want to meet a person
whose photograph you have seen
often or about whom you've heard
much. That*, why the public will
always flock to theaters when one
of their Idols is making a personal
appearance."

the other day.

---

WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.-Ya.

WIR, Detroit

WCKY, Cincinnati
Frank Zwygart, known as Rex

MORTON BOWE
can never replace the stage. All
this talk about Oro theater dylag
is nothing but Poppycock. Radio,
television and the talkies are An*
artistic mediums but they will always lack the intimacy of the

Saunders, at Niantic, whom he visited

Tom Thomas. NBC's baritone, is
scheduled to make 28 recordings for
the NBC Thesaurus. Booked by
Charles Facer of NBC Artists Service. ditorium.
Buddy Hancock's ork is leaving to
The Kidoodlers, musical quartet open an engagement near West Lake.
Lawson Zerhe has had his contract, heard on NBC. have been signed by La.. next week. Dick Ketner is guirenewed for an additional 13 ,reeks Max Fleischer studio to provide the tarist with the combo.
on the "Hello Peggy" dramatic series rhythmic background and sound efWGAR, Cleveland
over NBC -Red network. He portrays fects for animated cartoons, includManager John F. Patt in New York.
the role of Speedy.
ing Betty Boor).
"Rhythm Rangers," popular WGAR
hillbilly band. goes commercial for
For the seventh consecutive year Bunny Berigan. the "Miracle Mari Montana Flour Mills of Cleveland
in Akron, the annual Hillbilly Jam- of Swing." is recording swing ver- with three daytime quarter hours a
boree and contests held by the Na- sions of two old favorites, "Black week.
tional Fiddlers Association, under the Bottom" and "Trees," for release soon New musicians on WGAR musical
able hand of Larry Sunbrock, drew by Victor.
staff are: George Wisnewski, bass;
capacity crowds to the Akron Armory
Kenneth Romick. clarinet. flute and
on Sunday afternoon and night. Much Lyn Murray's seven -voice chorus baritone sax; and Harold Conlin.
of the credit for this splendid show- again returns to next week's Al guitar.
ing is given to station W.IW, which Pearce CBS show in a guest capacity. Musical Director Walberg Brown
had been carrying three programs a Murray's chorus has already made has decided to reduce excess poundday of sample music to be heard at eight guest appearances on Pearce's age and works out daily with local
the Jamboree.
squash champ.
program.
Engineer Lloyd Wingard explains
his limping gait to an accident which
Jean Dickenson, soprano, has been
Through arrangements completed occurred on recent ice fishing trip.
renewed for an additional 13 weeks by Fred D. Fleming, news editor at Having dug a hole through the ice
on the "American Album of Famil- KLZ. journalism students enrolled for his line, he inadvertently stepped,
iar Music" program sponsored by in various educational institutions through it.
Bayer Aspirin.
located in and near Denver will as- Announcer Jack Paar renews acsist in production of KLZ newscasts quaintance with Eddie Duchin, whom
Teddy Bergman, Arline Blackburn. one day each week for the next two he announced through WCAE, when
Frank Provo, John Brown and How- months.
Duchin and his orchestra play Cleveard Smith will be in the cast of next
Ballroom.
land's Trianon
Paar
Sunday's "On Broadway" playlet over Rose Paidar, young mezzo-soprano handles the feed to CBS.
NBC -Blue at 3 p.m. They will do now on an extended concert tour of Ethel Hawes and Ben Levine are
a farce titled "Cowboy on Broadway." the Southwest. will be presented as featuring interviews with food
Jean Paul King announces the pro- guest artist by the Pepper Uppers brokers on their popular afternoon
gram.
over the Dr. Pepper -Dixie Network program "Ethel and Ben," a promotion tie-up with Cleveland Food
on Sunday at 5:30 CST.
Show.sidney
KGFF, Shawnee. Okla., has changed
Andorn. who covers the
its sign -off time Saturdays to 1 am.
and Mondays to 12:30 a.m., so it can Buddy Clark will have speaking town gossip on WGAR. interviewed
carry additional Mutual dance bands. lines on all of the Ben Bernie broad- Sonja Henie last Friday on his evencasts. In addition to this CBS series, ing "Cleveland Column" program.
Cowboy Tex Fletcher did a remote Clark also is appearing in ET's for Elmer Krause, auditor. is making
plans for the yearly trek to Florida.
over WNLC. New London. Conn.. the same sponsor, U. S. Rubber.

sport schedule-all the PittsPirates' basketball games at

"Radio, television or the talkies

from the bedside of little Ellison

Bill McCabe, new head man at
KABC, was at one time connected
with Universal Pictures on the West
Coast.
The 3 Simpson Sisters, San Antonio's home vocalists, are back on
the air, this time via KONO.
Charles Belli and Johnny Sullivan
of KABC are now handling the remote wrestling matches Wednesday
nights from the Walkathon Arena.
Layton Bailey's ork journeys here
from Dallas to play the President's
Birthday Ball at the Municipal Au-

I

Betty Hurston, hostess. has joined
Davis on the air, and a WCKY an- the station's appendectomy class. She
nouncer for the past year, is re - underwent an operation Monday at
covering at Good Samaritan Hospital Providence hospital. Lorene Brockway, Charles Thornton and Eric
after two major operationsWCKY's new trio, Johanna Grosse. Howlett, all of WJR, are still in as
organist; Ray Melder, singer -violinist. many hospitals,
and Gershwin Cohan, pianist and ac- operations.

recovering

Syrup of Pepsin, has been
grams, "Household Hour," a morning Caldwell's
for another year through
show, and "Dinner Date." evening renewed
the
Crame-Krasselt
Co.. Milwaukee.
broadcast.
Woman's Home Companion has reLloyd G. Venard. director of sales newed
15 -minute programs. Jean
and merchandising. is in Chicago this Abbeytwo
does department store shopweek.
ping news on Monday morning and
L. B. Wilson, president, is back Carolyn Pryce a food talk on Friday
in

Cincinnati for a short stay. He morning. Present contract runs to
his winter home on Feb. 22. Geyer, Cornell & Newell,

will return to

San Marco Island, Miami, Feb. 2.

New York. agency.
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ing.

Other new additions to the artist

staff are Harvey and Evada, singers.
broadcast every Saturday at 7 a.m.

from

"Party Line," live a week for Dr.

cordionist. being heard on two pro-

A newly inaugurated program is
the Tennessee Ramblers, new addition to the artist staff, broadcastint
popular songs every Monday even-

B
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Canadian Policy Attacked
Ex -Vice Chairman of Radio Contntission
Raps Gov't Competition With Private

Haase Ad

25 CHANNELS ALLOCATED

Chattanooga - WDOW, which
airs a feature known as "Lost and
Found Column of the Air," had occasion to make use of the program
in its own interests the other day,

BY FCC FOR EDUCATION
By (.110RGE :1'. 3I1:111eTk.V.5

It'ashmEnou Bine., RADIO Adl1.Y

Earl

Washington-Described as an important step in line with its estab-

Winger,

returning

from

Firms-Sees 50% U. S. Programs

a

Florida Taunt with co-owner Norman Thomas, had the following

lished policy of encouraging education by radio, the FCC yesterday
announced through Chairman Frank
R. McNinch that a new class of high
frequency stations, including 25

INBORN PROBE ORDERED

Item for the column: "Lost or stolen
-one tine suitcase containing new
shirts. suits, Christmas ties. terrific
pylamas and other Items."

while at the same time CBC is ac-

IN CANADIAN RADIO FIELD cepting an increased amount of com-

mercial programs m competition with

of private concerns, has been made by
the radio industry in this country by Jacques N. Cartier. former vicethe Canadian Tariff Board has been chairman of the Canadian Radio
ordered by Finance Minister Charles Commission and noted Canadian
Dunning. The probe, which is ex- radio pioneer and expert.

Montreal-A full investigation

channels between 41,000 and 42,000
kcs., had been established for orta,f,Jaa.d

1'o,'

3)

McIntosh Selling ET's
On State -Rights Plan

Montreal-A vigorous attack on
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., due to
the boosted license fees on radio sets

MPPA TO HELP DEFEND

pected to take months, will embrace

Cartier declares the CBC is forcing

distribution and sale of on Canadians a policy that is "inSUIT BY SONGWRITERS production,
receiving sets, tubes and parts. Pool- tolerable" and demands that it either

ing of patent rights, importation of quit the advertising field and go back
Wen Coon Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Publishers Protective Ass'n, sets and parts and other angles also to the original idea of state radio
Los Angeles-R. U. McIntosh & atMusk!
a
meeting
of
the
board
of
directors
wholly for entertainment and educaAssociates are marketing a new and other members, has voted to aid will be looked into.
transcription series on a "state -rights"
in the defense of the test case brought
plan similar to independent films.
Dramatic serial is a prison story against Mills Music Inc. by song

called "Paroled", with a cast of

15,

and incidental sound effects are supposed to be authentic, since they arc

writers representing the Song Writers Protective Ass'n.
a

The SPA seeks

clarification by the court on the

dubbed in from some 5,000 feet of ownership of the copyright

of

McNinch, Sen. Wheeler
Will Address NAB Meet
Washington thIrell11, RADIO DAILY

tion, paid for by licenses, or abolish
all radio taxation and live on its advertising

revenues.

He

predicted

that, unless there is a rhange. CBC
will not stop at jumping licenses to
$2.50 but next year will boost taxes

R. still further to pay for a CBC news
to be distributed to all
McNinch of the FCC and Senator magazine
receiver owners, thus competBurton K. Wheeler are scheduled radio
ing
in
a
new
field with private enamong the speakers on the opening terprise.
Notables Participate
day of the NAB convention, which "Already IS per cent of the CBC
Oklahoma Broadcasters
In WHAM Celebration Talking New Association starts Feb. 14.
transmitting time is made up of programs piped across from the U. S.,
Rochester-Figures from radio and
and I understand the hope is that
Oklahoma City - Organization of WFIL- Sales Activities
education fields took part last Wed- an Oklahoma Association of ftrnadSoon this will be 50 per cent." said
a

Washington-Chairman Frank

sound film actually shot within prison composition after it has been placed
Page .t)

walls.

night in the climax to
WHAM's 10th anniversary celebration of Stromberg-Carlson's ownership of the station.
Ireene
Wicker,
Milton Cross,
nesday

(Comitnsoril m, rat, 31

Bailey Leaves WHAT

Philadelphia-L. H. Bailey, manger of WHAT, has resigned and is
succeeded by W. Porter Ogelsby Jr.

Animal Coverage
Akron-WIWI: classified ad department recently had a client who
advertised the loss of a large Poland China broad sow. After ad
was on the air a second time. owner

called

the

station

to

say:

"Cancel the ad. The hog evident-

ly heard the announcement over
the radio, because the animal has
dust come horn, of Its own accord.",

In for More Expansion

casters is contemplated by a number

of station managers. State formerly
had an association which broke up
through

lack

of interest.

(Counured i's Bow. .1)

Construction Begins Soon

On Athens, Ga., Station

Athens, Ga.-Construction

"Private

Cartier.

radio

stations,

which for years have implored the

Philadelphia-Further expansion of Canadian government to give them
Present the WF1L sales department, marking permits for increased power and
the third step in the station's five - larger transmitters, as well as for

is

point commercial program, is an- organization into regional chains,
nounced by General Manager Donald etc.. have been steadily refused by
Withycomb. New plan calls for en- the radio branch at Ottawa. Today
largement of the local sales staff. these private concerns find them-

with several staff additions already selves stripped of advertising revemade. Post of sales promotion and
Paw. 3)
(coi:thao-,1

ex- merchandising head goes to George

pected to begin shortly on the new H. Jaspert, formerly of KYW.
radio station for which J. K. Patrick
Jack Stewart continues as sales
& Co. has been granted permit. Call director, concentrating on national
letters probably will be WACC. spot business. He plans to rotate
Owners will be J. K. Patrick. Tate
(Cot: t1111(rd
9
Wright, C. A. Rowland, E. B. Braswell and Lynne Brannon.

George Besse Dead

Chicago-George W. Besse, 35,
manager of the Joseph H. McGillvra
office
here until he became ill six
Oklahoma City-KASA, Elk City,
is no longer a member of the Okla- months ago, died yesterday afterhoma Network. This leaves the web noon. Funeral services will be held

KASA Off Okla. Web

with seven stations. KASA, which this afternoon from the Postlewait
has been with the network since it Funeral Home, with burial in Erie,
started in April, 1937, will continue Ill., on Sunday. Besse is survived by
Operation as an independent outlet. . his wife and mother.
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Champ Pa-ia-Law
Richmond-The championship in
"father-in-law sweepstakes."
for the past year at least. is
claimed by Harry 5. "Duke" Lucy,
the

technical
Three

of

supervisor of WRVA.
Lucy's four sans and

daughters were married within the

year. WRVA is the Lams & Bro.
station for which an FCC examiner has recommended power Increase to 50.000 watts.

2
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11 More Stations Sign
Headliners to Appear
"Freshest Thing" Series
At President's Ball Here
Price 5 Cts.

Fri., Jan. 2$, 1938

Vol. 3. No. 20

Publisher

Celebrities from radio, stage and Cincinnati-Addition of 11 stations
screen will gather at the Waldorf- to the list already broadcasting the
Astoria Hotel tomorrow night to recorded "Freshest Thing in Town"
make the President's Birthday Ball serial is announced by Frederic W.

a gala evening. Proceeds of the af- Ziv Inc., advertising agency, orig:
Editor fair will be turned over to the Na- inators of the campaign for bakers.
'DON CARLE GILLETTE :
Following stations started the series
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager tional Foundation for infantile Par- in the past few weeks: WJIM, Lansalysis.
ing, Mich.; KSLM, Salem, Ore.;
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
Headliners
from
the
entertainment
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway. New York, world including Ed Wynn, Robert L. KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.; WTAD,
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. .1. W. Alicoate.
President and Publisher: Donald Ill. Merser. Ripley. Stoopnagle and Budd, Milton Quincy, Ill.; KFIZ, Fond Du Lac,
eau. Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
Berle, Ben Bernie, Bill Robinson. Wis.; WSPD, Toledo; WJAX, JackB. Bahn. Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate.
sonville, Fla.; WIOD, Miami; WDBO,
Secretary: IL II. Shapiro. Associate Editor. Sonja Henie, Ethel Merman and Orlando, Fla.; WFLA, Tampa. and
Terms (Post free) United Stales outside of George M. Cohan will be present.
Greater New York, one year. $5; foreign,
Also Ruth Gordon, Cab Calloway, WTOC, Savannah.
year. $10. Subscriber should remit with order.
Arrangements have been completed
RADIO Jane Pickens, Jack La Rue, June
Address all communications to
N. Y. Clyde, Arthur Tracy, Al Shean, Kitty to record an additional 130 episodes
DAILY. 1501 Broadway, New York,7-6338.
of
the radio serial which will bring
Phone Wisconsin 7.6336, 7.6337,
Cable address: Filmday. New York. Holly Carlisle, Cesar Romero, June Lang, the series up to a total of 260 recordwood, Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Phil Regan, Avis Andrews, Tony ings.
Med. Phone Granite 6607.
Wons, Jack Whiting, Gabriel !leafier
Entered as second class matter April S. and the Nicholas Bros.
1937. at the postoffice at New York, N. Y..
Leo Reisman, Ferde Grote, Carl
under she act of March 3, 1879.
Grose Moves to Coast
Hoff, George Hall, Ruby Newman,
Russ Morgan, Xavier Cugat, Eddie Clarksburg, W. Va.-John Paul
Rogers, Reggie Childs. Francis X. Grose, program director of WBLK,
Dvorak, Nat Harris, Blue Barron, is leaving the station for new fields,
Emil Coleman and Rudolph Friml, Jr., heading for Hollywood, where he
IOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

FINANCIAL

plans to establish a radio script
will be on the platforms with their writing
association. Grose, who origrespective bands and will furnish the

(Thursday, Jam. 27)
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Sylvester Gross to KGKO
IVnt Cnott Rurroo, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-Sylvester Gross, KEHE

announcer, has resigned and left for
Fort Worth. where he takes over as

director and production
head at KGKO, the NBC -Blue outlet
moving to that city from Wichita
program
Falls.

Jean Clement on MAC

evening's music.
James E. Sauter is chairman of the
entertainment committee.

New Transcription Firm
Washington -Radioscriptions Inc., Carl Noble WLBC Music Head
new firm to handle recordings and Muncie, Ind.-Carl Noble, formerly
sound reinforcing equipment, also of Noble and Donnelly's Gold -Coasters
sales, service and engineering, has band and recently on tour with
been formed here with studios at Gloria Grafton as accompanist and
726 Eleventh St. N.W. E. G. Sharpless arranger, has been appointed musical
is president; Bevan P. Sharpless, sec- director of WLBC here by Donald
retary - treasurer; Marie Fairbairn, Burton, owner. A number of new
vice-president, and R. J. Coar, chief programs are being planned under
engineer. A director and complete Noble's guidance.
facilities from writing of scripts to
delivery of completed disk to station
New WINS Kiddie Show
are available.
Company has just finished a series A new program titled "Kiddies'
of 50 -second dramatized spots for the Radio Revue" gets under way toLafayette Hotel, which has placed morrow at 11-12 noon over WINS.
them on 37 stations through Romer Series is under direction of Mrs.
Adv. Agency. Scripts are now being Sophia Civoru, long active in chilwritten for dramatized fairy tales dren's work, and a feature of the
supplemented by phonograph records program will be personal appearfor sale through department stores. ances of the kiddies at welfare
centers. New juvenile talent also
will be given a chance on the show.
Visiting Bands on WPM

Montreal -Jean Clement. Parisian
singing star. arrived here this week Akron-WJW is having a good seato appear over CKAC. Clement was son with name bands by cooperating
met by an immense crowd of fans with Keith's Palace to air teaser proat the station. His arrival was aired, grams on current stage shows and
with Manager Phil Lalonde and making pickups from the theater
Roger Batilu of CKAC participating. during performances. Vincent Lopez,
Ted Lewis, Clyde McCoy and many
New KFAB-KFOR Announcers other units have been carried.
Lincoln-New announcers recently
Call Letters Assigned
pulled into the fold at KFAB-KFOR
here include Jack Hitchcock and Earl
Poplar Bluffs, Mo.-Call letters of
Williams. formerly of KFEQ, St. Jo- KWOC (changed from KPBM) have
seph, Mo. Cliff Connaway, staff an- been assigned the local station for
nouncer sometime ago who resigned. which license was obtained from FCC
is again back at the mikes.
by Don M. Lindenton and A. L.
McCarthy; doing business as Fields
MARTIN BLOCK'S

"Make -Believe Ballroom"
A WNEW FEATURE
1250 Kt
9:15 TO 11 A. M.

5.30 TO 7 P. M.

inally came from the coast, has been
with the West Virginia Network for
two years, rising from junior announcer to his present status.

Taylor Handling Baker Show
/pen Cann Bureau, RADIO DAILY

cominG and GEM
MARTIN SPECTOR leaves lot Miami today to
spend a few weeks with he family.
W. H. STEIN, vice-president of MCA, plans
to extend his West Indies cruise to Brazil. He

left Wednesday.

BILL IRVIN, who writes under the name of
as radio editor of Chicago Daily

Don Foster

Times, expects to leave Sunday for Miaml and
Cuba.
H.

R.

CARSON, managing director of All Facilities, Calgary, Alberta, has

Radio

Canada

lett Hollywood after his annual buying trip
there.
He will attend the convention of
Canadian

broadcasters

in

Ottawa

on

Feb.

8,

also the NAB meeting in Washington the following week.

JOAN BROOKS

leaves

tonight on

the

Rex

for a 25 -day South American cruise.

TED MUSING will be in Boston tomorrow to
broadcast the track meet at the Garden there
lot CBS.

JERRY BELCHER will air his Sunday "Neighbors" program from Indianapolis.
FRANK LANE, manager of WDOD. Chattanooga, is expected in New York over the
week -end.

CORK O'KEEFE left yesterday for the Coast
office of Rockwell -O'Keefe.

City

leaves tarsight

spend some time

1:4:'`
,11t,1.

New WQXR Music Series
A new approach to children's radio programs will be undertaken by
WQXR during February, with two
series of lecture recitals aimed to
simplify classical music for young
people. The programs will be presented by Marcella Geon and Hazel
Griggs, pianists.
A series of programs representing

various phases of characteristic Jewish music, both traditional and modern, will be presented on Saturdays
at 6-6:25 p.m. in cooperation with
Mailamm, the American Palestine
Music Association.

Frances Shapiro, 18 -year -old violinist, returns to the WQXR program

schedule in February for a new series of recitals on Fridays at 9 p.m.

Weaver Bros. on Pepper Show
Dallas-Weaver Brothers and El-

viry, famous hillbilly act, will appear
Feb. 6 on the "Pepper Uppers" show
over the Dr. Pepper -Dixie Network
from WFAA here.
An interview with Louise Fazenda,
featured in Warner's film, "Swing

Los Angeles-Glenhall Taylor takes Your Lady," in which the Weaver
over the Charles Flesher production group also appears, is part of the
assignment for Young & Rubicam on tie-up for the broadcast.
the Phil Baker -Gulf Oil show, with
Flesher switching to the new Rush *
Hughes series for Borden, initialing
THE SONGBIRD OF THE SOUTH
next week. Flesher also has a hand
in the Packard show, and Taylor's
previous assignment was the "Silver

KATE

Theater."

SMITH

McCarthy Co.

THE KATE SMITH HOUR
THURSDAYS

Edward Davies to Speak
Philadelphia-Edward A. Davies,
WIP sales director, addresses the
Philadelphia Newspaper Guild on
Tuesday at Temple University on
"Radio Advertising."
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CBS NETWORK

COVERS THE

CAPITAL DISTRICT

A LBAIY, N

am

I*

EXCI.

MANAGEMENT

8-9 P.M., E.S.T.
TED

COLLINS
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Canadian Radio System
Is Vigorously Attacked

Notables Participate
In WHAM Celebration

NEW ip (ADC UAMS -I ID LAI

(Coatinarei f rum

(Coaginurd from Page 1)

nue to meet unfair competition from
a state-owned chain which apparent-

KGFF Song -Guessing Clicks
ly cannot run its business and bal- The Firestone Service Stores, Inc.
ance its budget on advertising but of Shawnee and Seminole, Okla.,
also must reach into listeners' pockets started a new program of advertising
for more taxation. CBC can't ex- over KGFF last week when "What's
pect to take cash with both handsfrom American advertisers and Can- the Name of That Song?" was aired
for the first time. Program is a 15 adian listeners."
minute period of transcriptions inter-

spersed with short commercials and
25 Channels Allocated
to listeners, who are ofBy FCC for Education instructions
fered a free car wash at either of
(Conthottrd from rage 1)

ganized non-profit educational agencies for the advancement of their
educational worlc.
The channels will provide adequate
facilities for service to every city
and town. Power of stations will
be 100 to 1,000 watts. Stations also
will be authorized to transmit educational and entertainment programs to
the general public, it is understood,

the Firestone stares if they guess
the correct titles of all the songs

played on the program and phone

Lucky Doorbell

A young woman with some ten - bottle, Ranson Sherman, Mary Small,
dollar bills goes around ringing door- Harding Sisters and the Southern-

At the same time, over at aires were donated for the program
WDOD, Chattanooga, some modern by NBC.
music is broadcast. The announcer
The 120 -piece Eastman School
comes on. He informs the listening Symphony orchestra under the direchousewives: If they have a loaf of tion of Dr. Howard Hanson also
the sponsor's bread, and can show it contributed. Charles Siverson led
if the lady rings their doorbell, they'll the new WHAM stalT orchestra.
be $10 richer. Hence the title "Lucky From the field of education came
Doorbell." And it's going great, as Dr. Alan Valentine, president of the
the sponsor will tell you.
University of Rochester and Dr.
George H. Whipple, dean of the U.
of R. Medical School.
Interviewing Talent
Evelyn Gardiner, director of the Program was aired from the Eastbells.

their list to the store within 30 minutes after it has been concluded. At KDKA (Pittsburgh) Home Forum,
the end of six programs the two tried a new one on her program reFirestone stores had given 200 free cently. It clicked so well that it
wash jobs, the Shawnee store had will be repeated regularly. Idea was
70 new customers, who made no at- simply to interview radio personalitempt to respond to the program ties, more identified by name than
other than mentioning they had speaking voice. Initial candidate was
it, and the Seminole store had Harry Azinsky, concertmaster of the
but McNinch said the service will heard
40 new customers.
KDKA orchestra. Heavy mail rebe primarily educational and no
sponsored or commercial programs Dick Peters, KGFF announcer, sponse indicated listener approval.
sold the program idea to Firestone,
of any kind may be broadcast.
which has been using six spot ads
daily for the past four months.
Time for Charities
MPPA to Help Defend
"What's the Name of That Song?
WTAR, Norfolk, has inaugurated a
has
been
signed
for
three
months.
new series of public service features
Suit by Songwriters
(Contmsird from rage 1)

with a

publisher.

Attending the

move is the desire of the writers to
retain the vested right for purposes
of collecting electrical transcription
and other such license fees.
Test case against Mills Music was
filed recently in the Supreme Court
of New York County after a long
drawn out effort to reach a compromise between writers and publishers on the ET and other questions
including the inclusion in contracts
of Article IX of the APA by-laws.
The Article vests all small rights in
the writers. To date, however, the
publishers have been collecting the
ET and similar license fees.

in which one quarter-hour period

Gene Autry Enjoined

Authored by James Weldon of the
New Haven Writers Project, stories
will concern school life of a New
Haven child, rich in dramatic material yet exemplifying the influence

guitarist

from

Mexico, has been signed under

of school training. Permanent roles
in the production will be enacted by
pupils of the New Haven, Hill House.
and Troup Junior High Schools. with
production details supervised by Mack

PAT BALLARD
TOP FLIGHT SCRIPTS
Rcoro.roorork,

MARK HANNA

(c..H.,,,d from Pig,

1)

activities between here and the New
York and Chicago offices.

"Our test in the practicability of

Parker of the station.

KING-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

(Conan:fed

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

from Poo* 1)

conditions affecting broadcasting in

the state as well as evident future
problems have made it apparent to
managers that united effort through
an association will be necessary in
the near future. At present there
are 15 active stations in the state.

Announces

THE PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

a

Don

Johnson

(Professor

CHICAGO

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

Figgs-

bottle) adds to his writing schedule

two -month contract by NBC follow- Feb. 2 when he takes over scripting
ing his American debut on the for the Easy Aces program while'
"Magic Key" program last Sunday. Goodman and Jane Ace take a
month's vacation in Florida.

for TOP FLIGHT PROGRAMS

In for More Expansion

--

NEW YORK

Gomez,

WFIL Sales Activities

Johnson to Script for Aces

NBC Signs Guitarist
Vicente

man Theater, which was filled to
capacity with invited guests.
Last .night a dinner was given by
Stromberg-Carlson in the Sagamore
Hotel as part of the tenth anniversary celebration and dedication of
the station's new vertical radiator.

weekly is reserved for charitable or- out-of-town offices has been more
Teachers ganizations, King's Daughters and than satisfactory," says Withycornb,
New Haven (Conn.)
League is planning a new series of Norfolk Community Fund lead the "but we have only scratched the
surface."
dramatic quarter-hours over WICC, series.
entitled "Our Next Door Neighbors"

Teachers Start Series

Oklahoma Broadcasters
Talking New Association

Nashville-Gene Autry, singing
cowboy, is enjoined from appearing
in films, theaters, radio, etc., during
the term of his Republic Productions
contract under an injunction issued
to Republic yesterday by Chancery
Court here. Producer charged Autry
with breaking contract.

Page 1)

Senator Fishface and Prof. Figgs-

WJW Plans Improvements
Akron, 0.-Plans for a number of
improvements and complete modernization of studios in the spring are
being made here by WJW. The station is already redecorating and re-

' equipping all offices.

AS NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE

MICHIGAN
RADIO NETWORK

WXYZ

WOOD -WASH

DETROIT

GRAND RAPIDS

4
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II -PROGRAM REVIEWS
CONSTANCE BENNETT, on A

Jolson show. Feb. 1 (CBS, 8:30 p.m.)

LUPE VELEZ. on Jack Oakic pro

gram. Feb. 1 iCBS, 9:30 p.m.).

JOE Dl N1AGGIO, on "Fur Men

Only."
p.m.).

Jan.

(NBC -Red

31

10:30

NOLA DAY, replacing Carol Wcy-

man. on "Magic Key of RCA." Jan.

30 (NBC -Blue. 2 p.m.).
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE. guest
of Bide Dudley today t WON -Mutual.
LOUISE LINCOLN.
12:15 p.m.).
same program. Monday.

MURIEL KIRKLAND and

STAATS COPSWORTH, an "Theater
Guide." tomorrow 'WINS, 10:45

am.).

JACK DEMPSEY. on People's Medical League Program. Jan. 31 i WOWWBIL, 6:30 p.m.),

CONGRESSMAN HAMILTON

FISH. on Public Service Forum. Jan.
30 tWOV, 4 p.m.).
MARLENE DIETRICH, on Chase
& Sanborn Hour, Feb. 6 (NBC -Red. 8
p.m.).

GENEVIEVE ROWE, soprano, on
"Rising Musical Stars." Feb. 6 (NBC Red, 10 p.m.).

HAROLD J. ROME. song writer,
Doris
Epitaphs",
p.m.).
on

Smith's

Feb.

1

"Encores
(WNEW,

and

4:30

BETTE DAVIS and JEFFREY
LYND, on "Your Hollywood Parade",
Feb. 2 INBC-Red, 10 p.m.).

When the CBStudios open on the coast an admission price of
IS cents will be charged for a Look-see-the money going to some charitable

cause....Gale Gordon replaces John Deering as the male lead in the Irene
Rich series.... Beatrice Lillie will swing out with Benny Goodman next
month. ...Phillip Morris holds an audition today at CBS with Howard Bar low's band for a third show-which isn't set as reported.... Andy Devine
will be In Bing Crosby's next flicker.... lames Melton will vocalize on "Song

Shop"....Del Casino did an audition with an organ before leaving for
Hollywood.... Under the terms of her contract with U. S. Rubber. lane
Pickens is permitted to accept four guestar shots during the 26 weeks....
Joe Morrison replaces Tony Martin with Ray Noble's crew tomorrow for a

special short-wave show to Germany.... Alter four years. Denny Drier

' Under Western Skies"
This is the first of a series of sustaining dramatic shows to go network
from KDKA, Pittsburgh on a split
NBC -Blue web and heard locally on
WJZ, Wednesday, 12 midnight to
12:30 a.m.
Progrim is heard on
KDKA earlier in the evening. "The
White

Mustang"

was

the

initial

dramatization and, with the aid of
special organ music for interludes
and

occasional

background,

the

drama unfolded dealt with a story
based on the facts and legends of
the singing sand dunes in the San
I.uis Valley, a desert at the base of
a mountain range in Colorado. Narration and dramatizations as well as

quits the Dittmar* Bowl AprU 1 for a series of onenighters on the coast....
Jan Peirce has been selected to sing with Toscanini at the latter's Carnegie
Hall concert.... Discovered at long last One fellow. a kid. Benny Baron.
who is able to write words to Raymond Scott's weird music. ...Eddy
Duchin's sponsor is sending powder -puffs to radio editors --but not us-we
wear a toupee on our chest!

flashbacks were used as the tale of
Silas Wester was brought out, the
old settler finally going mad and out
into the shifting sand dunes to disappear as had his young wife years
before him when they sought to
capture the white mustang, who led
a herd of wild horses, and were

Reading in RADIO DAILY where the WFBR. Baltimore.
inquiring reporter, Henry Hickman, was collecting unwanted Christmas cards for a local shut-in agency, Edele Levy of Donaldson, Doug-

produced, holding the attention at

las & Gullible wrote Hickman offering a huge batch of cards she
has been collecting for a number of vears....A few days ago one of
IVDOD's leading sopranos was delighting her listeners with a song
concerning a waterfall....When the peak of the selection was
reached, one of the water mains leading into the station in Chattanooga burst in mighty applause and the whole station went into a
general uproar-but the singer didn't scent to appreciate a REAL
sound effect.

caught in a sandstorm.
Story was excellently written and

all times and maintaining an even but
progressive pace. Derby Sproul, was
author and producer; Spahr Hull act-

ed as narrator and the rest of the

fine cast included Delle Gillis, John
Johns, Helen Wayne, Jack Orriston.

Charles Webster and Leon Ward.
Carl Weininger contributed the special music, which was directed by
Maurice Spitalny using organ, strings
and woodwinds.

AGENCIES
CLARENCE OLMSTEAD has returned from the west coast to resume
his post as manager of the Young &
Rubicam Inc. radio department here.

Bill Thomas has been appointed to
serve as his assistant.
RALPH J. ROSENTHAL of Weisser-fileyerhoff agency. Chicago.
honeymooning.

is

W. FRANK McCLURE of Critchfield & Co., Chicago, is in charge of

arrangements for the course of six

governmental and business problem
discussions planned by Chicago Federated Advertising Club.

LIIC, Muncie, Ind.
Hectic week was put in by Donald
Burton, owner, and Ottis Roush, an-

nouncer, broadcasting regularly

scheduled basketball games and the
Delaware County Tournament.
Carter's Medicine has renewed on
WLBC with a 100 per cent increase
in time commitments.
Henry Marks, announcer, handling
series of school programs originating

"Hobby Lobby" will come from Detroit on March 9....Ales.
ander Woollcott is working out a deal with MBS whereby he's to go on that
net as a sustainer whenever he has something to say....Col. J. C. Flippen
gulfs WHN on March 16 after three years. feeling that he's earned his
spurs.... CBS on Monday opens its "new idea dept." with Jim Burke and
Gwen Jones in charge..,. Doris Rhodes gels another CBSpot....Rudolf
Friml Jr. will be feted at Leon 6 Eddie's on Sunday.... Will Muzak leave
World Broadcasting to work in their own studios alter March',
Al Jolson

sent wires to every music publisher in N. Y. to tune him in last Tues.for a chance to nob his new song, "And I Do Mean You"....lial Moore.
Paramount sportscaster, has been signed by J. Walter Thompson to announce the Gabriel Heatter Johns.Manville transcription series- .Jean Paul
King will emcee the Resell recordings starting Feb. 27-the date just set
for Frrtncla White to come east for five of these plus a series for Chevy....
Morton Downey Is being considered for a cosmetic show

Recently a long-awaited show on Akron's municipal airport made possible a unique broadcast by WJW. Towed by the station's mobile unit, W8X0A, Bob Weber, young sportsman and ski
enthusiast, carried a mike and described the thrill of 40 -mile -an hour skijoring across the broad expanse of the skyport....1)fikentan'
Lett Taylor did some dashing around to assist Bob in handling the
mike before and after the trek, as well as to drive the towing Unit,

tepid tenor temperament.
Bob Lee. announcer, now handling
several new shows.

leaving engineer Jerry Roberts free to take care of the technical
angle ...Harriet Parsons, originally signed for three Bromo-Seltzer
shows, will do eight additional spots....Max Heatter, who entered
radio to handle the destinies of his brother. Gabriel, finds himself
a full-fledged manager now, handling a complete "stable" of Heatters: Gabe's son, Buddy, a writer for Young & Rubicam, and the
commentator's daughter, Maids, who is preparing a fashion air

singing the blues in great fashion.

show!

in local studios.
E. Pierre deMiller. news editor,
taking vocal lessons and building

Earl

Kirk, the

singing auditor.

NEW HAVEN
Jimmy Milne. president of WELL
will emcee the local President's Ball,
with Vera Cruse, Mildred Rosenbaum

and Bill Stoker helping provide entertainment.
Walter Osborn Howard emcees the
new commercial five -weekly spon-

sored by Orkil Electric and General
Electric Appliances on WBRY.

FCC ACTIVITIES
APPLICATIONS GRANTED
to

KSOO, Sioux Falls,
i

S. D.

Amended CP

power to 3 KW. end changes in

composite equipment.

WDRC, Inc.. Hartford.

quency station.

CP for high fre-

40,300 kc., 1 KW.

SET FOR HEARING
P. W. Spencer, Rock Hill, S. C. CP for
new station. 1500 kc.. 100 watts, daytime.
Cuyahoga Valley Broadcasting Co., Warren. 0. CP for new station. 1200 kc., 100
watts, unlimited.
EXAMINER'S RECOMMENDATIONS
Shirley D. Parker, Yakima, Wash.
CP
for new station. 130 Mc. 100 watts. 750
watts LS., unlimited, be denied.
Evening News Press, Inc., Port Angeles,
Wash. CP for new station. 1500 kc., 100

watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited, be granted.
APPLICATION RECEIVED

W BO,

Brooklyn.

Involuntary assign-

ment of license from Metropolitan Broadcast.
ing Corp. to Joseph liusid, Receiver Metro peahen Broadcasting Corp.
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IDIRCUIESMAS-MUSIC
LARRY "BUSTER" CRABBE, Para-

mount star, made his debut as a
vocalist when he guested for George
Jay's -Hollywood Matinee" Wednesday. Crabbe was also interviewed.
Jay's guest on Monday was Virginia
Verrill.

HERBIE KAY plays a tour of mid - Bill McCune and his Staccato
west one-nighters on leaving the Styled Music, heard from the Hotel
Drake Hotel, then drives to Cali- Bossert in Brooklyn Heights, is the
fornia to join his wife, Dorothy La- only band in the Martin Block
mour. Band about set to go into Co- WNEW poll that dues not make records for any specific company. Mccoanut Grove.
Cune has been and is heard over
Latest word on the Eddy Duchin WOR-Mutual and recently was voted
itinerary is that he'll leave Chicago second best band in a poll taken in
for the coast in time to do his next Westchester County. There are sevTuesday Elizabeth Arden - Mutual eral commercials in store for the
McCune Men. They return to the air
broadcast train Los Angeles.
next month.

KHJ will broadcast the highlights
of the Third Annual Los Angeles
Mischa Violin, associate director
Realty Board banquet Friday night and conductor of the Radio City Muat 9:15-9:45, with brief talks by Gov- sic Hall Symphony Orchestra, will
ernor Merriam and Mayor Shaw conduct this Sunday's broadcast of
scheduled, and Paul Whiteman's band. the Music Hall program over NBC Donald Novis, Eddy Rio and Jackie Blue network at 12:30 p.m.
Serley providing the lighter moments.

A new juvenile program featuring

the Cooper Twins, Charlotte and
Shirley, will be heard on KFWB

each Tuesday and Thursday at 5:15
p.m.

Frances Fayc. juvenile accordionist on the KNX "Marco Juvenile Re-

Jack Russell's band has been added
to WGN-Mutual list, broadcasting
from Melody Mill in North Riverside,
Chicago. Band is first, in addition to
Kay Kyser and Ennio Botognini who
stayed on at $100 a week, to pitch up
the service charge.

.
DEL OWEN, director of John Blair
l'roductions, has been named mu-

sical director of the Cavalcade of
Flight being staged in connection
with the International Air Show
starting here this week-ena. Owen

will direct the orchestra which will
be heard over WGN-Mutual after-

noons and evenings.
Ken Ellington, CBS announcer and
Emile Petri and his Everglades Club commentator,
been assigned to
Orchestra are airing nightly over handle special has
events or. WBBM
WJNO, West Paint Beach. Val Ernie alone with Hal Burnett,
in charge of
and his orchestra also airing nightly publicity.
front llte Patio. Charlet Cellers' trio

in a dedicatory service WLS lisis airing daily over WJNO front the teners
heard for the first time on its
Royal Worth Hotel.
Dinnerbell program the full collection of dinner bells which listeners
Emil Coleman will play the third have sent to the station. Some of
and final Junior Assembly at the these are more than a century old
Ritz -Carlton on Feb. 4, and thus be- and were brought to the middle west
comes the first maestro to be engaged in covered wagons.
twice in the same season for these Evelyn Reese, free lance actress,
super -swank Junior League affairs. held up and robbed of fur coat and
In connection with music for this cash on way home from participaturn -out, Coleman has been asked tion in broadcast at WSBC.
to keep any swing or Big Apple Jimmy Patt, director of special
events for CBS, to Lincoln, Ill., to
stuff under wraps.
set up plans for a Lincoln's birthday
broadcast over the network. Then
WPEN's late evening dance parade he went to Kansas City to spend a
includes four bands front various few days with home folks.
night clubs. Johnny Graff. LeRoy
Bret Morrison. Campana "Grand

Carl Hoff, musical director for the
vue," leaves this week for further "Watch The Fun Go By" series, bestudy in New York, and continues gins his fifth term as "Hit Parade"
on to Milan, Italy. this summer to batoneer on Feb. 12. Hoff has been
perfect herself on her chosen instru- granted permission to take a leave
ment.
of absence following his first ciggie
Bill Kelso. KMTR special events broadcast to fulfill a vaude commitwith
announcer, will bring J. H. Hanson. ment which he made previously
Pearce and his gang. Following
in charge of Federal Bureau of In- Al
the
six
-week
road
booking,
Hoff
revestigation activities in Southern
Bobby Morro and Pedro Hotel" announcer, has affixed his sigCalifornia, to the KMTR mike this turns to New York with the Pearce McCoy,
Blanc.
nature to 105 -week contract for Pillson
"Hit
Parade"
show
and
week in a new series of interviews of
bury's "Woman in White" series.
for the nine weeks remaining in his
interesting personalities.
Jackie Heller got back to NBC
contract with Luckics.
Charlie Agnew. Chicago band- just in time to fill in for Jack Baker
Latest KFWB promotion is a "Bell master
who
rose
to
prominence
at
Frankie Masters' bend which plays
Hop Derby." Mobile unit will folwho is confined to home with illness.
come Heller
low two "front" boys from each of for Household Finance's "It Can Be Merry Garden ballroom, has Merry
is working on Baker's show at
the Hollywood hotels in a sprint Done." will play for the President's home replacing Stan Norris.
5:35 p.m. daily and on Club Matinee.
Garden
has
switched
from
NBC
to
down the boulevard carrying a tray Ball at Grand Rapids, Mich., SaturIt's a boy at the Bill Lawrences
WCFL with its remote broadcasts. of NBC.
of tilled water glasses on Thursday day.
afternoon. Hugh Herbert will award
Harold Safford, the DeZurik sisters
KANSAS CITY
the $50 prize to the boy who breaks
and Pokey Martin back from LouisOMAHA
the tape with the least water miss- Harold -Had" Hughes, 14.011.. an- James E. Gardner of KMBC tech- ville where they participated in
ing.
WHAS flood anniversary show.
nouncer, has been appointed program nical staff is father of a girl.
Bob Opper, sound effects man on
Mother of Harry W. Clifford,
The Broadcasting Service Associa- director. He succeeds Bob CunningCampana's "First Nighter," has
KXBY
manager,
was
buried
Monday.
tion Ltd., Sydney, Australia. has ex- ham, resigned,
his new daughter Barbara
ercised options on the Raymond R. Eddie Butler, KOIL organist, has Owen Balch, KCKN special events named
for Barbara Luddy, star of the
Morgan Co. "Drums" program for been named staff organist for WOW. man, is handling commercial series Joy
New Zealand. Had previously bought KOIL has stalled a new drama se- for Anchor Building & Loan in con- show.
Joseph A. McDonald, NBC legal dethe transcribed series for Australia. ries, "The Foreign Legion." directed nection with opening of firm's new partment
head, has gone to New
by Arthur Faust. dramatic director. quarters.
Dick Smith is producing "Today's York on business for a week,
Announcer
Ed Allen of WGN and
Favorites", new musical program for

B
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Greetings from Radio Daily
January 29
Don Briggs
Irene Beasley
Frank Healy
January 29
Florence Muzzy
toy Hodges
Joe Parker
January 30
Ida Bailey Allen Renwick* Carey
Dr. Walter Darnrosch Frank Marx
Joseph Gallicchio Charles Hanbiel
Lawrence W. Lowman

Mutual is vacationing In Hollywood.
Dolores Gillen has joined lineup of
"Fibber McGee" show. Marion JorBilly Carmen and his orchestra
Sign
Syndicated
Promotion
dan
(Molly) continues under supernow airing regularly over KONO.
more stations, bringing the to- vision of physician at hospital.
Howard W. Davis. KMAC station talFour
WENR promotion department has
to
ten,
have
contracted
for
the
manager, spoke over WOAI Monday syndicated local promotion service issued a folder plugging the Club
against increased taxes.
by Adrian James Flanter. Matinee broadcast with special atFritz Kuler. former KABC an- initiatedare
WAAB, Boston; WBNS, tention -calling to the headliners Rannouncer, recently added to the spiel- Stations
Columbus; WPTF, Raleigh, and som Sherman, Annette King, Johnnie
ing staff at KTSA.
Johnston, Jack Baker and Fran AlliWBTM, Danville.

SAN ANTONIO

Missouri Electric Co., over WHB.

Promotion pieces which bear the son.
station's imprint are sold on a three,
six, or 12 months basis. In a comVogue of newspaper puzzles petitive market, the service is sold
KEN
doubled on the radio recently in a to only one station.

Newspaper Puzzles

promotion over WNBF, Binghamton,

N. Y. Sponsor placed the puzzles in
evening paper, asked contestants to

their answers to the radio

Girl for Craig McDonnell

Craig McDonnell, actor, is the
station. Subsequent conversation was father of a seven -pound daughter
born
yesterday at Doctor's Hospital.
aired.
phone

ISS04
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NEW DEVICES

EQUIPMENT

and
IMPROVEMENTS

Latest Technical Developments and Activities in Radio and Television
Double Cast Is Used
In Television Opera

Radio and Television

London -A double cast-one to
the other to sing the worth-was

mime the action before the camera,

Dallas Bower, who produced the
show, believes that the Wagnerian
ideal of perfect sympathy between
action and sound can be more easily
achieved by television than in the
theater, where the demands of the
music are so great that it is rarely
possible to combine first-rate singing

J.

Compiled by JOHN B. BRADY, Attorney
Washington, D. C.

used in a recent BBC television ex-

periment. producing Act 2 of "Tristan
and Isolde."

Cost of Facsimile Still
Unknown, Says Poppele

EW ID A T IE SI T.1
2.106.159-Automobile Radio Apparatus. Wil- Chicago. 114, assignors to Johnson Laboratories
helm Runge, Berlin. Germany, assignor to Tele- Inc.
f ttttt Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphie 2,106,229 - Preseleetor System. Dwight V.
in.b.H.

2.106.172-Vacuum Tube. Philip M. Maffei.,
Washington, D. C.
2.106,204-Wash Box Discharge Control. Edward J. Burwell and Ward J. Heacock, Chicago.
III., assignors to Link -Belt Co.
2,106,207-Automatic Volume Control SysAlfred Crossley and Herbert E. Meinania,
tem.

--

Sinninger,

Chicago,

III.,

assignor

to

Johnson

Laboratories Inc.
2,106,250-Television Receiver Tube.
Max
Knoll, Berlin. Germany, assignor to Telefunken
Gesellschaft fur Drahtlose Telegraphic rn.b.H.

2,106,394-Metal

Tube

Lead -In

Bushing.

Loris F. Mitchell, Bloomfield, N. J., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to RCA,

with a worthy standard of acting.
WICC to Hold Open House
With television, however, it is pos- KWNO. Winona, Minn.
sible for the visual actors to give
Has
Latest
in
Equipment
For Its New Haven Studios
attention
to
the
stage
picture,
full
while the singers are free to con- Winona, Minn.-Latest and best of
Bridgeport - Effective with the
centrate on the music.
The experiment made possible equipment, attested by quality of dedication of its new studios in New
some significant innovations in the reception, seem to bear out the claim Haven at 1110 Chapel Street totreatment of operatic scenery. In- of KWNO here to ranking with the morrow, New Haven listeners and
stead of confining the action to the nation's best local stations.
front of a castle, as in stage versions The station made its debut recently, residents will be invited to visit the
of the opera, hunting scenes, tele- completely equipped by Western new studio building and-when posvised against a background of trees Electric. A six -page supplement in sible-be admitted to view the proin Alexandra Park, were interpolated the Winona Republican -Herald, sigin the transmission. Consequently, nalizing the event, gave special notice
the visual actors were given con- to its acoustically treated studios,
siderable freedom of movement while program amplifier, I99 -foot antenna
their parts were being sung 'off-stage'. tower, and the modern decorative
scheme of its studios and offices.
Radio fans from points as widely
Comes Through a -Flood"
as New Jersey, West VirNew Britain, Conn.-A virtual separated
and Montreal have written to
"flood" failed to stop WNBC here. ginia,
the quality of reception.
In fact, the excess amount of mois- praise
A. E. Mickel is manager of the
ture greatly increased the station's station
Maurice Reutter is chief
signal strength, when more than engineer.andBoth
three feet of water surrounded the Marshalltown, Ia.come from KFJB.
transmitter house and tower recently.
The situation was caused by a night
of hard rain. Reporting at 6:45 next
Emergency Unit Gets Test
morning, chief engineer Rogers Holt
San Francisco-Recent power break
was obliged to wade through the put
emergency unit of KSFO here to
water to reach the building. He

R.

Poppele, chief engineer of

WOR, yesterday told RADIO DAILY

duction of programs originating in

that "no one can say how costly
facsimile will be until it has been
tried." Poppele was referring to

papers.
WOR is studying the facsimile ques-

tion and plans to have a scanner in
its transmitter house before long.
Poppele said that receivers today

can be bought for $100 to $125. And
with increased production of the
product, after it is past the experimental stage, receivers possibly may
be obtained for as low as $30.

At the present time, according to
Poppele, the FCC is only granting

experimental facsimile licenses. When

the FCC arrives at a standardization
of equipment, progress will be more
rapid. The scanner which is attached
to the transmitter in order to transmit the message costs from $1,500 to

the studios.
Designed to include the most mod- $2,000 today including all the developem and complete equipment of both ment charges.
radio broadcasting and radio housing,
the two-story single building will be
KTUL Improvements
used to produce many studio proTulsa, Okla.-Additions and changes
grams over the local broadcast band,
in
equipment
totaling about $65,000
as well as Yankee, Colonial and
are planned by KTUL here if FCC
Mutual Broadcasting networks.
approves power increase. Transmitter
will be moved to location five miles

Explorers Report on Radio
Scientists of the MacGregor Arctic
Expedition will discuss their study of

the recent effects of magnetic disturbances on radio broadcasting in

exclusive NBC short-wave broadreal test-and brought the an
cast from Reindeer Point, Alaska,
found the transmitter in A -I work- station through
the 80 -minute trial

from Tulsa and a directional aerial
will be used.

THE CLIMAX OF A

its first

ing condition with no damage to the without a loss on either local or net- over NBC -Red network on Tuesday,
2:45 p.m. This first scientific reequipment.
work productions then scheduled. port on the manifestations of the
Only 40 seconds were lost, the sta- magnetic circle will include results
WSAR Gets Amplifier
tion reported. The 75 KVA plant of observations made during disturbFall River, Mass.-WSAR has in- not only provides full power for the ances that disrupted short-wave
stalled a new Western Electric 110-A transmitter, but for building and radio, and also will cover the effect
program amplifier which has made tower lighting as well, and is the only of the aurora borealis and the relaremarkable increase in signal unit of its kind on the coast. Plant tion of weather to the magnetic curstrength. Mail responses indicate has been given daily warm-ups since rents.
that the program reception is much last September under direction of The aurora borealis was believed
chief engineer R. V. Howard.
better and clearer.
to be at least partly responsible for

AD
... is a perfect
engraving
expertly made and

the failure of a broadcast from the

CHARLES ROSS, Inc.
r@mair Sloth.

Picture Lighting and
Equipment Dare.

WE FURNISH

Herr, irol Lighting Equipment

of Any Kind

FOR RADIO STATIONS

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
Tel. Clrelo 6.54704

New York Galt

Refinish WJSV Studios
MacGregor Expedition to the NBC
Washington-Earle Building studios audience on Jan. 19. Since then,
and offices of WJSV here are being short-wave test signals to NBC have
completely repapered, repainted, re - been of poor quality and MacGregor
carpeted and "dolled up" generally. has reported that until the magnetic
New control rooms for two studios
and complete new furnishings for
reception room and speakers' studio
are included in setup.

a

statement by Elliott Roosevelt, president of Hearst Radio, declaring that
facsimile was too expensive to become a serious competitor of news-

disturbances clear it will be Impos-,
sible to transmit clearly to the United
States. He sets Feb. 1 as the earliest
possible date for satisfactory contact.

promptly delivered,
411C

i T IV

PHOTO ENGRAVING CORP.
250 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK
Telepkong
COli,bus 5 6741

STARTING

MONDAY
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WFIL in the piano team of Mann
and Irwin, is now in Miami, play-

Neal Barrett, Hearst Radio exec,
back in offices at KOMA from busi-

Dave Mann. formerly heard over

Coast -to -Coast

ing with a southern hand.
Herbert Stockton is now heard on
WPEN with a new organ program.

Carolyn Ann Cross. head of WIP

THE RADIO RUBES. early morn- programs over WSAR, Fall River, merly on KADA (Ada).

"Homemakers Club," leaves the sta-1
ing balladeers, mark their first
tion for other fields Feb. 1.
as the cheery "Good
Fred Weber is back in harness on anniversary
Morning"
broadcasters over WEAF
WFIL announcing staff after a long in their program
on Tuesday at 2:30illness.
8 am. The vocal and instrumental
Fern Scull is singing over WIP.
is
composed
of Harry Dunquintet
Jean Shaw and Dan Kelly are now can. Eddie Smith. Zeb Turney, Luke
heard on the "Cosmopolitans" show Davis and Bert Conte.
weekly over WCAU.
KYW's Jim Ault, p.a., now has two
assistants.

Robert Ellmore returns to the console of the WFIL organ.
Eleanor Starkey being heard over
WPEN in rhythmic songs.
Piano ramblings of Carol Cramer
being aired over WIP.

ness trip to Houston and Austin.
Geneva Jones, blues singer, has
joined the Tee - Berry Orchestra,
KGFF (Shawnee) staff band. For-

stores in that area already "feel an

Fred Branson, former Chief Justice

increased demand for Massachusetts Oklahoma State Supreme Court, has
grown Mclntoshes," according to Gra- purchased one hour on full Oklanow 0. Oleson, extension editor of homa Network for address through

the Mass. State College, Amherst.

Klan( (Muskogee) on constitutional
limitations.

Continuing its policy of presenting
headliners of stage presentations in
Memphis in informal interviews over

--

WRVA, Richmond
With permanent facilities for sev-

WHO's news periods now total 51 WMC, the station recently brought eral years in the state capitol, staper week with the addition of a new before the microphone three members tion is airing special proceedings
broadcast at 12:15 p.m. Sundays, is of the Shakespearean company of such

as governor's addresses and
conducted by If. R. Gross, news editor Maurice Evans, who gave "Richard public committee hearings. WRVA
II" at the Municipal Auditorium. El- even feeds programs on request to
of the Des Moines station.

len Phelps, Irene Tedrow and Lee other stations. Further evidence of

Peggy Morgan is now vocalizing
News on WHBF is practically sold
with the WPEN studio band.
out. Of 11 five and 15 minute newsJoe Connelly now heads a staff of casts between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m., only
six, in WFIL's news bureau.
one is open. Five firms have sponNorman J. Hasbe assigned the em - sored WHBF news continuously for
see job on "Get Going" at WCAU. over two years. Ralph Childs is chief
Will also do a Hollywood gossip spot newscaster.
on same program.

Milt Laughlin of WHAT is now

Baker participated,

neighborly spirit toward
other stations here is reflected in the
tact that it has never opposed an other's application for additional
facilities.
An unusually interesting broadcast
was aired recently from the historic
old home of Virginia governors.
WRVA's

Genevieve Rowe, the soprano lea-

tared on four network shows, who
last year was singing in a chorus, will
join the list of artists eligible for the
Sealtest cash award when she (IPpears as the guest star of Alexander Announcer Ira Avery and Director
Smallens

on

his

"Rising

Musical of Public Relations Walter Bishop

Alfred

Wallen-

1VR/3/, Columbus, Ga.. has inau- Stars" program Feb. 6. Miss Rowe handled the program.
gurated a five-minute daily broad- is currently featured on both Philip A series from Virginia Museum of
Bill Dyer, WCAU baseball an- cast of news from Fort Benning, Morris programs, the Consolidated Fine Arts is now on the schedule.
nouncer, may go south with the Phil - largest infantry school in the world. Edison show and WOR's ''Musical

doubling as production chief as well
as p.a.

The program is sponsored for 52 Impressions" with
lies this spring.
Anthony Candelori, WFIL maestro, weeks by the Howard Bus Co., which stein's orchestra.
has exclusive rights to transport the
auditioning for songstress.

KRLD, Dallas
Gene Heard, formerly of the Gulf

Charles Tindel. WCAU engineer, personnel at the Fort.

Johnny O'Brien, high scoring cap- Radio Facilities at the Pan American
tain of the Columbia University Exposition, recently joined the staff
and lately has asNBC officials have completed ar- basketball team, and Fresco Thomp- as announcer,
inations at the commentators home.
the duties of program director,
George Lasker, g.m. of WPEN, has rangements for exclusive American son, manager of the Birmingham sumed
substituting
for
Ruth Clem, who is
finally moved his family to town.
broadcasts with the Pitcairn Island Barons of the Southern Ass'n, will be ill,
the guests of Jocko Maxwell, sports
has

been assigned the regular job as

engineer on the Boake Carter orig-

Expedition, which leaves New York

WDOD, Chattanooga

Alan Ford is the newest addition

"Captains of Industry," ET series
within the next two weeks for the commentator over WLTH, at 6 p.m. sponsored
by Serve', has started a
(.11e purpose of erecting and estab- tomorrow.

to announcing staff. He was for- lishing a modern radio broadcasting
merly connected with the Pasadena. station on the island. The expedition is sponsored by radio and other
Cal., Playhouse.
Lou Kemper, versatile singing an- manufacturers, headed by F. C. Hennouncer, is taking a week off to rikson, president of the Coto -Coil
visit pappy and mammy in Kansas Co. Inc., Providence. Two Rhode
Islanders, L. S. Bellem, Jr., of ProvCity.
Earl Winger and Norman Thomas. idence, and Granville P. Lindley, of
owners of WDOD, have returned

from a short vacation to Miami.
Frank Lane, genial station manager. has his other suit pressed and
is all ready for one of his business
trips. This time it's Manhattan.
Station has been granted rights
to air Golden Gloves tournament.

Tom Dailey will be at the mike.

ONE MINUTE
I NTERVI EW

Barrington, will make the trip

productions

rounded production, technical per tedious and showmcroship, but they
must in addition be created around
an outstanding personality able to
Impart to the radio audience a
warmth and friendliness of manner

coupled with
phere of
ment."

the colorful atmosfictionalized entertain-

tally deficient children are housed at Jubileers now heard Saturdays
Recordings were made 5:15 p.m.
by WJR's mobile recording truck.

John (Jap) Gude, CBS station reDetroit, has run all kinds of risks lations manager, is the father of a
in connection with remote control son born last Monday afternoon. The
assignments that have taken him Gudcs also have a two -year -old
thousands of miles by air and land. daughter.
But his first accident came a few

days ago while visiting Buffalo.

A

which included a series of 15 -minute and their car six feet into the ground.

kao

WKRC, Cincinnati

Doris Barnes is the newest addiDick Bray, sports commentator, is
tiun to the stall of singers. Her forte vacationing in Miami.
is popular songs,
"Timely Tempos", new quarter"The Classified Page of the Air" is hour each Monday and Wednesday
now being aired daily except Sun- night, features Gladys Lee. organ and
days, 8-8:30 a.m. CST. New broad- piano melodies; John Fielden, accast includes time signals. tempera- cordionist; Bob Keys, guitarist, and
ture forecasts, music, information re- Joe Binder, tenor.
garding articles and merchandise ofMarsha Wheeler presents Col. Vic-

fered for sale by merchants and a tor Alexander Rule, lecturer, on her
dollar bill to some lucky listener each 'Personalities on Parade" program
day.

at

A Son for lap Gude
James Eberle, announcer at WWJ.

Following the recent Massachusetts pavement suddenly collapsed in front

WRJN, Racine, Wis.
must

WSPR, Springfield

John J. Broderick has resigned
Lapeer in the second of the series from the sales staff. He is succeeded
titled "The People's Business" at 8 by Max Ehrlich. local playwright.
Francis LaPierre and his Banjo
tomorrow night. Four thousand men-

Melmosh Apple Week celebration, of him, pitching Mr. and Mrs. Eberle

FRANK W. PURKETT
'Transcribed

not only base a good story, well

Duncan Moore of WJR, Detroit, will
present a radio picture of the Michigan Home and Training School at

to the Home.

the island and install the new transmitter. Bellem, chief engineer of
the Coto -Coil Company, who has
been closely associated with radio
since 1919, will serve as radio engineer. Lindley, who was chief electrician of the Byrd Antarctic Expedition II, will act as construction engineer and photographer.

52 -week run.

tomorrow eve.

Victor Arden used to make Plano
rolls under more than 30 pseudo tarns.
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Radio Improving, Critics Declare
Country's Radio Editors

NEW MEMBERS OF BOARD

ELECTED BY NBC AND RCA
At the regular monthly meetings
of the RCA and NBC board of directors on Friday, three new directors were elected.
Dr. James R. Angell, NBC education counsel; General Charles G.
Dawes. former vice-president of the
United States, and Gano Dunn, president of J. G. White Engineering
Corp.. were elected to the NBC board.
Dawes and Dunn were also made
RCA directors to fill the vacancies
caused by the deaths of Newton 13.
Baker and Frederick Straus.

Midgley to Look Over
Western Station Talent

CRITICS

M

setbacks, in the consensus of opinion
of some 150 of the country's leading
radio editors and critics participating
in RADIO DAILY's first annual

Progressing -55%. Going backward -5%. Stand-

A statistical breakdown of the replies showed 55 per cent of the
editors declaring radio programs are
forging ahead, while 40 per cent be-

ANSWER

ing still -40%.

COMMENTS

(Conraturd or Pate 3)

gressing. It has setbacks. The cur- more Evening Sun.
rent Hollywood wave is an example.
Film executives have attempted to "Programs improving, with radio AXTON-FISHER READYING
bring back the terrific plugging audiences becoming more critical."stance radio threw overboard some DONALD McDONALD, Macon (Ga.)
TRANSCRIPTION SERIES
years ago. Dialers resent this. But

"Drama (not daytime serials) and
to distribute profits over the affiliated serious
music programs are progressMid -South Sales Heads
station areas so there will be no need ing; comedy
shows and the super so many spot advertising blurbs. Hollywood type
Meet Feb. 2 in Memphis of
are going backward;
You can't blame the stations-they rest arc standing
still."-HELANE
to live." -BOB STF.PHAN, PETERS, Berkeley
Daily
(Cal.)
Memphis-Broadcast Sales Direc- have
tors of Arkansas, Louisiana, Missis- Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Gazette.
sippi and Tennessee will meet Wednesday in a one -day session at the "In past few months, radio has "Progressing at a steady pace, but
Peabody Hotel here to discuss mutual stepped definitely backward by pre- there's still a good deal of worthless
problems and draft recommendations senting too much trivia from Holly- 'tripe' going out on the air today."preparatory to the NAB convention wood. Whether we realize it or not, BRUCE NICOLL., Lincoln (Neb.)
radio has educated even the ruralites Star.
(Continued or, Page 2)
to a point where they laugh at things
'colossal', 'stupendous', etc.
The
"Going forward despite the too
Biz is Swell at WSAL
movie industry's back-slapping has much Hollywood trend for talent."Salisbury, Md.-Out of nine hours evoked much ill response from lis- HILL POTTS, Fort Worth Star that WSAL is on the air Sundays teners. And, it is doing the stars Telegram.
seven and a half are sponsored, ac themselves no good at the box-office!
cording to .1. Roy McLennan, man Most radio dramas starring movie
"By and large, radio entertainager. On the average of seven days stars are poorly done...which might ment is progressing
through ima week, half of air time is comrner mean radio has developed its own proved production technique."dal. Station is Maryland's newest school of acting. A school in which CHRIS MATHISEN, Washington
air actors can out -emote flicker fa- Star.

Iowa Network's -Tall Corn
Time" over Mutual. Saturday
mornings. Announcer Dale Mot.
of

gan asp
d the hope that former Iowans now in other slates
might find the program eoloyable.
Station

brought loads

of

mall.

mostly ham New York and California, Including noses horn Phil
Hoffman and L. B. Lindquist, now
at WHIM Springfield, Vt.

Forum.

"I think, on the whole, it is pro- GEORGE H. STEUART JR., Balti-

The need now is to get the chains

Dee MaInes-On a recent airing

Radio entertainment on the whole

making progress, though slowly
and with some detours, halts and
is

QUESTION No. 1
Is radio entertainment progressing, going backward
or standing still?

C. E. Midgley Jr.. radio time buyer
Evening News.
for Batten. Barton, Durstine & Osborn radio is new to Hollywood. The Film
Inc.. left town Friday for an extended City, however, is learning its lesson
"Going backward because it is not
trip through the west and Pacific the hard way. Most radio sponsors willing to develop new talent."coast visiting radio stations. Midgley show a progressive tendency. They DOROTHY DORAN, Akron Beacon
plans to have a look-see at programs are cutting down commercials, pay- Journal.
(Continued or Page 2)
ing more attention to entertainment.

Hearing from Home

See Progress Despite
Halts and Detours

vorites."-LILMER TURNER, Chicago
Herald -Examiner.

"Solidifying its gains of several

Years and making gradual progress
"I believe radio is still too young forward in the field of new ideas"to be doing anything but progress- BOB HALL. San Francisco Call ing."-TOM O'HERN, Davenport (la.) Bulletin.
Daily Times.

"I believe year by year radio pro-

"Standing still. Sponsors should gresses, though the past year there
take a chance and try something new have been 'recessions'-the Hollyinstead of sticking close to the 'fire- wood infatuation I count among
place'." -SID SHALIT, New York these."-LARRY WOLTERS, Chicago
Daily News.
Tribune.

"Going forward slowly, but often

on skids greased by crazy ideas"-

"Progressing, but there is still the
(Continued on Page 3)

Axton -Fisher Tobacco Co. (Twenty

Grand cigarettes) on March 14 will

a nationwide spot musical
series over 13 stations (WNAC. WRC,

begin

WCAE,

WMAQ,

WLW,

WTMJ,

WCCO, WDAF, KSD, KSFO, KNX,
WJR and KLZ). Quarter-hour disks,
cut by WBS, will be aired three
times weekly during the early evening hours.

Program will feature the Pickens
Block, Roy Campbell's Royalists, Joe Rifles' orchestra
and women guest stars. McCannErickson Inc. has the account.
Sisters, Martin

Hickock Oil Acquires
Aerogram Disk Series
Nest Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Los Angeles-Aerogram Corp. reports the sale of its "Black Flame of
the Amazon" series through Radio
Merchandisers Inc., Toledo, to the
Hickock Oil Corp. of that city for
release on a number of stations to
(coariasea on Page 2)

Fern Sportscaster
Omaha - Central States Broad-

casting System has a woman
sports announcer.
Mrs. Harry
'chosen. wile el the CSBS sperb-

caster, often steps in on Harry's
broadcasts or assists him when
he's covering some event. She
will do a great deal of the an.
nouncing on a baseball school for
women planned by Johnson In

connection

broadcasts.

with

his

baseball
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Price 5 Cts.
:

RRELEASE of the long -delayed so- in formal manner, according to an 0. B. HANSON, NBC vice-president in charge
cial and economic report by the order by Commissioner George Henry of engineering, aspects to Inane late this week
FCC as prepared by Commissioner , Payne . . NBC daytime revenue for trek to the west coast.

Publisher

.

T. A. M. Craven reveals the FCC as was up 34 per cent during 1937. .
being in favor of free competition Erwin, Wasey & Co. led the agency
billings on Mutual during the year
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and continued organization of netBlackett-Sample-Hummert carand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York. works, regional and state especially .
N. V., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, .
to ried away the honors on NBC in a
no
reason
has
been
'found
.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merles change the current setup. which ap- big way .
Deal whereby George
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Chester
S. Bohn, Vice -President; Charles A. Alicoate. pears to have great advantages, being P. Hollingbery was to buy out the
Secretary; H. H. Shapiro, Associate Editor. sufficiently flexible to be capable of station rep business of Craig & HolTerms (Post free) United States outside of
lingbery fell through, but business
Creaser New York, one year. $5; foreign. improvement....
Later in the week Senator Clyde will be continued . . Transcription
'ear. $10. Subscriber should remit with order
\ dare. all communications to RADIll L. Herring of Iowa altered his ideas business the past year was led by
:)A111..V. 1101 Broadway, New York, N. V.
food and food beverage accounts,
Phone Wisconsin 7.6336. 7-6337. 7.6338 about revamping the American sys("able address: Filmtlay, New York. Holly tem of broadcasting to conform to finally nosing out drug and toilet
wood. Calif.-Ralph Wilk, 6420 Hollywood the British method .
and believed articles....
.111,.1. Phone Granite 6607.
Stations let out a holler on being
Entered as second class matter April S. that his proposals would now look
at New York, N. Y. more toward the angles of censorship asked to send in positive proof on
937. at the
dry the act of March 3, 1879.
and powers in the hands of the FCC how certain spot announcements
from Canada came an extensive were being handled, agencies asking
Editor
'SON CARLE GILLETTE
:
Business Manager
MARVIN KIRSCH
:

.

----:

.

.

.

.

.

C. RICHARD SHAFTO, general
WIS. Columbia. S. C., is in town.

Pacific to install

.

.

squawk from Jacques N. Cartier, for photostatic copies of the log,
former vice-president of the Cana- others for announcers' schedules, affidian Radio Commission . . Cartier davits, etc., and there is the fear
decried the license fee jump to $2.50 that it will become chronic, since
per set by the CAC, which takes a it has already spread ... regular run
ccatnnlay. )on. 791
sizable portion of it annually, de- of stations told their station reps
claring that at the same time, it Is that they do not want to suffer for
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Ne
now giving 15 per cent of its time the poor ethics of a few outlets here
High Low Close
Ch
to programs piped from the U. S.
. For the first time in
and there
Am. Tel.
Tel
14214 1411/2 14214
and thus offering "unfair competi- commercial broadcast history a key
171/2
175k 171/2 CBS A
outlets
many
Dominion
station
in
New
York (WEAF) was
tion"
to
Gen: Electric
391/2
381/4 39
..
which are turned down when seek- off the air for 86 minutes, due to a
RCP CCommon.
61/4
6
6
RCA First Pfd..
451/2
451/2
451/2
14 ing an increase in power etc....
not the fault of the
914
9
Stewart Warner
9
- 18 By way of further encouraging the power break,
. Radio busted out nobly
.

.

.

.

CI

-

.

-

of

a

modern radio

station

for

the island's 200 inhabitants and who will originate broadcasts from Pitcairn to NBC networks
in the United States, will sail Thursday from
Brooklyn.

.

.

manager

S. BELLEM JR. and GRANVILLE P. LINDLEY, members of the Pitcairn Island Eapeditron,
who are going to the tiny Isle In the South
L.

in

MEFFORD RUNYON, vice-president of CBS, is
Hollywood for two weeks of conferences

with Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS rice president
in charge of West Coast operations.
Runyon
is stopping
at the Town House. and is accompanied by his son, Metford Jr.
WILBUR STARK, WMCA salesman, spent the
week -end in Philadelphia on business
turns to his office today.

ARTHUR

Miami and

and re-

BORAN
sailed
yesterday
from
will arrive in New York on Thurs-

day.

EARL J. GLADE, managing director of KSL.

Salt Lake City, flew to New York last week

PAUL WHITEMAN, accompanied by his wife,
Margaret Livingston, their daughter Margo and

Jeanne Cohen, head of N. Y. office of Artists
Management Bureau, return to New York from
the coast Wednesday.

JOHN SARBIROLLI arrives back from abroad
this

weekend. and after neat Sunday will re-

sume

phony

conducting the CBS Philharmonic -SymOrchestra concerts now being directed

by Georges Enema.

network .
the
Monday night and early hours of Midgley to Look Over
FCC allocated 25 channels for high un
frequency transmission (41,000 and the morning in helping to locate a
Western Station Talent
lost
transport air liner during a
42,000 kcs.) to be devoted to such
.
WOR,
WMCA
and
.
severe
storm
. WLW high
(Cut:tinned from Page I)
features exclusively
power renewal will be heard by FCC WNEW did their share.
Lou Jackobson to WGN
available and make a personal survey of the western radio set-up. He
Chicago-Lou Jackobson, who has
Mid -South Sales Heads
expects to return late in February.
been producing the Zenith Founda- Hickock Oil Acquires
Eldon Hazard and B. Schuyler
tion Telepathy series for J. Walter
Aerogram Disk Series Meet Feb. 2 in Memphis Ensell
will handle Midgley's duties
Thompson. joins production staff of
during his absence,
WGN-Mutual tomorrow, Dick Mart('nwiiii,J fro. P.i, 1)
lt,nehined lawn Page I)
vin, radio director of the Thompson cover Ohio and Michigan. Tran- in Washington. It is expected that
agency, will take over the Zenith scribed program, written and pro- this meeting will have full attendKSTP Impromptu Interview
job. Jackobson will fill post left duced by J. B. Downie, dramatizes ance from practically all of the 42
St. Paul --When Chief G -Man J.
vacant when Morrison Wood left the experiences of Harold Noise, stations within the four states comliar
Edgar
Hoover flew into town with
WGN for Hollywood recently.
adventurer -explorer, in three years prising the mid -south district.
Henry
Seadlund
(Peter
of exploration on the Amazon River. ben Daniel of WSM, Nashville, chair- John
Will be used by the oil company man of the Broadcast Sales Directors Anders), confessed Ross kidnap killer,
to
hunt
for
the
bodies
of
Ross
of
the
Sixth
District,
will
preside
Cinco Cigar to Resume
sponsor on a five -times -weekly schedand J. Atwood Gray, Anders' coat the regional meeting.
Webster - Eisenlohr Inc. (Cinco ule.
partner in the crime, KSTP, Twin
cigar) on Feb. 7 will resume its spot Radio Merchandisers is a newly
City station, got a 10 -hour beat on
_broadcasting campaign over WJSV, formed company, with Floyd Tracy
the yarn.
WGH
May
join
Mutual
Washington, and WCAU, Philadel- of Hickock Oil, David Robeson and
and his aides, after findphia. Sponsor will use time signal F. Blake Helms as incorporators. It
Newport News, Va. - Edward E. ingHoover
the Atwood and Ross bodies
announcements seven nights a week. plans to extend operations to other Bishop, g.m. of WGH, is back from
near
Spooner,
got back into town
cities.
N W Ayer & Son is the agency.
New York, where he met with Fred about midnight.
A newsman who
Weber and discussed possibilities of got the yarn, thought
fast, came to
Craven in CBS Talk
WBH joining Mutual. Bishop also the studio, decided he wouldn't
have
22.3% of Time to Education
Commander T. A. M. Craven. mem- held conferences with a view to obto write it before sign -oft, and
Mutual devoted 22.3 per cent of ber of FCC and regarded as the likely taining a national rep. WGH recently time
told
Brooks
Henderson,
announcer,
.ts total network hours in 1937 to new chairman when Frank R. Mc- was awarded a scroll, presented by
interview me." Henderson cut
educational programs, according to Ninch returns to his Power Com- Chamber of Commerce to Commer- "Just
the program, staged the interthe web's statistical department. Not mission post, will make his radio de- cial Manager Edward E. Edgar, for into
view
with the newsman, Kenny
included in the summary are relig- but Saturday at 10:45-11 p.m. over outstanding civic work.
Ruble of the Minneapolis Journal,
CBS in a talk about radio's social and
ious talks or music.
KSTP publicity affiliate.
economic aspects as covered in his
Bob Cunningham to WBBM
recent FCC report.
Chicago-Bob Cunningham, formerly program director of Central States
Jay Hanna Leaves Ayer
"The Voice el
PERFECT
Broadcasting
System, has joined
Jay Hanna. fur the past eight years
the AppeIerheanJ"
MARKETS
a radio producer for N. W. Ayer, has WBBM-CBS staff as night supervisor
of
program
operations.
Cunresigned
effective
tomorrow.
Hanna
LOUDSPEAKER.
plans to act as consultant on radio ningham was associated with WBBM BRISTOL _ TENNESSEE
VIRGINIA
production; details will be announced before he went to Lincoln two years
Wishes/rouse
931/4 911/4
911/2 - 11
Zenith Radio
12y. 121/2 1274 4
4s
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat Union Radio.,.
34
1/2
yr
.

.

.

educational type of program,

.

.

WOPI

l'hwlq 44,11 for Sou Fbwir

later.

ago.
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CRITICS' FORUM

COOK AND DOYLE POLLS

EDITORS AND CRITICS

(C. mened Isar Noe 1)

ADD TO McCARTNY FAME

NOTE GAINS BY RADIO

crying need for a new art form in theater." - MARY LITTLE, Des
)'age
Annual radio polls conducted by radio. Irving Heis and Charles Mar- Moines Register and Tribune.
lieve they are standing still and only
Alton Conk, radio editor of World - tin have done more for radio than
5
per
cent
consider
them
slipping.
Telegram, and J. E. (Dinty) Doyle, the Bachers."-RADIO EDITOR of
"Progressing, but there's too much
In the group which sizes up radio

announced over Judge Magazine.
Hollywood and too many absurd gag
the weekend, added honors to Edgar
- HARRY W. MOODY,
-Slipping because of sloppy direc- programs."
Bergen's Charlie McCarthy fame. Results of the Cook poll, in which radio tion and careless writing."-F.. D. Illinois State Journal, Springfield.
KEILMANN.
Capper Publications,
editors throughout the country took
"Radio has been improving for
part. tallied closely with the recent Topeka.
past year. Believe it will continue
RADIO DAILY poll of radio editors.
"Progressing. Though evolving no to go forward." - REG. WARREN,
The Chase & Sanborn Hour (Bergen -

Journal -American.

McCarthy) led as favorite program. recent startlingly new formulas perJack Benny topped the comedy field haps. radio certainly is evidencing
and Guy Lombardo was first in or- general refinement of programs and
chestras. In the pop singing class, general upping of intellectual level
Bing Crosby and Kate Smith topped of shows made available."-DOROas male and femme,
respectively. THY MATTISON, Worcester TeleLux Theater was voted favorite gram and Gazette.
drama program and Lawrence Tibbelt best classical singer.
"Standing still, in general. It is
Other winners in the Cook poll in- progressing a bit in the fields of
cluded Ted Husing, sportscaster; Dun drama and culture. At the same time
Wilson, announcer; Boake Carter, it is going backward in the comedy
news commentator;
children's program.

Singing

Lady, field-the same comedians presenting

the same old gags, disguised in new

Doyle's Hearst radio editors poll attire, season after season."-ROCKY
tallied with Cook on Crosby, Miss CLARK, Bridgeport (Conn.) Post.
Smith, Lux Theater, Lombardo as
sweet orchestra (Benny Goodman led
"Standing nearly still at present,
in swing class) and Tibbett. Best except in the matter of dramatics.
variety show voted, however, was Radio drama has advanced much in
Bing Crosby Hour, followed by Char- the last year."-CHESTER BROUlie McCarthy, and leading comedian WER, Fort Wayne (Ind.) Journal was Fred Allen. followed by Benny. Gazette.
Other leaders included: emcee, Major Edward Bowes; comedienne, "Not much originality this year.
Gracie Allen; comedy team, Burns Movie tic -up below expectations.
and Allen; children's program, Ireene Progress, if any, this year has been
Wicker; night serial, "One Man's disappointing."- PAUL KENNEDY,
Family"; day serial, "Vic and Sade"; Cincinnati Post.
sports announcer, Ted Musing; allaround announcer, Harry von Zell; "An industry that stands still in
commentator, Edwin C. Hill; movie the face of more exacting public decommentator, Walter Winchell; all- mand must be going backward; radio
around musical show, Andre Kostela- has been acting as it it were at the
netz.
point of stagnation."-LEO MILLER,
A curious coincidence of the Hearst Bridgeport Herald.
poll is that "Hollywood Hotel," on
which Hearst movie columnist I.,ou"High caliber of symphonies and
ella Parsons appears, is given second good variety shows reveal that it is
place under best drama programs going ahead." - CARL JOHNSON,
and third place under best variety Tampa Morning Tribune.

Pasadena Star -News and Post.

as improving, quite a number qualified the enthusiasm of their statements by remarks that the progress
is not uniformly steady, believing that
some departments such as music and
serious drama show much better-

ment, while serials and sterotyped
variety shows

factors.

*

represent retarding

-I do not think that It is progress- There is also a great deal of coming; there's nothing new, no new plaint against increase of Hollywood
ideas; it's a rase of follow the leader." movie influence in air programs.
Some of the more pertinent com-INA WICKHAM, Davenport (fa.)
ments by various radio editors and
Democrat and Leader.
critics in their replies to the first
"Forward: more subtle comedy, question in the Forum will be found
trend toward musical comedy and starting on page one.
classics." -GEORGE HILLYEAR, programs improving." - RALPH F.
Topeka State Journal.
KREISER, Bakersfield, California.
"Making slow progress through
"Backward in comedy (because it's
lack of new ideas. Television might standing still), forward in serious'
turn the tide."-WILL BALTIN, New music, and nowhere in drama."Brunswick (N. J.) Daily Home News. JACK SHAFF:R, Newark Ledger,
Long Island Press and Staten Island
"Very little progress, if any. Even Advance.
variety programs too stereotyped."RALPH SANDERS, Chattanooga Free
an tomorrow's issue, a symPress.
posium on the second question in the Forum, "How can
"Present shows practically all
news periods be improved?"
lousy; symphonic and classical music
will be presented).

programs.

"Stations and sponsors are trying

do the best they can despite
reports." - ALBERT EDWIN
Amory I.. Haskell, president and critics'
SONN, Newark (N, J.) Sunday Call.
owner of WBNX, was recently elected
president of National Horse Show
-Definitely on the march. HowAss'n. He also is a director and

Haskell Heads Horse Show

to

radio's Hollywood fling is cermember of executive committee of ever,
tainly a handicap."-JAMES SHIPAmerican Horse Show Ass'n.
LEY, Birmingham Post.
"Obviously progressing, though to
Lambert to KYW
very little originality has been
Burt Lambert. formerly with the date
evidenced
in radio production."Hearst Radio sales staff, will join DALE ARMSTRONG,
Los Angeles
the sales department of KYW, Philadelphia,

tomorrow.

Lambert

Times.
was

with Hearst for about three years.

.

"It's going forward, because the

American people are that way."-

KMMJ
Clay Center, Neb.
The ineorire family station

RICHARD M. GREENWOOD, Lafayette (Ind.) Journal and Courier.

"I think it is improving. Of course,

there are some pretty terrible shows,

but there are also some in the top
bracket that can take their place
alongside any entertainment in the

DISTINGUISHED
AVAILABLE
ON

-WXYZ104IGAN
RADIO
NETWORK

FOR EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE

AS A

SALES BUILDER FOR A PRODUCT THAT

WAS FIRST MARKETED IN DETROIT
AND MICHIGAN. A THREE YEAR DRIVE.
A

BIG

JOB - A

BIG

SUCCESS.

LOCAL, NATIONAL AND WORLD WIDE
Broadcast each evening (except Sundays) at 'a
time when a review of important news is eagerly
awaited by families. The voice of Harold True.
narrator, adds the final touch to this popular, tested
successful sales making quarter hour featme.
FULL TELEGRAPHIC SERVICE OF UNITED PRESS RADIO NEWS

KING-TRENDLE
BROADCASTING CUT
MICHIGAN
WXYZ -DETROIT BLUENETWORK
NETWORK I
THEPAUL H. RAYMXR CO., Representative
MB

RADIO NETWORK
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ORCHESTRAS
MUSIC

W. E. LONG CO., Chicago has placed
TT one - minute transcriptions and
spot announcements for Hathaway

AL DONAHUE has been honored by
the Chember of Commerce of

Bakeries Inc. on WI3Z-VirliZA and

WEEI, Boston; WSPR and WMAS,

Tampa. Fla., by being chosen to pro-

Springfield: WORC and WTAG, Wor-

cester, and WPRO and WJAR, Providence. Agency also is releasing a
series of spots on WDAL, WCAO and
WFBR, Baltimore, for Schmid Baking Co.

SCHENCK ADVERTISING, Newark, is handling the account of Julius

Marcus Laboratories, which is moving its

plant from Jersey City

Brooklyn

and

changing

name

to
to

Julius Marcus Co. Inc. preliminary
to starting an advertising campaign
with radio included.
WILLIAM T. HAMILTON, formerly with Lord & Thomas, is now In an

executive post at Lennen & Mitchell

Latter firm has been appointed

to

handle account of Nestle's Milk Prod-

ucts Inc., with Hamilton as account
executive.

JAMES CECIL, president of Cecil,
Warwick & Legler, is in Hollywood
to catch the first of the Eddy Duchin
airings from the coast for the Elizabeth Arden account. Broadcasts will
be from the Ambassador auditorium,
in which hostelry's Cocoanut Grove
Duchin and his boys will be holding
forth for several weeks.
LENNEN & MITCHELL has been
appointed agency for Carstairs Bros.

PETTY CASH VOUCHER

Week ending Jan. 28th.
Saturday.... Hear that Ilmmy Dorsey fellows Casa LIMO Into
the New Yorker. Feb. 27 ...Addy Britt succeda Jessie Stool al Donaldson.
Douglas 6 Gamble-and immediately starts plugging the hit song from the
Billy Ross show, "At A Perlwn Counter".. .Lucille Sidlo on Feb. 1 becomes secretary to H. K. Carpenter, a.m. of WCLE. Cleveland-because his
present steno. Ellinor Will. said "I do."

Sunday.... With the sun shining we decide to go ice
skating at the Gabriel Heatter mansion on the Island-so we send
our skates out to be sharpened.... Later for a look -in at Nat Brusiloff's show where we get the flash that Walter Wincheil is talking
about the Dizzy Dean kidnapping-the tip being given to W. W.by one of his distinguished guests in the studio-G-Man J. Edgar
Hoover.... Up to the Savoy Ballroom in Harlem where Chick Webb
is thrilling the assemblage and discover Buck & Bubbles also heading a band....From there to Leon & Eddie's where the Gold Dust
Twins enjoy the biggest and most brilliant celebrity night they're
ever had....Jerry Kruger tears the house down with a swing version of "Old Man River" and Jim Braddock gets up to comment on
her swellness.

give radio listeners throughout

Monday. -All NY is at the Alma, honoring Hill Caruso but
we stick by the radio listening to WOES flashes and appeal for and for
the missing airplane.- WNBH. New Bedford. Mass., faceless a letter from
a homesick soldier in Oahu. Hawaii. to ploy a sang "from Mickey dedlcated to Mille." The "Mckey" is discovered to be a hometown boy who
had a till with hie gal-so the airpluq was Inman to be an "ale cupid."

broadcast from Dartmouth College
in Hanover, N. H.
Phil Hoffman,
WNBX manager, has arranged to
feed two sections of the Dartmouth
Winter Carnival to the CBS network.

Tuesday....A tip comes thru that Donald Novis is to go
on the morrow to Phoenix, ATiZ., and wed Dorothy Bradshaw-but
we don't print it because we can't recall whether Novi.: is single
again.... Anyway, the morrow brings a confirmation via the AP.

Harvard, Yale and other prominent

Wednesday_ Joey Nash reports that the Murray Hill Hotel
on Park Ave. will have two bands-William Farmer and Musahl....From
WPAY, Portsmouth. 0., comes word that last year a man lett the city in a
hurry to escape the floods and the last thing he heard on his auto radio
was Old Gazdner selling a product....The other day, exactly a year later,
the man comas to the statism to place an order for the product plugged by

Distilling Co.

Airing Dartmouth Carnival
Springfield, Vt.-WNBX is going
to

the U. S. an opportunity to hear a

Will include ski jumps by teams from

eastern universities as well as schools
from Germany and Switzerland.
Lansing Lindquist, WNBX program

chief, is working out final arrangements and details.

Feeds will take place Feb.
2:30 and 4:15 p.m.

12

at

"Movie Money" on WMCA

"Movie Money," new radio game
designed to test mathematical ability
of listeners, with $200 in weekly cash
awards, starts tomorrow at 7:45-8
p.m. over WMCA.

WGL on New Power
Fort Wayne, Ind.-WGL, Westinghouse station, started Saturday operating on its boosted power, 250 watts.
Its facilities are combined with the
0,000 -watt sister Westinghouse station here, WOWO.
LISTEN TONITE TO

DORIS RHODES
845 P. M. WAIC-CBS Network
MANAGEMENT

COLUMBIA ARTISTS. INC.

Gardner.

vide the music for the famous Gasparilla Ball to be held at the Davis
Island Coliseum, Feb. 1-2. On the
days of the celebration Donahue and
his orchestra will be given a leave
of absence from the exclusive Colony

Club *here they are playing for the
Winter season.

Donahue has

also

been commissioned to write a song
which will be adopted as the official
Gasparilla Ball Theme.
Freddie Ebetter, Omaha orchestra
leader, has been named director of
the WOW 12 -piece studio orchestra.
a

Bandleader Lee Grant is featuring
novel "Sweet -Swing Quartet" on

WMCA's

"Grandstand

and

Band-

stand" commercial, with vocals by
Brook Martin,

Emery Deutsch and his orchestra
will be heard for the first time via
WOR next Wednesday night at 8:30-8
every Wednesday thereafter.

and

Deutsch will continue his 18 weekly
NBC broadcasts without interruption
for the entire month of February.

Nick Stuart and his band follow the

Biltmore Boys into the grill of the

Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City, with

WDAF picking them up by remote
for nightly airings.
Lyn Murray's "Four Clubmen" are
making a series of Decca Records.
The "Clubmen" are currently heard
twice weekly via CBS.

Al Skinner is now conducting an
Ernie Hoist orchestra at the Everglades Club in Florida. Holst.currently heard twice weekly via CBS
from the Book Cadillac in Detroit,
has had his engagement extended at
that spot.
The Four Gentlemen of Rhythm,
a swing combine, is taking the air
Over WRNO, from the St. Charles
Hotel. New Orleans.

Thursday.... Notice NTG leaving WIIN-and then visiting with Donald Flamm at WMCP
To Del Casino's farewell party
by the music boys at the Hickory House. Richard Himber walks in

and says he made a mistake-he thought it was for Frank Parker....
Casino gets up to ray a few words of thanks to the boys in sincerity
-and Teddy Powell gives him a hot -foot. Del takes off his shoe,
saying his seven years son Wall Street taught him how to counteract
such nonsense-and gets u hot -foot on the remaining shoe....He bids
us farewell as he crosses the street, saying "I don't know what's in
store for me but-" and a taxi comes by and knocks him over!

Bob Crosby and his Dixieland or-

chestra play a special short wave pro-

gram from the Hotel Pennsylvania
today at 3 p.m. BBC will pick up
the broadcast from Columbia.

DAILY SCOOPS
Suggested Listening Tonight!
DORIS RHODES
WALK. SAS P.M., E.S.T.
doing

0 Friday.. .Coriane Jordan. program director at UT?, St. Paul.
informs she mentioned in her "What's New?" program that a move had
been started to revise "Star Spangled Ileroner" so everyone could hit the
high ones-mid a 96 -year -old vet rushed to the studio to say no revision
was necessary because even he could hit the notes-which he did.
TOTAL EXPENSE'
35 cents to sharpen ice skates!
AUDITOR'S REMARKS: Request GRANTED-provided you use them nest
week In Miami-where It's supposed to be gratuleigl

"GOOD NIGHT, SWEET
DREAMS, GOOD NIGHT"
and

JOAN EDWARDS
WEAF. 6:3S

P.

M., E.S.T.

doi.ip

"SMOKE FROM A CHIMNEY"
SHAPIRO BERNSTEIN, INC.

Music Publishers ... CIO Ildg.. N. T. C.
Honig Taps. General Manager
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tangled tune medleys; and additional

WHECs Railroad Series

to folks around the dance
Broadcasts from railroad stations awards
floor who supply right answers to
are not new, but WHEC, Rochester, questions on the songs and their comTOMLIN will be married to probably touched on a new angle posers. Jim Randolph and Dale MorJoanne Alcorn, playmate of his when the microphone was taken from gan handle the proceedings, with
PINKY
Oklahoma school days, on Feb. 17 the New York Central R.R. platform Barney 13aniard's band, Tommy
right into the engine cab of the Thomson, the Four Stags and Virin Santa Barbara.
Dr. Ralph L. Power has been ap- Empire State Express during its four - ginia Valiance contributing.
pointed resident buyer of Hollywood - minute stop in Rochester. This was
produced transcription programs for part of a weekly series of programs

'A

W. FITCH CO. which recently
its "Interesting Neighbors" to a half hour, reported listening to other shows. One item auditioned was a half hour dramatic
stanza written by Arch Oboler.

F.
r expanded

Lucy Gilman, 13 -year -old actress.
Novel Class in Speech
presenting interesting phases of railsuddenly with appendicitis
road life, covering Train Dispatcher's
A novel idea in broadcasting a class _tricked
and
it out at Oak Park Hospital.
Office, Travelers Aid Desk, Waiting in speech at work is being utilized Bettyhad
Olson
of the Escorts and Betty
Room, etc.
by WTYL.I. Milwaukee.
pinch-hitting for Lucy on Oxydol
To have material for the **platWhen Professor Vernon Utzinger. is
show.
form" broadcast and in order to head of the department of speech at
Irna Phillips, author of Guiding
star, will play the leading role in have a little background for inter- Carroll College, conducts his better - Light, gave a banquet for cast at
-A Case History of Dallas Egan" on viewing the Empire State engineer. speech program, microphones are Drake Hotel Tuesday on First anniAll -Canada Radio Facilities Ltd. He
already functions in that capacity
for Broadcasting Service Association,
Ltd., in supplying shows and scripts
for the Australasian market.
Chester Morris, stage and screen

the CBS Pacific Coast "Calling All
Cars" Tuesday night at 7-7:30.

KFWB initialed a new one, "Public Opinion," Friday at 9 p.m., with
the Hon. T. K. Chaing and Clifford E.

Clinton, head of the crusading civic
group, on the first of the series.

Ross

Woodbridge,

who

has

been

suspended over the class and another

show. Niles Trammell and
placed before the professor and the versary
visiting instructor. In this manner Salesman Harry Kopf also attended.
Don
Bolt,
WAAF news commentaan informal classroom session is
tor, has begun a 3:30 p.m. daily series.
achieved.
To give listeners the feeling that George Morgan, tenor, has launched
they are dropping in on a class dis- a new musical series on WAAF.
Rosalind Marquis, Hal Kemp's new
from a signal tower, recollections by cussion, the conversation between songstress, is laid up with bronchial
"old-timers," and other teachers and pupils is under way

handling the series, rode the front
snd of a fast train to Buffalo from
Rochester, picking up plenty of interesting sidelights from the crew
on the way.
Future plans call for a program

Norman Field, one of the busiest
of local radioites, will find time for pensioned

a guest appearance on Celeste Rush's railroading phases.

"Life of Byron" series over KFAC

when the program opens, and the difficulty and Kemp has called in
still going at the sign -off. Maxine Gray who was with him for

session is

Approximately 20 upperclass high
"Public Library Speaks"
school students are used each week.
-The Public Library Speaks" is the with a different school represented
MacDonald's "Open title of a new educational weekly at each Saturday broadcast over
on Jeanette
House" program, decided to sing a series now presented by WHEC, WTMJ, 5 to 5:15 o'clock.
Professor Utzinger has been on the
Produced largely by
duet with Wilbur Evans on the CBS Rochester.
show Sunday. Freebairn - Smith is library personnel, broadcasts are station many times in the past with
aimed at publicity for the various better -speech talks.
producer -announcer of the show.
Loyola University initials a week- library departments and what they
ly series of original radio dramas have to offer. Instead of using
"The People Rule"
over KHE Sunday at 4 p.m. Pro- straight talks and half dead worn"Under God the People Rule," is
gram will be known as "Loyola's Lit- out dramatic sketches, an attempt
the
motto
of South Dakota. Line has
tle Theater of the Air," with scripts has been made to enliven the procontributed by students and casts re- grams wherever possible. Outside been taken for the title of a new
cruited from student -body dramatic talent has been one of the methods starter on KOBH, Rapid City, S. D.
groups. Offerings will be directed used. For example, Superintendent Spotted for Sundays, show brings
of Rochester Schools, James M. on prominent persons to speak on
by Martin Work.
Gary Breckner, ace CBS special Spinning, helped inaugurate the civic subjects. They choose their own
events reporter, will interview Lam- series by speaking on the opening topics, and no censorship is imposed.
bert Kreimer, famous German trainer broadcast. When the Fiction departof those wonderful "Seeing -Eye" ment wanted to plug its books Of I
Parent -Child Series
dogs who is now engaged in this outdoor sports and skiing in parNew series on parent -child probticular,
an
experienced
and
expert
Los
Angeles.
on
a
coast
work in
has started over W1CC, Bridgeto -coast CBS hookup on Saturday, skier was invited in to give practical lems
of Connecticut
suggestions as part of the program. port, under guidance
at 2:45-3 p.m. PST.
of Parer.ts and Teachers.
The scripts are worked out by the Congress
Hal Styles' -Help Thy Neighbor" library
Program
is
intended
for
home study
staff, assisted in plan and
program celebrated the start of its writing by
the WHEC Program De- of every -day problems of parents
tonight.

years to substitute.

Thomas Freebairn-Smith, who has
done practically everything but sing

second year on KHJ Sunday. The partment.
Job -finding program has done just
The suggestion that the whole sethat for more than 400 job seekers ries
be given "the needle" met with
in that time.
the library's wishes and WHEC is
Clinton Jones has been added to enjoying an amount of co-operation
the KNX newscasting staff.
and effort seldom encountered with
Felix Mills has written a special "free -time" outside organizations.
composition
for "Clara
Cluck" of the Mickey Mouse airshow
Eddie Cantor, Bing Crosby, Connie
musical

"Tangled Tunes"

KRNT, Des Moines, has trotted out
Boswell and Victor Young and or
chestra just completed a Decca re this one, broadcast from the dance
floor
of local tearoom. Idea is a
cording at the studio of Recording
Inc.. with proceeds from the sale medley of four tunes names of which
of all disks to be added to Presiden suggest title of a fifth number. Contestants plug in here to try to guess
it, winner collecting a dinner, theater -

WALT FRAMER
Freda's(' origindor of

RADIO SWAPS
Pittsburgh,

1

OittiRD D A ISLW
Pa.

tickets, and free dancing. Thrown in
are prizes for listeners suggesting

Winter Carnival Backstage
Paul-Following the "back-

St.

stage" pattern of its state fair broadcasts, KSTP, Minneapolis -St. Paul,
aired eight broadcasts from the St.
Paul Winter Carnival, the state's
biggest show of the season, with
a series of eight stunt and behind scenes broadcasts last week.

One program had Announcer Bob
Murphy, with a pack on his back
and skis on his feet, joining the
Duluth -to -St. Paul ski derby to give
listeners a puff -by -puff account. Another took announcers backstage for
a coronation preview and for the
ice follies. Every program was built,

not with a view to telling listeners
about things they could see if they
took in the shows, but how the whole

job clicks behind the stage. Station
utilized mobile unit, pack set and
lines at several centers of activity.

"who wish to grow with their chil-

Douglas & Priscilla in Short

dren." Group enrollments arc invited,
Milton Douglas and Priscilla, who
with monthly discussions of topics have
appeared as guests on the Rudy
presented.
Vallee, Schaefer Beer and summer
Je11-0 shows, have been signed by
"Kiddie Klubbe"
Warners for a Vitaphone short subChildren four to fourteen years of ject to be made Feb. 10 at the
age make up the talent on this Sat- Brooklyn studios. Curtis & Allen set
urday morning feature over WRBL, the deal.
Columbus. Developed along amateur -hour lines, with prizes for winWalter D. Scott Joins NBC
ners, children are selected for the
performances through public audi- Walter D. Scott, ex -Hearst Radio.
tions.
All talent is rehearsed for has joined the local NBC sales force.
each broadcast, yet informal atmosBINGHAMTON-NEW YORK
phere prevails.
iI

Son for Tony Gale

WNBF

Roosevelt's infantile paralysis fund.
Tony Gale, music arranger for
The Globe Investment Co. has Jack Miller's orchestra, Is the father

Member

signed for a daily 100 -word announce-

programs and auditions in this important
Southern New York Markel.

of a boy born Friday at Brooklyn

ment on "Happy Jack Kay's Break- Hospital. Gale has a daughter who
was named after Kate Smith.
fast Club" over KFI for one year.

Columbia

Broadcasting

System

with special New York City wire for test

366 Madison Are., N. Y. C.-Mu 2-5767.
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F. C. C. ACTIVITIES
APPLICATIONS DENIED

Vallee Hour

WEIL, Philadelphia.

GUIEJT-ING

CP to increase pow

er to 1 KW., .5 KW. LS. 560 kc., unlimited
ROSA PAULY, Metropolitan so
Asheville Daily News. Asheville, N. C.
Feb.
X, Waycross, Ga.
Vol
Something new and novel in trick CP for new station. 1370 tic., 100 watts, assignment ofWAY
license and CP in Jack Wil pra no. on Philharmonic -Symphony
unlimited.
Hams.
1200 kr.
100 watts, CP for 25
voices was introduced last Thursday
Droward Broadcasting Co., Ft. Lauderdale,
Orchestra program. Feb. 27 (CBS, 3
LS.. unlimited.
night over NBC -Red by Rudy Val- Fla. CP for new station. 1370 kc., 100 watts
Feb. 2;
WBLY. Lima, 0. Vol. as
1

the person of Larry Blake,
whose voice underwent various
lee in

changes while he carried on a continuous stream of talk. Blake imitated various film stars with unusual
fidelity. combining expert mimicry
with a touch of comedy. It's a trick,
however, that probably is more effective on a stage than over the air.

As the playlet on the program,
Glenda Farrell and Humphrey Bogart appeared in "Manhattan Latin,"
by Henriette Feldstein. It was an
amusing and well -acted skit about
a femme cub reporter who must get

an interview with a famous male

Spanish dancer or she'll lose her job.
The "Spanish" dancer accidentally is
unmasked as a Manhattan east side

in disguise, and the gal tosses
her job when he goes sweet on her.
Sterling Holloway, comedian, and
Walter Wenger, movie producer, also

boy

were interesting items on the program.

Andrew F. Kelley

Taking over the WOR spot formerly occupied by Dale Carnegie at
8:30-8:45 p.m. Fridays for Emigrant
Industrial Savings Bank, Andrew F.
Kelley ("Horsesense Philosopher")
makes a welcome return to the airwaves in his friendly style of homespun discussion of daily problems.
There is plenty of real horsesense in
Kelley's discourses, which are down
to earth and salted with a bit of
humor, leaning primarily to the
optimistic side, and he should have
a good following. The slant he gave
in his opening talk, however, about
an "armistice" having been declared
by government and business, is belied by the contradictory and con-

tinually disturbing developments in
Washington,
& Son.

Agency is N. W. Ayer

Howard Marshall

In a new series titled "What They're

Saying in England," Howard Marshall returned last Friday at 9:15-

9:30 p.m. over NBC -Blue in an in-

watts, 250 watts LS., unlimited.
of license to Fort Industry Co
WMBIL Joplin, Mo. Change operating signment
be.. 100 watts, daytime.
assignment to 1380 kc., 300 watts, unlimited. 1210
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal. Vol. assign
Hickory Broadcasting Co.. Hickory, N. C. went
of license to John P. Scripps. 1310
CP for new station. 1370 kc., 100 watts, kr., 250
watts, daytime.
daytime.
Feb. 4: WCLS, Joliet, III. Transfer
Terre Haute. Ind. CP to change control
of corp. to L. W. Wood. 1310 kc..
frequency and increase power.
watts, specified.
Glenn E. Webster, Decatur. DI. CP for 100
XRQA,
Santa Fe, N. M. Vol. assignnew station.
ment of license to I. E. Lambert. 1500 kc.,
100 watts, unlimited.
HEARINGS SCHEDULED
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Jan. 31: KVOD, Denver. CP to change
frequency and hours of operation and inEugene DeBogory, Dallas. CP for new
crease power to 630 kc..
KW., unlimited. station. 1500 kc., 100 watts, daytime.
KFEL, Denver. CP to change hours of
KFAB Broadcasting Co., Lincoln, Neb.
operation and increase power to 1KW.,
CP for new high frequency station. 31100,
1

920 kc.

B WE, El

Greetings from Radio Daily
January

31

Eddie Cantor

PAULA LECLER, commentator, interviewed by Frankie Basch, tomorrow t WMCA, 7:45 p.m.)
MIRIAM HOPKINS (postponed
from last week) and HORTENSE

ODLUM, president of Bonwit-Teller,

on Kate Smith program, Feb. 3 (CBS,
8 p.m.)
Personnel of Maryland's newest
Doy Odell and Max Raney, bona FRANK PARKER, on the Al Pearce
station is complete with 18 members fide Texans who came to WGY with show, Feb. 8 (CBS, 9 p.m.)
as follows: Frank M. Stearns, owner, Doc Schneider's Texas Cowboy act,
MISCHA AUER, on Bing Crosby
formerly of Washington: Glenn D. have won a daily 8:15 am. spot on show, Feb. 10 (NBC -Red, 10 p.m.)
Gillett. consulting engineer, Wash- NBC -Red network. Booked as The
MITZI GREEN, on Paul Whiteman
ington; J. Roy McLennan, manager, Hi-Boys-they're both more than six
former head of advertising firm: feet tall-they have built up a program. Feb. 4 (CBS. 8:30 p.m.)
Program
Deane S. Long, program director and I smooth running show.
LEO CARRILLO and EDITH FELchief announcer, formerly with originates at WGY.
LOWS, in "Little Miss Roughneck,"
WGY's new
vertical antenna,
WFMD, Frederick. and WEBR, Buffalo; Richard Butlers, chief engineer, which stands on a point, has at- on "Hollywood Hotel." Feb. 4 (CBS.
formerly with WJEJ, Hagerstown, tained a height of 400 feet. When 9 p.m.)
and WCRW. Chicago; H. Fulton completed, the structure will be 625
WINIFRED CECIL, on "Songshop,"
Brewington, musical director and an- feet.
Bill Fay, manager of WHAM, paid Feb. 4 (CBS. 10 pm.)
nouncer, of the former WSMD; EdBERT LYTELL, DOROTHY DRESgraceful tribute to his former boss,
ward J. Hagen. engineer,
more. Zoltan Bogar, engineer, former- Kolin Hager, manager of WGY, re- L1N, NOLA DAY and ERNEST Mcly of WEST, Easton, Pa, Billy Tryall, cently. Fay sang a group of numbers CHESNEY, on "Hammerstein Music
announcer, formerly of WWSW, Pitts- on NBC's Blue network show, "Mu- Hall," Feb. 4 (CBS, 8 p.m.)
burgh; Robert Rogers, announcer sic is My Hobby," and as his confrom Coast Stations. Raymond Ulm, cluding number offered "Ruler of
salesman. formerly district salesman the Day," words by Kolin Hager
KBST, Big Springs, Tex.
for Philco Radios; James Phillips, and music by Charles Gilbert Spross,
Jay R. Huckabee, formerly of
salesman, former advertising sales- his accompanist for the evening. Bill KGNC, Amarillo, has been appointed
man; Mrs. Robert Cooper, book- Fay entered radio as soloist and an- chief engineer, succeeding Avery
via WGY back in 1924.
keeper: Mrs. Edward Inman, sales- nouncer
The staff of WGY has organized a Faulkner, who resigned to enter comlady; Margaret Disharoon, stenogsix
-team
bowling league. Teams bear mercial photography.
rapher and hostess; Louise Farlow, such names
Jack Maynard. formerly of KXBY,
as Howls, Squeals, Statstenographer and continuity writer, ics, Faders, Whistles,
KCKN and KWBG. joined recently
and Ripples.
and William Heaton, staff pianist.
Leo Bolley, sports commentator of as announcer.
Sleepy Hollow Gang of WCAU WGY, recently had Ray Billows,
Frank McIntyre, announcer, and
will make a four -day appearance here golfer of Poughkeepsie, and runner Doris Carter are newlyweds.
starting today.
up in National Amateur TournaSix poultry hatcheries are current- ment last summer, as a guest.
IVPTF, Raleigh
ly sponsoring time programs over the
Ed Smith has joined the station
station.
KSL, Salt Lake City
as news commentator. He was forBoth Standard and NAB TranscripEarl .1. Glade, managing director, merly with J. Walter Thompson

food problem in case of war, some
chit-chat about his moving to a new accented comment about affairs perhouse and other bits of more or less taining to England and elsewhere
entertaining chatter. The popular and to the commentator's own activBritish journalist and BBC commen- ities, the program should prove a
tator is at present in Germany. so treat.
last week's talk came from Berlin.
For folks who enjoy some British "Hollywood Mardi Gras"
Much comment along Hollywood
Boulevard anent the tempo of the
Packard show, on NBC -Red each
Tuesday night, since Walter O'Keefe
.
took over the emcee chore. Notice711201,1,
able, too, is the better pacing and
25126 17 111119 30

DOROTHY GORDON. children's
entertainer, guest of Myra Kingsley
on "Daily Information Service," today (WOR-Mutual, 11:45 am.)

35600, 38600, 41000 kc.,

WSAL, Salisbury, [lid.

teresting batch of comment about the tion Service acquired by station.

II

p.m.)

timing of Charlie Butterworth with
O'Keefe as his foil, with both alert

WGY, Schenectady

visiting New York.

agency, Saturday Evening Post and
Lennox Murdoch. station operations Swift & Co.
chief, on the coast.
With additions of a permanent
KSI. Orchestra will play U. of staff orchestra under direction of Don

Utah Junior Prom on Feb. 18, with Ebaugh, several new studio shows
CBS pacific airing being sought.
are being prepared.
Harris Vincent has reached Isle
of Tonga.

Richard L. Evans, special features
New Bob Edge Series
announcer, produced show in which
Bob Edge, WOR outdoor commenstation saluted the S.S. Lurline en - tator, returns to the air Feb, 19 at
route to Hawaii. Earl J. Glade spoke 7:15-7:30 p.m. with a new series.
briefly.

Cl

Wayne King Adds Stations

NAT BRUSILOFF

When Wayne King begins airing

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
New Voris Owl. Station
WMCA
"AT THE 70e OF THE DIAL"

because of the association. In fact, from the coast tomorrow, the followLanny Ross, Jane Rhodes, and even ing stations will join the Lady Esther

Ray Paige and his music appear to program: KFI, KPO, HOW, KOMO,
have taken on a new enthusiasm KHQ and KDYI,, with KOA joining
with the advent of O'Keefe.
Feb. 15 or 22.

107 BROADWAY

ir)

Cl 6-2200
ID
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NASHVILLE
WLAC, the CBS outlet, has added
five -piece orchestra.
Closer relations

between

local

newspapers and stations was estab-

lished when WSIX signed with the

* Coast -to -Coast *

Banner to present a daily 15 -minute
Requests from shut-ins to the
LOWE, the Hollywood
feature. "Banner Funnies," and with
commentator heard on WNEW's "San" program emceed by Frank
the Tennessean for a Sunday 45 - DAVID
"Sound Track," is the author of the Burke, over CKI.W, Detroit -Windsor,
minute funny paper series.
Joe Hill Calloway Jr., WSIX an- play, "It's A Good Idea," which re- on Sunday morning, have been so
nouncer, and Glenna Dodson, pianist, cently played a benefit performance large that the show has been given
were married Dec. 26 and revealed for the Newark Orphanage and net- a half hour on Wednesday afternoons
ted $500. The play is now in the to add to its full hour Sunday mornit last week.
WLAC will move from present hands of several Broadway produc- ings. Burke came to CKI.W two
suburban location to new Third Na- ers under consideration for produc- months ago from Station CIIMI. at
Hamilton, Ontario, where for four
tion.
tional Bank Bldg.. downtown.
years he conducted a similar proWSIX has added three salesmen:
Dorit K. Weigert, director of the gram for sick persons.
Edgar Sperry, returning to the station; David Roskind, from St. Louis, fridor School of Cooking, has comand Winslow McClellan, formerly of pleted series of twenty-six lectures
Morris Boyd, local sates manager,
on the art and science of cooking, for Betty Goodwin, fashion editor, and
the Banner.
radio presentation. Miss Weigert, J. K. Mason, merchandising head,
who has been heard as guest star on all of NBC, will speak before the NaAshmead Scott to Films
many leading food programs, is plan- tional Retail Dry Goods Ass'n ConWest Coast Burran, RADIO DAILY
Los Angeles - Ashmead Scott, ning to return to the air on a week- vention, Thursday at Hotel Pennsyl-

writer -producer of the CBS "Your ly series.
Witness" show who recently joined
the production staff of "Jack Oakie's
College", is severing the William
Esty agency connection to take a
fling at film direction. Although Scott
was quite prominently identified with
various Little Theater movements in
the East, it was his direction of the

vania.

Lou Kemper, former WHB an-

nouncer, now on staff of WDOD,

Chattanooga, was in town for a brief
visit.
Everett Kemp, member of KMBC
dramatic and announcing staff, who

was starred in the "Happy Hollow"
series aired by KMBC for the CBS

network, has resigned to join KOAM,
Pittsburg, Kan.
C. R. Mooney. director of publicity
for K. C. Chamber of Commerce, is

writing and airing a quarter hour

feature for KCMO.
KCMO has signed 13 -week contract with the Walter H. Johnson
Candy Co., for five minute daily airings of "Johnnie on the Spot."

KCMO has installed a new Fair-

child recording outfit.
KCKN joined the Kansas network
Saturday to air addresses delivered

Dr. Glenn Frank and Thomas

by

McNeal in Topeka in observance of

Kansas Day.
Shortly after sounding of an alarm Ruth Royal, KCKN musical di-

Lawson Zerbe, the talented young
radio thespian, has been signed for for a $500,000 fire In the wholesale rector, has resumed her daily piano
a new recorded commercial series district of Evansville, Ind.. John Car- and song program which was off
which will be featured daily in the away and Guy Crecelius were on the air briefly.
South.

the job reporting the blare over a

"Poppy"

Lynn,

impersonator

of

hastily bridged -over telephone conNews commentator Austin Grant, nection, broadcasting over both
of WWJ, Detroit, is taking a short WGBF and WEOA. They took up an
vacation in Sandusky, Ohio, visiting exposed position and submitted both
his mother, after having surrendered to a continuous shower of sparks and
his appendix to the surgeons.
icy spray from the fire hose, but

rural characters recently with WHO,

drammers" on WNEW, starts a new conferred upon Miss Basch by Dorearly bird series over WNYC on othy Frooks, National Commander of
Beginning Thursday, Anice Ives.
Wednesday at 7:30 a.m. Program will the organization, as an expression will interview weekly prominent
combine chatter, songs and organ of good will for Miss Basch's work members of The Advertising Women
music, with Barrie as singer and in behalf of women's groups.
of New York on her "Everywoman's
gagman.
Hour," 11:15-11:45 daily over WMCA.
WHKC's "Trouble Shooters," pop- Miss Ives and her guests will discuss
"Streets of New York" on WINS ular public service program conduct- advertising and buying from the
New York WPA's "Streets of New ed by John Moses and Budd Sween- housewife's point of view.
York" series starts Friday at 3:30-4 ey, rose to second place in the amount
p.m. over WINS.
of mail received during the past four

and comedy acts by a cast of 16 under the direction of Jack Wood.
KMBC has added musical numbers
to certain regular programs and expanded several staff musical units

novel "Your Witness" show which
brought him to the attention of the
film moguls. Announcement of his
film affiliation will be made after
the author -director takes a brief

Des Moines, has joined KMBC, where
he is announcing the Tex Owens
programs besides appearing with the

Brush Creek Follies and conducting

the early morning farm program.
their sufferings were alleviated by
vacation.
Frankie Basch, WMCA's "sob sis- the Salvation Army, who mobilized KXBY is running a one week test
ter" was elected honorary member quickly and served coffee and dough- on their daily "Barn Warmers" proAl Barrie in New Program
of the Women World War Veterans nuts to firemen, policemen and radio gram for Sterling Insurance
show offers a full hour of musical
Al Barrie, who presents the "Melly- last week. The membership was people.

WTMV, East St. Louis, Ill.
William H. West, g.m., back from
Florida with family.

Thomas J. Connelly, sales promotion man, and Margaret Alice Mcis-

burger of St. Louis will wed soon.

Police Chief Michael O'Rourke, an

weeks.

As part of their service to

FRANK FERRIN
"h is possible

to

handle corn-

m:rclalz so as to make them an

Integral part of the entertainment.
Chtuer and Ingenious script writ plus common woes and on.
itrelligent understanding of the
purpose of the particular commercial, will inject that human touch
that makes thri listener want to
buy,"

Brewery

will

sponsor

staff to the stipulated complement of
10.

housewives, the "Trouble Shooters," "Ports of Call," an Atlas Radio Proinclude information of disreputable duction, on WTCN, Minneapolis, for Renew WISN Women's Series
unlawful 52 weeks. This is the second Atlas
business practices and
Milwaukee -"Ann Leslie's Scraphouse -to -house peddling, as received show that WTCN has sold. Twin book'',
popular WISH women's feafrom LeRoy Morris of the Columbus City Federal Savings & Loan spon- ture, has
been renewed for an exsor
"Captains
of
Industry."
Better Business Bureau.
tended period by Milwaukee Fresh
Fruit and Vegetable Advertising
Council.

oldtime thespian, is appearing in
' Police Records on the Air" series.

ONE MINUTE
INTERVI EW

Schmidt

following the recent signing of an
agreement with the AFM under
which the station added four musicians to bring the regular musical

IE W 113 IIJ Jr 11

IE 1 it

Mary Ann LeMay is com-

mentator, giving culinary, household
and beauty chatter,

WN B X, Springfield, Vt.: Pillsbury Flour, Morse International (KRNT, WMT); Inter
programs, state Transit Lines, "Going Places With
Paristenne,
Rahman
&
through
Beaumont
Advertising: Gardner Dale."
Nurseries, programs. through Northwest Ad. ( K SO) ; Lydia Pinkham, "Voice of ExWasey ( K SO) :
vertising: Woman's World Magazine, an perience," through Erwinthrough
Lord &
nouncernents, through Albert Kircher Agen- RCA, announcements,
cy; RCA Radio, programs; Westinghouse Thomas (K50. WMT) ; Interstate Bakeries,
J.
Potts
R.
Ranger," through
Dealers, programs; Pine Tree Soap, an- "Lone
spots;
Campaignie
through Northwest

nouncements: Campbells Fairbanks Exposition, announcements, through Harry M.

Frost Agency.

(KRNT).

WSAL. Salisbury, Md.: Esskay Products,

through Schulclerberg-Kurdle. Inc.: King
ETs. Syrup,
Oats.
Inc.;
Mongols
Herold,
through
Ellis (KSO. WMT): Purina Chows; Dolly Madison and AristoFletcher
Scott Paper Co., announcements. through J. crat Ice Cream: Dairy Products Co.: Pm -

Iowa
through

Network:

Quaker

&

Walter Thompson (KRNT. WMT); Smith plea Life Co.; Webb Packing Co.; Pepsicola
Bros. Mfg. Co.. "Cedar Valley Hill Billies." Bottling Works; Seiberling Tires.
through R. J. Potts (KRNT, WMT);
ova Watches, time signals, through Beal AdKFI. Los Angeles: Crowell Publishing
vertising Agency (K R NT, W MT) ; Glade's
Pepto

-Mangan.

anonunrernents,

through

Co., "Jean Abbey," program.

Importation of radio sets

and

parts Is prohibited in Japan under

an ordinance drawn up last 0e lobes by the Minister of Commerce.

a
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Highlights ill the Oercloinuent of Outstanding U. S. Radio Stations

WJSV Ties Up Phone Service

Larry Elliott, chief announcer
Washington.

WJSV.

has

Feb. I,
1938: International Telecom
munications Conference, arrangements be
ing made by General Manager of Egyptian
State Railways, Telegraphs & Telephones,

at

produced

KTSM-E1 Paso

several novel stunts to promote listener interest and response for the
Kitchen" program of
emcee and producer.
His most recent development seems

1310 Kcs.-250 Watts Daytime, 100 Watts Night

Cairo,

"Aladdin's

which he
to be

a

is

natural, judging from the

tremendous telephonic response
which ties up WJSV switchboard

TRI-STATE BROADCASTING CO., INC., Owner
KARL 0. WYLER, Vice -President and General Manager

during the time the program is on

the air.
ON Jan. 3 of this year. KTSM joined NBC as an affiliate of the Red and Blue netThe gag is to adapt the old game
works. As KTSM becomes an oasis in the ether desert to the same extent that
of -Twenty Questions" for air use
by having his associate, Elinor Lee, the city of El Paso is an oasis in the geographic desert, the fact of El Paso's station goWJSV home economist. ask yes -or - ing NBC was of considerable significance to that part of the southwest.
no questions which, by the answers,
Station belongs to the Tri-State Broadcasting Co. Inc., of which Karl 0. Wyler is

Egypt.

Feb. 7: Canadian Association of Broadcasters convention. Ottawa.
Feb. 13: Broadcast Sales
Directors
meeting, preceding NAB convention, Washington.
Feb.
14-16: National Association of
Broadcasters annual convention, Hotel Wil.
lard. Washington.
March 3-5: Hearst International Radio
Sales meeting, Chicago.

March 15-20: Philco Radio Dealers of
Chicago convention, Miami.
the vice-president and general manager. Wykr is also the active head of KTSM. The
April 4-14: World Radio Convention,
of the person Elliott has selected
for the game. The air audience is sales stall is manned by four real go-getters, namely, Hubert Finley, Monte Roberts, Sydney, Australia. 0. F. Mingay, convention secretary, 30 Carrington St., Sydney.
then requested to phone in the cor- Van DesAutelf, and Willard Kline
April 20-23: American Association of
rect answer; first 25 right answers
While KTSM is not. and probably never will be, a 50,000-watter, it does cover
Advertising
Agencies
receiving two tickets for local thea- for all practical purposes the El Paso territory. KTSM operates on a frequency of 1310
annual
meeting,
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs,
ter.

will serve

to establish

the identity

The only difficulty is the problem kilocycles, 250 watts daytime and 100 watts night. Tests indicate .5 millivolt contour W. Va.

of keeping over -enthusiastic

studio at 30 miles, and there are thousands of regular listeners to this station covering an area

auditors from shouting the answer.
of 100 miles.
A recent day's contest pointed out
KTSM is now housed in several suites of beautiful new offices on the 8th, 9th and

that the subject was one of the ten

10th floors of Hotel Paso del Norte in El Paso. A large number of the most popular
commercial chain programs are already being heard over KTSM and the complete domination of this market by KTSM is assurance that within a short time most of the nathe political affairs of a great coun- tional advertisers wishing to reach this market effectively will be using the station.
Incidentally, KTSM plans an aggressive program of selling to advertising agencies
try; and a woman who wouldn't give
up her marriage for a kingdom. The arid sales and advertising managers of the national companies. The Mithoff & White

best -dressed women of the world; a
beauty. according to many judges;
married more than once: not in politics but affecting to a great extent

answer of course. was the Du -has, of agency of El Paso has been appointed to handle this work.

Over 150 completed rails
came in within 15 minutes.
Windsor.

Second annual letter week of
WLI3C, Muncie. Ind., is now being
conducted with object of getting
listener reaction to programs of the
station and also to determine listener
areas. Compar.son will be made with
first annual letter week of a year ago,

cast.

WKY staff orchestra to play twice
when replies were received from 14 weekly dances in the Silver Room
per cent of the total radio homes, of the Skirvin Hotel. Band will be
despite fact that no prizes were known as Allen Clark's
offered. More than 3,000 persons re- Lee Norton as vocalist.

audience was computed at 133,220.

Warren

Welborn, sponsoring

ininute sports review over KFXR.

Candid Camera Night

Edward F. McGrady, public relations director for RCA, will be guest
camera test recently. Event was held !peaker at Boston Chamber of Comin the studios in cooperation with merce luncheon Thursday, broadcast
Eastman Kodak. Two hundred dol- over Colonial network.
lars in camera equipment served as
Evelyn Towle, secretary to Lew
prizes. The station has announced Whitcomb, WEEI publicity chief, laid
that several copies of the rules and up the past two weeks by grippe
regulations are available if other and sinus, now better.
stations are interested.
Colonial and a coast Mutual network will broadcast the finish of
Thermometer Offer
the World's Championship Dog Sled
Free offer of a thermometer on Derby from Laconia, N. H., next
Omaha, invited them

"Eta

to a

candid -

Alpha

Pro- Sunday

gramme over WDRC, Hartford,
ALBANY
brought qualified replies from eight
Aaron Keller of WOKO and Harry
states, despite stipulation that letters
had to be mailed same day. Supply Goldman of WARY attended Saturof the instruments was quickly ex- day's conference of sales managers
hausted, and new order was made presided over by Charles Phillips of
\VFW., Syracuse.

EARL G. THOMAS

15-

BOSTON

More than 300 camera fans snapped
more than 3,000 pictures when WOW.

necessary.

WE ARE HAPPY TO INFORM OUR
FRIENDS IN RADIO THAT

150

ance from secondary zone. Average ater.

morning

the radio, declares Rev. W. E. MacDonald of New Toronto.
He deplored the practice of one church
attacking another.

Rand with

Jack Caldwell being featured on
towns, with 73.6
per cent of the letters coming from KTOK and Oklahoma Network in
the primary coverage area and bal- organ concert from the Tower The -

early

Clergymen of all denominations
should be barred from talking on

OKLAHOMA CITY

set for an early personal appearance
at Oklahoma City theater.
KOMA cooperating with Standard
Theaters in distribution of passes
during Man - On - The - Street broad-

is

Fiddlers on CKY, Winnipeg.

Lee Norton, WKY star warbler,

Annual Letter Week

sponded from

CANADA
Herb Paulo, yodeling cowboy,

now with Art MeEwing's Farmer

HAS BECOME ASSOCIATED
WITH US AS
GENERAL MANAGER

1-111NRY SCUVAINE
Incorporated
10 ROCKEFELLER nLAzii
NEW YORK CITY

